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Apples in Space-For the Masses
Princeton's Gerard K. O'Neill
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There once was a computer company in Cu
pertino, California, that had lots of Apples ly
ing around in its oflices. There were all kinds
Ils. Ills, Lisas, yet-unnamed computers, and an
old Apple I used as a dart board with Peter Mc
W illiams's picture on it.
One day, when Steve Jobs was shaving his
pet gerbil ("If you shave a gerbil, will it get a
tan?" was Jobs's Zen question of the month),
Jobs's electric razor caused a power overload,
which resulted in some of the fuse boxes catch
ing fire and burning up several offices. (Sure, it's
improbable, but this is just a contest.)
Well, one of the rooms that burned down
was the Apple Computer Relics room where
lived an Apple II, a II Plus, a Ile, a III, and a
Lisa. All five computers were totally destroyed:
crispy critters.
During their lives, each computer wrote
programs in either assembly language, Cobol,
Basic, Fortran, or Pascal. o computer could
write in more than one language, but they all
could run programs written in any language.
Each was used for only one function: data
base management, adventure games, arcade
games, fantasy games, or word processing.
None of the Apples was used for more than one
application. In other words, the Apple that
played adventure games did nothing else but
play Zork, Wi::ard and the Princess, Mask ofthe
Sim , and so on.
Through some strange turn of events, each
one of the computers was reincarnated and be
came either a doctor, disc jockey, samurai war
rior, lawyer, or stand-up comic, and was either
single, engaged, happily married. happ ily di
vorced, or twice divorced .
One spring weekend, they all happened to
meet by chance at the Legal Aspects of One
Liner Radio Personalities Impersonating Ear
N ose-and-Throat Japanese Soldiers Conven
tion at the Motel Six in Cheeseburg, Ohio .
They really hadn't changed that much, even
though they were now human and no longer
computers. aturally, they immediately recog
nized each other and hit it off great. Unfor
tunately, they couldn't remember completely
which computers they were, or what their li ves
were like. But they did know the following:
I. The Lisa played a lot of Wizardry, Ul
tima II, and dungeon games.
2. The one that used to program in Cobol
was divorced .
3. The one that had been a II Plus would
have to leave the convention early because he
had a hot date with his financee back home.
4. One of them bored the rest of the group
about how he spent weeks trying to get SOS
commands to execute from assembly language.
5. The lie spoke Cobol.
6. The former ll's second wife divorced him
because he wallpapered the bedroom with disks
full of saved games in prog ress, all of which he

was in the process of solving.
7. The single man didn't speak a high-level
language.
8. The one who used to write in Pascal did a
lot of word processing.
9. The samurai warrior was a more sophis
ticated model Apple, and the lawyer an earlier
model, than the stand-up comic.
IO. In his previous life, the disc jockey tried
to combine his interests by writing Ultima XII
with all goto and print statements, and a whole
bunch of for-next loops .
11 . The doctor fell asleep listening to
another guest reminiscing about t ak ing inven
tory, collecting axes, and parsing f-words .
12. The stand-up comic's jokes mostly end
ed with punch lines such as "How many fields
to sort?" and "By last name?"
These poor bozos couldn't figure out who
was who, but we bet yo u can. In fact, we'll give
away $100 worth of Softalk advertisers' prod
ucts to the one who can correctly match all five
human s with the computers they used to be, the
language each spoke, the applications each was
used for. and their current marital status.
All you have to do is write down the occu
pation, marital status, model of Apple that per
son used to be, computer language, and its ap
plication, and send it in with a facsimile of the
coupon below. That's it!
In case of a tie, a winner will be dragged
screaming from within the ruthless random
number generator.
Mail in your entry with the following infor
mation, postmarked by October IO, 1983, to
Softalk Reincarnation, Box 60, North Holly
wood, CA 91603 . Go!
:II
Name: _ _ __ _ __ __ __ _ _
Address: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~

City. state, z i p : - - - - - - - - - - 
Phone number. - - - - -- - - - - 
My computer dealer. - - - -- - - - 
Here's what I wanna win: _______
Signature: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CONTEST WINNERS
What a mess. The June Final Exam contest
sent readers scrambling to libraries, writing let
ters to Apple, and looking up Wozniak's phone
number in the directory. Needless to say, it
probably disrupted a lot of innocent people's
lives. The carnage of contests, oh, the carnage.
It really wasn't that hard. As we said in the
rules, all infonnation was at one time or another
publicly available if you knew where to look.
He Looked, He Wrote, He Entered, He
Won. Brian Fleming (Los Altos, CA) knew
where to look . Fleming's research skills helped
him answer all but two questions correctly,
which won him all of $100 in prizes. He says

,•

ALL NEW GAMES FROM PENGUIN !
M i n i t Man™byGreg Malone
When the first wave of robots hit the bridge you were having lunch. By the time
you climbed Into your chopper and reached the gorge, the damage was done! The
bridge was shattered. That was about the time the radio started squawking about
Incoming missiles.
Your silos are empty, awaiting three Interceptor mlsslles that had just been
prepared for launching. Unfortunately, they are loaded on trains on the other side
of the gorge, unable to get across the damaged bridge. Your job Is to repair the
damage and set the launch computer.
Simultaneously, the enemy's robots have penetrated the building complex in an
attempt to sabotage the computer. If you don't stop them, saving the bridge
would be pointless.
Available on Apple disk.

Q n IY $19 •95

The Spy Strikes Back™
(or How to Not Be Seen) by Robert Hardy and Mark Pelczarskl
The spy Is back! Once again wit and stealth are the tools of
his trade as he attempts to thwart an lnternatlonal terrorist's
threat to blackmail the world community. Can you aid him In his
efforts to evade the patrolling electronic guards, while searching
the myriad rooms of a flve·story castle, rounding up the clues
needed to locate Dr. X's nuclear laboratory?
Colorful graphics, great sound, and real·tlme action make this
new g~me maddeningly addictive!
Available on Apple disk,
Atari 32K disk and 24K cassette.

PENSATE

TM

Q I $

n Y 19•95

,
The Thinking Geme

The Thinking Game

by John Besnard

A thinking game of evasion, Pensate Is an original in the board game genre.
The object Is to get to the top of an 8x8 grid whlle avoiding all other playing
pieces. The computer has 10 types of pieces each of which moves in a pattern
relativ.e to the player's move. The higher the round, the more pieces on the board.
Pensate features both one· and two-player modes and players can plot one to
four moves ahead. There is a practice option In add.ition to tournament play. If
you lose, you can watch an Instant replay or even play the same game over.
Available on Apple disk.

PENSATE.
by John S..nard

Only $19.95

AND OUR BEST SELLERS AT $19.95 TOO!
SPY'S
1, 1'\"~ar.,:.ctru:lt\

830 4th Ave.
Geneva, IL 60134

For information - call (312) 232·1984
Dealer orders only - call (800) 323·0116

Atari la a trademarlt of Atari, Inc. Apple Is • trademarlt of Apple Computer, Inc. Penguins ere prone to bllaaful waddllng.
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Multi-Lingual
questionnaire generator
THE GREAT CREATOR is
used to create and
operate multiple-choice
and 'fill in the blank'
questionnaires (exams,
drills, etc.) in
17 different languages.
Sf'ANI SH: ~- e i 6 6. ii r. ~ l,
FRENCH:
e i! ~ 9 il. i' 0 -a l:C a e i
GERl1AH:
a 0 u A ti ij (.!
DANISH/NORUEGIAN: ;. a IE ii! liJ .ei
FINNISH/SUEDISH:
a li. 0 A ;. ti
HAUAI IAN: a e i 6 <i Iii I: I' 0 (j
HUNGARIAN: :i. e i 6 0 !l 6. ii ii
ITALIAN:
POLI SH:
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TURKISH: d
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Sample question created
with THE GREAT CREATOR.
l
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Choose the Fre
that
correctl1 tran
lish
phr·ase <in par... , .. ____ ,
~rder to
coaplete the following sentence:
Lui et aoi ..• (aet) a Paris l'!!te
p;;.sse.
l>se sont rencontres
2)avons rencontre
3)s'ont rencontre
4>nous nous soaaes rencontres
5>nous nous a.vons rencontres

orry.
our c 01ce is c ose ut t e
au xiliary verb 'avoir'Cavons) is
incorrect here. Use ~tre as your
auxiliary verb.
You.r choice? 5

Included: 6 disks,
manual, other aids.
Menu driven: No
programming skills
are necessary.
UPPER/lower case,
accented letters
appear on the screen
and in printouts. NO
extra hardware needed!
'Word processor' entry
of text.
Automatic wrap-around.
Scoring system.
Hard-Copy options.
Apple II+, Apple Ile,
and one disk drive.
A demo disk is
available for $5.00.

Tttt

DR~f tSSOR

Box 301 * Swanton, VT
05488 * [514] 747-9130
FREE brochure of over
50 programs!
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he's go ing to blow it all on pa rt of a Sweet Mi
have; it just 1s; it's a good bargain for the
cro Systems Mockingboard, which he' ll pick up mon ey. ..."
at hi s local store, Mission Computer Center.
Boring.
It seems th at one of the reasons some peo
Contest winner Fleming decided his own
ple enter these contests is just to get their names reaso ns were unimport ant. "Why is Apple the
printed in this section of the magazine. Witness best da rn personal computer in the universe? It
seems quite unnecessary to make up reasons to
one entry we received th at included th e follow
ing note.
support the statement when so ma ny have said
"When I forgot to double-space my Why it so well:
'The best stands out'-Howard Softwa re
Not Kumquat? entry, I became a ngry. When I
forgot to send in my co rrect count of 349 tur
Services
keys, I had a mental breakdown. Not this time!
'Dollar for dolla r, fe ature for feature, noth
I hope yo u realize I wa nt my name to appea r in ing else even comes close!'-Sierra On-Line
Sojia/k, even if it me ans embarrassment. I'm
'Ya gotta have one'-Sweet Micro Systems
'Pe nguin s say frnk, frnk ' -Pe nguin
desperate for a ttenti o n! Please notice my sma rt
Softwa re
alecky a nswers."
"The above statements speak for them
Whoever you a re, you forgot to include
yo ur name with yo ur entry. Them's the breaks. selves.''
Reso urcefulness was the key to this contest.
Aaron and Ben La nterman (Bridgeton,
Some contestants' references even included the MD) answered the essay qu estion best by stat
corporate libraria ns a t Apple. Larry Glisson ing simply tha t "no one ca n afford a Lisa."
a nd Glenn Parrish (Fort Lauderdale, FL) went Good a nswer, but try telling that to the back
straight to the source, the Woz himself. "We got ordered Lisa division at Apple.
the answers to some of the questions from.Steve
One of the question s th at caused the most
Wozniak (even better than interviewing Steve co nfusion was number eight, the date the first
Jobs!)," they wrote. "If yo u wish to call him, his Apple II was m ade ava ilable to the public. The
phone number is (408) 946-PQRS. Don ' t print correct answe r to this qu estion depended on
the number, he doesn't want publicity! Please!" whom you asked. The official correct answer
Killer Questions. Question twenty-seven was May 10, 1977. Acco rding to Phil Roybal,
Apple's product ma rketing ma nager, Europe,
seemed to stump a few people . One perso n in
formed us that Amy Doaks is "Mr. Doaks's a nd former corporate communications ma n
d aughter." Tom Lullo (Naperville, IL) guessed ager, this was the date it was available for pur
"A my Do aks is Steve Wozniak's fiancee. If this chase , hence publicly ava ilable.
guess is right, tell Steve 'Congrats' for me." If
However, the Apple II was introduced to the
Lullo's guess is right, somebody should teli public at the First West Coast Computer Faire.
This is where it gets messy. According to Ap
Wozniak' s wife, Ca ndi.
What color fe et does th e blue horse have? ple's calendar, this a ll happened on A pril 20,
Well, we don't know of too many blue horses; 1977. But Jim Warren, boss of bosses at Com
the horse on the cove r of th e June issue was a n puter Faire, the Faire's sponsor, says Apple is
off-white color, a nd you couldn't see its feet lying; in his diary, the West Coast Computer
a nyway. The answer to this one was found in Faire took place April 15-17, 1977. You just
the A pplesoji Tutorial o n pages 85 and 104 for ca n't ta ke anybody's word a nymore . So, if yo ur
the II Plus a nd lie respectively. It didn' t matter a nswe r was a ny of th ese three dates, yo u' re in
to Dav id Tseng (Marlboro, NJ) , who let us good shape.
know very co ncisely tha t "horses have hooves,
As a closing note, here's what Richard Wins
not feet." To uch e.
low (Wheatland, WY) had to say about the
Did everyone find Richa rd Shacklock's six
contest "While I'll probably not win, at least
teenth-century poem? Here's what Kevin Eanes I've had some fun, met so me people, a nd
(Fresno, CA) sent us:
lea rned something more abo ut my Apple."
"I once had a machyne called 'The
lsn 't that what it's all about a nyway?
Computer.'
An End to This Limerick Madness. Funny
It was a perfeckt devyce- a re al beaut, si r. thing a bout vo ting . No matter who wins, al
But I lefte my Apple to lye
most nobody is satisfied. Presidentia l elections,
And my wyfe used it in a pye.
legisla tion , World Series most valua ble playe rs,
There was only one thing to do: scolde
limerick contests.
her. "
The only person who 'll be satisfied with the
"If you haven't guessed," Eanes ad ded, " I ou tcome of this contest is Sonia Kantor (Palo
don ' t know the answer to this qu estion, I ha te Alto, CA), whose limerick received the most
poetry, I never heard of Ri cha rd Shac klock, votes and won by a la ndslide. It wasn't even a
a nd I wasn't around in 1565 !"
close race. Her limerick was number four,
The essay qu estion was just for fun-a big which ended with "Hugh, let Pa curd the
c hance for people to get their na mes mention ed whey" (hidden na me: Hewlett-P ackard).
Kantor wins the long-awaited $100 in fabu
here fo r coming up with imaginative answers.
Unfortunate ly, not too many people decided to lo us gift items for her Apple, which , no doubt,
son Jason will help pick out. Jason Kantor,
have that much fun with it. Most essays expla in
ing why the Apple is the best darn personal the contest-winners faithful will remember, was
computer in the universe sounded like this: "It's crow ned Sojialk Slob of the Month back in
ve rsatile; it has more softwa re available for it May for havi ng submitted his Puns ' n' Ana
th a n any other; it's expandable; it's the one I gra ms entry with to rn a nd frayed edges,
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A BOLD NEW CONCEPT IN COMPUTER ADVENTURES

FORBIDDEN QUEST™is the first in a series of ARTEXT™adventures combining spellbinding prose and
five 81/2 by 11 original graphic art prints . Clues within the 5 prints must be cleverly deduced and applied
to solve your quest .
As the hero in this science fiction thriller. you alone are responsible for your fate. You must call upon
all of your skill and cunning to prevail against hostile environments and treacherous aliens to attain the
ultimate conclusion.
The beautiful princess in the illustration (Forbidden Quest ARTEXT print No. 3) is one of the many
challenges you will face in conquering the worlds of FORBIDDEN QUES'I
THE DESTINY OF THE CITIZENS OF YOUR GALAXY DEPENDS ON YOUR SUCCESS !
TREAT YOURSELF TO A NEW ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE
Ask your local dealer or CALL
TOLL-FREE 1·800-522-1500 ext. 831
(orders only)
1-408-625-0125
(orders, general information , HINTS)
OR SOURCE (TCP007) ::J COMPUSERVE (74035, 130)
$39 .95 plus $1 .50 postage , add $3 .00 for C.O.D. Calif. add 6% sales tax
Mastercard, Visa , CO .D. WELCOME
Forbidden Quest for Apple'"' J[/J[e (48k) DOS 3.3 and Apple/// emulation IBM·~ - Pc and compatibles
(CP/W versions available soon)

pryoril y so!lware. inc .
25570 Chiquito Pl.
Carmel, Calif. 93923
DEALER AND DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES AR EINVITED
APPLE. IBM. and CP/M are registered trademarks ol Apple Computer. Inc .. International Business Machines, Inc.. and 01gital Research.
Inc .. respectively. Forbidden Quest and ARTEXT are trade marks ol Pryority Soltware . Inc. · copyrigh t 1983 Pryority Software. Inc .
All Righ ts Reserved.
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smeared ink, grease stains, and other grimy
marks. Since then, that title has been revoked,
and all rights and privileges that go with it have
been canceled. Sonia Kantor explains:
"Jason was kind of upset at first, because it
wasn't all his fault. We would all work on the
puzzle after dinner just about every night, and it
was my husband who made most of the mess ."
Only after some school chums remarked to Ja
son that they had seen his name in Softalk did
the former Slob of the Month realize it wasn't
such a bad deal after all.
Lessons like this are always learned too late,
and such is the case for Jason. The Slob of the
Month for May has now been defaulted to his
father, Robert.
Winning a contest always involves a bit of
talent, luck, and a little strategy. In the case of
the Limerick contest, it involved a lot of strat
egy. See, just as in real-life stuff like political
elections, there's always the matter of who
should have won, who wanted badly to win, and
who did win. Kantor did win, that much is cer
tain. But how she did it is another story.
The voting looked more like the petitioning
process for Dr. Demento's Top Ten than it did
a civil democratic event. Votes came in for every
limerick, but in the final analysis it wasn't a
question of which limerick was the best written
or the most popular, but rather who could
round up the most people to send in a post card
with a number written on it.
All but four of Kantor's votes came from
her home-town area of Palo Alto. At first, the
contest staff was stumped. "She sure has a lot of
neighbors," remarked one vote counter. "Either
that or she's holding a lot of Palo Altoans hos
tage," added another.
It was neither case .
As Ka ntor tells it, all the votes came in from
students of her English as a Second Language
class. The limericks were given to the students (or
so we were told), and they were to vote for lim
erick number four "if they wanted to pass the
class." Well, that's one way to campaign for
votes, and it doesn't seem too different from the
way things work in Congress.
Congratulations are in order to Kantor for
going beyond her job duties of teaching the
English language and teaching the true Ameri
can way as well. Hurrah.
For each devious action, there is an equal
and opposite reaction. Sort of. When it came
time to draw from the pile of cards that voted
for limerick number four in order to award the
$50 voters' prize, the card that emerged was one
of the four that didn't come from Palo Alto. It
was one of three that came from Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. At least this winner wasn't one of
Kantor's Kommandos. So we thought.
No, Ellen Lang (Milwaukee, WI) isn't one
of Kantor's English students. She's a sister-in
law. Nepotism, nepotism. Lang doesn't have an
Apple, so she really had no use for $50 in soft
ware. Instead, she's taking the cash and will
"put it toward our trip to Europe." That ought
to buy her enough airplane fare to get about six
miles over the Atlantic.
Who Should Have Won. Apparently, the
GOTO page 299

"The G11phlcs
Magician makes
programs like
Thunderbombs a
breeze."
· -Mr. C. Loud

"Put some bounce
In your animation
with The Graphics
Magician."
-Bouncing Barney
Kamunga

\

/ ;•Great graphics like
Transylvania's
would have been
1 pretty hairy Without
i The ·Graphics
\ Megfcfan."-Mr.

'

• W.R. Wolf

"Methinks
wondrous graphics
such as Coveted
Mirror's are best
accomplished with
The Graphics
J
Magic/en. "-Sir
Plngulne

~

The best tool for ~resting animation and pictures for your own programs is now even better. The brani:t new, updated version is now
easier to use, and features more comprehensive editing features, the ability to mix text and graphics anywhere on the screen, and even
faster, smoother "nimatlon than before. The new Graphics Magician comes boxed with an all·new manual chock full of examples and
sample program listings. To receive the updated version, current owners should return their master disk and manual along with
$15 to Penguin Sotiware, and we'll rush the new package to you.
,
·FGr other testimonials, look for products from Sierra On·Line, Sir· Tech, Mattel Electronics, Datamost, Adventure International,

-·~:•ftW•~· -OlmPitiiiiii~SQffWafe:~::ph~s :.~:~.
(312)

232·19M, 830 4th Avenue, Geneva, IL 60:134

Available at your local

Dealer H'e:>tllne::(S00)..323·0116,. ret·ailers only; please'.

comput~r store: Dealer aitd dlstrlb~tor· ~inqull'les ·welcom·e. ·. Vlsll/M.a11terCar~ accepted. • •
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Fmall); aliens your kids can reason with
instead ofdestr~
Spinnaker computer games are lots of fun . They're also
instructive. Not destructive. That's why IN SEARCH OF THE
MOST AMAZING THING '" lets your kids negotiate with aliens.
Not destroy them.
IT'S AMAZINGLY FUN!
The Most Amazing Thing is out there somewhere. find
ing it won' t be easy Luckily, your kids will have the help
of old Uncle Smoke Bailey Because they'll have to fly the
B-liner, avoid dangerous Mire Crabs, and trade with aliens.
It takes skill, persistence and imagination to find The Most
Amazing Thing. Because it's the most elusive thing in the
whol e wid e galaxy. But that's what makes it so exciting.
IT'S AMAZINGLY EDUCATIONAL!
Like all Spinnaker games, IN SEARCH OF THE MOST

SP/IYIYAK&R

AMAZING THING has real educational value.
Your kids will sharpen their ability to estimate distances
and quantities, and will become more aware of direction
and time. They'll develop a knack for economic principles,
and learn to solve problems through trial and error
So if you're looking for exciting computer games that
give your kids something to think about, just go
IN SEARCH OF THE MOST AMAZING THING
at your local retailer.· It's so
--~--.,•
much fun you'll probably be
tempted to play it yourself
' I ~ SEARCH Of TH E MOS T AM AZI NG THIN G 15 com pa ti 
ble w ith Apple, • IBM ,• Atari • an d Commodore 64 · ~

TM

We make learning f un.

Appl .._18 <'·" 1rid A tcw ,)r• 1eg1"Jt ered tr ..ut• •f'T',1 rk•·, 0 r Appl0 Co m pu te r. Inc . lnterri a t1o na1 Bu51ne55 Mac hin es Cmp .Jnd Atari. In c. r espC'CllvPlv Commodm e 6 4 15 a 1radem a1k o f Commo<to re t lec ! ro n1c s L1m1kd
Ir• S f AR0 1 o r Tt1f MOS T AMA ZING TM ING co m pute r p fCl gram 15 a traaemork o t 5 ()1nn.1kcr "1o l tware Co rp
( l ' i 8 .Y ~) p1nr1ke1 So !t w.J r(' Co r p A I right s r('sc rved

,

lntrodu~ Snooper Troops'"detective series.

Ed.Ucationat games that tum
ordinary homes into Sherlock homes.

Where can you find educational computer games that
your kids will really enjoy playing?
Elementary, my dear Watson. From Spinnaker.
Our SNOOPER TROOPs'"detective games are fun, exciting
and challenging. And best of all, they have real educational
value. So while your kids are having fun, they're learning.
As a Snooper Trooper your child will have a great time solv
ing the mysteries. But it will take some daring detective
work. They'll have to question suspects, talk to mysterious
agents, and even search dark houses to uncover clues.
Luckily, the program provides your kids with everything
they need : a SnoopMobile, a wrist radio, a SnoopNet com
puter, a camera for taking Snoopshots and even a notebook

SPIYIYAKJ:R

We make learning fun

'c 19 8), Spinn.:i l-.e r So ftware Corp All righ ts rt-se rved Apple, !BM and Alan are regis ter ed tradem arks ot Apple Com p uter, Inc , ln te rn<1 t 1o n a1 B u s 1 11ess M ac h 1 ne ~ Corp and A tar• !nc , re:>pcc: ivclv C rn n m uJ.'lr ~ o -l
o l Commodore Elec tr orncs lrrn1ted SNOO PER TROOPS comput er progr.1m is a trdd emcHk o t Sp1nnaker So ftw ar"" Co rp

•:i

1 tr.J,:i.;m <i ri..
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Fastalk is a quick guide to popular, specialized,
new, and classic software. When you need a particu
lar kind of program or just want to see what's new,
Fastalk is the place to look for fast answers.
If a program has been reviewed in Softa/k, it car
ries the issue date of the review in italics at the end of
its listing, and the capsule description given reflects
the published review.
A new software entry, which must be of profes
sional quality to be included, is designated by a check
mark preceding its name. A new entry loses its check
mark after its first appearance and drops out of
Fas talk after one to three appearances (depending on
genre) if it fails to gain popularity.
A bullet preceding a title indicates a program that
Sojialk has designated as a classic, based on its ability
to stand up over time, its significance for its time
(breaking new ground or introducing a new genre), or
its archetypal qualities.
Other entries in Fastalk are there either by virtue
of current activity (the programs are selling at least as
much as the least-selling entry on any of the bestseller
charts) or because they are representative of the best
of programs for a special interest or need (such as
card games or non-Basic-specific language terminal
programs).
So/talk may arbitrarily omit any package from
Fastalk, whether or not it meets the foregoing
criteria.

Adventure
Adventuresome story games m which players must deduce
commands, make maps, and solve logical puzzles.

• Adventure. Crowther, Woods. The original text
adventure, created on mainframe, contributed to by
many over a long time. Very logical within fantasy
framework, excellent puzzles, maps; complex, convo
luted, and great. Several publishers: Microsoft, 10700
Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004. $28.95. Apple,
20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $35. Fron
tier Computing, Box 402, 666 N. Main St. , Logan, UT
84321. $10.
Critical Mass. Blauschild. Rungistanian author's next
adventure; more colorful graphics, sophisticated and
challenging puzzles. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95 . 7183.
• Cyborg. Berlyn. Text adventure with brief action
skill game hidden in plot. As a futuristic part man, part
robot, you're lost in a strange forest, desperately
needing food and power. At its release, in its realism
and use of true plot, Cyborg represented one of the
most significant advances in adventuring since the
original Adventure. Sentient, Box 4929, Aspen, CO
81612. $32.95. 11181.
The I>ark Crystal. Williams. Hi-res adaptation of
fantasy movie. New puzzles challenge even those
who've seen the movie. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line
Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $39.95. 4183.
Deadline. Blank, Lebling. Episode one in a series of
murder mysteries by the authors of Zork. Includes
inspector's casebook, lab report. Text. Infocom, 55
Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138. $49.95. 8182.
Death in the Caribbean. Hess. Lush graphic adventure
features a huge maze, mischievous ghost, pirate treas
ure. Well worth it. Micro Lab, 2699 Skokie Valley Rd.,
Highland Park, IL 60035. $35.
Escape from Rungistan. Blauschild. Graphics adven
ture with some animated real-time puzzles. Espionage
theme. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento,
CA 95827. $29.95. 8182.
• Hi-Res Adventure #1: Mystery House. Williams.

Whodunit in a Victorian mansion. First adventure with
pictures. Two-word parser with logical comprehen~ion .
Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold,
CA 93614. $24.95.
Hi-Res Adventure #2: The Wu.anl and the Prin<:ess.
Williams. The king has offered half his kingdom to the
one who will bring back the kidnapped princess. Cross
mountains, deserts; battle the wizard to claim your
reward. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $32.95. 11180.
Kabul Spy. Wilson. Cold War espionage adventure in
which you must slip into Afghanistan to rescue a
physicist before the commies make him talk. Sirius,
10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.
$34.95.
Mask of the Sun. A unique animated graphic quest
with full though sometimes frustrating parsing. Moving
from room to room involves seeing scenery along the
way go by-a graphics breakthrough with nice puzzles.
Ultrasoft, 12503 Bell-Red Rd ., #200, Bellevue, WA
98005. $39.95. 11182.
• Prisoner 2. Mullich. Totally relandscaped but loyal
version of original game: full-color hi-res graphics
added, puzzles reworded, obstacles expanded. Sophisti
cated and difficult exercise in intimidation with ele
ments of satire. Escape from an island requires player
to solve logical puzzles, overcome obstacles, and an
swer riddles. Excellent computer fare; nothing else like
it. F,du-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $32.95 .
The Prisoner, 3181; Prisoner 2, 10182.
e S.A.G.A. Series. Adams. Scott Adams's prototypi
cal adventures-12 in all-spruced up with 100-color
graphics and Votrax vocals. Fun, not always logical,
very story-oriented series. Each adventure has its own
theme and often exotic locale. They map small but
score big on imagination. Adventure International,
Box 3435, Longwood, FL 32750. $29.95 each. 7182.
Serpent's Star. Anson, Oark, Franks, Ormsby. Mac
Steele searches the Himalayas for a legendary sapphire
in Mask of the Sun sequel. Traps are less obvious.
Delightful glimpse of a faraway mystical land. Ultra
soft, 12503 Bell-Red Rd., #200, Bellevue, WA 98005.
$39.95 . 4183 .
Shenvood Forest. Holle, Johnson. Dating game in
legendary times. In premiere Softoon adventure featur
ing neat UltraRes graphics, Robin Hood woos Maid
Marian all the way to the honeymoon. Go for it.
Phoenix Software, 64 Lake Zurich Dr., Lake Zurich,
IL 60047. $34.95. 3183.
Starcross. Science-fiction prose adventure that comes
wrapped in a flying saucer. Set in the year 2186, main
puzzle is to discover raison d'etre of miniworld aster
oid. Likable, engaging. Superior puzzles. Infocom, 55
Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA02138. $39.95. 11182.
Suspended. Berlyn. Well-plotted adventure demands
control of six independent robots who can act simulta
neously. Intelligent, challenging exercise in logic. A
milestone. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA
02138. $49.95. 4183.
• Swordthrust Series. Set of adventures, seven so far,
that integrate fantasy role playing. Create one charac
ter, make friends in each new adventure, battle mon
sters and achieve goals together. Good stories, fun to
map. Vocabulary no mystery, but puzzles are. Single
character goes through all. CE Software, 801 73rd St.,
Des Moines, IA 50312. Number I prerequisite for rest.
Each adventure, $29.95. 8182.
Transylvania. Antiochia. Some of best graphics ever in
a hi-res adventure. Excellent puzzles and logic-no
unfair tricks. Enjoyable. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Gene
va, IL60134. $34.95. 6181 .
Witness. Galley. It's 1938, a society woman is dead, the
killer is loose and may strike again. You have 12 hours

to figure out whodunit before .>omconc ebc takc-; the
deep six. It may be you. lnfocom, 55 Wheeler St. ,
Cambridge, MA021 38. $49.95. 7183.
• Zork I, II, Ill. Blank, Lebling. Text lives ! Three
masterpieces of logic and grand ad venture to revel in.
Hard, logical puzzles with erudite parser that under
stands complete compound sentences and q uestion~,
ha5 amazing vocabulary. 1 and II use standard scoring,
standard goals; Ill has unique point system, and
benevolence pays. Jnfocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cam
bridge, MA02138. $39.95. Zork !, 6181; Zork 11, 3182;
Zork lll, 9182.

Business
Accounting Plus 0 and De. fl version is integrated
package; general ledger, accounts receivable and pay
able, and inventory-purchasing modules. Menu-<lriven;
prompting. lie version is stripped and rebuilt to take
advantage of available function~. Software Dimen
sions, 6371 Auburn Blvd., Citrus Heights, CA 95610.
II, $1,250; lie, $995 .
Apple 0 Business Graphics. Converts numerical data
into charts and graphs. Features mathematical and
statistical function,. Requires 64K. Apple, 20525 Mari
ani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.
BPI System. Popular six-module business package;
programs also available separately. Includes General
Ledger (a bestseller), accounts receivable, accounts
payable, payroll, inventory control, and job costing.
Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.
$395 each; job costing, $595.
Bulk Mailer. Marinello. Hard disk mailer handles
32,<XX> names, retrieves a name by account number in
two seconds. Floppy disk handles 1,200 names per
disk. Includes zip code inventory, duplicate entry killer.
A technical and functional advance. Satori Software,
5507 N. Woodlawn, Seattle, WA 98103. Floppy disk,
$125; hard disk, $350. 6183.
Olex Training for VisiCalc. Brandt. Self-contained
Apple-assisted training program and reference guide
for the #I electronic spreadsheet. User-selectable infor
mation. Cdex, 5050 El Camino Rd., Los Altos , CA
94022. $49.95. 3183.
v Compuquote. Cost estimation and price-quoting
system that allows user to update, inflate or discount
prices, figure costs based upon labor and materials.
Includes light pen for most data entry. Peripheral
Visions, 5285 Elam Young Pkwy., B400, Hillsboro,
OR 97123. $275.
The Data Bank. Garner, Flowers. Database manage
ment system for nonprogramrners. Generates mail
lists, client files, letter files, checkbook records, student
records, patient records, and recipes. F1owerSoft, 564
Tara, Manteca, CA 95336. $170.
The Data Factory. Passauer. Database management
system allows users to list files, get file statistics, select
another file, transfer records to new database, and add
fields to update forms. Disk swapping required; excel
lent product overall. Several compatible products avail
able. Micro Lab, 2699 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland
Park, IL60035. $150. 8181.
dBase 0. Speedy relational database-management sys
tem. Requires CP/M. Ashton-Tate, 9929 W. Jefferson
Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. $700.
DB Master. Comprehensive database-management sys
tem with password protection, extensive report creation
options. I ,<XX> characters per record. Stoneware, 50
Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $229. 10181.
DB Master Utility Pak #1 and Utility Pak #2. Compati
ble with version III. Translates DB files to Apple text,
restructures existing files, replicates and merges, and
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recovers crashed files. Pak #2 includes label printer,
global editor, file merge, reblocker, and forms printer.
Stoneware, 50 Belvedere St., San Rafael, CA 94901.
$99each.
FCM. Schoenburg, Pollack. Formerly First Cl= Mail.
f antastically user-friendly program for specialized
database applications. Twelve fields, ability to sort and
filter on any field or combination. Continental, 11223
S. Hindry Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045. $74.95. 6182.
General Manager. User-<lefmable database-manage
ment system; can use one to four disk drives or hard
disk. Change screen and field formats without reenter
ing data. Current version supports Ile and 80-column
card at no extra cost. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line
Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $229.95. Hard-<lisk
version, $374.95.
The Incredible Jack. Word processor, database, and
spreadsheet, plus mailing label print and sort. Gives
8Ckolumn u/lc display automatically on the Ile, with
64K, 80-column card on the II Plus. Business Solu
tions, 60 E. Main St., Kings Park, NY 11754. $129.

8182.
lnfoStar. Hajicek, Collier, Rubinstein. Database man
agement for nonprograrnmers. Maintains updates,
generates simple or customized reports. MicroPro, 33
San Pablo Ave. , San Rafael, CA 94903. $495.
Invoice File. Zornes. Template for DB Master gener
ates reports sorted by invoice number, customer num
ber, customer name, and product description. Includes
instructions for creating customized reports; requires
minimal knowledge of DB Master. Phoenix, 64 Lake
Zurich Dr., Lake Zurich, IL fil>:l7. $89.95.
Legal Billing. Marinello. Complete billing system for
lawyers prints customized statements, aging reports.
Includes trust accounts, user-<lesignated codes, auto
matic interest adder. For up to 200 clients and 4,CXX>
transactions. Satori Software, 5507 N. Woodlawn,
Seattle, WA 98103. $350.
Mail Merge 3.3. File-merging tool requiring WordStar

"RAM"
That NEVER Forgets!

HARDRAM
Convenience of RAM / Security of ROM
•Non.Vo lat ile (No loss of data if power is los t).
•No Battery Backup neede d (data is retained over ten (10) years) _
•Requires no EPROM programmer or Ultra-Viole t light.
··Alte r data one byte at a lime or a block at a time .
•U sing HARDRAM is as easy as using a Standard APPLE II
RAM Card.
•Switch selec tab le auto-start on powcr·up.

Permanently Store Alternate Languages/ Operating
Systems. Save Wear and Tear on Program Disks.
{In stantl y Run Any Program Stored In HARD RAM
Without Disk Access.)
•New Co mm and s/Utilities can be added to DOS or BASIC
language with o ne time entry int o HAR DRAM and can be
call ed instantly when yo ur system is powered-up.
•Custom Langu ages ca n be permanently stores int o
HARDRAM (No more need to pre-boot!).
•DOS c.m be reloc.:tted into HAR DRAM to give you ro o m
fo r l.:t rger program s in dynamic RAM .
ll ARORAM EE02A

2K byte sys tem includes assemb led and
tested plug-in c.ud with 2K bytes (one 28 16
UPROM) and sockets for npanding up to
16 K bytes, plus complete data package with
programs, operating instructio ns, and 90 day
wJ.rranly . .
. . . . $169.95

HARDRAM EE 16A

16 K b yte system includes all of the above with
a toLlt of eight 28 16 EEPROMS ... . . $299 .95

OPT IONAL
2K BYTE
EEP ROMS

28 16 lsingle chip) Catalos;:# 7030N .. $29.95
28 16 Jurmorc) Catal og#703025 . . $24 .95
28 16 dalJ. shcct W talog# 103016 . .. $1 .50

(HARDRAM will also accept most 2K X 8 sLl tic RAMs
ut prr-p rogr;i,mmed 2716 EPROM ;)
T<'n day monry bad.. trial period plus 90 day limikd warrant y.
Add $2.00 sh ipping to each order.
In Te u s add 4% tu
(. 0 . O.s add $ J.50.
APPLE II is a tr.1demarlo. of Ap ple Computer Inc .
INOUIR[ ,\BOUT HARORAM FOR OTH ER COMPUTE R SYSTE MS.
DEALER INQU IRI ES INVITED.
Se nd 25c for our 1983 summer cataloi: o f electronic parh
(free with orde r) i ncludin~ rl'sistors, Cd pacitors,
~em ico nduc t o rs, r las tic boxes, motors, etc .

LOWEST PRICES - SAVE UP TO 50% OR MORE!!!
TINKER -TRON
P. 0 . ROX 53 128
L UBBOC K, TEXAS 7945 2
(806)745-2228

3.3. Combines files containing names and addresses
with files containing letter texts. Personalizes form
letters with specialized salutation and closing. Mi
croPro, 33 San Pablo Ave., San Rafael, CA 94903.
$250.
MagiCalc. Graves. Electronic spreadsheet with auto
matic page formatting and support of additional mem
ory boards up to 512K. Compatible with VisiCalc and
Magic Window 11. Artsci, 5547 Satsuma Ave., North
Hollywood, CA 91601. $149.95.
Money Street. Checkbook fmancial system for small
business, office, or home use. Keeps books, tracks
deductions, helps cut expenses. CfS, Box 4845, Incline
Village, NV 89450. $99.95.
Multiplan. Easy-to-learn electronic work sheet using
plain-English commands. Powerful modeling and pres
entation capabilities. For use in analysis, forecasting,
teclmical engineering, and the home. Versions 1.04 and
up use 80 columns and extended memory on the lie.
Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, WA 98004.
$275.
Payroll. Faulkner. Handles payroll accounting, report
generation, and check writing for 300 employees in 15
divisions at Pascal speeds on non-Pascal-equipped
Apple computers. Two disk drives required. Broder
bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901 . $395.
PFS:File. Page, Roberts. User controls data in totally
unstructured database. Up to 32 pages (screens) of
information in each record. Ile version has 80 columns,
u/lc. Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Moun
tain View, CA 94043. $125. 10180.
PFS:Graph. Chin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces with
files created with PPS.File and VisiCalc. Produces bar,
line, and pie charts merging data from several sources.
80 columns and increased graphics support in Ile
version. Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr.,
Mountain View, CA 94043. $125. 5182.
PFS:Report. Page. Powerful report generator designed
for use with PFS:File. Sorts, calculates, totals, formats,
and prints presentation-quality columnar reports. Soft
ware Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View,
CA 94043. $125. 6181.
Quick File De. Easy-to-use personal database filing
system that generates reports, sorts. Fifteen fields; files
as long as disk allows. Ile, two disk drives. Apple,
20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $100.
Ifuk Simulator. Estimates probability distributions re
lated to risk situations, such as automobile mainte
nance expenses or employer funding of health benefits.
Actuarial Microcomputer Software, 3915 Valley 0.,
Winston-Salem, NC 27106. $185.
State of the Art General Ledger and Budget Forecast
ing Module. The ledger does 12-period accounting,
two-<ligit subaccounts; handles up to 470 accounts;
enters JOO transactions before updating to permanent
files. Budget module extends account number to nine
digits; custom designs reports; does previous-year com
parisons. State of the Art, 3183A Airway Ave., Costa
Mesa, CA 92626. $495, budget module, $395. 8183.
,,- Statpro. Imhof, Hewett, Blue Lakes Software.
Complete workstation for data entry, storage manipu
lation, statistical and graphic analyses. Statistics mod
ule contains five sets of analyses: descriptive statistics,
regression analyses, analysis of variance, time series
analyses, and multivariate analyses. Wadsworth Elec
tronic Publishing, Statler Office Building, 20 Park
Plaza, Boston, MA 02116. Thirty-two disks, $1,995.
Videx Preboot VisiCalc. Prepares VisiCalc to run in 80
columns, u&Ic. Advanced version uses mixture of
existing memory cards. Videx, 897 N.W. Grant St.,
Corvallis, OR 97330. $49; advanced: $89.
• VisiCalc. Bricklin, Frankston. Electronic work
sheet for any problem involving numbers, rows, and
columns. No programming necessary. VisiCorp, 2895
Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250. 10180.
VisiFile. Creative Computer, Jameson, Herman. Data
base-management information system for organiz.ation
and retrieval of information, allowing sort and modifi
cation of records. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd ., San
Jose, CA 95134. $250.
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VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT schedule planner.
VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $300.
V1sffrend/V5ii>lot. Kapor. Combines VisiPlot graph
ics with time-series manipulation, trend forecasting,
and descriptive statistics. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd.,
San Jose, CA 95134. $259.95. 7181.

Communications

Apple Link. Jaffe, Pierce. Creates intelligent terminal
at receiving end with no additional software. Only
modem software known that can transmit Screen
Writer text files. Also transmits random-access text
files. Computer Applications, 13300 S.W. 108 Street
Circle, Miami, FL 33186. $59.95. 8182.
ASCII Exp~: The Professional. Robbins, Blue.
Greatly improved version of original modem software
package features automatic redial, individual macro
files, and conversion of Integer, Applesoft, or binary
programs into text files. Works with a plethora of
hardware. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside
Ave., Santee, CA 92071. $129.95. 12182.
Data Capture 4.0. Copyable, modifiable smart termi
nal program; compatible with Apple III and most
lower-<:ase adapters. Southeastern Software, 6414 Der
byshire Dr., New Orleans, LA 70126. $65. 7181.
Dow Jones Connector. Guide to the use of the
company's News/Retrieval Service and Blue Chip
membership, too. Dow Jones Software, Box 300,
Princeton, NJ 08540. $95.
Hayes Tenninal Program. Standalone disk designed
for the Micromodem II lets CP/M, OOS 3.3, and
Pascal disks create, list, delete, send, and receive files.
Opens access to nonkeyboard ASCII characters and
prints incoming data as it's displayed. Hayes Micro
computer Products, 5835 Peachtree Comers East,
Norcross, GA300')2. $99. 9181.
Micro/Tenninal. Access and exchange information
with mainframes and minis, databases like the Source,
and other remote terminals and personal computers.
Allows keyboard mapping, u/lc, 80-column cards.
Microcom, 1400A Providence Hwy., Norwood, MA
02062. $84.95.
P-Tenn: The Professional. Supports all Pascal<e>m
patible interfaces, asynchronous serial cards, Apple
compatible moderns, and baud rates up to 2400.
Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave., Santee,
CA 92071. $129.95.
Softenn. Stricklan. Emulation program makes the
Apple II Plus into a look-alike for many other popular
CRT terminals, allowing use of programs written for
other terminals without programming changes. Also
enables access to mainframes, timesharing services, and
other Apple computers. Keyboard macros and auto
matic answerback capabilities. Softronics, 6626 Prince
Edward, Memphis, TN 38119. $150.
Tenn&ec. O'Neil. Tums Apple with modem into an
intelligent terminal workstation. Features unattended
long file capture, 300 or 1200 baud operation, back
scrolling, edited file capture of past terminal sessions
from scrolling buffer, full-screen editor, macros, execs.
For most moderns. Exec Software, 201 Waltham St.,
Lexington, MA02173. $79.95.
Tr-amend 1, 2, 3. Intelligent-terminal software with
multiple hardware compatibility. Advanced, easy to
use. 1 sends text only; menu-<lriven, limited editor. 2
sends text and files like VisiCalc, verifies transmission.
3 does both and handles electronic mail with automatic
redial, clock calendar, and password protection. Up
grade: difference in price between two packages plus
$20 service fee. SSM, 2190 Paragon Dr., San Jose, CA
95131.$89,$149,$275.9/82.
VisiTenn. Well-planned, comprehensive. Hi-res sixty
character display; wide range of protocols for sending
text. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134.
$129. 9181.
Z-Tenn: lbe Professional. More than an update.
Compatible with a great variety of moderns, interface
cards, and screen modes. Simple file transfer with

The day you brillg your fir~t CAP " lr·;irr11 r,,
game home a11d Wdtch you r chilrJ pl;Jy,
you'll k11ow the excitcme11t of a wi r 11 1 i r1~
choice.

Active Family
Your family and CAi's growing family ri f
animated, full -color programs have a l<Jt tr,
share - beginning with a wi llingness to
reach beyond the ordinary to achieve ti 1e
best.

At Your Command
1

You may meet a princess, a juggler or a
dragon in Wizard of Words.™ You may
appear as a guest on 1V in Master Match,'rn
The Game Show TM or Tic Tac Show.n 1 Or,
you may extend these programs still further
with our learningWarern diskettes, offering
hundreds of questions matched to the
teaching strategies in the games. In every
case, CAI puts a world of imagination and
learning at your fingertips. And puts you
and your child in.eontrol.

Unique Approach
Key features place CAI thinking tools in a
class by themselves: Each program comes
with its own library ofsubjects. But that's
just the start. Our unique authoring system
let's you or your child create your own
lessons on any topic, tailoring the program
to your family's needs -and no computer
knowledge is required. Add the fact that
we've kept the vital ingredient -FUN - in
learning, and our proven success is no
surprise. Over 2,000 school districts now
use CAI programs to teach essential
vocabulary and k1gic skills in a variety of
subject areas.
CAI supports its products -and you -with
an unconditional guarantee and a free
backup disk. And provides compatibility
with the most popular computers: Apple ,®
IBM® (and soon Commodore™).

Wise Choice
CAI is a group of experienced educators
and programmers who believe that success
begins with opportunities you create at
home. Ask to see a demonstration of CAI
programs at your local computer store, and
see for yourself just how rewarding a good
education can be.

I

Computer
~I TM
Advanced
Ideas
Bringing Ideas
Home
1442A Walnut Street, Suite 341
Berkeley, CA 94709 (415) 526-9100
App/eisaregisteredtrademark of AppteComputers, Inc IBM 1sa
registered trademark of IBM Corp Commodore is a trademark of
Commodore Busines s Machines. Inc
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Automated Simulations, 1043 Kiel a., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. $39.95.
• Ultima. British. Hi-res color adventure, progressing
from Middle Ages to beyond the space age. A master
piece. C.alifomia Pacific, 1623 5th St., Davis, CA
95616. $39.95. 6181.
Role-p/ay111g games llll'Oiving characters that develop through Ultima D. British. Faster play in a bigger universe with
experience in adventuresome stories , and whose actions a time-travel option. Typically British look and feel.
players determine l'ia se c l'O mmands.
Events are much more interdependent; larger realm of
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. Smith. Fanciful fantasy with more transactions available. Sierra On
Arabian Nights role-playing game with a sense of line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.
humor. Fresh, fast action, challenging options, and $59.95.
secrets that are a joy to discover. Quality, 6660 Reseda • Wtld~ Campaign. Oardy. First fantasy game
to leave the dungeon for the great outdoors; first in
Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335. $32.95. l l 182.
hi-res; first to bargain with merchants; and more.
• Beneath Apple Manor. Worth. The original dun
geon game for the Apple, created in 1978. Newly Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #201, Renton, WA
released version has hi-res, sound effects, a few more 98055 . $17.50.
magic items, but still the classic game. Quality, 6660 • Wu.ardry. Greenberg, Woodhead. Ultimate role
playing fantasy; ten-level maze in hi-res. Generate 20
Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335. $29.95. 2183.
Knight of Diamonds. Second scenario of Wizardry, characters, six at a time on expeditions. Gripping game;
requiring thirteenth-level characters from the original. superbly reproduced. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdens
Individual quests on each of six dungeon levels. Great. burg, NY 13669. $49.95. 8181.
Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $34.95.
integrity. Southwestern Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave.,
Santee, CA 92071. $149.95. 5181.

Fantasy

7182.
Legacy of Llylgamyn. Greenberg, Woodhead. Third
scenario in classic Wizardry series. To save Uylgamyn,
descendants of the adventurers of other Wizardry
scenarios (requires Overlord) must wrest a mystical orb

Graphics

Alpha Plot. Kersey, Cassidy. Hi-res graphics and text
utility with optional xdraw cursor and proportional
from the dragon L'kbreth. New full-screen dungeon, spacing. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
Lisa-like information screens. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., 92103. $39.50.
The Complete Graphics System. Pelczarski. A wealth
Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $39.95. 7183.
• Odyssey: 1lle Compleat Apventure. Oardy. Fan of graphics tools at a reasonable price. Make 2-D
tasy adventure far beyond one place and one setting. drawings with game paddles, add text in destructive,
Castles, catacombs, an ocean voyage, and the orb of nondestructive, or reverse modes; create 3-D figures
power. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr. , #201, Ren and shape tables. Manual features complete outline of
command structure. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva,
ton, WA 98055. $30. 10180.
• Temple of Apshai. Lead title in Dunjonquest series, IL 60134. $69.95; Apple Graphics Tablet version,
winner 1981 Academy of Adventure Gaming Arts and $119.95. 7181.
Design "Computer Game of the Year'.' award. Epyx/ Fontrix. Boker, Houston. Character generator creates
unlimited number of typefaces, uses them to write on a
screen extended 16 times. Extremely significant devel
opment in graphics. Data Transforms, 616 Washington
St., #106, Denver, CO 80203. $75. 7183.
GraForth. Lutus., A graphics language rewritten for
maximum speed. Plotting, line, text display, character
image, and high-speed 3-D graphics, with variety of
colors and drawing options. Includes music synthesizer.
lnsoft, 10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd., #202-B, Portland,
OR 92719. $75. 8182.
THE
The Graphics Magician. Jochurnson, Lubar, Pelcz.ar
ULTIMATE IN
ski. Outstanding animation package consisting of pic
CRYPTOGRAM
ture editor and shape-table extender. Comes with utility
GAMES .
program to transfer binary files . Penguin, 830 4th
Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $59.95; Apple Graphics
Tablet version, $69.95. 5182.
The Graphic Solution. Graphics editor and bit-map
ping animation system using film-editing techniques.
Save hi-res screen as standard OOS file. No program
ming knowledge necessary. Accent, 3750 Wright Pl.,
Palo Alto, CA 94306. $149.95. 7183.
• Base your predictions on the
LPS D. Superb hi-res-graphics drawing system with
statistical analysis provided.
light pen. Draw freehand or use circles and lines to
• Enter your own cryptograms
create geometric shapes. Fill routine with colors and
(plain text or enciphered)
patterns; fun animation demo; programmable Pentrak
driver.
Gibson, 23192-D Verdugo Dr., Laguna Hills,
• Detailed helpJrovided.
CA 92653. $349. 10182.
Read the min of the invisi
v Micro-Illustrator. Island Graphics. Fun and friend
ble man and watch as he
ly drawing program for the KoalaPad graphics tablet.
solves a cryptogram
Easy to learn and use, compatible with most game
®Apple II, II+, lie, Applesoft
software. Koala Technologies, 4962 El Camino Real,
48K - 1 Disk - DOS 3 .3
#125, Los Altos, CA 94022. $124.95. 7183.
Scientific Plotter, Version U. Warme. Plots lab results
as line graphs. Choose data format, length and position
Retailers inquire for rates.
of axes, error bars; labels anywhere in four orienta
tions. Has standalone utility for creation of slicks and
transparencies that allows printing of labels on any
hi-res picture. Includes five demos, manual. Interactive
302 Torbett, Suite 138
Microware, Box 771, State College, PA 16801. $25.
Ri chland , WA 99352
Zoom Grafix. Holle. Graphics-printing utility allows

The
Cryptographer

$19.95

friendly Software
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display of picture on-screen prior to print; prints out
selected portion at any size. Phoenix, 64 Lake Zurich
Dr., Lake Zurich, IL 60047. $39.95. 2182.

Home
Bowling Dala System. Data Dynamics. Two-disk rec
ord-keeping and report-preparation program for infi
nite number of leagues, up to 40 teams. Weekly recap,
season average, more. Rainbow Computing, 9719
Reseda Blvd., Northridge, CA 91324. $149. 95.
• ~ord Magic. Crossword puzzle maker.
Choose subject, words, and clues; program automati
cally connects words. Play on-screen or make printout.
L&S Computerware, 1589 Fraser Dr., Sunnyvale, CA
94087. $49.95. 10181.
Dow Jones Market Anal}'7.er (formerly RTR Market
Analyzer). Automatically collects, stores, and updates
historical and daily market quotes. Provides technical
analysis and plots 18 different types of charts. Dow
Jones Software, Box 300, Princeton, NJ 08540. $350.
v" Dow Jones Market Manager. Portfolio manage
ment and investment analysis package that acts with
News/Retrieval Service. Tracks all purchases and sales,
maintains 26 portfolios. Uses tax lot accounting sys
tem. Dow Jones Software, Box 300, Princeton, NJ
08540. $299.
Einstein MemoryTrainer. Rubin, Samet. Interactive
tutorial with color graphics and gamelike practice
sessions teaches methods for remembering names,
faces, phone numbers, dates, and lists. Set your own
pace, store personal memory techniques. Three disks,
user guide included. Einstein, 11340 W. Olympic Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90064. $89.95.
Family Roots. Professional genealogy database with
unlimited-records capability. Unprotected; works with
SO-column and u/lc. Extensive documentation. Quin
sept, Box 216, Lexlligton, MA 02173. $185.
Golf League SlatNics. McQuinn. Manages, displays,
and prints golf league statistics for up to 50 players and
20 teams. Tracks more than 100 statistics for each
player in league. Disk Depot, 731 W. Colorado Ave.,
Colorado Springs, CO 80905. $139.95.
Golf Slatistician. Haberle. Helps golfers lower their
scores by examining their strengths and weaknesses.
GolfSoft, 10333 Balsam Ln., Eden Prairie, MN 55344.
$34.95.
Home Accountant. Schoenburg. Thorough, powerful
home finance program. Monitors five checking ac
counts against a common budget, plus credit cards and
cash; one-step record or transfer of funds. Continental,
11223 S. Hindry Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90045. $74.95.

4182.
Know Your Apple, Apple Ile. Visually oriented com
puter tutorials with manuals. Cover disks, drives, and
peripherals. Models of clarity. Muse, 347 N. Charles
St., Baltimore, MD 21201. Know Your Apple, $34.95;
Know Your Apple Ile, $24.95. Know Your Apple,

3183.
Micro Cookbook. Recipe-management system allows
entry and modification; selection of recipes by com
mon ingredients, name, or classification. Calorie and
nutrition guide. Virtual Combinatics, Box 755, Rock
port, MD01966. $40. 6183.
NFL Scoreboard. Football point-spread prediction sys
tem gives probable scores, team performance sum
mary, divisional standings, and season play-off predic
tions. Can be used season after season. Micro Data,
741 Surrey Dr., Streamwood, IL 60103. $49.95.
Personal Finance Manager. Gold, Software Dimen
sions. Handles 200 entries a month from 14 separate
accounts. Search-sort-enter routine. Apple, 20525
Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $75. 11181.
Power of Words. Funk. Ten interactive word games by
the author of the Reader's Digest's "It Pays To Enrich
Your Word Power." Humor, graphics, auditory clues
demonstrate words and reinforce memory. Funk Vo
cab-Ware, 4825 Province Line Rd., Princeton, NJ

Introducing Burger~ime™*
for your Apple and IBM. To beat this game,
you've really got to move your buns.
Now you can make your Apple®fl and IBM®Personal
Computer sizzle. With fast-food action from BurgerTime™*by
Mattel Electronics.
Build a better burger. Hold the mustard.
And watch out for those picklesJ
It's a tall order to fill.
But you've got to do it before
those hostile hot dogs cancel it.
from
App1e ®11. 11rrus. and11e
Bu Il".gerTi·me™*
'
Available this Fall
Mattel Electronics. A rare opportunity for computer
game excitement.
IBM. Person al Compurer

'

M NErwoRK™by MRTT!L !L!LTiltcnu~s ®
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08540. Two disks, $49.95 . 7183.
Special Effects. Pelczarski. Artist's graphic package for
creating and enhancing computer graphics. With 108
colors, 96 brushes, magnification, and point-by-point
editing. Reverse colors, create mirror images, move
images. Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134.
$39.95. 3182.
Tax Mini-Miser. Sunrise. Tax-planning package com
putes six tax strategies over one year or one strategy up
to six years. Starsoft, 4984 El Camino Real, #125, Los
Altos, CA 94022. $295.
Tax Preparer. Record-keeping program with wide
variety of federal tax forms and schedules; creates
itemized lists. Yearly updates. Howard Software, 8008
Girard Ave., #310, La Jolla, CA 92037. $225. 3181.
Think Tank. Idea processor program allows you to see
ideas in outline form. Outline can be collapsed to see
the big picture or expanded to reveal hidden details.
Living Video Text, 450 San Antonio Rd., #56, Palo
Alto, CA 94306. $150. 8183.

Home-Arcade
Fas r-acrion s kill games: may 111c/ude elem ents of fanta sy.

A.E. Horai. Blast away like mad in 3-D. Time the
release and detonation of missiles and repel the next
wave. Innovative graphics, new firing technique, and
fugues to boot. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael,
CA 94901. $29.95. 2183.
• Alien Rain . Suzuki. Monsters in this classic seem to
take it personally when you gun down one of their own
kind. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $29.95. 9181.
• Apple Panic. Serki. Rid a five-story building of
crawling apples and butterflies by running up and
down connecting ladders, digging traps, then covering
critters before they devour you. Extremely addictive,

We Help Bring
Your Family Together
6 Types of Charts and Sheets
Indices
User Fields
Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits
Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use
And Much, Much More
Computer art by M. Ramsey

Send for brochure and sample printouts.
Family Root s includes detailed manual and 2 full diskettes
of programs for your Apple II • or IBM PC : •
Other genealogy software also available.
Price; $185 plus $3.50 Postage
Amer ica n Express, Visa
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QUINSEPT, INC.
P.O. Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173

(617) 862-0404

excellent hi-res play. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San
Rafael, CA 94901 . $29.95. 9181.
The Arcade Machine. Jochurnson, Carlston. Step-by
step arcade-game designer-shapes, scoring, sound,
and titles. Begin with variations on five games included,
then on to your own. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San
Rafael, CA 94901 . $59.95. I I 182.
v Axis ~n. Field. Blast-away arcader that gives
3-D perspective of fighting grid; allows bottom-to-top
movement. Twenty possible grids, five zones. Elec
tronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr. , San Mateo, CA 94403.
$35. 7183.
Aztec. Stephenson. Graphic fantasy arcade with ani
mation throughout. Datarnost, 8943 Fullbright Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. $39.95. I 183.
Bandits. Ngo. Fight off waves of multiple menaces
intent on stealing your supplies. Delirious nonstop
action, animated to the hilt. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95. 7182.

Beagle Bag. Kersey. Twenty games and miscellany,
written in Basic and unprotected. Great humor, good
two-player games. Manual is worth the price of admis
sion. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA
92103. $29.50. 1183.
• Choplifter. Gorlin. Fly your chopper to rescue 64
hostages, avoiding interceptor jets, homing mines, and
tanks. Challenging, realistic, and playful. Stunning
graphics. Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA
94901. $34.95. 7182.
Qi.;is Mountain. Schroeder. Run, crawl, walk, and
leap through mountain maz.e fraught with rolling
rocks, geysers, and chasms; defuse nuclear devices.
Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., #210, Renton, WA
98055. $34.95. 10182.
• Crossfire. Sullivan. Aliens come at you from four
directions on a grid laid out like city blocks. Strategy
and intense concentration required. Superb, smooth
animation of a dozen pieces simultaneously. One of the

Introducing Lock 'N~ Chase™·
for your Apple and IBM.
It'll give you a run for your money.
No, it's not a computer scheme to beat the stock market. It's
Lock 'N' Chase™* from Mattel Electronics. For your Apple®II and IBM®
Personal Computers. The computer game worth its
weight in gold.
Picture yourself in a bank vault helping
yourself to gold bar after gold bar. Tax free I
·
But here come the copsl
And the chase is on. While you try
tO SIOW your pursuers by Slamming
Apple ®ll, JIPlus.andlle
iililliilllll locked doors on them.
Lock 'N' Chase™* from Mattel Electronics.
Good as gold.
IBM " Personal Computer
Corning soon

M NErwoRK '" bYMRTT~L. ~L.~r:TP.cnJLS®
© MATTEL ELECTRONICS, INC 1983 All Rights Reserved

·Lock 'N Chem:• is a trademilrk o f Dcita Easr USA, Inc.. u sed under license ~ 198!, 1982 0.?rta East USA, Inc.
Apple II. rr Plus, and li e dre trildemit rk s of Apple Computer Inc

IBM rs a trademark at lntt.>rn.:i r1 orMI Business Machine s Co rp
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great ones. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95. J/82.
• Epoch. Miller. Superbly stylized animation en
hances this filrnic shoot-'em-up. Tremendous sense of
being in space; neat classical music and dramatic
time-warp sequences. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr.,
Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95. 10181.
Evolution. Mattrick, Sember. Player is the prey in six
stages from amoeba to human. Surprise ending isn't
fun . Sydney, fJ00-1385 W. 8th Ave., Vancouver, BC,
Canada V6H 3V9. $39.95. 3183.
Frogger. Lubeck. Not even close. Sierra On-Line,
Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614.
$34.95. 12182.
• Gorgon. Nasir. Fly over planet shooting and dodg
ing invaders and saving kidnapped inhabitants. Out
standing hi-res graphics, challenging refueling se
quence. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento,
CA 95827. $39.95. 8181.
Hard Hat Mack. Abbott, Alexander. Poor Mack. He
must avoid vandals, inspectors, falling rivets, and
hungry cement mixers to complete his building. Elec
tronic Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San Mateo, CA 94403.
$35 . 7183.
Highrise. Calabrese. Hard-hat Barnaby needs a keen
eye for balance as he uses a springboard to stack oddly
shaped blocks and build his skyscraper. Includes a
nontirning, nonscoring learning mode. Micro Lab,
2699 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL fi0035. $30.

5183.
Jawbreaker 2. Bueche. No relation or resemblance to
Jawbreaker I or Bueche's first. Very playable and
addictive. Fun and refreshing. Sierra On-Line, Sierra
On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34.95.

1183.
Lode Runner. Smith. 150 unique levels in super
run-climb-dig-jump game---0r design your own puz
zles, scenes, and setups-in quest to retrieve stolen gold
from the Bungeling Empire. Use monkey bars, trap

DISKETTES
3"I Scolcli BRAND
AT SUPER LOW PRICES
FOR YOUR APPLE COMPUTER

Scolcli

DISKETTES

ARE TESTED AND GUARANTEED
ERROR FREE
FILEWARE

TM

Scolcli

COMPATIBLE DISKETIE
AVAILABLE (TM APPLE COMPUTER)
APPLE CLUB MEMBERS WELCOME
WE SHIP WITHIN 24 HOURS

APPLE STACKER

TM

CREATES A WORK STATION
OUT OF ANY SURFACE FOR
YOUR APPLE II. CATALOG FREE

~-

MASTERCARD• VISA• C.O.D.
WE PAY SHIPPING CHARGES
TM BEREVTON

• I

CALL TOLL FREE

800-922-8193
IN CA 800-468-1068

Tayco Business Forms

~'bmg~~e5~~pplies
Newbury Park, CA 91320

doors, and ladders to your advantage. Broderbund, help; mutants don't. Hot stuff, best of the genre.
Micro Lab, 2699 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park,
1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95. 8183.
Maze Craz.e Construction Set. Hammond. Play their IL fi0035. $39.95. I183.
mazes or construct your own. Two can enter the same ,,,. Mis.5ion: Escape. Schumann. Rescue the Tweenies
maze. DTI Data Trek, 121 West E St., Encinitas, CA from the twelve planets of the Appel System. Armed
only with short-range torpedoes, you must pilot a
92024. $39.95. 8183.
• Meteoroids (Asteroids) in Space. Wallace. Make shuttlecraft through an asteroid belt and return the
little asteroids out of big ones, plus occasional hostile Tweenies to the mother ship. Got it, Jirn? MicroSparc,
alien ships. Hyperspace, autobrake, autofire. Quality 10 Lewis St., Lincoln, MA01773. $29.95.
Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335. Pinball Construction Set. Budge. Design and play your
own computer games on-screen, with zero program
$19.95.
ming. A miracle of rare device. Superior. BudgeCo,
• Microsoft Decathlon (formerly Olympic Deca1h
!011). Smith. Ten standard decathlon events. Hi-res 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA 94611. $39.95 . 2183.
animated athletes, muscle-stirring music; you provide Plasmania. Lubar. Shoot your way past antibodies and
the sweat. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue, bacteria as you take a fantastic voyage through the
veins of a critically ill patient. Sirius, 10364 Rocking
WA 98004. $29.95. 6181.
Miner 2049er. Livesay, Hogue. Run, jump, climb, and ham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95. 8183.
slide through the mines, reinforcing the groundwork • Pool 1.5. Hoffman, St. Germain, Morock. Makes
along the way. Elevators, cannons, chutes, and ladders most shots you could on a real pool table, with the

,...t \ '
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Introducing Night Stalker"
for your Apple and IBM. No wonder
some people are afraid of computers.
0

•·•

Now there's a computer game that'll leave everyone hanging from
the rafters. Nightstalker™from Mattel Electronics. Now available for your
Apple®fl or IBM ®Personal Computer.
After all, what could be more fun than being
trapped in a cave full of bats? How about being
trapped in a maze as well. Underground.
And as if that weren't
enough, you've got to watch out
for gigantic DDT-resistant spiders.
Apple ®II, II Plus, and lie
And extremely anti-social robots.
Yourjob? What else? Get them before they get you.
Nightstalker™from Mattel Electronics.
Working nights will never be the same.
IBM "Perso nal Computer

M NETWORK'" by MR1T~L ~L~r:TP.CJMJLS ®
c MATTH ELECTRONICS INC 1983 All R1gt1ts Reserwd
Apple II. II Plus. .and lie .are tr<i dern.arks o f App!e Compu! er Inc.

IBM 1s .a
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A deceptively simple solution
to your word processing dilemma.
If you're serious about word processing on
your Apple*lle, you may be bewildered by the
sheer number of programs available. And a
tad perplexed by their claims and promises.
After all, a glamorous package that says "easy
to use;' may not even be easy to open.
The dilemma is real. And Quark is happy to
provide the solution.

A proven program for serious
word processing.
Quark's new Word Juggler lie turns your
computer into a dedicated word processor.
You get the extraordinary ease of use, sophis
ticated capabilities and straightforward docu
mentation that make our original Word Juggler
a best seller on the Apple Ill.
For example, there's virtually nothing to
memorize. Because principal editing functions
are identified on a unique keyboard template

- and nineteen, easy-to-install, replacement
keycaps.
Changing keys is quick and simple, too. Just
slide our special keycap remover over the key
- twist - and pull. Your new keycaps can be
in place in less than two minutes.

A flexible tool to increase your
productivity.
But don't be deceived by Word Juggler lle's
disarming simplicity. The program packs the
powerful features you need to quickly perform
the most complex editing tasks.
Characters, words, even entire paragraphs
can be deleted with a single keystroke. There
are search and replace keys. Block move and
copy keys. And you always have instant con
trol over page length, margins and any other
formatting parameters.
Document display and print out are easy,
also. One keystroke displays your document
on the screen. Another prints it. And whether

you need to print only specific pages, multiple
copies, or even documents too large to fit in
memory, Word Juggler lie can easily accom
modate you.

A clever way to foil Mr. Murphy.
Even the best of us occasionally forgets ·
when "i" does not come before "e'' - and
even the most agile fingers can press the wrong
key. So you should also give s,erious consider
ation to Quark's new Lexichecl<® lie- a spell
ing checker with a highly compressed, 50,000
word dictionary.
Accessed from within the word processor,
this program lets you virtually eliminate typo
graphical errors and common misspell ings.
Lexicheck I le will scan your document at up to
8,000 wpm - then highlight, in context, the
.first occurrence of any word it does not
recognize.
If the word is correct, as in the casH of in
dustry jargon or abbreviations, you can simply
add it to your personal dictionary. If the word .is
actually misspelled, you can swiftly correct it.
'Apple is a registered tradem ark of Apple Compute" Inc. ·
Quark, Word Juggler and Lexicheck are trademarks of Quark, Incorporated, Denver, Colorado.

A lot more.
These are only some of the ways Word
Juggler Ile and Lexicheck lie can help solve
your word processing dilemma. Your Quark
dealer has even more details, as well as com
plete information on our line of office automa
tion tools for the Apple Ill.
Ask for a demonstration today.

2525 West Evans Avenue
Suite 220
Denver, CO 80219
Word Juggler lie $239. sug. U.S. retail price
Lexicheck lie
$129. sug. U.S. retail price
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advantages of instant replay and slow motion. Four
different games. IDS! , Box 1658, Las Cruces, NM
88004. $34.95. 6181 .
• Raster Blaster. Budge. First realistic pinball game.
Softalk readers' Most Popular Program of 1981.
BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave., Piedmont, CA 94611.
$29.95. 5181.
Sammy Lightfoot. Schwader. Sammy must dodge a
variety of obstacles as he tries out for the circus. He
evidently used to be a miner. Sierra On-Line, Sierra
On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95 .
Seafox. A good sub-versus-convoy home arcader.
Variety of vessels, bouncing torpedoes, refueling dol
phins, and intelligent depth charges. Broderbund, 1938
4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95. 11182.
Serpentine. Hypnotic snake-chase maze game. Oean
action, thrills, hairy escapes. Recommended. Broder
bund, 1938 4th Ave., San Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95.
10182.
v- Sigma 7. Agranat. As leader of the Sigmonian race,
you defend your planet against seven levels of maraud
ing aliens. Bandinelli Software, 1206 Caddo Dr.,
Opelousas, LA 70570. $19.95.
Snack Attack. Illowsky. Three-maze eat-'em-up; starts
at any of five speed levels. Nonfattening. Datamost,
8943 Fullbright Ave., 01atsworth, CA 91311. $29.95.
1182.
• Sneakers. Turmel!. Many-layered shooting game;
one of the best. Stomping sneakers and other creatures
requires varying techniques. Fun. Sirius, 10364 Rock
ingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 9181.
Spy's Demise. Zeldin, Hardy. Be the first on your
block to run a maze of pile-Oriving elevators. Fast,
frustrating fun. Complete puzzle after all nine levels.
Penguin, 830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. $29.95.
IJ/82.
Star Diaz.er. Suzuki. Bomb-run game with five levels,
minutely exact animation, and style to bum. A joy.
Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901.
$31.95. 4182 .

I *DOUBLES
I

DISKETTE
STORAGE SPACE!!

REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE
COSTS BY 50%
*The back of
your 5114' single
sided diskette
has recording
medium. All you
need is an
ACCURATELY
placed "write
-......._...-,,:., "''
enable notch"
'\ to use it, on many systems.
7f~ 1\11111/Lll' 1\11n'CH'" is a precision
.i~. , engineered tool designed for
11
J -~~f this purpose.
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IT'S A MONEY SAVER!
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!
ONLY

-

$14.95

Add $1.50 Postage/Handling
($4 50 Foreign)
Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax 

ORDER TODAY!
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students in developing a strategy for gaining admission.
Systems Design Associates, 723 E. Kanawha Blvd.,
Charleston, WV 25301. $250.
Compu-Read. Set of programs develops speed and
retention in reading. Stresses character and word recog
nition, comprehension. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agou
ra, CA 91301. $29.95.
v- Computerized Career ~ment and Planning
Program. _Hyre. Helps students determine career op
tions through assessment of their interests and abilities;
provides infonnation on selected careers. Assists in
developing and implementing career plans, includes
more than 1,200 job titles. Systems Design Associates,
723 E. Kanawha Blvd., 01arleston, WV 25301. $485.
Computer SAT. Prepares college-bound student for
admittance test. Diagnoses strengths, weaknesses; cre
ates study plan, exercises. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1250 6th Ave., San Diego, CA 92101. $79.95.
Delta Drawing. Kids can make colorful drawings by
using single-key commands. No special talent needed;
this one develops programs that create complex graph
ics. Spinnaker, 215 1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142.
$59.95. II/82.
Farly Games for Young Oilldren. Paulson. Basic
training in numbers, letters, Apple keyboard for chil
dren ages two to seven with no adult supervision. Has a
neat little drawing program. Counterpoint Software,
Shelard Plaza N., #140, Minneapolis, MN 55426.
$29.95 . 11182.
Farly Games Music. Paulson. Illustrates music with
fun and theory. Children compose music and set to
graphics or learn note reading and piano keyboard.
Counterpoint Software, Shelard Plaza N. , #140, Min
neapolis, MN 55426. $29.95. 8183.
Algebra 14. Sets of learning units progressing from Ernie's Quiz. crw. Four games, four subjects, one
algebraic rules to definitions to graphing and inequali disk. Image recognition, counting skills, creativity, and
ties. Individualiz.ed teaching styles to fit everyone's Muppet expertise are introduced with lots of positive
needs. Good for adults wanting to overcome math feedback. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
anxiety as well as for schoolkids. Edu-Ware, Box 95014. $50. 2183.
22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $39.95 each. Algebra I, Facemaker. DesignWare. Exercises kids' creativity and
introduces programlike command sequencing as kids
5/81.
Apple Logo. Papert. Custom version (by its inventor) create faces and link them together in animated pat
of turtle graphics language. First-rate edu:-ational tool. terns. Spinnaker, 215 1st St., Cambridge, MA 02142.
Great kid-friendly documentation. Apple, 20525 Mari $34.95.
ani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $175.
Fractioll'J. Hi-res addition, subtraction, multiplication,
v- Arcademic Skill Builders in Language Arts. Chafin. and division of fractions. With learning manager
Word Invasion , Word Master, Word Radar, Word system. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301.
Man, Verb Viper, Spelling Wiz. Lots of action and $49.
great detailed graphics in arcade-style vocabulary-build Game Show. Guess mystery words from clues given by
"celebrity" partners-no threat to Liz Montgomery.
ing games. Comes with teaching package. Develop
mental Leaming Materials, I OLM Park, Allen, TX Fifteen subjects cover vocabulary, history, algebra, and
75002. $44each. 7183.
more. Add topics. Computer-Advanced Ideas, 1442A
Arcademic Skill Builders in Math. Chafin, Maxwell. Walnut St., #341M, Berkeley, CA 94709. $39.
Alien Addition, Alligator Mix, Demolition Division, Gertrude's Puzzles. Perl, Grimm, Robinett. A delight
ful goose helps teach how to figure out situations given
Dragon Mix, Meteor Multiplication, and Minus Mis
sion. Arcade action blended with addition, subtraction, incomplete infonnation. Super for developing reason
multiplication, and division problems. Shooting correct ing skills in ages six through forever. The Leaming Co.,
answers to problems gets rid of pesky attackers. 545 Middlefield Rd., #170, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
Choose speed, difficulty levels, game length. Develop $44.95.2183.
mental Leaming Materials, 1 OLM Park, Allen, TX Gertrude's Secrets. Gertrude the Goose teaches four-to
nine-year-olds shape and color relationships. Solve
75002. $29.95 each. 7183.
Aritlunetic Skills. Helps children establish a strong logic puzzles, create forms. The Leaming Co., 545
foundation in basic math skills, computer literacy . Middlefield Rd., #170, Menlo Park, CA 94025. $44.95 .
Covers counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication, 2183.
and division. Pass-fail ratios can be parent-defined. In Search of the Most Amazing Thing. Snyder. Role
Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $49.95.
playing game lets kids negotiate with aliens, fly hot-air
balloon. Ages 10 to adult. Spinnaker, 215 1st St.,
V' Basic Tutor. Robinson, Moreno, Courseware Ap
plications. Basic tutorial for beginning progranuner. Cambridge, MA02142. $44.95. 7183.
Includes I 2a-page manual, six disks. SuperSoft, Box lll'ltant Zoo. CfW. Identify animals, test perception
and reaction, match and decode words. Word editor
1628, Champaign, IL61820. $99.
Bumble Games. Six math concept games for ages four lets you create your own word lists. Apple, 20525
to ten. The Leaming Co., 545 Middlefield Rd., #170, Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50.
v- Introduction to General Chemmry. Smith. Seven
Menlo Park, CA 94025. $39.95
Bumble Plot. Grimm. Colorful musical introduction to disk tutorial with demonstrations and hi-res experi
concepts of graphing and plotting. Teaches positive ments covers subject matter from simple carbon chains
and negative numbers. The Leaming Co., 545 Middle to reactions of carboxylic acids. For college or ad
field Rd., #170, Menlo Park, CA 94025. $39.95. 1183.
vanced high school students. COMPress, Box 102,
v- CoUege Directioll'J. Flanagan-Margolis, Gardner. Wentworth, NH 03282. Each disk, $60; set, $350.
Helps up to 20 students choose a college by exploring Juggle's Rainbow. Nine learning games for prereading
the features of more than 1,200 colleges. Assists tots. Kids can create colorful pictures by using the

v- Stellar 7. Slye. It's you against the Arcturan world
in 3-D animated arcader. Seven levels, 14 types of
enemies to blast in quest of the alien armada. Software
Entertainment, 537 Willamette St. , Eugene, OR 97401.
$34.95.
• Super Invader. Hata. Progenitor of home arcades.
Still good hi-res, still a challenge. Sojtalk readers' Most
Popular Program of 1978-80. Astar International,
through California Pacific, 1615 5th St., Davis, CA
95616, and Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave.,
Morris Plains, NJ 07960. $19. 95.
Super Taxman 2. Fitzgerald. Pac up your troubles!
Bigger, more complex version of the most perfect
extant rendition of a certain arcade game. H.A.L.
Labs, 4074 Midland Rd., #23, Riverside, CA 92505.
$25 . 1183.
Vindicator. Huey. Mutants, vultures, hatchlings, and
other lovelies try to steal eggs in Robotron-like game.
Cute dragons. H.A.L. Labs, 4074 Midland Rd., #23,
Riverside, CA 92505. $25.
• Wayout. Exciting 3-D maze that moves in perspec
tive as you play. Map displayed at all times. L.>ts of
angles and cleptangles. Separate version for lie. Exqui
site motion animation is a breakthrough. Sirius, 10364
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95.
10182.
7.axxon. Garcia. Arcades' 3-D scrolling air raid
brought to the Apple with little sacrifice in playability.
Datasoft, 16606 Schoenborn St., Sepulveda, CA
91348. $39.95.

Home Education

For Line Surge Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides es
sential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges
and spikes.
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For Cooling
As soon as you add 80 columns or
more memory to your Apple II you
need SYSTEM SAVER.
Today's advanced peripheral
cards generate more heat. In addi
tion, the cards block any natural air
flow through the Apple II creatmg
high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the
cards and the computer itself

For Operating Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER contains two
switched power outlets . As shown
in the diagram, the SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your
system so that one convenient,
front mounted
power switch
controls SYSTEM
SAVER Apple II,
monitor and prmter. lllWl..w.....-_...

APPLE II

Available m 220/240 Volt. 50 Hz

By connectmg the Apple II
power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER power is controlled in two
ways : 1) Dangerous voltage spikes
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts
RMS/175 Volts de level. 2) High fre
quency noise IS smoothed out be
fore reaching the Apple II. A PI type
filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

SYSTEM SAVER provides cor
rect cooling. An efficient, quiet fan
draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

Easy Installation

Compatible with Apple Stand

Just clips on.
No mounting or
hardware required.
Color matched
to Apple II.

@ LISTED

The heavy duty switch has a
pilot light to alert when system is
on.You'll never use the Apple power
switch again!

$89.95 at your local dealer or order direct
by phone or mail.
For phone or mail orde rs mclude $2 50 for
handlmg . New York State residents add sales
tax . VISA and MASTERCARD a ccepted
Dealer m'qumes mvited .

Kensington Microware Ltd.
919 Thlrd Avenue, New York NY 10022
(212) 486-7707 Telex: 236200 KEN UR
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KENSINGTON
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AMPERGRAPH is a powerful, easy-to-use
relocatable graphics utility for the Apple II + /e.
AMPERGRAPH adds twenty-two Applesoft com
mands that allow effortless generation of profes
sional-looking plots of scientific or financial data. All
of the necessary scaling and screen formatting is ac
complished with just a few, simple Applesoft lines.
Unlike most other plotting systems for the Apple II
which are stand-alone systems, the AMPERGRAPH
utility provides extended BASIC graphics language
macros that you can use directly in your own Ap
plesoft programs. The additional commands are
&SCALE , &LIMIT, &AXES, &G111D, &FRAME , &LOG
X, &LOG Y, &LABEL AXES, &LABEL, &VLABEL,
&CENTER LABEL, &CENTER VLABEL , &DRAW,
&PENUP, &CROSS, &OPEN SQUARE, &CLOSED
SQUARE, &OPEN CIRCLE, &CLOSED CIRCLE ,
&ERROR BARS , &DUMP (to dump the graph on a
Silentype printer) and & "DUMP (to link with AMER
DUMP, see below).

$45.00

SAMPLE AMPERGRAPH PROGRAM LISTING:
10 &SCALE, 0, 80, 80, 13000
15 LX$="TIME (SECONDS)":LY$="VELOCITY
(CM/SEC)"
20 &LOG Y: &LABEL AXES , 10, 10
25 LABEL$= " VELOCITY VS. TIM E":&LABEL, 30,
200
30 FORT = 0 TO 80:&DRAW, T, 150+T12:NEXT T
35 FORT = 10 TO 70 STEP 10
40 &CLOSED SQUARE, T,
(150 + Tl2)"(.8 + .4°RND(3))
45 &ERROR BARS, 5, T 1212
50 NEXT T:&DUMP

AMPERDUMP is a high -resolution graphics dump
utility which can be used either in menu-driven
mode, or directly from your Applesoft program , with,
or without AMPERGRAPH. The following printers
will work with AMPERDUMP: Epson MX-80, FX-80,
MX-100; Apple DMP, NEC PC-8023A-C , C. ITOH 1550,
8510A/B, 8600 . AMPERDUMP offers many features
which are not available in other graphics dump
routines :
Hori zontal magnifications: 3 with Epson printers
(2.33 to 6.99 inches); 12 with all others (1.75 to 7.78
inches)
Vertical magnifications: 9 with Epson printers
(0.88 to 7.96 inches); 6 with all others (1.33 to 8.00
inches)
Horizontal and vertical magnifications can be
specified independently .
Normal I Inverse dumps
Fast
Adjustable horizontal tab
Easy to use
Compatible with AMPERGRAPH
Relocatable

$40.00
The AMPERGRAPH and AMPERDUMP graphics
utilities require an Apple II +le (or Apple II with
language card). The AMPERDUMP utility requires
one of the following interface cards: Epson . Apple ,
Grappler, Interactive Structures. Mountain Com
puter, Epson Type2, Tymac , or Microbuffer II.
AMPERGRAPH and AMPERDUMP are available from
your dealer or order direct. Include $2.00 for shipping
and handling; Wisconsin residents add 5% sales tax .

mad west
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-
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keyboard. The Leaming Co., 545 Middlefield Rd.,
11170, Menlo Park, CA 94025. $29.95.
Kinderromp. Leaming exercises for ages three through
eight. Spinnaker, 215 !st St., Cambridge, MA 02142.
$29.95.
Krell Logo. Concentrates on underlying principles of
Logo; sections on assembly language interfaces and
music creation, plus Alice in Logoland tutorial. Krell,
1320 Stony Brook Rd., Stony Brook, NY 11790.
$149.95. 7182.
Latin Hangman. Protelsch. Three games test your
knowledge of Latin. Famous sayings, English-Latin,
Latin-English translations. George Earl, 1302 S. Gen
eral McMullen, San Antonio, TX 78237. Two-sided
disk, $29.95.
Leaming about Nwnbers. Oark, Cornelius. Three
games teach children basic math skills, counting, and
how to tell time. Includes special feature for prereaders.
C&C Software, 5713 Kentford Circle, Wichita, KS
67220. $40. 8183.
,,,.. Master Match. Robbins. Matching game with a TV
quiz show format. Designed to enhance memory, teach
vocabulary and concepts. For one or two players.
Additional subject disks include Basic Skills, Science
and Math, Math and Social Studies, and foreign
language. Computer-Advanced Ideas, 1442-A Walnut
St., 11341, Berkeley, CA 94709. $39.95; additional
subject disks, $19.95.
• MasterType. Zweig. Learn to type by playing a
game; simple and ingenious. lie version teaches new
keyboard. Lightning, Box 11725, Palo Alto, CA
94306. $39.95. 4181.
Micro Math Magic. Courseware series instructs stu
dents in basic math, decimals, rounding, fractions,
making change, geometry, and word problems. Rein
forces immediately, gives score and time taken to solve
problem. Deegan Leaming Materials, Box 245, Man
kato, MN 5Ci001. $32.95, disk; set of 12, $395.40.
Mix and Match. CTW. Create mixed-up Muppets and
teach the Apple about animals. Logic and word-guess
ing games. Add your own word lists. Apple, 20525
Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $50. 2183.
v" Money Manager. Chap, Sidewater. Personal fi
nance simulation for elementary or secondary school
children teaches good financial management. Can also
be played as an educational strategy game. Computer
Age Education, Box 6227, Washington, DC 20015.
$29.95.
v" Moptown. Two appealing and educational games
require children to arrange Moppet characters in imagi
nary Moptown. Moptown Parade teaches logic, strate
gy development, and pattern recognition for ages six to
ten. Moptown Hotel teaches use of analogies, strategic
thinking, and sequential reasoning for ages nine and
up. The Leaming Co., 545 Middlefield Rd., 11170,
Menlo Park, CA 94025. $39.95 each.
Multiploy. Coletta. From answer base, blast menacing
arithmetic problems out of the sky. Ranks and scores
kept for tracking progress. Reston Publishing, 11480
Sunset Hills Rd., Reston, VA 22090. $19.95. 10182.
v" My First Words. Introduces preschoolers to begin
ning reading. Includes instructions on keyboard use.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp., 400 S.
Edward St., Mt. Prospect, ILCi0057. $34.95.
• The New Step by Step. Software and audio tape
team up to teach Basic programming painlessly.
Graphics, animation, sound effects, and workbook.
Superior. Program Design, 11 ldar a., Greenwich, CT
06830. $79.95. 7182.
On Becoming a Hero. Nidorf. Nonjudgmental pro
gram for teenagers helps them evaluate their value
systems, decide what kind of people they are and what
kind of people they want to be. Psychological Psoft
ware, 4757 Sun Valley Rd., Del Mar, CA 92014.
$29.50.
,,,.. PFS: School Record Keeper. Larson. Thirty differ
ent forms and reports to aid school administrators in
student record management, equipment management,
budget control, and room and events scheduling.
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PFS:Report and PPS.File required. Software Publish
ing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043.
$150.
v" Plato Decimals. Arcade-style decimal tutorial that
automatically adjusts difficulty to child's performance.
For elementary math students. Control Data, Box
261127, San Diego, CA 92126. $45.
v" Plato Fractions. Correct use of fractions breaks
balloons in elementary-school-level tutorial. Features
automatic adjustment of difficulty level. Control Data,
Box 261127, San Diego, CA 92126. $45.
Plato High School Skills. Helps high-school-level stu
dents master reading, English, math, social studies,
science, and computers. Can assist students preparing
for the GED exams. Control Data, Box 261127, San
Diego, CA 92126. Each lesson, $45.
PSAT Word Attack Skills. Priven. Teaches vocabulary
and techniques for deciphering unfamiliar words in
pressured testing situation. Edu-Ware, Box 22222,
Agoura, CA 91301. $49.
Rhymes and Riddles. Cross. Four games to teach
reading and spelling to elementary school children. Fill
in the blanks with the necessary phrase. Spinnaker, 215
!st St., Cambridge, MA 02142. $29.95.
Rocky's Boots. Robinett, Grirrun. Rascally raccoon
helps children build logical thinking and computer
understanding. Construct machines of logical gates in
convolutions of thickening complexity. Music and
sound effects add to fun. The Leaming Co., 545
Middlefield Rd., 11170, Menlo Park, CA 94025. $49.95.

2183.
SAT Word Attack Skills. Priven. Teaches college
bound students testing skills, vocabulary, and methods
of deciphering unfamiliar words. Edu-Ware, Box
22222, Agoura, CA 91301. $49.
Snooper Troops. Snyder. Ongoing hi-res mystery series
in fonn of educational games. Highly structured;
excellent fourth-through-eighth-grade educational tool.
Fun for adults too. Spinnaker, 215 1st St., Cambridge,
MA 02142. $44.95 each. 9182.
Speed Reader U. Davidson, Eckert. Six-part reading
program develops reading efficiency, tests reading rate,
and provides 35 reading selections. Contains compre
hension quizzes, editor for entering additional material.
Davidson & Associates, 6069 Groveoak Pl., 1112,
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274. Two disks, $69.95.
Spelling Bee Games. Hi-res games strengthen eye-hand
coordination, memory, motor skills. Word lists include
shapes, animals, more. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agou
ra, CA 91301. $29.95. 5183.
Spelling Builder. Victor. Unique set of eight programs
and audio cassette teaches students and adults reasons
behind spelling; overcomes spelling difficulties. Ideal
for those who have mastered basic spelling but have
trouble with tricky words. Superior. Program Design,
11 Idar a ., Greenwich, CT06830. $26.95. 5181.
Spotlight. CTW. Simple geometry for preteens. Garnes
involve number estimation and angles of reflection.
Good and fun. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino,
CA 95014. $50.
,,,.. Square Pairs. Kleiman, Minsuk. Matching games
for ages seven through twelve. Includes feature for
creating your own games. Scholastic, 906 Sylvan Ave.,
Box 2010, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632. $39.95.
Step by Step Two. Introduces graduates of The New
Step by Step to intennediate Basic programming.
Teaches peek and poke, hexadecimal numbers, concat
enations, and more. Program Design, II Idar a .,
Greenwich, CT06830. $89.95. 7183.
Stickybear. Hefter, Worthington, Rice, Howe. Ani
mated early education programs. In Stickybear ABC,
moving pictures with sound represent letters. In Sticky
bear Numbers, groups of moving objects teach num
bers and simple arithmetic. Ages three through six. In
Stickybear Bop, ducks, planets, and balloons bop
across screen in three shooting galleries. For all ages.
Xerox Education/Weekly Reader, 245 Long Hill Rd.,
Middletown, CT06457. $39.95 each. 5183.
Story Machine. Helps develop positive attitude toward
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Format-II, Enhanced Version. $150!
No other word
processing program
can compare in
power, ease of use
and value. Our new
Enhanced Version
retains all the
features of the

Flexibility. Format-II, Enhanced
Version recognizes and supports all
features of Apple I le, Apple II+ and
Franklin computers. All popular 80
column cards are supported.

Increased storage. Up to 50 pages
of text can be stored on each disk

Editor. Format-II, Enhanced Version
retains the same single keystroke editor.
No other editor is as fast or easy to learn

What you see is what you get. Text
is displayed on the screen exactly as it
will pr.int out-paragraphs, underlining,
justification, page breaks.

All printers are supported (including

Standard Files. Text files are
standard DOS 3.3 and can be used
with most popular spelling and
communications programs.

Mailing List/Database is built in, is
fast and extensive.

Hard Disks. Format-II, Enhanced
Version is one of the few leading word
processors that can be placed onto hard
disk drives.

See your local dealer or order direct from
Kensington Microware, Ltd
919 Third Avenue, New York City 10022.
(212) 486-7707 telex. 236200 KEN UR.

Note '. Format JI-Enhanced Version supports Apple ! le ,
Apple D +. and Frankhn Computers A ll popular 80 column

Format II and Format JI- Enhanced Versio n are t rademarks of

cards are supported mclud mg Apple Compute r's 2 new 80
column text display cards, V1dex, Sma rterm , V1s1on 80 a nd

registered trade marks of A pple Com puter. Inc Franklin /
Frankhn Compu ter. V1dex/V1dex Inc. Smarterm / A dvanced
Logic Systems, V1s1on 80 / Vi sta Computer. F\J.11 View80 / Btt 3
Corp . M agnum 80/Mtcrotek

IFA'I KENSINGIDN

original Format-D

and adds more:
Copies of reviews avallable upon request

Sup 'R'Term. Full View 80. M agnum 80

Kensington Mtcrowar e Ltd Apple and the Apple logo are

proportional space justification).
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writing and ability to write correctly. Words come to
life when sentence is acted out on-screen. Kids five to
nine love to type "The tree ran down the street" and
see it do so. Spinnaker, 215 !st St., Cambridge, MA
02142. $34.95.
Tic Tac Show. Teaches facts and concepts about the
world in general. Solo or double play; add topics.
Computer Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnut St., #341M,
Berkeley, CA 94709. $39.95.
TroU's Tale. Lowe, MacChesney. Kids must find the
treasures taken by the terrible troll and restore them to
the dwarf king. Third-grade reading level. A delight.
Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold,
CA 93614. $29.95. 5183.
Type Attack. Hauser. Learn to type while defending
the planet Lexicon from invaders. Ile version teaches
lie keyboard. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacra
mento, CA 95827. $39.95.
Typing Tutor. Ainsworth, Baker. Four levels of profi
ciency; individualized drills created with time-response
monitoring. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Wy., Bellevue,
WA 98004. $24.95.
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Strategy
Thinking. plamwrg. plot/Ing games. from war games to
hackgammon to cards.

Bomb Alley. Grigsby, Billings. Detailed re-creation of
1942 Mediterranean naval and air war, including
critical supply problems. FuU scenario and two short
scenarios. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd.,
A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $59.95. 3183.
C$ino. Five hi-res games, Vegas style: blackjack,
baccarat, keno, poker, and roulette. Datamost, 8943
FuUbright Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $39.95.
/0182.
• Castle Wolfenstein. Warner. First game to fuse

AVAILABLE

FREE
SOFTWARE
CATALOG

SOFTWARE BROKERS
rHREE sigma Inc.

P.O. BOX 716
MORRISVILLE PA

19067

successfuUy strategy, home-arcade, fantasy. Escape
from Nazi stronghold with secret plans. Room layout
changes with each new game. Enemy speaks (in
German). Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD
21201.$29.95.10181.
Chess 7.0. Atkin. A loving piece of programming;
neither too slow nor too easy. Plays a mean end game.
Tops yet. Odesta, 930 Pitner, Evanston, IL (J02()2.
$49.95. 1183.
• Computer Ambush. Williger. Gutty soldier-to-sol
dier street fighting in World War II France. Latest
version is 40 times faster than the original, which was
one of best games ever created for Apple, except for
slowness. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd.,
A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $59.95.
• Computer Baseball. Merrow, Avery. Simulates
individual player abilities from the teams of 13 famous
World Series. Enter and play teams of your own
creation. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd.,
A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95. 9181.
Cosmic Balance II. Murray. Design your own ships
and create your own space fleet. Tactical space game
that's fast and easy to play. Strategic Simulations, 883
Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043.
$39.95. 11182.
• Flight Simulator. Artwick. Uses aerodynamic equa
tions, airfoil characteristics for realistic takeoff, flight,
and landing. Two years on Top Thirty. SubLogic, 713
Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. $33.50.
Galaxy Space War 1. Tarkany. Space-war simulation
with two modes. Total knowledge tells all about
opponent's fleet; sensor knowledge gives only informa
tion detected by ship's probes. Galaxy, Box 22072, San
Diego, CA 92122. $39.95.
~ Geopolitique 1990. Ketchledge, Billings. Diplo
matic, economic, and military simulation pits the
United States against the Soviet Union in a struggle for
world supremacy. Features two phases: global diplo
macy and geowar, a simulation of nonnuclear combat.
For one player. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd.,

A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95.

Gin Rummy. Carpet. Play against computer. Hi-res
hand can be arranged. Knocking allowed. Computer
plays pretty well. Datamost, 8943 FuUbright Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95. 6182.
Go. Erwin. Classic Oriental territory game in hi-res.
Surround your opponents before they surround you.
Play in solitaire or bihurnan mode. Hayden, (JOO
Suffolk St., Lowell, MA01835. $34.95.
Hi-Res Computer Golf 2. A masterpiece; requires
judgment, strategy, and visual acuity. One of the few
computer sports simulations that require dexterity.
Avant-Garde, Box 301(,(), Eugene, OR 97403. $34.95.
6183.
Knights of the Desert. Kroegel, Landrey, Walker.
Re-creation of Rommel's World War II drive into
North Africa. Struggle to take the Suez as Rommel or
to push him back as the British commander. Solitaire
play pos.sible. Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd.,
A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043. $39.95. 8183.
Microbe. Oardy, Zalta. Detailed tour de force re
quires shrewd deduction and quick reflexes. Player
takes a fantastic voyage inside patient's body in attempt
to save him from death. Medically accurate and
educational, for one to ten players. Synergistic, 830 N.
Riverside Dr., #201, Renton, WA 98055. $44. 95. 6183.
• Microgammon II. Program for play, practice,
improvement of backgammon skills. Pretty good com
petition. Softape, 5547 Satsuma Ave., North Holly
wood, CA 9J(J()J. $19.95. 2181.
North Atlantic '86. Grigsby. The Soviet Union has
seized Europe. NATO has retreated to Iceland. Desper
ate land-sea-air strategy for one or two players. Strate
gic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd., A-200, Mountain
View, CA 94043. $59.95.
Old lrorr;ides. Rice, Hefter. Delightful program pro
vides simple but excellent hi-res simulation of thunder
ing ship-to-ship combat. Package includes poster and
logbook. Xerox Education Publications, 245 Long Hill
Rd., Middletown, CT06058. $39.95. 5183.
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Pemate. Besnard. Chess-type thinking game with new
tactics. Computer's many pieces move in relation to
player's piece; each of IO types of computer piece has
unique rules. Makes full use of computer capabilities.
Intriguing, progressive, and addictive. Penguin, 830 4th
Ave., Geneva, IL (i0134. $19.95. 7183.
Planet:mamr. Cuba. Complex ecological simulation
requires player to select six alien endangered species for
nurturing. Watchfulnes.s and planning required to
protect your animals in an unpredictable environment.
Magnetic Harvest, Box 255, Hopkins, SC 29061.
$24.95. 8183.
Program X, The Ultimate Puzzle. Gips. Extremely
challenging cryptography in brain teaser that lives up to
its name. National Software, Box 686, Dover, MA
02030. $29.
Rendezvous. Huntress. Space-shuttle simulation in
3-D, created by a senior scientist at JPL. Orbit F.arth,
match orbit, and dock with space station. Authentic,
demanding. Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA
91301. $39.95. 7182.
• RobotWar. Warner. Strategy game with battling
robots is great teaching device for programming. Muse,
347 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $39.95.

1181.
• Sargon D. Spracklen, Spracklen. Computer chess
game with seven levels of play. Hayden, 50 Essex St.,
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. $34.95.
Spitfire Simulator. Air flight simulator-Spitfire in
combat with German aces-with 3-D scenery and
moving target aircraft. Mind Systems, Box 506, North
ampton, MA 01061. $40. 12182.

Utility
Apple-Cillin. Hardware diagnostic tests for all RAM
and ROM, plug-in cards, cp registers, disks; nine video
test patterns. XPS, 323 York Rd., Carlisle, PA 17013.
$49.95.
Apple Mechanic. Kersey. Multiple-disk utility with
shape editor, custom type fonts, byte rewriter, and
tricks to facilitate music, text, and hi-res.generation.
Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103.
$29.50. 9182.
Apple Pascal. Structured operating system featuring
enhancements of color graphics, sound generation, and
Apple's 1/0 features. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $495.
Audex. Collection of utilities to create, edit, and play
back sounds, in Basic and assembly language. Sirius,
10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827.
$29.95.
Bag of Tricks. Worth, Lechner. Four utility programs
for dumping and examining raw tracks, sector editing,
reformatting tracks, and repairing damaged catalogs.
Indispensable. Quality Software, 66(iO Reseda Blvd.,
#105, Reseda, CA 91335 . $39.95. 6182.
Bug Hyter. Screen-oriented mnemonic debugging tool
with resident assembler and disassembler. Displays
contents of accumulator, X and Y registers. Computer
Advanced Ideas, 1442A Walnut St., #341, Berkeley,
CA 94709. $47.50. 3183.
David-DOS. Weston. High-speed utility adds !OK
additional memory to Apple, supports ROM card.
Includes variable speed scrolling, single keystroke cata
log, and catalog abort. Copyable. David Data, 12021
Wilshire Blvd., #212C, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
$39.95.
Diversi-DOS. Basham. Well-documented, copyable
program speeds up disk access, buffers keyboard input.
Can be placed on RAM card; sets up RAM card as
print buffer. DSR, 5848 Crampton 0., Rockford, IL
61111. $25 . 5183.
DOS Boss. Kersey, Cassidy. Utility to change DOS
commands; customiz.e catalog. Good ideas and witty
presentation. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San
Diego, CA 92103. $24. 10181.
DOS Tool Kit. Excellent utility package; Apple II
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assembler-editor system and Applesoft toolkit. &lit, Wize Buys, Box 1588, Orem, UT 84057 . $24.95.
assemble machine language programs; write, edit Basic Progr.unmer's Wnrk'>hop. Sixty gcncral -purp<Y><: '.11h
programs. Simplifies graphics, includes character gen
routines to intcgrale into Basic program>. Jnd udt'
erator. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA variety of visual and sound eff<X.t s, math utilitic-,,
95014.$75. 10181.
sorting, input/output subroutine;, and ~Teen con1 mb
Double Take. Simonsen. Multiple-utility features two
Hayden Software, 600 Suffolk St., Lowell , MA 081 53 .
way scrolling for catalogs, hex/ASCII dumps. Im
$49.95.
proved list format. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San ProntoDOS. Weishaar. High-speed disk utility cut.>
Diego, CA 92103. $34.95.
about two-thirds of the lime off bloa<l and >ave
Eiffitein Compiler. Goodrow, Einstein. Translates Ap
functions. Compatible with all DOS commands; free>
plesoft programs into machine language for run-time up to 15 extra sectors per disk. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra
up to 20 times faster. Supports all graphics modes, Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $29.50.
defined functions, and DOS commands. Einstein, Sphinx. Software giving single-pass encryption beyond
11340 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064. 10 to the 400th power. Crane Hill, Box 273, Gonzalez,
$129. 5183.
FL 325(i(). $37.50.
EPF IV. Strand. Combines data-management system, • Super Disk Copy III. Hartley. Easy-to-use menu
Basic editor, and DOS 3.3 System Master. Features driven software utility; correct file sizes, undelete, free
automatic insertion of frequently used subroutines, DOS tracks, more. Sensible, 6619 Perham Dr., W .
overlay control to maximiz.e program space. Sierra Bloomfield, MI 48003. $30. 10181.
On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building, Coarsegold, CA Tip Disk #1. Kersey. One hundred Beagle Tip Book
93614. $79.95.
programs on disk. Includes Apple command chart and
peeks/pokes chart. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San
v' Font Downloader and Editor. Kovacs. Enhance
ment for the Apple Dot Matrix Printer and others Diego, CA 92103. $20.
teaches printer new fonts and loads them into RAM. Utility Qty. Kersey. Twenty-one utilities on one disk.
Toggles between custom and regular styles, allows Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103.
creation of new typefaces. Micro-Ware, 1342B Route $29.50.
23, Butler. NJ 07405. $39.95.
• Global Program line Editor. Enhanced version of
Program line Editor with programmable cursor and
listing control. Edit line by line or by range of lines and
search for strings. Synergistic, 830 N. Riverside Dr., Apple Writer D and De. Includes WPL (word process
ing language). Additional functions menu; continuing
#201, Renton, WA98055. $(JO. 12182.
Merlin. Does assembly language programming with a features and functions menu; continuous readout of
dozen editing commands and 28 pseudo-ops. South
characters and length. lie has shift, shift-lock, and tab,
western Data, 10761-E Woodside Ave., Santee, CA four-arrow cursor control, and delete key; data files
92071. $64.9.5. J/83.
compatible with II. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cuper
The Pascal Toolkit. Bringhurst. Character generator tino, CA 95014. 11, $150; lie, $195.
and image-creator with DOS-to-Pascal conversion of Apple Writer D Preboot. Armstrong, Borgorsen. Al
text and pictures. Includes Boolean function keypress. lows you to run Apple Writer II in BO-column format

Word Processing

Satisfying Over
With Innovation

Cra

er+

P .rinter Interface

The Original Apple® graphics printer interface.
Since its introduction three years ago, the
Grappler has been imitated by many, but never
matched. Now with Dual Hi-Res Graphics for side
by side reproductions and Mixed
Mode screen dump- ~
ing, the Grappler+
1:..,
remains the most
intelligent interface
available. Over two
dozen commands
give Apple users full control over any graphics or
text on the Apple screen, including a new 80
column text dump. Performance, reliability and
support have made the Grappler+ the #1 selling
intelligent Apple interface.

For Apples and Printers
The economical way to add printer buffering. The
Bufferboard easily adds memory to your current
Apple interface system, freeing your computer for
additional input. Easily upgradable from 16K, the
Bufferboard can store up to 20 pages of text. It
fits neatly inside your Apple, "docking" onto your
existing printer interface.* No clumsy boxes or
cables, no external power supplies ... just conve
nience and
economy. With
the Bufferboard,
you might never
wait for your
printer again.
·versions for standard Grappler+, Epson APL and Apple
Parallel Interfaces.

90,000 Apple®Owners
And Excellence.

The most sophisticated buffered Apple printer
interface available. The New Buffered Grappler+
combines the industry leading features of the
Grappler+ with the time saving economies of the
Bufferboard. • •

Over 90,000 Apple computers are using Orange
Micro products . Innovation and excellence have
made us the #1 manufacturer of intelligent printer
interfaces. The top selling Grappler+ has
become an industry standard, recommended by
more software houses and Apple dealers. To
meet the users' latest needs, Orange Micro will
continue to introduce new products. Recent inno
vations include the Grappler+ for IDS color
printers and the new Orange Interface, with text
screen dumps and formatting at a low price.
There is an Orange Micro product designed for
your application.
For a complete demonstration, see your Apple
dealer today.

With this much interface power, you'll never need
anything else. And the price will surprise you, too.

~Orange ffiicro

Cifappler +

•*Not available for IDS printers.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

-

inc.

1400 N. Lakeview Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 TELEX : 183511 CSMA
© Orange Micro. Inc , 1993
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with the Videoterm 80-column card. Videx, 897 N.W.
Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330. $19.
Bank Street Writer. Kusmiak, Bank Street College of
Education. Designed for use by whole family. Univer
sal search and replace, word wrap are standard. U/lc
without hardware. On-disk tutorial. Takes advantage
of memory, keyboard on Ile, if you have one. Broder
bund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $69.95.

2183.
Fonnat-11, Enhanced Version. Hardwick, Beckmann.
Word processor supports all popular 8()..column cards,
stores up to 50 pages of text on one disk. Includes
single keystroke editor, mailing list database; displays
text on-screen exactly as it will print out. Compatible
with hard disk drives. Kensington Microware, 919 3rd
Ave., New York, NY 10022. $150.
Magic Window D. 40, 70 (in hi-res), or 80 columns in
this expanded version. Compatible with Pascal 80
column. With user-tailored, fast menu; underlining;
global search and replace. lie version uses all 64K,
more if you have it. Artsci, 5547 Satsuma Ave., North
Hollywood, CA 9!(J()J. $149.95.
PrE Writer. Business processor allows 9,999 pages.
Word deletion, auto indent, spooling, and type-ahead
buffer. Hayden, 50 Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ
07662. $149.95.
Scl'\'enWriter D. Kidwell, Schmoyer. No extra hard
ware for u/lc, ?().column display, printer spooling.
Edits Basic, text, and binary files; complete search and
replace. Sierra On-Line, Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $129.95. 1183.
• Sensible Speller. Hartley. Spelkhecking program
sports listable 85,CXXJ words, extensible up to 110,CXXJ
words. Recognizes contractions, gives word counts,
word incidence, number of unique words. Oear docu
mentation and simplicity of operation. Works with
many word processors' files. Best of breed. Sensible,
6619 Perham Dr., W. Bloomfield, MI 48033. $125.

11182.
Super-Text Professional (40/80). Automatic 80-col
umn, u/lc on equipped Ile; with appropriate equip
ment on II Plus. On-screen formatting and help
reference guides. Muse, 347 N. Charles St., Baltimore,
MD 212.01. $99. 12182.
Word Handler D. Elekman. Simple program with
straightforward documentation. Allows folded paper
printout for two-sided printing. 80-column with the lie.
Silicon Valley Systems, 1625 El Camino Real, #4,
Belmont, CA 94002. $199. 11182.
WordStar. Screen-oriented, integrated word processing
system in CP/M. Z-80. MicroPro, 33 San Pablo Ave.,
San Rafael, CA 94903. $495.
:zardax. Philips. Highly recommended. Single program
includes supersimple use of word processing features.
Considerable extras including optional communication
by modem. Good 8()..column facility with board,
automatic in Ile version. Computer Solutions, Box
397, Mount Gravatt, Queensland, Australia. In the
U.S.: Action-Research Northwest, 11442 Marine View
Dr. S.W., Seattle, WA 98146. $295. Zip-Comm mo
dem program. $80. II182.

Apple Ill
Access m. Communications program for timesharing
and standalone tasks; gives access to remote informa
tion services, minis, and mainframes. Apple, 20525
Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.
Apple Business Basic. High-level structured program
ming language. Apple, 2.0525 Mariani Ave., Cuper
tino, CA 95014. $125.
Apple
Business Graphics. BPS. General-purpose
graphics program draws line graphs, bar graphs in
three formats, overlays, and pie charts in 16 colors.
Continuous or discrete data; curve-fitting capabilities.

m

Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.
$175.
Apple
Pascal. Program preparer with editor, com
piler, disassembler, linker, filer, system library. Fea
tures cursor control, text modeling, formatting. Apple,
20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $250.
Apple Writer
Lutus. Uses WPL (word processing
language) to automate text manipulation and docu
ment creation. Adjusts print fonnat during orinting;
translates from typewriter shorthand to English or
other language and back again. Apple, 20525 Mariani
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. $225.
Catalyst. Allows boot from hard disk; transfers all
programs to Profile. Quark Engineering, 1433 Wil
liams, #1102, Denver, CO 80218. $149.

m

m.

Publishing, 1901 I.anding\ J)r., Mo11n1.;,i n Vir:»· r 1
94043. $125.
Quick Hie Ill. Personal ind<:x card or fi lm~ \Y'> l<.:111 fl ,,,,
generates reports, sort~. Fi tlccn field~; fi k "-' lllrll! "
disk allows; can be put on ProFi le. /\ppk:, J57- 5
Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. '.WX1.
Stale of lhe Art C~ner.il Ledger and Bu~inL-;~ Moduk'>.
Standalone interfaceable modules for 12 accounti ng
periods. General ledf!.er can handle 470 account\ , 1r11
transactions before updating files. Modules for budget
and financial reporting, accounts receivable/payable,
and inventory control. State of the Art, 3183A Airw ay
Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 92626. General L edf!.er, $595;
modules, $495.
VersaFonn. Landau. State-Of-the art business-form.<,
processor. Does invoicing, purcha~ing orders, mailing
lists, client billing. Powerful, complex, worth getting to
know. Hard-<lisk-mmpatible. Applied Software Tech
nology, 14128 Capri Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030. $495.

8182.
VisiCalc Advanced Version. For corporatewide model
ing applications; develop sophisticated templates to be
filled in by novice users. On-screen help, IRR and
calendar functions, macro facility, variable column
widths, locked cell values, and hidden cell contents.
VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $400.

8183.

m.

VisiCalc
Software Arts, Bricklin, Frankston. Just
like it sounds; expanded memory, u/lc, 80 columns.
Four-way cursor movement. VisiCorp, 2895 Zanker
Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $250.
VisiSchedule. Critical path PERT scheduler. VisiCorp,
2895 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134. $300.
Word Juggler. Gill. Word processor uses expanded
memory. Printout can be viewed on-screen prior to
printing; multiple copies printed of selected pages.
Quark Engineering, 1433 Williams, #1102, Denver, CO
80218. $295. 12182.
JI

NEW-FOR THE

APPLE III®

Hardisk Accounting Series, 2.0. General ledger, ac
counts receivable, and accounts payable handle 32,776
customers or accounts; inventory features five methods
of evaluation. Also payroll, management analysis, and
mailing labels. Great Plains, 123 N. 15th St., Fargo,
ND 58102. $395 to $595 per module.
Inkwell. Wunderlich. Word processor prints docu
ments as they appear on-screen, simulates typewriter or
creates form letters from mailing list. Horiwntal scroll
ing allows text up to 155 characters wide. Foxware
Products, 2506 W. Midwest Dr., Taylorsville, UT
84118. $185.
Mail Llst Manager. Generates, stores, sorts, edits, and
prints mailing list files. Apple, 20525 Mariani Ave.,
Cupertino, CA 95014. $150.

Mlcroffenninal. Gives access to any in-house or
remote database; set up and log only once. Built-in
editor or edit off-line. Microcom, 1400-A Providence
Hwy., Norwood, MA02062. $99.95.
PFS:File. Page. Form-Oriented information-manage
ment system stores and retrieves up to 32,000 entries.
Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043. $175.
PFS:Graph. Chin, Hill. Works alone or interfaces with
PFS databases and VtsiCalc files. Produces bar, line,
and pie charts, merging data from several sources.
Software Publishing, 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043 . $175.
PFS:Report. Page. Generates reports; sorts, calculates,
and manipulates data filed with PFS:File. Software

NOW, WITH THE NEW
"ATTACH" DRIVER, YOU CAN
PRINT ANY TEXT FROM YOUR
SCREEN TO YOUR PRINTER
WITH ONE KEYSTROKE.
"ATTACH" IS A SPECIAL
DRIVER FOR THE APPLE III®
WHICH ALLOWS YOU TO
DUMP A SCREEN FULL OF
TEXT FROM ANY PROGRAM
AT ANY TIME TO ANY
PRINTER! BONUS: YOU ALSO
GAIN THE ABILITY, BY
ANOTHER KEYSTROKE, TO
TOGGLE YOUR DOT MATRIX
PRINTER BETWEEN NORMAL
AND CONDENSED PRINT!
Send $29.95 ., $1.50 Postage and
Handling Check or Money Order
To:

SOFr-UFE

COAPOAPiT~Ofl
P.O. BOX446

SOMIS, CALIFORNIA 93066
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cumbersome; nor have I seen applications writ·
ten for them that do all I'd like.
Doug Johnson, Tampa, FL

N
(

u

Open Dismssion gl\'e.1 yo11 the chance to air yo11r l'iews
and concerns. to seek answers to questions. to offer so
/11twns or lwlp/11/ .111ggestwns. and to del'elop a rapport
with other readers. It's what yo11 make it. so share your
tho11gh1.1·. nped or prmted. and double- .1paced I please),
111 Softalk'.1
· Open Disc11ssw11. Box 60, North Holly
wood. CA 91603 To e11s11re the mc/11.1wn of as many
co11tr1b1111ons as po.uible. fellers may be c()fu/ensed and
edited

Superstandards
I am prompted to write after spending the bet
ter part of a year owning and playing with, as
time permits, an Apple II Plus. My play con
sists of trying to find the all-purpose system for
my business. During this process I have read
everything I could get my hands on, talked with
whomever would respond, and shopped at five
or six places here in Tampa. My criteria for
such a system are high.
Although I now have a small kaleidoscope
and-stained-glass business, I used to work on
mainframe beasts as a social-science consult
ant. This position meant knowing an excessive
amount about relatively nothing (esoteric acad
emese). However, the packages I dealt with

A Satisfying Set of Tools
For many years it has been my practice to con
sider the likelihood of repeated use of any tool I
might purchase. For a one-time application I
might choose the least expensive tool for the
were integrated systems featuring high-level lan job, but for continued use I choose quality and
guage components and reasonably high-level pay the price. That philosophy has paid off, and
detailed functioning-meaning a little manipu today I have a lot of dependable tools.
Not the least of these, by any means, is
lation would get a lot of information and a fair
amount of detailed control over analyzing it.
dBase II. I had been looking for software that
Now I wish to have the all-purpose small would handle the paperwork for the small busi
computer complete turnkey business system. ness that my wife and I were running from our
Sorry if my criteria are high, but I can't settle home. As a beginning amateur programmer, I
for anything less and get the kind of perform was mildly shocked at the idea oflearning a new
ance that is usable. I refuse to buy into any language when I didn't even know Applesoft
thing less than a single transaction-based sys Basic yet, but it was apparent that dBase would
tem, where I can key in a customer's name once do the job.
and only once . I don't want to have to add the
Things went well for nearly two years, and
same name multiple times to a correspondence several people have purchased dBase on my
file, an invoice file, an inventory file, a word recommendation. A few days ago, though, I ran
processor business card file, or whatever else into a problem in building a form on my new
might be needed. I can't get an improvement in lie. My dBase dealer was baffled and so was my
efficiency if I duplicate my paperwork system. I Apple dealer. In desperation I called Ashton
need to condense to a single transaction-based Tate, publisher of dBase. I was given the num
system, that's all
ber of the company's technical advice staff and
My criteria are as follows: All components was handed over to Kevin Shepherd. Mr. Shep
of the system should be readily modifiable and herd understood my problem the first time I
all modules should be integrated, meaning that went through it. He then led me through an in
files be open and accessible to all modules in stallation patch, which I managed to botch. I
cluded m the package or written by the user; a called him back the next day and he patiently
high-level language permitting easy modifica led me through it again. This time I got it right
tion and module development should be used; and everything works now. It was a real comfort
the system should entail a database, modules to be able to talk to someone who treated me as
for general ledger, accounts receivable, ac if I were the only person in the world who had a
counts payable, inventory and point of sale, problem.
payroll, word processing and mailing labels,
Ashton-Tate is to be congratulated for
and the ability to communicate with other ma building a first-class organization to support a
chines, databases, and files created in other lan first-class software package.
guages; graphics should be an integral part of David M. Hoban, Fort Worth, TX
the word processing features; and, of course,
modules should permit easy specification for On Easy Street
After using a checkbook program called Money
different types of business.
I offer these criteria as a reference for busi Street for about a month I just had to tell every
ness-software evaluators, who might consider one that it's the best program I have ever seen. I
ranking products along these lines, and for ' was almost six months into the year when I got
product manufacturers who are welcome to bid, Money Street and I already had all three of my
offer, or sell me their products to the extent that checking accounts on another program. I really
they meet these standards. I applaud the efforts intended to wait until next January to begin us
made so far. With little money, slow disk drives, ing it. After reading the manual and trying out
and a volatile market, it's a wonder so much ex the tu tonal, I just couldn't wait. I entered all six
ists that is so good. But it's not enough.
months' worth of back checks from all three
Here is a running commentary on some accounts.
packages I've looked at. Savvy ranks quite high
The program has proved that the hype of
on many of my criteria, but it fails because all the Money Street ad is really too modest. How
data and all modules must be keyed in, and it many programs do you own about which you
doesn't access any other types of files, data can say that you can't think of anything you
bases, or machines. WordStar, dBase II, and would like to see improved? The program raises
Mai/merge rank high, but for me, I figure I the standard of the term user-friendly for the
might as well buy a Z-80-based machine with all rest of the industry. All information is available
these bundled in, rather than add them to my at all times, and there are no monthly closings.
Apple. I'm not terribly happy with all the Pas Anything can be changed at any time, and all
cal-based stuff, nor am I impressed with Apple dependent balances and totals are instantly ad
Pascal's reliability or the practicality of the p- justed. I do mean instantly-everything in this
System transportability. BPI and its ilk are too program is fast. The report options are exten
special purpose, and Multiplan and ViwCalc are sive, and bank reconciliation is almost fun.
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If you really want to see how that Apple of an original program disk on first boot. After the
yours can be put to good use, give Money Street master is booted, you can use a copy of the
original disk. You can load, list, and change the
a try.
basic routines of the General Manager pro
Daniel J. Thomas, Elgin, IL
grams if you're so inclined. The basic interface
has enabled me to do anything I want to with
Covering the Bases
I started my database search with CCA Dara the data-even if it's outside the design of the
Management, distributed at the time by Per database. I can do most of it with & calls to fast
sonal Software / VisiCorp. I learned a lot machine language subroutines, for everything
through the basic user interface suggestions and from data reading to print using.
I am extremely pleased with the lock, data
helps included. After getting several business
programs on-board, I felt the need for a more access, and upgrade experiences I have had with
advanced database system-specifically, this program.
the newer screen-editing functions to enhance Phillip Wear, Fort Smith, AR
data entry, as well as some kind of break from
sorting. I gave VisiFile a short trial, which A Prompt Response
seemed to go in the right direction for screen I am writing to tell readers about the Microtek
editing, but the sorts were too closely akin to Dumpling 64 Graphics card. I recently pur
CCA. Also, my upgrade cost to get into the new chased one from my computer supply shop and
program by the same supplier was about one found that one of the chips was not functioning
hundred fifty dollars. The upgrade policy got properly with my home accounting program. I
called the Microtek people, who were aware of
my goat.
I moved to DB Master and then bought the the problem, and they immediately sent out a
Utility Pak #1. The screen editing was there, new chip for replacement. That 's exactly the
with the ability to make the entry screens and kind of service that warrants comment from a
the database appear the way I wanted. The satisfied user. Unfortunately, I have found that
"auto-sort-on-entry-by-key-fields" functions of other suppliers are not as cooperative as Micro
tek . When one shops for equipment, one should
this database freed me of most sorting (it was al
ready there). I also felt that many of the data consider the after-sale service. I will surely con
handling routines were aided by machine lan
sider other Microtek products when it comes to
guage, which gave an overall performance jump buying additional items for my Apple.
from where I had been. I could not get the da
Lawrence I. Stern, Claremont, CA
tabase to do everything I needed, so the Utility
Pak #1 was necessary to DIF (Data Inter Two Good Buys
change Format) data from DB Master to a DIF I have used The Accountant for several months
text file for user processing. I grew to hate that this year and have had several occasions to cor
respond with Decision Support Software. For
slow and awkward transfer process. The pro
grams were locked and so was the data, and those who need more than a check-register pro
DIF was the only door to get in and out other gram, including asset and liability manage
ment, flexibility to tailor applications (home
than the keyboard. Give me back my data!
General Manager, by Sierra On-Line, and / or business), and a comprehensive Visi
claimed to have all the features of a first-class Calc interface, The Accountant may be just the
database, with direct access to the data for read
thing. In all fairness, it is not suitable for be
ing, entry, or editing from Applesoft Basic with ginners or those who don't have a clear applica
user interface commands (using & calls to exe
tion defined .
cute fast General Manager routines from your
The program includes a sample data file,
own programs). The original price was $100, produces a balance sheet with a couple of key
which made it harder to believe, but a phone strokes, and grows with the user's needs. I use
call confirmed that they thought it really did more than fifty accounts and twenty-four codes
what they claimed. I bought it and decided for tax summaries. I have chosen to upgrade to
the larger business version in order to have au
shortly that it was the best option yet (a sleep
er). I was disappointed in the original version's tomatic check-numbering in the posting of au
reporting functions, but otherwise extremely tomatic transactions. I commend the manufac
pleased on all counts. One upgrade cost me turer on its support, both by phone and in up
about five dollars during the process, and then grade turnarounds.
version 2.0 came out with a completely new
As to shortcomings, The Accountant can use
manual (super) and new reporting functions some improvement in its on-screen prompting.
along with other general enhancements. (Sur
For example, the user needs to remember the
prise-no need to change user programs; it commands for split transactions for entry into
worked with any obsolete command format of the desk-calculator mode and how to quit when
the old system, as well as the new ones.) This it is appropriate. The program includes com
major upgrade cost twenty-five dollars and was prehensive printed reports, a couple of which
quite a buy, considering that it upgraded my use too much paper. A command-summary
system to the new $229.95 version. I suspected card would reduce this awkwardness some
on purchase that Sierra On-Line would take what. While there is a graphics-display mode, it
care of me on upgrades because of what I had is unscaled and not very useful. All in all, it is a
heard about the company's policy on Super well-thought-out system that I predict will con
scribe to Screen Writer upgrades.
tinue to find satisfied users.
How about the lock? You must boot with
I have upgraded my Apple PIE word

PROFESSIONAL, MOLDED

PROTECTIVE
CASE
•

Dual Wall Construction. 1" Protective
Spacing Between Inner and Outer Wall.
Molded Cavity on Left for Apple II Plus or
E and Two Cavities on Right for Apple
Drives. Prevents Component Shifting.
High Quality Foam Padding.

•

•
•
•

Built In Handle.
Constructed of High-Quality Polyethylene.
Rugged and Durable, Yet Lightweight.

FREE With Each Case Ordered:
Anti-Static, A-41 Dust Cover

5109.90

Protect Yourself From Lost Time,
Data, and Money Associated With
Accidents and Contaminants.

DUST COVERS
Custom Fit, Stitched Seams,
Heavy Gauge Vinyl
(A-41) Covers Apple II with Apple
Monitor and One Disk Drive
(Set of 2 Covers) . ... .. . $19.90
(A-42) Two Apple Disk Drives,
Stacked (1 Cover) .. .. .. $10.90
(P-61) Small Printers:
Okidata U 92 and U 82
Epson MX 80
Apple Dot Matrix ........ $10.90
(P-62) Epson FX 80 ....... ... .$10.90
All products in stock. Prices Include
Freight. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Return
within 30 days for full refund.
MasterCard and Visa order only:
Call Toll Free 1·800·531·3122,
Operator 27
In Washington State Call
1·800·227·7800, Operator 27
Or, send check or money order to:
P.C.A.
16625 Redmond Way, Suite 107
Redmond, Washington 98052
Phone (206) 882-0385
Washington State residents please add 8. 1% sales tax

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
Prices May Increase Without Notice
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processo r to Pl E Writer version 2.2. There is
new documentation and the program now in
clud es a two-disk system. With it the program
ca n be configured to take advantage of the
Apple II or lie, as well as forty and eighty col
umn computer configura tions. PIE Writer is
underrated in my opinion. Hayden does not
seem to be taking advantage of its potential.
The program uses the 16K RAM card (if pres
ent) to load both modules so that they're co
resident. This makes document previewing very
convenient. The system is very fast in searches
and allows both freeform and formatted entry.
What you see is what you print. While interfac
ing with various printers can be a problem for
many programs, PIE Writer provides default
initialization, the capability to embed an un

limited number of control characters for the
printer, and the capability of addressing a cus
tom printer driver. As to shortcomings, I would
say only that in my several years' experience I
have not yet begun to use all the capabilities of
PIE Writer.
Norman J. Wood, Saratoga, CA
Applefest Hits and Misses
I would like to comment on the Apple
test held at Anaheim, California, earlier this
year. I have both a positive and a negative com
ment about the fest. On the positive side, it was
nice to see Apple wares at every booth . At many
of the computer expositions I have attended, it
seems as though very few of the displays deal
with Apple products.

r pmmpts at all levels of command entry, the
h Modem II m akes data commurucations from your
TI* or II plus* easy on ev en a bare bones computer.
d the keyboard dialing makes communication at 110 or
300 bps simple.
Compatible.with other smart modems and Bell 103-type
equipment the Modem II is crystal controlled needs no serial
interface card provides auto-dial and auto-answer and has a
built-in speaker to m cmitor call progress.That means accuracy!
For more information on the Modem II or the Multi-Modem II™
(a 1200/300 bps full duplex modem tor your Apple II),
call or write,

MULTI-TECH
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
82 - Second Ave nue SE
New Brighton, MN 55112
(612) 631 / 3550

*Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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On the negative side, I had a list of fourteen
companies in whose products I was interested.
While I enjoyed seeing all the displays, my real
reason for attending the Applefest was to see
certain products that I had not been able to find
in the local computer stores or about which I
had hoped to get more detailed information di
rectly from the source.
Of the fourteen companies on my list, only
four (Apple Computer, Call -A.P.P.L.E.. Ex
ecutive Peripheral Systems, and Penguin) were
actually at the show. Among the missing were
Beagle Bros, Business Solutions, Iver, Videx,
Microtek, Control Data, H .O .M .E., and Syn
ergistic Software. f realize not every company
can attend every exposition, but it certainly
would be nice if there were some way at least
one of the major Apple publications could pub
lish a list of those companies that were ex
pected to attend each Applefest.
Thomas E. Militello, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
A Jumpy Reaction
It's nice to know that Sofia/k's game reviewer
has managed to retain his sense of humor in this
day and age. It's less fortunate that he's used an
excellent arcade game as his comic vehicle. The
game is Jump Jet, and r heartily suggest that
readers see the game for themselves-with the
So/talk review in hand. That way, players can
have the last laugh when they try to compare
the review to the game. They'll learn what hun
dreds of software dealers already know-Jump
Jet is action-packed and exciting.
The reviewer seems to be a clever writer, but
a poor researcher. He attributed the jet's abil
ity to take off and land vertically to poor pro
gramming, rather than to the capabilities of the
Harrier jets upon which the game is founded.
And this is just one example.
As the president of Avant-Garde, the pub
lisher of Jump Jet, I suggest that our two com
panies join efforts to create an adventure game
in which the readers try to find their way
through the review and, if successful , arrive at
an actual understanding of the game. It could
be the hottest seller on the market-but I'm not
sure what kind of review it would receive.
Mary Carol Smith, president,
Avant-Garde Creations, Eugene, OR
Turning It Over in His Mind
After reading reviews of Miner 2049er and
seeing the game played r knew that I really
wanted it. r shelled out the bucks at my local
computer store, brought it home, and booted it
up . The game worked beautifully. f loved the
way it allowed me to set the controls to my own
joystick (which is a new Hayes Mach IIf that
just might be the best joystick out right now).
Then, when I got to playing it, I was even more
thrilled at the smooth, fast graphics. So it went
for about two weeks. I gradually worked my
way through the levels, totally amazed at the
quality of programming. It even occurred to me
that Miner might make a good quarter-eating
arcade game.
Finally, f gained the tenth level. Proud of
my achievement, I continued to try to conquer
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the nasty level. After many days of labor, I suc
ceeded in filling in all the platforms. I a lready
knew that there were only ten different screens,
so I expected to see th e first level again. To my
amazement, I found myself going to level I
instead of level 11. I thought that this little over
sight by the programmers was not too much of
a problem. Still, when I saw the screen, nothing
at all had changed: not the placement of the
mutants, nor the apples, nor the time. It was as
if I had started the game over. But I was still
only slightly taken aback by this total lack of
change. I continued to play on through the
levels, watching my score climb to superhigh
levels. It was then that the game started to
bother me. When my score reached 100,000 the
game considered it to be zero. This in itself was
not too surprising if you consider that the game
has only five digits for scoring. Anyway, when I
finally died and it came time to view the much
coveted top five list, I found that the game
hadn't even acknowledged the fact that I had
turned it over. This was the final blow.
In my opinion, there seems to have been a
total lack of foresight by the author and pub
lisher of Miner 2049er.
Brian Herrin, Kansas City, KS
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gates. It took me a while, but I've do ne it. To
keep those out there who haven't rescued all
sixty-four in mystery, I won't tell you how the
game ends, but it's best not to get your ho pes
up. On the box it says that if you rescue all the
hostages there will be world peace. I would have
thought with all that extra disk space (Chop
/ifterdoesn't use the entire disk) that for a finale
Broderbund would boot a world peace demo,
cartoon, picture, or even congratulations. This
would encourage players who have rescued all
the delegates to want to try again. It's unfor
tunate-I hardly play the game now because
completing it (and beating the computer) is un
rewarding.
Alan Dundas, Pittsford, NY

Shakedown Time
I would like to comment on the "flat" software
sales that Softa/k has been reporting the past
few months. I bought one of the first Apple II
Plus computers in 1979 and since have bought
four more for use where I work. I have bought
fifty-five commercial software packages, search
ing for ones that will be useful. Sadly, most are
gathering dust. The novelty has worn off and
the frustration has set in.
I am on strike! I refuse to buy any more
Apple software, with a few exceptions . What I
A Professional Opinion
As a physician with a good deal of experience in object to is having the software locked up so I
computer-assisted medical instruction, I was can' t see how the calculations are made, can't
fascinated by the enthusiastic review in the June correct the problems, and can't solve the equip
Softa/k of Microbe and consequently bought ment interfacing. I have word processors that
the program. I couldn't agree more with the can't send the proper commands to my printer.
praise for Microbe as "a graphic tour de force." One graphics program will send graphics out
However, after using the game for several put only to the Silentype or Qume. (I don't have
weeks, I find that the claim made for Microbe as either.) My latest fiasco was buying a $500 disk
an educational tool for physicians and medical emulator card. I thought that since my data
students is unjustified. While the program does base manager used standard DOS 3.3 data
contain useful information, its distortion of disks, I could mount the data disk in the emula
anatomy and its simplistic "cookbook" ap
tor in order to speed up record searches and
proach to treatment make it unsuitable for read/ writes. Nope! When I load the database
serious medical teaching. Those who purchase program, the custom DOS clobbers the disk
Microbe as a game will be entertained; those emulator software, which works only with
(especially medical students and physicians) DOS 3.3.
Even if all the interfaces in a software pack
who buy it as a learning aid will have been
misled.
age are okay when I buy it, I find in a year or so
Franklin Tessler, M.D., Los Angeles, CA
that I can't add equipment without creating sys
tem conflicts. Since the code is locked up, I can't
Just Rewards for the Rescue?
correct even the slightest problem, and even a
I have recently read of a few game players com
trivial change becomes a fatal flaw. This is no
plaining about games in which there is a ceiling longer acceptable-I just won't buy any more.
score. Chop/ifter is a good example. No matter
A big shakedown has started in the com
how hard you try, you can only rescue sixty
puter industry, and I predict that Apple and all
four world delegates held hostage. I can shoot its supporting vendors will feel the crunch un
all the tanks and planes (let's not forget the less they change. Atari found out last Christmas
mines) and never get any points for them.
that there is a limited market for $30 games.
All I can say is that I agree with Margot The people at Texas Instruments just dropped
Tommervik in July's ''The Art and Craft of the $100 million to find out they couldn't lock up
Game" article, where this issue was mentioned. all their computers for themselves. One of the
If points were awarded for the tanks, players most important insights the two Steves gave the
would just let the hostages explore the country
original Apple was to open up the guts so that
side while destroying tanks for extra points.
people could see how it worked and tailor it to
Choplifter was not intended as a tank battle. their needs. Are the software vendors going to
It was intended as a rescue mission; there
follow Tl's example and keep all their secrets, or
fore points are awarded only for saving the are they going to provide software and interfac
hostages.
ing information so we can use the Apple? With
To those people who complain, just come the wide variety of software and hardware for
back when you have saved all sixty-four dele- the Apple in almost infinite combinations, it is

intolerahlc to ha vc each software packagt.: h 'l'I L
its o wn system that onl y th e a utho r can chan).'c .
I read in the Wall Street Jou rnal that Micro
soft and fourteen Ja pa nese computer m a h:r~
have agreed o n a sta ndardi zed software fo rmat
that will be intercha ngeable in all their prod
ucts. I see that Coleco is going to sell a co m
puter with a daisy-wh eel printer and word proc
essor software for $600. The compan y is also
going to have a version of Microso ft's Mu/ti
p/an for "about $50. " Apple has had a stan
dard software system for some time. It consists
of DOS 3.3, binary, and Applesoft for you ven
dors who need to know. Why don't you use
them?
I don't buy the argument that holds that
copy protection is necessary . I bought my first
copy of VisiCalc for $80 in 1980 from an Apple
dealer. VisiCalc listed for $100 then. You can't
tell me they haven't gotten a satisfactory return
on the investment of their time, or that they need
to charge $250 now. If copying is so serious,
how come VisiCalc remains on top, even
though it could be copied by any of the bit
copiers? If this were really a problem, wouldn't
everyone in the world have a copy by now?
Couldn't it also be true that VisiCalc remains
on top because most people would prefer to
have a registered copy and original documenta
tion? And how about Penguin's Graphics Ma
gician , which is a top seller and is unprotected?
(Bless them: Magician was one I bought last
year!)
There are about seven hundred fifty thou
sand Apples out now. If a vendor sold 10 per-

Educational Software Catalog
for Your Family
Just Released! Sunburst's new
catalog, featuring the best home edu
cational software ... for all ages ...
selected from the nation's top pub·
lishers. Reading, math, programming,
problem solving and more . .. to moti·
vale your children and make learning
come alive.
Call Toll-Free 800·431 ·1934

0 RUSH MY FREE CATALOG
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - - - - - - 

City----------
State _ _ _ __ Zip _ _ __
Type of computer _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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cent of these owners a package for $20, that non-Apple competition is severely limiting the
would represent $150,000 in sales! Isn't that usefulness of the Apple computer and is going
enough for any program? ls Penguin the only to cause the bubble to burst for Apple, just like
it did for Atari and TI.
one that understands this arithmetic?
The final question is, will the name on the
I foresee the day when a computer software
store will be like a bookstore. Sure, a bookstore software store of the future be Apple or Hi
has hardbacks at $20 and a few coffee-table tachisan? I have a large investment in Apple
books at $50, but the bulk of its sales and prof equipment and in time spent learning to use it
its are from the $3.95 paperbacks. A few people but I am also reading ads for other computer
will buy $40 games, but I won't. I can't afford systems!
$100 programs for personal use and won't buy Don Shannon, Richland, WA
them for business use until the locks come off.
Time just costs too much to mess with all the The Novel Approach
problems. Software sales would not be "flat" if About the Apple Business Basic Reference Man
you could get a big assortment that included a ual-it is poorly written and rarely illustrates
word processor, spreadsheet, database, com the subject matter with examples. It is wordy
munications package, all programming util and not written as a set of instructions but as a
ities, graphics, and a dozen good arcade and novel. That includes both volumes.
Writing to Apple about it is like throwing
graphics games-all working together on a
common file system and not costing more than the letter out the window. lfyou call, they don't
call back. I suppose with Lisa available now,
$400 total!
Impossible, you say? Keep in mind that at they just don't care about the Apple Ill.
$400 an Apple, this would amount to about
On the positive side, Taylor Pohlman's
Third Basic is really excellent.
$30 million.
If Apple owners were assured of getting a Julian LeRoi Altenhaus, Maplewood, NJ
big pile of good software, with more to come
each year, they would feel they were getting An Intelligence Test
continuing value for their investment. How are Only very rarely does an article seem to sum up
all those people who are buying computers (but decades of experience with the perceptive in
not buying much software) going to view their sider's point of view that characterized Jean
purchases after the newness wears off? Will the Varven's discussion of the educational uses of
computers gather dust because their owners microcomputers in Schoolhouse Apple, June
didn't find them as useful as expected? I think Softalk.
greed, expensive marketing, and ignoring the
The potential value of microcomputers for

Auto Repeat: Invaluable. Repeats any ·
keypress. including control characters for
scrolling. rubout, etc. Adjustable delay to
match your typing touch. ON/OFF control.
High Speed Cursor: Makes Apple's REPT
key a speed control to double the repeat
rate of any keypress. Zip through text or
across a VisiCalc spreadsheet to get there
fast. A must for 80 column displays.
New option for the REPEATERRRR:
SHIFT-key Modification: SHIFT as you
should. Get the "standardized" connection
(SHIFT-key to Game 1/0) while leaving the
Gamc 1/0 open with our plug-in connector.
Supported by most popular word proces
sors (Apple Writer II, Word Handler, Screen
Writer II, etc.) and many other programs .
Works only with certain software and/or
most 80 column boards.
Easy installation . Open top and plug onto
25-pin connector between keyboard and
encoder board (fits Rev .7 or later).

TO ORDER: Ask your local dealer
or order direct.
Add 52 per order shipping/handling .
(SS foreign). Ohio orders add 6.5% sales
tax. Check. MasterCard VISA (incl. card
no. & exp. date). 30 day trial - full re
fund if not satisfied. One year warranty.
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Systems Inc •• VlsiCaldVisiCorp.
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educational uses goes beyond the wildest
dreams of the science-fiction writers. Except for
the direct teaching of programming (or the
computer's own seductive capture of its stu
dents) and the more recent teaching of word
processing in business classes, the benefits
spoken of have been meager indeed.
I don't want to belittle these applications, as
any kind of computer access profoundly
changes the lives of the students it reaches. At
the same time we need to realize that there are
many more important educational applications
that can happen only if someone shows the way.
I understand that Apple is making a realis
tic effort in this area, though I have seen no
published material on its program.
There are so many subtle realities in the
computing field, and we desperately need to
focus more of our top intelligence on the sec
ondary effects. Three decades into the com
puter age, we should be acknowledging the
fundamental truths: that the available creative
intelligence must be used more wisely, and that
every possible effort must be made to expand
our intelligence resources.
Joe Fulford, Pacifica, CA
Experiment in Optimism
I look forward to Sofia/k's Hardtalk col
umn every month. It covers an area about
which I know nearly nothing. In a recent dis
cussion of monitors, it's mentioned that video
incompatibility usually prevents linking the
Apple with other NTSC standard equipment
such as VHS-format video recorders .
With the innocence of the amateur that I
am, I awoke one morning early (to beat the
patter of little feet) and hooked up a portable
RCA Selectavision video recorder (VGP 170) to
the Apple, connecting the monitor cable from
the computer to the auxiliary video input of the
recorder. I ran about twenty minutes of the
Vagabondo program Fire Organ, one of the
most colorful and visually interesting programs
I know. When I played the recording back
through our color TV, I was astonished at the
vividness, resolution, and overall quality of the
recording . The colors were faithful and sharp.
I am not sure of the practical applications of
this. Certainly twenty minutes of watching Fire
Organ, as pretty as it is, has obvious limita
tions. On the other hand, I did want to share my
experience with other readers who may have
been put off experimenting by the pessimistic
tone of that part of the Hardtalk article.
Frederick M. Gise, Wagoner, OK
A Zardax To Grind
I wonder if there might have been an omission
in the word processing section of the July
Fastalk column? Zardax wasn't listed! My in
quiry is based upon a great respect for this
product and a sense of social justice.
In the last four years I have used nearly a
dozen word processors and have become a very
tough critic. As such, I strongly believe Zardax
should remain in the list. I have been in posi
tions requiring me to write extensively and I
find this program to be quick and transparent
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to my creative bursts. More important, I have
trained more than a dozen secretaries to use
word processing systems, and I find Zardax t o
be the most easily learned.
In addition to a n extensive set of edi ting and
processi ng functions, it has some subt le
strengths that are not immediately evident. It is
very reliable under heavy use. It uses standard
sequenti al text files, which provides a good de
gree of data intercha nge both into and out of
Zardax. In addition, it is compatible with a
wide assortment of peripherals and is often up
dated by the mother com pany to g row with
product advances. The dist ributor has given me
prompt, friendly support through phone calls
and correspondence.
Less tangibly, I have a sense of creativity
with Zardax; it allows me to compose at the
keyboard, as well as to design creative text lay
outs. Since there is a simple way to embed non
printing ASCII codes, the program can ac
commodate almost any printer's cryptic con
trol codes.
I work in a community college where I en
counter the needs of faculty, secretaries, stu
dents, and administrators. All have different
needs, and all a re well served by Zardax with a
minimum of training. Here, productivity is the
issue. I know there are cheaper text editors and
word processors, but they are terribly expen
sive when time is valuable o r dependability
critical.
So/talk is very influential and thus morally
bound to present aces as aces and jacks as jacks.
The inclusion of Zardax in Fastalk will help
users become more discriminating co nsumers
when they make comparisons.
Jeff Whittaker, Bethel , AK

A Sarior of Lires, Files, and Your Time
The June Open Discussion contained a letter
from Dick Rettke warning of possi ble prob
lems with Diversi-DOS not verifying data after
writing to the disk. When I wrote Diversi-DOS,
I considered this very carefully. With almost
two thousand copies of Diversi-DOS sold, this
has not caused any problems at all. And, be
lieve me, if people start losi ng their data, I'm go
ing to hear about it!
First of all, let me explain what DOS 3.3
does that Diversi-DOS doesn't. DOS 3.3 auto
matically does a verify command after every
save or bsave. Diversi-DOS skips this automat
ic verify. However, you can still get the very
same effect by typing the verify manually (or
adding it to your program) whenever you save
or bsave.
Standard DOS 3.3 does not do an auto
m atic verify after writing text files . When you
are running a program, most of the writing on
the disk is done to text files, not Basic or binary
files. That is, most of the writing to disk is al
ready done without verifying, and it works
reliably.
The reason this works is that writing a sec
tor to disk first requires readi ng the disk to find
the location of the sector. If the disk is bad, you
usually can't find the sector location, so you get
an error.

MONEY MAGAZINE - Nov. 1982
" Among bookkeeping programs, earns high marks and 1s easy to use ..

CREATIVE COMPUTING - Jan. 1983
"The documentation is thorough. easily r ead, and complete."
"The program is so easy to use chat rarely will reference h ave to be made co the
manual."

\fO~

SOFTALK - Jan. 1982

\)t

" For th e home user (and perhaps 1 ii11\0\s complex small business). th e best
package we eva luated was Th.........,_.~'P!NTANT by Decision Support Software . ..
make financia l management a simple and
" The ACCOUNT~.
straightforward
e. ·

a.

INFOWORLD - Jan. 3/ 10, 1983
"Comp:ete flexible financial data base package for the home user ..
exceptionally fast.
. highly recommend ."

The ACCOUNTANT
Finance Data Base System

TM

Decision Support Software Inc.
1438 Ironwood Drive, McLean, VA 22101 • (703) 241·8316 •Orders Only: (800) 368·2022
Apple r'-1 . IBM ~. V 1s1Ca lc .." . The Home A ccountant ' ..,. ar e tr adema rk s o f Apple IBM . V rs1Corp

and Cont1nen! al Soitware respectively
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POWERTEXt
The Word Processing
System For
Professionals.

All across the nation. PowerText has
become the prime wo rd processing sys
tem fo r professionals.
Businesspeople. Writers. Attorneys. Edu 
cators. Men and women w ho demand a
level of performance not available from the
mass-market wo rd p rocesso rs
If you requi re a true high-performance
system, consider Power Text.

Formatting is fully automatic.
Powe rText prints the most complex doc
uments- from business letters to dramatic
scripts to legal documents packed with
tootnotes- preeisely consistent wi th the for
mats you define. You need never wo rry
abou t printed style as you write. Yet you
always get perfectly formatted documents.

It's almost like dictating to your
computer.
When you prepare outlines. question
naires, and reports. PowerText can auto
matically indent and assign numbers to
your paragraphs (Roman or Arabic numer
als. or alphanumerics, as you direct.)
There's a ful l complement of editi ng fea
tures. Includi ng " nested" editi ng. equiva
lent to split-screen editi ng.
You get bui lt -in form letter capability.
Remarkably versatile colu mnar
capabilities.
User-definable function keys .
And tar more.
Yet for all its power and soph1st1cation,
PowerText is remarkably easy to learn and
operate. The system incl udes an excellent
10-lesson tutorial and a reference manual.

We ' ll send you complete details.
It 1s 1mposs1ble to descri be all of Power
Text's many valuable features here. But
we'll be pleased to send you detailed 1ntor
mat1on. including many samplec; of actual
Power Text output.
Just write us a note. or phone us.
(Or you may wish to send for the tutorial
and manual. The cost is $25 . Please indi
cate which computer you have.)
FOR IBM PC: $399
FOR APPLE II OR lie: $299
FOR IBM PC, APPLE II OR Ill,
WITH PASCAL: $199
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BEAMAN PORTER, INC.
High Performance Computer Products

Pleasant Ridge Rd.. Harrison. NY 10528
(91 4) 967 -35 04

Furthermore, the verify command doesn't
really live up to its name. It only reads through
every sector in the file to check for read errors.
DOS 3.3 contains a serious bug that makes it
likely that read errors will be missed. When
DOS writes a sector, it also writes a checksum
at the end of the sector, which should be the
sum of all the data in that sector. Unfor
tunately, the checksum depends only on the last
two data bytes. Thus the checksum cannot be
used to find read errors in the first 340 data
bytes in a sector. Gross data errors are some
times detected in another way (trailing bytes),
but single-bit errors will often go undetected.
To summarize, the automatic verify after
save and bsave provides very little additional
protection against disk errors. The only true
protection is to back up your disks.
Also in the June issue, Stewart Loving-Gib
bard asked about using Diversi-DOS with forty
track disk drives. The following procedure
works with standard DOS 3.3 as well as with
Diversi-DOS:
POKE 44725, 160
POKE 48894 ,40
POKE 46063,40
(put in blank di sk)
INIT HELLO

Boot this disk to run forty-track DOS . Init will
initialize forty-track disks , but you can still read
and write old thirty-five-track disks correctly.
Just be careful not to put a forty-track disk in a
thirty-five-track drive. For backups, you can
ma ke a forty-track Copy A as follows:
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overriding my obsessive roommate's habit of
turning everything off to avoid paying two cents
here and a penny there on the electric bill . I
can't stand it, and that story helped me to figure
out how to solve my problem. (Maybe if I hook
it up so that if he tries more than three times to
turn off the lights or air conditioning, it will give
him a mild shock, say 300 volts at about 60
amps. Just kidding.)
Don't remove the Storytalk Fiction just be
cause one person (or even a hundred) doesn 't
like the fact that two or three pages of the maga
zine are too much for him to handle. I find that
I like to expand my awareness and perceptions,
even with fiction.
The first landing of men on the moon was
prompted by the fiction that Robert Goddard
read, which led him to build the first crude rock
ets . He refused to accept those Buck Rogers
stories as fiction and went about the task of
making them into reality. I do not see how fic
tion makes Softalk into Playboy . ls Reader's
Digest another Playboy? How about all those
fiction books at the local library? Almost every
thing ever accomplished started out with wild
stories being told about an idea and someone
turning those wild stories into reality.
Jeffrey Jones, West Hollywood, CA

Fin ally, I wish to thank Softalk readers for
all the nice letters I have received about Diversi
DOS. I worked five years saving people's lives
(among other duties) as an emergency physi
cian, and I received one tha nk-you letter. After
five months of saving people's time with Di
versi-DOS, I have a whole file full of thank-you
letters.
I'll end my letter by congratulating the
Softalk staff for producing a great magazine
that keeps getting better.
Bill Basham, president, Diversified Software
Research, Rockford, IL

Making Himself Clear
In the June Open Discussion I saw a letter that
caught my eye, dealing with my personal views
and opinions that I've expressed in Open Dis
cussion . This letter stated that I should rip out
the fictional stories in my Softalk . It also
said that I should not try to take them away
from those who do enjoy reading them . The au
thor of the letter does not understand Open Dis
cussion . It is a place to state your personal likes
and dislikes about the computer world and its
products. That is why it is called "Open" Dis
cussion .
Just because I do not like a part of Softalk,
that certa inly doesn't mean it should be done
away with. However, if enough requests are re
ceived saying the fictional stories should be re
moved from the magazine, they probably will
be. Also, I never stated that Marketalk Re
views should be cut short. I quote: "I h ave
noticed the number of reviews declining. as well
as the length of the reviews. Please try to cram
in a few more." That means I want to see more,
not fewer , reviews of Apple software.
Peter T. Clark, Sacramento, CA

That's Entertainment
I found the letter from Peter T. Clark (April
Open Discussion) to be absurd and ridiculous.
If he does not like Storytalk Fiction, that's fine
with me. He doesn't have to read it!
I h appen to like some of the stories. I find
they help me to get through some of the more
boring days at work . So wh at if the stories are,
in a number of cases, absurd. I find them enter
ta ining and ha ve acquired a number of good
ideas from them.
An example is the April Fool story. I got
several ideas from th at on hooking the com
puter into the household wiring system and

No Time for Proofs
I a m responding to a few letters appearing in the
June Open Discussion. I agree with Bear
Braumoeller's advice to Peter Clark with re
spect to the fiction in Softalk: Skip it! It is not
dull and boring, as Mr. Clark stated. It is inane,
dull , and boring.
For Al Goodwin: I can't answer your ques
tion, but I ran across a similar problem in one
of my programs. I had opened three files in a
loop (10 FOR X= 1 TO 3: F$= "BIN"
+ STR$(X): PRINT D$;"0PEN";F$: NEXT).
The MON showed the correct material (selected
alphabetically) being written, later on , to the

LOAD COPYA
70 PRINT CHR$ (4); " BLOAD COPY.OBJ40"
SAVE COPYA40
BLOAD COPY .OBJO
POKE 770,40
POKE 863 ,40
BSAVE COPY.OBJ40,A$2CO ,L$10B

Introducing bel ler compan ·~·planning, company-wide,with
VisiCalc Advanced Version.
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More than 300,000 business
professionals have discovered
how much help our VisiCalc®
program can be in planning,
budgeting and forecasting.
Now we can help businesses
even more.

VisiCalc
Advanced Version
does it all
VisiCalc Advanced Version
makes it easy to extend the
problem-solving power,
speed and accuracy of the
"electronic worksheet"
throughout an organization.
With this program,
you11 be able to leverage the
knowledge of your most
knowledgeable people. Make
more productive use of more
of your staff. And do a better,
faster, smarter job.

"I create a complex, yet easy-lo
use worksheet..."

Sophisticated
planning made
easy for everyone
Using VisiCalc Advanced
Version, knowledgeable indi
viduals within your company
can create powerful, prefor
matted worksheets, or "tem
plates," for nearly anything
numerical.
For example, the knowl

protect all these parts of a
worksheet. It can shield con
fidential data a user need not
see and also guide a user step
by- step through a worksheet.
You can also insure that a
user can't enter a label when a
number is called for-and
VIceversa.
And if users ever need
additional guidance in com
pleting their worksheets,
VisiCalc Advanced Version
provides comprehensive
on-screen help, at a touch of
the"?" key.

Everyone
can consider
"What if••• ?"

Multi-sheet
consolidation
and finished
reports, too

'Then, doing our departmen(s
budget is as easy as filling in the
blanks!"

The speed and versatility of
VisiCalc Advanced Version
make it easy to explore alter
natives. Both template build

VisiCalc Advanced Version
makes it easier to consolidate
worksheet totals from various

"The program makes it practically
impossible to make mistakes!"

"With just a few keystrokes I
consolidate the worksheets .. ."

"And produce presentation-quality
reports for my boss."

ers and worksheet users can
change any number in a prob
lem and instantly see the new
results. Everyone will be able
to analyze the impact of deci
sions before they make them.

groups, departments or
divisions into concise, presen
tation-quality reports.

The best way
to do what every
com~ny wants
todolletter
With VisiCalc Advanced Ver
sion, the people and depart
ments in your firm will be
able to quickly develop their
plans, in a uniform format, for
easier consolidation into your
overall plan.
And everyone involved in
your planning process will be
able to make their most produc
tive contribution to the effort.

consistent financial reporting.
Then others in your company
without extensive financial or
computer expertise can easily
use these templates to provide
the desired information in
a uniform manner.
It's so easy. They simply
"fill in the blanks" on the work
sheet. In seconds, the pro
gram performs all the com
plex calculations built into the
worksheet, and displays the
answers to problems that
could have taken hours to
solve by hand.

a

Mistakes locked
out, help built in
'1 ask 'What if?' by changing any
number.. . the new results are
instantly calculated."

edge of a corporate financial
officer can be applied to create
templates for complete and

With VisiCalc Advanced Ver
sion there's no worry
about someone
11

See for yourself
Visit your nearest computer
store for a demonstration of
VisiCalc Advanced Version. Or
write us at 2895 Zanker Road,
San Jose, CA 95134 for a copy
of our brochure.
Discover how easy it
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You'll never see Infocom's graphics
on any computer screen. Because
there's never been a computer built
by man that could handle the images
we produce. And, there never will be.
We draw our graphics from the
limitless imagery of your imagi
nation-a technology so power
ful, it makes any picture
that's ever come out of a
screen look like graffiti
by comparison. And
nobody knows how
to unleash your
imagination like
Infocom.
Through our
prose, your
imagination
makes you part
of our stories,
in control of
what you do
and where you
go-yet unable
to predict or con
trol the course of
events. You're
confronted with

"far more graphic than any depiction
yet achieved by an adventure with
graphics." And the NEW YORK
TIMES saw fit to print that our
DEADLINETM is "an amazing feat
of programming." Even a journal as
video-oriented as ELECTRONIC
GAMES found Infocom prose to be
such an eye-opener, they named one
of our games their Best Adventure
of 1983.
Better still, bring an Infocom game
home with you. Discover firsthand
why thousands upon thousands of
discriminating game players keep
turning everything we write into
instantaneous bestsellers.
Step up to Infocom. All words. No
graffiti. The secret reaches of your
mind are beckoning. A whole new
dimension is in there waiting for you.
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situations and log )
ical puzzles the like of
which you won't find elsewhere.
And you're immersed in rich envi
ronments alive with personalities as
real as any you'll meet in the flesh
yet all the more vivid because
they're perceived directly by your
mind's eye, not through your exter
nal senses. The method to this
magic? We've found the way to plug
our prose right into your psyche, and
catapult you into a whole new
dimension.
Take some tough critics' words
about our words. SOFTALK, for
example, called ZORK®III's prose

lnPDCDll\
The next dimension.

lnfocom, Inc., 55 Wheeler St., Camhridge , MA 02 138
For your Apple 11 . Atari . Comm(1rlore 6-l. CP/ ~ f W DEC Ra inbnw
IJEC RT IL IBM. :\EC APL'. NEC PC80110 . Osborne. Tl Profe"wnal.
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correct Bin file buffer. However, a later catalog
showed only one sector allotted to Bin I. Ap
parently the buffer was never sent to the disk. I
solved the problem by opening a dummy file,
BinO, starting the loop with zero instead of one.
I don't know why, but this worked.
To Stewart Loving-Gibbard: Dil'ersi-DOS is
superb, but a pparently Rana is going to use The
DOS Enhancer instead. I regret its decision;
Diversi-DOS should be supported, not only be
cause of its excellence, but because of its appeal
to morality. A note of appreciation to Dick
Rettke: I will have to decide whether the de
crease in performance is worth it. I wonder if it
would be too much to ask th at DOStalk dis
cuss that particular issue in depth? One of the

best features of Softalk has been its compara
tive reviews of programs and, occasionally, of
hardware. A discussion of the problems arising
out of the use of attractive programs like
Diversi-DOS would be of supreme help. I would
especially like Softa/k to devote some critical
comparison time to some of the hardware
spoolers now available. Especially the Angel,
Printer Optimizer, and Pipeline.
Now for everybody's favorite topic: piracy.
I have an Apple at home and another at work. I
would like to use some of my favorite pro
grams in both places. To do so, I must lug the
st utT back and forth, buy an extra copy for each
site, or make a pirated copy to keep at one place
or the other. Since a secretary is using the one at
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work (even if I am not there), and the one at
home is typing out a ninety-page manual for the
office billing package I wrote, it is obvious that I
will need copies of the word processor at both
locations . Since I can't do that without giving
up other capabilities, perhaps I'll use one word
processor at home and another at the office. Or
perhaps I'll make an illegal copy. I don't con
sider this piracy, but personal use and con
venience. The one-user, one-computer rule, seen
in some licensing agreements, is not reasonable.
I don't protect the software I write. It is sent
out with a request that the customer respect the
time and effort I have put into it, as well as the
support I provide after the sale. So far, I know
that one person has been reselling my work.
Proving this would be very difficult-I don 't
have the time.
Jerome B. Blumenthal, Binghamton, NY
Public Confession
Although I am only twelve years old, I own an
Apple and know quite a bit about it. I am the
only one in the family who uses it. I've got a
confession to make: I am a software pirate. So
far. I have pirated about two hundred games,
utilities, and business programs. I have bought
only three disks out of sixty-eight, but I have a
very good reason. I will keep on pirating soft
ware for myself and my friends until software
manufacturers find a good way to sell their soft
ware items cheaper. Torture me! Arrest me!
Beat me! Kill me! You'll never stop me from
copying software. As one dealer says, when one
person has a new game, the whole neighbor
hood has it. And that's a fact.
Drew Cheng, Diablo, CA

The HAYES MACH II and MACH Ill
Joysticks provide the greatest
precision and accuracy, more
features and longer life cycles.

Added features are a totally coordinated
360° cursor control with fine trim

edge for games, business and graphics
applications.

adjustments on both axes, and a self
centering feature which can be exter
nally disengaged to allow for positive
true positioning movement. In addition ,
the MACH Ill Joystick is constructed
with a stainless steel ball as its main
pivot and offers a push button switch on
the stick handle to give the competitive

MACH II
Apple II ...... . ........ .... .. .... . ...... $39.95
Apple llE, IBM PC ............... .... .. $44.95
MACH Ill
Apple II ...... .......... ....... .. ...... . $49.95
Apple llE, IBM PC .... .. .. .... ........ $54.95

A U mai l o rde rs add $2.001o r pos tage & insurance Ca li fornia
resi d ents ad d 6% sales tax Dealer inqu iries m viled
Apple II , ll E and IB M PC are registered trademarks o f
App le Computer Inc and Internationa l Bus in ess Machines
respectively

q
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HAYES PRODUCTS
1558 Osage Street
San Marcos, CA 92069
(619) 744-8546

Guiltless Gamer
I am not a software pirate and I do not profit by
selling cracked software, but I am not above ac
cepting free copies of pirated games. Copy pro
tection is not worth a company's efforts. It sim
ply is not an effective piracy deterrent. Period.
Those of you who are shaking your finger at
me can save your tisk, tisk , tisks for someone
else. I do not feel guilty for robbing any soft
ware author of business because I would not
have purchased the product in the first place.
Want to know why? Price! You can get a novel
for $2.50 and a record or tape for less than $10.
There is no reason a game needs to cost $30 or
more, unless it's because of copy protection
costs. All you software companies out there get
on the ball and follow Penguin's lead.
To William J. Evans (July Open Dis
cussion): I' ll tell you why the word kludge is
spelled with a "d" and pronounced like "huge"
if you'll tell me why the two words "good food"
a re pronounced the way they are.
David Belkin, Houston, TX
One Man's Diagnosis
This letter is an open reply to Bill J ones's letter
in the June Open Discussion.
Mister. you don't seem to realize it, but
you're just a thief. Part of your rationale for
stealing software, the fact that you can't afford
it, is simply flabbergasting. It's difficult to
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convey adequately how warped that kind of
thought process is. I want a Ferrari 308; how
ever, I can't afford it. With your line of think
ing, it would be a perfectly rational act there
fore to steal it. Incredible!
You also say that you and your fellow
criminals steal programs that "aren't worth the
disks they come on." That statement alone
speaks volumes about the mentality of soft
ware thieves. That's known as kleptomania: the
irresistible urge to steal, without regard for per
sonal needs. It doesn't make any difference how
highly you rate your intellectual skills in subse
quently manipulating your stolen goods. You
intimate that you occasionally sell software you
write yourself. Get serious. Nobody needs the
kind of program that someone like you would
produce. Get yourself some help.
Rudy J. Stricklan, Mesa, AZ
Terms of the Social Contract
I believe that programmers should be rewarded
for their time and ingenuity. An excellent pro
gram deserves all the support its audience can
provide. In the history of humankind, the big
gest obstacles to growth and creativity have
been the pillage of the nonproducer (barbarian,
pirate, and so forth) and the barriers needed to
prevent it.
I wish to reply to Daniel Shine's "frumple"
in the July Open Discussion. I don't believe
semantics is a decisive factor. Piracy will be
allowed to continue until the economic irrita
tion it creates forces the productive members of
society to find adequate protection. To the ex
tent that these protections are a burden to all
users, we are all paying for the rip-offs of the
unethical.
On a longer time scale, the social contract
("Moral codes and ethical distinctions") is the
only framework within which our species can
continue to exist. Cultures thrive in direct pro
portion to the degree to which they honor the
principles of justice and equity. Cultures that
allow the nonproductive to operate (or worse
yet, dominate) inevitably fail.
Finally, the need for moral codes-for de
fined and agreed-upon rules for dealing with
each other-increases with the density of the
population . Those who choose to ignore the
social contract are often excluded from it, ostra
cized, and (for offenses like murder, not soft
ware piracy) sometimes eliminated. Doing
"what seems right at a given time" is a flabby
use of situational ethics, the lowest common
denominator of human existence. The value we
give to ourselves, our culture, and its future is
reflected in our contributions to the common
good and our respect for the efforts of others. I
vote against piracy.
George Docken, Minneapolis, MN

ante stuff like software. Listen, you ' re never go
ing to get anywhere that way !
Fo llow my advice, kid, and move to some
bigger-ticket item like "copying" cars. That's
what I did. I, like many other people, "copied"
any car I could get my hands on. In fact, I own
only one car that I bought from a store. Every
body I know "copies" cars.
Perhaps I wouldn't "copy" so much if the
price of a car weren't so high. I'm twenty-four
years old and I make only $2,500 a month. After
taxes, rent, utilities, food, and so on, it might
take me months to save up enough money to
get a decent car. If I "copy" cars, I can get up to
fifteen cars without paying a cent in one month!
(The only problem is finding parking spaces for
them.)

Keep up th e good work , kid. Maybe ~ c, :1 1 "
day you'll rea lly bc a pro, li kc me .
I mnot A. Crook, Sa n Quentin , CA
(a.k .a. S.E. M1,,'C lurc, Sun nyva le, (A)
View from the Lighthouse
David Chandler (June Open Disc ussion) be
lieves that the Applesoft tut orial th at comes
with the Apple is bad because it is o bsolete. Of
course I disagree, as anyone must who had to
teach himself Applesoft. What a marvelo us way
to learn the mysteries of the Apple! Compare it
to the Radio Shack book I tried to decipher, o r
to the CP/ M handbook. It's a lighthouse in a
stormy sea of mystery indeed .
Even now, with my Apple I le, I still have
my Panasonic tape recorder hooked up ready to

SATORI SOFTWARE presents

SPECIALIZED DATA-BASE PROGRAMS

§BULK MAILER
A profesional mailing list program that includes a sophisticated duplication
search and an incredible 32,000 name capacity with hard disk (2400 names
with a dual drive, 1200 names with a single drive). Very straight forward and
easy-to-use.

•Duplication Elimination
• 1-UP,2-UP,3-UP & 4-UP labels
•Broad Coding Capability
• Default Options
• Can upgrade to hard disk
• Remarks line
•Zip and Alpha sorts
• Plus other marketing features
Apple II & /le diskette version -2400 names (dual drive) or 1200 names (single
drive) $125. Hard Disk version -32,000 names $350.
IBM PC diskette version -Up to 5400 names, depending upon configuration.
$125. Hard Disk version -32,000 names $350.

./~

INVENTORY MANAGER

Perfect for retailers, distributers or any business involved with sales. Can track
2700 items (1200 items on a single drive system), and provides numerous infor
mation reports.

•Stores up to 2700 items
• Up to 99 vendors
•Prints purchase orders
•Easy stock up-dates

• Lists stock sold & gross profits
•Prints suggested orders
•Sorts by vendor, department, profit
•Many more features

"Inventory Manager is among the most complete programs of its type on the
market today" SOFTALK, Dec. 1982
APPLE II & /le version - 2700 items (dual drive) or 1200 items (single drive)
$150. IBM PC version - up to 10,000 items, depending upon configuration $150.

$LEGAL BILLING
Very friendly and complete legal billing system. Allows a great deal of user
control.

•Prints customized statements
• Prints aging reports
•Up to 200 clients
•Up to 4000 transactions
Apple II or IBM PC version - $350.

•Includes Trust Accounts
•User designated codes
•Automatic interest added

Available at your dealer or order directly from:
Advice from a Pro
To Ira Strum: I felt that I must write and tell
you how inspiring your letter in the July Open
Discussion was. You're a kid after my own
heart! Like you said, "Everyone copies some
thing in their lifetime for their own use." What I
don't understand is why you stick with penny-

~ § t-.lwC?, ~ 1!

5507 Woodla wn i'\.
Seattle. \V1\ 98 103
(2 06) 633- 1469

WHERE IS IT?
Wherever it is, we want it. Maybe, just maybe, we're
searching for your program, but we'll never find it
unless vou call us.
It h'as to be good, though. Because we're the
Software Guild'", an organization devoted to finding
the very best microcomputer programs for packJging
and distribution under the Softsmith'" label. Hundreds
of titles have already been licensed to the Softsmith
library. But they ' re only the beginning. Our goal is to
have the best program in major CJtegories on every

popular machine. Of course, we can't do it without you.
If you 're a program author or publisher, The
Software Guild offers some distinct professional and
monetary advantages.
First, you devote your time to what you do best:
programming. You can leave the manufacturing,
packaging, documentation , distribution and customer
service to us.
Second, our revolutionary retail merchandising
system will put your program before the public through
the normal computer and software stores, plus record
outlets, department stores, book shops, and more
places where software has never before been available.

Third , is royalties Wider distribution m eans more
substantial royalties And , yo ur Software G uild
royalt ies start to accrue w hen th e dealer makes his pur
chase m quantity, so you aren 't left w a1tmg w hile
m oney trickles in .
Fourth is flexibility We do no t ms1st on the
exclusive rights to your program . You can deal with
other pubhshers and distributors, o r m ark et your pro
gram yourself, while it is in Softsm1th d1stnbut1on
We know you 're o ut there, wo rkmg and dream
ing, and we want to h elp m ake your dream com e true.
Our full staff of professio nal evalu ators are waiting to
review you r best-seller.

So call us, wherever you are.
Contact Regina Roberts at (415) 487-5 200.
Or write:
The Software Guild
293 5 Whipple Rd.
Union City, CA 94587

The Software Guild'"
(415)487-5200
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save a program if my disks go goofy on me. I've
saved more than one program on tape when the
drives failed. Don't knock it.
Not use color graphics? I'm sure there are
thousands of Apple owners out there just smil
ing at that. Why, you may as well have a Timex
as an Apple without color.
Mr. Chandler should be pleased to know
that the folks at Apple apparently agree with
him and not with me. My new Apple Ile came
without the tape recorder cable, without the
Applesoft tutorial, and, to do Mr. Chandler one
better, without an instruction manual at all!
In reply to Andrew Fishburn, to print
ASCII codes past 96 without a printer, run the
following program:
100
110
120

FOR X = 96 TO 255
PRINT X:" = ":CHR$ (X)
NEXT X

• What you see on-screen is what you get.
With a lower-case adapter (now as little as $20)
you can see all the lower case, without the weird
stuff. Whatever you see when you finally run it
out on a printer will be correct.
Paul Raymer, Las Vegas, NV
Another Point of View
I disagree with David Chandler's comments in
the June Open Discussion about the MX-80
printer manual.
I agree that it is a bit "folksy" in places, but
if you compare it to the documentation for
other printers it rates very high . Take, for

JOIN

:lvficro
@-op
Over 3, 000 members
worldwide
• Co-op Newsletter (6-10
Issues/yr.)
• Latest Information
• Software reviews and
comparisons
• Member feedback
• Software and hardware at
discount prices

Information you need
to make software decisions
you won't regret.
Membership $5.00

:Micro @·oP
P.O. Box 714
St. Charles. IL 60174
Phone (312) 232-1777

instance, the Apple printer, which is amazingly
similar to the Prowriter and several other
printers. What you get is a general operation
manual and a reference card that outlines all the
escape sequences, but you have to have some
programming experience and / or a natural gift
for understanding computer documentation to
figure it out.
The MX-80 manual, contrary to Mr. Chan
dler's claims, does not wait until page 87 to
explain that the sample programs work only on
a TRS-80. It clearly states this before the very
first sample program, and it should be obvious
to anyone familiar with Applesoft that !print is
not a valid command. Furthermore, at the be
ginning of most sample programs it adds the
line:
9 PR#1 (Apple)

As to his comment on the author's avoid
ance of factual content in the manual, I can say
only that I can't find more than ten pages with
out factual content. In addition, the au th or in
cludes a summary of commands at the end of
each section that you can refer to when reading
the sample programs.
In general I have found the MX-80 very
easy to use. Unfortunately, I traded it in for an
Apple printer thinking that the extra speed
would make up for its other drawbacks. So far,
the MX-80 seems to me to be the best bet for a
beginning computer user who wants to exploit
the full potential of his printer.
Bret Mulvey, Woodinville, WA
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Writer II. It's an incredible piece of software.
Herb Abelson, Princeton, NJ
Tackling the Tackler
In response to Nancy Stanger (May Open Dis
cussion), there is a very good recipe program
written by Jim Ganz called Recipe File. It ap
peared in the February 1983 issue of
Call -A.P.P.L.E., page 43. This same program
has also appeared on Sofidisk, the monthly disk
magazine.
I have a plea for anyone who knows about
the Tymac Tackler printer interface card. I have
one connected to a Gemini-IO printer, and I
have yet to figure out how to do hi-res screen
dumps like the manual says it can do. I would
appreciate any information.
Margie Zembal, Vancouver, WA
Go Forth
I have just finished reading a very good book
titled Starting Forth by Leo Brodie. If you
want to learn Forth (on any computer), I
recommend it. I'm so impressed with Forth that
I'm planning to buy a Forth interpreter for my
Apple. Now, can anybody tell me where to get a
good but inexpensive Forth? I haven't seen any
reviewed. Any suggestions?
Hari Wiguna, Lincoln, NE
Playing a Shell Game with the Thick-Skinned
I am looking for a program to track sales calls
for a department of a bank with five salespeo
ple and ten products. Everything I have found
is in the category of an elephant squashing a
walnut. Plus, the pachyderm won't fit through
the office door! Can any readers help?
John Stewart, Fair Haven, NJ

Fellow Conscriptee Speaks
Having been inspired by David Chandler's re
marks in the June issue, I want to share my ex
perience with software. What got me started
was his observations about Home Accountant Something To Discuss
I am writing with a couple of suggestions I
by Continental. Using it is "like being con
scripted into the Albanian army," says think might increase contact between Softalk
readers through Open Discussion.
Chandler.
I feel it would be to the readers' advantage
The program is so awkward that it has com
pletely changed my financial record-keeping to print the actual addresses of the people who
habits. With the old ball-point and calculator write in asking for answers to questions. Most
way, I used to balance my checkbooks at the magazines that have a readers' column print a
response to letters sent in, and also give sugges
end of each month. Not anymore. Home Ac
countant will not let you go back and make an tions to solve problems that the readers may
entry in a previous month once you have started have encountered. I feel it would increase the ef
a new month. Result: I now wait until June fectiveness of Open Discussion.
before closing out April just in case an item Randy Cain, Burwell, NE
comes along for May that has not been entered.
Open Discussion is intended to be a forum in
You wouldn't believe some of the other cra
which Softalk readers can exchange ideas and
ziness it puts you through.
I am positive that the good notices for helpful suggestions with other readers. Out ofre
Home Accoumant are from reviewers who spect for the rights ofthose subscribers who would
looked at the manual and read the advertising not appreciate having their addresses printed pub
licly, it is Softalk 's policy not to print them at the
but did not bother to give it a try.
end of fellers. Besides, it's more fun when many
Now on to a couple of well-earned bou
quets. I have had an Apple for eighteen months people can share in the dialogue-each con
(I'm no expert), and I bought my first Beagle tributing a unique poil1f of view. We will gladly
Bros program, Apple Me chanic, on impulse in a forll'ard any correspondence to fellow readers;
software store. I currently have about six more just include a stamped envelope with your leuer
Beagle Bros programs. Each one is a gem. Talk and send it to Open Discussion.
If you have a baffling problem or question
about having respect for the user! They are
witty and instructive, and they are mind that requires the explanation ofan expert, direct
stretchers. Also, I would buy anything put out it to If Then Maybe, a new Softalk departme/1f
JI
by Sierra On-Line on the strength of Screen beginning in this issue.

If you guessed that a Practical Peripherals Micro
buffer™ printer buffer saves time, you're right. For
the way it works, this inexpensive product is the
most practical addition to your microcompu te r sys
tem ever.
With Microbuffer, you don't have to wait for
your printer to finish before you resume using your
computer. Data is received and stored at fast speeds,
then released from Microbuffer's memory to your
printer. This is called buffering. The more you
print, the more productive it makes your workflow.
Depending on the version of Microbuffer,
these buffering capacities range from a useful SK of
random access memory - big enough for 8,000
characters of storage - up to a very large 256K
enough for 256,000 characters of storage.
Practical Peripherals makes stand-alone
Microbuffers for any computer and printer combi

na tion, including add-on units especially fo r App!r ·
II computer and/ or Epson prin ters. Each has d iffr ·r 
ent features like g raphics dumps and tex t fo rmat
ting besides its buffering capab ilities. You ean
choose one that's just r igh t for your system .
Best of al 1, they're built to last a nd work
exactly like they're supposed to.
If you're still guessing whether you can afford
to have one, talk with any co mputer dea ler . T hat's
the best way to find out how practical a Pract ica l
Peripherals Microbuffer is.

P8Jllll'lllJl1
PE81PHERJl1S
:H 24fi La Baya Dri ve
Westl a ke Village.CA 9 1%2
(2 J:'l) 99 1-8200

GUESS WHO HAS
MICROBUFFER~

Now. you can get. ..
NEW software programs
featuring Stickybearr-M
';; ;i -_..~
the hottest-selling
computer bear in
America.
The most sophisti
cated color graphics
ever for the Apple®
Personal Computer.

1
2

New arcade-quality
games for families
to play together.

NEW Stickybear Opposites

New fun learning
programs for 3- to
6-year-olds created
by a world-famous
children's author.
Disk plus hard
cover book or
game, poster and
stickers in a sturdy.
attractive vinyl
binder -with each
program.
There's something
new for everyone in
your family! The
playful animation and
bubble-gum colors in the
educational programs
will captivate your young
est. While Stickybear
Basketbounce and Sticky
bear Bop- games of skill
and sharp wits - challenge
even dedicated arcade
games-players.
Look for Stickybear
software - developed by
~1~~\'bc.1! is a registered trademark of Optimum

Resour ce, Inc. Apple a nd Apple IL ll 4 . li e a nd III arc
regi ste red t1adcmarks of Apple Compute r. Inc.

Games for

the family

NEWStickybear Basketbounce Stickybear Bop

Apple II or Apple II + with
48K and one disk driVe.
3 3 DOS, and Apple
Ile or Apple Ill. Use
with paddles or
keyboard

Optimum Resource. Inc. for
Weekly Reader Family
Software- in finer computer
stores everywhere. Or. call
toll-free 1-800-852-5000. Dept.
AB-34. Only $39.95 each.

kl

d

Wee yRea er
Family Software
A division of Xerox Education Publications
Middletown. CT 06457
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Softalk to the rescue! If you'"e heen stumped hy some
thing Apple, then take heart; mayhe someone from the
Sofialk Applewise Gwld and ExpertJ' Syndicate can
help. Choose an expert from a111ong the likes of Doug
Carlston. Bob Clardy, David Durkee, Roy Hicks, John
Jeppson, Mark Pelczarski, Jock Root, Roger Wagner,
Tom We1:~haar, and Ma tthe\\' Yum. You can direct
your questiom, typed or pri111ed, and double-spaced
(please), to a specific expert or j ust write to this col
1111111. Send al/ letters to Sojialk Sages. Box 60, North
Hollnvood. CA 91603. We can't am wer questiom
abo~t the products of specific m 1dors: instead, we
recommend you contact them directly or see ym1r
dealer.

From time to time one of
the fourteen Apple II
di sk drives in my schoo l's computer la b refuses
to boot, giving the usual series o f protesting
clacks and cl atters a nd fin all y yielding an 1/ 0
error. Wh y, then (and this is a fairly consistent
solution), does it fin ally agree to boot only after
I've tak en it off the top of the computer and
placed it on the ta ble beside? I don 't think it's
the cables because they are well secured to the
back of the computer. It seems to happen more
frequentl y with four or five machines in par
ticular but probably co uld happen to any o f
them. Could it be electromagnetic in nature? I
wo uld like to hea r your di agn osis. Gary M . Lee.
Gardner, M A

THEN I. the
In m y picture a bo ve
DOSt a lk co lumn ,

SOtJALlll;
justment requires the use of a hex adjustme nt
too l, prefera bly plastic. Adjust it to a llow fo r all
the cha racters in the ho rizo ntal pla ne. Also,
right abo w this adj ustm ent yo u will fi nd two
rings go ing aro und the neck of the tube. Yo u
may rotate these two rings to ce nter the picture
slightly. Genera l-purpose hex head alignment
tools may be purchased a t most electronic pa rts
supply sto res. Roy Hicks. Buellt on, CA

~

I enjoyed the. recent arti
cles on putting text on
the hi-res screen. 1 like th e o ut put routin e de
scribed in the April A ssembl y Lines column .
A nn oyingly, Roge r Wagner s uggests using a
$2FB long data ta ble. This involves way too
much typing o f numbers ' Why co uldn't one use
the font s built into the A pple? The character
shapes must be in ROM so mewhere. Personal
ly 1 like th e Apple ch aracter definiti ons. I'd like
to see an a rticle on how this co uld be imple
mented. Alan Kaufman, West Newton, M A

~

THEN I. act
Unfortuna tel y, the char
er set th at the A p
p le 11 Plus uses is not addressable by the mi
cro processor. The chip th at generates the fo nt is
o n the very fro nt row of the motherboard, di
rectly underneath the keyboa rd. This is the chip
that you would repl ace if yo u were to install a
lower-case adapter in the II Plus. The ROM ,
whi ch cont ains the built-in programs th at the
mi croprocessor ca n read , is a ro w of six chips
about six inches from the back of the mother
board. In th e A pple Ile, the co nfiguration is dif
ferent but the result is the same. There is no
cha racter set in memory that the Apple, op
erating in Basic or machine la nguage, ca n rea d.
David Durk ee, Burbank. CA

there's a diaper in my hands-symbolic of my ex
pertise in softwear. Wh at you have so unds like a
hardware problem. (Have you noticed how that
line is beginning to have the same ring as " Your
check is in the mail"?)
I remember reading a letter in a magazine
from som eone wh o had a problem simila r to
yo urs. A fter several faulty di agnoses, the prob
lem was traced to interference fr om the display ~ Loo king thro~gh com
screen . The problem was solved by inserting a ~ puter magazines la te
metal shield somewhere inside the sensitive ly I've see n advertisements for punches to turn
dri ve. I did ta ke one of my dri ves apart o nce; I single-sided disks into double-sided disks. I have
remember th at it had a metal shield inside. You spo ken with severa l computer-repair persons
might co mp are the inside of yo ur fa ulty dri ve abo ut this practice. They cl aim that the other
with one of yo ur good o nes to see if the shield is side o f a single-sided di sk is not polished , and
there. Tom Weishaar, Overland Park , KS
that it dam ages the head o n yo ur disk drive. If
this is true, it should be made public knowledge
I recently purchased a so that di sk heads a re not da maged .
~ used Videx Yideo term
Ca n anyo ne please comment on the safet y
fro m a fri end. The eighty-column display of thi s practice and whether the emulsion o n the
wo rked fin e on his monitor but not o n th e o ther side is adequ ate for sto rage. J ejfrey S.
Monito r III. In stead o f getting the suppo sed Grudin , Newbury Park , CA
eighty columns, 1 get only seventy, with th e
other ten spilling o ff the screen. If there' s an y
Yes, you can use the
way o f getting those lost columns, I'd sure like L-------~ back side of th e di sk. I
ca ll this a flippie. You punch the write-protect
to know how. Sran/ey Ho, Brianvood, N Y
hole on the opposite side o f the di sk and turn it
Try fiddlin g with the over. No w yo u ha ve do ubled the sto rage.
Some problem s ca n arise from this. When
L - - - - - - - - ' video adju stments for
the top and bottom heights. This adju stment is yo u turn th e disk ove r, it rot ates in th e reverse
o n the back o f the monito r labeled Y.Size. For directio n. This ca n di slodge dust particles th at
the horizontal width, the adjustment is located may have become trapped in the jacket liner,
o n the inside of the monitor. Remove the four a nd this may cause scratches o n the di sk sur
screws and the cover. Locate the yoke on the face. Single-sided disks have been tested by the
neck of the monito r tub e. Yo u will find a round manufacturer on only the one side. Personally, I
hole on the botto m side of the yoke. This ad- have found more disks with bad fro nts th an bad

~
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theEncoreMdisl{ette.

The way it performs,
you'd never~ess
it costs only $1.59:
Here's your best value in diskettes today
New Encore meets the same high standards that
big-name brands meet- 100% error-free performance,
ANSIcertification. In many cases it actually exceeds
system requirements. There's even a 1-year replace
ment guarantee.
Yet the cost is as low as $1.59 for single-sided.
single-density 5114'' Encore diskettes (when you pur
chase fouror more boxes, ten diskettes per box)
And only $2 .99 for double-sided.double-density
5V4' Encore diskettes.
With important savings comes reliable perfor
mance on all popular systems : Apple II , IIPlus. lie. Ill ;
IBM PC; Radio Shack TRS-BO; DEC ;Wangw riterand
many others. So from now on, get accurate, reliable
performance without the high cost Get Encore.
Send coupon today. Or call

1(800) 547-5444.
In California 1(800)547-5447.
To ensure your complete satisfaction, Encore diskettes
are covered by a 45-day risk-free trial period.Allow
two weeks for delivery This offer good only 1n the Conti 
nental U.S. Ca ll for information on system compatibility

FREE lnmac Floppy Library Case!
Order your Encore diskettes within the next 30 days.
and with each box you'll receive a 1ree Floppy Library
Case for easy storage,fast retr ieval,and sure protec
tion of yo ur data But hur ry - supplies are limited.
(Limit 4 per order)

•
1nmac

World's leading source at computer
. ~>
supplies and accessor;es.
c~.~~ t.:-..~ ....

\~~-- <:>·

'

"Price !or one SSSD s· 1i "
Enco1e d1 ske1le wrien
purchrtsinq 40 or more
d1ske1tes

ORDER NOW

----------lnmac. Encore ln1roduc!ory Otter. 2465Augushne Or , San!aClara , CA 95051
Yes, I think Encore sounds li ke agreat deal. Please send me.
No ofbo.:es Orde r No .IDescriptt0n
Pr1ce per boxof10 d1skettes
2-3
4+
1

•
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I
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7970- 5'1•" SSS D

$15 90

$19 90

$15 .90

(2 59 ea)

(t 99 ea)

(1-59 ea)

$43.90

$35.90

$19 90

sott sector

(4.39ea}

(3 59ea)

(2.99ea )

7960- B" SS DD
sott seclor
796 1 - B" SSSD
son sector
IBMlormal
1305830

$39 90
(3 99ea)
$31. 90
(3.29ea)

$19 90
(1.99ea)
$14 90
(2.49ea)

$26 90
(169ea) I
$19 90
_(1.99ea)

soft sector
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poke 2049.1 . Then list it.
backs. My recommendation is to double (flip
pie) o nly th e disks you're going to keep in your
For more details on Applesoft memory ·
library. For the working disks that may have usage, the best reference I have seen is Al/ About
high value or be used daily, use only one side. Applesoft, published by Apple Pugetsound Pro
Using the back side of a disk will have no ef
gram Library Exchange (21246 Sixty-eighth
fect on the head wear. As for the polishing, all Avenue South, Kent, WA 98032). Your local
disks are treated on both front and back sides. dealer should be able to order it if he doesn't
The head load butto n in the drive should be carry it already. You cannot order it directly
changed periodically, usually every six months from A.P.P.L.E. unless you are a member or a
to a yt:a r. The head load button collects a lot of dealer. The book also contains a large number
particles and can scratch the back side of the of utility programs, information about amper
disk. If you are in a dirty environment, the sand function s, hi-res graphics, revectoring re
monthly use of a head cleaning kit is recom
set, and a variety of other resource material
mended, or you can use a head cleaner and a cot
about Applesoft useful to novices and experts
ton swab. Head cleaners do nothing for the alike.
head load button, however. Also, head cleaners
There are provisions in DOS for eight dif
can dissolve the glue holding the head load but
ferent file types. The familiar ones are B, A, I,
ton in place, so don't get the cleaner on this but
and T. These stand for binary, Applesoft, Inte
ton. A new head load button can be obtained at ger Basic, and text files respectively, and they
your Apple dealer; just ask for part number are the only file types that you can ever get us
8 15-0064. Roy /licks . Buellton. CA
ing normal DOS commands. If you are more
adventurous you can use a disk access utility
~Can anyone tell me what program to modify directory entries directly
~ file types R and S are? and produce the other four file types. To do this
Also, what is the significance of the number you will need to modify the third byte of any di
rectory entry (track 17, sector 15, byte 13, for in
found at location 2049 (decimal) after an Ap
stance). If this sounds foreign to you, read the
plesoft program is loaded? The January DOS
tal k touched on this location as a means of manuals that come with the disk access utili
making programs unlistable, but I am curious ties, or study pages 127-134 of your DOS
manual.
about the significance of the value.
Changing the file type byte allows you to
ls there any documentation about how an
Applesoft program is stored in memory, and produce four new file types: B, A, R, and S. The
where can I get it? I am aware of the tokens for new B type will not bload. The Lisa assembler
commands, but I'd like more information. Ed uses th is file type to indicate its file types and to
prevent them from being bloaded outside of the
Melo. P1:~cataway, NJ
program . I don't know of anyone who uses the
Unless the user changes other A type. The R stands for relocatable file
. the start of program and is used by the DOS Tool Kit to indicate re
pointers, an Applesoft program will always be
locatable machine language files . The S type
gin at location 2048 ($800 hex). Location 2049 is was put in for some future expansion use that
part of the pointer (the low byte) to the second Apple never implemented. As far as I know, it
line of the program. The table illustrates mem
has no valid use. A number of software pub
ory usage for this simple Applesoft program:
lishers set up title files that simply print the
name of the disk and copyright information in
10 PR INT A
the
catalog. Since these directory entries do not
100 END
actually have any program associated with
Line 100 appears starting at hex location $808. them, the file type may be changed to S to pre
The numbers at locations 2049 and 2050 vent anyone from loading, bloading, or execing
"point" to this location. If you want to have them. At this time, they have no other use.
fun with a friend, load a program and type Robert Clardy, Renton, WA

THEN

I

Decimal
Hex
Meaning
Contents
Location
Location
204B
$BOO
Must always be O•
00
801
2049
08}
Pointer to next line
Li ne
2050
802
OB
10
2051
B03
OA}
Li ne number 10
2052
B04
00
2053
805
BA
PRINT token
41
"A" character
2054
806
2055
B07
End-of-line delimiter
00
2056
808
OE}
Pointer to next line
2057
809
OB
Line
205B
BOA
64}
Line number 100
100
BOB
2059
00
2060
END token
BOC
80
206 1
End-of-line delimiter
BOD
00
"If you try to run a program in which the first byte (usually 204B) is not zero, it will stop and print•••
SYNTAX ERROR AT 65124

=

SOFfALK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
I Adventure
ADVENTURE GAME PLAYERS
At last help is available-get out of those dead
ends. Have you only died trying to get The
Mask ofthe Sun? Adventure Solutions ... here
to help you, step by step, 48 pg. manual is di
vided into nonpeek sections. Full story, hints,
instrux. +maps. Send $4.95 + $1 hand. FL res.
add 5% tx . Adventure Solutions, 5199 NE 12
Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334. Dealer inq. en
couraged. Send self-add. stamped env. for list of
other adventure walk-throughs.

CHEAT A BIT
Charming, detailed maps and clues for Adven
turers. Save long distance calls on Mystery
House, Cranston Manor, Dark Cn•stal, Ulvsses,
Wizard and Princess. $5 each set. ASK ALICE ,
Box 3074, Stony Creek, CT 06405.

ADVENTURERS!
New computer adventure game makes all others
seem lifeless by comparison. Only $20.
The Happy Dragon
Santa llusivo, CA
For more information, see Evdna or page
number 294.

MAPS FOR TIME ZONE
Frustrated with Time Zonl! Having trouble with
winning? Don't hesitate; send today for a full set of
maps & instructions. Send only to: D&T Enter
prises, 769 Hawthorne, Webster, NY 14580.

BLACK X
Super new text adventure $16: also available
DO-IT-YOURSELF adventure kit + BLACK
X $40. Apple II+ with Pascal required . Wieben
Ind., 50 Morrill St., West Newton, MA 02165.

APPLE Ill R.D ..F.
At last! A program to Restore Dcletc<.J hies un
Apple Ill diskettes for less than $15. Includes a
routine to CATALOG Apple Ill disks from
Applesofi . $14.95. HEDRON Productions,
1432 7th St. S.E.. Mason City, Iowa 5040 1.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR APPLE llI
. .. with CustomFONT. Design, display and
print special characte rs, symbols, and fonts. In
clude spec ial ;y mbols, logos, mathematical
formulae, foreign language characters, graph
ics, and special fonts in word processing and
spreadsheet. Enhance your own Business BA
SIC and Pascal programs with distinctive dis
plays and reports . Fully documented a nd fun to
use. $149. Requires 256K an d Epson, IDS 4 / 560
o r Prism , Prowriter, o r Apple DMP. Printer
must have graphics option . Call or write: Swen
son Associates, Inc .. 45 Newbury Street, Bos
ton, MA 02116; (617) 267-3632.

I Business
POSTAGE SAVER
The mailing list program that can help save
money o n postage. Can sort and print an unbe
lievable 30,000 names and addresses on an Ap
ple. Can sort by name, zip code, special code,
entry number or any combination of the four.
$99.95. See your dealer or write us for FREE in
formation. Gray Matter Limited, P.O. Box
7900, Incline, NV 89450: (702) 831-2523. From
Money Street co-creators.

SOM: SCREEN DATA MANAGER
Organize data to YOUR needs with this for
matted database entry & report generation
package. Menu / help driven system allows cus
tom screen/ reports, or use included forms.
Search & Sort. Tutorial manual. APPLESOFT/
DOS 3.3. $49, check or M.O. to: The Software
Mill, 19 Grist Mill Rd., Acton, MA 01720.

CLUES FOR ADVENTURERS
At your Witts' End? Well, help is here! Each
hint book comes with clues and maps. Our
booklets are spec. designed to not give away the
answers. Choose from: Orig. Adv. Hi-Res 0-4,
Time Zone, Zorks , Deadline, Starcross, Rungi
stan, Kabul, Mask Sun, Transylvania, Phobos,
Sherwood, Dem. Forge, Adv. Time. Each $5.95.
Send check or M/ O to: Witts' End, Inc., 42
Morehouse Rd., Easton , CT 06612.

I Apple 111
APPLE III GRAPHICS
This is a joystick/ keyboard controlled graphics
drawing pack age. Draw complex pictures w/ or
w/ o text in minutes in color or black & white, 2
D or 3-D. Not copy-protected. Is in Business
Basic. User modifiable. FREE PROGRAM LIST
ING & USER MANUAL. Buy the best for less,
$25. Herb V. H., Box 6392, Carmel, CA 93921.

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MAN
AGEMENT software for owners of single
family apartments, condos, offices, mini
storage, duplexes. Provides instant cash fl ow
analysis, records expenditures on each unit,
prints cash flow reports and summary of opera
tions repo rt , and accumulates cost for tax pur
poses. Tomar Productions, P.O. Box 74087 1,
Dallas, TX 75374, (214) 363-3059. $149.95.
COM PLETE DEBT SERVICE ANALYSIS
A co mprehensive program to produce debt serv
ice schedules. In two minutes analyze and print
out schedules for amortizing loa ns, including
payments applied agai nst principle & interest, in
arrears a nd in advance payment options, flex
ible specification for computation of variable
interest rates. Determines tax-deductible interest
expense. All for $98 plus tax . A 1•ailable for Apple
& IBM pc. Mini Computer An alysis, 40 E. 34th
St .. New York. NY 10016.

HEAL ESTATE sovrWAHE ii.
duding property man agemen t, home purcha\\: ,
loa n amo rtization , AC RS/ depre<: iat ion , tax d<;
f'errcd exc ha nge, property ~a les analy.,is. loa n
sa les/ purchase, in come property ana lysi" A PR
loan ana )y, is, wnstruc ti on cos t/ proli t, and
property listing.>/ comparabk:s. Visa/ MC / Amcx.
(213) 372-94 19. REALTY SOFTWARI:-. COM
PANY, 1926 So uth Pa cific Coas t Hwy.. Suite
229, Redondo Beach, CA 92077 .

SCREENWRITER USERS! Do yo u
have the names a nd addresses an d no easy way
to get them into form letters? Now you do with
this easy to use mail system. 48K, DOS 3.3,
ROM Basic, $20. Ken Davis, 8 19 Valence St ..
New Orleans, LA 70115.
.
A-STAT 79.6C
Comprehensive statistical analysis system. Fre
quencies, Crosstabs, T-Tests, ANOVA, Corre
lations, Multiple Regression with Residuals,
Data Entry, Sort, Reports, Transformations,
Merging, Aggregation : Apple Plot, File Cabi·
net, and VisiCorp DIF Interfaces. For the Ap
ple since 1979. $175.00 complete from: Rosen
Grandon Associates, 7807 Whittier St., Tampa,
FL 33617: (813) 985-4911.

1-2-3/VC FORMULAE PRINTER
Doc uCalc is used by financial analysts to re
view complex models during development. Grid
arrangement shows equations in correct posi
tion without truncating. All global details.
ranges, graphs etc. reported. $95 from: MICRO
DECISION SYSTEMS, Box 1392, Pittsburgh,
PA 15219; (412) 276-2387.

1-2-3 & VisiCalc LOADER
LoadCalc converts text data downloaded from
mainfra mes into WKS (1-2-3) or DIF files.
Handles mixed text and values without special
formatting or programming. Now yo u can
move your mainframe database into 1-2-3 or
VisiCalc. $95 from: MICRO D EC ISION SYS
TEMS, Box 1392, Pittsburgh, PA 15219; (412)
276-2387.

ICommunications I
COMPUTER COMMUNICATOR'S
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
Find other users who have computers with mo
dems. Categorize fellow users by name. by in
terest. by loc ale, by best time to chat, by equip
ment, by country. Gives: telephone number, ad
dress, and address within Source, CompuServe,
and others. BBDS & PAXS will have separate
section. For free application send stamped self
ad dressed envelope to: C.C.T.D., Box 706.
Charlo ttesville, VA 22901 .

SQFfALK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
IFantasy
WIZARDRY MAPS
Proving Grounds or Knight of Diamonds $5
each. #3 Legacy of Llylgamyn $6 each. Send to
Stanley Kasper, 4932 N. Ridgeway, Chicago, IL
60625.

HAIL! D&D PLAYERS & DM'S:
Do you realize how much time & effort yo u
spend during I game. creating char"s? This could
be avoided if you use DUNGEON UTILITY.
You get 7 programs that free every DM of cal
culating exp. points, all combat tables, saving
throws and prints out a complete char. sheet.
All for $19.95 ($.50 for a brochure) to: THE
DUNGEON UTILITY. 1131 Buckingham Dr ..
Los Altos, CA 94022. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

ATTENTION DM'S: THE
ADVENTURER'S UTILITY DISK
Six useful programs for the discriminating OM.
Random Monster Selector, Dungeon Genera
tor, Co mplete Treasure Tables (magical and
monetary). Character Roller/ Keeper. Combat
Tables, Room Describer. Save time, effort,
eliminate duplication. $20. Mastersoft, 301 Os
borne Ave .. Waterville. NY 13480.

ULTIMA II PLAYERS
Two-level character modification program.
Change all characteristics and get any item or
spell for any character. $12. Map set $3. MP
Software, 556 W. 800 N. #2. Provo, UT 84601.

IGraphics

WIZARDRY HEROES!

LET US TRANSFORM

Both novice and veteran conquer with our new
system-no cheating needed! Enhanced man
ual packed with powerful tips (Scenes I & II),
monster charts, special forms, other goodies!
Basic kit $10. maps $5 (Scene I or II). all $17.50.
Great buy! Scene 111 soon! Nichols Services.
6901 Buckeye Way. Columbus, GA 31904.

Your black & white drawing into a HGR screen
graphic. Send drawing, disk. and $10 to: ST.
JOHN. 4757 Sun Valley Rd., Del Mar. CA
92014.

*MEGABLAST-IT'S A BLAST!*
Ca n you survive attacking hordes of cosmic
rabbits, interstellar insects. bug-eyed 1~1mbas and
other beasties without being destroyed by their
deadly missiles? Single player or two player
si11111l!a11eom action! Joystick/ Keyboard, mul
tiple levels. full convenience controls and great
machine language hi-res / sound. Send $14.95 to
The Originality Office. Suite 246, 251 Baldwin
Ave., San Mateo. CA 94401.

THE DEATH CHEATER!
Ultima II and Wolfenstein modifier programs.
Advanced player programs that put you in
charge. Alter characters. get arms, artifacts. bul
lets, etc. when you need ·em and stay alive. Wolf
map included. DOS 3.3, 48K . Both-$19.95.
C h~'Ck to Nick Schlott, 1204 W. Lincoln. Mt.
Prospect. IL 60056.

WIZARDRY PLAYERS
Modify your characters with this utility pro
gram. Resurrect the dead or lost. Alter charac
teristics, spells. hit, experience & gold points.
CHEAT! Make yourself a IOOOth level super
hero for Knight of Diamonds. Disk, 48K &
Applesoft. Includes maps. $20.00. California
residents include 6 \12% sales tax. ARS Publica
tions. 3710 Pacific Ave. #16. Venice, CA 90291.

CUSTOM-MADE SHAPES
We do the tedious work . Very affordable for
amateur & expert alike. Send for Custom
Shapes Ordering Kit. Luster Software, Dept. S2,
8401 Fountain, Ste. 16, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

PRINT /PLOT CHARACfERS!
Print these characters with your hi-res graphics
dump program or output them to a plotter.
Scale and rotate on separate axes' Tables of
coordinates on disk for several complete fonts,
many mathematical & cartographic symbols
(1300+ characters total). Tables come wit"
demo programs and instructions for $24.95.
DOS 3.3. 48K, Applesoft required. Tangent 270,
Dept. 36S, Box 38587, Denver, CO 80238.

OVER 2,000 SHAPES
Ready-to-use shape tables. Character sets, ani
ma tion sets. spaceships. animals. flowers.
ghosts, beasts. trees. snowflakes. houses. flow
chart symbols & more. in various sizes. $29.50
includes viewing & demo programs. directory &
instructions. CA +6% tax. Foreign +$6.50.
DOS 3.3, 48K & Applesoti. LUSTER SOFT
WARE. Dept. S2, 8401 Fountain. Suite 16. Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
CHUGABUB. a fast action, 14 screened. hi-res
graphics game made with Graphics Magician. Re
quires Apple II+ with 48K DOS 3.3. Only $24.95
from Stellatronix So tiware. Send for more free in
formation to: Stellatronix Soflware, 11303 South
Dogwood Lrne, Edmonds, WA 98020.

IHardware
MIX GRAPHICS AND TEXT!
Not a hi-res character set. Screen Master Video
Control Generator combines text, lo-res and/or
hi-res images. Use in your own Basic or assem
bler programs. Full documentation. Amends
Applesoft programs automatically. DOS 3.3
$18, Rodney Burleigh, 447 Grand Ave., Roch
ester, NY 14609; (716) 288-2172.

PROWRITER FONT GLOSSARY
APPLE WRITER II/Ile
Control all the functions of vour Prowriter, in
cluding: double width, boldface, underline, pi
ca, elite, proportional, compressed, superscript.
subscript. Use in any combination, easily.
$9.95-comes on disk, with complete instruc
tions. Nerdworks, 195 23rd NE, Salem, OR
97301: (503) 585-1373.

APPLE II PLUS & IIE USERS
Z-80A (NO 80 column card needed!) $139.00
80 Column Card for the Apple II+ $169.00
80 Co lumn Card w/ 64K for lie only $149.00
All boards guarwlleed. For info on these or other
boards write: G-MAR. 21417 Kingsville, #206.
Harper Woods. Ml 48225; (313) 886-5189.

APPLE Ile SYSTEM OWNERS!
Why damage or destroy your costly invest
ment? Protect your entire system with a Com
plete~r CzLvtom Tailored, Durable and Attractive
Naugahyde Corer Set for your Apple I le starter
system. Act now for this special introductory
price. Send Ck/ MO for $39.95. CA res. +6%
tax. (Extra disk add $5; specify double-stacked
or side-by-side) to: The Protectors, 23441 Gold
en Springs Dr., Ste. 250. Diamond Bar, CA 91765.

ELEPHANT FLOPPY DISKS
Box of ten 5 \4' ' disks. SS/ SD, w/ hub rings,
quality guaranteed for a lifetime of heavy duty
use. $20jbox postage paid! MC/ Visa, checks/
M.O. welcome. AZ res. add 5% sales tax. DA
T A BYTE. 2361 Tee Dr .. Lake Havasu, AZ
86403: (602) 855-1592.

PRINTOUT MESS?
PAPER TAMER neatly stores fan-fold paper
and provides flawless paper feed. while saving
space. Catches output and stacks it in a special
tray. Fits all popular 80 column printers. Two
models: 900 pp. capacity $39.95; 250 pp. $14.95.
Ask for free info. Micromate-SIO. 5801 Duluth
St.. Suite 105. Minneapolis. MN 55422.

APPLE Ill USERS, RUN MORE
APPLE II JOYSTICK GAMES
Ca ble connL>Cting ports A and B to joystick
(Cursor Ill or TG) does the job. Also adds
graphics. Send $60 by check to NCWP, Box
124. Ne"1on Centre, MA 02159: Visa / MC ac
cepted: (617) 965-3948.

**APPLE WRAPPERS**

TAX BREAK PLANNER

CUSTOM COVERS in rich treated Velours.
Vinyl lined keyboard. Designer colors: Gold,
Dark Blue, Tobacco. Keyboard $14.50, with
Mo11i1or Ill $19.95, Disk dril'e single $8.50, dou
ble $11.50. Shipping $1.50. A/ PEEL, 2990 Bar
bara St., Ashland, OR 97520.

Apple Owners-Paying too much tax? Plan
1983 with super-fast Tax Break Planner opti
mizer. Written by IRS Enrolled Agent to ex
pose all loopholes and benefits. Does what-if
simulations. Scores for possible audit! Tax
Break Planner $180 + $3 P&H. Annual up
dates for $50. Other major tax program update
prices also honored. MC/ Vi sa. PROFORMA
SOFTWARE, 2706 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa,
CA 92626: (714) 641-3846.

3M SCOTCH DISKETTES $20.95
Authorized 3M distributor. Buy wholesale.
5.25" SS/ DD $20.95. DS/ DD $29.95. Rein
forced hub. Why buy generic? Complete price
list available. Call (415) 778-2595 or write Argo
naut Distributing, I 104 Buchanan Rd., An
tioch, CA 94509.

IHome
KITCHEN PLANNER
Create 1-14 day Menus and a Shopping List in
less than 5 minutes. The only program available
that composes balanced meals and lets you
change them! Also the fastest and easiest to use.
Compact. usable printout. Clear, concise man
ual. Order Now! Send $29.95 + 1.50 (hand) to:
Sav-Soft Products, Box 24898, San Jose, CA
95 I54. In CA add 6 1/2 %. Visa/ MC call (408)
978- 1048. Apple II+. lie.

CREATE-A-TEST
Teachers! Select test questions from a question
bank a nd print out perfectly formatted tests.
Use question disks provided or .m ake your own.
9.000 questions available in chemistry, physics,
biology and physical science. CREATE-A
TEST program disk $89.95. Question disks
$49.95 each. Cross Educational Software, Box
1536, Ruston. LA 71270; (318) 255-8921.

SLASH YOUR FUEL BILLS
HOME ENERGY OPTl-Ml$ER analyzes
your home, pinpoints the best ways for you to
save energy and money. *Tells how much you'll
save by sw itching to solar heat, other fuels.
*Easy, accurate. *For homes anywhere in N.
America. *You could save hundreds of dollars
each year. Apple II (48K). Disk, workbook.
$39.50 (in PA, add $2.37 tax) . Shelter Software,
Dept. S, Box 521, Emmaus, PA 18049.
SOFTWARE THAT PAYS FOR ITS ELF

*THE SCOREKEEPER*
At last-the perfect way to keep track of high
scores! The Scorekeeper is a colorful plastic
card with space to record the names of up to 15
different players, the games they played, and
their high scores. Includes special pen-ink
wipes off easily! Attach to monitor, fridge , etc.
with 2 Velcro strips provided. Send only $7.95 to
The Originality Office, Suite 246, 251 Baldwin
Ave., San Mateo , CA 94401.

NATURAL FAMILY

PLA ~~T\'( ,

PERSONAL CHARTING

PROGR AM
Ta kes I minute to chart & view yo ur fcrtilit)
signs. Abo displays statistical history of all "hartoo
cycles. $39.50. Family Life Software, 1401 ~ . I I
Ave., St. Clo ud , MN 56301 ; (61 2) 253-6032.

J

Home Education

FOOTBALL SCOUTER PROGRAM
Scouts tendencies on I0 variables. Runs on A p
ple II or lie. $45. Contact:
MAC SOFTWARE
Box 27, Chillicothe, OH 45601

HO$$
Thoroughbred Handicapping Tutorial
Learn computer race handicapping methods.
Five Complete Systems, track, speed, jockey,
etc. factors . 200+ page handbook includes Ap
plesoft documentation & disk. User Modeling
Coetlicients to meet YOUR needs. Menu driv
en, Apple II+. Ile, DOS 3.3. $89 incl. tax.
TOUT Company, 360 S. Gordon, Pomona, CA
91766.

PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS
Learn Applesoft from audio cassettes as you fol
low along with your Apple. Develop skills from
loops to multiple arrays, disk file operation and
more. Design. nowchart, and code man y pro
grams. Includes the Bean Co unter on diskette,
our home bookkeeping system to speed learn
ing and I rack home finances too! Invest $98.50
check, MC, Visa. JoneswareComputing School,
Box 5523. Kingwood. TX 77339: (713) 358-2364.

THE PUPPET
A delightful new program to help children ta ke
responsibility for their own behavior. $20 only
from: PSYCHOLOGICAL PSOFTWARE,
4757 Sun Valley Rd .. Del Mar. CA 92014.

WHERE DID I PUT THAT?
Organize journal articles, magazines, recipes, or
a nything else, with help from our menu driven
keyword retrieval system for the Apple II, II+,
or lie. Supports mulriple disks with each record
variable up to 2,450 characters. Keyword search
using logical operators (and, or, not). For more
info or to order at only $49.95. write to R&R
SOFTWARE. 5132 Oak Point Way, Fair Oaks,
CA 95628.

KEYSHOPPE
Let your fingers shop for groceries with your
Apple 11 computer. Ile, or III. Simple two key
operation. Menu driven. A 740+ item database
supplied, user modifiable to 1,900 items maxi
mum. Opt manual entry. Preselect lists. Auto
"in-season" reminder. Print list on your printer.
Send $39.95 MO/ check to UNIVERSAL IN
STRUMENTATION, Box 5254, Huntington
Beach, CA 92615.

TEST WRITER produces equivalent form
tests from your question pool. Never write an
exam again! Other teachers' utilities $35.
Persimmon Software, 502 C Savannah St.,
Greensboro, NC 27406.
GRADEBOOK
TEACHERS! This program records progress.
Enter numerical or letter grades, intermix or add
weighting factor. Short report provides total
points, percentage, and letter grade: long report
also lists assignments. Up to 90 students, 50
grades per period. To order or for information:
APPLE COUNTRY COMPUTERS, 626 N. Jer
ome, Ea't Wenatchee. WA 98801; (509) 884-3767.

RAVE REVIEWS for our educational
software: "excellent"; " ... well planned, care
fully sequenced educational package": "very ef
fective and well worth its price." FREE CATA
LOG! SouthWest EdPsych Services, Box 1870.
Phoenix, AZ 85001; (602) 253-6528.
LEARN APPLESOFT
New release 3.0 of BEGINNING BASIC is
now available. This tutorial, popular nation
wide for over 2 years, now runs on any APPLE
or FRANKLIN computer with Applesoft. Let
your computer teach you to program in I 2 easy
lessons. Covers everything from input / output
and arrays to looping techniques and graphics.
Send $30 to Applied MicroSystems, Box 832.
Roswell, GA 30077: (404) 475-0832.

WORDSEARCH PUZZLES
Magazine quality. Screen or printer. You design.
Answers too. Outstanding program for education,
fun . profit. Menu driven. Copyable. Apple II.
$17.50. Dentassist Data Systems, 2781 Juanipero.
Medford, OR 97501.

INDIVIDUALIZED MATH
Lets you personalize, prescribe, record, review and
revise math fact practice for each child. Rewards
accomplishment! For Apple DOS 3.3. $24.95 each.
Quantity discounts to schools. Sample disk $10.
Ed-U-Comp Corporation
P.O. Box 173. Freeport, New York I 1520

SOFfALK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
THE MIND MACHINE

GREAT PRICES!

CHICAGO AREA

Great for stud y and review . QuiL yourself for
fa st learning. Menu driven. Applesoft / 48K. In
cludes documentation. $29.95 postpaid. Com
puter Enrichment Co ., 9596 Paragon Rd ., Cen
terville, OH 45459; (513) 885-3384.

Apple software, C. Itoh printers, Rana
drives. Write for price list.
TH E COMPUTER WORKSHOP
7603 E. FI RESTO NE BL VD., STE. 155
DOWNEY, CA 90241

Chicagoland's !st software store! Over 1,500 ti
tles in stock for most major brands of comput
ers. Complete training center for all types of
classes. THE SOFTWARE STORE, 1767Glen
view Rd., Glenview, IL 60025; (312) 724-7730.

DRUG EDUCATION

LEASE YOUR BUSINF.S.S SOFIWARE

Home Educational Programs answer hundreds
of questions about how drugs can be taken safe
ly and effectively. Input specific medications for
potential interactions with food, alcohol, or
other drugs. Order: "Consumer" Drug Watch
er. Applesoft/disk/ 48K, $39.95 (CA res add 6%).
MEDICAL WATCH SOFTWARE
1620 Ensenada Dr., Modesto, California 95355

SUPER SOFTWARE SAVINGS

Why invest unless you're sure? Rent your busi
ness software for your Apple 11 without any
risk. Full credit for rental if you do buy. No fees.
No membership requirement. Get details and
rental list from Dept. S-s, Micro-Mart, 1131
Central, Wilmette, IL 60091: (800) 323-8064 or
(312) 251-5699.

For a complete catalog of personal and small
business computer software and hardware at ex
cellent prices, write: SBCC, P.O. Box 1191,
Thousand Oaks. CA 91360.

SCORE HIGH ON THE LSAT

SAVE AT SOFT WAREHOUSE!

Br Jonathan D. Kantrowit:, J.D.,
.
Harrard Law S chool
INTELLECTUAL SOFTWARE PRESENTS
Comprehensive computer-assisted instruction,
fe aturing automatic timing , scoring, branching,
extensive analysis and documentation.
Apple. IBM PC disks: $195.00
Available from: Queue, Inc., 5 Chapel Drive
Fairfield. CT 06431; 1-800-232-2224 or (203)
335-0908 .

We offer the lowest prices on business, educa
tion, and entertainment sotiware. All major
brands are available. Write for free catalog.
SOFT WAREHOUSE
P.O. BOX 153
WEST ISLIP. NY 11795

SCRIPTURE SCRAMBLES
Plus other Christian Games for your APPLE
by: Brothers And Sisters In Christ. Basic Soft
ware Systems. 352-2275 Road. Delta, Colorado
81416: (303) 874-7451. $12.95.

IPublications
ANNOUNCING
MINUTE MANUAL FOR DB MASTER
Contains easy step-by-step instructions for
*C reating a database design
*Implementing the powerful features of search
ing, sorting, report generation. and file restruc
turing. Features multi-level complexity for be
ginners to experienced users. $12.95 + $1 S / H.
Send to MinuteWare, Box 2392. Columbia, MD
21045; (301) 995-1166.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH:
16K On A Tie Clip
Impress your friends and co-workers. Do like us
Silicon Valley guys. Keep your tie out of your
zipper with this technological marvel. Pilots
have their wings, Police their badge. Now for
the computer buff. the Chip Clip. A computer
chip on a stainless steel tie clip adds attractive
styling and lets everyone know you're part of the
computer revolution. Send $5.95 check/ mo to
SOFT WAREHOUSE, P.O. Box 153, West
Islip, NY 11795 .

PRINTER SUPPLIES
AT LOW PRICES
Ribbons. paper and labels.
For price list write or call:
SUNSET COMPUTER SERVICES
Box 781-F, Wheeling, IL 60090; (312) 459-1030.

! BRAND NEW SOFTWARE SOURCE!
Total access to Apple software. Attractive pri
ces, toll free ordering, prompt shipping, free
catalog with programming tips. Access Micro,
11306 Southland Rd., Forest Park, OH 45240
(800) 543-1114 / AK, HI; OH:(513) 825-5803.

*MICROS/BUSINESS NEWSLTR*
Saves time, money, trouble. Details: large self
addrcssed stamped envelope plus $1.00 (credit
on order). Cox Business Service, Dept. ST, 2727
Canterbury, Springfield, OR 97477.

I Services
COMPUTER SOFTWARE RENTAL
Rent-Buy-Trade-New-Used.
Sotiwa re- Firmware- Hardware- Publications.
Free membership. 2014 Triplett, Owensboro,
KY 42301.

LOW PRICES! TOP SERVICE!
We carry software & hardware for Apple, Atari,
Commodore and TI computers. Write or call
for free price list. HELM SOFTWARE INTI.,
Box 708, San Fernando, CA 91340: (213) 897
4305. Please specify computer make.

FREE SOFTWARE
Join The Big Red Apple Club, a national Apple
user's group with benefits including monthly
newsletter and a large library of free software.
Annual membership $12. Sample newsletter $1.
BIG RED APPLE CLUB, 1301 N. 19th, Nor
folk, NE 68701; (402) 379-3531.

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
We have over 50 educational programs on spe
cial to give you or your child a head start this
year. All our other programs are at low, low
prices as well. Call or write for our free price list.
Bytes & Pieces, Box 525, Dept. S, East Setau
ket, N.Y . 11733; (516) 751-2535, Source TCP
637, CompuServe 72135, 1710.

SA VE ON SOFTWARE
(219) 534-1012
MC / Visa, $1 off orders over $50 for the phone
Hoosier Software
Box 275, Goshen, IN 46526

WE CAN'T AFFORD A BIG AD
Because we're keeping our overhead low so
you'll get the cheapest software prices. Write for
our free catalog: Alligator Enterprises, 1105 Ala
meda, Austin, TX 78704; or call (512) 443-2621.

*FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG!
*WHY COMPLAIN*
Computers Unlimited has what you want at a
price you can afford. The catalog is just a call
away and it's FR EE! C.U., 712 W. 74th St.,
Kansas City, MO 64114: (816) 444-5215.

SOFTWARE JUNKIE??
RENT today's most popular computer soft
wa re for pennies a dai FR EE brochure.
The Soft Source-R Inc.
P.O. Box 2931, Joliet, ll 60434

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
All of our software for the Apple comes with a
money back guaranlL'c. Write for our free bro
chure. Jersey Shore Software Co., 155 Village
Drive, Barnegat, NJ 08005.

Low, low, low, low prices. Specify system. Write
to: New York Software Exchange
P.O. Box 722
Newtown, PA 18940

LOW APPLE SOFTWARE
PRICES!
Check out our fantastic prices! Write for our
**FREE** price list' KERR SOFTWARE,
P.O. Box 5301-ST. Long Beach, CA 90805 . Or
call (213) 428-8193. Source: CL0854.

APPLE GAME DISK EXCHANGE

PROA PP LE

NUMBER CRUNCHE RS!

Adventure games are great until solved. Arcade
games can become stale. Now exchange your
unwanted games for ones you would like to
play. WRITE FOR INFORMATION or
SEND your original manufacturer's disk, docu
mentation, a list of five games for us to make
your exchange from, and $5.00 to:
National Home Computer Game Exchange
P.O. Box 20929, Columbus, OH 43220.

Get your PROWRITER 85IOA AND AP
PLEWRITER II together. Allows full use of
printer capabilities with APPLEWRITER. In
cluding pica, elite, proportional and com
pressed fonts, bold and enlarged versions of all
fonts, underline, forward/reverse linefeed spac
ing and control, Greek and graphic symbols.
Easy to use. To order send $10 (check/ MO) to:
WATERMARK, Inc., P.O. Box 481, Mel
bourne Beach, FL 32951 .

Machine language ex tensio n to Applc'> oft add'
matrix routin es, saves prog rnmming time
executes /ightninK fa.11' Includes matrix mu lti
ply, TRN, INV, SYS, NULL & much more.
Easy to use. Includes disk with matrix routine; ,
demo programs, & tutorial manual. Apple 11 +,
48K, DOS 3.3. $19.95. LRS System s, 810 N .
Seventh, St. Charles, MO 63301.

I Strategy
WAR GAMERS!!
New assistance software to aid play of popular
board wargames. Programs add fun & enjoy
ment; eliminates bookwork & die rolling. Send
now for a free catalog. TRILOBYTE SOFT
WARE, 7820 Exeter St., New Orleans, LA
70126; (504) 488-1363.

FRIDAY NIGHT POKER
Play real poker with your Apple 11. It plays 4
hands against yours. It even bluffs. Choose from
3 levels of betting. PLAY BOTH ORA WAND
STUD POKER . Improve your poker skills. Al·
so includes a casino style video poker game. Full
graphics. Need 48K II+ or lie. At your dealer
or send $24.95 to EXCEL SOFTWARE, 6730
Constitution Ln ., Charlotte, NC 28210.

WOLFENSTEIN IMPROVED
The Great Escape Utility is like owning a whole
new Wolfenstein. In minutes, this machine lan
guage, fully menu-driven program will com
pletely modify every feature of your original
Wolfenstein disk. Eliminate the lengthy startup
screens, collision sounds and chest delays . Give
yourself any item in any quantity, even add gag
items. Handicap your marksmanship, visibility
and more. There's far too many uses to list here.
You've seen our ads, soon it will be sold retail
for much more. Includes disk, 5 page hand
book, strategy advice and afree map of the Cas
tle. Send $15 to Moxie, 2049 Century Park East,
Box 5264, Los Angeles, CA 90067. Each disk in
dividually numbered and guaranteed.

IUtility
UTILITIES DISK #2
This is HEDRON's second collection of useful
and versatile Apple II utilities. Includes routines
for Disk, Sound, 1/ 0 Hooks and much more.
Send $19.95 to HEDRON Productions, 1432
7th St. S.E., Mason City, Iowa 50401.

PASCAL UTILITY
Word process with UCSD editor allowing full
printer control. Build graphics ORAWBLOCK
arrays using joystick / paddles. Customize graph
ics character set. Disk data editor. Other utili
ties, some with source code. Full documenta
tion. $19.95 (Mass. res. add 5%). COMPU
CRAFT, 23 Teller Dr., Ashland, MA 01721.

RAMDISK for APPLE lie
Use your extended 80 column card to emulate a
fast disk! Supports DOS 3.3 (254 sectors) and
Apple Pascal I. I ( 125 blocks), 80 columns and
double hi-res. Reduce media wear. Audio-visu al
access indicator; documented. Send $19.95 to:
Precision Software, 6514 North Fresno Street,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53224; (414) 353-1666.

ONLY $4.95!
Draw apple hi-res The Fast Draw way. No ac
cessories. Turtle-type input-any color. Adjust
aspect ratio . Many more features. You'll like it!
Type it yourself-just 42 lines (disk $22.95 with
5 pictures). Enclose this ad for special offer.
Mail to: MICRO CRAFTS, Box 670, Glen
dale. CA 91209.

THE CHEAP ASSEMBLER
An APPLE assembler with: ten-command text
editor, two-pass RAM / disk-based assembly,
free field programming, interactive operation,
tutorial manual, and demonstration routines on
disk . Apple II+ , 48K, DOS 3.3 required. Send
$23.50 + .50 P&H to: Thunder Software, P.O.
Box 31501, Houston, TX 77231.

FRIENDLY FILE MANAGER
Selectable Application Database Assembler
speed. Many of the same features as the more
expensive databa<;es, including a Report Writer
with 5 levels of Sequence breaks and totals. In
troductory price $21.45.
COMPUPOINT SOFTWARE
49 W. 44 St., New York, NY 10036

DATA COMPRESSION
*SAVES DISK SPACE*
Our software will bring the computer science
technique of data compression to your Apple
II+. It will compress/ decompress DOS 3.3 files
and save valuable disk space. Unprotected disk
only $39.95. OED SOFTWARE, 980 Mase
field Road, Baltimore, MD 21207.

DOCTOR DOS
Utility programs to improve the health of your
disc . Create Unique DOS Commands and Er
ror Messages. Move, kill and restore DOS. Re
pair catalogs, move program residence. Insert
undeletable REM statements. Edit track and
sector byte-by-byte. Diagnose catalog and files.
Delete tracks. Require Apple II+ or lie. At
your dealer or send $24.95 to Excel Software,
6730 Constitution Ln., Charlotte, NC 28210.

HI-RES PAGE IN I SECOND!
Load or save a hi-res picture to disk in just I sec
ond. A mu st for interactive graphics or page-nip
animation programs. Store up to 17 pictures on
Apple drive or up to 80 on Ra na Elite 3. Send
$24.95 to Inter-ad Inc. , Box 614, Webster, NY
14580; (716) 872-5128. (Specify elite 3 o r Apple
type drive.)

ELM-QWIK-SCREEN
Features: Compose any type screen/ form ; de
fine any type of data field; protected / unpro
tected; repeat any line or group of lines without
reentry; 40..80 cols x 99 lines; scroll up/ dn . Save
screen formats for later use by Fp/ lnt Basic
progs. Extended Basic cmds for use in Apple
progs to access screens. DOS 3.3, 48K Apple.
Price $49. Order from Ed Minkler, 3237 Gibral
tar Dr., Riverside, CA 92506.

Sofia/k's classified advertising section offers
a considerably less expensive way than normal
display advertising to reach tens of thousands of
Apple owners.
Classified advertising space is available at
the rate of$10 per line for the first ten lines, with
a five-line minimum. Each line over ten lines is
$25 per line.
Heads will be set in IO..poin t boldface, all
capitals o nly. Italics are available for body text
only; please underline the portions you would
like italicized.
The body text of the ad will hold roughly 45
characters per line. Spaces between words are
counted as one character. Heads will hold
roughly 24 characters per line, with spaces be
tween words counted as one character. Please
indicate if you would like the head centered or
run into the text.
Display advertising may be placed in the
classified section at $100 per column inch; no
advertising agency commissions shall be grant
ed on such advertising. Ads must be black and
white, may be no larger than 1/2 -page, and must
fit within the three-column format.
Ad copy for classified ads and camera-ready
art for classified display advertising should be
received no later than the I0th of the second
month prior to the cover date of the issue in
which you want the ad to appear. Payment must
accompany ad copy or art.
Please call or write for additional infor
mation.
Softalk Classified Advertising
11160 McCormick
Box 60
North Hollywood, CA 91603
Attention: Linda McGuire
(213) 980..5074
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BPl 's Pascal systems group manager, David Powers, runs through a demo
of the company's new accounting software for the Lisa .
John Moss, chairman of the board at BPI, is semiretired nowadays,
not taking part in the day-to-day activities of running the company. An
accountant by trade, Moss spent thirty years of his life owning and
operating small businesses. It was his energy and business instincts that
got BPI started in the late seventies and steered the company onto its
continuing course of success.
In 1977. Moss was overseeing a franchise chain of retail food stores
in Texas when he realized that an accounting system using microcom
puters could improve the operation . The general accounting for Moss's
operation was sent to an outside accounting firm that used mainframes.
The time required to get the information to and from the accounting
firm caused some of the smaller stores in Moss's chain to be behind the
times. They couldn't react very fast to the changing market scene. Moss,
who had seen Radio Shack's TRS-80 Model I, realized that microcom
puters could offer the individual accountant a way to manipulate finan
cial data quickly and easily. He envisioned a system similar to, but scaled
down from. what the big accounting firms used.
"John is not a programmer," says Randy Ferguson, BPJ's president.
"But he's a visionary who saw the potential of the microcomputer to
help with these aspects of running a small business."
General DeBower. In 1978, Moss met Ken DeBower, a data process
ing professional with nearly eighteen years' experience. Moss hired
DeBower to write a general ledger program for use in his retail food store
chain. Working weekends, DeBower wrote the general ledger program
on the Apple II; and, other than one major revision, the program has re
mained the same through the years and is used by tens of thousands of
businesses.
Woe to the entrepreneur who misses an opportunity. Moss showed
the general ledger program to a computer store dealer in Dallas and
struck up a deal wherein he and DeBower would deliver five hundred
systems over the course of five months. Moss wrote the user manual for
the product and the program became very popular with those who ran
across it in those early days .
At the same time that Moss and DeBower were starting their modest
accounting software business, Randy Ferguson, a native Texan, was
starting a similar scheme.
Ferguson. who was vice president of operations at the Austin Na
tional Bank, was trying to find an accounts-receivable system for his twin
brother's small business. Ferguson had spent five years in the data
processing department at the Austin National Bank working in sales.
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He'd also done a small amount of programming on Wang minicomputers.
Early in 1979, Ferguson wrote an accounts-receivable program for
his brother on the Apple I I and was so impressed with the outcome that
he decided to start selling it.
As fate would have it, Ferguson and Moss met in a Waco computer
store when Ferguson went searching on his brother's behalf for a gen
eral ledger program. Ferguson found the program and his future busi
ness partners.
In the summer of 1979, Moss, DeBower, and Ferguson each put up a
thousand dollars and formed BPI Systems. The company's initials stand
for business, professional, and industrial, which are the three main
markets the trio decided to go after. The first general ledger programs
started shipping in July 1979 and BPI was off and running.
Good News Travels Fast. From the start, the company seemed des
tined for success. Within half a year of having formed BPI, DeBower and
Ferguson quit their regular jobs to devote all their time and energy to the
company. Their first two products were well received and, despite the
lack of firm distribution networks, the good word about B PJ's products
spread-it spread all the way to the heights of Mount Olympus.
Both Commodore and Atari were impressed with BPJ's accounting
software and struck up mass purchase deals in 1980. Jn those early days,
BPI hit upon a good scheme that circumvented the dearth of distribu
tors-sell programs en masse to computer manufacturers and let them
handle the distribution . By 1980, small business applications and micro
computers seemed the perfect marriage. The personal computer manu
facturers saw a way to sell more machines, and a remarkable number
came knocking on BPJ's door.
By midyear BPI was shipping three to four hundred packages a
month. The company was run entirely by Moss, DeBower, Ferguson,
and Moss's wife Margaret. In November of that year, the company hired
its first salaried employee.
The biggest milestone in the company's history came when Apple
Computer inquired about distributing BPJ's accounting software for the
Apple II. A deal was struck in short order and BPI started shipping thou
sands of products a month.
The mutually beneficial relationship between Apple and BPI relies on
the particular strengths of the two companies. BPI produces the prod
ucts, including packaging and documentation, and provides support,
while Apple markets and distributes them. It's a relationship that both
corporate entities have been pleased with and hope will continue for
some time.
BPI and Apple are of like mind. Recent estimates put the penetra
tion of microcomputers into the potential small business market at 5 per
cent. And the size of the small business market is enormous. Ferguson
calls it "the Fortune fourteen million." Any serious attempt to capture a
large part of that market cannot be a half effort. Joining forces gives both
parties a fighting chance and is often the most efficient use of available
resources.
The OEM Connection. Until this year, BPI operated for the most
part like an OEM (original equipment manufacturer) supplier, shipping
its prepacked accounting software to computer manufacturers, who mar
keted and distributed it. The level of expertise-in documentation, sup
port, packaging, and programming-demanded of BPI is no less than
that demanded of a more maverick operation, which must attract dis
tributors and dealers by the quality of the product and not by the fact
that an Apple Computer or an IBM has put its name on it.
Many factors go into the making of a successful software publishing
firm like BPI. One vital factor is skilled, creative people. Once the busi
ness began to take off. BPI was fortunate enough to attract a number of
talented individuals.
Ann Oppenlander, BPJ's vice president of customer support and
documentation, joined the company in January 1981. Oppenlander, who
has a Ph.D. in English, brought to the firm considerable experience in
documentation writing. Prior to joining BPI she'd worked at NCR, pro
gramming business applications on DEC mainframes, and had spent two
years as manager of Texas Jnstruments's publications department.
When she saw BPJ's products, Oppenlander was impressed and ac
cepted Moss's offer to join the young company. She started on the tele
phone. answering customer-support calls and learning the "audience,"
which she says was quite different from what she was used to at Tl.
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"At Texas Instruments, we were writing manuals for programmers.
Here was a challenge to make them understandable to everyday
people ."
Both Ferguson and Oppenlander are convinced that a clear, concise,
understandable manual is a critical aspect of putting out a successful
so ftware product for the personal computer market. "In this industry,"
says Ferguson, "it's a case of data processing products being produced
hy data processing people for non-data processing users."
By having the dual responsibility of producing the manuals and over
st:t:ing the customer-service area, Oppenlander knows how users are re
sponding to BPl's products on a daily basis. The company regularly re
ceives between five thousand and six thousand calls a month, and a
careful tally is kept on the nature of the calls.
Master of Operations. BPl's vice president of operations, Larry
Pickel, joined the company early in 1981. He spent nine years with the
Austin National Bank in a number of diverse positions, including opera
tions and data processing. For a while, he worked with Ferguson at the
bank, and that previous association helped land him the job at BPI.
Pickel refers to his basic responsibilities as making sure "the ox gets
out of the ditch ." He oversees the product management and administra
tion of BPI. He has two adept managers working under him, one in
charge of production and one in charge of administration.
Pickel, like so many in the microcomputer software industry, left a
good, solid job for the uncertainty (and excitement) of software publish
ing and is glad he did.
"Where I'm going I can't tell you," he says. "But it took something to
make me leave an officer's chair at the bank to come here. All of us
Ken, Randy, Ann-are not here just to make a quick profit. We're here
for the long haul."
Gerald I. Greifer is BPl's comptroller and assistant secretary. A CPA
by profession, Greifer comes from the world of New York City high fi
nance. where he was with Peat, Marwick, and Mitchell, the largest ac
counting firm in the world.
In the spring of 1981, Greifer helped Moss and Ferguson on BPl's
Payroll package update as a private consultant. With his knowledge and
experience. Greifer has been invaluable to the development of BPl's
products. He joined BPI full-time in November I 981.
Greifer believes that BPl's potential for growth is "unlimited, if we
do the right things. This is a small company by New York standards, but
ifs not disorganized. They say that large companies have meetings too
often and that small companies don't meet often enough . Large com
panies can get very political in their structure. BPI is the perfect world
for me."
Accounting Triumvirate. The three top execs that hold the reins at
BPI, now that Moss is not in the office on a day-to-day basis, are Fer
guson, DeBower, and Thomas Meadows.
DeBower attended the University of Nebraska and discovered com
puters in the early sixties. He's worked as a programmer at Texas Instru
ments and Radian Corporation, an environmental and energy con
sulting firm . The only bonus he ever got at Radian he spent one after
noon on an Apple II. He saw the computer as his ticket to greater things.
As BPJ's executive vice president, DeBower spends a lot of time
helping to move the company's programs over to other microcomputers.
He sees computer hardware getting smaller and faster in the future .
"Computers are still almost a toy, kind of backward," he explains. "The
microcomputer industry is heading toward machines with minicom
puterlike performance and capabilities for multiple users."
BPJ's senior vice president and secretary, Thomas Meadows. came
fr om IBM, when: he held various marketing and management posi
tions. For a while after that, he had his own consulting firm. A little over
a yea r ago, he came to BPI.
Meadows is a confident and likable marketer who spends a lot of his
time on the road, spreading the word about BPl's products. His job is of
param ount importance because the basic strategy at BPI is changing.
Las t year. the company was totally an OEM supplier, but this year
it's trying so mething new. Ferguson says the firm is moving into selected
vert ica l markets o n its own and that these kinds of efforts will account
fo r -lO percent of the company's products in 1983.
Prog ram s like Church Management, Speed Reading, Professional
Time Accouming, and now BPl's accounting software for the Lisa are
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just some of the products that the company will market and advertise on
its own.
The Third GAP. BPl's and Apple's relationship has continued with
the Apple lie and the Apple III. BPl's General Accoun1ing Package for
the Apple III is currently going into full distribution. The experience BPI
has accumulated while creating accounting software for the Apple JI
family of computers over the years is reflected in the Apple Ill package.
Last year, in September, Apple approached B Pl about producing ac
counting software for the Lisa. Apple shipped a Lisa to BPI in the first
week of October and sent a couple more in the early part of this year.
Under the guidance of Pascal systems group manager David Powers and
programmer Andy Chisholm, the project has gone smoothly and ma
tured quickly. BPJ's accounting software is the first from an independ
ent publisher to take advantage of the Lisa's advanced features.
The Lisa project came at a good time because BPI was well into
creating the Pascal code for the General Accoun1ing Package for the
Apple Ill. Doing so was simply a matter of moving the application code
from the Ill to the Lisa and then building a software shell that capi
talizes on Lisa' s functions .
BPI has three accounting programs that run on the Lisa: General Ac
counting Reports, Accounts Receivable Reports, and Accounts Payable Re
ports. After booting the system, you put in one ofBPJ 's application disks
(or "twiggies," as Powers likes to call the Lisa's new style of high-den
sity, dual-window disks). The software takes you right to what is called
the environment window, a menu that allows you to use Lisa's Desktop
Manager, the ProFile hard disk, or the BPI system .
The program shell is similar to Lisa's office environment. It uses
hierarchical menus and icons for particular functions, all controllable by
the Lisa's mouse / pointer. Except when you're entering the basic finan
cial data, which is done by using Lisa's ten-key numeric keypad, the
mouse is all you need to work with the system.
Each of BPl's programs for the Lisa includes the Disk Document
Manager, which permits you to delete or preserve documents on disks
and perform a variety of other related data management tasks. Within
the Disk Document Manager is the query feature, which allows you to
look at a particular listing or find a stored document without terminat
ing the primary function in process.
BPI's Lisa packages should be appearing in a matter of months,
released by BPI but not distributed by Apple. A payroll package for the
Lisa is also in the works.
Streets of Financial Fire. In June 1982, BPI made a public stock
offering, and a little over a month ago the company had its first annual
stockholders meeting. For the fiscal year ending March 31, 1983, BPI
reported total revenues of a little more than $6 million and net earnings
of $1.5 million. Three years earlier, those figures were seventy thousand
dollars and twenty-five hundred dollars respectively.
The company has grown in three years from a half dozen or so
employees to around one hundred twenty. BPI occupies several build
ings within a mile of each other off Guadalupe, one of Austin's main
drags, just up the street from the University of Texas. BPI has purchased
land and is constructing its own building, which the company hopes to
occupy by the end of 1984.
Austin, as it turns out, is a good loca tion for a high-tech company.
The University of Texas regularly turns out a large crop of bright and
eager graduates in computer science and engineering. There are also
several large computer firms in the area, such as Texas Instruments and
Intel. Most recently, the Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corporation, a research corporation founded by a consortium of Amer
ican computer firms, moved into the area.
BPI serves nine main clients as an OEM supplier. The nine are
Apple. Atari, Commodore, DEC, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, NEC, Sanyo,
and Texas Instruments.
"We view ourselves as an extension of the hardware manufacturers'
organizations," says Meadows. "Each of the nine is different. Yet we have
the ability to adapt and do things their way.'"
With new directions, a solid working relationship with most of the
big-name microcomputer manufacturers, and a competent, professional
staff, BPI is a vital element in the world of financial software. Ferguson
believes the company has brought together three professions-journal
ism, accounting, and programming-into a triple-threat force.
JI

Tuuwantthe news,
headlines,
andup-to-the-minute
changesfromWallStreet;
andyouwantitforless.
TuuneedTuleminder
Teleminder is the revolutionary software package that gives
you complete, automatic and efficient accessing of the
Dow Jones database.
You want all the news at
the touch of one button.
With Teleminder you can selec
tively retrieve news and price
quotes for up to 360 companies at
the touch of one button. Telemind
er automatically dials the phone,
connects you with Dow Jones, re
trieves and stores current infor
mation, hangs up for you, and
prints up-to-the-minute news sto
ries and stock quotes. Teleminder
lets you see the news as it hap
pens; news that others won't see
until tomorrow's paper hits the
stands.

retrieve information selectively
up to 90 days prior and save
money while you're doing it.

You save money.
You waste no time.

You want your finger on the
pulse of your business.

Get the information you want
and get it for less. Teleminder
runs unattended and as fast as
electronically possible. This
means you can use your time as
you see fit, while Teleminder re
trieves the information. You also
save 25-50% of your on-line
charges. Before you know it, Tele
minder will pay for itself.
If you are not satisfied with
Teleminder, send it back within
30 days for a full refund.

With your Apple II Plus/Ile,
you can request information on
any specific security at any time,
including, during off-hours when
rates are lowest. You can scan and

The intelligent businessman's tool.

To order Teleminder call 1-800-225-0076 (in N.J. 201-882-0466) Dealer inquiries invited.
Teleware, Inc.• P.O. Box 729 • 28 Bloomfield Ave.• Pine Brook, NJ 07058
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By now, that shouldn't come as any surprise.
After all, we invented digital printers for the 1964
Tokyo Olympics.
Since then, we've built more print mecha
nisms than the rest of the world combined.
Including the world's smallest printers, the
world's most reliable printers and the world's
first disposable print head.
And today we are proud - but not surprised
- to say that the world's best selling printers
for small computers
have the Epson name
right on the front.
But the really
amazing fact about
Epson printers is this:
they don't cost any
more than other
printers. In fact, they

frequently cost less.
Herc's how we got to be the world's best
selling printers: by building a quality product, by
pricing it fairly and by standing behind it. That's
the way we've done business for almost 20 years.
Only one printer can claim to be "number one."
And measured by popular acceptance, by techno
logical innovation, by honest-to-goodness value,
not to mention sheer weight of numbers, that
printer is Epson.

Number One.
And built like it.

EPSON

EPSON AMERICA, INC.
3415 Kashiwa Street
Torrance, CA 90505

New Epson RX and FX dot matrix printers. At computer stores now.
Please call (800) 421-5426 for the dealer nearest you. In California, (213) 539-9140.
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The Schoolhouse Apple
.j

by Jock Root

/

1,

The computer revolution is making life difficult for teachers. It used
to be that a teacher could answer most of a student's questions, even out
side of the classroom, simply because the teacher was older and there
fore more experienced than the student. But microcomputers have dis
rupted that pattern-they're coming on so fast that the teachers can
hardly stay ahead of the students.
This month's column is dedicated to those teachers. We're going to
discuss resources; if your school has just acquired a new Apple and peo
ple are asking you what your department plans to do with it and what
software you'll need, then this column is for you. We can't answer those
questions for you, but we can show you where to find some answers.
Several kinds of resources are available. We will consider four vari
eties-professional organizations, computer education centers, maga
zines, and software directories. These categories overlap a good deal.
Most of the professional groups publish journals, and some of them
maintain computer centers or publish software directories.
Let's start with the magazines. One of the fastest and most pleasant
ways to acquire literacy in any field is to read the magazines of that field;
and, in the case of magazines about computers for teachers, there's a spe
cial advantage. Magazines by teachers for teachers, which most of these
are, teach you more than most other magazines could.
The Computing Teacher. One of the oldest and best magazines for
teachers is the journal of the International Council for Computers in
Education (ICCE), The Computing Teacher. It's a big one-sixty to
eighty pages, mostly editorial-and it's all fascinating. Consider, for
example, the August 1983 issue.
A college English teacher, Helen J. Schwartz, writes about a CAI
program she developed to introduce her students to literary analysis. She
has combined the patient, nit-picking thoroughness of the computer with
the human cleverness of the students themselves to create the Seeing-Eye
Elephant Network, SEEN for short.
The Seeing-Eye part of the program is an interactive tutorial on get
ting your thoughts together about a story idea or a character. It prompts
students to create hypotheses about characters in stories they've read and
to support their hypotheses with evidence from the stories. They're
prompted to put these thoughts in the form of "notices," which are re
membered by the Elephant part of the program.
The notices are also posted (under pen names) in the network, which
makes them available to be read by the other students. The other stu
dents can then make comments (also under pen names), which the au
thors of the notices can read. Thus students can get thoughtful and con
sidered feedback from their peers-which may be more effective than
what they get from the teacher, since it's in their own language.
Incidentally, this program is a clear demonstration that a computer
in the classroom is not necessarily an impersonal influence.
The SEEN program is available, at cost, from Helen Schwartz, Eng
lish Department, Oakland University, Rochester, MI 48063. The Apple
II Plus version, which requires 48K, one or two disk drives, and CP/M,
costs $5 for a listing of the code or $10 for a disk. Both versions include
instructions for user and instructor.
Another August article, by Kenneth A. Ryba and James W. Chap
man, makes the point that computers can actually have a "humanizing"
effect on instruction, at least in the sense of giving the student more con
trol over the instructional process. This can be very important to some
students, particularly those whose feelings of internal control are weak.
A strong feeling of internal control corresponds roughly to "I am
running my own life," while a feeling of external control corresponds to,
"They are doing this to me, and I can't help it." Students who do poorly
in school consistently may come to accept that as a permanent pattern

that they're helpless to change. They may begin to think " Why bother to
try?" And, of course, if they stop trying, they really will be helpless to
change the pattern. This attitude has been called "learned helplessness."
The article describes how a computer with well-designed software
can develop and strengthen a student's feeling of internal control. For
one thing, a program can give the student a measure of real control over
the flow of instruction in terms of choosing what to do next (for exam
ple, learn new material, review old, or take a quiz), choosing the presen
tation speed of new items, and the like. For another, a program can pro
vide personalized positive feedback ("You learned that quickly, Ellen!").
In fact, a program can demonstrate to students in their own terms that
they really are learning from it. They're prompted to set goals for them
selves; later they're asked to evaluate their own performances in reach
ing those goals.
We have all been warned about becoming dependent on our com
puters, but now it seems that computers, intelligently used, can help to
cure dependency behavior problems.
There's lots of other good stuff in the issue-a piece on Logo, a
model for software evaluation, an article on how to find community
funding for a school computer, and more.
The Computing Teacher is an elegant and highly readable magazine,
full of thought-provoking ideas, but it isn't aimed at beginners. If you're
just getting started with computers, you might be more comfortable with
one of the commercial magazines. They dress differently from the aca
demic journals-slick paper, color, more advertisements-and they
don't take themselves quite as seriously, but the teachers and other spe
cialists among their contributors seem as knowledgeable as those of the
more serious journals.
Electronic Education. Despite its high-technology title, this maga
zine has a friendly feeling and a general outlook rather like that of a
group of specialists meeting for coffee after work. In the May/ June 1983
issue, the group starts its meeting by discussing the question , "Are
schools without computers cheating their students?" The conclusion of
this article, which is based on a poll of the magazine's contributing edi
tors, is unanimously positive, although some feel that the community
must share responsibility with the schools. The editors end by noting that
the question will "answer itself before too much more time goes by. The
next generation of computer literates (or illiterates) will give living testi
mony to the answer."
Another article takes a look at how computers are opening doors for
handicapped people by giving them tools that help to minimize handi
caps. Software that provides enlarged character display or special type
faces (such as Higher Text, by Ron and Darryl Aldrich) can be very help
ful for people with impaired vision. The article also describes an en
larged keyboard that can be made for people with motor-coordination
problems.
The lopsided use of microcomputers in most schools is another topic
the magazine discusses. It points out what administrations are missing
out on by letting computers sit idle between classes. Another feature ad
dresses the urgent need for books to help computer beginners; the mes
sage of this article is, "You could probably write one."
The issue includes a couple of long and thorough courseware re
views and a column of news notes, including mention of a number of
sources of free software.
Educational Computer. Educational Computer has something of the
flavor of a hobbyist's magazine. It's always interested in how things
work-not mechanical things usually (though there's a little of that, too),
but abstract things, such as computer-managed instruction, touch-typ
ing courseware, and computer camps.
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The table of contents of each issue offers a brief description of what
each article in that issue contains. Some highlights from May/ June 1983
are an article on computer-managed instruction describing specific CMI
software packages and how and where they're being used; and another,
on computer-a ssisted instruction in typing, which discusses the perform
ances and pedagogical approaches used in four different typing pro
grams, with critiques of their potential usefulness. In "Data Processing
and Special Olympics," we see how a winning team saved time using a
data management sys tem for a very Special Olympics event.
You see? Always, the approach is how it works or how people did
something. You can get ideas from pieces like that.
Educational Computer also has the hobbyist magazine's collection of
columns, covering a range from preschoolers to the media center. De
partments offer various kinds of news, including answers to ques
tions like what's new in courseware? In books? And how good is it?
Two from Scholastic. If there's anyone who should know how to
write to an audience of school people-teachers and students-it's Scho
lastic, which has been doing it for several decades throughout most of the
English-speaking world. Its material often combines the viewpoint of the
hobbyist with the style and polish of the professional. Scholastic has had
a magazine aimed at teachers and interested adults for a couple of years
called Electronic Learning, and it's about to start another.
Electronic Learning is for the hobbyist who has grown into a do-it
yourselfer. This publication also describes its articles on the contents
page, and the descriptions of three out of the four feature articles in the
April issue begin with "How . ..". The topics of the articles are raising
SAT scores, retooling your business education curriculum, and explor
ing new horizons with Logo. Even the fourth article is a how-to by im
plication-it's a buyer's guide to videocassette recorders.
The columns follow the same pattern, specific and practical; and the
departments contain news, announcements of new books and software,
reviews, and information about resources .
Scholastic's new entry, Teaching and Computers, has a quite different
flavor. Judging by the preview issue, spring 1983, it's aimed more at the
beginner than the hobbyist. The introductory editorial says it will have
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material for both groups, but this issue is devoted more to preparing and
reassuring the beginner than to challenging the hobbyist.
"A Day in the Life of a Computer-Using Teacher" follows Dr. Beth
Lazerick through a delightful day: She's clearly in love with the power
and the challenge of computers and she spends her time sharing this love
with the kindergarteners through sixth-graders of Moreland Elementary
School in Shaker Heights, Ohio. Her fifth-graders are writing fairly com
plex programs, with loops and subroutines; and her sixth-graders are
studying the programmer job market.
The other feature articles are "Ten Things To Do the Day the Com
puter Arrives, " which contains practical suggestions to smooth the first
meeting between class and computer, and a piece on introducing your
class to a word processor (which is also helpful in introducing you to a
word processor if you haven't met one yet).
The columns and departments are what you would expect from
Scholastic in this context: extensive and informative. For example, the
departments include a convention calendar and a question-and-answer
column dealing with questions teachers ask most about computers.
And Then Some More. There are several other good magazines in
the field. T.H.E. Journal (short for Technological Horizons in Education)
has a format somewhere between a journal and a commercial magazine .
The magazine focuses on the area of impact between computers and edu
cation at every ll!vel. from the classroom to the administration to the so
ciety beyond. Collegiate Microcomputer, a full-dress academic journal,
concentrates on college-level applications.
There's one type of resource we haven ' t touched on yet.
Software Directories. Swift's Educational Software Directory is a
good example of the catalog type of directory, containing brief product
summaries and simple listings of program specifications as provided by
the manufacturer. This book doesn't tell you a lot about each program
but it does tell you about a lot of programs. There are more than four
hundred pages of listings, with typically five or six programs described on
each page.
All the programs listed in the Apple II edition of the Swift directory
run on the II and II Plus; most also run on the Ile, which is noted.
The programs are listed in a standard format, which makes com
parisons easy. Each listing includes program name, publisher, a brief de
scription of the content, the target audience, any special equipment re
quirements, and price. Other information is included if it's available,
such as a description of support materials, time required to complete the
program, references to published reviews, and the like.
The directory includes a master index alphabetized by program name
and a cross-index alphabetized by publisher and program. The cross-in
dex includes publishers' mailing addresses.
But suppose you need to know more than this? Suppose you want to
see a critical evaluation of the program-o r better, several evaluations
before you buy it? Then you may need a different kind of directory: a
collection of reviews. Read on.
The Digest of Software Reviews: Education. The Digest doesn't list
quite as many programs as the Swift directory does, but it gives more in
formation about each one (for example, "instructional mode" and "sug
gested group size"); and it includes quotes from several published re
views. The Digest's publishers, School & Home CourseWare, currently
index and abstract critical reviews from more than sixty journals and
newsletters.
A number of other resource books are available-including publish
ers' catalogs, another source of useful, if sometimes biased, information.
A Thought To Make You Smile .•. and Think. All the publica
tions we've discussed share at least one goal-to understand and help
spread that ephemeral quality we call computer literacy. A poem sub
mitted by a sixth-grader at Hiawassee Elementary School, Orlando,
Florida, to Tlie Computing Teacher presents a refreshingly simple and
accurate description of that term. We hope you'll enjoy it.
The Computer Programmer
by Danny Hislop
Lights, numbers, Bleeps, bloops
Pac-Man does his thing;
Countdown starts, The shuttle's gone
What will tomorrow bring?

ENTER A FANTASTIC WORLD OF FUN
AND LEARNING!
WITH

WHAT IN H WORLD
• IS A "MICROZINE?"

1

Microzine is an interactive magazine on a
computer disk, and it can open up the world of
computer learning to your children more effectively
than any other children 's software available today.
Microzine comes to you from Scholastic . We've
been trendsetters in children's publishing for
over 60 years. Now that traditional teaching
methods are being enhanced by computer-taught
materials, Scholastic is ready with the innovation
that creates an ongoing "dialogue" of fun and
learning between your children and your com
puter. Like a magazine, but unlike other software
for children, Microzine is constantly current and
topical. Your children receive a new four-program
Microzine disk every other month and build
their own Microzine Library!

2

WHATCANYOUR
•CHILDREN DO WITH
MICROZINE?

Microzine can help your 9-13-year-olds take
advantage of one of the most important uses your
computer can have: exploring new and more effi
cient ways of learning and thinking. (If you don't
own a computer, your children may be able to use
one at school or a friend's home, or borrow one
from your local public library.)
Microzine was created with the recognition that
today's children take naturally to computers and
that tomorrow's adults will need to be computer
literate-no matter what their careers.

WHAT IS "COMPUTER LITERACY" AND HOW
• DOES MICROZINE HELP ACCOMPLISH IT?

3

At Scholastic, we believe that learning how to utilize a computer's wide-ranging capabilities should be
an important part of every child's education. This kind of computer literacy is no longer an option, but
a necessity, if our children are to take their places in the computer age. To this end, Microzine is designed
to spark enthusiasm and teach these essential skills:

*

following directions
* vocJbulary
* what a computer
cJn do

* learning to use a computer * everyday applications
* the nature of programming
* using the kcyboJrd

* word processing

* data handling

*graphics
*logic
parts of a computer
* problem solving

*

4•WHAT WILL THE FIRST YEAR OF MICROZINE BRING?
An ever-expanding library of fun and learning!
Every eight weeks there are four full-length programs and the variety is incredible:
Too wild? Gift Store
offers practical
suggestions for
everyone from
Great Uncle
Oscar to your
16-year - old
twin sisters.
Or explore your
creative options
by composing a
song, writing
and illustrating
? book, or invent
mg your own
game.

Who's that trying to solve
the Mystery at Pinecrest .·
Manor, lost in
·
the Northwoods
Adventure and
challenging the
far reaches of
space on Mission
to Planet XI I?
Could it be some
one we know?
(With Microzine,
anything is pos
sible.) All set for
takeoff on the
Space Shuule
or maybe a hot air
balloon race? Wow!
(Will Microzine
ever get down
to Earth?)

Microzine is
always full
of questions .
If you've ever
dreamed of
talking to a
computer game
designer, Ask
Me gives you
the chance. You
won't believe
all the current
big stars wait
ing to ask you
questions, too .

Back safe on
Planet Earth,
visit the Pet
Store. "A fla 
mingo for your
bathtub? Or
maybe a rare
three-humped
camel?"

------1
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JUST TURN
THE PAGE TO
FILL OUT YOUR
MICROZINE
REPLY CARD
NOW!
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BECOME A CHARTER SUBSCRIBER TODAY
AND YOUR FIRST MICROZINE IS JUST $7.95 .
( ~~q 95 ~
TE· Yi U S YE $32.00!)
Thereafter, pay only $24.95, plus shipping and handling, for each Microzine you accept.
You save nearly 40 % offthe retail price by subscribing!

L.1.c h bimonthly M1crozine Pac kage conta ins;
·~' ·ith F our Comple te Program s .
·
'
On your first disk, discover:
1. POSTER. What's two spaces wide, slow, green and
silent-and changes co three spaces wide, fast , pink
and squeaky? Ir's an imaginary paintbrush char
lees you create as many colorful posters
as you wane!
2. SECRET FILES. If your children wane co
remember who scarred in their favorite horse
movie of 1982, they need Microzine's elec
tronic filing system. le works just like the
electronic filing systems aduhs use.
3. ASK ME. Robert Macnaughton of "ET"
fame is standing by co accept questions-and
ask a few of your children in return!
4. HAUNTED HOUSE. There's never been
a haunted house so funny-or one so willing
co lee you plan your own visit! Like all
Twiscaplocs~ chis one ends differendy every
rime you venture inside.
NOTE: The first Microzine Package also
contains a bonus: a separate data disk that
can be used to save original posters and other
personal creations! (A $4. 95 value. )

d1) t l:
After consuhing chis monthly seep-by-seep guide wriccen in
plain English for users 9-13 , your children will be able
co show you how Microzine activities work. Easy-co-follow
instructions encourage independent work habits,
creative chinking and follow-through.
'
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No more punching registers
Groceries move along;
Magic lights of Disney's parade
Synthesizers sing their song.
What makes these things work so well?
Are they alive and breathing machines?
They seem so smart and talented
Yet on their own they don't know beans.

Dithartizar~

llC! ...

The brains behind these magic toys
Is very plain to seeThe computer programmer, yes indeed
That's what I'd like to be.
Collegiate Microcomputer, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, Terre Haute,
IN 47803. The Computing Teacher, 135 Education, University of Oregon, Eu
gene, OR 97403; (503) 6864414. Educational Computer, Edcomp, Box 535, Cu
pertino, CA 95015; (408) 252-3224. Electronic Education, Electronic Communi
cations, 1311 Executive Center Drive, Suite220, Tallahassee, FL 32301; (904) 878
4178. School & Home CourseWare, 1341 Bulldog Lane, Suite C, Fresno, CA
93710. Sterling Swift Publishing Company, 7901 South 1-35, Austin, TX 78744.
T.H.E. Journal, Information Synergy, Box 992, Acton, MA 01720.
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tHfmat.e
A Schoolhouse Apple
Tutorial

LOGO
DONNA Q~ARDbN
September seems a fitting time to resume the Logo portion of the
Schoolhouse Apple. Donna Bearden returns to provide challenging Logo
fwi for kids, parents, and teachers.
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The AB Cs of X and Y
Do you know exactly how many steps the Turtle takes from HOME
to the top of the screen before he wraps? How about to the right before
he wraps around to the left? If you do, you can begin to position the
Turtle quite quickly, anywhere you want him, without all those forward,
back, right, and left commands.
Let's start with X positions, which are the positions to the right and
left of HOME. First pick the pen up (PU) and then give a few com
mands: SETX followed by a number. If the number gets too high, the
Turtle will wrap, so the trick is to figure out the highest number he can
handle without wrapping. If you want him to go to the left-hand side of
the screen, use SETX followed by a negative number.
Y positions are the up and down positions. Use SETY followed by a
positive number to make the Turtle move toward the top of the screen or
a negative number to make him move toward the bottom. Once again,
find the highest number you can use before he wraps.
What happens when you give an X command followed by a Y com
mand?
Once you've experimented with the commands separately, they can
be combined into one command. If you're using Apple Logo, the com
mand to use is SETPOS [40 90] (or whatever numbers you choose). The
first number is always the X position and the second is always the Y. If
you're using MIT Logo, the command is SETXY followed by two num
bers. In MIT Logo, if the second number (the Y position) is negative, it
must be enclosed in parentheses.
If you've never used these commands before, take some time to play
with them. You'll soon be able to estimate exact positions on the screen.
If you think you're good enough, maybe you should try a little target
practice.
Target. Target is a very simple program that draws a small circle at a
random position on the screen and then returns the Turtle to HOME.
The player must try to command the Turtle to land on the target. When
you first start playing the game you can have three tries to hit the mark.
A "sure shot" can hit it in one. (But even Annie Oakley had to practice
a lot.)

dith•er•ti•zer /aith-ar-ti-zar / n: an innovative inter
face card from Computer Station which converts an image
focused with a video camera into a digital image which
can be displayed by the Apple Ile.®
Generically: video digitizer
Unique Features:
1. Low Cost: $649.00 (includes video camera necessary
for input)
·
2. Fast: Frame grabber, DMA technology
3. Versatile: Supplied with software for image contour-.
ing as well as dithering
4. Range: Display up to 64 pseudo gray levels in dither
mode
5. Standard Package Supplied: (designed to work with
the Apple Ile") interface card, software, camera, and ap
propriate cabling
6. Print capability: CEGS graphic dump supports 37
printers
7. Uses: Computer portraits, process control, graphic
arts, robotics, image enhancements, special effects, just
plain fun
8. Availability: Now
9. Options: Accessory Kit for use with Apple II+ ~'
owners ($10.00): Complete Portrait Subsystem ($899.00
- Epson MX/FX-80 only)

Computer Station
11610 Page Service Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63146

Toll free order line: (800) 325-4019
Technical Assistance: (314) 432-7120
Apple and Apple lie are registered trademarks of AJiJple Computer, Inc.
Dithertizer lie is a registered trademark of Computer Stations, Inc.
.
.
·~
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70
TO TARGET
CS PU
• (see below for Logo-specific commands)
PD
CIRCLE

PU
HOME
'Apple: SETPOS LIST (RANDOM 260) (RANDOM 115) - (RANDOM
70)

'MIT: SETXY (RANDOM 260) (RANDOM 115) - (RANDOM 70)
TO CIRCLE

SEPTEMBER 1983

to type T every time you want to play than to have to spell out
TARGET.
Connect the Dots. If you've mastered Target, try your hand at Connect
the Dots. It's the same concept as Target, but this time the Turtle will
draw four random dots that you must try to connect in the least number
of moves. If you go through a dot, that's okay; you can continue on to
the next one. But you must at least touch all four dots and return to
HOME. The least number of moves you can take is five-unless you're
lucky and two of your dots are lined up such that you can pass through
the first one and land on the second.
TO DOTS

REPEAT 36 [FD 1 RT 10]
END

cs

REPEAT 4 [SPOT]

PU

TOT

HOME
PD
END

TARGET
END
Look at the line that tells the Turtle the X and Y positions. The first
number is RANDOM 260, which tells the computer to pick any num
ber between 0 and 260. If you fooled around with very many numbers
with the X command, you'll realize that 260 will make the Turtle wrap
completely around the screen and back to HOME. So with one random
command, we've covered the entire screen. (This number may differ
slightly from screen to screen.)
The Y command is a little trickier. We don't want the target to be
drawn underneath the text lines. Through experimentation, we can de
termine that the Turtle can go about 70 steps toward the bottom of the
screen before he slips behind those text lines, so - 70 is as far as we want
him to go . It's about 115 steps to the top. So to cover the screen from top
to bottom without going behind the text lines, we tell the computer to
select any number from 0 to 115 and then to subtract any number from 0
to 70.
By the way, the T procedure was written because it's nicer to be able

TO SPOT

PU
• (See below for Logo-specific commands)
PD
CIRCLE
END
'Apple: SETPOS LIST (RANDOM 260) (RANDOM 115) - (RANDOM
70)

'MIT: SETXY (RANDOM 260) (RANDOM 115) - (RANDOM 70)
TO CIRCLE
REPEAT 36 [FD 1 RT 10]
END

TOD
DOTS
END

'
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UEDUCATIONAL SOFfWARE FOR THE APPLE®?
COMPress HAS IT!
Interactive Computer Assisted Instruction Materials
for High School and College Levels
EnBASIC™ AUTHORING SYSTEM
MOLECULAR
ANIMATOR
INTRODUCTION TO
GENERAL CHEMISTRY
INTRODUCTION TO
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
INTRODUCTION TO
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH GRAMMAR DRILLS
ORGANIC QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
WORLD CLOCK
IMPROVING YOUR WRITING SERIES:
INDEXOR
A Rhetoric Program
TEST GENERATOR
STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY
Multiple Choice Tester
PACOR:
DEMONSTRATIONS AND TUTORIALS
CASE HISTORY: Multidiscipline
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Problem-Solving
Demonstration Diskettes
Our package for the TRS-80 •
-------Available-----Model I and Ill: INDEX COMPILER
Call us now and request our catalog and demonstration diskettes.

COMpress ~~~V~~l~TNR~~D

REIN HOLD

COM PANY. IN C

DEPT. ST, PO BOX 102, WENTWORTH , NH 03282 (603) 764-5225/5831

• Re g1s1ered 1rade m ar k ol App le Co m plJt e r Comp any
• Reg istered tradem ark o f Tand y Corpora ti on

n..• A tra de mark o f Computer Tea c hing Corpora ti on
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COMPUTER-BASED LEARN1r\ld' 1'£~.ICJ.
...
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Ed·u·ware
(ej'

06 war) n.

The first name in learning.
THE SCIENCE OF LEARNING™ aged. Volumes I through 4: Apple,
Professionally designed instruc
tion in specific academic skills
for ages 4 through adult.

IBM PC $39.95 each. Volumes 5and
6 (sold as a set): Apple, IBM PC
$49.95.

Elementary Mathematics

Language Skills

Introduction to
Counting presents
young children with
the concepts of
numbers, addition,
subtraction, shape
discrimination,
weight, height, and
measurement. Apple, Atari disk
$39.95. Atari tape $29.95.
Arithmetic Skills teaches basic
number skills. High resolution
graphics, animation, and sound
effects make counting, addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and divi
sion interesting. Apple $49..95.
Fractions builds and reinforces
skills in working with fractions . Def·
initions, numerators, denominators,
addition, subtraction, multiplication ,
and division are explained in small
increments and a learning manager
makes the program flexible lo meet
the needs of individual learners.
Apple $49.00.
Compu-Math"' Fractions, a
comparable Atari program is also
available. Atari disk $39.95. Atari
tape $29. 95.
Decimals presents addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division,
rounding off, percentage and con
version as they apply to decimals.
Apple $4.9.00.
Compu-Math"' Decimals, a
comparable Atari program is also
available. Atari disk $39..95. Atari
tape $29..95.

Spelling and
Reading Primer"'
uses simple words
and pictures to in
troduce basic read
ing and spelling
skills. Word groups
a;;;:;;===;;;i cover simple two
and three-letter words through
difficult multi-syllable words, double
vowels and consonants, and direc
tions and numbers. Apple $39..95.
Compu-Spell "' builds spelling skills
in a tutorial format. Asystem disk
ette can be used with six different
data diskettes geared to vocabulary
for grades 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and an adult
level containing words commonly
misspelled in business. System
Diskette: Apple $29.95. Data
Diskettes: Apple $19.95 each.
Compu-Read"' improves reading
speed, recall, and test-taking skills.
The system adjusts itself to your
learning requirements and provides
detailed information on progress
and reading rates. Apple, Atari disk
$29.95. Atari tape $24..95.

Advanced Mathematics
Algebra, volumes
1 through 6 is a
series of indepen
dent programs
comprising a first
year course in
algebra. Concepts
are presented in
four distinct learning styles so that
self-managed learning is encourr~-~
.. -~!I

PSAT Word Attack Skills and
SAT Word Attack Skills develop
specific vocabulary skills in defini
tion, connotation, roots and pre
fixes, and application. Test-taking
skills required for the Scholastic
Aptitude Tests are sharpened. Apple
$4.9.00each.
PSAT/SAT Analogies develops
skills tested in the analogies portion
of college entrance examinations.
Word relationships, meanings, and
achieving under test-taking condi
tions are stressed. Apple $49.00.
Introduction to Poetry presents
rhyme and meter in a clear and
simple tutorial format. Definitions
are given on the screen and are
sounded out by your computer. The
program is highly interactive and
easy to operate. Apple $39.95.

Computer Skills
Hands On BASIC "'
Programming
combines hand
holding software
with a 200-page
tutorial that steps
the novice through
beginning BASIC
programming. This complete learn
ing system won't leave you hanging
with an error message. Special
features allow you to diagnose the
problem and correct your mistake.
Apple $79. 00.

DRAGONWARE "'
Entertaining, colorful, animated
games with lasting educational
value, for ages 4 through IO.
Webster, our wise and wonderful
dragon, is your child's companion in the adventure of computer-

INTERACTIVE FANTASIES "'
Science fiction adventure games
that challenge the intellect and
startle the imagination.
Prisoner 2"' In
a surrealistic envi
ronment of mis·
leading clues and
sugar-coated prop
aganda, you survive
by your wits alone.
Escape without
divulging the information your cap
tors desire. Can you escape? Can
you even find the bars? Apple $32. 95.
Atari disk, IBM PC $39.95.
Empire I: World
Builders"' Struggle
to tame a gallactic
wilderness and
establish an infant
Empire's first col!l!!iiillL.2J onies. Stand at the
'""1:1=c:~,,_..J edge of the new
frontier. Apple $32. 95.

based learning.
Spelling Bee
Games"' contains
four fun activities in
Empire II: Interwhich hand/ eye costellar Sharks"'
ordination, memory
Dodge the bureauskills, and motor
. cracy and pursue
skills are exercised. }
ultimate success in
Twenty-two word
a high-tension,
lists covering simple two- and three-·•~ !'>
intergallactic entre
letter words through multi-syllable
LA..;;;;o& 1'!..1
preneurial arena.
words provide variety and scope.
Making it depends on how
Apple, Atari disk $39.95.
well-equipped you are to meet
the onslaught of those in power.
Webster's Numbers"' is a magical
App1e $32..95.
place where mosquitoes in mazes,
Empire Ill:
balloon races, building blocks, and
Armageddon "' The
boxes teach pre-school children the
basics of counting. Apple $39.95.
--~-I end of a once great
....,..,,._~ Empire now torn by
INTERACTIVE SIMULATIONS™
rebellion, poverty,
corruption, and an
Realistic recreations of
unfeeling authority.
real-world adventures where
Where do your
scientific evaluation yields the
loyalties lie? Apple $32. 95.
solution.
Rendezvous
For more information or the
makes you the pilot
dealer nearest you contact:
of a true-to-life
EduWare Services, Inc.
space shuttle. Your
28035 Dorothy Drive
mission is to dock
PO Box 22222
with an orbiting
space station. Apple, Agoura Hills, California 91301
213/ 706-0661
Atari disk $39.95.

Tht Srlfntr of /J'a rn1111, firaeo nWarr, lnt1.,aau'I.' S1mu/a1mn.• and lntnoclwt> fantaJ1t'J art divls10ns of F.duW.11,- f:d11 Wa,t 1s a rr111st~rl!d tr.ad~ m •"' of EduWar.. Sl-Mfts, Inc App/1• is a lr.adl'!Tlarl of Applt Computn. Alll11 1s a re'lilil<' rt d 1mdrm ar\i. ol A.14 1'1 , lnr /H.U /'Cis • tradem.uk of lnl•·ma hon<ll Bu s.i n~s,. \larhn1tl
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HhyBuy
Computer Games,
HhenYouCan
Des1CJn Your Own.

Un til now, you 've on ly played great computer games.
Now it's time to create your ow n wi th PDl's BASIC pro
gramming tutorials - The New Step By Step and Step By
Step Two.
Our Step By Step programs are the easiest and quickest
w ay for you to learn how to use your Apple compu ter
and the Applesoft language.

The New Step By Step
A Programming Course for Beginners.
The great th ing about the New Step By Step is that it's
comprehe nsive. In fact, we 've included something that
no other BASIC tutorial com es wi th. All our Step By Step
programs include an aud io cassette w it h the voice of a
rea l person , who introduc es BASIC concep t s and
explains sam p le pro grams as they are d isp layed on your
monitor.
The program w ill teac h yo u everythi ng fro m PRINT
instruct ions to FOR-NEXT loops. And wh en your finished
you'll be able to crea te programs for w ord ga mes, low 
resolution graph ics and more.

In the example shown here, the player connected the dots in six
moves.

Another Kind of Dot. The DOT command is another fun way to use
the X and Y coordinates. By giving the command DOT followed by two
numbers representing the X and Y coordinates, you can make a dot ap
pear at that position on the screen . It's very helpful if you're drawing an
hourglass with sand trickling through it, plotting a constellation, or
drawing a face with freckles.
Here are the commands to draw some freckles. Why don't you see if
you can draw a face around them! (Note the differences in the Apple and
MIT versions.)
Apple: TO
DOT
DOT
DOT
DOT
DOT
DOT
END

FRECKLES
[20 - 14]
[27 - 14]
[23 - 20]
[- 16 - 14]
[ - 23 - 14]
[- 19 - 20]

MIT TO FRECKLES
DOT 20 ( - 14)
DOT 27 (- 14)
DOT 23 (- 20)
DOT - 16 ( - 14)
DOT - 23 ( - 14)
DOT - 19 (- 20)
END

The face shown here is one possibility.

/\---~?\
I ,... . 1....
!"' .-L.~
l . . . ··
I

Step By Step Two
Teaches Intermediate Basic Programming.
After you' ve learned everyt hing there is to know on the
New Ste p By Step, yo u w on' t want to stop learning . A nd
PDI is ready w ith Step By Step Tw o .
Step By Step Tw o covers such areas as PEEK and POKE,
memory maps and hi-res grap hics, and w ill teach you
enough for you to create ful l com puter graph ics , anima 
ti on and sound effects. We even throw in a sample pro
gra m so you can see what it takes to crea te a maze game.
All Step By Step p rograms come compl ete w ith wo(k
books , p ract ice prob lems and back up disks. They 're
boxed in a sturdy viny l pac kage tha t stores anywhe re.

Program Oesrgn . Inc % East Putn,im Avenue . Greenwicn C T 06830
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By combining the RANDOM command we learned in the Target
game with the DOT command, we could fill up a whole nighttime sky
with stars. The numbers were changed slightly so the stars wouldn't
come down quite so far. After experimenting with several possibilities, it
was decided that DOT LIST (RANDOM 260) (RANDOM 115) 
(RANDOM 20) was the best choice. Some of the stars may end up on
the roofs of the tallest houses, but the sky looks more natural if some of
the sta rs come down between the houses, so just consider those falling
stars!
(For MIT Logo, cha nge all of the SETPOS commands to SETXY. If
the second number is negative, enclose it in parentheses.)

llTROllClll
i:ililii FROM
MICRO •

CUBIT. The only
game of its kind for
the Apple Computer.
Innovative, new and
colorful. Cubit
offers an extra
dimension. It
transforms a
two-dimen
sional screen
to a3-0 arena.
Cubit offers
more than just
the hand/eye
coordination of
typical shoot'em
up games. It offers fast-moving, action
filled, strategy based entertainment.
And you don't have to be aconcert
pianist to handle the controls. Simple to
learn, yet enormously challenging to
master. Playable with both joystick and
keyboard .
For 48K Apple Computers with 3.3 DOS.
Enjoyable in black and white, but
awhole lot more fun on color monitor.
Look for our next game, to be released
soon.
Dealer/Distributors - Please contact
us for details on Cubit and our Apple
and IBM PC line of products.

Micromax Systems, Inc.
6868 Nancy Ridge Drive
San Diego , California 92121
(619) 457-3131
Apple is aregistered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

See us at forthcoming Applefest and
Comdex shows .

INNOVATORS IN MICRO-COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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ELECTRONIC
PLAYGROUND
by Jeff Tunnell

Learning for
the fun of it!
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ages 3 - 8

SOFTWARE ENTERTAINMENT COMPAN'li'
introduces a playful new program to
develop early learning skills. ELECTRONIC
PLAYGROUND will keep your child's at
tention for hours with colorful graphics,
animation and cheerful sound effects.
•

HI-RES MfiNUS:

Requires no keyboa~d
Input or pariental
assistance. Movement
throughout is
accomplished by simply
using the joystick .

Kids will delight in the
animated antics of the
MATCHMAN character
while matching shapes,
letters and improving
CQUntlng skills.

•

MAGIC BLACKBOARD:

Your child will create
colorful and imaginative
pictures by drawing with
their joystick. Natural and
easy use of the full hi-res
capability of the Apple.
HI-RES CATALOG:

Saves pictures created on
the Magic Blackboard and
then displays miniatures
of the pictures that were
stored on the disk. All
this without using any
keyboard Input!

And best of all - only $24.95!
To order send $24.95 plus $2 .00 shipping and handling to:
SOFTWARE ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY, P.O. Box 10854,
Eugene, Oregon 97440. (503) 342-3495.
Dealer inquiries invited.

SOFTWARE ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY
Graphics created with Penguin Software's Graphic Magician
Requires ApPle II. II + or Apple lie • Apple II 15 a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

© 1983 SOFTWARE ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

TO NI GHT
HT
HOUSES
SKY
MOON
END
TO SQUARE :N
REPEAT 4 [FD :N RT 90]
END
TO TRIANGLE :N
REPEAT 3 [FD :N RT 120]
END
TO HOUSE :N
SQUARE :N
FD :N
RT 30
TRIAN GLE :N
LT 30 BK :N
DOOR
END
TO DOOR
RT 90 FD :N / 2
LT 90 FD :N/ 2
LT 90 FD :N/ 4
LT 90 FD :N / 2
RT 90 FD :N/ 4
RT 90
END
TO HOUSES
PU SETPOS (- 130 -60] PD
HOUSE 40
PU RT 90 FD 60 LT 90 PD
HOUSE 35
PU RT 90 FD 52 .5 LT 90 PD
HOUSE 30
PU RT 90 FD 45 LT 90 PD
HOUSE 25
PURT90FDTI.5LTOOPD
HOUSE 20
PU RT 90 FD 30 LT 90 PD
HOUSE 15
END
TO STAR
DOT LIST (RANDOM 260) (RANDOM 115) - (RANDOM 20)
END

(For MIT, leave out the word LIST in the STAR procedure.)
TO SKY
REPEAT 100 [STAR]
END
TO MOON
PU SETPOS [ 100 70] PD
RT 90
REPEAT 18 [FD 2 LT 10]
LT 140
REPEAT 14 [FD 2 RT 8]
END
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PLATO COURSEWARE MAKES
SERIOUS EDUCATION FUN.
Control Data PLATO ®course
ware brings new excitement to
education. Through such action
concepts as darts, pinball, hangman
and highly interactive graphics
and texts, PLATO challenges kids
to reach their learning goals.
PLATO coaxes and guides stu
dents. PLATO rewards them with
the feeling of accomplishment.

Literacy that introduces kids and
novices to the computer age;
*Computer Concepts that pro
vide a springboard to more
advanced computer lessons; and a
**Keyboarding lesson that uses
the famous Gregg typewriting
approach to teach keyboarding
techniques.

Widen your child's world.
See the entire growing library of
PLATO quality courseware at
selected retail outlets. Or for infor
mation and a free PLATO catalog,
call toll-free: 800-233-3784. Or
write: Control Data Publishing Co.,
PO. Box 261127, San Diego, CA
92126. In California call
800-233-3785.

PLATO courseware is being used
in classrooms across the nation.
Now you can bring this quality
education home. You'll find PLATO
lessons at selected retail outlets
where quality software is sold.

All PLATO micro courseware
is available for the Apple II
Plus and Apple Ile. Lessons
are also available for the
TI 99/4A and the Atari 800.

-- -.....

CorrµJter Concepls

...........

,..

PLATO
COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION

Warranty available free from Control Data Publishing C o.,
4455 Eastgate Mall. San Diego, CA 92121.
• Developed with Continuous Learning Corporation
••Developed with Gregg/ McGraw-Hilt
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CONTR..OL DATA
PUBLISHING

Lee McFadden makes
learning to use your
computer and its programs
an easy, rewarding
experience.
Mastering a new system or even a new
program is not easy. It takes a lot of study, a
lot of trial and error. a lot of back-and-forth
between dense manuals and your computer.
Wouldn't it all be so much easier if you had
a knowledgeable friend sitting by your side?
Lee Mcfadden is that friend. He's been
producing widely acclaimed teaching tapes
for over ten years. He knows what informa
tion you need, and exactly when you need
it. Team his skill with the know-how of
technical experts, and you get a faster.
easier way to master your computer and all
its power.

covering as much or as little detail as
you want.

Ideal for Training
Use the courses over and over again. Share
them with friends. family. students and staff.
Make "computer literacy" a reality in your
local schools. Bring a new employee "up to
speed" in just hours. instead of weeks. The
fully indexed Guide included with each
course is, by itself. an invaluable, on-going
reference.

Patented Audio Cassettes
Lee guides you patiently. step-by-step. while
you're sitting at your keyboard. No con
nection between the computer and your
cassette player is necessary. You learn by
doing. instead of by reading. And even the
tapes are special-a patented FlipTrack
system lets you go at your own pace.

Moneyback Guarantee
You may order any of the FlipTrack courses
from us on a 15-day "right of return" basis.
Try a lesson or two yourself. Share them
with others. [f you're not delighted at how
quickly and easily you begin to learn. simply
return the program in its original condition
for a full refund. No questions asked.

How to Order
Drop by your local dealer for a demon
stration. Or Visa and MasterCard holders
may add $2.50 shipping and handling to the
prices, and order toll-free:

1-800-227-1617, Ext. 439
(In California. call 1-800-772-3545. Ext. 439.)
Choose from these rewarding courses:

How to Operate the Apple II

Flirlltack®
ADivision of Mosaic Media. Inc.
526 N. Main St.. Dept. ST-D
Post Office Box 711
Glen Ellyn. IL 60137
312-790-lll 7

~4lJ

'lS

How to Operate the Apple/It"'
4 audio cassettes. l diskette & Operator·s Guide .

~%.00

How to Operate Your Computer Under CP/M •
3 audio cassettes & Operatm·s Guide

How to Use

VisiCalc ~

4 audio cassettes & Lesson Summarv

Wl <J:i
:i-b:i on

How to Use WordStarc!! ·
3 audio cassettes & User· s Guide

.Learn by
listening to ,
afriena.
Learning Systems

Plus ~

3 audio cassettes & Operatm·s Guide

$49 %
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We've waited more than a year to get rid of Bill Budge from that pic
ture at the top of this page. So, while he's off looking for more modeling
gigs, let' s get down to some serious fooling around.
Actually, we're not going to do that much fooling with the Apple this
time because most of the stuff we' re going to cover takes place inside the
machine where we can 't see it. We're going to have a look at how the
computer counts.
Numbers are important in computing. On a typical day, a word
processing Apple might input, delete, and save tens of thousands of
words in text. On the same day, it could also run financial programs that
handle figures in the hundreds of thousands of dollars . That evening, the
same Apple might rack up millions of points on arcade games.
Numbers are also important in computing even if you never do any
VisiCa/culating or general ledgering. They're important because the com
puter is really just a very big calculator. You've probably heard people
say that the abacus was one of the earliest computers, and you might
have tried to imagine someone using it for word processing or playing
adventures and arcade games. Not much luck , right? Obviously, it isn't
that kind of computer, but it can do complex calculations.
Perhaps the most important reason numbers are so vital to a com
puter is because that's all it understands. And it understands only two of
them-zero and one. This crazy method of using just two numbers is
called the binary system.
Thinking in terms of numbers is rather complicated, and fortunately
we don 't have to; but it's unfortunate for the computer, since that's all it
knows. In typical computer stubbornness, the Apple refuses to speak our
language, so we must be broadminded and speak its tongue.
Playing by the Numbers. Whether you're typing up a term paper,
playing a game, or receiving information by modem over the phone lines,
the computer must receive all information as numbers. When you press a
key on a keyboard or turn the dial on a game paddle, you're feeding
numbers into the Apple. In fact, all input, output, and internal opera
tions happen in terms of numbers.
Even though we use these marvelous machines to do more than mar
velous things (and sometimes to make marvelous mistakkes), the com
puter is really quite a simple piece of work. You were probably quite sur
prised to see how few parts there were inside the Apple the first time you
removed the lid and took a look inside. If so, you'll probably be equally
surprised to find out that, technically, the computer is really nothing
more than a lot of switches.
These switches are in one of two states, on or off; they're just like
the light switches in the dining room (unless you have one of those dim
mer knobs that simulate candielight for people too cheap to buy real can
dles). On or off; yes or no; live free or die. There is no in between.
In terms of numbers, the state of a switch being off or on is repre
sented by the numbers zero and one. Okay, let's count with the Apple.
Ready, go. Zero, one . .. . Now what? We've run out of numbers; what a
stupid machine. Before we start condemning it to limbo, let's look at the
number system that we humans use-the decimal system.
We have only ten numerals to work with, zero through nine. But as
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soon as we get to nine, we form the number ten by adding another col
umn . Thus, ten is represented by 10; in our system , IO(read as one, zero)
represents ten, the number that comes after nine.
The binary system works exactly the same way. We run out of nu
merals after we get to one, so we add another column. In this case, 10 (read
as one, zero) represents two, the number that comes after one. The next
number, three, is written as 11. We're out of numerals again, so it's time
to add another column; four is written as 100. Getting the hang of it?
Kid Stuff. Many adults have trouble with this concept of counting in
terms of zeros and ones because they' re so used to the decimal system.
Kids seem to pick it up with more ease because they're not so convinced
that decimal is the way the world works.
In elementary school, we were taught that the number 10 is a one in
the tens column and a zero in the ones column. Jn other words, it's one
ten and no ones. When we get to 99 (nine tens and nine ones), we're out
of numerals, and we need to add another column. The next number is
100 (one hundred, no tens, no ones). For one more example, 365 is inter
preted as three hundreds, six tens, and five ones.
And so it is with binary numbers. The figure 10 represents two (one
two and no ones) and 11 represents three (one two and one one) . We've
filled both the twos and the ones columns to represent the number three,
so the next column would be the fours column; the number four
would be represented by 100 (one four, no twos, no ones).
So here we have a nice assortment of zeros and ones; big stinking
deal. The big deal is that this is where it all ties in to computers. In the
world of computers, each binary digit (zero or one) is called a bit, which
comes from binary digit. Remember all those switches that make up the
computer? That's what bits are. Depending on how they 're combined,
bits are what the computer uses to represent numeric values, letters, and
other little creatures.
To get a clearer idea of how this works, think of our decimal system .
With three places, we can m ake numbers from 000 to 999. The value of
the numeral depends on which numbers are in which places. You could
have a three with two zeros and get 003. You could have the same num
bers in different places and come up with 300. There's an obvious differ
ence. It's the same way with bits. Depending on which are ones and
which are zeros, you get different values.
Can You Are Ee Ay Dee This? Bits are the smallest pieces of infor
mation the Apple deals with, just as letters in the alphabet are the small
est things we deal with when we read and write. However, the Apple
doesn't handle bits one at a time, nor do we read words one letter
at a time.
When we see the word Cumby, we read it as Gumby (gum-bee) and
conjure up an image of a lovable green clay cartoon figure who skates on
one foot and walks through book covers; we don't read it as G-U-M-B
y (gee you em bee why), visualize five letters in a sequence, and then
form a mental green clay image. Likewise, picture yourself reading Gone
with the Wind using the latter method, one letter at a time, and you' ll see
that it would take forever to find out if Rhett Butler gave a damn . Obvi
ously, reading words instead of letters is much faster. (Renting the mov
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ie for home video would be even faster, but that doesn't relate to the sub
ject at hand.)
The Apple doesn't handle bits one at a time, either. It handles them
in groups of eight; each group of eight bits is known as a byte. In groups
of eight, we can make strange-looking numbers such as 01101100,
10011100, 00000001, and so on.
In order, those figures represent the decimal numbers 108, 156, and I
respectively. How did we know? Here's how:
From right to left, the columns of each binary figure are l, 2, 4, 8, 16,
32, 64, and 128. For 01101100, we find out what columns the ones are in
and add those numbers together. In this case, it's
64

+ 32 + 8 + 4

128

+ 16 + 8 + 4

=

hand columns {tens a nd ont:s), we m ultiply tht: left-hand side by one hu n
dred to get
19 x 100 = 1,9 00

Next, we add that to the right-hand side for the fin al result of
1,900

108

For 10011100, it's
=

156

This is fine if you happen to have lots of scratch paper and plenty of pa
tience, but there's an easier way.
Notice that the four columns on the left (128, 64, 32, and 16) are all
equal to sixteen times the four columns on the right (8, 4, 2, and 1).
Here's where it becomes easier. Take the binary number 10011100 and
slice it down the middle into two four-digit numbers, 1001 and 1100,
which equal 9 and 12 respectively (go ahead, check the math if you
want).
Next, take the left-hand half, multiply it by sixteen, and you'll get
9 x 16 = 144

Add this to the right-hand side and we'll get the final answer:
144

+ 12

=

156

It's Really Not That Hard. If this concept seems difficult, take a
look at how the same thing works in decimal. We take a number like
1,984, break it in half, and we get 19 and 84. Since the two left-hand
columns (thousands and hundreds) are one hundred times the two right-
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+

84 = 1,9 84

the official yea r of the 1984 Summer Olympics.
But even with this method, numbers like 00101101 a re still hard to
read. To make things a little easier, the computer gods devised a system
to change these eight-digit numbers into two-digit ones. They did this by
changing from a binary (two-numeral) system to a hexadecimal (sixteen
digit) system ; the more numerals we're allowed to work with, the fewer
times we' ll need to add columns to numbers . Having a sixteen-number
system means having to add columns less frequently .
The binary system is like a set of one-cup containers. As soon as one
container (column) is holding one cup of water, you have to have an
other one handy if you want to add more. The hexadecimal system is like
a set of one-gallon containers; you can fill one with sixteen cups before
you have to add another container.
Counting with the ABCs. When counting in hexadecimal, we run in
to a little problem. After we get to 9, we have six more numbers to go
before we add another column, but we're out of numerals. The comput
er gods have also taken care of this by introducing the alphabet into the
hexadecimal counting system. So, instead of 0 through 9, we count 0, 1,
2, 3 ... 9, A, B, C, D, E, F. If you guessed that A through F represent
numbers ten through fifteen, give youself an A for the day.
Armed with all this knowledge, we're ready to begin writing num
bers like the pros do. Here are a few examples of how hexadecimal
works:
Decimal

Hexadecimal
$1
$2

1
2
10

$A
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80
He xadecimal
$F
$10
$11

De c im al
15

16
17

160

$AO

255

$FF

The hig question buzzing through the mind ought to be, ..What the
heck are those dollar signs doing in there?" That's how computer people
mark the difference between decimal and hexadecimal. The decimal fig
ure for sixty is 60: in hexadecimal, 60 stands for ninety-six (six sixteens
and no ones). If you're programming and you don't know whether 60
means sixty or ninety-six, your program may end up doing some things
stange eno ugh to catch the attention of Leonard Nimoy and the In
Search of . .. team.
In short, whenever you see a number preceded by$, it's telling you
tha t it's in hexadecimal.
Deja Vu. Figuring out the values of hexadecimal numbers is similar
to figuring out binary numbers, but it's a little easier. Start by splitting
the number down the middle, just as we did with binary numbers. For
t;xample, 506 would be chopped into $0 and $6. Multiply the left-hand
side by sixteen to get $0 X 16 = 208 (SD equals thirteen, right?). Then
we just add that result to the right-hand half of $06, and voila,
208

+6

=

214

Going the other way is just as simple. If you wanted to convert 214 to
hexadecimal, you' d divide by sixteen to get 214 / 16 = 13, with a re
mainder of 6. In other words, it's thirteen sixteens and six ones. We know
th at 13 X 16 is equal to SOO, so we just combine that with the remainder
to get 506.
We now have a somewhat firm grip on understanding the binary and
hexadecimal numbering systems, and we're all better people for it. But
where all this fits in the scheme of things is still a little unclear.
Confusion for the Sake of Neatness. Remember that we said eight
bits make up one byte in the computer. In other words, we can represent
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a byte of information as 01101100, 10011111, or any combination of
zeros and ones from 00000000 to I I 111II1 . But this way of writing num
bers is confusing, and it takes up a lot of room. That's why computer
people prefer to use the hexadecimal system. Decimal numbers are easi
er to recognize, but when it comes to dealing with computers, memory
structures, and bytes, hexadecimal really is tidier.
Here's what we mean . Boot up DOS and get into the Monitor by the
usual call -151. Now type 3D0.3FOL and hit the return key. Those four
digit numbers on the left are memory locations, known as addresses. All
those two-digit numbers to the right are the values currently stored at
each address. For example, address $0300 holds 4C, $03D 1 holds BF,
$03D2 holds 9D, and so on. You don't see each address listed, just every
eighth address. So far, things don't look that much tidier.
As we said earlier, bytes are represented by the binary numbers be
tween 00000000 and 11111111. In decimal, it's between 0 and 255; in
hexadecimal, it's between $00 and $FF. Clearly, the latter system is
easier.
The Apple's memory structure works in a similar way. We could ei
ther say that the main RAM is between decimal locations 24576 and
49152 or that it's between hex locations $6000 and $BFFF. Take your
pick; hex never felt so good.
What a Long, Strange Trip It's Been. Finally, we're at the point
where all these dollar signs, numbers, and letters begin to make a little
sense. Once you have a grip on the hexadecimal system, a lot of other
things will be a little easier to understand. Getting used to hexadecimal is
perhaps the second hardest thing there is in the Apple world. (The hard
est thing is figuring out what to do with the cardboard boxes after you've
unpacked everything. If you don't believe that, just check out the picture
at the beginning of this column.)
But now we've brought up some new questions. If the computer un
derstands only numbers, then how is it that it can display letters, punctu
ation marks, and other symbols? That will be the topic of confusion next
time.
JI
Stay tuned, true believers.
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by Peter 8oum ond lorry Roddenberry
The double-high-resolution display mode
available for the Apple Ile provides twice the
horiwntal resolution of the standard hi-res
mode. On a monochrome video monitor, stan
dard hi-res displays 280 columns and 192 rows
of picture elements (pixels): the double-hi-res
mode displays 560 by 192 pixels. On a color
monitor, the standard-hi-res mode displays up
to 140 columns of colors, each being selected
from the group of six colors available, with cer
tain color mixture limitations. Double hi-res
displays 140 columns of color on which all six
teen of the colors available in lo-res can be dis
played without any mixing problems.
Do You Have What It Takes? Installation
of the double-hi-res mode on your Apple Ile de
pends on the following three conditions: pres
ence of a revision B motherboard; installation
of an extended eighty-column text card with
jumper; a video monitor with a bandwidth of at
least 14 MHz.
First, your Apple lie must have a revision B
motherboard. To find out whether your Ile's

motherboard is revision B, check the part num
ber, which is printed on the motherboard be
tween the peripheral slots and the back panel of
the computer. If the board is a revision B, the
part number will be 820-0064-B. Double hi-res
does not work on computers containing a revi
sion A motherboard. If your lie doesn't con
tain a revision B board, and if you want to
obtain one, contact your local Apple dealer.
The second condition for using double hi
res on your Ile is that your lie must have an ex
tended eighty-column text card installed. This
card must have a jumper connecting the two
Molex-type pins on the board. ( Waming: If your
lie has an A motherboard, do not make the
jumper connection on the eighty-column card.
The system will not work at all if you do. The
manual that came with the card shows where
the pins are and how to install the jumper.)
The last requirement for operation in dou
ble-hi-res mode is that your video monitor must
have a bandwidth of at least 14 MHz. This
bandwidth is necessary because a television set

When Apple redesigned 1he Apple If and pw 1he Ii/lie eon the case, 1he company !L~ed 1he new eigh1y
colu111n video capability to boost the resolution ofgraphics as well as 1ex1. There was only one caich.
Anyone who asked how /0 use 1he new double hi-res go/ the punch line from an old Vermomer"s joke:
You can't ge11here from here. In our July i.nue. Don Wonh imroduced us 10 1he new mode wi1h some
Appleso/1 demo programs. He showed us how /0 ge1 there all righ1. but like ano1her old Vermomer. he
showed us 1he long way. This momh, Peter Baum shows us how to do ii fast wi1h an in-dep1h look a/
hmv double hi-res works and a se/ ofroutines by Larry Roddenberry thal do double hi-res 1he easy way:
machine language called from Applesoft.
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requiring a modul ato r will not reproduce some
characters or graphic elements clea rly, due to
the hi gh speed at which the computer sends out
dots in this mode. The examples we start out
with will be clea rest on a monochrome moni
to r-one that displays eig hty co lumns clearly
while the color ro utines at the end will be more
interesting in color. If you have a video moni
tor. colo r or monochrome, please use it-in
stead of a television set-to display the exam
ples that follow.
Your Tum To Be CreatiYe-Or, Volun
teers. Anyone? There are no commercial pro
grams that suppo rt double-hi-res graphics yet.
Moreover, none of the standard-hi-res com
mands (such as hplot) work properly in double
hi-res mode. We'll provide the basic color-line
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drawing commands in this article, but there is a
need for shape-drawing routines, fill routines,
a nd a body o f other material before we can get
full use of double hi-res. Until such routines are
avail a ble, users must write their own. If you've
gotten this far and want to continue, you'll
probably already have used the system Moni
tor. and you' ll need very few explanations. If
yo u have no experience with the Monitor, refer
to the Apple lie Referen ce Manual before try
ing to follow the examples given here.
You should also be acquainted with stan
d ard-hi-res functions. If you aren't, obtain the
Apple lie Reference Manual or the Apple II Ref
erence Manual and read the sections on high
resolution graphics before proceeding.
You ca n find another good explanation of
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normal hi-res

these fe atures in the Apple II Graphics column
by Ken Williams in Softline magazine. The
series began with the first issue, September
1981, and back issues are available from Sof
talk Publishing. The early columns are espe
cially useful.
The tutorial that occupies the rest of this ar
ticle ass umes you a re working at your Apple Ile
as you read. Before you start, be sure you have
a jumpered extended eighty-column card in
yo ur revision B Apple Ile.

Hands-On Practice with Standard Hi-Res.
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The A pple Ile hi-res graphics display is bit
mapped. In other words, each dot on the screen
corresponds to a bit in the Apple He's memory.
For a real-life example of bit-mapping, per
fo rm the following procedure, according to the
instructions that follow . Be sure to hit return
after typing each command.
1. Boot the system , using the DOS System
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bytes). In the screen di splay, the lca' t 'igmfi
cant bit of each byte appears as the lc:ftmo>t
pixel in a gro up o f seven pi xe ls. The 'iCCond Icw.t
significant bit correspo nds to the pixel directl y
to thc right of the pi xe l previo usly di, played ,
and so on. To watch this procedure in action,
follow the steps listcd below. The dots will
appear in the middle of your screen.
I. Type 2028:1.
2. Type 2828:2.
3. Type 3028:4.
The three bits you specified in this exercise cor
respond to three pixels displayed one after a n
other, from left to right.
The most significant bit in each byte does
not correspond to a pixel. Instead, this bit is
used to shift the position of the other seven bits
in the byte. For a demonstration of this feature,
follow the steps listed below:
I. Type 2050:8.
2. Type 2850:8.
3. Type 3050:8.
You'll notice that the dots align themselves ver
tically. Now:
4. Type 2450:88.
The new dot (that is, the one corresponding to
the bit you just specified) does not line up with
the dots you displayed earlier. Instead, it ap
pears to be shifted one "half dot" to the right.
5. To demonstrate that this dot really is a
"new" dot and not just the "old" dot
shifted by one dot position , type2050:18,
2850:18.
You'll notice that the dot mentioned in step 4
(the dot that was not aligned with the other seven

isn't a problem across the whole sixteen-color range of double hi-res .
Master disk.
2. When the Applesoft prompt appears,
press control-reset.
3. Engage the caps-lock key, and type hgr.
(This instruction should clear the top of
the screen.)
4. Type call -151. (The system is now in
the Monitor mode, and the prompt
should appear as an asterisk.)
5. Type 2100:1 . One single dot should ap
pear in the upper left-hand corner of the
screen.
You have just plotted a hi-res pixel. (Not an
astonishing feat, but you have to start some
where....)
With a black-and-white monito1, the bits in
memory have a simple correspondence with the
dots (pixels) on-screen. A dot of light appears if
the corresponding bit is on (has a value of I) but
remains invisible if the bit is off (has a value of

0). (The dot is white on a black-and-white moni

tor, and green on a green-screen monitor, such
as Apple's Monitor III. For simplicity, we shall
refer to an invisible dot as black and a visible
one as white.) Two visible dots located next to
each other appear as a single wide dot, and
many adjacent dots appear as a line. To obtain
a display of another dot and a line, follow the
steps listed below.
I. Type 2080:40. A dot should appear
above and to the right of the dot you
produced in the last exercise.
2. Type 2180: 7F. A small horizontal line
should appear below the first dot you
produced.
From Bits and Bytes to Pixels. The seven
low-order bits in each display byte control seven
adjarent dots in a row. A group of forty consec
utive bytes in memory controls a row of 280
dots (seven dots per byte, multiplied by forty
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dots) is straddled by the dots above and below
it. (The use of magnifying lenses is permitted.)
Shifting the pixel one half dot by setting the
most significant bit is most often used for color
displays. When the high bit of a byte is set to
generate this shifted dot (which is also called the
halfdot shift), all the dots for that byte will be
shifted one half dot. The half:do t shift does
not exist in the double-hi-res mode for the
Apple lie.
Figure I shows the memory map for the
standard hi-res graphics mode. Each block
shown represents an a rea seven pixels wide and
eight pixels high on the hi-res screen. One block
is blown up and broken down to show the rela
tive memory layout. Each row of seven boxes in
the blown-up block represents one byte of mem
ory, each box in the row representing one pixel
o r bit. The address of any given byte of hi-res
memory is determined by adding the hexadeci
mal numbers (shown in the ligure) of the
block's column and row to the hex number cor
n:sponding to its byte within its block.
For example, the lirst memory address of
each screen line for the first few lines is $2000,
$2400. $2800, $2COO, and so on. Those are all
within the first block: $2000 (the number to the
left of the block 's row) plus $00 (the number at
the top of that column) plus $0, $400. $800, and
$COO (the numbers of the corresponding bytes
in the blown-up block).
The Intricacies of Double Hi-Res. Because
the double-hi-res graphics mode provides twice
the horizontal dot den sity as standard hi-res
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$2000
$2080
$2 100
$21 80
$2 200
$2280
$2300
$2380
$2028
$20A8

~..... 
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I

$0800

socoo
S1000

s 1400

I

$1800

I I
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Figure 1.

does, double hi-res requires twice as much
memory as standard hi-res. If you spent many
hours memorizing the standard-hi-res memory
map. don't despair. Double hi-res still uses the
hi-res graphics page, but only to represent half

TM
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the picture, so to speak. In the double-hi-res
mode, the hi-res graphics page is compressed to
fit into half of the display. The other half of the
display is stored in memory on the extended
eighty-column card (called the auxiliary or aux
memory). (This article refers to the standard-hi
res graphics page, which resides in main mem
ory, as the motherboard or MB memory.)
The auxiliary memory uses the same ad
dresses used by the standard-hi-res graphics
page I ($2000 through $3FFF). The hi-res
graphics page in auxiliary memory is known as
hi-res page IX. The graphics pages in auxiliary
memory are bank-switched memory, which you
can switch in by activating some of the soft
sw itches. (Adventurous readers may want to
skip ahead to the section of the article headed
"Using the Auxiliary Memory.")
The memory mapping for the hi-res graph
ics display is analogous to the technique used
for the eighty-column display. The double-hi-res
display interleaves bytes from the two different
memory pages (auxiliary and motherboard).
Seven bits from a byte in the auxiliary memory
bank are displayed first, followed by seven bits
from the corresponding byte on the mother
board. The bits are arranged in the same way as
in standard hi-res (least significant bit first) . In
double hi-res, the most significant bit of each
byte is ignored: thus , no half-dot shift can
occur. (This feature is important, as you'll see
when we examine double-hi-res color.)
The memory layout for double hi-res is
similar to that of standard hi-res. Each block,
however. is broken down into eight rows of
fourteen pixels each, seven pixels in each row
coming from a byte of auxiliary memory and
the other seven pixels coming from mother
board memory. Figure 2 shows the double-hi
res version of the blown-up block in figure I.
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ory location . The soft switches are:

$0000

BOST ORE

off:
on:

From
Monitor,
write:
$COOO
$C001

RAM RD

off:
on:

$C002
$C003

49154,0
491SS,O

RAMWRT

off:
on:

$C004
$COOS

491S6,0
491S7,0

PAGE2

off:
on:

$C054
$C05S

49236,0
49237,0

HIRES

off:
on:

$COS6
$C057

49238,0
49239,0

$0400
$0800
$0COO
$1000
$1400
$1800

From
Applesoft,
poke:
49152,0
49153,0

$1COO

A routine called AUXMOVE, located in
the
Monitor ROM of the Apple lie, is also
Auxiliary
Motherboard
handy. AUXMOVE is located at address
Figure 2.
$C3 I I.
Manipulating the auxiliary memory with
Obtaining a Double-Hi-Res Display. To the soft switches has the following idiosyncra
display the double-hi-res mode, set the follow sies. Figure 3 is a set of memory maps showing
the active banks based on various switch set
ing soft switches:
tings. The figure should clarify the descriptions.
I. To activate the PAGE2 and HIRES
In Monitor,
In Applesoft,
switches, you need only read (peek)
read:
peek:
from the corresponding memory lo
$C057
49239
HI-RES
GR
$C050
49232
cations (instead of writing to them, as
49246
AN3
$COSE
you do for the other three switches).
MIXED
4923S
$COS3
2. The PAGE2 switch normally selects
poke:
write:
the display page, in either graphics or
80COL
$COOD
4916S,O
text mode, from either page I or page
Annunciator 3 (AN3) must be turned off to
get into double-hi-res mode. You turn it off by
reading location 49246 ($COSE). Note that
whenever you press control-reset, AN3 is
turned on; therefore, each time you press con
trol-reset, you must turn AN3 off again .
If you are using MIXED mode, then the
bottom four lines on the screen will display text.
If you have not turned on the eighty-column
card, then every second character in the bot
tom four lines of text will be a random charac
ter. (The reason is that although the hardware
displays eighty columns of characters, the firm
ware updates only the forty-column screen,
which consists of the characters in the odd
numbered columns. The characters in even
numbered columns then consist of random
characters taken from text page IX in the aux
iliary memory.)
To remove the even characters from the bot
tom four lines on the screen, type PR#3 from
Basic (type 3 control-P from the Monitor). This
activates the eighty-column firmware and clears
the memory locations on page IX.
Using the Auxiliary Memory. The auxil
iary memory consists of several sections, which
you can select by using the soft switches in the
list that follows. A pair of memory locations is
dedicated to each switch. (One location turns
the switch on ; the other turns it off.) You acti
vate a switch by writing to the appropriate
memory location . The WRITE instruction it
self is what activates the switch ; therefore, it
doesn't matter what data you write to the mem
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2 of the motherhoa rd trn.:mo ry. How
eve r, it docs so o nly when the
80STOR E switch is off.
3. If the 80STORE switch is on, then
the function on the PAG E2 switch
changes. When 80STORE is on.
PAG E2 switches in the text page, lo
cations $400-7 FF, from auxiliary
memory (text page IX), instead of
switching the display screen to the al
ternate video page (page 2 on the
motherboard). When 80STO RE is
on, the PAGE2 switch determines
which memory bank (auxiliary or
motherboard) is used during any ac
cess to addresses $400 through 7F F.
When the 80STORE switch is on, it
has priority over all other switches.
4. If the 80STORE switch is on, then the
PAGE2 switch only switches in the
graphics page 1X from the auxiliary
memory if the HIRES switch is also
on. (Note that this circumstance is
slightly different from that described
in item 3.) When 80STORE is on, and
if the HIRES switch is also on, the
PAGE2 switch selects the memory
bank (auxiliary or motherboard) for
accesses to a memory location within
the range $2000 through 3FFF. If the
HIRES switch is off, any access to a
memory location within the range
$2000 through 3FFF uses the mother
board memory, regardless of the state
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of the PAGE2 switch.
5. If the 80STORE switch is off, and
if the RAMRD and RAMWRT
switches are on, then any read
ing or writing to address space
$200-$BFFF gains access to the aux
iliary memory . If only one of the
switches-for example, RAM RD-is
set, only the approriate operation, in
this case a read, will be performed on
the auxiliary memory, while a write
operation will affect only the mother
board memory. If only RAMWRT is
set, then all write operations go to
the auxiliary memory. When the
80STORE switch is on, it has higher
priority than the RAMRD and
RAMWRT switches.
Shortcuts: Writing to Auxiliary Memory
from the Keyboard. First, press control-reset.
Next, type call -151 to get into the Monitor.
Then type the following hexadecimal addresses
to turn on the double-ht-res mode:

SO~TAL~~
can clear the nonhlank colums hy writing zeros
to addresses $2000 through $3FFF on graphics
page IX of auxiliary memory. To do so, sim pl y
turn on the 80STORE switch, turn on the
PAG E2 switch, and then write to locati ons
$2000, $200 I, $2002, and so on up through
$3FFF. However, this procedure will not work
if you try it from the Monitor! The reaso n is
that each time you invoke a Monitor routine,
the routine sets the P AG E2 switch back to page
I so that it can display the most recent com
mand you entered. When you try to write to the
hi-res memory on the auxiliary card, it will write
to the motherboard memory instead.
Another way to obtain the desired result is
to use the Monitor's user command, which fore-
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es a jump to memory location $31-"k. You ca n
place a JM P in,tructi on ' tarting at th1' mem
ory location so that the program wi ll jump to a
routine that write' into hi-n:' page IX. hir
tunately, the Monitor already cont ains such a
routine: AUXMOV E.
Using AUXMOVE. You use the AUX
MOVE routine to move data blocks between
mai n and aux iliary memory. But the task still
remains of setting up the routine so that it
knows which data to write and where to write it.
To use this routine, some byte pairs in zero page
must be set up with the data block addresses,
and the carry bit must be fixed lo indicate the
direction of the move. You may not be sur
prised to learn that the byte pairs in zero page

(for ht-res)
(for graphics)
(for mixed mode)
COS3
(turns off AN3 for double hi-res)
COSE
COODO (turns on the 80COL switch)

COS?

coso

This procedure usually causes the display of a
random-dot pattern at the top of the screen,
while the bottom four lines on the screen con
tain text. To clear the screen, follow these steps:
I. Type JDOG to return to Baste.
2. Type HGR to clear half of the screen.
(The characters you type will prob
ably appear in alternating columns.
This is not a cause for alarm; as noted
earlier, the firmware simply trunks
you are working with a forty-column
display.) Remember that hi-res
graphics commands don't know
about the half of the screen stored on
page IX in the auxiliary memory.
Therefore, only page I (that 1s, the
first half) of th e graphics page on the
motherboard is cleared. As a result, m
the screen display, only alternate sev
en-bit columns appear cleared.
On the other hand, if all of the screen col
umns were cleared after the HGR command,
then chances are good that you're not in dou
ble-hi-res mode. If your screen was cleared, you
should determine which mode you're in. Type
the following instructions:
CALL -1S1
2000:FF
2001 <20002027M

If a solid line appears across the top of the
screen, you're not in double-hi-res mode. (The
line that appears sh,ould be a dashed or in
termittent line.) If you're not in double hi-res,
then make sure that you do have a B mother
board and that the two Molex-type pins on the
extended eighty-column card are shorted to
gether with the jumper block. Then retype the
instructions listed previously.
If you're staring at a half-cleared screen, you
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used by AUXMOVE are also the scratch-pad
registers used by the Monitor during instruc
tion execution. The result is that, while you type
the addresses for the Monitor's move com
mand, those addresses are being stored in the
byte pairs used by AUXMOVE. Thereafter,
you can call the AUXMOVE command direct
ly, using the user (control- Y) command.
1n practice, then, enter the following in
structions:
(turns on the eighty-col
u mn ROM, which con
tains the AUXMOVE
routine)

CODA 0

COOO.O

3F8: 4C 11 C3 (the jump to AUXMOVE)
2000<2000.3FFF
control-Y

(control-Y activates the
user command)

The syntax for this user command is
AUXdest< MBstart.MBend control-Y.
The command copies the values in the range
MBstart to MBend in the motherboard mem
ory into the auxiliary memory beginning at
AU Xdest. This command is analogous to the
move command.
You can use this procedure to transfer any
block of data from the motherboard memory to
hi-res page IX. Working directly from the key-

r a

r2
E: A •-:
L OC•

PAT

a
Joli
p Joli a
sE T
---
-----·
SR I .I
E:

Doub le hi-res is capable of much more subtle color mixtures than normal hi-res . This is a potential
dithered color chart for a double-hi-res fill routine that-sorry-doesn't exist yet
board, you can use a data block transferred this
way to fill in any part of a double-hi-res screen
image. The image to be stored in hi-res page 1X

tf _ KEEP

YOUR'
APPLE

SHINING
\

...with
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NOW$16.95
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I NAME
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NJ res id e nts add D'Y.°J sa les tax
D e aler inquiri es invited
I C hft n n , NJ 0701 1
new fo r years to come.
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(that is, the image that will be displayed in the
even-numbered columns of the double-hi-res
picture) must first be stored in the mother
boa rd memory. You can then use the control-Y
Monitor command to transfer the image to hi
res page IX.
The AUXMOVE routine uses the RAM
R D and RAMWRT switches to transfer the
data blocks. Because the 8IBTORE switch over
rides the RAMRD and RAMWRT switches,
the 80STORE switch must be turned off
otherwise, it would keep the transfer from
occurring properly (hence the write to $COOO
mentioned earlier).
If the 8IBTORE, PAGEi, and HIRES switch
es are on when you execute AUXMOVE,
then any access to an address located within the
range from $2000 to $3FFF inclusive would
use the motherboard memory, regardless of
how RAMRD and RAMWRT are set. Enter
ing the command COOO:O turns off 80STORE,
thus letting the RAMRD and RAMWRT
switches control the memory banking.
The control-Y trick described above works
only for transferring data blocks from the main
(motherboard) memory to auxiliary memory
(because the Monitor always enters the
AUXMOVE routine with the carry bit set). To
move data blocks from the auxiliary memory to
the main memory, you must enter AUXMOVE
with the carry bit clear. You ca n use the routine
listed below to transfer data blocks in either
direction:
301 :AD 0 3

(loads the contents of ad
dress $300 into the accu
mulator)

304:2A

(rotates the most signif
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305:4C 11 C3
3F8:4C 1 3

icant bit into the carry
fl ag)
(jump to $C31 l-AUX
MOVE)
(sets the control-Y com
mand lo jump lo address
$301)

Before using this routine, you must modify
memory location $300, depending on the direc
tion in which you want to transfer the data
blocks. If the transfer is from the auxiliary
memory to the motherboard, you must clear
location $300 to zero. If the transfer is from the
motherboard to the a uxiliary memory, you
must set location $300 to $FF.
Two Double-Hi-Res Pages. So far, we've
only discussed using graphics pages I and IX to
display double-hi-res pictures. But-analogous
to the standard-hi-res pages I and 2-two
double-hi-res pages exist: pages I and IX, at
locations $2000 through $3FFF, and pages 2
and 2X, at locations $4000 through $5FFF. The
oniy trick in displaying the second double-hi-res
page is that you must turn off the 80STORE
switch. If the 80STORE switch is on, then only
the first page ( 1 and 1X) is displayed . Go ahead
and try it:
COOO:O
C055

(to turn off the 80STORE switch)
(to turn on the PAG E2 switch)

The screen will fill up with another display
of random bits. Clear the screen using the in
structions listed in the section headed "Using
AUXMOVE." However, this time, use ad
dresses $4000 through $5FFF instead . (Don't
be alarmed by the fact that the figures you're
typing aren't displayed on the screen. They're
being "displayed" on text page I.)
4000:0
4001<4000.SFFFM
4000 < 4000.SFFF control-Y

You'll be delighted to learn that you can
also use this trick to display two eighty-column
text screens. The only problem here is that the
eighty-column firmware continually turns on
the 80STORE switch, which prevents the dis
play of the second eighty-column screen. How
ever, if you write your own eighty-column dis
play driver, then you can use both of the eighty
column screens.
Color Madness. It should come as no sur
prise that color-display techniques in double hi
res are different from color-display techniques
in standard hi-res. This is because the "half-dot
shift" doesn't exist in double-hi-res mode.
In the following examples, the term color
monitor refers to either an NTSC monitor or a
color television set. Both work; however, the
displays will be much harder to see on the tele
vision. The generation of color in double hi-res
demands sacrifices. A 560-by-192-dot display is
not possible in color. Instead, the horizontal
resolution decreases by a factor of four (to 140
dots across the screen). Just as with a black-and
white monitor, a simple correspondence exists
between memory and the pixels on the screen.
The difference is that four bits are required to
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determine each color pixel. These fo ur bits rep
2000 < 2000.3FFF
the screen, a nd
then the other halt
resent sixteen different combinations: one for
con trol-Y
each of the colors a vaila ble in double hi-res .
of the screen )
(These are the same colors that a re available in
lo-res.)
2 100: 11 4
(two red dots a rp t:ar on
Let's start by exploring the pattern that
top kft t:dgc: of sc ret:n)
must be stored in memory lo draw a single col
2 10 2<2 100.2126M (a dashed red line
ored line across the screen. Start by pressing re
a ppears ac ross the
set; then load the program Color Test from the
screen)
DOS 3.3 Sample Programs disk (with the old
Apple DOS System Master use the program
2150:8 22
(two green dots appear
Color Demosoji). Use this program to adjust the
nt:ar the bottom left
colors displayed by your monitor. After you've
edge)
adjusted the colors, exit from the program.
2 152<2150.2 175M (a dashed green line
The instructions that follow are divided in
appears across the
to groups separated by blank lines. Because it's
screen)
very difficult (and, on a TV set, almost impos
sible) to read the characters you' re typing in as
2100<2150.2177
(fills in the red line)
they a ppear on-screen, face it: You will make
control-Y
typing errors. If the instructions appear not to
work, then sta rt again from the beginning of a
In contra st to conditions in sta ndard hi-res,
group of instructions.
no half-dot shift occurs, and the most signifi
cant bit of each byte is not used.
(to get into the
CALL - 151
As noted above, four bits determine a col
Monitor)
or. You can paint a single-color line across the
(this set of instructions
C050
screen simply by repeating a four-bit pattern
puts the
across the screen. But it is much easier to write a
computer into double
C057
whole byte rather than just change four bits at a
hi-res mode)
time. Since only seven bits of each byte are dis
COSE
played (as noted earlier in our discussion of
COOD:O
black-and-white double hi-res) and the pattern
is four bits wide, it repeats itself every twenty
2000:0
(this set of instructions
eight bits or four bytes. Use the following in
2001 < 2000 .3FFFM clears first
structions to draw a line of any color across
3F8: 4C 11 C3
one half of
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the screen by repeating a four-byte pattern for
the color as shown in figure 4.

For instance,
2028: 11 44 11 44 11 44 11 77 5D 77
5D 77 5D

creates a dashed line that is red, then yellow.
Then,
2128 : 8 22 8 22 8 22 8 22 6E 3B
6E 3B 6E
2028 < 2128 .2134 control-Y
fills in the rest of the colors.
Switching Colors in Mid-Byte. If you want
a line to change color in the middle of a byte,
yo u 'll have to recalculate the column, based on
In tigure 4, aux! indicates the first, fifth, the information in figure 4. Suppose you want
ninth, thirteenth, ... bytes of each line . The to divide the screen into three vertical sections,
heading mb 1 indicates the second, sixth, tenth, each a different color. The left-hand third of the
fourteenth, ... bytes of each line. The aux2 and screen ends in the middle of the twenty-seventh
mb2 headings indicate every fourth byte, start character from the left edge-that is, in an aux2
ing with the third and fourth bytes of each line column of the color table. (Dividing 27 by 4
respectively. Aux! and aux2 are always stored gives a remainder of 3, which indicates the third
column, or aux2.) Your pattern should change
in auxiliary memory, while mbl and mb2 are al
fro m the first color to the second color after the
ways stored in the motherboard memory.
As may be inferred from figure 4 , the abso fifth bit of the twenty-seventh byte. You can
lute position of a byte also determines the color change the color in the middle of a byte by
di splayed . If you write an 8 into the first byte at selecting the appropriate bytes from the aux2
the far left side of the screen (in the aux I col column of figure 4 and concatenating two bits
umn), then a red dot is displayed . But if you for the second color with five bits for the first
write an 8 into the third byte at the left side of color.
However, because the bits from each byte
the sc reen (the aux2 column), then a dark green
are shifted out in order from least significant to
dot is displayed. Remember: The color moni
tor decides which color to display based on the most significant, the two most significant bits
relative position of the bits on each line (that is, (in this case bits 5 and 6, because bit 7 is un
on how far the bits are from the left edge of the used) for the second color are concatenated
screen).
with the five least significant bits for the first
So far, so good. But suppose you want to color. For instance, if you want the color to
display more than one color on a single line. It's change from orange (the first color) to green
easy: Just change the four-bit pattern that is (the second color), then you must append the
stored in memory. For example, if you want the two most significant bits (5 and 6) of green to
left half of the lin e to be red and the right half to the five least significant bits (0 through 4) of
be purple, then store the red pattern (8, 11 ,22, orange . In figure 4, the aux2 column byte for
44) in the first forty bytes of the line, and then green is $19, and the two most significant bits
are both clear. The aux2 column byte for
store the purple pattern (19,33,66,4C) in the sec
o nd forty bytes of the line. Figure 4 is a useful orange is $33, and the five least significant bits
reference tool for switching from one color to are equal to 10011. The new byte calculated from
a nother, provided you make the change on a appending green (00) to orange (10011) yields $13
byte boundary. In other words, you must start a (0010011 ). Therefore, the first twenty-six bytes
new color at the same point in the pattern at of the line come from the table values for
which the o ld color ended. For example, if the orange; the twenty-seve nth byte is $13, and the
old co lo r stops after you write a byte from the next twenty-six bytes come from the table
m b I column, then you should start the new values for green.
co lo r by storing the next byte in memory with a
(puts orange line on
2300: 19 66
byte from th e aux2 column.
screen)
Repeated
2302< 2300.231 OM
Binary
2350: 4C 33
Color
aux1 mb1 aux2 mb2 Pattern
2352 < 2350.2360M
BLACK
0000
00
00
00
00
2300<2350.2360
MAGENTA
44
0001
08
11
22
control-Y
BROWN
44
08
11
0010
22
230D: 33 4C 33 4C (puts green line next
ORANGE
4C
0011
19
66
33
DARK GREEN 22
44
11
0100
08
to it)
33 4C 33 4C
GREY1
2A
55
2A
55
0101
235D: 13 66 19 66 (note first byte)
GREEN
4C
66
19
33
0110
19661966
YELLOW
6E
5D 3B
77
0111
230D < 235D .2363
DARK BLU E
11
22
44
1000
08
con1rol-Y
VIOLET
19
4C
1001
33
66
GREY 2
55
2A
55
2A
1010
There you have it: a basic explanation of
PINK
SD 3B 77
1011
6E
how double hi-res works-except for one or
MEDIUM BLUE 33
4C
19
1100
66
two anomalies. The first anomaly is that NTSC
LIGHT BLUE
3B
77
6E
5D
1101
AQUA
77
6E
5D
3B
1110
monitors have a limited displ ay range. The sec
WH ITE
7F
7F
7F
7F
1111
o nd a no ma ly shows o ne of the features of dou
ble hi-res versus a limitation of sta ndard hi-res.
Figure 4.
(colored dots appear at
the let1 edge)
2202<2200.2226M (a dashed, colored line
appears)
2250:aux 1au x2
2250< 2250.2276M
(fills in line, using the
2200<2250.2276
con trol-Y
selected color)
2200: mb 1 mb2
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An NTSC color monitor decides what col
or to di~play based on its "view" of four-bit
"windows" in each line, starting from the left
edge of the screen. The monitor looks at the
first four bits. determines which color is called
for, and then shifts one bit to the right and de
termines the color for this new four-bit win
dow. But remember, the color depends not only
on th e pattern, but also on the position of the
pattern. To compensate for relative position
from the left edge of the screen. the monitor
keeps track of where on each line each of these
windows starts. (For those of you of the techni
cal persuasion, this is done through the use of
the color burst signal, which is a 3.58 MHz
clock.)
Try this example:
2000: O
(clears screen)
2001 < 2000.3FFFM
2000<2000.3FFF
control-Y
(draws orange box in
2001:66
upper left)
2401:66
2B01:66
2C01:66
3001 :66
2050:33
(draws blue box below
and to the right of
3402<2050.2050 the orange)
control-Y

•AUTHORS•
EARN UP TO

50%

ROYALTIES
AND
RETAIN OWNERSHIP
OF YOUR PROGRAM

SOFTWARE BROKERS

3B02 < 2050.2050
control-Y
3C02<2050.2050
control-Y
Notice that if the blue box was drawn at the
top of the screen, next to the orange box, they
would overlap. Yet , the boxes were drawn on
two different columns, orange on mb2 and blue
on aux!. This can be explained by the previous
paragraph and the sliding windows. The moni
tor will detect the pattern for orange slightly af
ter the mb2 column, while the pattern for blue
shows up before column aux I.
Look at four-bit windows and you'll see
that the orange pattern overlaps on both sides.
0000000
aux2

0110011
mb2

0000000
aux1

If a pattern is repeated on a line, this over
lap doesn't cause a problem , since the same col
or just overlaps itself. But watch what happens
when a new pattern is started next to a different
pattern .
3002< 2050.2050 (puts blue pattern next
control-Y
to orange)
2C02< 2050.2050
control-Y
2B02<2050.2050
control-Y
Where the blue overlaps the orange, you'll
see a white dot. This is because in one of the
four-bit windows the monitor sees all ls. If two
colors are placed right next to each other, the
monitor will sometimes display a third color, or
fringe, right at the boundary. Fringing is espe
cially noticeable when there are a lot of narrow
columns of different colors next to each other.
(Next time you run Color Test take a look at
the boundaries between the colors.)
Note the four Is in a row at the boundary
between orange and blue.
orange
0110011
mb2

0000000
aux2

blue
11001100
aux1

The Double-Hi-Res Routines. The second
anomaly presents a good lead-in to the last part
of this series, the double-hi-res routines, which
plot lines. These routines work like the stan
dard-hi-res Applesoft commands, hgr. hcolor,
and hplot, except that they use the Applesoft
ampersand function. The listing for the rou
tines is at the end of the article.
There are four ampersand functions:
&H

(clears double-hi-res screen)
(sets the double-hi-res color to 11)
&Px,y (plots a point at x,y)
& Lx,y (draws a line from the last point to

&Cn

rHREE sigma Inc.

P. 0. BOX 716
MORRISVILLE PA

19067

x,y)

TEXT:POKE 49164,0:POKE
49247,0(returns to 40-column text mode)
The double-hi-res screen has 140 columns,
numbered 0 through 139. and 192 rows, num-
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bered 0 to 191. Just like the standard-hi-res
screen, the origin is in the upper left corner,
while the point 139,191 is in the bottom right
corner.
The color codes are the same as for lo-res
graphics:
0. black
1. magenta
2. dark blue
3. violet
4. dark green
5. grey1
6. med ium blue
7. light blue

B. brown

9. orange
10.grey2
11 . pink
12. green
13. yellow
14. aqua
15. white

Some exercises you may want to try include
painting the left half of the screen with greyl
and the right half with grey2 to see if they are
different or moving a colored ball on different
colored backgrounds. If you're the adven
turous type, you may want to rewrite Brickout.
The following program shows off double hi
res (it requires that the ampersand routines be
on disk with the name Color Dbl Hires). It
starts with the color bar demo, except in this
case the color bars can be much narrower than
was possible in lo-res graphics. The next screen
shows a simple picture of an orange line drawn
diagonally on a green back.ground. These two
colors are also available in standard hi-res, but
as you'll see in the next picture there are certain
limitations.
PRINT CHR$ (4)"BRUN COLOR DBL
HIRES "
10 PRINT CHR$ (4)"PR#3": PRINT CHR$
(21)
15 INPUT "INPUT COLOR BAR WIDTH
(1 - B)?";X
20 & H
25 & Cl
30 FOR I = 1 TO 15
40 & Cl
50 FOR N = 0 TO X - 1
60 & PB ' I + N,O
70 & LB ' I + N, 140
BO NEXT N
90 NEXT I
100 POKE 49235,0
150 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
160 INPUT "PRESS RETURN";A$
170 PRINT: PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
205 & C12
210 FOR I = 0 TO 139
220 & Pl.O
230 & LI , 191
240 NEXT I
250 & C9
260 & PO ,O
270 & L139,191
310 POKE 49235,0
320 PRINT: PRINT " DOUBLE HI-RES"
330 PRINT : INPUT " PRESS RETURN ";A$
340 POKE 49164,0
350 POKE 49247,0
360 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
400 HGR
410 HCO LO R= 1
420 FOR I = 0 TO 279
430 HPLOT 1,0 TO I, 191
440 NEXT I
450 HCOLOR = 5
460 HPLOT 0,0 TO 279,191
470 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
4BO PRINT " STANDARD HIRES"
5
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time change reports, share of market anal
ysis, incremental sales or investm ent
analysis .

LoadCale™
•

$95

TM
Converts textfiles to DIF files

Applications : LoadCak creates DIF files
from textfiles, so you can move mainframe or
minicomputer data mto VisiCak® , Visi
Trend/Plot , VisiWord or any program that
uses DIF. LoadCak allows selective conver
sion of the data, so you only get what you
want . No programming required . With
Load Cale you can load "Actuals" from the
mainframe into your "Budget" spreadsheet
and compare the numbers .

$175

The Big Picture™

Financial decision making tool for
VisiCalc® on Apple III, Ile

Top: a picture of a screen from Brian's Theme, the hi-res demo program that dates back at least as far
as DOS. Bottom a new double-hi-res Brian's Theme, complete with multiple overlapping colors. The
"new theme" was created by the program on this page, using the routines at the end of this article .

In double hi-res the most significant bit is
not used, and any color can appear next to any
other color, anywhere on the screen (though
fringing can occur where the colors join). In
standard hi-res the most significant bit of each
byte limits that byte to four of the six colors. If
the MSB is set, the only colors displayed by that
byte are white, black, blue, and orange. When
an orange line passes through the blue byte, the
MSB is set, so the whole byte becomes orange
and the stair step line appears.
Here's a more impressive demo, reminis
cent of the venerable Brian's Theme.
10

PRINT CHR$ (4)"BRUN COLOR DBL
HIRES"
120 TEXT : & H
125 M% = INT ( RND (2.78) '5) + 1
130 FOR M = 1 TO M%

131
132
135
180
190
195
220
240
260
300
320
321
322
323
324

P% = RND (15) • 15
0% = RND (15) • 15
IF (P% + 0%) > 16 THEN 131
1% = ( RND (1) • 8) + 2
X1 = 70 + INT (40 * RND (5))
Y1 = 75 + INT (40 * RND (6))
FOR X = 0 TO 130 STEP 1%
FOR S = 0 TO 1
& CP% • S + 0%
& PX + S ,O & LX1,Y1: & L138 - X
- S,191
NEXT S,X
FOR X = 190 TO 0 STEP - 1% • 1.01
FOR S = 0 TO 1
& C - P% ' S + (P% + 0%)
& PO,X + S: & LX1,Y1 : & L138,191

325
330

NEXT S,X
NEXT M: GOTO 120

-x - s

By the way, if annunciator 3 (AN3) is

• "What if" your 5 year personal
Cashflow
- Tax
- Balance Sheet
• Provides evaluation of different
strategies with sensitivity testing.
• Similar model done by a bank
cost $5,000 per run!
• Superb documentation
• Multiplan version soon
Dealer inquines invited
Send me a catalog!

st3a

CYPHER. 111 Second St., San Franci..co, CA 94105
NAME _

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CO MPA NY
ADDRESS - - - - - - - -- - - 
CITY_

_

_

ST ATE_

__

ZIP_

_

_

800-SMARTWARE
Visa/MC accepted
In California 415-974-5297
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turned o ff w hen a j umpered extended eightyco lumn card is prese nt, the m ost significant bit
o f stand a rd hi-res i sn' t used either . This m ean s
that any standard-hi-res picture will display
only black, white, vio let, o r green . If the pic ture
co ntains blue o r o range, then those colo r s will
be co nver ted to violet o r green. G o ahead and

6000:
6002:
6005 :
6007:
600A :
600C :
600F :

6010:
60 13:
6014 :
6017:
601 8:
601A :
601 C
601 E:
60 20:
6022:
6024 :
6026:
6028 :
6029:
602C
602F :
6032 :
6035:
6038:
6038:
603E :
603F :
6042:

A9
BD
A9
SD
A9
BD
60

20
48
20
68
C9
FO
C9
FO
C9
FO
C9
FO
60
20
20
4C
20
20
4C
20
BA
4C
AD

4C
F5 03
10
F6 03
60
F7 03

87 00
8 1 00
48
40
43

1B
50
05
4C
OA
46
BB
42
46
F1
42
FB

60
60
60
60
60
60
E6

D4 60
54

co

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

BASE
EOU
PTR
EOU
YOLD
EOU
YNEW
EOU
XOLD
EOU
XNEW
EOU
XTEM
EOU
YTEM
EOU
YDLO
EOU
YDHI
EOU
YFAC
EOU
YLAS
EOU
XDLO
EOU
XDHI
EOU
XFAC
EOU
XLAS
EOU
GR
EOU
H IRES
EOU
STOREBO EOU
COLBO
EOU
AN3
EOU
NOMI X
EOU
PAGE1
EOU
PAGE2
EOU
CHRGET EOU
CHRGOT EOU
EXTLOC
EQU
GETBYT
EQU
CHKCOM EOU
ORG

try it: Pull o ut a gam e th at uses a ll four colors,
turn the A N 3 o ff with peek 49246, and th en,
wi tho ut pressing reset ( since that sets AN3 on),
run the program.
N o w you ' ve go t the t o ol s and th e rules to
the double-hi-res mode. A s you can see, double
hi-res has m o re color with higher resolution than

$300
$ODO
$0D2
$0D3
$0D4
$0D5
OO + BASE
0 1+ BASE
02 + BASE
03 + BASE
04 + BASE
05 + BASE
06 + BASE
07+BASE
OB + BASE
09 + BASE
$C050
$C057
$C001
$GOOD
$C05E
$C052
$C054
$C055
$0081
$0087
$03F5
$E6F8
$DEBE
$6000

* *** ** * ***** * ** *** *** ** * **** *** * * *

• Th is rout ine sets up Appl esoft
• & vector to be used with the
• graph ics ro utines.
* * * ***** * * ** ** ** ***** **** * * ** * * ** *

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
RTS

SEPTEMBER 1983

#$04C
EXTLOC
#< AMPER
EXTLOC + 1
#>AMPER
EXTLOC + 2

6045:
6046:
6049:
604C :
604F:
6052:
6055 :
6058:
6058:

60
20
BE
20
20
BE
AE
AC
60

FB
00
BE
FB
01
00
01

E6
03
DE
E6
03
03
03

co
co
co

605C:
605F :
6062 :
6065 :
6068:
6068:
606E:
6071 :
6074:

AE
AE
BE
BE
AE
AE
AE
20
AE

50
57
01
OD CO
5E CO
52
54 CO
77 60
55

6077:
6079:
607A:
607C:
607F :
6082:
6083:
6085:
6086 :
6088:
608A:

A9
AB
A2
BE
99
88
DO
EB
EO
DO
60

00

co

co

20
81 60
00 20
FA
40
F2

• * ** * * * ** * ******* * *** * ** ** * * **** * *

•
•
•
•

This routine is ampersand
controller . Will handl e the
call s from App lesoft to
machin e code.

• * * * ** ** *** * **** *** ******** * ***** *

AM PER

PLOT

LINE

CO L

EXIT

JSR
PHA
JSR
PLA
CMP
BEO
CMP
BEO
CMP
BEO
CMP
BEO
RTS
JSR
JSR
JMP
JSR
JSR
JMP
JSR
TXA
JMP
LDA

C HRGOT
CHRGET
#'H
HGR
#'C
COL
#'P
PLOT
#'L
LINE
GETXY
HPLOT
EXIT
GETXY
HLI NE
EXIT
GETBYT
HCOL OR
PAGE1

6088 :
608D:
608F :
6092:
6094:
6096:

86
84
20
A4
A6
60

D4
D2
97 60
D2
D4

6097:
6099:
609C :
609E :
60A1 :
60A3 :
60A5
60A8:
60A9:
60AA:
60AD:
60AE:
60B 1:
6083:
6 0B6:
6088:
60BB :
60BE:
60CO:

A4
B9
85
89
85
A6
BD
4A
AB
BD
AA
AD
90
AD
81
3D
1D
91
AD

D2
6A 61
DO
2A 62
D1
D4
92 63

EA 62

co
co

55
03
54
DO
76 63
84 63
DO
54

co

st andard hi-res. You can even develop games
that do fancy animation or scroll o range ob
jects acro ss green backgrounds. In black and
white, word process ing programs that use dif
ferent fonts of proportional character sets can
be developed . Ha ve fun play ing with this new
m o de.

72
73
74
75
76

GETXY

77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

RTS
JSR
STX
JSR
JSR
STX
LDX
LDY
RTS

GETBYT
XTEM
CH KCOM
GETBYT
YTEM
XTEM
YTEM

* ***** ** * *** * ** * * * * *** ********* ***

• HGR fills the screen with
• a blac k backgro und color.
~ ·· ·· ·· · · · · ·· ······ ·· · · ······ ·· · ···

HGR
LDX
LDX
STX
STX
LDX
LDX
LDX
JSR
LDX

GR
HIRES
STOREBO
COL BO
AN3
NOMIX
PAGE1
CLRSCR
PAGE2

CLRSCR
LDA
TAY
LD X
CLRSCRO STX
CLRSCR1 STA
DEY
BNE
INX
CPX
BNE
RTS

# $000
#$020
CLRSCR1 + 2
$2000 ,Y
CLRSCR1
#$040
CLRSCRO

* * ** * **** *** ** * ** * ** * * * * * ** * * * ** * *

• H PLOT is used to plot a dot
• on the screen of an y color
• with th e X location in the
• X reg and the Y location
' in the Y reg. Use HCOLOR
• to set t he co lor.
** * * * ******* * * * ***** * * * ** * ** *** ** *

HPLOT
STX
STY
JSR
LDY
LD X
RTS

XOLD
YOLD
DOT
YOLD
XOLD

LDY
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LD X
LDA
LSR
TAY
LDA
TAX
LDA
BCC
LDA
LDA
AND
ORA
STA
LDA

YOLD
LOPAG ,Y
PTR
HIPAG,Y
PTR + 1
XOLD
XLOC,X

DOT

SKIP1

XSHI FT, X
PAGE2
SKIP1
PAGE1
(PTR) ,Y
MASKLO ,X
COLORLO,X
(PTR) ,Y
PAGE1

s a ~ J A [ " f6)
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60C3:
60CS:
60C8:
60C9:
6DCB:
60CE:
60D1 :
60D3:

60D 4:
60D6:
60D 7:
60D9:

90
AD
CB
B1
3D
1D
91
60

04
SS

co

DO
7D 63
8B 63
DO

29 OF
4A
90 02
09 08

60DB: A2 OD
60DD : 48
60DE :
60E1:
60E2:
60E3:
60ES :
60E7:
60E8:

9D 84 63
DA
E8
ED 0 7
DO F7
CA
68

6DE9:
6DEA:
60ED :
60EE :
60F O:

4A
9D 8B 63
CA
10 F9
60

142
143
144
14S
146
147
148
149
1SO
1S 1
1S2
1S3
1S4
1SS
1S6
1S7
1S8
1S9
160
161
162
163
164
16S
166
167
168
169
170
17 1
172
173
174
17S
176
177
178
179
180
18 1
182

BCC SKIP2
LDA PAGE2
IN Y
SK IP2
LDA ( PTR),Y
A ND MASK Hl ,X
O RA CO LORHl ,X
STA ( PTR ),Y
RTS
* * * *"'. * * * *.
*"' * * * *. * * * * * * * * * * *. *.
• HCOLOR is ca lled to set the
•color fo r HPLOT. The co lor
• is passe d in the A reg.

*.

60F 1:
60F3:
60FS:
60F7:
60FA:
60FC:

86
84
AS
8D
AS
8D

87

DS
D3
D4
09 03
D2
OS 03

********************* * ************

HCOL OR
A ND
LSR
BCC
OR A

#$OF

60FF:
6 100:
6102:
6104:
6107:
6109:
6 10B:
6 10E:
610F:
61 11 :
6 113:
6 116:
6 11 8:
6 11 A:
61 1D :
6 11F:
6 122:

CO LO
#$008

COLO
LDX
PHA

#0

STA
ASL
IN X
CP X
BNE
DE X
PLA

CO LORLO,X

COL1

#7
COL1

COL2
LSR
STA
DE X
BPL
RTS

38
AS
ES
8D
A9
E9
8D
38
AS
ES
8D
A9
E9
8D
A9
8D
8D

DS
D4
06 03
00
00
07 03
D3
D2
02
00
DO
03
00
08
04

03

03
03
03

COLORHl ,X
COL2

• ****. * * •• " ****** * ** ** **"' "'* * •• ****

• HLINE will draw a line from
• the last dot plotted to the
• point X,Y, with X being in
• the X reg and Y being in
'the Y reg. Use d HCOLOR to

GAME SOCKET EXTENDER #GS·4

6 12S:
6 126:
6 129:
6 12C:
6 12F:
6 132:
6 134:

18
AD
6D
8D
AD
6S
8S

06
08
08
07
D4
D4

03
03
03
03

183
184
18S
186
187
188
189
190
19 1
192
193
194
19S
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
20S
206
207
208
209
210
2 11
2 12
2 13
214
21 S
21 6
2 17
2 18
2 19
220
221
222
223

* ....... ,. ................. .... .... ........

HLINE

•*

*.

STX
STY
LDA
STA
LDA
STA

XNEW
YNEW
XOLD
XLAS
YOLD
YLAS

* * * * .... * * * * * " .. *

*.

* *. *.

* * ....

* ....

·sETU P DELTA'S
'XD = {XNEW - XOLD) DIV 2S6
'YD = (YNEW - YOLD) DIV 2S6
**********•********"'***"**********

SEC
LDA
SBC
STA
LDA
SBC
STA
SEC
LDA
SBC
STA
LDA
S BC
STA
LDA
STA
STA

XNEW
XOLD
XDLO
#0
#0
XDH I
YNEW
YO LD
YDLO
#0
#0
YDHI
#0
XFAC
YFAC

............ , ,. . ***"*******" * **"'*****•

*.

•CALC. NE XT DOT PO SITION
• * * •• * * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * . * *. * * * * *
LINE1
CLC
LD A XDLO
A DC XF AC
STA XFAC
LDA XDH I
A DC XOLD
STA XOLD

*.

GllME SOCKET EXTENDER #GS·l
* Changing between paddles, joysticks and other
I/O devices become a snap.
*Single " Zero-insert ion force " socke t mounts
* on. ,the outside of your Apple ~
24 ribbon cable.
~
#GS·l - $16.95

* Mult i-pole switch allows individual or
simultaneous use of game sockets
• paddles or joystick for I-player
• 2 standard 1oyst1cks for 2-players
• 2 standard paddle sets for 4-players
* 2 " Zero-insertion force" sockets.
*Extra socket can be switched to use ga me "fire
buttons " SW(O) & SW(!) or SW(l) & SW(2)
* Solid-state protection for shift-key modification
users .
* Apple Ile compatable .
*No jumpers - easy to install and use.
#GS·4 - $34.95

• se t th e color of th e line.

#GS·2 - $24.95

~

#GS-2 same as "GS- I but with an e xtra female socket
on male plu g end (ins ide A pple's ca se)

Hl·FI 11.DllPTOR FOR THE 11.PPLE'"
* Connects your Apple to your stereo or hi-fi.
* Game sounds and music become exciting
*Easil y mo unts inside Apple 's case - all plug-in
connections
* Standard output jack
* Ad1 ustable output leve l.
* Apple Ile compatable
"you vr.:jJI be astonjshed
at the result" cHEAnvr c o AJPunv:

.r. uc , ,

Hl·FI 11.DllPTOR - $25.00

- - - - H A P P ELECTRONICS I N c . - - - 
4640 ISLAND VIEW
Wisconsin Residence add 5% Sales Tax

OSHKOSH, WI 54901

414 - 231-5128

Apple ® is a registered trademark of Appl e Computer, Inc.

ORDERS UNDER S20.00, ADD Sl.50 FOR SHIPPING
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6 136:
6 139
6 13B:
6 13E :

CD
FO
80
20

6 141 :
6142 :
6 14S
6148
6 14B:
614E
61SO
6 1S2
6 1SS:
6 1S7:
6 1SA :

18
AD
60
80
AD
6S
8S
CD
FO
80
20

09 03
06
09 03
97 60

02
04
04
03
02
02
OS
06
OS
97

03
03
03
03

03
03
60

224
22S
226
227
228 LINE2
229
230
23 1
232
233
234
23S
236
237
238
239
240 LI NE3
24 1

CMP XLAS
BEO LINE2
STA XLAS
JS R DOT
CLC
LOA
ADC
STA
LD A
ADC
STA
CMP

BEO
STA
JSR

YOLO
YFAC
YFAC
YDHI
YO LD
YOLO
YLAS
LINE3
YLAS
DOT

.. . ................................ .

242 'TEST FO R LAST DOT IN LINE .
243 ................................ ..
6 1SD:
61SF :
6161:
6 163:
616S:
6 167:
6169:

AS
CS
DO
AS

DS
D4
C2
D3
cs 02
DO BC
60

244
LDA XNEW
24S
CMP XOLD
BNE LINE1
246
247
LDA YNEW
248
CMP YOLO
249
BNE LINE1
2SO
ATS
2S1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2S2 'TABLE USED BY PROGRAM
2S3 ................................. .

6 16A:
6160
616E:
61 7 1:
6172:
617S:
6176 :
6179:

00
00
00
00
80
80
80
80

00 00

617A :
6 17E :
6 182:
6 186:
618A:
618E :
6192
6196
619A :
619E :
6 1A 2:
61A6 :

00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80

00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80

6 1AA
6 1AD:
6 1A E:
616 1:
6162:
616S:
6166:
6169
61BA:
61BE:
6 1C2:
6 1C6:
61CA:
6 1CE:
6102
6106:
610A:

28
28
28
28
A8
A8
A8
A8

28
28
A8
A8
28
28
A8
A8
28
6 1DE: 28
6 1E 2: A8
61E6 A8

61EA
6 1ED
6 1EE :
6 1F 1
6 1F2

2S4 LOPAG
2SS

LUP

4

2S6

HE X

00000000

2S7

HEX

00000000

2S8

HE X

80808080

2S9
260
00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80
261

HEX

80808080

00 00
80 80
80 80

00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80
00
00
80
80

-  /\

LUP

4

262

HE X

28282828

263

HE X

28282828

264

HE X

A8A8A8A8

26S
266
28
28
A8
A8
28
28
A8
A8
28
28
A8
A8
267

HE X

A8A8A8A8

LUP

4

268

HE X

SOSOSOSO

269

HE X

SOSOSOSO

28 28
28 28
A8 A8
A8 A8

28
28
A8
A8
28
28
A8
A8
28
28
A8
A8

28
28
A8
A8
28
28
A8
A8
28
28
A8
A8

SO SO SO
SO
SO SO SO
SO
DO DO DO

- - /\

61FS: DO
6 1F6: DO DO DO
61F9: DO
61FA:
61FE :
6202 :
6206
620A:
620E :
6212 :
6216:
621A :
621E :
6222:
6226:
622A
6220:
622E :
623 1:
6232:
623S
6236:
6239
623A :
6230 :
623E:
6241 :
6242:
624S:
6246
6249:
624A :
6240:
624E :
62S1 :
62S2:
62SS:
62S6
62S9:
62SA :
62SD :
62SE :
626 1:
6262
626S
6266 :
6269:
626A :
6260:
626E
6271 :
6272:
627S:
6276 :
6279:
627A :
6270 :
627E:
6281 :
6282:
628S:
6286 :
6289:
628A
6280 :
628E :
629 1:
6292:
629S:
6296:
6299:
629A
6290:
629E :
62A 1:
62A2:
62AS:
62A6:
62A9 :
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270

HE X

DODODODO

271
272

HEX

DODODODO

-  /\

so so so so
so so so so
DO DO DO DO
DO DO DO DO

so so so so
so so so so
DO DO DO DO
DO DO DO DO

so so so so
so so so so
DO DO DO DO
DO DO DO DO
273 HIPAG
20 24 28
2C
274
30 34 38
3C
27S
20 24 28
2C
276
30 34 38
3C
277
21 2S 29
20
278
3 1 3S 39
279
30
21 2S 29
2D
280
31 3S 39
30
281
22 26 2A
2E
282
32 36 3A
3E
283
22 26 2A
2E
284
32 36 3A
3E
28S
23 27 2B
2F
286
33 37 3B
3F
287
23 27 2B
2F
288
33 37 3B
3F
289
20 24 28
2C
290
30 34 38
3C
291
20 24 28
2C
292
30 34 38
3C
293
21 2S 29
20
294
3 1 3S 39
3D
29S
21 2S 29
20
296
31 3S 39
3D
297
22 26 2A
2E
298
32 36 3A
3E
299
22 26 2A
2E
300
32 36 3A
301
3E
23 27 2B
2F
302
33 37 3B
3F
303
23 27 2B
2F
304
33 37 3B
3F
30S

HE X

2024282C

HEX

3034383C

HE X

2024282C

HE X

3034383C

HE X

212S292D

HE X

313S393D

HEX

2 12S292D

HEX

313S393D

HE X

22262A2E

HE X

32363A3E

HEX

22262A2E

HE X

32363A3E

HE X

23272B2F

HE X

33373B3F

HE X

23272B2F

HEX

33373B3F

HEX

2024282C

HEX

3034383C

HE X

2024282C

HE X

3034383C

HE X

212S292D

HE X

313S393D

HEX

212S292D

HE X

313S393D

HE X

22262A2E

HE X

32363A3E

HE X

22262A2E

HE X

32363A3E

HEX

23272B2F

HEX

33373B3F

HE X

23272B2F

HE X

33373B3F

SOt:IALKiJ
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62AA:
62AD:
62AE:
62B1:
6262:
62B5:
62B6:
62B9:
626A:
6260:
626E:
62C1:
62C2:
62C5:
62C6:
62C9:
62CA:
62CD :
62CE:
6201:
6202:
6205:
6206
6209:
62DA:
620 D:
62DE:
62E1:
62E2 :
62E5 :
62E6:
62E9:

20
2C
30
3C
20
2C
30
3C
21
20
31
30
21
20
31
30
22
2E
32
3E
22
2E
32
3E
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Some financial templates, such as the one we constructed two
months ago to help you maintain your correct checking-account bal
ance and analyze your tax deductions, are useful year in and year out.
Other kinds of financial templates may be used less often but may be
equally valuable tools for analyzing your financial position.
This month we'll create a template designed to help you truly under
stand the cost of borrowing money. In the course of things we'll also
learn how to save money by comparing loan rates, and we'll consider the
savings that may be involved in paying off a loan early.
Buying a car is the second most important investment most people
will make in their lives (a home is the first). We'll use buying a car as the
example in our template, although the template can apply to almost any
normal loan situation. When a balloon payment structure is involved,
the criteria change slightly, but the template we're going to design can
handle that kind of situation with only minor modifications.
Buying a Car. Let's set the scene. You've decided you're going to
buy a really good car. You go to the dealer, find the car you like, and
haggle over the price. Let's say the car you decide on retails for $16,872.
After a lot of haggling, the nice people at the dealership decide they like
you and are willing to give you a deal! You get the car for $16,800. At
this point, you can either get the dealer to determine the financing or go
to a bank and arrange your own financing. Deciding to do the latter, you
run to your finance person, who says that in order to get a loan you must
make a 10 percent down payment on the car. That means you need
$1,680 in cash. Once you've gotten that, the finance company will lend
you the remainder of the money at 13 percent.
You decide to put $1,800 down. After doing some figuring, your fi
nance person tells you that your monthly payment on $15,000 is a low
$505.41 for thirty-six months. You hesitate momentarily ; that is more
than you wanted to pay. But you have to have the car! So you agree,
withdraw the down payment from your bank account, and-et voila
the car is yours . All you have to do is be sure to put a check in the mail to
the vendor once a month.
Hold it a second. Have you ever stopped to think how much money
you're actually paying the finance company for the use of their money?
Have you ever determined how much quicker the loan would be paid off
if you paid a little more each month? Or how much less it might cost if
you paid the loan off quicker? If you're like most people, you haven't
given these questions a great deal of thought. Once you've completed this
template, however, you'll have no excuse for not knowing how much
you're paying in interest; and knowing this should help you make more
informed financial decisions.
Compounding the Problem. The first thing you must understand is
the compounding effect that the interest rate has on your loan. Each
month's payment includes a percentage for reducing the principal; the re
mainder goes toward interest. In the beginning, the interest component
of your monthly payment will probably exceed the component that's ap
plied to the principal. That means that the quicker you pay off the loan,
the less interest you'll have to pay. Most loans do permit early repay
ment, though some require an early payment penalty.
For example, borrowing $15,000 at 15 percent per annum for four
years requires a monthly payment of $417.46. Multiplying the monthly
payment by forty-eight months reveals that you have made total pay
ments of$20,038.08. In other words, you've paid $5,038.08 in interest ex

pense alone. Arranging to pay off that same loan over three years would
put your monthly payments at $519.98, but the total interest expense
would be only $3,719.28. That's a difference of$1,318.86 in interest ex
pense. You can see that it might make sense to pay off the loan as quick
ly as possible. (Of course, it's also worthwhile to consider what effect in
flation might have on this whole business.)
If you already have a loan, why not plug it into this model? All you
have to do is find out the pertinent information for the current month.
Begin at the Beginning. When attempting to solve any problem, it's
best to begin by considering what you want to accomplish and what
components are required. In our example, the elements are an initial loan
amount (called the principal) and the monthly payments that you must
make for a specified period of time. In addition, the bank must consider
the interest rate in order to determine how much of your monthly pay
ment will go toward the principal and how much will be counted as in
terest payment. Each month the bank calculates the amount of the inter
est payment by taking the monthly interest rate times the remaining prin
cipal. The remainder of your payment (the principal payment) is deduct
ed from the principal, a nd the balance is the principal balance for the
following month.
Our simple model operates under a couple of assumptions. The first
is that any regular or extra payments made on the loan must be made on
the day the original payment is due. The second is that if you mail your
payment late you'll be charged interest for the days past the due date. Of
course, there's also a final payment date beyond which you'll incur addi
tional financial penalties. We won 't take this into account in our model,
but if you currently incur this penalty on a loan, you can easily add the
necessary extra column to keep track of it.
We're also assuming that occasionally you'll find that the numbers
we calculate and those the bank comes up with are slightly different.
There are a number of possible reasons for this; the main one is late pay
ment. In addition, many banks calculate interest daily, whereas our
model calculates it monthly. The figures obtained via the two methods
can differ substantially over the long haul.
So now we're ready to get started . Boot VisiCalc and let's begin . In
Bl 5, enter September, the first month of our loan. In B 16 through B26,
enter the remaining months, October through August. Enter the column
headings as shown in figure I.
Before going any further, enter / GCM in order to make recalcula
tions happen only when we ask for them (by pressing !). This will make
entering the remainder of the model less time-consuming. Since the ma
jority of the template will concern dollars and cents, enter / GF$ so that
any values will automatically be displayed with two decimals. If there
are any values you'd like displayed in some format other than this, use
the format command / F to select the appropriate option.
Enter the loan amount, $15<XXl, in Cl5 . Next, enter $505.41, the
monthly payment, in 015. In a future column we'll look at a couple of
methods of determining the payment amount using VisiCalc and Visi
Calc Advanced Version.
In El 5, calculate the monthly amount to be applied to the interest ex
pense. If you know the interest rate, the solution is simple. Suppose you
don't? It's still simple-let's determine it.
We'll choose cell K 15, in an area outside the template, as our work
area. We could call this area our "variables" and / or "entry" section . In
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addition to entering the interest rate here, we could enter the loan
amount, number of periods, and so on in this section and then insert that
information into the templ ate automatically.
To determine the monthly interest rate we need only know the prin
cipal balance and the monthly interest amount. Dividing the interest
amount by the principal gives us the interest rate. You've already en
tered the principal into cell CI S; now enter the interest amount in El S.
Then compute the monthly interest rate in cell Kl S by entering
+EIS/CIS. If you want to know the yearly rate, multiply the entry in
cell KIS by 12.
If the rate you already know is the yearly rate, calculating the month··
ly rate is simply a matter of dividing 12 into it (for example, .177S/ 12
[return]) in cell KIS. We'll need this value in order to calculate interest
expense.
Now all we have to do is to calculate how much of the monthly pay
ment is applied to the principal. In FIS, enter +DIS-EIS, the payment
minus the interest amount.
Let's reserve column G as a place to enter any additional payments

BALANCE

PAYMEN T
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you may make. Co lu mn 11 wi ll conta in a total of th e payment' madt:
during the month ; we'll use this total later. In HI S, ente r +D J S+(jJ ~
Big Deal. You may be wondering what wt: 've a<..:<..:ompli , ht:d . So fa1,
you've made most of the entries manu ally and only a w upk of com
putations have been made by VisiCa lc. Now, though, we're go ing to
complete the model in such a way that it wi ll automatically fill in th e en
tries in all of the columns for the remainder of your loan . The only
changes that will be necessary from this month forward are those th at
must be made to reflect additional payment entri es in column G and pos
sible corrections to the principal amo unt.
Time to th ink about the October entries. Si nce we want the rem ain
ing entries to be calculated automatically, let's consider each co lumn .
The balance, calculated in column C , is easy. It should be the balance
from the prior month, minus the a mount of the prior month 's payment
applied to the principal, minus the amount of any extra payments. The
formula in C l6 would be +CI S-FIS-G l S. If you allow a row for each
month in your loan contract, everything will work out fine. But if you
pay off the loan early-by making additional early pay ments, for exam -

APP LI ED TO
INTEREST
PRIN CI PAL

SEPTEMBER
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MAY
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JULY
AUGUST

Figure 1.
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pie-you'll ha ve a number of months when the values in column C will
be incorrect. And , ideally, th e balance in column C should show 0 once
the loan is paid off.
Now we have a puzzle. How do you have the template calculate the
current amount of the principal and then make it display 0 once the
loan is paid off? Regular readers should have no problem with this one.
The answer is the @IF function . Before reading the next paragraph, try
to fi gure out how to set things up.
The @IF function takes the fo llowing form: If a logical statement is
true, return the first value. If the statement is false, return the second
value. The logical statement is nothing mo re than a comparison- you
compare two va lues. cells. formulas, or combinations of these items us
ing the logical operators greater than(>), less than(<), equal to(=),
greater than o r equal to ( > =) less than or equal to ( < = ), or not equal to
( < > ). The comparison then returns either TRUE or FALSE, and that
determines whether the first or second value is displayed .
Back to our problem. We want the value (in this case, the value of the
principal of o ur loan) to be displayed if it is larger than 0: otherwise, we
want a 0 to be displayed. That sounds simple enough. The value is
+ Cl 5-Fl5 - Gl5 . So the formu la in Cl6 should read:
@IF ((C15 - F15 - G15) > O,C15 - F15 - G15 ,0)

Now replicate this formula down column C using relative for each
cell reference. Of course, you' ll want to determine the total number of
payments on yo ur own loan and replicate down the appropriate number
of rows. For purposes of example, we'll stick with a single year' s pay
ments.
Now let's think ·about column D, the payment. One way to go would
be to replicate the initial payment in D 15 down the column. That would
solve our problem, all right, but it wou ldn 't be the most elegant solution.
It makes sense to have the last payment entry reflect what the real pay
ment needs to be. It's rarely the amount of the regular payment, espe
cially if you've incurred any additional penalties or made additional pay
me nts. Besides, it would be nice to have the payment cell display a 0
when no payment is necessary. That presents us with another puzzle.
How do we ma ke this column display the correct pa yment
a mount (which may be less than the regular payment amount)? Most of
the time, the column should display the regular payment, but the a mount
due in th e last month will probably be less tha n the other payments and
will be 0 thereafter. Why not experiment with this one before reading the
answer th at follows.
Since we're going to displ ay optional values, the @IF statement is
again the obvious choice. @IF is not the only choice, however. You
might try some other options, such as @LOOKUP. In this example, we' ll
stick with @IF.
Let's think about the solution a moment. What do we know? Well,
for one thing, we know the norm al payment amount. We also know that
the fin al payment will be the balance plus the amo unt of interest due in
the fin al month . We could let the @IF formula calculate the amount as
defined above: if we did that. we'd also have to ensure that the payment
and interest became 0 just as soon as the loan was paid off. To state our
solution in English: If the balance is greater than our payment, display
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the payment. If it is not, display the a mount of the final payment (bal
ance plus interest). If there's no balance, then there wi ll be no interest due ·
and the cell will display a 0.
Rather than entering the actual payment amount in the formu la,
we've referenced a specific cell in the variables section (KI6, for ·
example). Setting the template up that way means that you'd o nly have
to change the actual payment a mo unt in that one location fo r any future
loa ns you want to calcu late.
The form ula in cell DI 6 should read:
@IF(C15>K16,K16,C15 + E15)

Replicate that formula into column D through row 26. With the
exception of the payment a mount, all cell references are relative. Be
cause the payment amou nt value is in a si ngle cell, its reference wou ld be
no change.
Calculating the interest for each month isn't hard at al l. We've
already determined the interest rate. Now we just multiply the monthly
interest rate by the principal to determine the interest expense. The
formula for El 6 would be +Cl 6*K 15. Replicate using relative reference
and then no change reference.
Next we must determine how much of the regular monthly payment
is applied to the principal. Replicate F 15 through column F using rela
tive reference.
We've now completed the major part of the model. We can get a little
better understanding of the mechanics in volved by totaling some of the
columns. For example, yo u'd probably like sums of the indiv idual
monthly payments, the interest expense, the extra payments, and the
tota l payments. Enter the appropriate @S UM formulas (@SUM DI 5
... 027) in row 28.
From these sums we can calculate such things as the effective interest
rate. Choose a cell located below the actual model (for example, H32)
and enter +E28/ H28 . The resulting fig ure is the effective interest rate fo r
your loan . No matter what the "official" rate was, this tells you what you
act ually paid. If you ma ke additional loan payments each month, you'll
find that your effective interest rate is less than the official rate.
Figure 2 shows the completed template.
Now that your template is complete, you can look at each loan you
have a nd do some rather precise calcu lations about what each loa n is ac
tually costing yo u and what you can do to make it cost less. For ex
ample, you can do "what-ifs," such as adding a payment to each month
to see how quick ly you can pay off the loan; you can then determine how
much interest expense you would save if yo u were to pay off the loan
more rapidly.
One additional note. Mak ing an early payment one month may
cause your next month's statement to show your payment due to be low
er than normal. It may be that you'll have to submit extra payments di
rectly to the bank in order to have them applied directly to the principal
rather than incorporated into the normal payment cycle.
There's another fin ancial function worth knowing about tha t's in
cluded in VisiCalc but rarely used . It's the @NPV function, a nd it can tell
yo u what a loan actually costs yo u in today's dollars. Net present value
measures the present value (what the same money wou ld buy in the value
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of today's dollars) of a cash flow (paymt:nts). In cell H30, enter
@NPV(K 18,15.. .H26), where Kl8 is a cell in which you've entert:d your
estimak for the rate of inflation. Then save your file and let's discuss a
problem in our template.
Problems, Problems , Problems. If you clear your file and then re
load it, you may find that a number of recalculations are required before
the tt:mplate is correct. Fo r exa mple, if you enter $1700 as the loan
amount and .01 as the interest rate, save, and then reload the file, you'll
find that approximately eighteen recalculations are required before the
template is correct. This is so because the order of recalculation is by col
umn. Recakulation by column means that VisiCalc recalculates column
A before column B. column B before column C , and so on. Because our
template references back and forth between columns, there are times
when a reference won't be correct until the next recalculation allows it to
"see" the correct answer in another column. The solution to this poten
tial problem is to set the recalculation order to recalculate by rows
(/GOR). Using the same information, the reloadt:d template will require
approximately seven recalculations.
If you wish to minimize the number of recalculations, you need to lay
out your template so that all references are to cells either to the left of or
above the original cdl When things are set up that way, all cells will be
recalculated in an order that ensures the accuracy of the previous cell.
Having paid attention to how you lay out a template will make a differ
ence not only when you're loading a file but also when you're doing
"what-if" analysis. If you have a large template that requires thirty to
forty seconds to recalculate and you have to recalculate it ten times in or
der to ensure its accuracy, you'll have to wait more than five minutes
each time you change a variable.
If minimizing recalculation time is important and your report for
mat is not one that can be set up to accomplish that, you might want to
make use of a format that incorporates both a computational section and
a report section. The computational section is laid out to minimize the
net:d for recalculation, and the report section displays the results in an at
tractive format.
It is always important that you test each template under various con-
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ditions in order to determine how many recalculations are necessary for
accuracy. It's not always sufficient to assume that just because you've
seen no changes for the last couple of recalculations the template must be
accurate. This is especially important to remember when you have a tem
plate in which lots of computations take place in an area larger than the
display screen. Sometimes it takes a number of recalculations before the
area within the display is affected.
Once you know how many recalculations are required to ensure ac
curacy, it would be nic:e to be able to count them as they take place. The
Apple Ill uses a type-ahead buffer, which means you can press! as many
times as necessary and then wait for the results. (Pressing control-6 on
the keypad to turn off the Apple Ill display will speed rec:alculation.)
Folks with Apple lls can't use that trick, so let's see if we can find
another way to go.
The answer is simple, and it points out another problem you can en
counter when using VisiCalc. The problem, which the VisiCalc manual
recommends that you avoid, is called circular referencing.
Circular referencing, at its simplest, is when two cells reference one
another. When true circular referencing is going on, both cells will con
tinue lo generate new values each time you recalculate. This will keep
happening until the values are either too small or too large for VisiCalc
to display.
Let's create and look at an example of circular referencing. In cell BI,
enter I +CI. In cell CI, enter +BI. Press ! a number of times and then
watch what happens. The values will continue to increase until they be-
come so large that VisiCalc is no longer able to display them. Fortunate-
ly, we can use this anomaly in creating a way of counting the number of
recalculations that have been made in a template.
One way of arranging matters so that you'd know how many recal
culations have taken place would be to enter these formulas each time
before you begin recalculating and then watch the results. But remem
ber, we'd like for this option to be reusable. We'd also like to be able to
watch a value increment al each recalculation and to be able to reset the
value to 0. We could just watch the value increment forever, renewing the
counting with the current value when we wanted to evaluate the results.
But it would be nice to have the count start at I each time we begin re
calculating. The prnblem is that we must enter the formula each time we
load the template: if it already exists in the template being loaded, both
cdls will display ERROR and nothing we can do will change that.
Befort: you continue, see if you can come up with a final solution.
We know the initial premise of our solution-we're going to use cir
cular referencing. The formulas we enter in BI and Cl incremented the
values each time we pressed !, so they're a good place to start. The ques
tion is, how do we get the values to zero on demand?
Since the circular reference is, by definition, a closed loop, we're
going to have to find a way to reset the loop to 0. This method should
not involve an entry to either of the original c:ells: so we must use a third
cell as a trigger. The problem might be stated thus: If there is no value in
our trigger cell. then add I to the value in the other cell (Cl); otherwise,
display 0.
Sounds like an@ IF solution, doesn ' t it? Figure 3 shows the formulas
as they an;: in each cell.

u ·-=-=1

@IF(A1 = 0, 1+C 1,0)
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Entering any value greater than 0 in cell A 1 causes cell B 1 to display
the value 0. In this case, Cl will also display 0. Blanking cell A I allows
the formulas to begin incrementing values at each recalculation-our
solution!
As you can set:. the logic and sea rch functions are part of what makes
VisiCalc as powt:rful as it is. The more you experiment with them, the
more useful these functions become .
Nex t Month. In October's installment, we'll look at some enhance
ments to this template and at some noteworthy features of VisiCalc Ad
rri nced Versiu11.
JI
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Darth Vader himself was stalking off the cover of Softalk #l three
years ago this month. Included in that first, skinny, twenty-eight-page is
sue was an article entitled, "Dealing with DOS from Assembly Lan
guage." Since assembly language is a force that wasn't with most of us
three years ago, we're about to discuss the DOS-from-assembly-lan
guage problem again.
Already the eyes of many Basic-only readers are beginning to
glaze over. Wait ! This column is written with you in mind. Even if you
never write assembly language programs, you frequently use them. Some
of the ones you use will fail to work at times.
The correct procedures for using DOS from assembly language
aren't well documented. Many assembly language programs, even com
mercial ones, have problems using DOS under certain conditions. Users
who understand the symptoms of these problems and the limitations
they imply can often find a cure.
Here are a few assembly language fundamentals that will help you
with this column and with other material you may encounter.
A Silicon Primer. Machine language is the only language your Ap
ple's microprocessor can actually understand. Machine language con
sists entirely of numbers. Bare-handed humans find machine language
exceedingly difficult to read or write.
Assembly language is the human version of machine language. An as
sembler is software a human can use as a tool for writing machine lan
guage programs with words instead of numbers. An assembler trans
lates words into the numbers required by the microprocessor.
Machine language and assembly language are really two manifesta
tions of the same thing. The human-readable manifestation of a pro
gram is often called source code. Object code is the machine-readable
manifestation. The process of converting source code to object code is
called assembling the program.
The microprocessor in the A pp le is known as the 6502. It, like all mi
croprocessors, has its own unique machine language. Programs written
for the 6502 will not run on computers with other microprocessors, such
as the Z-80 (used in CP/ M-compatible computers) or the 8088 (used in
the IBM pc and compatibles).
There are only fifty-six things you can actually get the microproces
sor in an Apple to do. Most of these are available in several different
styles, however, so 6502 machine language has about one hundred fifty
distinct commands.
The 6502 contains a handful of its own memory locations. These are
called registers. One of these, known as the accumulator, is the only mem
ory location in the entire computer where two numbers can be added or
subtracted.
Amazingly, direct multiplication and division are beyond the capa
bility of the 6502. Such high-level calculations as two times two are done
with subroutines that repeatedly add or subtract.
Writing programs in assembly language is a slow and tedious proc
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ess. Nonetheless, assembly language provides a flexibility, a level of con
trol, and an execution speed simply unattainable in any other language.
And once a programmer has built up a library of standard, tested sub
routines, programming becomes easier and faster.
Assembly language programs are always closely identified with their
actual location in memory . Programs are said to reside at such and such
an address.
Some assembly language programs, but not many, are relocatable.
This means they will work just fine no matter where they reside. Others,
even rarer, are self-relocating. This means that they automatically adjust
themselves for whatever location they end up in. A DOS master disk
contains a self-relocating version of DOS .
A DOS slave disk, on the other hand, contains a nonrelocatable ver
sion of DOS. Most assembly language programs are like this. It means
they don 't work correctly if moved.
For example, suppose a program contains a text string. The pro
gram reads this string using the address the string was assigned to when
the program was assembled. But if the program is moved, the string will
be moved along with it and consequently won't be where it's supposed to
be. Instead, the program will read whatever junk is at the correct ad
dress and fail. This is just one example of the kinds of problems that de
velop when assembly language programs are moved.
E.T. Call Home. There is an assembly language subroutine perma
nently nailed into the Monitor-part of the Apple's built-in software
that will clear your Apple's screen . You can run this routine from Basic
by using the call command. A Basic call is the same thing as a gosub, ex
cept control is passed to an assembly language, rather than a Basic,
subroutine.
The clear-screen subroutine starts at memory byte 64600. You can
access this routine from Applesoft with the command cail 64600. (How
ever, it is usually written as call -936. The two numbers 64600 and -936
represent the same memory byte. Call -936 is easier to remember and
works in Integer Basic as well as Applesoft . This explains its popularity.)
The assembly language statements for doing the equivalent call look
like this:
HOME

EQU
JSR

64600
HOME

;set HOME equal to 64600
;jump to subroutine at the
; address indicated by HOME

The first statement sets the word HOME to the proper address.
(HOME is the standard name for this address-see the Monitor ROM
source code, which is included in the Apple II reference manual.) The sec
ond statement calls the Monitor routine. The first statement would ap
pear only once in a program . The second, of course, could appear wher
ever and as many times as the programmer desired.
In machine language, the equivalent call looks like this:
20 F8 FC
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These three numbers an: in hexadecima l. Hexadecimal numbers are
very similar to decimal, except each digit can range from 0 to 15 instead
ofO to 9. The letters A through F arc used to represent the digits for I0
through 15.
The number 64600 in hexadecima l is $FCF8 (the dollar sign indi
cates the number is in hexadecimal).
Jn our machine language instruction, 20 is the hexadecima l code for
JSR, jump to subroutine. Notice that the address $FCF8 follows, only
it's backward. This is standard operating procedure in 6502 machine lan
guage.
Apple DOS is written in assembly language. You might suppose that
would make DOS extremely simple for other assembly la nguage pro
grams to use.. . .
Bone of Basie's Bone; Flesh of Basie's Flesh. Last month it was ob
served that Apple DOS sometimes seems to have been created from one
of Basie's ribs. In that column we looked at all the DOS commands that
have special features for Basie's sake.
In columns previous to last month's we saw that Apple DOS is really
made up of three separate programs . RWTS, one of these three, is the
program that actually turns the disk drive on, moves the arm inside it ,
and reads and writes on disk. Using RWTS, an assembly language pro
grammer can gain direct and easy access to individual sectors on a disk.
The techniques for this have been well documented, both in this column
(in its prior incarnation: October 1982) and elsewhere (DOS Manual, Be

neath Apple DOS).
Being able to handle individual sectors, however, is a far shot from
being able to deal with a whole file . The program within DOS that facili
tates file handling is called the file manager.
The file manager is in charge of the clerical aspects of retrieving the
files a programmer asks for, stowing away the files a programmer saves,
and keeping track of where everything on each disk is. The procedures
for using the file manager directly from assembly language are not at all
well documented anywhere but in the book Beneath Apple DOS. al
though they are very similar to the RWTS procedures.
To use either RWTS or the file manager, a programmer must fill in a

11 1

table ol' number' with mean ingful va lue,. T he ta hk as,oci ;itetJ • i1li
R WTS is called the inpw / outpw con1ml hind o r 10/J. The tabl e :1 ,. ,_
d ated with the file manage r is ca lled th e j ile 111anaier parw11c1N li1t ,r
rarely, the status area.
For ex ample, to use RWTS directly, yo u have to fi ll in th<.: IOB to 1n 
di call: the slot. drive, vo lume. track , and secto r num ber' o f the particu 
lar sector you arc interested in. Ano ther number in the IOH indicak>
whether you want to rt.:ad the sector or write t o it. A ftt.: r filling in the ta
ble with these a nd other numbers, yo u simply call o n RWTS .
The file manager is th e primary user o f the RWTS ro ut ine. Every
time you do a catalog. fo r example, it is the fil e ma nager that tells
RWTS which sectors on your disk to read. The file ma nager also dis
plays the catalog on your screen.
The primary user of th e file manager, on the other hand, is th e third
program inside DOS, the DOS command interpreter-affectio nately
known in this column as the Captain.
It is the Captain that is bone of Basie's bone, flesh of Basie's fle sh.
R WTS and the file manager arc oblivi ous to what lang uage is calling
them. They arc easy to use from assembly language (or from Basic, for
that matter) once a programmer knows how to fill in the tables. The
C aptain , on the other hand, being a creature created as a helpmate for
Basic, is more difficult to tame.
Nonetheless, beginning assembly language programmers have their
hands and minds quite full of new concepts. Wouldn't it be great if they
could use the DOS commands they already knew from their experience
with Basic? Why burden them further by forcing them to learn new ways
of dealing with disks and files at the same time they are fighting to un
derstand indirect indexed addressing?
Tell It to the Captain. Fortunately, even the Captain has remark
able adaptability running through his veins. As discussed in previous
columns, the Captain is a spylike creature who taps all the messages
coming from your keyboard or going to your screen so he can see them
first. This is how he intercepts commands meant for him.
Because he opens all your mail, you can give DOS commands to the
Captain by simply sending them to your screen. The Captain will inter0
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Call NOW: 800 835-2246 ext. 127 (o rders only)
Fo r informatio n, call 815 377.1343
Disks normally shipped within 24 ho urs .
Only $30: Includes 1st class or foreign airmail.
Sold by mail o rder only.
Return in 30 days for full refund , if no t to1ally
sa ti sfied!
FREE - with yo ur order
FREE
DOGFIGHT'' ' II - By Bill Basha m
- A special mail-order ve rsio n of lhe arcade
game for 1 to 8 players , recently li sted 1'6 o n the
best seller list'

2. Keyboard Buffer: DIVERSI-DOS allows you
to type ahead. as fast as yo u can, without missing
a single charac ter.
3. Print Buffer: DIVERSl-DOS can use a RAM
card (! 6K-128 K) to temporarily save characters 1
1 Send $30 (U.S fund s) to:
before they are printed. Thus, your computer
I Dive rsified Software Hesearch, Inc.c l § ! :
won't have to wait fo r your pr inter to finis h.
I 5848 C rampton C ourt
4. DDMOVER: DIVERSl-DOS can now be I Roc kford, Illinois 61111
moved to a RAM ca rd to increase the availahle
memory in a BASIC program.
N.J.me : _ __
- - --
DIVERSl-DOS, the Q UADR UPL E ut ility,
requires d 48K Apple II, II+ or //<' with DOS 3.3. A
Address: _
----
simple, menu dr iven installation program is
includP<l o n the un -protec ted disk. So what Me
C it y _ _ __
you waiting for'?

r------------------------ I
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_
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cept and execute them. T his technique works from any language, includ
ing assembly language. A nd the beauty is that the commands are the
same ones we already use with Applesoft and Integer Basic.
Bu t there a re a few proble ms with this approach. The family rela
tio nship betwee n DOS a nd Basic does get in the way. There are three
areas where problems develo p.
F irst, the Captain does some things in different ways, depending on
whether Basic is running a program or is stopped. To get the Captain to
work normally. an assembly language program must let him know a pro
gram is running. This requires some special tricks.
Second. th e Captain normally returns program control to Basic af
ter a disk error or a press of the reset key . Since you don't want users
thrown out of your program and into Basic every time they leave a disk
drive door open , a second trick is necessary.
Finally, the Capt ain and Basic have an agreed-upon procedure for
keeping track of what memory areas inside the Apple are available for
use. Assembly language programmers should honor this agreement but
often don't know how.
Crossing the (Toll) Bridge. There is one price that must be paid for
tri cking the Captain. You have to find him. As we've seen before, DOS
doesn't have a permanent home. While DOS can usually be found at the
standard 48K location, some users like to move DOS into a 16K RAM
card.
It's true that DOS always files a change-of-address notice when it is
booted. This notice can be found in the page three vector table, which we
discussed in June. By using the page three vector table, you can call both
R WTS and the file manager without knowing where DOS resides.
The page three vector table can also be used to find the Captain. But
many assembly language programs don't use it. Instead they simply as
sume DOS is at its normal 48K location. This causes users unnecessary
problems.
As a user. you should be aware that many assembly language pro
grams won ' t work correctly if DOS has been moved to the lan
guage card.
At the very least. a commercial program should check the page three
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vector table and refuse to run if DOS isn't at its normal 48K location. A
really good program will find the Captain no matter where he is hidden.
Of course, if you are using programs you have written yourself or if
you are using copy-protected commercial software, the DOS location is
under control and shouldn't cause a problem.
The reason it's so important to find the Captain is that he keeps some
information in his heart that we must have access to. This information is
kept in two areas, the Basic entry-point vector table and the active-Basic
}lag. (It would have been nice if these had been made part of the page
three vector table, but. ...)
Finding Himem. The active-Basic flag tells us which version of Basic
the Captain thinks is running. In normal 48K DOS, this flag is at byte
43702 ($AAB6). A zero at this location indicates Integer Basic, a 64 ($40)
indicates standard Applesoft, and 128 ($80) indicates cassette Applesoft.
Once we know which Basic the Captain thinks is running, it is a very
easy matter to find the extent of free memory. Nonetheless, few assem
bly language programs do it. Even though it is quite common for pro
grams to be inserted between DOS and its buffers, thus decreasing the
amount of free space available, many assembly language programs as
sume this hasn't been done.
Consequently. such programs overwrite the DOS buffers and cause
users misery. At the very least, commercial programs should check
himem and refuse to run if the value there is abnormal. A really good
program will adapt to any himem setting.
Basic keeps the lowest available address, lomem, and the highest
available address, himem, stored on page zero. The Captain updates hi
mem whenever he rebuilds the DOS buffers. The actual zero-page loca
tions vary according to which language is active. as shown.
Integer
Applesoft

lorn em

him em

74 - 75 ($4A-4B)
103-104 ($67-68)

76-77 ($4C-4D)
115-116 ($73 - 74)

The active-Basic flag also has some other uses, which we'll get to in a
moment.
Intercepting Errors. The Basic entry-point vector table is a list of ad
dresses DOS uses to pass control of the computer to Basic. This happens
during cold starts, warm starts, when a program is run, and after a DOS
error.
A DOS / Basic warm start occurs whenever the reset key is pressed,
unless you intercept the reset at the soft-entry vector in the page three
vector table. Rather than mess with the soft-entry vector, however, you
can simply place your assembly language program's warm-start address
in the Basic entry-point vector table. Then the Captain will pass control
to you after a reset, rather than to Basic.
This same technique is used to get him to pass control back after a
DOS error. Put the address of your error-handling routine at byte 40282
($9D5A ). Put your warm-start address at byte 40286 ($9D5E).
As part of your error-handling routine you can choose whether you
want the Captain to send DOS error messages before passing control
back to you. If you would like the Captain to do this for you, it is very
important that you store a zero in byte 216 ($D8). This is the Applesoft
onerr flag. If it contains a value greater than 128, the Captain will not
send error messages. Again, many assembly language programs fail to
clear this byte. If you have a favorite program that sometimes doesn 't
send DOS error messages, simply set byte 216 to zero before running the
program.
If. on the other hand, a programmer wants to handle DOS errors
within an assembly language program, two steps are necessary. Not only
must byte 216 be set higher than 128, but the active-Basic flag must also
indicate Applesoft is running. If the Captain thinks Integer Basic is run
ning, he always sends error messages.
There is nothing complex about changing the active-Basic flag; just
do it. Put a 64 ($40) there to indicate Applesoft. You would probably
also like to know how you can determine which DOS error occurred.
The Captain puts the error number in the X register just before passing
control to your error-handling routine. This number will be one of the
standard error numbers documented in the DOS manual.
Tell Him We're Running. The final trick an assembly language pro
grammer has to play on the Captain is to make him think a Basic pro
gram is running. This is necessary to avoid the not direct command error
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when handling text tiles. It's also necessary for intercepting DOS errors.
And it even keeps keyboard input from accidentally activating DOS
comma nd s.
The keyboard input problem is an interesting one. If an assembly lan
guage progra m fa ils to tell the Ca ptain it is running, he continues to in
tercept all keyboard input and look for DOS commands. If a user enters
his last time in res po nse to a program prompt, and his name is "RUN
y AN". DOS will immediately try to run a Basic program called Yan.
The results are a disaster.
To avoid all this, the assembly language program needs to set three
flag bytes on the Apple's Lero page. There are many different ways to do
this. Here's how A pple's F/D program does it:
0844:
0846:
0848:
084A:

A9
85
85
85

80
76

D9
33

LDA
STA
STA
STA

#$80 ;load accumulator with hex value $80
$76 :store contents of A ($80)
$D9 ; at the three zero-page
$33 ; locations $76, $09, and $33

Two of these locations are Applesoft flags; one, $D9, is an Integer
flag. Of course, it's only necessary to set the flags for the version of Basic
that DOS thinks is running, but setting all three is pretty simple.
A few of you might like to know that the routine inside DOS that ac
tually checks whether a program is running resides at byte 42590
($A65E-A678). If this routine returns with the carry (a flag inside the
microprocessor itself) clear, the Captain will think a program is running.

Your Mother Does Not Work Here-Please Pick Up after Your
self. Any assembly language program that uses the techniques men
tioned here modifies DOS. When the program is finished, it should put
everything back the way it was originally. This can be done quite simply
by exiting through the DOS cold-start vector in the page three table.
If you use a program that works well but leaves you and your com
puter in a muddle, a DOS cold start via call 979 will sometimes fix things.
Unfortunately, so me programs change the reference tables that the Cap
tain transfers into the Basic entry-point table, as well as the entry-point ta
ble itself. If the reference tables have been changed, the only way to re
cover is to reboot.
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In some situations an assembly language program is designed to
work as a subroutine. Once it is finished it needs to return from whence it
came rather than jumping to the DOS cold-start address.
There are some problems programmers need to be aware of in this
situation. If the program is bloaded and called, simply bandaging any
DOS patches the program makes is all that is required before its return
(RTS in assembly language). In addition, if the program doesn't require
any input and doesn't send any output, simply unmodifying any DOS
modifications will be sufficient.
Brun and Back. If the program is brun, and if input / output opera
tions are necessary (including the sending of DOS commands), the pro
gram should retrieve whatever is stored at byte 43609 ($AA59) before in
put/ output and replace it before returning. This value is critical to your
program's finding its way home again but gets changed whenever the
Captain intercepts a character passing through the 1/ 0 links.
Alternatively, you could disconnect DOS from the I / 0 links. In this
case, you should reconnect it by calling the page three vector at 1002
($3EA) before returning. In either case, of course, you have to be sure
your program exits with the stack pointer where it was on entrance.
A similar problem arises when you intercept DOS errors yourself,
but then try to use the Captain's routines for sending selected error mes
sages. If you want to do this, first disconnect DOS. Then put the error
number in the accumulator and jump to 42706 ($A6D2). The Captain
will send the message, then send control back to the start of your error
handling routine. You will have to meet him there or you will get an infi
nite cycle of error messages.
The easiest way to disconnect DOS is by using the Monitor routines
Inport and Outport. Load the accumulator with the slot you want to use
and call 65163 ($FE8B) for inport (equivalent to Basie's in#). or 65173
($FE95) for outport (pr#).
Assembly language programmers who follow these procedures when
using DOS will create few problems for the rest of us.
Another slick way to use DOS from assembly language, or from Ba
sic, is to ignore the Captain entirely and send commands directly to the
file manager. We'll get to that next month. See you then.
JI

Why Your Apple Needs DAVID-DOS™
Your Apple is easier to use and runs much faster with
this new, licensed by Apple, DOS 3.3 update.
DAVID-DOS (rhvmes with moss), is rated AA,
(top of its class), by the highly respected software
review magazine PEELINGS II.

Novices and Pros
DAVID-DOS is licensed by programmers for in
clusion in th e sofrware they sell. 30 our of 60
bought it on the spot when DAVID-DOS was
demonstrated at the Original Apple Corps, UCLA.
DAVID-DOS receives applau se from Apple
novi ces. That's why you need DAVID-DOS.

100 Sectors in 7 Seconds
Speed Load Applesoft, Integer & Binary JOO
sector programs in 7 seconds. Tload Random
and Seq uen tial Text Files at the same speed with
a simple command.

Automatic Card Support
Automatically suppons an Integer or Applesoft
Rom Card in Any slot (without configuring).
Single key stroke Catalog and Catalog Abort.
Shows Free Sectors Left on eac h Catalog.

What's Going On

Nine New DOS Commands

Every Appl e II/Ile boots up \\~th DOS 3.3 soft
ware.''' DOS 3.3 is right there on th e first three
tracks of all vour program disks. Your Apple is
super\'ised constantly bv DOS 3.3.

I. TLOAD speeds loads all Tex t Files.
2. TLIST lists all Randoni/Seque ntial Text Files.
3. DUMP Binary/ As cii to screen o r printer.
4. DISA dissembles Binarv to screen/printer.
5. AL prints program Address & Length.
6. I Single keys troke, second Catalog command.
7. HIDOS m o,·es DOS to the Language Card.
8. FIND hex group in64K memorvin 3 seco nds.
9. DATE prints out. Use with Mtn. clock ca rd.
Commands 8 & 9 in Hidos m1lv.

Easler and 5 Times Faster
Our Installatio n Program goes in and makes spe
cific permanant improvements to DOS 3.3 o n all
vour di sks in a few seconds. (The programs on
\'Ou r disks are not touched). From then on \'Our
programs load up to 5 time' faster. And yo u haYe
new features that make your App le easier rouse.
"ExcepLions arc Pa,cal & CPM Opcrati ng Svstcms.
Appk II :111d •\pp ln11h

.111 ·
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1 OK More Memory
These nine commands operate identical to exist
ing DOS commands. Use A or A$ for address
and Lor L$ for length. Enter new commands on
th e Keyboard and use them in Basic programs with
the familiar D$. Use HI DOS in H ello program
for turnkey startup, adding I OK free memory.

Variable Speed Scrolling
TUST, DUMP, and DISA Features are:
I. Print with PR#.
2. Key operated Yariable speed control.
3. Instant pause with Space Bar.
4. Exit anvtime with Ret urn Kev.

·

Compatible ·

All DOS entry addresses ha\·e been preserved.
DOS is Same length and compatible with most
software. Da\'id-Dos is copyable and creates fully
copyable updated disks. I nit areas were used for
DaYid-Dos. Works with all Apple Ils including
Ile 80 Col. Requires 48 K. Complete documen
tation for screen or printing and many utilities
are on the disk.
California residents
add 6'h% 'ales tax.

To Order: Send Check To

(DAVID DATA).
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•

Foreign add $2.00.

12021 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 212C
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Introducing the Datalife Disk Drive Analyzer~,
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In this article, we're going to look at ways to use text page two and
text pages three, four, five, and so on. You didn't know that there were
more than two text pages, did you? Well, you're right, there aren't. We
can, however, treat sections of memory as "phantom" text pages. We'll
see how to use them to create interesting and useful effects i~ your
programs.
The Apple comes endowed with two text screens that can be
displayed on the monitor screen. These two text pages are really just seg
ment~ of memory, and the thing that distinguishes them from other seg
ments of memory is the hardware that displays the contents as text char
acters. Text page one has the added distinction that it can be printed on.
There's no provision in Applesoft for printing on page two. What use is a
text screen you can't print on? Remember, it's just a section of memory.
You can't print there, but you can move printed text there from else
where in memory. Page one, perhaps?
This makes the second page much less flexible than the first, but it
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Location 3072, the new starting address of th e program. 1n1_1<1
contain a zero or the computer gets confused .
After doing these pokes, any program loaded or typed m will m ,,,J<·
above location 3072.
Big Caution: Don't do these pokes while a program is m mem ory. If
you do, the progrnm will be rendered u'iCless. These pokes must be done
before you load and run your program. The pokes wo n't :iffect th e
normal operation of the computer; they just reserve a little of the mem 
ory usually available to the program. Programs can be loaded, saved ,
and run just like normal. The loss of 1,024 bytes of memory is hard ly
noticeable in a 48K system.
These pokes change the index to the start of the program without
moving the program to the new location. Since that will ruin the pro
gram in memory, a short "loader" program is needed to perform the
pokes and then run your main program. The short program listed below
does the setup.

Turning the 'Iext Page Demll:bsrow
can still have its uses. For example, you can use the second text screen for
a resident help screen, available for instant viewing at the touch of a key.
You can use it to display codes used in the program. You're entering a
payroll and have forgotten a deduction code. Help screen to the rescue.
The best part about using page two to view the help screen is that
page one is left untouched. When you finish with the help screen and
return to your program, you are exactly where you left off. Even if
you're in the middle of data entry, you could switch to the help screen
while entering a string of letters and return to the same letter you left off
at. The switch between page one and page two is superquick.
The second text page resides directly above the first text page,
occupying a range of memory from 2048 ($800) to 3071 ($BFF).
Usually, Basic programs begin at location 2048 ($800) and use the text
page two memory space. As a matter of fact, if you turn on page two
(poke - 16299,0) while a program is in memory, you will see the begin
ning of your program through the eyes of text page two.
In order to use the second page, we'll have to move the program out
of the way. Two pokes before entering or loading the program take care
of this. Location 104 stores the starting address of the program. By
changing this number, the program can be made to start above text page
two (or anywhere in memory), allowing you to use the second text page
for any display you want.
Location 104 stores the page number of the starting address. In this
case we mean a memory page: an area of 256 bytes. The normal value ot
location 104 is eight, indicating page eight. To find the actual starting ad
dress of the Basic program, multiply the page number by 256: 8 X 256 =
2048.
To use page two, the program must begin at address 3072, which is
the start of page twelve (3072/256). These commands set the pointer to
the correct location.
POKE 104, 12
POKE 3072,0

10 POKE 104,12
20 POKE 3072,0
30 PRINT CHR$(4);"RUN YOUR PROGRAM"

To restore the normal program start address:
10 POKE 104,8
20 POKE 2048,0

These pokes should not be done from within the main program
either. The program would continue to execute until it reached a goto or
gosub statement, at which point it would look in the wrong place for the
start of the program and be unable to find itself.
Now that we've made page two available for use, how do we create a
page two display? As mentioned earlier, there are no output commands
for page two. Page one has print, vtab, inverse, and many other com
mands for setting up and printing a text display.
The easiest way to create a page two screen is to create it on page one
and move it to page two. There are two ways to do this. The first way is
to bsave the screen you create on page one and then bload it onto page
two. The second way is to use a memory move routine. Fortunately, the
Apple Monitor has a memory move routine that can be called from a
Basic program. We'll get into this method a bit later.
This program creates a screen on page one and bsaves it
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

REM EXAMPLE OF A HELP SCREEN
REM CREATES SCREEN ON PAGE ONE
REM AND BSAVES IT
HOME
HTAB 15: PRINT "HELP SCREEN"
VTAB 3: PRINT "OPTIONS ARE:": PRINT
PRINT "A = ADD NEW RECORDS": PRINT
PRINT "C = CHANGE RECORDS": PRINT
PRINT "D = DELETE RECORDS": PRINT
PRINT "O = QUIT"
VTAB 20: PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY"
PRINT CHA$ (4);"BSAVE HELPSCREEN,A1024,L 1024"
REM PAGE ONE HAS BEEN SAVED
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Lines 40 through 110 create the screen with the usual commands.
Line 120 bsaves the screen and calls it Helpscreen. Now that we have our
screen, let's write a small program that will display it. First, run this pro
gram to set up the start address above page two:
10
20
30
40

REM * RUN THIS BEFORE RUNNING
REM • THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES
POKE 104, 12
POKE 3072,0

Now you're ready to run this program:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170

REM EXAMPLE OF USING HELP SCREEN
REM LOAD SCREEN PREVIOUSLY CREATED
REM ON PAGE ONE AND SAVED.
REM LOAD HELP SCREEN INTO PAGE TWO,
REM LOCATION 2048.
PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAD HELPSCREEN,A2048"
REM CREATE NORMAL DISPLAY
HOME
HTAB 15: PRINT "DATA ENTRY"
VTAB 8: PRINT "OR 'HELP' FOR HELP SCREEN"
VTAB 6: INPUT "COMMAND: ";COM$
IF COM$ = "HELP" THEN POKE - 16299,0: GET E$: POKE
- 16300,0: GOTO 110
IF COM$ = " A" THEN REM GOSUB (ADD RECORDS)
IF COM$ = "C" THEN REM GOSUB (CHANGE RECORDS)
IF COM$ = "D" THEN REM GOSUB (DELETE RECORDS)
IF COM$ = "Q" THEN HOME : END
GOTO 110

Line 60 bloads the Helpscreen file we just created. This is loaded into
the text page two area of memory, which begins at location 2048. Lines
80 through 110 create a screen and prompt for a command. If the
command is help, line 120 switches to page two and waits for a key to be
pressed. When this is done, the view is switched back to page one again.
Our examples so far have used a single, static page two screen. The
help screen is loaded in and isn't changed during the program. Let's see
how to create a dynamic help screen, one in which the screen can be
changed during the program so that more information can be displayed.
One way to do this is to store the regular text page in the page two
area and then create your help screen on page one. When you're done
with the help screen, the original screen can be moved back to page one.
·If you want, you can create a different help screen each time the help key
is pressed. Using page one for our help screen gives us the advantage of
letting the program create the help screen instead of loading a previously
created screen into page two.
Page one is moved into page two with the routine mentioned earlier.
The routine consists of two instructions and a call to the Monitor's
memory move routine. The code for it is below and is relocatable. The
Monitor move routine is very quick and can move an entire page of text
in a split second. This is the assembly program that sets up for and calls
the move routine:
0300- 08
0301 - AO 00
0303 - 4C 2C FE

CLO
LOY
JMP

DATA 2 16, 160,0,76,44 .25 4
RE TU RN

This is the subroutine that po kes th e sta rli ng, ending, and de, tinati"n ad
dresses into memory. Your program should use this routi m: whene ver
you want to move th e contents of page one into pagl: two.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

REM ' MOVE S TEX T PAGES
BEG = 1024: REM 'PAGE ONE
FINISH = 2047
DEST = 2048: REM • MOVE TO PAGE TW O
REM • SET UP PARAM ETER S FOR MOVE
POKE 60,BE G - INT (BEG I 256) ' 256 : POKE 61 , INT (BEG
I 256)
POKE 62,FINISH - INT (FINI SH I 256) ' 256 · POKE 63 , INT
(FINISH I 256)
POKE 66,DEST - INT (DEST I 256) ' 256: POKE 67 , INT (D EST I
256)
REM • CA LL MEMORY MOVE ROUTINE
CALL 768

This shows how lo prepare a page to be moved. The starting address of
the page to be moved is poked into locations 60 and 61 by line 60. Line
70 pokes the ending address into locations 62 and 63. Finally, line 80
pokes the start address of the destination into locations 66 and 67. Line
100 calls the routine that performs the memory move.
This next program puts it all together. The program will use page one
for a help screen while using page two to store the screen that was on
page one. When the help screen is exited, the screen stored in page two is
moved back into page one, thus restoring conditions to normal. The pro
gram works as follows: The memory move routine is poked into memory
starting at loc<ition 768. The normal data-entry screen is set up and the
user is prompted for input.
If help is entered, the memory move routine is used to move the page
one screen to page two, freeing page one to be used for the help screen .
The help screen is created, and a get statement is used to hold the screen
until any key is pressed. At that point, the original screen is moved from
page two b<ick into page one. This happens so fast that it appears instan
taneous.

The VISUAL PRESENTATION SYSTEM fea-

#$00
$FE2C

Three things must be specified before the move routine can be called.
You must specify the starting address of the block of memory you want
moved, the ending address of the block of memory, and the destination
address to move it to. To move page one into page two, the starting ad
dress would be 1024, the ending address 2047, and the destination ad
dress 2048.
The following are two subroutines to be put into each program using
a memory move to move text pages. They should be renumbered to con
venient locations within the program. The first subroutine pokes the
memory move assembly routine into memory at $300. The second sub
routine takes care of poking the starting, ending, and destination ad
dresses into the proper locations so that the Monitor's memory move
routine can get at them.
This routine pokes in the instructions that call the memory move
routine. It should be executed once as part of the program's initializa
tion process.
10
20
30
40
50

60
70

1 g

REM • MEMORY MOVE POKER
FOR LOG = 0 TO 5
READ A
POKE 768 + LOC,A
NEXT

For 48K Apple 11+/lle .
Dealer Inquiries Invited.
MasterCard & Visa accepted .

$79.95

<C A residen ts add 6° 0 S-11·--.s ta x .)

TIDBIT SOFTWARE

l805J 969-5834
P.O. Box 5579, Santa Barbara, CA 93108

•App le 11 and Appl e..oft ,1re trade mMk s of Apple Com pu ter , In c . SOFTWARE

fi.250[TAL~

120
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380

REM EXAM PLE OF US ING PAGE TWO TO STORE
REM PAGE ONE WHILE PAGE ONE IS USED FOR
REM THE HELP SCREEN
GOSUB 330 : REM POKE MEMORY MOVE ROUTINE
HOME
HTAB 15: PRINT "DATA ENTRY"
VTAB 8: PRINT " ENTER 'HELP' FOR HELP SCREEN"
VTAB 6: INPUT " COMMAND: " ;COM$
IF CO M$ < > " HELP" THEN 280
REM MOVE PAGE ONE TO PAGE TWO
BEG = 1024:FINISH = 2047:DEST = 2048
GOSUB 380: REM MOVE SCREEN
REM CLEAR PAGE ONE AND CREATE HELP SCREEN
HOME
HTAB 15: PRINT "HELP SCREEN"
VTAB 3 : PRINT "OPTIONS ARE:" : PRINT
PRINT "A = ADD NEW RECORDS": PRINT
PRINT "C = CHANGE RECORDS": PRINT
PRINT " D = DELETE RECORDS": PRINT
PRINT " Q = QUIT"
VTAB 20: PRINT " PRESS ANY KEY"
GET E$
REM BRING BACK ORIGINAL PAGE ONE
REM FROM PAGE TWO
START = 2038:FINISH = 3071:DEST = 1024
GOSUB 380: REM MOVE SCREEN
GOTO 50
IF COM$ = "A" THEN REM GOSUB (ADD RECORDS)
IF COM$ = "C" THEN REM GOSUB (CHANGE RECORDS)
IF COM$ = " D" THEN REM GOSUB (DELETE RECORDS)
IF COM$ = " Q" THEN HOME : END
GOTO 50
REM MEMORY MOVE ROUTINE POKER
FOR I = 768 TO 773: READ J: POKE 1,J: NEXT
DA TA 216 , 160,0,76,44 ,254
RETURN
REM ' SET UP PARAMETERS FOR MOVE
POKE 60,BEG - INT (BEG I 256) • 256: POKE 61, INT (BEG I
256)
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POKE 62,FINISH - INT (FINISH I 256) ' 256: POKE 63, INT
(FINISH I 256)
400 POKE 66,DEST - INT (DEST I 256)' 256: POKE 67 , INT (DEST I
256)
410 CALL 768: REM CALL MEMORY MOVER
420 RETURN
, Since the help scree~ is created on page one with print statements, it

.
1sn t as fast as the switch back. If a cleaner look is desired, a slight
modification wj)) do the trick. After page one is moved to page two, turn
on page two while the help screen is being created on page one. After the
help screen is created, tum on page one to display it. To return to the
regular display, turn on page two again and then move page two into
page one (page two is left intact). When page two has been moved, turn
on page one and you'll be back where you were. With this method, the
screens flip cleanly in and out.
Now let's move into even more screen moving, using five screens. To
use the phantom text pages, we have to start the program at even higher
locations in memory.
The accompanying table shows how to reserve memory for as many
as ten text pages. It shows you what to poke for whatever pages you want
to use. If you want to use text pages one, two, three, and four, for
example, you would poke 104,20 and poke 5120,0.
Page
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

Pokes for First Ten Text Pages

Send Words & Pictures
Around the World!

Are Your Floppies
Getting Sloppy?

TEKTERMTM

Clean up your litter with

Intelligent Terminal Software With
Both Communications And Graphics
Access a whole new world of graphic
images on your Apple with TEKTERM
communications software. TEKTERM al
lows any computer in the world to draw
pictures on your Apple screen . Five
modes of operotionl
MODE I: High Resolution 70 Column
Display - without a 80 column video cord.
MODE II: Graphics Terminal Mode 
TEKTERM does a complete simulation of the
Tektronix 4010. Thousands of graphics pro
grams hove been written using the 401 0
formot.

MODE Ill : Communication Mode -

A

complete selection of file transfer operations
allows virruolly any kind of informotion to be
sent or received .

MODE IV: Macro Mode - to automate all
communication operorions.

Master-CatTM
Master-Cot can find any file or program
in your colledion in seconds.

How many rimes hove you decided ro
run a program and then spent two hours
shuffling through floppy disks trying to
find it? By the time you finally get it into
the computer, you're too old to work
the keyboard.

TEKTEP.M inco rporates many other unique
features unavailable in any other pockoge.
TEKTERM runs on all Apple II compotible mi
crocomputers. TEKTERM supporrs most serial
cords ond modems.

Simply insert each of your floppies into
the disk drive and Moster-Cot will build
a complete, combined catalog of all
your programs organized alphabetically
and by disk number. Then, whenever
you like, on index of all your programs
and files con be listed on your printer.
The whole process tokes only a few
minutes. even for a large collection of
disks.

Master-Cat is a powerful and easy-ro
use program for keeping track of your
diskettes by building a master catalog
of all the files on them.

With Master-Cat You Can:
• Display Deleted or Hidden Files
• Sort by File Type:
Integer, Applesoft, Text or Binary.
• Search for Files by Nome or Closest
Match

~

Master-Cot is only $J9. 95

MODE V: High Speed Terminal----' allows
TEKTERM to operate or up to 19,200 boud.

TEKTERM is only $90. 00.

Pokes
104 ,8
2048,0
104,12
3072,0
104,16
4096,0
104,20
5120 ,0
104,24
6144,0
104,28
7168,0
104,32
8192 ,0
104.36
9216 ,0
104,40
10240,0
104,44
11264 ,0

:
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Fountain
Computer Products
"· ':

1901 Kipling
Lakewood, Colorado 80215
1 CJOJ) 2J2-8J46

To order direct odd $J.OO shipping costs
- VISA/MC Welcome, (Colorado Resi
dences as 5% Soles Tax. )
;;~~,~~~:r,"c,~oit~~~~~.Afn~le Compurer Inc. 'Tekrronix"

-~AP~ES~~g~! byl!~~JO~EN

ALL BEAGLE DISKS ARE
UNLOCKEDtCOPYABL~z

AND COMPATIBLE WIT"
APPLE II, II+ AND lie.*
(Don't Settle for Less!)
*APPLE is a Registered Trade Mark of You-Know·Who

APPLE MECHANIC
I
SHAPE-WRITER BYTE-ZAP UTILITY
by BERT KERSEY

SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw shapes for anima
tion in your programs. Create Proportlonally-Spaced
Typefac:ee with special characters. Six fonts included.
Listable Applesoft demos show you how to animate
graphics and create professional Charts and Graphs.
BYTE-ZAP: Rewrite any byte on a disk for repair or
alteration. Load entire sectors on the screen for inspec
tion . Hex/Dec/Alcll displays and input. Educational
instructions include experiments for making trick file
names, restoring deleted files, changing DOS, etc.
MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tricks for your
programs. Clear educational documentation.
($29.50: Includes Peeks/ Pokes Chart & Tip Book #S)

APPLE MECHANIC

TYPEFACES
--------=--..;;....
.-"'---=--"---.- 
26 NEW FONTS for use with Apple Mechanic pro
grams. Many sizes of fully-€d1table characters.
BEAGLE MENU: Displayonlythefilenamesyouwant

Micro Software Inc.
4315 SIERRA VISTA I

619-296-6400

UTILITY CITY

/

12 APPLE GAMES by BERT KERSEY

LIST FORMATIER prints each program statement
on a new line. Loops indented with printer Page Breaks.
A great Applesoft program de-bugger! Also ...
Mult~Column catalogs for printouts, auto-post Runnumber & Date in programs, put invisible commands in
programs, create lnvlalble FHeNames, alphabetize/ store
info on disk, convert dee to hex or Integer to FP, protect
and append programs, dump text to printer...
MORE TOO: 21 Programs Total, a best-seller!
($29 50 . 1 1 d
p k / P k Ch rt & r 1 B k #3)
· · ncu es ee s 0 es
a
P oo

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any single-game
locked-up disk on the market today. All 12 games are a
blast, the price is right, the instructions are crystal clear,
and the disk is COPYABLE. You can even change the
programs or list them to learn by seeing how they work.
Twelve Games from the Applesoft Ace, Bert Kersey
TextTrain, Wowzo, Buzzword, Magic Pack & more...
Excellent Reviews - (see Jan-83 Softalk. page 148).
BEAGLE MENU too: Description under "Typefaces".
($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

r
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PRONTO• DOS

..\0'il'I\
\°'
HIGH-SPEED DOS /

HMMM ... THIS AD SAYS THAT "ALL
BEAGLE DISKS NOW COME
-AND TWO DISKS
COME WITH OTHER
CHARTS AS WELL!"

ALPHA PLOT

BEAGLE BAG

21 USEFUL UTILITIES by BERT KERSEY

fromyourdisks(forexample,onlyApp/esofrfilesoro~ly
.&.\

Locked files) for fast one-key cursor sele-:tion.
($20.00: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

DOS-MOVE UTILITY

by TOM WEISHAAR
Put HIGH-SPEED DOS in your Apple's normal memory,
Language Card or Apple lle's high-memoryFunction
Nonnal
BLOAD HI-RES IMAGE ............ 10 sec.
LOAD 00-SECTOR PROGRAM ... . .. 16 sec.
SAVE 00-SECTOR PROGRAM . .. . .. 24 sec.
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD ........ 13 sec.
(Text Files: No Change)
Boot the Pronto disk or your updated disks, created
with the normal INIT command. Compatible with ALL
DOS Commands, GPLE® and most of your programs.
Move DOS to your Language Card or Apple I le stan
dard high-memory, freeing up 10,000 Extra Bytes!
15 Extra Sectors per disk, Catalog Free-Space dis
play, new "TYPE" Command reveals Text File contents ...
($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

DEAR BEAGLE BROS
MY LOCAL SO FTWARE
STORE DIDNT HAVE ONE
OF YOUR DISKS, SO I GOT
ON THEIR CASE & TOLD
THEM TO TELEPHONE
YOU OR ANY SOFTWARE
DISTRIBUTOR RIGHT AWAY.
WELL, IT WORKED. AND
I GOT MY DISK IN JUST A
COUPLE OF DAYS. THANKS!

2-WAY-SCROLL/MULTIPLE UTILITY
by MARK SIMONSEN
LISTINGS & CATALOGS SCROLL Up AND Down,
making file names and program lines much easier to
access. Arrow-keys control scroll direction. New Apple
soft LIST FORMAT: each program statement on new
line for FAST program tracing and de-bugging.
Vanabl•Dlaplay shows all of a program's strings and
variables with current values. Croa-Reference shows
line nos. on which each variable & string appears. Better
Renumber/ Append to Merge programs (not just con
nect end-to-end). Also Aut<>-lln&-Number, Instant Hex
to Dec Converter, Program Stats, Eliminate/ Redefine
Cursor, Free Space-On-Disk... All GPLE~ compatible.
($34.95: With 2 Charts: Peeks/ Pokes & "Tios & Tricks")

HI-RES GRAPHICS/TEXT UTILITY
by BERT KERSEY sid JACK CASSIDY
DRAW IN HI-RES on both pages using keyboard OR
paddles/ joystick. View lines before plotting. Use mixed
oolors and Reverse (background opposite) plotting.
Fast hi-res circles, boxes and ellipses; filled or outlined.
Compruu H~R• Images to 1/ 3 Disk-Space. Super
impose hi-res pages 1 and 2 or re-locate any rectangular
image area anywhere on either hi-res page.
Propor11onally-Spaced Hi-Res Type with adjustable
character size and color. Upper and lower case with no
htab/vtab limits. Sideways typing for graphs too.
($39.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #4)

DOS BOSS

DISK COMMAND EDITOR
by BERT KERSEY sid JACK CASSIDY
RENAME DOS COMMANDS and Error Messages.
"Catalog" can be "Cat"; "Syntax Error" can be "Oops" or
anything. Protect your Pl'OQr&ms-An unauthorized
Save-attempt can produce a 'Not Copyable" message,
or any message you want. Also List-Prevention and
one-key program-€ x ecution from catalog.
Customize DOS. Change the Disk Volume heading to
your message or title. Omit or alter catalog file codes.
Fascinating dccumentation, tips and experiments.
ANYONE using your disks (booted or not) will be
formatting DOS the way YOU designed it.
($24.00: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #2)

Tipby DISK #1

1

Requires Appl e lie (or 11 /1 1• wi th RAM C a rd 1
RENAME ANY APPLESOFT COMMAN D o r Ew,r
Message to any word, for program cla rif1cat1o n or en
cryption. Plus add optional NEW COMMANDS
~ ELSE foll ows 11-Then's (as in IF X=2 THEN PRI NT
LN'°:::: "Yes": ELSE PRINT "No"). SWAP X, Y exchang es 2 vari a
bles' values. Use TONE command to write music J11th no
messy pokes & calls. HSCRN reads the color (off/ on) of
any hi-res dot. SCRL scro lls th e text screen 1n eirher
direction . TXT2 lets T ext Page 2 act li ke Pag e 1
Also-- GOTO or GOSUB may precede variables (as
in "GOSUB FIX" or "GOTO 4+X". Escape-mode indi
cated by special ESC CURSOR . Replaoe Apple's awk·
ward Graphics Screen Switch pokes wrth one-word
commands. Change ctrl-G Beep to any tone. INVERSE
REM STATEMENTS too! All GPLEl'l compatible.
These new functions occupy ZERO extra memory!
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
($34.95: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart & Tip Book #6)

_____________ .. _

20/40/ 56nG-COLUMNS WITHOUT HARDWARE
by MARK SIMONSEN
PRINT VARIABLE-WIDTH TEXT on both hi-res
screens with normal Applesoft commands (including
Htab 1-70). Normal, expanded & compressed text with
no hardware. 70-columns requires b/ w monitor (not Iv).
Add Graphics to Text or Text to Graphics. Run your
existing Applesoft programs under Flex Text control.
Fast, easy to use and Compatible with GPLE.®
DOS Tool Kit® font compatibility, or use the supplied
Flex Text typefaces. Select up to 9 fonts with control-key
commands. Custom text character editor included.
($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)

FRAME-UP

HIGH-SPEED PRESENTATION UTILITY
BY TOM WEISHAAR

RUSH

the following disks by First Class Mail

1 D Alpha Plot ... $39.50 D Flex Text .... $29.50
I D Ap.Mechanic . 29.50 D Frame-Up .... 29.50
D AM.Typefaces 20.00 D ProntoDOS ... 29.50
I D Beagle Bag . .. 29.50 · D Tip Disk #1 ... 20.00
D Beagle Basic . 34.95 D Utility City .. . . 29.50
I D DOS Boss .... 24.00 DADD ME to mailing list.
I D Double-Take .. 34.95 D ALREADY ON mailing list.
I
AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Brosi
ltii
I~
I ~~

I

~W!ISI

Visa/MasterCard or COD, call TOLL-FREE
Nationwide: 1-800-854-2003 ext. 827
California: 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827

MAKE PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS of exist
tt;
ing hi-res, lo-res and text frames. FAST hi-res loads in I~
BERT KERSEY
2'/:i-seconds! Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames.
l~---A~las_kal_H_a_w_a_ii_:1_-80G-854-~
___2_s22
__
e_xt_._s2_7_ _~
Unattended Showa are optional with each picture
100 LISTABLE PROGRAMS from Beagle Bros Tip
arranged and pre-programmed to display from 1 to 99
~
OR mail U.S.Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC#
Books 1-4. Make your Apple do things it's never done!
seconds. Text Screen Editor lets you create black-and~
to BEAGLE BROS, 12th Floor
All 100 programs are changeable for experimentation.
white text "slides" and add type "live" from the keyboard
~ 4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
Includes Ai;iple COMMAND CHART with all Applesoft,
during shows. Mail copies of presentations on disk to
Integer Basic & DOS Commands and Descriptions!
friends and associates (or home to Mom!).
Add $1.50 First Class Shipping, Any-Size Order.
Overseas add $4 .00. COD add $3.00. California add 6%.
($29.50: Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart)
($20.00: With 2 Charts: Peeks/Pokes & Commands)
ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY.
--~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~--~~--1-~~~-~~----~~-~~---~---d

I

I

·~
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In this next example, we will create five screens and then move them
into page one and page two for alternate viewing. This will illustrate how
fast the page-moving routine works. The text pages will flip so quickly
you'll hardly see them.
The program, called Page Viewer, uses seven text pages (two real ones
and five phantoms), so you must reset the program starting location to
the start of page eight. Run this program before the main one:

APPLE CASES

, A series of studies In the appttcotion i:Jf ~to business and other se~oos stuff.

.

- .CASE t-:-... .

The importance of,a ·
good business ~ard·~

10
20
30

-

- ··"~ "'

~--- -

·· ·~-

_ ___ ,

,

80 column cord roted No I by re'llewers around the world
A soph1s11coled, easy to use
Column Display:
ivin a superb set of 128 upper
Largest ovo1lable Q * 10 dot m~tnx;e~ of i?ne / block graphics with
& lower case charabctetwers,&;( 4 ~d 80 column screens

BO

sottwore swi tching

e

e

i

Compatibilitv:
le ft BASIC PASCAL MICROSOFT CP/M,
Fully compatible with App SO
'
FORTRAN a nd ASSEMBLER
rty word processing, speadsheet. dota
Fully compatible with mos1 qua I
base and applications programs
Communicationl se:mulat1on tile tronster & save, ond screen print
Full smart term1no
,
taciht1es.

Installation:
d . to the standard Apple 11 or lie, with !!Q hordWare or
installed 1n secon s in
t
cabling changes tor normal Apple opera ion

All this and a set of powerful utility programs ,

Compatibility:
Fully compatible with all Apple software ond
1ransparenr to the u ser.
,

VisiColc Enhancement:
Provides Oii the exlra bytes for storing large VisiCalc
models 1n RAM

Automatic Operation:
Utility programs con outomotically octivote the
cord when more RAM memory is required

VisiC olc Expander

PREBOOT DISK
Automatic VisiColc
prebOCt procedures
for both the Apple II &
Apple lie , utilizing
VISION -80 VISION -128K

VISION-AW\\
Apple Writer II

PREBOOT DISK

VIS\ON-128 UTIL
Utility Program Disk
A large variety of utilities

Automatic
APPLE
WRITER II preboot pro
cedures tor both the
Apple II & Apple lie

•'

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400

A povverful RAM cord which inc rea ses the ova1loble memory
space or your Apple II or lie from 64K to on inc redible 1Q2K

VISION-VCE

for the expanded 1Q2K
memory, inc luding the
VISION·DRIVE d1Skefte
emulater

410
420
430
440
450
460
470

FOR REAL SAVINGS, BUY A COMBO _PACK:

~VISION-COMBO PACK
~ VISION-80 + VISION -128 +,VISION-VCE
Action-Research Northwest
1744 2 Marinr Vrew Orivr, SW.
WA 98 746
!206) 241- /fr-IS Sourer: CL 2S42
~-ea ttl e,

~

~

POKE 104,32
POKE 8192,0
PRINT CHR$(4);"RUN PAGE VIEWER"

Here's the Page Viewer program:

---·---· ···-·-··· _ ,., ... ..... '"_,,.,_...
..
THE SITUATION: You have on ordinary Apple II or Apple lie.You don't,
have megabucks to spend.You need extraordinary performance from.
W'Ofd processing, spreadsheets, data ba~, comrnunicatiqr\sanq yo1.1r
other appUc¢1ons programs. · , , ·
•
··
· · - · j;.£,i:Uk .
QUESTION:_How will o new buslne$$ cord help?
·" '"r
ANSWER:, Choose
vour business card from the VISION-80 family of
products,
··
·
., · ,
·--· ·""''"
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REM • PAGE VIEWER
GOSUB 400 REM POKE MEMORY MOVE ROUTINE
D$ = CHR$ (4)
CPG = 2: REM CURRENT PAGE SWITCH
MX = 7: REM NUMBER SCREENS TO DISPLAY
NXT = 3
lJIM PG%(8)
PG%(1) = 1024
PG %(2) = 2048
PG%(3) = 3072
PG%(4) = 4096
PG%(5) = 5120
PG%(6) = 6144
PG%(7) = 7168
PG%(8) = 8192
REM• CREATE PAGES
HOME· PRINT "THIS CREATES A PAGE ONE SCREEN AND
LOADS IT INTO HIGHER PAGES"
GET E$
FOR I = 3 TO 7
HOME
VTAB 1· HTAB 10: PRINT ...............
HTAB 10: PRINT "THIS IS PAGE ":I
START = 1024:FINISH = 2047:DEST = PG%(1)
GOSUB 430
NEXT
PRINT "THE SCREENS ARE LOADED-PRESS 'RETURN' TO
VIEW EACH ONE"
REM • MOVE NXT TO CPG
START = PG%(NXT)
FINISH = PG%(NXT + 1)
DEST = PG%(CPG)
GOSUB 430
GET E$
IF CPG = 2 THEN POKE - 16299,0
IF CPG = 1 THEN POKE - 16300,0
REM • MOVE NXT TO CPG
NXT = NXT + 1: IF NXT
MX THEN NXT = 3
CPG = CPG + 1 - 2 • (CPG = 2)
GOTO 280
REM • MEMORY MOVE ROUTINE
POKE 768,216 POKE 769, 160: POKE 770 ,0: POKE 771 ,76 :
POKE 772,44: POKE 773,254
RETURN
REM • SET UP PARAMETERS FOR MOVE
POKE 60,START - INT (START I 256) • 256: POKE 61,
INT (START I 256)
POKE 62,FINISH - INT (FINISH I 256) • 256: POKE 63, INT
(FINISH I 256)
POKE 66,DEST - INT (DEST I 256) • 256 POKE 67, INT (DEST I
256)
CALL 768
RETURN

>

First, the memory move routine is poked into memory. Then, five
page one screens are created and moved into phantom pages three
through seven. After the screens are loaded in memory, they are alter
nately moved into page one and page two for viewing. Each time you
press a key, the next page is brought into view.
With a little experimenting, you will find there are many ways in
JI
which to enhance your programs with these techniques.
/111emal documentation is an importal// part of making a program easy to use.
Next momh in llnd Grade Chats. Dm•id Durkee will present a program that allows
_rou to desi!<ll and create unique help screens. By creating a custom screen for each
section ofa program and managing them all with the techniques discussed this month,
r011 can create mftware that is comp/ete~I' self-explanatory.

Microsoft SoftCard systems
introduce your Apple to thousands
of new programs.
More powerful Apples. When you plug a SoftCardTM system
into the Apple 'ID 11.11 Plus, or lie, you 're adding the ability to
run thousands of CP/M @-BO-based programs. Word proc
essing, data-base management, analysis and forecasting
programs-SoftCard gives your Apple access to
thousands of software tools for use in your business
or home.
Premium capabilities. Apple II or II Plus owners
w ho want even more can add the Premium
System. In addition to CP/M-BO, 1t provides an
BO-column upper-and-lower case video card
and a 16K RAMCardTM. Apple lie owners
can have CP/M-BO, BO-column video,
and 64K of RAM on a single card
the Premium SoftCard lie.
Two computers in one. Any
of these systems turn your Apple
into two computers. One that runs
Apple software and another that runs
CP/ M-BO. Which means you'll double the
utility of your computer.
Complete solutions. The SoftCard, Premium
System, and Premium SoftCard lie have everything .
you need. Easy-to-install c1rcu1t boards. The CP/M-BO
operating system . Microsoft® BASIC . And the utilities you
need to manage CP/M-BO files .
Why Microsoft? Microsoft was the first microcomputer

software manufacturer. The very first. Today,
Microsoft software 1s running on several
m1ll1on computers, worldwide.
With a reputation for dependability
and consistent product
enhancement.
Ask your dealer. Ask about the
superior application programs the
SoftCard and Premium System make
available to your Apple-high quality
programs for almost every area of home.
business and professional use. Then ask for a
demonstration of the complete SoftCard,
Premium System. or SoftCard lie. And introduce
your system to some of those thousands of new
programs.

?

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

MICROSOFt
M ICROSO FT CO RPORATION
10 700 NORTHUP WAY
BELLEVUE. WASHI NGTO N 98004
M ic rosoft and the M icrosoft logo are registered tr ademar ks. and
SoftCa rd and RAM Ca rd are trademar ks o f M ic rosoft Corporatio n

THE WORLD.
SAVE IT OR CONTROL IT.

FOR THE APPLE® . -

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
SPACE-SPAWNED MICROBES have infected Earth. afflicting it with
the largest. most deadly epidemic known to man!
As director of the Center for Disease Control. you must eradicate
this alien contagion. You can quarantine infected regions and provide
··clean" suits for the people in all untouched areas. You might then
proceed to attack the virus with x-rays. vaccine. interferon and gene
splicing. As a last resort. you may have to nuke a hopelessly diseased
area in order to check the rampant spread of the epidemic.
Outstanding color Hi-Res graphics are used to make you believe
you are Earth's only hope. Just remember time is of the essence. You
t1ave only t hirty days to save the world - or kiss it goodbye.

AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES in the 1990's. you face an
economically troubled world caught up in the tense power struggle
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union (played by the computer).
The prize: world dominance.
You can use diplomacy to wrest global control by negotiating for
military, economic and political agreements with "minor" countries.
Bargain well and the world is yours - without a shot being fired!
When diplomacy and negotiations fail. you've got World War Ill on
your hands. This military phase of GEOPOLITIQUE 1990"' simulates
conventional warfare and boasts realistic features such as air strikes,
amphibious landings, air superiority and terrain considerations.

Do you have what it takes to be world savior or leader? The sooner you visit
your nearest computer/ software or game store, the sooner you' II find out!
EPIDEMIC! '" ($34.95) comes on 64K disk for
the IBM" PC, color mode. Also on 48K disk for
th e Appl e® II with Applesoft ROM. II+. lie, or Apple Ill.

GEOPOLITIQUE 1990"' ($39.95) comes on 48K
disk for the Apple® II with Applesoft ROM. II+.
lie. or Apple Ill.

ST RATEGIC S IM ULATIOl'IS l l'IC

If t here are no convenient st ores near you. VISA & Mastercard
holders ca n order direct by calling 800-227-1617, ext 335 (toll
free). In California. call 800 -772-3545. ext. 335.

To order by mail. send your check to: Strategic Simulations Inc.
883 Stierlin Road, Bldg. A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043 .
(California residents, add 6.5% sales tax.)

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF AL L OUR GAMES.
APPLE and IBM are the registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc and International Business Machines. respectively.
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"The continuing saga of Softalk articles versus the computer has not ended, "
Mark Pelczarski said in his most recent letter, speaking ofthe printer and disk drive
that went on strike as soon as they saw him getting ready to work on the book ofhis
Graphically Speaking columns. He was referring also to the time the computer went
on the blink in the middle of a late column, the time he handwrote the column while
boating on vacation and the one that got away took the fragile papers with it, the time
he finally got three months ahead and the hard disk failed and killed all three
columns.
Little did Pelczarski know. Even darker forces were at work.
"This is odd," said the editor during a Wizardry break. "Pelczarski hasn't put a
signofI in his last column. This is his last column, isn't it?"
"Yes," mumbled the associate editor through her granola bar. "The new one
starts in September."
But it wasn·t. Just as the printers finished printing the August issue with the ed1~
tor's makeshift signof]for Pelczarski, Pelczarski's final manuscript arrived at Sof
talk, complete with his own signoj]:
And his signojfs a lot better than ours.

We've talked about the various Applesoft commands available for
drawing on the hi-res screen, but so far we've used the commands
mostly for animation and "computed" pictures. Here's a program that
makes use of all the Applesoft graphics commands for freehand drawing
with paddles or a joystick. It gives you two line-drawing modes, color
control (using the standard six Apple colors), and a paintbrush mode
using a shape table. It also lets you save and load your pictures to and
from disk.
The program uses a few interesting programming tricks. A couple of
them deal with refining joystick control for drawing, and one shows a
quick way to poke in some hexadecimal machine-language code from
Basic. It's also fairly short, so there's room for adding things like the
packing and fill routines from earlier in the series.
The two line-drawing modes are called line and fill. The latter is
somewhat of a misnomer-it's not like the fill routine that appeared last
February-but it does allow a sort of manual fill . The regular line mode
puts two round cursors on the screen. One is a start point and the other
the end point for your line. The start point is stationary. The end point
moves under joystick control. When you push button 0 on the joystick, a
line is drawn between the start point and end point and the end point be
comes the new start point. This way it is possible to draw successive lines,
such as around a box, without having to move the start point manually
each time. Pressing button 1 at any time moves the start point to the cur
rent end point position without drawing a line.
The fill version of line mode works the same, except the start point

'f ,'

doesn't change when you draw a line. The result is that, until you change
the start point yourself(by pressing button I), all lines originate from the
same point. By holding down button 0 as you move the joystick, you can
manually fill an area with any of the six colors available, albeit slowly.
There is a shape table of three brush shapes numbered 1, 2, and 3.
Number I is a small solid brush, number 3 is a larger solid brush, and
number 2 is an "airbrush," made up of random dots in a small area.
Brushes were discussed earlier when we talked about the Picdraw rou
tine from The Graphics Magician. That routine used a character gen
erator that allowed use of all the blended colors. The same technique can
be used with a shape table, as in this program, except that you become
limited to the standard six colors.
A help page lists all the keypress options for the program and what
they do. To make the command keys easier to remember, each key is the
first letter of the function name. Help, for example, is H. Line and fill
modes are selected with Land F . Among other options are the get and
save commands (G and S) for loading and saving pictures to disk (L, for
load, was already used for line mode). The escape key toggles between
full-screen graphics and mixed text and graphics. C and B control the
drawing and background colors, the latter clearing the screen when it sets
the new background.
Z is one of the joystick commands. It zeros in your joystick to the
area immediately around the cursor. Pressing it again toggles back to
full-screen control.
Another feature of the program's joystick control is that it can han
dle the full range of X, from 0 to 279, even though the joystick only re
turns values from 0 to 255. This is done by adding an offset, XS, to the
joystick value each time through the loop. If you are working on the left
nine-tenths of the screen, this offset is -5. This is negative, instead of zero,
to compensate for joysticks that are slightly worn and don't go all the
way down to zero. (Also for products such as the KoalaPad, which, al
though it's an interesting new graphics input device, has even less resolu
tion than a joystick.) When you are working on the right nine-tenths of
the screen, the offset 30 is added to the joystick value, giving it a maxi
mum value of 285 . All values are then put in actual range (0-279) be
fore drawing. You shouldn't notice this change in offsets unless you
move your cursor from one extreme edge to the other.
The following is a breakdown of the program sections for your refer
ence. You should also take a look at the accompanying list of variables
used in the program.

THE GRAPHIC SOLUTION
Solve your toughest communication problems with the
Graphic Solution"', a sophisticated, new graphics package
from Accent Software.
With precise, multi-speed
ANIMATION create captivating sales
presentations and product demon
strations that will both intrigue and
inform your clients and customers.
Watch their reactions; you'll see your
messages getting through.
Develop educational materials
and training aids that MIX TEXT AND GRAPHICS on
the screen, breathing new life into abstract, hard-to-grasp
concepts. Mix programs too.
Images can be displayed on back
grounds loaded from any of your
other programs. Construct custom
TYPEFACES AND TYPESIZES to
balance the visual elements.
Tired of run-of-the-mill business
graphics? Change standard charts
and graphs into colorful THREE DIMENSIONAL
PERSPECTIVES. Add text and animate the data to show the

relative rates of change for your most important information.
Like cash flow projections. Or revenue estimates.
Plot flowcharts, time and motion
studies, industrial process flows with
COLOR-CODED ELEMENTS high
lighting critical paths. Animate the
sequences to show how flows actually
progress.
Work with live action? Prepare
film and videotape storyboards using
the unique FRAME-BY-FRAME graphic sequencer that
lets you create and animate a video story before shooting.
Whatever your graphic communication demands-in the
business world, the arts, industry,
education-The Graphic Solution TM
at $149. 95 has the answer. Take a
hard look at The Graphic Solution.
You'll like what you see.
The Graphic Solution requires a
48K Apple II with ROM Applesoft
andDOS3.3.
See your local dealer or
send $10. 00 for a demonstration diskette to:

ACCENT SOFTWARE, INC.
3750 Wright Place, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 Telephone 415-856-6505
Aoole is a re oistered trademark of Aoole Comouter. Inc.
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Lines 10-100 initialize everything.
Lines 105-190 display the help screen.
Lines 195-205 print the current status (mode, colors) at the bottom
of the drawing screen.
Lines 210-228 read the paddle controls, zero in if in zero mode, ad
just X with XS, and check the coordinates for proper range.
Lines 230 and 232 flash the cursors (the start point only if needed).
Note that in line 232, the statement if not PS means to us "if not in paint
brush mode." To the computer, if not PS is equivalent to saying if PS=
O. If PS is the same as the statement if PS<> 0, or, "if PS is not equal to
zero," or, in our case, "if PS is I." This logic syntax is used in several
places in the program, and it does save a lot of bytes in long programs .
Line 233 draws the brush if in paintbrush mode and the brush is
down .
Lines 235-285 check for a keypress and process the keypress after
erasing the !lashing cursors.
Lines 290- 330 erase the !lashing cursors, check for a button press,
and process any button press.
Lines 400-504 let the user input a new drawing or background color.
Line 750 is a disk error message.
Lines 850-855 turn off the paintbrush switches, if necessary, if one of
the line modes is selected. Note that two shape tables are used, one for
the flashing round cursor, the other for the brushes. Line 850 pokes the
location of the round cursor into the shape table pointer (the second byte
is zero for both tables, so it need not be changed). Line 266 has a similar
poke for setting the brush shape table.
Lines 900-970 let you save or load a picture.
Lines 1000-1020 load the shape table data by setting the starting lo
cations, L, and calling the subroutine at 1100.
Lines 1100-1150 contain a routine that will read a string of charac
ter data and interpret that string as hexadecimal numbers (by using the
ASCII code of each character). Once each number is interpreted, it is
poked into memory, starting at location L.
Lines 1200-1240 contain the hex data for our shape tables. Line
1200 is the cursor shape table, and lines 1210-1240 contain the three
brushes. How'd we get the data? Brute force ... sorry. It seemed the sim
plest way to do it in an Applesoft program without having to mess with
bloading binary files. The original bloaded shapes were made with the
Shape Maker program, but if we printed that data here it would not
make for very meaningful typing.
With this issue I sign off from Graphically Speaking to let someone
else start from the beginning. I do this partially to avoid getting into sub
ject matter that might be construed as conflict of interest, and partly to
let someone else pick up at the beginning again. I don't feel I should be in
a position to compare graphics utilities on the market, and the direction
of the column can either go that way, become more technical, or start
from the beginning for all the newer readers. The fellow who's taking
over should do all right (anyone who walks around the West Coast
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NOT JUST ANOTHER PRETTY
TYPEFACE

Draw Program Variable List
A$-a general input string
BS-brush switch: tells whether the brush is up (0) or down (1)
CB-color of the background
CD-color used for drawing
D$-a control-D, for disk commands
GS-full-screen graphics switch; 0 for mixed text and graphics, 1 for
full-screen graphics
I-loop counter
L-location, or address, for poking in shape table data
NS-the number shape that is being drawn
PS-paintbrush mode switch; 0 for not brush mode, 1 for brush mode
SW-line mode switch; 0 for normal line mode, 1 for "fill" line mode
X, Y-movable cursor coordinate position
Xl ,Yl-start point position
XS-X offset for joystick adjustment
Z-intermediate variable used in poke subroutine
ZC-zero switch; 0 for full screen cursor, 1 for zeroed-in cursor
ZX,ZY-coordinate of zeroed cursor
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"Extremely significant de\'elopment in graphics.
... The system is imaginati\re, intelligent, and

I.

easy to learn."

-SOFTALI\. .MAGAZINE'll

FONTRIX Extends the Apple 11+/ lle Hi-resolution scree.n to sixtQQll
timQs its usual size.
FONTRIX Gcncr.~tQS unliroitQd fonts, and kts you type and dnw
dindly onto the Hi-1·es screen for stunning mixtuns of
text and graphics.
FONTRIX Prints normal and Q:<knded graphics to O\'H 24 diffHe11t
dot matrix printers.

1?'@D~D~~/,~ $75 at quality software retailers.
~PLE

is a tradem;'l.rt c•f Hrole

t:C.~ljit

frf'a90ri

('~jt.er. Inc
f1lffflX I~ _
, tradeffia'(J( of ru~ Tr:i.nsfC1rms
19B3 $Qfh.lk h.tbh?!.liif':I Inc. R~nnted by pernu~~1crn. 616 lita?>tungtcrn 5t !'IJ.it.l! ms . ["!'~, co f(eoJ
a.d.i'!t ~~' il'!m1e Rari'r5~ U5H'9 i="OOTRIX.
<303) 912-1501
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Computer Faire wearing a Penguin jersey can't be that bad), and, though
he's never heard of Alexander Botts, he seems to know what he's talking
about with graphics. A t least yo u know that if a solution isn't readily ap
parent. he won't fudge it. (Can I say that?)
Anyway, it's been a pleasure, and I hope the column has been of in
terest and of help to some of you.

200
201
202
203
205
210
215

10
20
30
40

220
221
222
225
226
227
228
230
232
233
235
240
245
246
247
250
260
261
262
265
266

50
100
105
108
109
110
120
121
122
130
140
141
150
160
16 1
162
163
164
165
167
170
190
195
196
199

0$ = CHR$ (4)
GOSUB 1000
POK E 232 ,0: POKE 233,3
NS = 1: GS = O:PS = O:BS = O:CB = O:CD = 7:SW = O:ZR = 10:XS
= 0
HCO LOR= 7: ROT = 0: SCALE = 1
HG R
POKE - 16303,0: HOME
PRINT "DRAWING PAGE OPTIONS :"
PRINT
PRINT " L : LINE MODE"
PRINT " F : FILL MODE"
PRINT "1,2 OR 3: BRUSH NUMBER / BRUSH MODE"
PRINT
PRINT "C : NEW DRAWING COLOR (0 - 7)"
PRINT " B : NEW BACKGROUND COLOR (0 - 7)"
PR INT
PRINT "G : GET A PREVIOUS DRAWING "
PRINT "S · SAVE DRAWING"
PRINT
PRINT " ESC: FULL SCREEN / TEXT SWITCH"
PRINT " Z : ZERO IN CURSOR SWITCH "
PRINT
PRINT "H : HELP; RETURNS TO THIS PAGE"
PRINT
PRINT " PRESS ANY KEY TO GO TO DRAWING PAGE": GET A$
POKE - 16304,0
HOM E : VTAB 22: HTAB 1
PRINT"
TYPE 'H' FOR HELP"
IF PS = 0 THEN 202

IMCOSTIC
the Stick of Champions for the Apple Jc*
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320
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• external socket gives easy access to
full game i/o connector
• rocker switch selects between joystick
and external socket
• high quality self-centering stick with
trimming adjustments
• three hair trigger buttons for max
imum game flexibility
• smooth 0 to 255 range in both x and
y axes
M1mco Stick
1547 Cunard Road
Columbu s. Oh lO 43227
2 00 sh1pp1ng/handling fee
(Ohio res id ents add 5 5% tax)
' trademark of App le Computer Inc

llMiil

~

~ illliiilllil
(614) 237-3380
(214) 454-3801

s599s

750
850
855
900
905
910
920
950
955
960
970
1000
1010
1020
1100
1120
1130
1140
1150
1200
12 10
1220
1230
1240
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IF BS = 0 THEN PRINT "PAINT MODE, BRUSH UP": GOTO 205
PRINT "PAINT MODE , BRUSH DOWN": GOTO 205
IF SW = 1 THEN PRINT "FILL MODE": GOTO 205
PRINT " LINE MODE"
PRINT "COLOR : ";CD;"
BACKGROUND: ";CB;
X = POL (O):Y = POL (1): IF NOT ZC THEN 220
X = ZX + INT (X I 128 *ZR) - ZR:Y = ZY + INT (YI 128 'ZR)  ZR:
GOTO 225
IF X > 245 THEN XS = 30
IF X < 10 THEN XS = - 5
X = X + XS:Y = INT (Y I 256 * 202) - 5
IF X < 0 THEN X = 0
IF Y < 0 THEN Y = 0
IF X > 279 THEN X = 279
IF Y > 191 THEN Y = 191
XDRAW NS AT X,Y
IF NOT PS THEN XDRAW NS AT X1,Y1
IF PS AND BS THEN DRAW NS AT X,Y
IF PEEK ( - 16384) < 128 THEN 290
GET A$: POKE - 16384,0
IF NOT PS THEN XDRAW NS AT X1,Y1
IF NOT PS OR NOT BS THEN XDRAW NS AT X,Y
IF A$ = "H" THEN 105
IF A$ = " C" THEN 400
IF A$ = "B" THEN 500
IF A$ = "S " THEN 950
IF A$ = " G" THEN 900
IF A$ = " Z" THEN ZX = X:ZY = Y:ZC = NOT ZC: GOTO 195
IF A$ = ''1" OR A$ = "2" OR A$ = "3" THEN NS = VAL (A$) : POKE
233,64 :BS = O:PS = 1: GOTO 195
IF ASC (A$) = 27 THEN POKE - 16302 + GS,O:GS = NOT GS:
GOTO 195
IF A$ = "F" THEN SW = 1: GOTO 850
IF A$ = "L" THEN SW = 0: GOTO 850
GOTO 210
IF NOT PS OR NOT BS THEN XDRAW NS AT X,Y
IF NOT PS THEN XDRAW NS AT X1,Y1
IF PEEK ( - 16286) < 128 THEN 310
IF PS THEN BS = 0: GOTO 195
X1 = X:Y1 = Y
IF PEEK ( - 16287) < 128 THEN 210
IF PS THEN BS = 1: GOTO 195
HPLOT X1 ,Y1 TO X,Y: IF NOT SW THEN X1 = X:Y1 = Y
GOTO 210
HOME: VTAB 22: PRINT "0 - 7?";
GET A$: IF ASC (A$) >47 AND ASC (A$)< 56 THEN CD = VAL (A$):
HCOLOR = CD: GOTO 195
GOTO 504
HOME: VTAB 22: PRINT "0 - 7? ";: GET A$
IF ASC (A$) > 47 and ASC (A$) < 56 THEN CB = VAL (A$):
HCOLOR = CB: HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454: HCOLOR = CD:
GOTO 195
PRINT "INVALID COLOR; COMMAND CANCELED.": FOR I = 1
TO 2000: NEXT I: GOTO 195
PRINT "THAT FILE ISN'T ON DISK.": FOR I = 1TO2000: NEXT:
GOTO 195
POKE 233,3:NS = 1: IF PS THEN XDRAW 1 AT X1,Y1:PS = 0
GOTO 195
HOME : VTAB 22 : INPUT "UNDER WHAT NAME IS IT
SAVED? ";A$
ONERR GOTO 750
PRINT D$ ;" BLOAD ";A$
POKE 216,0: GOTO 195
HOME : VTAB 22: INPUT "UNDER WHAT NAME? " ;A$
ONERR GOTO 750
PRINT D$;" BSAVE ";A$ ;",A8192,L8192"
POKE 216,0: GOTO 195
L = 768: GOSUB 1100
L = 16384: FOR I = 1 TO 4: GOSUB 1100: NEXT
RETURN
READ A$: FOR X = 1 TO LEN (A$) STEP 2
Y = ASC (MID$ (A$,X,1)) - 48: IF Y >9 THEN Y = Y - 7
Z = ASC (MID$ (A$ ,X + 1,1)) - 48: IF Z >9 THEN Z = Z - 7
POKE L,Y * 16 + Z
L = L + 1: NEXT : RETURN
DATA "01000400123F20642D15361E0700"
DATA "030008000B001EOO"
DATA "353700"
.
DATA "OD09111B 1F130909311B1B170909111B1F1300"
DATA "2920153F3F372D2D353F3F372D2D353B3F1700"
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MEGAWRITER VS THE COMPETITION
Feature

MEGAWRITER Applewriter Applewriter II

mail list merging

YES

no

via special
language

Works with ]( +
and lie

YES

yes

lie only

Gives a full 80 col .

YES

no

no

YES

no

no

YES

no

no

Prints documents
with bold face,
underlining, etc. via
easy to use menu.

YES

no

no

" What you see is
what you get. "

YES

no

Only w ith
80 col .
card

$59.95

s150.

5200.

page with or with 
out 80 col. card
Inserts, deletes,
types over with
instant error

recovery
Move and copy
almost unlimited
text at one time

PRICE

THOUSANDS OF INNOVATIVE
APPLE-COMPATIBLE
PRODUCTS
ARE GATHERING AT
SA ' N

F

Friday-Sunday
October 28-30, 1983
The Show features hundreds of exhibits of the newest,
state-of-the-art products for the Apple. You can see and
try out software for every conceivable application-from
arcade games to investment programs, music to machine
language, teaching systems to accounting packages, word
processors to graphics processors. You can sample
hundreds of different peripherals, including printers , hard
disks , modems, memory cards, video displays, and
synthesizers, plus accessories, publications and invaluable
support services.
Applefest is the place to view the most technologically
advanced products for the Apple.
At Applefest you can try out and compare hundreds of
products in an exciting and information-filled environment.
You can learn more in two days than you could in months
of visiting computer stores and reading trade journals.

,,

RANC1sc· o
Moscone Center
10:30AM to 5:30PM daily

And, best of all , everything on display at Applefest is for
sale at special show prices, so you can save hundreds
even thousands-of dollars by making your purchases
atthe show.
Admission Prices
One-day Exhibits Ticket $10 .00
Three-day Exhibits Ticket $25.00
Additional Information
To receive more information about attending or exhibiting
at Applefest call or write Northeast Expositions, Inc. ,
822 Boylston Street , Chestnut Hill , Mass. 02167. Tel:
800-841-7000 or 617-739-2000 (within Massachusetts).
Apple and theApple logo are registe red tradema rks and servic emarks of Apple
Computer. Inc.

Produced by Northeast Expositions , Inc. nationwide producers of PC '83 , CP/ M'83 , the National Computer Shows and Softcon.
----------------~-------- --------------- --- -------- -- -----------------------------------------------------------

APPLEFEST TICKET ORDER FORM
D Enclosed 1s my payment for _ _

Three-Day Exhibits ticket( s) qua11 111y
at $25 each, which admits th e
atten dee to the Show on Friday ,
Saturday and Sunday .
D Enclosed is my payment for _ _ _
One-Day Exhibits t1cket( s) qua11 111y
at $10 each.

NAME _
COMPANY (IFANY) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS
CITY _ __
TE LEPHONE (

_ _ __ _ _ _ STATE _ _ __
)_

_ _ _ _ _ __

_ __

_

ZIP _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ EXT ._ __

Mail to National Computer Shows/ Applefe st, 822 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill , Mass . 02167 . Checks only . No charge cards .
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to nm on either Apple
II. with 48K, ROM Applesofi, and one disk drive. The requirement ;or
ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesofi in a language card. Many
Apple II programs wilt run on the Apple Ill in the emulator mode.

D Ventura Educational Systems (2239 Townsgate Road, Suite 201,
Westlake Village, CA 91361; 805-498-8364) has several programs avail
able. Geoart is a collection of programs providing computer-assisted
instruction for developing the concepts of geometry. Names of basic
shapes, perimeter and area concepts, rotation, reflection, and translation
are explored. $39 .95. Chemaid teaches the names of elements in the peri
odic table, lists the groups they belong to, their positions in the table, and
their symbols. Included are basic facts about elements, such as their
atomic numbers, atomic structures, uses, and characteristics. $39.95 .
Senses uses hi-res graphics to prompt the student to identify the sensory
organs . Facts about each sensory organ are presented. $39.95. In Visi
frog, the anatomy of the amphibious creature is revealed . Topics include
the function of each organ and the life cycle of the frog. $39.95 . States is
a geography study unit in which the student learns the names of the fifty
states and their capitals. Included are facts about each state, such as area,
population, electoral votes, state flower, and state bird. $39.95.
D Menu Master from Borland International (4320 Stevens Creek
Boulevard, Suite 129, San Jose, CA 95129; 408-244-6291) makes CP/ M
easy to use by eliminating complex commands . The program consists of
a set of menus that let you perform any typical operating system func
tion. The set includes a master menu, a file menu, a word processing
menu, and a menu that lets you create customized menus. The program
also lets you know how much disk space you have left at all times. When
you shut off the computer, Menu Master remembers the name of the file
you were working on and brings it back when you start again. $195.
D Medicine & Computer is a monthly magazine covering the ways in
which computers can be used in medical practice. Editorial content leads
readers into the microcomputer world and offers suggestions on how
doctors can proceed with computerization. Much space is devoted to
hardware and software reviews and new product announcements. Medi
cine & Computer (470 Mamaroneck Avenue, Suite 406, White Plains,
NY 10605; 914-681-0040). $35 per year.
D The Software Author is a bimonthly magazine for computer pro
grammers. Published by Soft Quest (Box 44122, Tacoma, WA 98444),
the magazine is a journal for professional software writers, casual free
lancers, and those who wish to write software or to know about those
who write software. The Software Author features people and personali
ties, not computers. Interviews with talented, well-known programmers
are combined with marketing information and how-to articles for soft
ware writers. $9 .95 per year.
D The Practical Accountant from Softlink (3255-2 Scott Boulevard,
Santa Clara, CA 95051; 408-988-8011) is a single-entry accounting pro
gram that takes full advantage of the I !e's upper- and lower-case features
and full-screen cursor control. The program can constantly monitor cash
flow, record all financial transactions, provide a chart of accounts that's
easily defined and customized, print checks with cash flow information,
reconcile records and bank statements, and expand to support more than
twenty-eight hundred transactions at a time. It handles accounts receiv
able and payable, as well as simple payroll. Included is a tutorial with ex
ercises. $149.95.
D Unik Associates (12545 West Burleigh, Brookfield, WI 53005; 414
782-5030) has developed a program to help industrial, manufacturing,
and design engineers/analysts in optimizing material selection. The pro
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gram is aimed toward companies that have any kind of metal fabri ca
tion operation. The user just enters the desired size and quantity, and all
available sizes for a given thickness of material, and the program makes
the most economical selection resulting in the least amount of scrap ma
terial. $10 through December 1983; $95 after that.
0 Lorac Software (48 Baker Road, Livingston, NJ 07039; 201-533
1828) enters the text adventure world with its release, Mystery Island.
The object of the game is to escape from a remote tropical island upon
which you have been stranded. The game has more than forty locations
to explore and seventy items to investigate, and the program under
stands more than one hundred thirty-five words. It's listable for the curi
ous. $24.95.
0 The Invoicing Application Template is the third in a series offering
screen formats, form-printing formats, and report instructions for con
figuring VersaForm to specific applications. Available from Applied
Software Technology (170 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030; 408
370-2662), the template lets you use VersaForm to prepare invoices. It
checks entered data for accuracy, automatically extends prices from
quantity and unit prices, and figures sales taxes and total charges. Cus
tomer payments are automatically subtracted from invoice amounts to
show current balance due. $49.95.
D Axel Johnson Corporation (666 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA
94105; 415-777-3800) has begun marketing Autocode I, a program gen
erator for the dBase II database management system. Autocode I auto
matically writes a database management program based on answers to a
few simple questions, and it incorporates features such as alphanumeric
and numeric range checking and error trapping, calculated fields, and the
ability to generate selective field reports. Requires CP/ M . $195.
0 More than three hundred twenty vendors will provide computer hob
byists with a day of bargains at the Computer Swap America show Sep
tember 10 at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds in San Jose, Califor
nia. Door prizes, auctions, and craziness have made this a popular gath
ering on the West Coast. Hours are from IO:OO a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Com
puter Swap America (Box 52, Palo Alto, CA 94302; 800-221-7927, 415
327-7810). Admission, $5.
D The newest product from Orange Micro(l400 North Lakeview Ave
nue, Anaheim, CA 92807; 714-779-2772) is the Orange Interface. More
than fifteen firmware commands let you dump eighty- and forty-column
text screens, set page length and margins, add or delete line feeds, and
more. When not in use for formatting, the Orange Interface acts as a
standard parallel interface compatible with virtually all Apple software,
CP/ M, and Pascal. $87.
D Forget playing in the arcade; Broderbund Software (1938 Fourth
Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 ; 415-456-6424) lets you own your own in
Spare Change. You get down to serious playing once the last customer
leaves your arcade, but the game's characters want to go home and rest.
They escape and it's your job to round them back up by distracting them
with jukebox music and crank phone calls. Your reward? More than a
dozen video comedy routines. $34 .95.
D United Software Associates (38A West Oakland Avenue, Oakland,
NJ 07436; 201-337-2002) has released two products for CP/ M Apples.
Sort/ Merge is a system enhancer that sorts and indexes records based on
up to ten characteristics. $49.95 . The Index Card File keeps and allows
easy access to records. Applications include name and address files, time
cards, inventory records, recipes, and more. It has a sixty-column-by
fourteen-line screen format and is designed to provide a free form for en
tering data. $49.95.
D The Rainbo-256 is a high-resolution analog RGB interface card de
signed to interface from the Apple to Electrohome, Taxan, and other
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si milar color monitors. The card eliminates typical problems the Apple
has with RG B monitors such as smearing of colors and multihue text.
T he Rainbo-256 is also programmable; instead of being limited to the
computer's color capa bilities, it can be programmed for 256 different col
ors. From Microtek (4750 Viewridge Avenue, San Diego, CA 92123;
619-569-0900). $279 .
D Ne w offerings from Osborne/McGraw-Hill (2600 Tenth Street,
Ber keley. CA 94710; 415-548-2805): Home Computer Software Guide
h elps you make decisions on what kind of software to buy. Every major
home so ftware package- including personal finance, investment, educa
tion, word processing, and games-is listed, summarized, and analyzed.
SI 1.95 . For the sp readsheet worker, 54 VisiCalc Programs: Finance-Sta
1istics- MG1hematics helps you learn to manage investments, loans, and
taxes. Includes more than thirty different statistical and mathematical
pro blems. $15.95. T he VisiCalc Program Made Easy presents a series of
hands-on lessons that introduce users to the program's format and many
versa tile commands. The book introduces the basic skills needed to build
a worksheet, examines commands used for editing, and covers advanced
uses and special tricks that extend the capabilities of the program. $12 .95.
Microsoft Basic Made Easy gives you a better understanding of pro
gramming while you learn to develop and customize programs. Com
mands. statements, functions, and operators are covered, and all pro
gams have been fully tested to run on any computer using MBasic.
$1 7.95 . Th e Programmer's C P/ M Handbook covers the internal struc
ture and major components of the popular operating system. Written for
th e programmer, this book includes subroutine examples for each of the
CP/ M system calls and information on how to customize CP/ M, com
plete with detailed source codes for all examples. $21.95. The Guide to
Your Apple Ill shows how to purchase, install, and use the Apple III and
teaches about the III system, files, utilities, and SOS. $17.95. Using
dBase II is a manual for those wanting to design and customize pro
gra ms wi th dB ase II. It's a collection of techniques presented to help you
master th e package. Aller learning about installation, you'll be intro
duced to information file organization, records, and databases. Then you
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move on to system design, structured programming, and other ad
vanced topics. $18.95. Osborne/ McGraw-Hill's DiskGuide series in
cludes a guide for the Apple II. In addition to summarizing all Basic and
operating system statements, commands, and keywords, the guide ex
plains exec files and peek and poke locations. $6.95.
D State of the Art (3183-A Airway A venue; Costa Mesa, CA 92626;
714-850-0111) is marketing integrated business accounting modules for
the Lisa; the modules include general ledger, accounts receivable, ac
counts payable, and budget and financial reporting. They can be used
alone or with each other. Called the SM Series (SuperMicro), the new
packages let the small-business owner move from a single-user to a multi
user system without losing the investment in hardware or having to re
enter data. $795.
D Take note, educators. There are several software programs available
for English teachers to use in the classroom, and they're all free. They in
clude vocabulary building and review, poetry, spelling tutor, vowel re
view, and parts of speech. For information, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Educational Computing Network (12680 Holly
glen, Riverside, CA 92503).
D Mannesmann Tally (8301South180th Street, Kent, WA 98031; 206
251-5500) has introduced the Spirit dot-matrix printer. The printer uses a
nine-by-eight dot matrix, resulting in higher print resolution. Its unique
print head uses square hammers that overlap to form more fully con
nected horizontal and vertical lines rather than rows of dots. Print speed
is eighty characters per second. $399.
0 Regress II, a VisiCalc-compatible multiple-regression package with a
powerful database, is available from Human Systems Dynamics (9010
Reseda Boulevard, Suite 222, Northridge, CA 91324; 213-993-8536). The
package gives professionals a research database and five multiple-regres
sion methods, including stepwise regression. You can design files and
then count, search, sort, review, and edit with a set of step-by-step in
structions. Transformations include moving averages and exponential
smoothing. Files created with Regress II can be used with other of the
company' s programs, including Anova II and Stats Plus. $150.
0 WattsOut (2020 South Oneida, Suite 201, Denver, CO 80224; 303
759-3880) helps you get rid of undesirable static problems. Its product is
also called WattsOut. When WattsOut is attached to a ground, you just
touch the device to rid yourself of static electricity that can cause incor
rect data entry, circuit damage, or memory loss in the computer. No
more need for that bottle of antistatic spray. $9.95.
D Metatek (12525 Hummingbird Street, Box 33129, Minneapolis, MN
55433; 612-571-7319) has released Metascope, a low-cost data line moni
tor consisting of a circuit board and software. The unit can display and
store data in asynchronous, byte-oriented synchronous, or bit-oriented
synchronous formats at speeds of from 110 to 19,200 bits per second. It
offers full and half duplex display, display of data in ASCII, EBCDIC,
and hexadecimal formats, and data capture of up to 4 K with disk storage
and retrieval capability. A powerful feature stops the display when a spe
cific sequence of characters has been detected . $895.
D The latest f~om Strobe (897 Independence Avenue, Building SA,
Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-969-5130) is its model M260, an eight
pen plotter. The plotter offers a resolution of 500 steps per inch; it in
cludes an RS-232C interface that has a IK buffer, upper- and lower-case
character sets, several foreign languages, and a business graphics starter
software package that produces simple bar, pie, and line graphs from
VisiCalc DIF files or from data entered at the keyboard. $995. Strobe
has also reduced the prices of its other plotters. The model MI 00 is now
$595 ; the model M200 is now $695. Both include an interface and the
business graphics starter software.
D Project Control Systems (3317 S.W. Malcolm Court, Portland, OR
97225; 503-292-5562) has introduced PlanF/ow, a program for cash flow
and manpower planning. Specially designed for clients, engineers, and
constructors of large capital projects, PlanFlow uses reports and graph
ics to portray cash flow and manpower requirements quickly and accu
rately. It saves hours of work for planners, estimators, and cost engi
neers. This menu-driven program has on-screen spreadsheets and graph
ic displays to show forecast results. Requires 64K, two disk drives, and a
132-character-per-line printer; an eighty-column card is recommended
but not required. $495.
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D Managers of agricultural operations can shorten budgeting and

tern with rates for three broker-selected co mpanies, $450; additional
companies, $45 each; dem onstration disk, $35. Update service includes
budgeting review procedures with the Ag Disk Budgeting Extension mod
ule from Harris Technical Systems (624 Peach Street, Box 80837, Lin
program enhancements, $90 per quarter.
coln, NE 68501; 402-476-281 l). The software permits budgeting based 0 Cross Educational Software (1802 North Trenton Street, Box 1536,
Ruston, LA 71270; 318-255-8921) has three lab programs ava ilable. U ght
on the previous year's data. Percentage increases or decreases can be
made across the board. Budget changes can also be entered manually. To includes experiments for timing a pendulum, measuring the accelera
review budget performance through the year, actual versus projected per
tio9 of gravity, meas uring light intensity, and testing the effici ency of a
formance can be presented in a graph on-screen. Worksheets and the
light bulb. Four phototransistors are included. $60. lleat includes experi
budget plan can be printed for permanent records. $150.
ments in graphing temperature versus time, thermal radiation, cooling
0 From Random House (7307 South Yale Avenue, Suite 103, Tulsa, curves, and specific heat. Four thermistors are included. $60. S ound fea
OK 74136; 800-331-5469) comes Tutorial Quiz Master, a system that tures experiments in sound intensity, a simulated oscilloscope, and a
Fourier spectrum analyzer. A speaker, microphone, potentiometer, tran
lets teachers create CAI lessons using instructional content they've writ
ten themselves. No programming experience is needed. The program sistors, and a capacitor are included. $60.
uses the content provided by the teacher for tutorial lessons with 0 Northeast Expositions (824 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill, MA
true/ false questions, multiple-choice answers, or short answers. Other 02167; 617-739-2000) has announced upcoming computer shows. The
Quiz Master features include detailed record keeping of the number of Second Annual Twin Cities Computer Show and Softwa re Exposition
will be held September 15-18 at the Minneapolis Auditorium. Show
attempts and the number of hints for each question, as well as the per
centage score for the lesson . The teacher controls the parameters of the hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily. Adults, $6; children, $3 . The Sec
test, such as number of attempts per question, the penalty percentage for ond Annual Rocky Mountain Computer Show and Software Exposi
each attempt, and the penalty for each hint requested. $49.50.
tion will be held September 22-24 at the Denver Merchandise Mart.
0 Wadsworth Electronic Publishing (20 Park Plaza, Boston, MA Show hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily. More than three hundred
displays will include business, home, educational, game, and hobbyist
02116; 800-322-2208, 617-423-0420) has entered the market with Sta/
computer products. Adults, $6; children, $3 . Applefest / San Francisco,
pro, a series of integrated statistics, graphics, and data management pro
the largest Apple-specific computer show in the country, will be held Oc
grams. The database component lets you enter, edit, manipulate, trans
form, store, copy, and print out data. The statistics component contains tober 28-30 at the Moscone Center. Virtually all Apple-compatible
a comprehensive collection of statistical procedures grouped into five hardware and software products will be on display and for sale in more
modules-descriptive, regression, analysis of variance, time series, and than four hundred displays and booths. Hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5:30
multivariate. The graphics component lets you display and edit data on a p.m. each day. One-day ticket for exhibits only, $10; three-day ticket for
exhibits only, $25. The Fifth Annual Northeast Computer Show and
monitor before either saving it to disk or printing it out. It's menu
driven, allowing you to manage data with only a few keystrokes. $1,995. Software Exposition will take place November 17-19 at Boston's Hynes
Auditorium. Hours are 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. This is the largest annual
On the lighter side of things, Wadsworth's book, The Survfral Kit for Ap
ple Computer Games, is a look at more than two dozen popular games. computer event in the east and features nearly five hundred displays and
Designed to assist the beginner with basics, the book includes advice on exhibits. Adults, $7.50.
selection and purchase of computer games, along with a quality rating of 0 The Third Annual Sunbelt Computer Expo will be held at the Phoethe games. Each game entry includes a detailed description that sets the
scene, recommended procedures for having fun while winning, inside tips
from expert players, programmers, and game designers, and a hints and
strategies section . $9.95. Algebra Arcade is an educational game that lets
the player have fun while learning or practicing algebra. Your job is to
construct an algebraic equation that will zap as many Algebroids as pos
sible with the equation's resulting graph. After you enter an equation, the
Whirlwind rushes along the path of the graph, knocking down the Alge
broids and racking up points. Beginners can play with straight-line
graphs, while advanced players can use the ten geometric functions to
create complicated curves. For one or two players. $49.95 .
0 For producing instant color prints of images displayed on a CRT,
Eastman Kodak (343 State Street, Rochester, NY 14650; 716-724-3169)
has come up with the lnstagraphic CRT Imaging Outfit. You can make
instant color prints or conventional color slides and prints of a video
Hardware + Software
image. The outfit includes a Kodak lnstagraphic camera with close-up
Better Protection
lens, two packages of lnstagraphic color print film, an I nstagraphic CRT
cone, a filter, and brackets for adapting a 35mm single-lens reflex cam
• Allows as many back-up copies as
era to the cone. $195 .
needed
0 Visual Horizons (180 Metro Park, Rochester, NY 14623; 716-424
• Protects software copied to hard
5300) turns your computer into an art-generating machine with its Com
disk
puter Slide Express. With this service, you can convert computerized
•
Protects against snapshot memory
charts, designs, graphs, and graphics to 35mm color slides. Standard size
devices
or enlarged color or black-and-white prints and overhead transparencies
are available. You just send the picture files by modem or by mail on
• Available for Apple*, IBM-PC*,
disk. All material is delivered to you by mail. $6 per slide.
DEC*, Data General* and more
0 Group Insurance Policy Analysis is a software package offered by
R.R. James and Associates (920 Davis Road, Elgin, IL 60210; 312-742
I
COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
4703) that gives the insurance broker a method for fast and easy calcula
1
CORPORATION
tion of group health insurance rates. The GPA system currently includes
more than two do zen major insurance company rates, with more com
10457-J Roselle St.
panies being added. With the package, the insurance broker can provide
San Diego, CA 92121-1582
clients with quotations from several companies within minutes; GPA
Phone 619-453-0303
•Registered Trademarks
provides a census and can produce group insurance illustrations show
ing many options on customized reports. Requires CP/ M. Standard sys.
- --- .
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nix Civic Plaza September 8-11. Robots, computer art, innovations in
computer music, and other electronic wonders will offer the public the
opportunity to expand its computer knowledge. Hours are from 11 :00
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Sunday from noon to 6:00 p.m. Sponsored by Jud
co Computer Expos (2629 North Scottsdale Road, Suite 201, Scotts
dale, AZ 85257: 800-528-2355, 602-990-1715).
D Davong Systems (217 Humboldt Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94089; 408
734-4900) has packed a lot of information about microcomputer periph
erals into an envelope-sized Fact-Pack . Individual product sheets cover
Davong universal Winchester hard disk systems with drive capacities of
up to thirty-two megabytes, hard disk software that supports multiple
operating systems, and plug-in streaming tape backup systems . For a free
Fact-Pack write or call Davong Systems.
D Goci Software (7710 Computer Avenue, Suite 115, Edina, MN
55435: 612-835-4271) has announced a completely new interactive ver
sion of il'i business accounting programs for the Apple III. The new SOS
version is available for either floppy or hard disk systems. The source
code is available for modifying bookkeeping functions. $350 to $2,800,
depending on partial or complete systems.
D Easy-View is a compact storage system for 5 \l.i-inch disks . It holds up
to one hundred disks, with twenty-five titles visible at a glance. The stor
age device is constructed of wood-grained corrugated cardboard with
twenty-five plastic slots that hold up to four disks each. The cover pro
tects disks from dust and swings back to Jock the unit in a vertical posi
tion. From Ruic One (5 Lawrence Street, Bloomfield, NJ 07003; 201

748-6336). $9.95.

D Micro Learning Concepts (380 Lexington Avenue, Suite 1208, New
York, NY 10017; 212-687-0066) produces a videotape learning presenta
tion that advises and instructs the viewer in the uses of personal comput
ers and their programs. The tape explains computer jargon and how to
use spreadsheet, word processing, and databa<;e programs. Learning Con
cept: Introduction to Personal Computers, in addition to its fifty-six-min
ute tape, includes a reference guide that offers an in-depth discussion of
programming and programs. $99.95.
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D Multiple Labels lets you type often-used addresses once and then ,
save the addresses for future use when printing out multiple labels for m
mailing. At any time you can run off from one to ten thousand labels toi
use as you wish. The program, from Applied Professional Software (3001
East Huntland Drive, Suite 111, Austin, TX 78752), will make labels for·
charts, files, and return addresses and print them in different character
sizes. $24.95.
·
D Client Manager from Systems Plus (1120 San Antonio Road, Palo 1
Alto, CA 94303; 415-969-7047) is designed to automate the paperwork
for an accountant, bookkeeping finn, or small business. It contains fea
tures that accounting firms need to service their clients' requirements onn
an individual basis . The system allows you to perform all general ledgen
functions. In addition, historical data and budget data are kept, includ
ing after-the-fact payroll posting, fixed-asset accounting, and back-ac- ·
count reconciliation . The package generates amortization schedules and
includes a report writer to allow formatting of statements. Requires 1
CP/ M. $1,500 to $1,800. Systems Plus has also released an office man- .
agement module for its Medical Manager program. Extending beyond
the system's financial and billing aspects, the module can report data on j
all aspects of a patient's medical history and the physician's schedule. Of- ;
fice management information is stored and reports are generated in cate- ·
gories that include hospital rounds, clinical history, procedure and diag- ·
nosis history, frequency and revenue reports, and appointments and re ·
call management. Requires CP/ M. $3,500 to $4,000.
D Sybex (2344 Sixth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710; 415-848-8233) breaks .
the trend of dull and technical computer programming books. Your First '
Basic Program entertains while it explains the basics of Basic. Illustrated
with colorful cartoons and simple diagrams, the book guides readers of '
any age through the essentials of Basic. Flowcharts, variables, calcula
tions, debugging routines, and more are explained. $9.95. VisiCalc for
Science and Engineering shows how to use VisiCa/c for technical appli
cations. The book includes applications for mechanics, optics, mathe
matics, statistics, electronic and civil engineering, systems control and
communications, and more. Included are fifty scientific and engineering
programs for VisiCalc that are ready to key in. $13.95.
D Robert J. Brady (Route 197, Bowie, MD 20715; 301-262-6300) pub
lishes Apple II Computer Graphics, a book that takes you through the
most current graphics techniques, from placing dots on-screen to artifi
cial color generation, animation, and even byte-move techniques. No as
sembler or machine language skills are required. The book includes com
plete explanations of Apple II and Ile graphics, business and technical
graphics, exercises, examples of assembly language for advanced users,
and a complete glossary. $19.95.
D The Internist is written for members of the medical and health pro
fessions interested in performing differential diagnoses with the aid of a
computer. Based on the Merck manual, The Internist lets you run differ
ential diagnoses on any combination of more than four hundred fifty
symptoms for three hundred thirty-one diseases. Features include a dis
ease reference module that can display the symptoms associated with
any of the diseases covered in the program. From N-Squared Comput
ing (5318 Forest Ridge Road, Silverton, OR 97381; 503-873-5906). Re
quires 64K. $65.
D Four new Informax systems from Abacus Data (1920 San Marco
Boulevard, Jacksonville, FL 32207; 800-874-8555, 904-398-8547) let you
select exactly the price and performance you need from the program,
while providing easily upgradable expansion. Infonnax 5 is an electronic
file manager that offers high speeds and simple screen-driven operation
for data storage, retrieval, calculation, and reporting. $395. Infonnax JO
gives you extensive multifile reporting capabilities. $595. Informax 15
adds full relational operations and a security system that prevents unau
thorized access to data. $795. Infonnax 20 provides the capabilities of all
other packages. $995. All require CP/ M.
D Family Life Software (1401 South Eleventh Avenue, Saint Cloud,
MN 56301; 612-253-6032) publishes its Natural Family Planning Person
a/ Charting Program for the daily charting of a woman's fertility cycles.
Each cycle is displayed with physical signs plotted graphically, as well as
in text. A statistical analysis of all charted cycles displays cycle length,
peak day, and postovulatory phase. $39.50.
D Daisy Professional from Rainbow Computing (19517 Business Cen
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ter Drive, Northridge, CA 91324; 213-349-0300) is an enhanced version
0 Navette is a handweaver's pattern design tool from Opcode Soft
oft he company's Statistics with Daisy. The new version performs more
ware (1901 Vz Vine Street, Berkeley, CA 94709; 415-525-6697). Navette lets
than fifty statistical functions, produces seven different screen plots and
you create warp and weft drawdowns that can be stored on disk and
graphs, allows for missing data and cross-tabulations, and makes it pos
combined to produce new and unusual block patterns. Hi-res graphics
sible for data to be transferred to and from VisiCalc, VisiPlot, and DB create sixteen harness patterns with warp repeats to sixty-six threads and
Master. A separate utility allows Daisy to transfer data to and from Mul
weft repeats to forty-eight picks. The program can print full-pattern
tiplan and General Manager and to receive data from minicomputers and
drawdowns that simulate tight or open weave effects. Requires 64K.
$39.95.
mainframes to your Apple. $199.95.
0 Rocking X Software (1207 West Lee Street, Borger, TX 79007; 806 0 Microperipherals (2565 I 52nd Avenue N .E., Redmond, WA 98052;
273-3894) has released the Versa-Prof Gradebook System, a record-keep
206-881-7544) has unveiled a receive-only modem designed to receive
ing and grade-averaging system designed to work with Vis1Calc. Using
computer data from commercial radio stations. The modem is compati
ble with Bell 103 signals and operates at speeds up to 9600 baud. $70.
the electronic spreadsheet, you keep an easily updated file of grades.
With the Versa-Prof system you get current grade standings easily. The
0 If you're using both sides of the disk to record information, you
program averages grades, prints a complete gradebook, prints progress
might be interested in the Load Button Kit from Cyber-Tech (Box 924,
letters to students, identifies missing and absentee grades, and prints a
Chatsworth, CA 91311). The load button is a pressure pad that presses
roll sheet for organizing input. $75 .
the disk against the disk drive's read / write head and might need replac
0 Filter Design I is a program that takes the complexity out of filter de
ing when it gets dirty. The kit includes a replacement pressure pad and
sign. People with no knowledge of filter design can design professional
instruction manual. $5.95 .
quality filters . The program is menu-driven and input frequency param
eters are checked to avoid impossible situations. Filter Design I is useful
in designing filters for equipment, designing traps for rejection in radio or
television work, and serving as a demonstration and teaching aid in elec
tronics. From Software Specialties (Box 329, Springboro, OH 45066).
$29.95.
0 Telegogics (3015 North Ocean Avenue, Suite 116, Fort Lauderdale,
FL 33308; 305-563-5209) publishes Computers in Education, a monthly
newspaper covering events in educational computing. In addition to
news features, the paper offers a number of monthly columns including
hardware, software, and courseware reviews, an investors column, pro
files on personalities, lists of conferences, an educational entrepreneurs
column, a classroom hints feature, and a classifieds section . Subscrip
tion, $10 for eleven issues.
0 Micromation (I Yorkdale Road, Suite 406, Toronto, Ontario M6A
3A I; 416-781-6675) has introduced Gutenberg Junior, which has several
features not found in its predecessor. The latest version formats a page as
it's printed; formats aren't limited to the capabilities of the screen. The
same document can be printed, with no change to the text file, in several
formats . Gutenberg prints in fully justified output using proportional
spaced type and can produce a variety of tabular displays. In addition to
the full ASCII character set, the word processor makes available up to
one hundred fifteen of your own characters. Requires 64K. $85.
0 Justified Computing (19 Oxbow Lane, Woodbric;lge, CT 06525; 203
397-0051) is marketing a product-costing package designed for chemi
cal, paint, and adhesive manufacturers, compounders, and packagers.
Chem-Cost provides complete formula, batch, and packaging cost infor
mation as well as finished goods pricing. Menus simplify operation and
you can adapt the program to meet your own special requirements.
0 Software Reports is an updated reference manual that reviews edu
cational software programs. From Allenbach Industries (2101 Las Pal
Built-in communication capabilities allow prompt remote technical serv
ice. $395.
mas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92008; 800-854-1515, 619-438-2258), the man
0 CMA Micro Computer (55722 Santa Fe Trail, Yucca Valley, CA ual evaluates programs in twenty subject areas for students in preschool
92284; 619-365-9718) has released a medical applications software pack
through college. Educational software for adults, school administrators ,
age for VisiCalc users. Medicard is designed for the small medical prac
and special education students is also reviewed. Regular updates review
tice and lets you produce professional-looking private patient bills and
about one hundred programs. Programs are awarded overall letter grades
print the universal AMA claim form. You can enter transactions into pa
based on ratings for educational usefulness, ease of use, instructional
tient files at any time during the month, and transactions may be posted
techniques, content, and documentation. $39.95.
at any time for preparing AMA claim forms. Requires 64K and Visi
0 Black Box (Mayview Road at Park Drive, Box 12800, Pittsburgh ,
Calc. $249.95.
PA 15241; 412-746-2910) has added the Sam+ Centronics to its line of
0 Northern New Jersey Comexpo '83 will be held October 9-10 at the status activity monitors . Now users of Centronics-compatible parallel
' Temple Emanuel, Overlook Road, Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey. More equipment can reconfigure, patch, monitor, and test all active interface
than sixty exhibitors and manufacturer representatives will be showing leads. Permanently monitored leads are data strobe, bits one through
their wares each day from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For information, con
eight, acknowledge, busy, paper empty, select, input prime, and fault.
tact Dennis Paul at (201) 279-6154. Adults, $5; children, $3.
Leads that aren't permanently monitored may be tested for ground pres
0 Suprex International Marketing (151 Ludlow Street, Yonkers, NY ence and pulse by patching into the four spare LEDs. $225.
10705; 914-965-1469) now produces advanced business software. Its first
0 The Operator, by Timecor (4 Longfellow Place, Box 8928, Boston,
two products, The Pharmacist's Assistant and The Retailer, are pro
MA 02114; 617-720-4090), is a low-priced modem with rotary and
grams dedicated to the running of a pharmacy and a retail store respec
Touch-Tone capabilities. It has conventional features-I JO or 300 baud,
tively. Each handles customer receipts, mailing lists, and total inventory
full and half duplex, auto-answer and auto-disconnect-and plugs di
management. The Pharmacist's Assistant requires a five-megabyte hard
rectly into a telephone wall jack. Compatible with almost all popular
disk and sells for $2,000. The Retailer, $300.
software terminal programs . $159.95 .
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O The Entrepreneur Software Series business templates create expense
and sales forecasts, advertising and product cost analyses, and cash flow
and monthly/ annual pro forma projections. From Rich Peternel (77
Riches Road, Box 1314, Battle Creek, MI 49016; 616-968-3670). $129.95
each.
0 Fantasy Plaza (Box 6055, Burbank, CA 91510; voice, 800-824-7888;
modem, 213-244-1100) is a shopping center accessible by modem. When
you log on, you can take an elevator to any of six floors. A text charac
ter map lets you know where you are on each floor. Separate boutiques
carry everything from Apple software and hardware to vitamins and gen
eral merchandise. You can even strike up conversations with others who
are logged on to the shopping center at the same time. Select what you
want and pay the cashier as you log off.
0 Dynamic Solutions (61 South Lake Avenue, Suite 309, Pasadena,
CA 91101; 213-577-2643) has available a full line of chemistry software
that's supported on Cyborg Corporation's Isaac data acquisition hard
ware for the Apple II. The Appligration is designed for testing and re
search laboratories using quantitative techniques in analytical chemistry.
Specific supported applications include chromatography, spectroscopy,
colorimetry, thermal analysis, electrochemistry, and flow totalization .
This turnkey operation gives immediate and organized access to a flexi
ble library of data acquisition, display, analysis, reporting, and calibra
tion routines. A complete list of calibration procedures, examples of
graphics and text reports from current Appligration users, and a descrip
tive brochure are available from Dynamic Solutions. Application pack
ages: Flow Totalization, $880; Chromatography, $1,480; Spectroscopy,
$1,780; Colorimetry, $1,980. Software modules that comprise each pack
age are available separately and range in price from $295 to $595.
0 Omni-Lock is a security shelf system that provides total lock-down of
keyboards, dual disk drives, and monitors through a single lock-on-the
shelf spindle. Omni-Lock shelves will individually swivel 360 degrees to
give you complete access to internal cards or components of the com
puter and disk drives. Shelves are designed to blend in with the comput
er elements in order to save space and allow full ventilation. One key un
locks the entire assembly. Available for both Apple II and III from Mi
cro-Metrics (Box 1812, 908 South Claremont Street, San Mateo, CA
94401; 415-342-8466). $339.
0 Howard W. Sams (4300 West Sixty-second Street, Indianapolis, JN
46268; 3 I 7-298-5400) offers beginning and experienced programmers a
guide to writing programs for business and personal applications. Polish
ing Your Apple uses a self-instructional format to guide the reader from
elementary to advanced programs. A number of programming concepts
and applications are presented in simple terms. The guide covers writ
ing, disk filing, printing, and using different printers. Sample programs
with utility give readers a base on which to create their own programs.
$4.95.
0 The Cheetah from Zolman International (600 Montgomery Street,
Forty-fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94111; 415-421-5340) is a non
abrasive dry process read/ write head cleaner. It's made with nonwoven
polyester wet-laid web with factory inbred dry-cleaning and polishing
agents. It cleans and polishes disk drive heads in just twenty seconds.
Each Cheetah is good for at least forty cleanings per two-disk kit. $28.95.
0 Reston Publishing (I 1480 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, VA 22090;
703-437-8900) publishes Computers for Profit, a nontechnical guide to
understanding and effectively using modern computers. The book lets
the noncomputer expert communicate with and understand the comput
er experts. It teaches how to identify and properly use computer advis
ers, salespeople, sales organizations, and products. Paperback, $14 .95;
cloth, $24.95.
0 Intellectual Software (798 North Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06606;
203-335-0906) has developed a line of educational software that covers
reading, grammar, spelling, vocabulary, writing skills, math, health, and
test preparation. More than sixty programs average less than $40 each.
0 Insoft (Box 19208, Portland, OR 97219; 503-244-4181) has an
nounced new low prices for its Apple arcade game series. The suggested
retail price of Grapple, Spider Raid, and Zargs is now only $19.95 each.
0 Institutional Management Consultants (Suite 2, 3624 Second Street
N.W., Calgary, Alberta T2K OY2; 403-277-9136) is hosting a conven
tion titled Institute on High Technology for Women. The convention
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will be held October 28-30 at the Calgary Westin Hotel. Featured will
be the Hero I robot and twenty-four workshops on microcomputers,
plus nine trainers from business, industry, and education for high-tech
nology sessions. Men interested in the focus of this institute are also in
vited to participate.
0 Dollars & Sense is a personal financial management program from
Tronix Publishing (8295 South La Cienega Boulevard, Inglewood , CA
90301; 213-215-0529) designed for home use. It helps the average con~ ·
sumer who doesn't know accounting to balance checkbooks'. keep tabs
on expenses, and plan and follow budgets. The program displays finan
cial information in easily readable color charts and graphs. Dollars &
Sense tracks growth in assets and liabilities and keeps tabs on informa
tion needed to prepare income taxes. $100.
0 Take care of disk problems before they start taking care of your data.
Verbatim (323 Soquel Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-245-4400) has
produced a diagnostic tool for getting to the core of common disk drive
problems. In less than three minutes, Disk Drive Analyzer runs four tests
that cover head alignment, disk clamping, read/write accuracy, and disk
speed. It then displays evaluations and pass/fail ratings that let you know
whether the tested areas need adjustment or repair. $69.95.
0 Micro Programs Designs (5440 Crestline Road, Wilmington, DE
19808; 302-738-3798) has expanded its Stock Watch software into a two
disk package that includes Portfolio Watch, a program that lets you keep
a database of buy, sell, and dividend activities. $59.50.
O A new monochrome video display monitor has popped out of Apple
Computer (20525 Mariani Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014; 408-996
1010). Its features include superior resolution for eighty-column text and
graphics display, an antireflective, high-contrast screen, and a tilt mech
anism for adjusting the screen's angle without having to tilt the entire
monitor. The monitor's twelve-inch screen displays in green phosphor.
$229.
0 No more flipping coins. Simple Software (2 Pinewood, Irvine, CA
92714; 714-857-9179) has released Confulence Factor, a program de
signed to help upper and middle managers make business decisions. De
cisions are based on risk simulation and decision tree modeling; qualita
tive choices are evaluated using the program's decision matrix. For plan
ning and scheduling, the linear programming model and critical path
method are given. Confidence Factor pays attention to the use of these
functions and their results in presenting ideas to others. Output is organ
ized neatly to capture and package key elements in the decision-making
process. $189.
0 Charts Unlimited is a graphics program that offers CAD (computer
aided-design) capabilities. The program starts with thirty-six predefined
objects and thirty-six predefined symbols. You can create up to twenty
six of your own alternative objects in one file, and there's no limit to the
number of files. Applications for the program include drawing flow
charts, floor plans, organization charts, engineering drawings, electrical
schematics, and almost any type of chart. Drawings are created on a
worksheet grid of 123 columns by 90 rows. From Business Information
Systems (5084 Mosiman Road, Middletown, OH 45042; 513-424-6733).
$195 .
0 Flexible Software (Box 5841, Charlottesville, VA 22905; 800-334
0854) gives you a chance to handle $IO million in Portfolio, a creative
simulation of the investment world. The game simulates virtually every
factor on Wall Street, letting you find out what it's like to be a big-time
investor. One to four players can play. Features include a computer op
ponent, the ability to store games in progress, and a portfolio board.
$64.95.
O A new line of modems is available from Universal Data Systems
(5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805; 205-837-8100) . The
modems are powered entirely by the telephone line, eliminating the need
for power supplies or plug-in-modules. The UDS 103-0 / A-LP offers O
to 300-baud communication and conforms to the widely used Bell
103/113 protocol. $145. Model UDS 202-LP uses the faster Bell 202 pro
tocol and operates at 1200 baud. $195. The UDS 202S-L P is the same
but adds the auto-answer function . $245. Last in line is the UDS 212-LP,
a 1200-baud model that uses the Bell 212 protocol. $445.
O The Cincy Computer Convention will be held October i5 at Cincin
nati Technical College. Programmers and representatives of computer
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hardware and peripherals companies will be present. Presentations, dem
could happen? Do well and you could even make the exclusive club of
onstrations, lectures, and displays will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
Bat Masters. $29.95. Developed by behavioral psychologists, Communi
p.m. Sponsored by Apple Siders of Cincinnati Computer Club (1074
cate and Win provides you with techniques for dealing with people. The ·
Brooke Avenue, Cincinnati. OH 45230: 513-659-4309). Admission, $3.
program enables you to build a profile of yourself and others and helps
D Micromedia Software (276 Oakland Street, Wellesley, MA 02181; you learn how to handle certain issues with individuals. $250. The fate of
617-237-5630) has announced an educational game for parents and
the universe rests on your shoulders. In Gemini, an evil space lord has .
teachers concerned with spelling . Watchwords, a climb-the-pyramid
masterminded a scheme to take over the galaxy. You're left alone to de
game. lets students progress through nine levels of word lists by selecting fend against a legion of fighting robots. Go get 'em. $19.95.
0 It 's not too early for holiday shopping. Gift ideas from the Apple ·
or typing the correct spelling of new vocabulary or terms in subjects such
as geography, social studies, and foreign languages. A utility program, Collection include beer mugs, oven mitts, sailboards, sportswear, fine
Italian leather goods, and much more, all with the Apple emblem. Free
Wordisk Maker, lets you create word lists, storing up to nine hundred
catalogs are available from Apple Gift Catalog (10275 North DeAnza
words per disk to be used with this game as well as other Micromedia
word games. Watchwords, $59.95. Wordisk Maker, $29.95 . Discounts for
Boulevard, Mail Stop 9H. Cupertino. CA 95014; 800-632-7979, 800-227
6703).
schools.
D Concourse (2626 East Eighty-second Street, Suite 215, Minneapolis, 0 Software Publishing (2674 North First Street, Suite 2IO, San Jose,
MN 55420: 612-854-8848) offers a computer-based training program de
CA 95134; 408-946-1400) has begun publishing its own newsletter, P FS:
signed for managers, supervisors, and team leaders. Objectives of the
News, which will be sent to members of the PFS User Group quarterly.
program are to provide participants with the skills they need to build a The newsletter will include new product information, product enhance
participa tive work environment, communicate effectively with team
ments, tips on how to best use PFS software, and special product dis
members, improve employee job satisfaction, increase service/ product count offers on the PFS family of software. Purchasers of PFS software
quality, and create a teamwork environment. Participative Management who complete and return the user group enrollment card will automati
cally be enrolled in the PFS User Group.
Skills consists of an instructional text and software. $195.
D Titan Empire is the latest from Muse (347 North Charles Street, D Teacher's Apple is a grade-tracking program for teachers, and it's
Baltimore, MD 21201; 301-659-7212). The game is a space battle that available from Simple Software Systems (Box 41069, San Jose, CA
teaches about the solar system while you defend the planets. Evil titans 95160). The program lets a teacher track up to fifty students with up to
have already captured three planets and several moons and have set them two hundred assignments per student. Fields include assignment name,
up as enemy bases. Your mission is to conquer the titans before they can
its number, possible number of points, points received, and the date of
gain complete control. Realistic maps, planetary information, radar. and assignment. Teacher's Apple will print assignments in various formats.
a space window are available to help you plan your strategy. Once you've Included is an editor to change data that's been entered incorrectly.
beaten the titans and restored peace, you can enter your name into the $34.95.
Empire Hall of Fame. In playing Titan Empire, you'll learn the names of D Felicity Systems (Box 113, Westminster, CA 92683; 714-891-4238)
planets, their characteristics, and relative positions in space. $34.95.
has released two educational programs covering subjects that have pre
D Applied Software Technology ( 170 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos. CA viously been overlooked. The first two in Felicity's How You Do It series
95030: 408-370-2662) has announced an updated version of its Versa
include Visll111 Signaling and Talking Hands. Visll111 Signaling introduces
Form. Release 2 updates and expands the capabilities of VersaForm, in
you to semaphore positions and international Morse code. With the help
cluding modifications designed to improve the program's efficiency and of some hi-res sailors, you can find ou-t what all that flag-waving and
increase the number of its applications. One feature lets you transfer da
light-Oashing at sea means. $19.95 . Talking Hands teaches the Ameslan
ta from one form to another in which field names are the same, provid
alphabet. Just typing in the letter or number you want to see brings a hi
ing the ability to redesign a form after data has been entered. Other fea
res hand on the screen to show you how to form the character. $19.95 .
tures include an option that lets you change report selection criteria at D For the Lisa, BPI Systems (3423 Guadalupe, Austin, TX 78705; 512
run time and another option th a t allows grouped or subtotaled data to 454-2801) has come out with the only single-user accounting software
be printed on separate pages. Release 2 disks and documentation are system authorized by Apple Computer. The system consists of General
available to VersaForm owners for $29.95 (include registration numbers Accounting, Accounts Receivable, and Accounts Payable modules. They
include a help screen, BPl's Disk Document Manager, and a background
from the original disk).
D It's all relative. Einstein Corporation (11340 West Olympic Boule printing feature. $595 each.
vard, Los Angeles, CA 90064; 213-477-6733) is dropping the Ghost pre
D The Parent's Guide is for parents who want to know what sort of
fix from its series of word processing software. From now on, the prod
computer education their children should experience and how parents
ucts will be known as EinsteinMailer, Einsteinletters, EinsteinSpe//er, can help. The booklet explains why children should learn about and use
and EinsteinWriter.
computers, describes what's being done, and recommends what still
D Single Source Solution (2637 Pleasant Hill Road, Pleasant Hill , CA needs to be done to educate youngsters about computers. There are sec
tions on the present uses of computers and suggestions for obtaining
94523; 415-680-0202) publishes HVAC Design Load Calculation, a pro
gram that calculates cooling and heating loads for commercial and in
hands-on experience for parents and children. From International Coun
dustrial buildings. The only input required is numbers from the cil for Computers in Education (135 Education, University of Oregon,
ASHRAE Manual for shadow length for selected latitude, month,
1787 Agate Street, Eugene, OR 97403; 503-686-4414). $3.50.
hours, an d exposure. H VA C can provide calculations for an entire build
D Some peripherals from Panasonic (One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
ing or up to thirty rooms on a room-by-room basis. $179.95.
NJ 07094; 201-348-7183) are now available. The first is the Model CT
0 Would you like to w'in $1,000? Solving Masquerade, from Phoenix 160, a ten-inch display color monitor. It features a front panel switch that
(64 Lake Zurich Drive, Lake Zurich, IL fill47; 312-438-4850), could do it changes the display from full color for color graphics or video games to a
for you. It's a detective adventure. Everyone's hush-hush; no clues. Just sharp black and white for business use. The model accepts a composite
as yo u' re about to give up, something breaks! If you solve this case, send video input signal and incorporates a built-in audio system for use with
in yo ur final score to Phoenix Software. From correct entries, one will be games or speech synthesizers. $400. The Model TR-120M IP is a twelve
drawn to win $1,000 in cash . $34.95. Three blind mice are trapped in
inch monochrome display that features a direct-etched faceplate to mini
mize glare and an extra-high-resolution display. The screen reproduces
Zacks Sixth Avenue and need your help if they're to survive. In Mad Rat,
the mad merchandiser is teasing the little rodents, and you're their only clearly eighty-column text displays or graphics through green P3 I phos
hope. $24.95. Your employment with the Swat & Squash Exterminators phors. Included is an integral audio system. $220. Model TR-120MPDA
is the center of Bars in the Belfrr. Your first job takes yo u to an old is a twelve-inch monochrome amber monitor that features the same low
glare faceplate and high resolution as the TR-120M IP. $240. For the Ap
schoolhouse infested with bats, some of which are of the vampire vari
ety . Job description dictates that yo u must catch and dispose of the furry
ple 111, Panasonic makes the model DT-Dl300D, a thirteen-inch RGB
little animals before they re ach the belfry. After that, who knows what composite display. It has a direct-etched, nonglare, dark-faced screen and
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can generate sixteen colors. In RGB mode it displays up to two thou
sand characters in eighty columns; in composite mode it displays one
thousand characters in forty columns. Included is a built-in audio sys
tem. $540. Also for the 1ll is the DT-DIOOOG, a ten-inch RGB monitor
with the same display specifications as the DT-D I 300D. It includes a
built-in audio system and a universal power supply capable of operating
from several power sources. $450.
For making hard copies, Panasonic has three new pieces of hard
ware. The first is the VP-6802P, a flexible digital color plotter that fea
tures high-speed writing and silent movement. A variety of functions
ma ke it easy to generate engineering drawings or business graphics in
cluding italics. rotation, circles, and grids. The plotter writes at a speed of
sixteen inches per second and uses either eight-fiber, plastic, or ball-point
pens (in water format) or eight-fiber pens (in oil format) to write in a
plotting area fourt een inches wide by ten inches high. $3,000. The VP
680 IP uses six-fiber, ball-point, or plastic-tip pens to write over an area
ten inches wide by seven inches high. It also writes at a speed of sixteen
inches per second and accepts an ASCII eight-bit parallel interface.
$1 ,995. In printers, Panasonic's KX-Pl 160 prints up to one hundred sixty
five characters per second (pica) and one hundred ninety-six characters
per second (elite). Its nine-by-thirteen-dot matrix creates ninety-six
ASCII characters with descenders, and a sprocket pin feed handles pa
per from four inches up to fifteen inches wide. It also prints single sheets.
$1 , 750. The KX-P1090 prints eighty characters per second (pica) and
ninety-six characters per second (elite). It accommodates paper from four
to ten inches wide. Its dot matrix is nine by nine, which creates the full
ninety-six-character ASCII set as well as three international character
sets . $449.
0 All sorts of programs related to education are available from Total
Information Educational Systems ( 1925 West County Road B2, Saint
Paul, MN 55113; 612-633-9110, 612-638-2348). TIES courseware pack
ages include simulation, drill and practice exercises, tutorials, and teach
ers' aids. Courseware prices, $49.95 to $374.95.
0 Raging Bear Productions (21 Tamai Vista Drive, Suite 175, Corte
Madera, CA 94925; 415-924-1194) has announced three upcoming
shows. National Software Show West will be held October 19-21 at the
Trade Show Center in San Francisco, California. More than five hun
dred exhibits will include software producers and franchises, magnetic
media suppliers, and producers of software supplies. International Soft
ware Update is a conference for microcomputer software industry execu
tives. featuring speakers from around the world . The conference will be
held January 8-14 at the InterContinental Hotel in Maui, Hawaii. Na
tional Software Show East will take place February 3- 5 at the Conven
tion Center in Miami Beach, Florida.
0 Qua/ityAlert, a statistical quality control program, has been intro
duced by Penton Software (420 Lexington A venue, Suite 2846, New
York, NY 10017; 212-878-9643). This menu-driven program lets you
analyze process capability, construct eight different types of control
cha rts, and determine when quality deviations occur. The system dis
plays output in the form of numerical data, statistics, and graphics on the
monitor or as hard copy from a graphics printer. $795.
0 ATC Software (Route 2, Box448, Estill Springs, TN 37330; 205-837
471 8) publishes a report that tells ambitious programmers how to sell
their programs. The report tells how to obtain free directory listings, be
includ ed in national databases of programmers, receive media coverage,
write manuals, and operate a mail-order service. $20.
0 CBS Software (One Fawcett Place, Greenwich, CT 06836; 203-622
2503) has released four programs in its Success with Math series: Addi
tion/ Subtraction offers practice in fundamental operations of these two
skills, including carrying and borrowing. Problems may have up to nine
rows and nine columns. Multiplication / Division lets students practice on
randomly ge nerated problems with up to three digits in the divisors or
multipliers. Errors are identified and explained before the student moves
on. Linear Equations, for students in seventh through tenth grades, gives
practice on equations using single variables ~ith integers. The program
asks students to choose the proper steps to solve the problems and ex
pla ins errors in progress. Quadratic Equations, for students in eighth
th ro ugh eleventh grades, gives practice on advanced math problems. All
Success in Math programs are $24.95 each on disk and $19.95 on cas-

sette. Mastering the SAT helps students prepare to take the Scholastic
Aptitude Test. It's a comprehensive program that provides practice in all
skill areas tested in the college entrance exam: math, verbal skills, and
standard written English . This multidisk program first tests the student
to identify specific areas for further study; the student may then practice
at his own pace on problems in the selected subject areas. A ninety-six
page workbook that contains practice exams is included. $150. Master
ing the College Board Achievement Tests: English Composition is de
signed as a means to prepare high school students for entrance into se
lected colleges and to qualify them for advanced placement in college
English courses. The five-disk program has more than one thousand
problems that offer practice in rewriting sentences, phrasing, identifica
tion of grammar errors, and pointers on sentence structure. It's self
paced, and it provides error analyses and an approximate score to indi
cate areas for further study. $175. Mystery Master: Murder by the Dozen,
a logic and deduction game that can be played by up to four persons at
once (either cooperatively or competitively), challenges the player to in
vestigate and unravel twelve cases oi murder. The sleuth is provided with
a dossier on the crime, a map of the city, and a clue book containing
hundreds of numbered clues. Red herrings, wild goose chases, and de
ductive reasoning are all part of it. $34.95. Match-Wits is a find-the
matching-boxes game for one to four players. Categories include words,
sports, famous people, multiplication, cities, and animals; the game also
lets players program in additional files of their own. Each matching pair
uncovers part of a rebus; the first one to solve the puzzle wins the game.
$29.95.
0 Charles Goren: Leaming Bridge Made Easy is being published by
CBS Software and Goren International (I I 0 East F orly-second Street,
New York, NY 10017; 212-661-1918). The program teaches bidding,
covering such topics as hand evaluation, opening bids, responses, and re
bids. More than one hundred specially selected hands are given for prac
tice in play . The computer gives players the opportunity to make the cor
rect bid before it reveals and explains the best answer. Included is a 144
page book that teaches bidding and the playing of hands . $79.95.
0 The Computer Glossary, It's Not Just a Glossary! is an unusual com
bination of glossary and textbook combined into one volume. More than
eleven hundred computer and vendor terms are defined in the book for
quick reference; explanations are easy to understand and are cross-refer
enced with other explanations in the book. Available in bookstores and
from The Computer Language Company (140 West Thirtieth Street,
New York, NY 10001 ; 212-736-8364). $6.95.
0 The DX-I Sound Processing System is a hardware /software pack
age that uses the Apple for recording, processing, and playing back
sound . One of six menus allows a collection of prerecorded drum sounds
to be played in real time on the Apple keyboard. Another menu pro
vides random reproduction of various sounds. Other menus let you re
cord and reproduce any sound and include the ability to program varia
tions in pitch, volume, and sequence. Sounds can be played forward or
backward and can be saved on disk. The interface card connects to any
medium- to low-level signal source such as a microphone; output goes
through a speaker either directly or through an amplifier. From Decil
lionix (Box 70985, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; 408-732-7758). $239.
0 Elcomp Publishing (53 Redrock Lane, Pomona, CA 91766; 714-623
8314) publishes The Apple in Your Hand. The book includes an intro
duction to 6502 machine language, Forth, and software applications in
machine language, Forth, and Basic. $12.95.
0 Gessler Educational Software (900 Broadway, New York, NY
10003; 212-673-3113) enters the educational market with the release of
two titles. Poker Pari is an all-text card game in French. Players are dealt
seven cards, each card reviewing one of fourteen topics on French cul
ture, grammar, and vocabulary. There are hundreds of hard and easy
questions. Pok er Pari can be played by individuals, small groups , or an
entire class for cooperation or competition. $39.95. Anagramas His
panoamericanos is a geography lesson in Spanish. Its hi-res depictions of
South and Central America, Mexico, and the Caribbean aid in the teach
ing process. As the names of countries or capitals appear as anagrams, a
map of the entire region appears, with the area to be identified shown di
rectly above the scrambled letters. Players take turns trying to unscram
:m
ble the name of each area. $37.95.
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We added another head
so you won't have to buy another disk.
That 's the beauty of a double sided head. A
floppy disk which allows you to read and write on
both sides. For more storage, for more information,
for keeping larger records,
and for improved perfor
mance of your system.
That's what our new Elite
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Two and Elite Three offers.
It's the first double headed
Apple® compatible disk
drive in the industry And of
course,
the technology is
Rana 's double sided heads give Apple
11superiordi skper1ormancepower
from
Rana.
We're the comthan second generation personal com
pu1ers such as IBM s.
pany who gave you 163 K
bytes of storage with our Elite One, a 14% increase
over Apple 's. And now with our high tech double
sided heads, our Elite Two and Three offers you two
to four times more storage than Apple's. That's
really taking a byte out of the competition .

They 've come to expect it from us. Because Rana
has always been a leader. We were the first
with a write protect feature, increased capacity,

We put our heads together
to give you a superior disk drive.
We designed the Elite Three to give you near
hard disk capacity, with all the advantages of a
minifloppy system. The double sided head oper
ates on 80 tracks per side, giving you a capacity of
652K bytes. It would take 4V2 Apples to give you
that. And cost you three times our Elite Three's
reasonable $849 price tag.
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Your word processor store s 5 ttme s as many pages of text on an Elite Three
d1 skelle as lhe cosl ineffeclive Apple

and accurate head positioning . A first with attrac
tive styling, faster access time, and the conve
nience of storing a lot more pages on far fewer
diskettes. We were first to bring high technology to
a higher level of quality.
So ask for an Elite One , Two, or Three.
Because when it comes to disk drives, nobody
uses their head like Rana.

RanaSystems

The Elite Two offers an impressive 326K bytes
and 40 tracks on each side. This drive is making a
real hit with users who need extra storage, but
don't require top-of-the-line capacity. Costwise, it
takes 2V2 Apple drives to equal the performance of
our Elite Two. And twice as many diskettes. Leave it
to Rana to produce the most cost efficient disk
drive in the world.

We've always had the guts to be a leader.
Our double sided head may be an industry
first for Apple computers, but nobody was surprised.
® Apple 1s a regislered lrademark of Apple Compuler. Inc

21300 Superior S1ree1. Chatsworth, CA 91311 ; 213-709 -5484. For dealer •nformation call loll free
1-800-421-2207. In Californ ia only cal l 1-800-262 - 1221 . Source Number: TCT-654

Available at all participating Computerland stores and olher fine computer dealer s
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Once upon a time, three blind men were
led to an elephant so that they might experi
ence the nature of the beast. One man held the
trunk in his hands and said, "The elephant is
like a giant snake." Another man stood by one
of the elephant's legs and, wrapping his arms
around the leg, said, "Oh no; the elephant is
strong and tall like a tree." The third man put
his hands on the elephant's side and said, "No,
this beast is like a great wall."
Although you no doubt see the folly of their
observations, we are all intellectually blind to
greater and lesser degrees regarding the many
things and subjects to be found in the world. On
the nature of simple objects, like a table or a
chair, we can pretty much agree; although those
of greater experience, like a carpenter or cabi
netmaker, may have perceptions far more de
tailed than those of the average person .
The more complex the subject, the more our
views of its nature are likely to differ from other
people's and the more our own personal ex
perience (or lack thereof) is apt to produce a
view unique to ourselves-most likely a view
blind to certain aspects of the thing in question.
The Lisa computer, released last June by
Apple Computer, definitely qualifies as a com
plex subject, and therefore it is unlikely that
many people will fully appreciate or even un
derstand all about its nature and capabilities.
This observation has a lot to do with the an
swer to one of the more often posed questions,
"ls the Lisa worth the price?" After an intro
duction to the machine, we'll explore the possi
ble answers to that question, as well as to the
question of how this new computer could im
pact upon the current state of computer usage.
The "blind-man effect," as we'll call the
analysis problem, also means that no one
author is likely to perceive all the aspects of the
Lisa, nor can one article answer all the ques
tions that the readers are likely to have. In this
ar ticle, we'll try to present two views of the Lisa,
one centering on the more applications-minded
person who is mainly interested in the immedi
ate uses of the machine, and another that con
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Figure 1.

ware and sotiware details of the machine for those interested in the tech
nical aspects.
The First Date with Lisa. Unpacking a Lisa and the boxes of its
various components is a little like a blind date with someone whom you've
heard is better than perfect. Expectations can be a little overdemanding,
and nervousness and excitement abound.
With all the media talk of the Lisa being so easy to use, you half ex
pect it to jump out of the boxes and set itself up. Well, needless to say, it
isn't quite that easy.
Although the Lisa manuals are very good, it's not always obvious
which of the many chapters one should be reading. Besides, the notion of
reading a manual when your brand-new Lisa is inches away is rather like
the thought of taking along an etiquette book on that blind date.
Well. eventually everything is in its place and the Lisa is brought to
life. Figure 1 shows how everything looks when set up (this is how you
keep your computer set up, isn't it?), and figure 2 shows what the usual
ot1ice system screen setup looks like with the basic icons present.
The office system is the environment in which the various tools (Li
sa's applications programs) are used. The tools, stored on the Profile,
are LisaWrite, UwCalc, LisaDraw, LisaGraph, LisaProject, and Lisa
List. The screen depicts an executive desktop where all of our electronic
paper-pushing is about to occur. Icons are the graphic symbols used to
represent the various tools, documents, and devices available to you. A
document is any tile that you can open up and write information in by
using one of the tools.
Th e mouse is sort of an upside-down track ball that can be rolled
a ro und on your own (real) desktop to control a pointer on Lisa's (elec
tronic) desktop that selects the icon you wish to manipulate. Besides just
moving things around, clicking the button on the mouse with the point
er o n a menu choice selects that choice. For example, in figure 2, click
ing the mo use with the menu bar highlighted as shown "opens" up most
ico ns so that yo u can view their contents.
On first expos ure. it's easy to spend some time (certainly more than
fift ee n minutes, but it doesn't seem like it) just experimenting before you
run any actual program. It's fun just to move the mouse around and
poke all the screen icons to see what happens.

Of course, one can never resist the temptation to do things like put
the Profile icon in the trash-can icon to see what happens. Lisa is very
forgiving of such youthful mischief; the Profile icon merely scurries back
to its original spot on the desktop when you try such antics.
When you choose an icon, the display is dramatic. A box outline
pops out of the icon and swiftly expands from tiny icon size into a large
window. Closing the document the window displays does the same thing
in reverse. Figure 3 shows the desktop with three windows opened.
These experiments usually draw a crowd (if there's anyone around) and
each icon's opening and dosing elicits the oohs and aahs usually asso
ciated with a fireworks display. The ultimate cheap thrill is opening as
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many icons as possible on the screen and then telling Lisa to close them
all at once. (As you can tell by now, this article was researched in only the
most professional of manners.)
Well, on with the story. You'll notice that there are four basic icons
on the screen desktop. There is a Profile, which represents the five
megabyte hard disk that comes with the Lisa. There is also the waste
basket, which is used to dispose of unwanted items. The clipboard is a
temporary storage spot whose primary use is in editing documents and
in copying all or part of one document to another. For example, one
could take part of a spreadsheet generated in lisaCalc and copy it to a
letter being written in Lisa Write simply by copying the desired text to the
clipboard, moving from lisaCalc to lisaWrite, and then retrieving the
data from the clipboard to put in the letter.
Learning the Ropes. One of the big advantages of the Lisa is that the
principles you learn in one portion of the system usually apply to every
other section as well. This means that, once you have learned how to use
one tool, you can learn the others very quickly. These general principles
of operation are even extended to the Workshop, an optional (meaning
you buy it separately) developers' package that is essentially the prcr
gramming level of the Lisa. In addition, the manuals for all the tools
share a common format, and the bulk of each manual is a good tutorial
on the features of that tool.
You can probably tell already that one of the nicest things about the
Lisa is that you can do almost everything on a very intuitive level. The
old Apple directory format of catalogs and file types does not exist. In
stead, files are arranged in treelike structures and, for the user, it's even
simpler than that sounds.
For example, when the Profile is opened, you find a number of items
stored there. Remember that on the Lisa opening a file is a very funda
mental concept. It's more like opening up the drawer of a filing cabinet
than it is like opening a computer file. You can choose to look at the con
tents in a variety of ways. For example, figure 4 shows the contents of the
Profile arranged by icon. Figure 5 shows the contents arranged
chronologically, with the size of each file, date of origin, and other infor
mation written out in a way that's a little more like a disk catalog.
If you wanted, for example, to create a chart, the first step would be
to find on the Profile the icon labeled lisdJraph Paper. This is anal
ogous to finding a tablet of graph paper in your office when you want to
create a chart. When the lisaGraph Paper icon is located, selecting it per
forms an operation known as "tearing off a sheet" of lisaGraph paper.
This creates the single sheet of paper (the data file) on which our graph
will be made.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate what the screen might look like after a
graph has been created. On the left portion of the screen is part of a sim-
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Figure 10.

Figure 8

plitied spreadsheet on which the basic da ta for the graph has been re
corded. On the right in each photo is the graph created from the data . It
sho uld be noted that all scaling. labeling, and even shading is performed
a utomatically by the software, with the user being responsible only for
entering the data correctly.
The different graphs were created by pulling down the chart-type
menu at the top of the screen and selecting either pie chart or bar chart
with the mouse pointer. A chart of one type can be regraphed as another
type nearly instantaneously.
Printing the cha rt is also easily done by selecting the print option
from within the file / edit menu. The Apple Dot Matrix Printer has about
average abilities when driven by an Apple II, but with the Lisa software
telling it what to do it can create unusually good reproductions of the
document as shown on the screen using the page layouts (full page, half
page, vertical, or horizonta l orientation, and so on) selected by the user.
(See figure 8.)
Files can be stored directly back to the Profile by closing the win
dow of the document (and thus the document itself) and then using the
mouse pointer to pick up the document and move it onto the Profile
window or directly over the icon for the Profile.
A better way, though, is to take advantage of another tile concept
called the ji1/der. This is also an icon; it's used to represent a group of
docum ents. Yo u could, for example, create a folder titled My Charts and
put the two charts into the folder. Folders can also be nested. That is,
you could have a folder entitled My Charts, in which are stored three
other folders, one titled Test Charts, in which you keep any number of
experimental charts and graphs.
What You Get with Lisa. So , just what do you get when you buy a

Lisa? For the time being, the Lisa cannot be purchased without the soft
ware or the Profile, so the list looks something like this:
* Lisa main unit with one megabyte of RAM , monitor, and two
floppy drives (0.8 megabyte each) built in.
* Profile hard disk, five-megabyte capacity.
* Keyboard with number pad, detachable.
* Mouse control unit (one button).
* Lisa owner's manual with LisaGuide tutorial software.
* Lisa Write , a word processor.
* LisaCalc, spreadsheet software.
* LisaGraph , graphing/ plotting software .
* LisaDraw, freestyle graphics software.
* LisaList, database software for simple lists.
* LisaProject, project management software.
The Lisa unit itself has three interface slots in the back , each of which
accommodates two devices. These can be printers, modems, even more
Profiles. There are three built-in ports along the back, two serial and one
parallel. (See figure 9.) The Profile is usually connected to the built-in
parallel port. There's even a reset button back there, but its use is recom
mended only in the most drastic of circumstances, namely a complete
system lock-up, since any files currently open when reset is pressed would
be lost. You can't use the power button to recover from a lock-up be
cause it isn't actually connected to the power line; it's more accurately
thought of as a "power-down-request" button .
Apple had maintenance in mind when they designed the Lisa. All
majo r parts with exception of the video tube and related parts can be re
moved by the user by hand, with no special tools (not even a screw
driver!) required. Figure 10, for example, shows the front panel removed
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Figure 12.

and the disk drive unit slid halfway out. Presumably the notion is that
you just take the part that needs to be replaced in to your dealer and get a
new one that works.
Figure 11 shows the back panel removed. You can see the three in
terface slots and some of the circuitry of the Lisa. The yellow handles at
the end of each slot open the slot up like a Venus's-flytrap to allow inser
tion or removal of the interface cards without having to push them in
from above. The cards are very tall (exactly the height of the available
space, to be exact), so this approach is necessary. The self-cleaning effect
of taking cards in and out on the Apple II is probably nonexistent here,
but maybe Lisas don't oxidize either!
The power supply is on the far right of the Lisa in figure 11 and is a
separate, removable unit. The center portion of the Lisa also slides out
and holds four circuit boards, one with the cpu, one with the I /0 circuit
ry, and two with a half megabyte of RAM each for a total of one
megabyte.

Figure 11.

The keyboard is a nice one, as shown in figure 12. There is a nu
meric keypad, and special functions are provided by the option and ap
ple keys in the lower left and right corners of the keyboard. The key
board hardware is designed so that the keys are all individually identifi
able by software, which allows for a great deal of flexibility.
The software included is enough to accomplish some of the more ob
vious functions of an oflice computer. Realistically, the bundled pro
grams are probably Apple's attempt to make sure that the most impor
tant classes of software are immediately available (not to mention pro
viding revenues for the company).
Lisa Project is perhaps the most fascinating of the software packages
included with the Lisa, and some example screen displays are shown in
figure 13. This software allows a person to break down a major project

Figure 13.
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into a network of interdependent events or tasks to be done by various
persons. The user estimates how much time is required to complete each
task. lisaProjec1 then adds the various amounts of time together to de
termine the earliest and latest possible completion dates and also high
lights the tasks that are most critical timewise to the project's comple
tion. This process is usually called critical path analysis, and it's quite
time-consuming without the aid of a computer.
LisaProjecl also redisplays the project diagram information in bar
chart form, with the bars representing the time taken for each project by
each person in the project (figure 14).
Most of the software is somewhat similar to products available for
the Apple II; the big difference lies in the degree of integration between
the packages, the sophistication of the screen displays, and the general
processing power available.
Many of the packages can exchange data among themselves where
appropriate. You tell Lisa to transfer data simply by copying the parts
desired to the clipboard and then going to the next tool.
The displays for the Lisa tools all follow a common theme, so going
from one tool to another is quite simple. The screen is a high-resolution
display (720-by-364) so text is easy to read and graphics are sharp. All the
programs have error messages that are for the most part clear in their
meaning, and various error messages are accompanied by unique sound
patterns (earcons, perhaps?).
The real secret to the Lisa soliware is the sophistication of the hard
ware system that runs it. The amount of computing power in the Lisa is
staggering: it amounts to nothing less than having a mainframe / mini
computer-level computer sitting on your desk. Although the technical
section to follow will go further into the specifics, it can be said that the
real excitement in the Lisa lies more in the software that the future will
bring than in any of the software that exists now.
It's interesting to note, however, that things never change; only the
form they take does. For example, there's a comparison between some
familiar functions of the Apple II and the Lisa in figure 15.
We've already discussed many of the file-related aspects of the Lisa,
but we should also make a brief mention here of some of the differences
in disk and memory storage of data, and how 1/ 0 devices are handled.
You'll notice that there are no slot, drive, or volume parameters as
sociated with the disk system on the Lisa. A Profile or floppy disk is
treated as a continuous block of storage media so that all oft he storage
devices may be used at any time. The numbers I and 2 on the built-in disk
drive units are for the most part arbitrary. Whenever a disk is inserted, it's
captured by the drive (and not given back until Lisa feels like releasing
it!) and a disk icon appears on the desktop. The disk eject buttons on the
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Apple II
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(File names can be nested)

Programs
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Tools
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Close
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Delete
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with 1Mb actually in machine

PR# , IN#
Menu selections
Reset

Select devices graphically
Mouse and pull-down menus
Back of machine, but powers down Lisa
Figure 15.

drives are similar to the power button; they are actually eject request but
tons and don't immediately release the disk when pressed. Only after all
asso<.iated files are automatically put away is the disk ejected.
For the programmer, memory maps are no longer a concern be
cause, even at the program level, virtually (so to speak) all of memory is
automatically managed by internal hardware. That is to say, even though
there is actually one megabyte of RAM in the computer, the memory
management unit (MMU) makes any program in memory (and there
can be several at a time) think it's operating in a sixteen-megabyte envi
ronment (although it can't store that much data at one time, of course).
This brings us to the inner workings of the Lisa and the technical as
pects of its operation . If you're the applications sort of person who's just
waiting for the final opinion on Lisa, skip ahead to the conclusion.
Otherwise, hang in here and we'll get into the bits and bytes of things.
Getting inside the Lisa. Glad to see you're here! Now it's time to get
really dirty. Any readers with weak stomachs or uncertain alignments
may not survive this odyssey through Dante's Inferno. So grab your
schematics, logic diagrams, and memory maps and come along!
Speaking of memory maps, let's jump into what is probably the most
difficult aspect of Lisa to understand (no one said this was going to be
easy). Everyone by now knows that the Lisa comes standard with one
megabyte of memory. With the Apple II's 64K memory map etched in
all of our heads, it may be somewhat unnerving to learn that nothing in
Lisa's memory is where it thinks it is.
What? Well, the Lisa uses a technique called vir1ual memory, which
fools the computer into thinking it has more memory than it actually
does (a college education can have the same effect on people). The RAM
memory in Lisa is actually a collection of windows, called segments,
which look into a much larger apparent address space. When the micro
processor looks at an address that isn't contained within one of the seg
ments, the command is halted while the memory management unit loads
from disk the needed block, which is then fooled into thinking it is where
it's supposed to be. Operation then continues, as if nothing had ever
happened.
Did you get that? Let's try an example. But before we do, there are
two terms you should become acquainted with: logical address and physi
cal address. Logical address is where the program or data block thinks it
is, and physical address is where in the RAM memory it actually is. An
example: A program is running along and off-handedly references a
memory location or subroutine or whatnot that's not currently in any
segment. In such a case, hardware control is given to the memory man
agement unit. The MMU loads in from disk the block of memory con
taining the whatnot referenced and places it within a free segment.
Now here's the important part The MMU then fools the micro
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processor into thinking the segment where the block was loaded is its
true location when execution continues. All this happens without the mi
croprocessor having the slightest inkling that it has. This is where logical
address and physical address come into play. The logical address in our
example was whatever memory location was referenced. but its physical
add ress was wherever the MM U placed it in actual memory. To the pro
gram and for all intents and purposes, the logical address is where it ac
tually is. but this is only because the MMU is pulling a couple of fast
ones and causing the addresses to pretend they're someplace else.
If you're still here, then you've passed through the hardware Infer
no's first ring and are ready for a bit of refinement. First off, that expla
nation of virtual memory is sufficient only to get us through the rest of
this article. The actual workings of virtual memory are much more com
plex, and deserve an article of their own (for example, when and how
does the MMU decide that a segment no longer needs to reside in mem
ory? What happen s when all the segments are full and another is need
ed'1 Ah, well ... ). It isn't necessary to understand virtual memory to
write a program on the Lisa. What is important is to realize that, with
vi rtual memory, each program isn't restricted to addressing a measly
megabyte, but has a workspace of a gigantic sixteen megabytes.
So far, there has been no mention of what microprocessor is in the
Lisa . That is because there are actually five microprocessors working in
unison to produce all the dazzling effects and unheard-of reliability asso
ciated with Lisa. Before all you multiprocessor nuts drag out your pro
gramming sheets, note that only one processor is accessible to the as
se mbly language programmer. But what a processor it is!
This microprocessor is the Motorola 68000. The heart of all the tricks
seen on the Lisa, this chip has power. Anyone who's dabbled in 6502 as
sembly can appreciate the improvement of the 68000 with its sixteen thirty
two-bit registers and more addressing modes than you could ever use
in o ne program. It's interesting to note that. although the 68000 can ref
erence memory addresses up to thirty-two bits wide (that's four giga
bytes, or sixty-five thousa nd times as much memory as the die-hard Ap
ple 11), only twenty-four of these bits are brought out of the 6SOOO. The
reason for this is a restriction of the physical construction of the 6SOOO in
tegrated circuit. If you've ever lifted the lid on your Apple, you know
what an IC looks like. Well, the 6SOOO with sixty-four pins (most !Cs
have sixteen or twenty-four) recalls images of huge black monoliths from
a Kubrick film. There just wasn't enough room on the 6SOOO package to
put eight more pins to bring out those eight other bits. This is the reason
Lisa's virtual memory can only address sixteen megabytes, which is what
twenty-four bits gives you.
As a small example of the 6SOOO's power, realize that the Lisa's
screen is always in the graphics mode, and that all text displayed is gen
erated by software (somewhat like Apple's hi-res character generator).
This is the key to Lisa's great flexibility when dealing with the screen, and
it accounts for Lisa's twelve different type styles (not to mention bold
face, italics, underline, shadow, hollow, super and subscripting ...) and
addictive interactive nature. Scrolling is likewise done in software, yet it's
accomplished without the nauseating wavy motion you would expect
with hi-res sc rolling. More on the screen later.
Under the 6SOOO's command are four other processors, each serving
a specific function and each having its own limited memory and operat
ing on th e firmware supplied for it.
First there' s the ZS microprocessor within the ProFile. Although the
ProFile is not really a part of Lisa proper, it is standard with the Lisa and
is an integral part of the Lisa syste m. Without the ProFile and its intelli
gent Z8 con troller, the Lisa's virtual memory scheme (so important, yet
so transparent) would be impossible. Instead of having to dedicate its
entire attention to such mundane tasks as disk 1/ 0. Lisa is able to spec
ify what data o n the disk to read from or write to, and the ProFile takes
over. On a down note. it is di sco uraging that the ProFile has only a five
megabyte capacity, whereas other hard disk systems of comparable price
contain as much as twenty megabytes.
The o ther mass-storage related chip is the 6504, which controls Lisa's
two built-in floppies, or twiggies, as Apple calls them . The 6504 is a lim
ited 6502. with less addressing space (SK) and fewer control functions
(such as no nonmaskable interrupt). The 6504, teamed with the twiggies'
sophisticated hardware, increases the drives' capacity to S60K as well as
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improving the reliability.
The stepper motor that moves the disk head over the twiggy disk is
capable of microstepping, which translates to reliability beyond compre
hension and sophisticated error recovery. If the 6504 can't find a track
where it thinks it is, it can move in and out in small fractions of a track
until it finds it. Also, the motor that spins the disk is capable of varying
its speed, slowing down on the outer tracks and thus keeping a constant
I0,000 bits per linear inch over the entire disk, giving the outer tracks,
which have greater circumferences, more to store. This advanced system
requires a special variety of disk, shown in figure 16.
As a note, the error rate of a twiggy drive is so low that Apple
couldn't measure it, but they estimate it at something like one error for
every trillion operations, which should get you through this century with
out problems. All disk drives revolve, but only twiggies are revolu
tionary.
Speaking of getting through this century, Lisa for some reason can
only keep accurate time and date through 1995. The time and date are
controlled by a National Semiconductor COPS microprocessor, one of
two within the Lisa. The second COPS is responsible for decoding the
keyboard and transmitting the keycodes to the other COPS via the key
board's twisted cable. Together, the two of them handle all the low level
1/ 0 and functions within the Lisa. The time and date COPS stays active
even when Lisa is off. It updates the time and date while waiting for
someone to come along and press the power button (figure 17). If
Lisa is unplugged while in the off state, internal batteries power the time
and date COPS for up to twenty hours.
So much for the Inferno's second ring. Now things are starting to get
a bit easier. On to the fun ones!
The first thing that breaks even the seasoned programmers' cool fa
cade is Lisa's graphics. Even the coolest among them lose their staid dis
positions and join the chorus of "oohs" and "ahhs" when they see Lisa
at work. The hardware behind all this is amazingly simple. A bit-mapped
graphics screen very similar to the Apple's but consisting of720 pixels by
364 lines provides the resolution that makes Lisa's desktop metaphor so
believable. Every byte within the 32K of screen memory is directly
mapped to the video display (with the exception of the eight bytes left
over). Back to our virtual memory, the screen memory is located just
about anywhere a contiguous segment of 32K is sitting on a 32K bound
ary. What this means is that the screen memory is nowhere in particular,
but almost everywhere at one time or another.
Although the current screen is black and white, the screen software
supports up to thirty-two bit planes (which means that up to four trillion
colors are possible). and the technical manuals hint left and right at a col-

Figure 16.
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Figure 17.

or board that should be out soon . A retrace interrupt is provided which
can be used to synchronize screen access with the retrace timing so that
flickerless graphics can be attained. Also, since the screen's contrast is
software controlled, a program can produce any sort of eye-killing ef
fects. On the more practical side, software-controlled brightness allows
Lisa to dim the screen to a specified level after a specified period of inac
tivity to save video screen phosphor. Nice.
What is that little thing with such a long tail sitting next to Lisa?
Why, that's a mouse, one of the most innovative peripherals yet. Mice
have been around for some time, but only now are they making such a
noise in the marketplace. It has been estimated that the average mouse
will travel almost twenty miles in a year's usage, and Apple's mouse is
not one to be caught without its track shoes. It's rumored that the plot
ter used to put Lisa's mouse through its paces died before the mouse even
began to sweat.
For no apparent reason (except perhaps novelty), Lisa's mouse
comes complete with a software odometer that is reset to zero on each
power-up. Real cute. Essential to successful mousing is the cursor, a 16
by-l 6-bit image necessary to translate the mouse's movement from the
physical desktop to the metaphysical one. The feel of actually moving the
cursor on the screen is phenomenal, and it'll take anyone with an arm no
time at all to accept the mouse as standard. In fact, on Lisa's desktop, 90
percent of the interaction is done with the mouse. What a joy to use!
The biology of a mouse is such (for those who want the gory details):
A hard rubber ball (which doesn't bounce too well) rests under the mouse
and just touches whatever surface the mouse is sitting on. As the mouse
is shoved from one location to another (as only mice will tolerate), the
ball within likewise revolves, turning two small flywheels. Each flywheel
is responsible for recognizing its particular axis of motion. As each fly
wheel turns, a small Benham-like disk turns also, causing a light beam to
be interrupted and a movement of one unit to be recognized . Motion in
any direction is recorded as a series of these small movements, and inter
nally they are translated to screen coordinates. Basically, a mouse's life is
uneventful (with a few exceptions), but what it does, it does well.
What Tums Lisa On? One of the hardest things to accept for some
one who's always flipped a toggle switch is that Lisa never really turns
off. When a power-off request is made (by pressing the on/off button),
Lisa calmly closes any open files and powers down with the sophistica
tion expected from a computer of such background. When "off," Lisa is
actually in a low-power mode, updating the time and date and patiently
waiting for someone to come along and press her button. When this hap
pens, the COPS which senses the power-on request energizes a relay that
turns Lisa on. Control is then passed to a very specialized boot ROM
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which contains l6K of 68000 diagnostics and power-on sequences.
After th e Lisa examines itself for any anomalies and passes all tests,
the boot ROM reads a block of boo t code from the predefined default
boot device (either ProFile or twiggy) unless the default is overridden at
power-on. The selection of the boot device is made from the preferences
windo"" of the desktop and maintained in low-power RA M. After the
boot code is loaded, it is executed . What happens next depends on th e
boot code, but in a standard Lisa configuration (using Lisa's own op
erating system), System.OS and a host of friends (System.LLD, Sys
tem.LOG, and others) are loaded in and System.OS is executed.
Let's digress for a moment and explain what System.OS is. Probably
the best analogy is to the Apple ll's own DOS. System.OS is like DOS's
file manager, consisting of hundreds of routines used to control every as
pect of the operating system and its environment. These include calls to
the file system, process handling, memory management, exception and
event handling, and system configuration. Like the file manager, Sys
tem.OS (to be called "the operating system" from here on) need~ some
controlling program to provide the user interface. DOS's equivalent
would be what we all mistakingly call DOS, but what is really just the
command interpreter to supply the necessary man-machine interface.
Lisa's operating system, once in memory, loads and executes Sys
tem.Shell, which is Lisa's command interpreter. In the desktop environ
ment that we usually see Lisa displaying, this shell is the Environments
window (see figure 18), which is normally transparent on bootup and is
responsible for bringing up the desktop software. If, however, the de
fault shell to use on power-on is the Workshop, for example, then Envi
ronments will load and execute the Workshop shell. Basically, Sys
tem.OS loads and runs System.Shell, which is the interface between user
and operating system.
What is the Workshop? The Workshop is a shell that provides a
UCSD Pascal-like environment for writing and debugging programs.
Complete with the Workshop are an editor, Pascal and Cobol compilers, a
Basic interpreter, a 68000 assembler and debugger, and an ample supply
of support programs. These languages and utilities make up the Lisa de
velopment package, which doesn't come with Lisa but may be pur
chased separately. All the operating system calls can be made from Pas
cal and assembly. In fact, most of the operating system was written in
Pascal (some 900,000 lines worth!), with only a few speed-critical rou
tines, such as the graphics software, written in 68000 assembly (only
40,000 lines).
It was this Workshop that Apple developers used . to write all of the
software for Lisa. Sound like a chicken and egg situation? Well, the orig
inal Pascal compiler from the Apple II language system was strapped
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onto a very young Lisa, then used to write the rest of the operating sys
tem. By the way, the Pascal compiler in the Workshop translates source
to an intermediate file, which is enhanced p-code and is good for noth
ing except the Workshop generator, which produces 68000 machine
code. All in all, anything is possible in the Workshop .
Where were we? Oh yes, Lisa's power-up sequence .... Well, in some
sort of roundabout manner, we've just explained it.
Don't let anyone tell you otherwise: The Lisa is anything but a micro .
With multitasking (which we haven't discussed, but which essen
tially means that many processes can run concurrently) and virtual mem
ory (giving each process sixteen megabytes of program and data space),
the Lisa easily competes against many of the "all-powerful" main
frames. In fact, the only apparent reason that it's not considered a main
frame is that it doesn't fill a specially air-conditioned room and doesn't
require a flock of smocked technicians to operate. Outside the desktop,
Lisa is still a completely integrated system, with an extremely powerful
operating system running very powerful state-of-the-art hardware. There
will certainly be a large quantity of very happy Lisa owners still around
when the real-time clock peaks out in 1995. Apple Computer had better
be prepared to supply a firmware patch for all these people to carry them
through the rest of the century.
Conclusion(s ). After all of two weeks with Lisa, what do we think of
it? Granted that the honeymoon's not over, we still have some general
impressions.
When you first see a demonstration of the machine, you're apt to
have a feeling about it rather like the one you probably had when you
got your first Apple. Many of us came to computers knowing little about
them or about what could be done with one, but they seemed intrinsical
ly fascinating. Even if you now know at least a little more about com
puters, you'll probably have much the same feeling about the Lisa.
Any single word is too weak to accurately describe the sense of the in
credible the machine can elicit. The potential housed in that simple case
is truly staggering. The most expert, most veteran Apple I I users have yet
to explore even a fraction of the potential of their machines. The internal
power and level of integration of the Lisa seems like going from a bi
cycle to a starship .
Your reactions to the machine might well vary, though. When you
first start using the machine, you're mainly aware only of the appear
ance of the applications software, the tools. Initially very impressed, you
might then begin feeling like the $10,000 price tag is, for the average per
son, a lot to pay for the convenience of smooth graphics and easy data
transfer between programs. For the stereotypical business executive, the
usability of the Lisa is probably worth the expense, but the cost factor
is certainly high .
In all fairness, even with this view, the price difference is not as high
as you might think. An Apple II with all the equivalent hardware and
software could still cost more than half the cost of a Lisa. With that in
mind, the convenience factor is not costing as much as you would origi
nally suppose.
If then you learn more about the inner nature of the machine and be
gin to realize its tremendous potential, a different picture emerges.
The first conclusion is that cost is a very relative thing. Think for a
moment about your reaction to the possibility of paying $10,000 for a
television, a car, or a house.
Ten thousand dollars for a television is certainly expensive. For a car,
it is at least within current price ranges, and for a house it would be a bar
gain. Expensive then is not an absolute value, but rather a ratio between
actual cost and perceived value. In addition, even large amounts of
money do not present as big a barrier to purchase as many people seem
to think. Most likely, many of the people you know own things like
houses and cars in spite of their high cost. In addition, think of the num
ber of people who own motorhomes that cost far in excess of $10,000
and at that only use them once a year.
Clearly, the real question is not, "Is it expensive?" but rather, "Is it
worth the price?"
The ultimate answer will depend on a number of things. For some
one in a business environment, the likelihood of a Lisa being worth it is
admittedly much greater. Along with doing the research on the Lisa for
the purposes of this article, we've put it to use in our office, and there are
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already at least a half a dozen people using the Lisa fo r offi dal fun c
ti o ns. Even th ose wh o never quite got around to learning to use the A p
ple lls seemed to be attracted immediately to using the Lisa.
The graphics and printer output o n LisaWrile, UmDraw and Lisa
Graph alone give one the equivalent of an in-house graphics studio. The
cost savings in this area alone help justify a major porti on of the ma
chine's cost. In addition, the graphics capa bilities will make possible pro
fessional-looking documents, forms, diagrams, and charts for th ose proj
ect s that wouldn't ordinarily justify the expense of a graphics depart
ment. For the home user, it's probably still a matter of waiting a little
longer for more software. You might look at it this way: Would you buy
a motorhome before a Lisa?
You can bet that time will very quickly change all the factors in both
business and home . It should be clear by now that the power of the ma
chine is scarcely even hinted at by the existing software. If you think back
for a moment about what has been done in software for the Apple II ,
considering the comparatively limited capabilities of the machine, the po
tential of the Lisa seems almost limitless.
The second conclusion is how the Lisa and computers like it are
going to affect us all. There is more than enough written about how com
puters are going to change our lifestyles. This will probably happen, and
there are some changes that we should see very soon.
An example at hand is the dot-matrix printer. There's still a ten
dency to think that people really need letter-quality printers to generate
business correspondence on their computers. The assumption seems to
be that either dot-matrix print is totally unreadable or that people will be
offended to receive any letter that was done on a computer rather than
on a typewriter.
Ignoring for a moment that dot-matrix printers are improving to the
point where they are less and less distinguishable from a daisy-wheel
printer (read "typewriter"), the real point is, dot-matrix printers do the
job better than typewriters. For someone to criticize a dot-matrix letter
because it doesn 't look like a typewriter is like criticizing a car because it
doesn't look like a horse.
The Lisa printer graphics are like this. You might look at an invoice
form (and I mean the pretty lines and logos, not the numbers) gener
ated by a Lisa and say, "But it doesn't look like it was done by hand."
That is precisely the point. Would you deride a neighbor's new wallpa
per because it wasn't hand-painted? Of course not, and neither should
anyone get too picky about being able to tell that a form or a letter was
done by a computer.
The point is that a computer is a far more efficient way of accom
plishing a given task, and that the person not using one is to be pitied for
not yet having caught on to the revolution already surrounding us.
My prediction? No predictions at all. Look today for the Lisa-gen
erated letters, project charts, financial reports, and invoice forms. The
people generating those are the people who know where the
future lies.
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Assume that an executive has no time to learn
abo ut computers but has ten thousand dollars
to spend on a computer that takes no time to
learn. Well, almost no time. Where does said
executive go to learn about this computer? Af
ter all, it isn't as easy as saying, "Hey, Lisa, plan
my budget for fiscal 1984 and watch for cost
overruns in prodw;:tion ." To be sure, Lisa talks
to the user in a way that should be nonthreat
e ning even to the most practiced technophobe,
saying things like, " Excuse me, you aske.d me to
monitor the printer, but there is no printing go
ing on now," in stead of, "Illegal quantity er
ror-break in 320." The hurdle is generally not
in learning to understand Lisa but in learning to
talk to her.
Apple is prepared to help its corporate cus
tomers over this hurdle with a small, informal
training session. The general target audience is
co mprised of the top 1,300 corporations in the
co untry, although it isn't limited strictly to this
group. The one-day session is available free to
Apple's national accounts: Corporations that
are purchas ing several Lisas for their top man
agers can send those managers to Lisa school.
Ap ple has established twelve offices across the
co untry, located in areas expected to have the
highest volume of sa les, with conference rooms
dedicated to Lisa training.
In a typical class, there might be seven "stu
dents," usually all from the same company,
each sitting at a Lisa. Apple's "teachers" know
the Lisa in side and o ut and are good at helping
people who don't. No question is too simple
and very few are too complicated. And they
have a good assistant teacher in the Lisa itself.
With coffee an d doughnuts in hand, the stu
dents sit down to a short videotape of an execu
tive using a Lisa in his work a nd explaining how
each of the Lisa progra ms can help him with his
everyday tasks. The tape is more demonstrative
than instructive; it serves as an overview of Lisa
for those who have never seen her in action and
as a refresher for those who have.
It 's not long before students get to try things
o ut for themselves. LisaGuide, one of the pro
grams that come with Lisa, is running on all the
machines when the session begins. The tutorial
is a gentle introd uction to the basics of talking
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to Lisa. The first concepts are the mouse and
the cursor. LisaGuide teaches how to move
the mou se a nd how that movement controls the
cursor, which is displayed as a black arrow on
the screen. With the mice tamed, LisaGuide
shows how certain symbols on the screen can
act as buttons and how you can push those but
tons by pointing at them with the arrow and
pushing the mouse button.
An important concept for the Lisa beginner
to grasp-one designed to make it easier to un
derstand the system as a whole-is that the Lisa
screen, sometimes called the desktop environ
ment, is really an extended metaphor for an
executive's desk and other elements of a typical
office. There's the filing cabinet, the file folder,
the wastebasket, the clipboard, the clock, the
calendar, and the calculator; one wonders why
they didn 't actually create scissors and glue pot
icons for cut-and-paste operations. Most of
Lisa's tools are used in ways that are analogous
to the ways you would accomplish the same
goals without a computer. Once people under
stand the Lisa metaphor, they know as much
about Lisa as they might have learned about the
Apple II in the first week or two.
With that hurdle cleared, the rest of Lisa
Guide covers most of the elements of Lisa that
are common to all the bundled programs. All
the files that Lisa can manipulate are displayed
in windows, and windows act like pieces of pa
per on the desktop. You can have one paper on
your desk at a time, or you can have a pile of
p apers from completely different projects and

Employees of Hughes Aircraft learn about Lisa at
Apple's district office in Culver City, California. The
instructors are sales training specialists Sarah
Schwartz and national account executive Wayne
Norberg, who represents the Hughes account.

lntra's Printer Switch for all Personal and
Business Computers lets your Word Processors
copy be easily directed to either a Dot Matrix
or Letter Quality Daisywheel Printer. Com
patible with all Centronics Parallel type inter
faces, the Printer Switch is styled to match
computer hardware in
$16~
the Home or Office.
INdudiNG
CAblEs
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work on the one on top.
LisaGuide shows how to change the size of a
window, move it, put one on top of another,
and select which one you're working with . Just
as on your real desk, you can have several dif
ferent things going on at once. While you're
working, how organized your desk is depends
mostly on your preferences and your own in
herent talent for organization. When you quit
for the day, however, you can tell Lisa to put
everything away for you. This is one of Lisa's
big advantages: She can conform to your habits.
Since LisaGuide comes bundled with the
computer, you may well wonder what advan
tage there is to running it in Apple's classroom
rather than your own office. Studies have
shown that the average executive is interrupted
once every seven minutes; the session at Apple
reserves a block of uninterrupted time just for
that reason.
A more important advantage is that people
are there to help Lisa be your guide. The rea
son most computers prefer jargon to English is
that jargon, if you know it, is a more precise
language. For instance, at one point, LisaGuide
instructs you to put the cursor over a certain
word on the screen. The computer means to su
perimpose the cursor on top of the word, but
someone could just as easily interpret it as
saying to move the cursor to the line above the
word. Having someone handy who knows the
right meaning can avert some frustrating
moments.
The nice thing about computer-aided in
struction is that learners can go at their own
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knowledgea ble user may ex peri ence an even
greater surprise. Lisa, the computer made fo r
peo ple who are least likely to wa nt to pull a
co mputer apart, is designed to be completely
modular- fa r more so than a ny Apple to come
before it, in fact. When a Li sa goes dow n, the
owner's going to wa nt it bac k up again fast.
Most of th e time, Lisa ca n tell you where it
hurts. With parts th at a re easily rem ovable,
what ca n't be quickly repaired can be quickly
replaced .
Plenty of people who buy Lisas won't have
the opportunity to go to one of these tra ining
sessions. And plenty of people won't need to
anyway . But nobody who buys a Lisa will be
without a source of help. More is required of
Lisa dealers than is currently required of Apple
II and III vendors. Li sa dealers must meet re
quirements for minimum size and have a large
enough staff that some sales can be done in the
field . Their salesmen must be suitably trained to
support the product after the sale, and the stores
are obligated to provide that support. They
know Lisa, so they're prepared to answer ques
tions. Th ey come to you to help with the instal
lation, and in some cases they even make house
call s after the sale.
For the most part, Lisa users should be able
to get by without extra help , because Lisa helps
more th a n you'd imagine any computer can.
What people that already use a computer know,
people about to get started on Lisa will quickly
discover: It's just a matter of getting their feet

wa
pace. Some finish LisaGuide in forty-five min
utes and are ready for more; others take all day.
And anyone can ask questions without getting
ahead of the rest of the group or slowing them
down .
Once people finish the tutorial, the teachers
help them get started with any of the main Lisa
programs: LisaCalc, LisaWrite, LisaProject,
Lisalist, LisaGraph, or LisaDraw. Which to
look at first is up to the individual. All the pro
grams a re on the ProFile, of course, and the
manuals include tutorials th at start where Lisa
Guide leaves off. As before, there's the security
of being able to follow the prescribed path at a
comfortable rate, but there's also greater free
dom . The more adventurous tend to make up
d ata from their actual work experience instead
of strictly following the examples in the tu
torials.
At the end of the session, the Apple people
demonstrate some applications that are more
advanced than those that most people will get to
on the first exposure to the computer. Final
ly-perhaps this is the most astounding event of
the day for anyone who thinks the case of a ten
thousand-dollar computer is inviolate-they
take a Lisa ap art. Twist a few thumb screws; off
comes the back. Flip a catch; there goes the
front panel. The disk drives slide easily out
through the front; the circuit boards come out
the back . As casually as the magician sawing the
assistant in half, they break Lisa up into a pile
of parts.
For the uninitiated, this can go a long way
toward demystifying the computer. A more
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VIDEO
TEACHES APPLE!"
• If you SELL Apples and wont to provide a toke-home instructor
• If you TEACH Apples and wont to multiply your effectiveness
• If you OWN on Apple and wont to become its Moster

YOU NEED COMPUTER TUTOR INTERACTIVE VIDEOCASSETTE TAPES
"Computer Tutor" 1s o series of four one-hour videocassettes which explains how to use the Apple II ond llE Personal
Computer. Each lope 1s divided into easily manageable 15-minute segments No need to depend on printed guides
Each lope provides o proven, professional method of instruction that occelerotes learning through "hands-on"
experience. You con learn about the computer from the very beginning - from the ON switch-or Join "Computer
Tuto(' at the segment oppropriote to experience and skill

CT 101 FIRST BYTE OF THE APPLE.. ,$13500 EA .

CT 103 GRAPHICS... $13500 EA .

Port I Outlines coorse content Exam ines hardware to show function &
optional hook-up
Port II Teoches general software. booting DOS 3 3 master diskette
Explains PR' 6. RESEl CATALOG. RETURN. RU N. SYNTAX ERROR. LIST
CTRL S. RE M. CTR L C, NEW, HOME SPE ED
Port Ill Exam ines floppy disk. in1tio11zmg disk & developi ng o simple
greeting program Teoches INI T, SAVE. DELETE. LOCK. UNLOCK.
RENA ME
Part IV Ex plmns INPUl OUTPUl CPU RAM & ROM Teaches concepl ot
binary storage in bytes Demonstrates FID, BRUN, FRE & CHRS

Pont Explains low resolution graphics Explains GR. POL TEXT. COLOR
PLOT. VLIN. HUN A progra m for on elementary histogram 1s developed

CT 102 BASIC PROGRAMMING... $13500 EA.

CT 104 PROBLEM SOLVING ... $13500 EA.
Part I Teac hes moth tuncll ons. RND. ABS. INl SIN cos ATN LOG. etc

Part I Explores coding numerical informot1on mto voriobles Teaches
subscnpted vonable 01M. LET & INPUT
Port II Examines coding words into string variables. Explrnns REAO
DATA
RESTORE. GOTO. IF TH EN Demonstrates a si mple counter
Part Ill Teoches FOR
NEXl looping & IF
TH EN. companng
statements with relot1ono1 operators. A bubble sort is developed &
demonstrated
Port IV A round-up of commands 1s added Explains GOSJB
RETURN, ON
GOTO, GET, ASC. ONERR
GOTO
PLEASE NOTE: This lope may be used to teach BASIC on ony computer

Port II Teaches high resoluhon graphics Explains HGR HGR 2

HCOLOR, HPLOT BSAVE, BLOAO A program tor plotting funchons 1s
developed
Part Ill Explores text windows. intrOducmg PEEK & POKE commands
ore developed tor understanding memory mops
Port IV Examines concept at shape tables Explrnns ORAW XORAW
ROT & SCALE

111ustroted by graphics

Port 11 Explains HTAB . VTAB TAB SPC !or formottmg dote FLASH .
NORMAL. INVERSE. LE FTS. RIGH TS. MIO$. LEN VAL & SIRS ore
demonstrated
Port Ill Teaches writing to disk & recovenng data tram text Illes b:plains
OPEN. CLOSE, READ. WRITE. APPE ND, etc
Port IV Presents an overview of V1s1Colc ( R) and Apple Writer (R)

AVAILABLE AT YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLY STORE OR AUDIO-VISUAL/APPLE DEALER
D Please send 1nformotion on your dealer program

o My dealer does not yet carry 11, please send full color brochure

- --

~ The Computer Tutor Publishing Co.
___L.925 Demun Avenue• St. Louis, MO 63105 • 314-725-1088
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on either Apple
II, with 48K, ROM Applesofi, and one disk drive. The requirement for
ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Applesofi in a language card. Many
Apple II programs will run on the Apple Ill in the emulator mode.

Enchanter. By Marc Blank and Dave Lebling.
John John Morrison Morrison
Weatherbee George Dupree
Took good care of his mother
though he was only three. ...
John John said to his mother,
"Mother," he said, said he,
"You must never make friends with a fire-breathing dragon
without consulting me."
Where is Zork? Alive and well in magic school. The result? Enchant
er, the beginning of a trilogy sequel to the Zorks.
No longer is Zork condemned to subterranea. Enchanter takes place
in a natural-if fanciful-world, a sunlit world. Well, at first it's a sunlit
world. But the powers of darkness would have it otherwise. As the ap
prentice enchanter pursues his quest, the days grow alarmingly shorter.
Soon the sun is rising at noon and setting at 2:00 p.m. Only the young
apprentice's quick study and apt use of powerful magic can prevent the
world from perpetual night.
Can magic be logical? Dam tootin'. Determining when and where
and how to use which spells provides puzzles as clever and logical as
those in any Zork. Without clear, innovative thinking, the enchanter's
magic is useless. Or sometimes when it's useful it's misguided. Several
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spells can be cast only once; exactly the same number of puzzles can be
solved only one way-with those spells. But the spells work in plenty of
other places and even solve other puzzles that seem to be insoluble
otherwise.
In line with lnfocom's new mysteries and recent science-fiction ad
ventures, Enchanter expands interaction with other characters beyond
that of earlier lnfocom games and of most other games. Even animals
become confidants-or infom1ers-when you have the right magic.
Enchanter is not chock-full of breakthroughs. It is simply a delightful
adventure that takes advantage of the niceties and expertise 1nfocom has
been nurturing at such a fast clip.
Zork's world isn't forgotten. The period is the same, or very close to
it, and, although these people live above ground, they remember Zork
even if you don't. Check the portraits in the castle gallery; see yourself
azorking in the hall of mirrors.
And don't make friends with dragons.
tt(T
£11cha111er. by Marc Blank and Dave Lebling , Infocom (55 W·heeler Street. Cam
bridge, MA 02138: 617-492-1031). $49.95.

Ultraterm. When the first eighty-column dual-case display boards ap
peared from Videx and its competitors a few years back, Apple owners
were led Moses-like from the morass of a nonindustry standard forty
column upper-case-only display. Suddenly a new world opened up to
users of word processing, Pascal. and CP/ M. With the advent of the Ap
ple lie came Apple's own eighty-column display card, at a very competi
tive price. This seemed to signal the demise of the independent visual
boards.
Never underestimate the spirit of microcomputer industry pioneers.

Innovative technology
brings you quality color
printing
for only $599

T

he technology of the all -new Transtar 315 color printer
revolutionizes color impact printing! Unlike old-fashioned
printers needing multiple passes with pins to print color, the
Transtar 315 employs an innovative 4-hammer print head to
allow 7 colors and more than 30 shades to be printed in
a single pass!

A unique 4-color diagonal ribbon maximizes the efficiency
of the 315's color imaging and enhances its simple reliability.
Built by Seikosha, the most experienced manufacturing
company of the famous Seiko group, the Transtar 315 is
available now and has been designed to be compatible with
the I BM, Apple I I/I le and Franklin personal computers. An
optional PICS card also allows Apple and Franklin users to
simply depress the 315's "copy" button to print any highor low-resolution screen without exiting a program!
Transtar is bringing the technology of tomorrow to you
today. Your future in color printing is only $599 away.

Transtar

P.O. Box C-96975, Bellevue, Washington 98009
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Instead of giving up, or even of producing a me-too copy of Apple's
board, Videx has struck out into new territory; the result is the Ultra
term video display board. The Ultraterm provides for seven-that's
right, seven-separate display modes. And the hardware works with the
Apple II Plus, the Apple Ile, and the Apple Ill. It's fully compatible with
the principal Apple operating systems-Apple DOS, Apple Pascal, Sof
tech's Pascal, and CP/ M. Full cursor movement through either escape or
control sequen,ces is provided for. as is the capability to change video dis
play modes at will.
The Ultraterm's display capability is terrific. Besides the default stan
dard 24-line-by-80-column display with seven-by-nine-dot character font,
you can select 24 lines by 96 columns, 32 lines by 128 columns, 24 lines
by 132 columns, or 48 lines by 80 columns. If that isn't enough, there's a
special high-density display that produces a clean, solid character set. In
verse video is standard with the Ultraterm, as is a "soft switch" to sense
automatically whether a forty- or eighty-column display is required and
respond accordingly. The competition may have to turn to three-dimen
sional holograms to top this.
Despite its many convolutions of capability, the Ultraterm is re
markably simple to operate. It's slot-independent in newer Apples (re
quires slot 0 in older Apples) and installs in only a few minutes. To get it
up and running, you simply PR# to its slot or call it from software, then
choose the video format you want with a simple control sequence from
DOS or CP/ M. The Ultraterm defaults to a Videx Videoterm emula
tion mode, so most software that works with the Videoterm should work
with the new Ultraterm .
The Ultraterm performs its magic in several w::,ys. The amount of
video information transmitted to the monitor is approximately 1.6 times
that normally conveyed. In display modes of thirty-two or forty-eight
lines a technique called interlacing-updating the screen characters at
half the conventional scan rate-is employed. Because of the reduced
scan rate, monitors with low-persistence phosphors may tend to flicker
or shimmer. Videx recommends using monitors with a minimum band
width of fifteen megahertz such as the Apple Monitor III, NEC models
JB-902M and JB-1201M, and Sanyo models VM4509 and VM4512.
The Ultraterm shines brightest in use with spreadsheets and word
processors. Videx provides preboot software for using the Ultraterm
with VisiCalc and will soon offer the same thing for Apple Wriler II.
Patches to configure WordSwr for a 48-line-by-80-column display are
given in the manual. Other compatibilities are expected to come from
software publishers; Hayden has announced that PIE Wriler will soon
support a 24-line-by-128-column display with Ultraterm.
In this unique industry, you can't count a company out just because
its main product has been made obsolete. With the true pioneer spirit,
this industry's companies are more likely to develop whole new genera
wuu
tions of applications. That's what Videx has done.
U/1ra1erm, Videx (897 N.W. Grant Avenue, Corvallis, OR 97330; 503-758--0521).
$379.

Zaxxon. By John Garcia. Here's a game that debuted in Sofia/k's Top
Thirty last month at number two. The game is popular, that much is cer
tain. But how good is it?
Questions like this must always be taken in the proper context. Data
soft's Zaxxon is the official Apple version of the coin-operated game that
hit the arcades about a year and a half ago. When Zaxxon walked in, we
all fell to the floor in awe. Quarters lined up as former Pac-Man devo
tees stood tiptoe to see over the tall kids in front and catch a glimpse of
this graphics wonder.
In those days, a lot of our Apples were still grabbing the gusto of
Beer Run and munching down on Taxman. How far we've come.
Now Zax:vm is walking into our computer stores, and we're all fall
ing to the floor in awe again. But for all the wrong reasons.
One of the reasons we buy computer games is to simulate arcade en
tertainment without having to wait in endless lines and plunk down a
quarter for each play. But if you've taken a look at the arcades recently,
the lines for Zaxxon have all but disappeared, with all the footprints
leading to the newer blood.
But it doesn't matter. Finally , we have an official version of a coin-op
game that really looks like the original. Jaded, but still the original.
For the benefit of those who have been out of the country, in pursuit
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of spiritual fulfillment, or o therwise o ut of to uch with an;ade n;ality,
Zaxx o11 is the basic shoot-them-hc!Ore-tht:y-shoot-yo u game, but with a
delicious look . The key to the game's success is its perspect ivt:. You f.ee
your space craft in a co mbined perspective fro m a bove, th e side, an d bt:
hind. Lay a book on a table a foot to yo ur left and a foo t in fro nt of yo u
and you'll have the Zaxx o11 perspec tive.
The scenery moves from the upper right-hand co rn er to the lowe r
left-hand corner of your screen, and it moves toward you. Yo u're shoot
ing at planes, gun turrets, missiles, fuel tanks, and radars before yo u go
off and do space battle with other ships. The only control yo u have of
your space craft is vertical and hori zontal. No speeding up, no slowing
down .
Broken down to its basic elements, Z axxon is very much like the me
teor shower in Sneakers, Awobah11 with guns, or even plain old Space In
mders. In other words, there are things coming at you; shoot them or die .
Oh, there is somewhat of a point to all this: Eventually destroy a robot
for no apparent reason other than because it wants to destroy you for no
apparent reason.
On the lighter side of things. Datasoft's John Garcia deserves a
hearty round of applause for a superb piece of programming. The graph
ics are an outstanding reproduction of the original's, simulating diag
onal scrolling while many games are still trying to hurdle vertical and
horizontal movement. The sound effects are used conservatively-agi
tating where they should be, but not obnoxiously so. If this game is any
indication of talent, Garcia is a programmer to keep an eye on.
Zaxxon is a playable game once you get used to the perspective (al
though many times you'll make it well past a wall or missile, but your
ship's exploding will indicate otherwise). It's selling like crazy and prob
ably will continue to do so because it looks "cool," because the origi
nal was a tremendous success in its heyday, and because of its
name.
MTY
Zaxxon, by John Garcia, Datasoft (16606 Schoenborn Street, Sepulveda, CA
91348; 213-701-5161). $39.95.

Money Street. By Donald Hill and Robert Payne. About a year ago,
Nevada ski enthusiast and businessman Robert Payne decided he need
ed a home financial program to balance his checking account and col
lect financial data in the process. He went through about six of the best
known and gave up. He deemed programs rigid and unfriendly; and he
didn't need the hassle. Payne took the matter in hand and collaborated
with a professional programmer, Don Hill, to design a program that
could be learned easily and set up quickly and that would "run friend
ly." He wanted a program that could work as well for small businesses as
for households. And he wanted it to have standard commands and codes
so that it could be used by different operators-a husband and wife, a
boss and secretary-for an unlimited number of checking accounts.
The result is Money S1ree1. It's a checkbook designed for everyone,
from computer buffs itching to start and scared-stiff computerphobes to
novices with their first checking accounts or CPAs. Aspects of home or
personal money management that are handled include checks, charge
cards, cash control. automated teller transactions, "checkless" bill-pay
ing, and budgeting. You can split checks into two or more categories
(such as to keep track of interest and principal for house payments).
A complete set of reports can be printed out in hard copy or re
viewed on-screen. And you can print the contents of the screen at any
time.
Money S1ree1 can print running totals of tax deductions, income, or
tax credit items. With these, you can quickly estimate next year's taxes
and take necessary action. A small business benefits by Money S1reet's
capacity to print year-to-date (and monthly) totals of sales. department
expenses, and salaries.
All categories of entries are open to user definition, so you can
choose which items to track. Money S1ree1 uses a program disk and a
separate data disk for each checking acount and for each new year. You
do need an optional, extra-cost utility disk to make copies of d ata disks:
the extra disk also makes two backup copies of the program disk. among
other abilities.
Setting up is simple and well prompted. For each data disk, you in
put the name of the checking account and the beginning bala nce . A nd
you create a code dictionary comprised of up to one hundred number
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codes for credits and debits. The menu-driven program disk then shifts
yo u to a facsimile of your checkbook. Money Street displays seventeen
items per screen and can scroll for more; a running balance is always
shown .
Perhaps the most distinctive feature of Money Stree1 is the code dic
tionary. a screen-behind-the-screen data bank that appears instantly on
command. Scrolling through the dictionary, you can see year-to-date to
tals of all entries: deposits, house interest payments, salaries, gasoline ex
penses, entertainment, and groceries, for example. Through the diction
ary, you can set up subtotal groups of categories, keeping areas such as
income in one section. tax-deductible debits in another, and nondeducti
bles in yet another.
Money S1reet makes use of whatever features your printer can han
dle. It can print reports in condensed, emphasized, double-width , italic,
and bold typefaces. You can insert a top-of-the-form command at the
end of each report, set line spacing, set carriage returns, and skip or ob
serve perforations. Once entered, the setup holds until you choose to
change it.
Mo11e1· Stree/ has some special features for real estate ownership . The
program tracks rents, tallies repair costs, and helps establish cost bases
for capital-gain tax treatment. It's also set up for trust accounting, small
retail stores. and home budgeting.
For home users, professional offices, and small businesses, Money
Streel makes life simpler: isn't that what you bought your computer
fo~

~

!\loner Srreet, by Donald Hill and Robert Payne, Computer Tax Service (Box

7915, Incline Village, NV 89450; 702-832-1001). $99.95; optional utility disk, $25.

Jenny of the Prairie. By Elizabeth Stott and Lucy Ewell. Jenny of the
Prairie is the first release in the series of Rhiannon Computer Games
for Girls. Nearly ready to follow Jenny are Chelsea of 1he Sowh Seas,
Cave Girl Clair, and Lauren of the Twen1y-.fifth Century. The series is a to
tally new concept in software-games specifically designed with little
girls in mind.

BLACKJACK
Authentic six-Oed< casino blad<iad< for 1 or 2
player.; vs. the dealer. Insurance, doubling dOWn,
splitting pairs. A fast, accurate, no-nonsense,
no-res version fOr serious player.;.
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According to Rhiannon, almost all families purchasing a home com
puter have at least one daughter or granddaughter. Yet more boys play
video games, go to computer camps, and learn Basic than girls. Rhian
non believes that computer hardware and software are subtly marketed
toward males. (After all, didn't Time magazine name the computer the
man of the year?)
The Rhiannon company is worried about the future of little girls if
they don 't get involved with computers like little boys-and about the fu
ture of a country that will need computer expertise from both sexes. Not
surprisingly, Rhiannon was founded by two women, Elizabeth Stott, a
counseling psychologist, and Lucy Ewell, a computer programmer.
Ewell has two daughters and Stott has three sons. The friends noticed
that the girls were not interested in the computer games the boys played.
So Rhiannon decided to bridge the gap between girls and computers.
Jenny is the story o f a plucky pioneer girl who gets separated from
her wagon train family and must spend the winter by herself. She must
avoid immediate dangers like rattlesnakes and packs of coyotes. She
must also take care of her daily needs. After chopping down wood, Jen
ny takes a mirror out of her pocket and reflects the sun onto the logs. The
flame on the fire dwindles when the fire needs tending. She finds tools on
the trail: the hatchet to chop the wood and a fishing spear and slingshot
for hunting.
Survival is a crucial theme in the game; Rhiannon wanted to present
real-life situations. The player has to figure out logically how to survive
with the limited resources at hand.
In that problem-solving capabilities are required through a group of
interwoven tasks. Jenny is an adventure. But the game also requires the
hand and eye coordination of a n arcade-when Jenny aims her sling
shot at the rabbits who hop about very fast or her spear at the fish who
swim busily up the stream.
When Jenny lost the wagon train, she was wearing only a summer
dress, so she must improvise some winter protection for survival. Prob
ably the easiest way is to hunt the rabbits, but for players who cannot
bear to mak e a coat out of the furry little creatures, Jenny instead can
survive by chopping a great deal more firewood.
The game sometimes seems to move along very slowly, but Rhian
non reports that extensive field research, including field tests on a
Brownie troop and several elementary classrooms (with both boys and
girls), has shown that children like the time to explore the computer and
the game.
Playing Jenny instills some basic computer skills, such as entering
program commands and referring to documentation. There are no right
a nswers to this game. Jenny explores apple orchards, fishing streams,
berry patches. wheat fields. and a meadow in her quest for survival.
Rhiannon has also programmed surprise extras into its games to reward
experimentation and logical thinking about computers and the real
world.
The graphics are purposely simple to encourage children to fill in the
rest with imagination. Ever notice how a little girl can take a doll and
play with it for hours? Girls can take Jenny, a sort of computer-age doll,
into the simple landscape for their own imaginative adventures.
Rhiannon made the character of Jenny self-sufficient without mak
ing her a supergirl stereotype. She cannot defend herself against all the
dangers (how many young children could?), so she has to run away from
some of them. Jenn y is sma rt-it' s up to the computer user to get her
away fast. If she doesn't get away fast enough . . . well, the game is over.
This is supposed to be like real life.
And Jenny is very much a real child. If she forgets to pick up the fish
after she catches it, she doesn't get the fish. A nice touch is the artist's
rendition of Jenny on the package material: Her hair is messed up-just
a little. Any little girl. ha ving to run away from rattlesnakes and coyotes
a nd chop logs and build fires and fight blizzards. is going to get her hair a
hit messed up. Jenny is like a real girl.
Jenny has time for a few extra pleasures. If she's careful and ap
proaches it very slowl y, she can make friends with a wild fox . And, at the
end of th e game. when Jenny has all her provisions stored for the brutal
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winter ah ead and all the survival task s completed, she can pick some
!lowers to decorate her shelter. There's a surprise for Jenny if she picks
and carries twenty flowers back to her shelter.
The g am e was designed for girl s ages seven through twelve. Younger
playe r~ mig ht need help reading the text, so family participation is en
co uraged. O lder girls who have already played more advanced adven
ture games might find thi s one slightly tedious: but, as an introduction to
computers and computer games, Jenny of the Prairie is super, and it's
bo und to he a catalyst for some female computer geniuses.
Three levels of play provide a variety of playing strategies and more
intricacies to keep players interested while they become more computer
sophisticated . As they grow, so does their friend Jenny.
Jenn y has a lot of choices. Thanks to Rhiannon, now little girls do
too.
MM
Jenni · o/ 1hc Prairi<', by Elizabeth Stott and Lucy Ewell, Rhiannon Computer
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When you become fast enough and proficient enough, you can go
back to the teaching disk to learn even more esoteric means of super
speeding. It 's possible, they say, to read and comprehend a novel in the
time it takes to turn the pages.
Super Speed Reading comes in a high-quality suedelike binder, with a
manual that appears, from the first few pages, to be excellent. But who
wants to read manuals? (Maybe after you finish the course....) Besides,
you don 't need to. You can boot up this program and delve into
your study and practice: the disks are self-prompting and their content is
exquisitely clear and logically organized.
For most of us, learning to speed-read is something we'd like to have
done but never quite have the time to do. Super Speed Reading brings the
professional process home; and, because it's so well done, it behaves a lot
like a spoonful of sugar.
MCT
Super Spe<'d Reading, by Art Carpet, Magnum (21115 Devonshire Street, Suite
337. Chat sworth , CA 91311: 213-700-0510). $149.

Game' l<>r Girls (3717 Tit a n Drive, Richmond, VA 23225). $34.95.

I.Q. Baseball. By M. Carasik. Baseball trivia games have been mar

Super Speed Reading. By Art Carpet. Experiments in using the com
puter to increase reading speed have generated some good tricks , but the
fact is th a t increasing your overall reading speed significantly and mak
ing it stick require s books. Not computer screens, but old-fashioned oak
and pine pulp.
Super Speed Reading incorporates the best of the computer's capa
bilities to guide you and time you and help you read books fast-and
maga zin es and newsp apers and business reports and other paper
products.
The program is based on methods developed by J . Carson Kovar
during more than twenty-five years of teaching speed reading.
The method centers on using a device to help you move your eyes
quickly down each page with as few stops as possible-at best none. Su
per super-speed readers merely flick their index fingers at the top corner
o f each page. But the first step is to quit reading word for word, to quit
saying each word to yourself as you read . So this method first has you
train your eye to stop only three times, then only two, per line and get
your lips and throat to quit working.
Super Speed Reading takes good advantage of the computer to en
courage yo u. First, the program presents the theories and methodology
in an interesting and attractive way, full of interaction. Then it provides
you with tools for keeping track of your progress and for timing yourself
while you' re working.
The best tool , though , might simply be the computer itself-and its
nonjudgmental insistence that you continue reading. When the comput
er presents Tom Sa\\ )'er with a pacer to keep you reading, the pacer, a
thin ho rizontal strip of paper drawn vertically down the page , won't wait
for yo u to catch up. Yo u set your pace and it relentlessly holds you to it.
The program suggests you warm up each day with five minutes of the
computer text (yes, Tom Sa11 ~rer) and the computer pacer or pencil mov
ing you along. Then it insists that you practice on real books of your
choice. You can do that anywhere, reporting the results to the program,
or you can let the computer time you. The program figures out your
speed based o n its o wn timing and your page reports.
Us ing the computer as a timer works beautifully. You enter the num
ber o f the page you begin on, set the timer, and read. The program is
consideratd y designed to give you plenty of flexibility. Do you like to
push yo urself and get fast feedback ? Set the program to buzz you every
li ve minutes (or every minute) for input, and try to beat each five-minute
time with another five-minute read. Would you rather read a good hunk
in reaee and quiet? Set the timer for an hour or more. You can opt for
the metronome to tick as you read-you tell it the pace you expect to
read at and it tick s at what should be two-line intervals. Or you can tell it
to get lost.
\Vh e n tim e's up. the program asks if you read for the entire time. so
th a t if yo u've heen interrupted and actually read for only ten of the fif
teen minutes it was set for, you haven't lost the entire session. Then it
asks ho w ma ny pages and how man y lines beyond that you've read. Im
meuia tdy upo n n:ceiving your answers. it responds with your reading
speed in 11 orus pe r minute for th at sesssion.
T he idea is to sa ve th e results of that and other sessio ns so that you
ca n see a record o f your imrrovement. You can see it in bar chart form if
yo u li ke, just for the asking, or in a simple record .

keted before, but none has been lavished with as much detail as /.Q.
Baseball. The game begins with a hi-res flag waving while the national
anthem plays. If that doesn 't get you into the baseball mood, wait till you
hear the crowd noise and the sounds of vendors hawking hot dogs and
popcorn.
The game can be played as competition between two people or
aga inst the computer. When it's your team's turn at bat, the pitcher
pitches the ball, then the game freezes while a multiple-choice question
appears. If you answer correctly, the batter runs the bases. Easy ques
tions earn singles: harder questions rate doubles and triples. Answering a
really tough question scores a home run-with much fanfare. When the
batter rounds home plate, a teammate runs out from the dugout and
gives you a "high five" congratulation. Missing a question is an auto
matic out.
When the computer's at bat, your pitches bring questions to you. If
you can answer them, the computer strikes out; otherwise, the computer
gets a hit. The computer's line-up is a lot tougher than yours, with strong
er hitters. When a computer batter hits, he often scores a triple or home
run . Beating the computer can be quite a challenge.
The play of the game follows normal baseball rules, but Davka has
added some clever realistic touches. Occasionally, an apparent base hit is
caught by a figure who runs into the infield and snags it, while the com
puter says, "I wuz robbed!" If you get really hot in an inning, organ mu
sic pipes up to cheer your drive on. Get too many runs and the comput
er pulls its pitcher and sends in relief! Randomly, the game may even be
called for rain, which pours down on the field .
While all these touches make the game delightful, it's the trivia ques
tion s that give it its great pla yability. These questions are tough! For
tunately, there are two skill levels-designated minor and major
leagues-but all questions deal with regular season baseball in the Na
tional and American leagues, spanning the entire history of baseball .
I. Q. Baseball doesn 't end with the baseball season, and enjoying it
doesn't have to end when you become too familiar with its large selec
tion of questions. Davka plans twenty-seven disks of supplemental ques
tions , each to be devoted to trivia questions a bout a specific team. And it
plans a special comprehensive World Series disk of even more challeng
ing questions. l.Q. Baseball will do much to lessen those winter with
drawal symptoms till spring training.
RRA
I.Q. Baseha//. by M. Carasik. Davka Corporation (845 North Michigan Avenue,
C hicagn. IL 60611 : 800-621 -8227). $24.95: supplemental disks, $14.95 each .

French Hangman, Latin Hangman, Spanish Hangman. By George
Earl. Sojialk has been remiss in not making you aware of George Earl's
educational hangmen before. French and Spanish have been available
for some time.
Latin Hangman is a brand-new, and , for anyone fortunate enough to
live in a community that still recognizes the classical languages and smart
enough to take advantage of it, it's a marvelous tool. No better than the
romantic hangmen-only much more unexpected.
George Earl's hangmen play the traditional game, except that they
tell you rig ht out what's to go in the blanks-in a nother language. C'est
wze bagatelle mais je 1•ous /'ojfre ai•ec amour is what you're to put in - 
H o w about filling in - - - - - - - - ____ - - - - - - - - - - 
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" NIGHT MISSION" PINBALL by Bruce Artwick

•.. .a classic-the arcade pinball game. It's the new state Of the
art against which all the others must be measured." Electronic
Fun, April '83 ; •.. .an exceptionally impressive simulation .. :
Creative Computing, August '82; "fantastic.. ." Softalk, May
'82; •...a programmer's tour de force, asserting Artwick's
claim as a master eode manipulator." Soft/ine, May '82. Best
Computer AudioNisual Effects, Electronic Games, 1983
Arcade Awards, Jan. '83. Available for the Apple II ($34. 95
disk), Atari 400/800 ($29.95 disk or cassette), and IBM PC
($39. 95 disk).

FLIGHT SIMULATOR by Bruce Artwick
Our best selling program for over three years now, Flight
Simulator combines the flight characteristics of a 1917
Sopwith Camel with atrue 3D out-the-window view for maxi
mum realism and excitement. Included also is a "British Ace"
3D aerial combat game. Available for the Apple II, and TRS-80
Model I and Model Iii ($25.00 cassette, 33.50 on disk).
A2·3D1 GRAPHICS FAMILY

Professional 3D graphics for professional applications. Define
3D or 20 wire-frame objects in any size and orientation, then
manipulate your eye to view these objects from any perspec
tive. Features include selectable resolution, full color capa
bility, and independent object call functions. Create and save
animated graphic displays, add 3D or 2D text directly with your
presentation, or record individual scenes for future playback.
For use in scientttic, business, educational, or general appli
cations involving graphic communications. For the Apple II
($119.85, two disks).

SPACE VIKINGS
A highly-detailed tactical 30 adventure/simulation set in deep
space. You command a federation Starship and a crew of
Viking troops. Twenty rebel star systems await your attack,
each an adventure in itselt. Will the planet have an orbiting
defense ship? Do you have enough troops to launch a suc
cessful ground attack? Discover for yourself why Space
Vikings has become one of our most popular programs ever.
Requires color monitor and joystick controller. For the Apple II
($49.95 disk).

Order Line: 800 I 637-4983

D
SATURN NAVIGATOR
Challenge your intellect with this hi-res simulated spaceflight
from earth to Saturn. Maneuver your spacecraft into an opti
mal approach trajectory, place the ship in orbit, and rendez
vous with the orbiting Saturn space station. Sophisticated 30
graphics provide an out-the-window view of the ringed planet
during your approach. For the Apple II ($34.95 disk).

WHOLE BRAIN SPEWNG

This program has received widespread critical acclaim for its
educationally sound approach to the development of improved
spelling skills. Whole Brain Spelling uses the graphic color
capabilities of the Apple II to provide positive user feedback
and to emphasize visual aspects of the learning process.
Available in six categories: General (ages 8-adult), A Child's
Garden of Words (preschool-8), Fairy Tale, Medical,
Scientific, and Secretarial. For the Apple II ($34. 95 disk).

FOREST FIRE DISPATCHER

MUSIC MAKER

Unsurpassed sound quality and ease of use. Create and play
4-volce music on your Apple II with no additional hardware
requirements. And you don 't have to be a musician to use
Music Maker well. A complete tutorial manual will lead you
through every step in the development and playback of stand
alone song modules. For the Apple II ($39.95 disk).

ZENDAR

An economic-defense simulation for strategy game enthu
siasts. You have been given absolute ruling power over one
country on the continent of Zendar for a period of ten
years. You must allocate aid and resources, annex other coun
tries, make trade agreements, and defend your borders from
enemy attack. Many variables make for an infinite variety of
strategic possibilities . for the Apple II and Atari 400/800
($29.95 disk).

ROADBLOCK

Arealistic simulation that places you in charge of aforest dis
trict in southeastern Kentucky. Your objective is to save the
maximum possible acreage from fire at the least possible cost .
Many variables make for a complex, thoroughly enjoyable
strategy game. For the TRS-80 Model I and Model Ill ($24. 95
cassette, $29.95 on disk).

An arcade-strategy original with fast action hi-res graphics .
You, as county sheriff, dispatch your patrol cars to surround
and capture afleeing bank robber. Since his getaway car is
faster than you r pursuit vehicles, you'll have to think ahead
and develop an envelopment strategy if you wantto keep your
job (and Improve your score) . For the Apple II ($29.95 disk).

CHECK ALL OF
THE ABOVE •••

Afast-paced battle of wits and strategy for one or two players.
Enemy forces are trying to break through one of your frontline
sectors; defend them with the troops, tanks, and planes at
your command . Then press your attack and attempt to pene
trate the enemy line. FronUine requires quick offensive and
defensive tactical maneuvering. For the Apple II ($29.95 disk).

then see your dealer!
or write or call for more information. For direct orders please add
$1.50 for shipping and specify UPS or first class mail delivery.
Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. Visa, MasterCard, Diner's
Club, and American Express accepted.

FRONTLIN.E

®M@IDGIC
Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL61820
(217) 359-8482 Telex: 206995
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_______ with Calamitas virtutis occasio est. Hmmm.
Come back, all you French and Latin students of five or fifty years
ago. Well, did you solve those two? Don't feel bad. George Earl's hang
men are terrific for students, but there's a whole league of closet users who
just think they're a ton of fun. See, the programs work just like hangman.
You guess letters. So, whenjeune fl/le is so familiar but just beyond that
little twist 1n memory, put a couple of letters in and you've got it! Such a
memo(y. If you become a closet addict too, don't tell anyone, just enjoy.
The fact is, you can learn or relearn a lot about languages from these
packages. There are sections to study the vocabulary and syntax before
you play the game. (Closet addicts never look at these first. They take
their memory trials straight.) They're well done, and using the computer
to learn them really is the spoonful of sugar that makes the medicine of
learning go down.
But the games are the neat part. You can choose from among sever
al configurations, or do them one after another: vocabulary (individual
words), English to other language, other language to English; sentences
(the whole ball game!), English to other language, other language to Eng
lish. There are also several levels of configuration.
Incredibly, the sentences and words are interesting. There's little of
"The pen of my aunt is on the table" (in French, please?) or 'The boy is
a soldier from Gaul" (Latin scholars, groan in unison). Instead, try these:
la solitude est a /'esprit ce que la diete est au corps.
Es feo. por otro /ado, es rico.
Non semper facilem habet felicitas aurem.
J'ai ma! a la tete. Ou son/ !es cachets d'aspirines?
Me hace dano la comida picante.
In cavea minus bene canit /uscinia.
Regardez-vous la television pendant que vous etudiez?
Tiene su blusa puesta al reves.
In vino, in ira, in puero semper est veritas.
In the French and Latin games, the words to be translated and the
letters you type in are in big, bold, pleasing hi-res type, complete with ap
propriate accent marks. All the games keep an on-screen record of your
percentage of accuracy for that round. (Closet players: ignore it.)
The wonderful thing is that when you get done with the disk, you've
learned a whole lot of another language. Child or adult, it's the same.
Combining these very well done programs with a language class would
seem an unbeatable move.
M(T
French Hangman, Spam:~h Hangma14 Latin Hangman, by George Earl (1302 South
General McMullan, San Antonio, TX 78237; 512-434-3681). $29.95 each.

Space Station Zulu. By Dennis Shields. Avalon Hill's latest is a good ex
ample of a perfectly acceptable game being overshadowed by a superior
predecessor. That's not unusual-except that in this case both games are
recent releases from the same company.
Like its forerunner, Space Station Zulu is a tactical combat game in
which players defend their home against carnivorous aliens. The pro
tagonists are a peace-loving race called Yargs and live in an orbiting
space station. There, life is cozy for the eleven active crew members and
the thirty-two in a cryogenic sleep, until the day an alarm sounds. Inves
tigation leads to awful discovery. Apparently, an exploring party brought
back a stowaway alien life form that slips out and begins infesting the
ship. That's bad news, but worse yet, the stowaway likes the taste of
Yargs! You are the station commander and must organize your sleepy
crew to become a tough fighting force before the aliens eat you for
dinner.
If the scenario of Space Station Zulu sounds vaguely familiar it comes
as no surprise. There was once a vaguely similar movie. Jn addition, Ava
lon Hill's own recently released The Alien bears more than a passing like
ness. Unfortunately for Zulu, the comparison is not a favorable one. In
The Alien, the characters all had their own unique personalities and ca
pabilities, but in Zulu they are a bland, homogenous bunch. Only one
new character type is introduced, Mr. T-like robots who are more than a
match for adult aliens.
The aliens have reproduction on their side, however. In youth, they
appear as spores, which can be stamped out by stomping on them; in
adolescence, they appear as larvae and become harder to kill; and as
adults, they become semi-intelligent and more dangerous yet. When not
eating crew members, the adults occupy themselves by spreading spores.
Game play consists of strategically positioning your robots and Yarg
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crew memhers where they can hest comhat the aliem. The pl aye r may
move, retreat, search a room, defend himself~ or attack usi ng his choic1.:
of weapons and battle strategy. Of cour~c the optimum strategy i ~ to
catch the invaders as weak spores and prevent their adulthood .
Successful weapon deployment is also crucial to winning. Wcapom
are scattered about the ship and each has a different effect o n the mon
sters. Some weapons do damage, some do nothing, and a few actually
cause the monsters to grow! Because weapon effectiveness is randomly
determined at the start of each game, players never know the effect of a
particular weapon until they use it. One weapon, however, always works.
Robots set to self-destruct will destroy everything in the same room, but
their loss may hinder future play.
In Zulu. there are three levels of play: normal, difficult, and little
hope. Unlike the movie, no escape pod exists for when things get rough .
Victory is determined solely by the elimination of one species.
Although not a bad game, Zulu suffers because it isn't as exciting or
playable as its older sibling, The Alien. In addition, the game's well
meant comic elements never seem completely appropriate. Space Sta
tion Zulu would serve best as a training ground for people trying their
first computer simulation. Students of strategy could learn techniques
and enjoy themselves simultaneously. It's just too bad, though, that Ava
lon Hill had to sabotage this decent entry with too many variations on
the same theme.
wuu
Space Station Zu/11, by Dennis Shields, Avalon Hill (4517 Harford Road. Balti
more, MD 21214; 301-254-5300). $25.

Prime Plotter. By Eli Argon. Prime Plotter is serious about creating fine
graphs, charts, and graphic demonstrations. Not only can it draw line,
bar, and pie charts, but it can combine these with text and drawings to
present slide-show-like ongoing displays, and it can intermix text, draw
ings, and graphs on one page for display via screen, printer, or color
plotter.
There's a menu-driven system of modules for almost every conceiv
able need. Just in case your need is inconceivable, a module can be writ
ten for a specific ta~k and added to the system. Flexibility is the hall-

Guaranteed Error-Free Performance
with Scotch® Diskettes by 3NI
f

scotch

3M

Idiskettes

$22.00
per box of 10

Scotch double density diskettes with
reinforced hub ring. Packed in 3M two piece
storage box. Add $1.50 for plastic library case
with 10 diskettes. Larger quantity prices available.
Add $1.50 per order for continental U.S. UPS surface shipping.

A B Computers

252 Bethlehem Pike
Colmar, PA 18915
215·822·7727

"Hey, Bob, have you heard? They
finally invented an integrated, all
in-one software program for the
Apple lie. It's the only one!'
"That's incredible, jack:'
"It gives you wordprocessing, calc
analysis, data base management
andform letter generation all in
oneprogram!'
"That's incredible, jack:'
"It lets you do everythingyou'd buy
an Apple liefor, lets you switch
from onefunction to the other with
just a key stroke!'
"That's incredible, jack:'
"There'sjust one set ofcommands
for all the functions, so it's a cinch
to learn. You can be up to speed in
a few hours, even ifyou've never
been near a computer before!'
"That's incredible, jack."
''And all it costs is$179. And ifyou call
800-645-4513 they'll tellyou where to
find the dealer nearestyou."
"That's incredible, jack:'
"No, it's The Incredible jack, Bob."
THE INCREDIBLE

JACK"

business ,
1
solutions

GO 1~·ast Main Street, Kings Park, Neu· }'o rk 11754 / Apple is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.
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mark of this package: Just about every parameter is user-definable. Quite
a variety of effects can be achieved merely by selecting different modules
or altering various parameters.
Once you've entered data to be plotted, more sets of data can be
created through mathematical and statistical formulas or from subsets of
other sets.' Then, when you've selected modules and set parameters to
establish the kind of graph you want, you can place labels and any other
information, even pictures, on or around the graph. Another graph can
be drawn on a fresh screen, superimposed on the old graph, or even
drawn in a corner of the screen.
If anything turns out wrong, you can change it. Everything is flexible.
At the core of the system is a program that keeps track of(and saves)
all your selections; you can review what you've done and remove from,
add to, or change it. With this feature, you can create records of several
graphs and have the computer replay the instructions within a demon
stration program-also provided-that re-creates and displays screen
after screen. You could work up a demonstration with text, drawings,
and graphs to depict Northeast sales, for example, and run it at a board
meeting or as a perpetual promotional display.
Prime Plotter doubles as a general graphics tool. There are modules
for drawing with lines or with Applesoft shape tables. In the pack
age are several character sets and shape tables of figures and even of elec
trical components. Of course, you can add other shape tables-flexibil
ity, right?-or create new character sets. Still other modules interface
with DIF files, graphic printer cards, and plotters.
Often, only the author and a dedicated few can run packages of this
scope. But Prime Plot1er's menus are fairly easy to grasp and impossible
to crash, and help is available within the program. The extensive manual
is well written, describing quite clearly every phase of the program.
However, Prime Plot/er is definitely a tool and not a toy. You can
fiddle around with graphs and pictures after only fifteen minutes, but fa
miliarity comes only with significant use. Prime Plot/er is a carefully con
ceived, well-executed package for business or scientific applications that
can benefit from its great power.
A~D(
Prime Ploller, by Eli Argon, PrimeSoft Corporation (Box 40, Cabin John , MD
20818; 301-229-4229). $240. Plotter interfaces, $60 to $75.

Apple Cider Spider. By Ivan Strand. Has anyone noticed that a new cat
egory of computer games has lately sprung up? Yes, the industrial ar
cade game has become the wave of the future. Lately, these labor-inten
sive little wonders have been dragging us around mines, construction
sites, and the like. Now it's time for the grand tour of the most unsani
tary bottling facility in existence.
You, in the role of the title arachnid, are not the least part of this
dubious distinction. As you wend your way up to the cider factory attic,
you must dodge random frogs, thrushes, and hang-gliding wasps. While
apples are plunking down chutes, getting cored, pared, diced, juiced, and
bottled, you are hopping nimbly amongst the conveyor belts, making use
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of convenient prchung webs dangling from strategic places to make yo ur
way to the top of each screen.
The mechanical layout of each stage of cider producti o n is satisfy
ingly arcane. The trick is in the precision of your jumping and famil
iarity with the layout of each screen. Sometimes you can just come close
to a web and the program will patiently jerk you back and firmly place
you on it before you can sail off into oblivion; other times you can be
called out for so much as grazing your antennas on the ceiling.
The beginning titles and end sequences open up new horizons of Cute
in computer gaming.
Nevertheless, it will be tough for Apple Cider to compete with its
hard-hatted, '49-mining, lode-running competition for two reasons. To
begin with, it has three (3) screens. This is no sin. A game with three real
ly good, challenging game screens with a wealth of strategic possibilities
beats a game with several dozen mediocre ones. Unfortunately, the path
through the industrial maze of each of the Cider scenarios is preset. In
each case, there is only one way to go. Try a different path and you will
suddenly start overshooting your jumps for no apparent reason, and
seemingly solid footing will become inexplicably intangible. And while
getting there is much easier seen than done, there's not much point in
doing it twice.
So what we have here is a nonviolent (save for observance of the laws
of nature and gravity), conscientiously charming, well-programmed lit
tle game, designed in such a way as to limit its potential for repeat play as
A(
much as possible.
Apple Cider Spider, by Ivan Strand, Sierra On-Line (Sierra On-Line Building,
Coarsegold, CA 93614: 209-683-6858). $33.33.

VIS \ Bridge/ SORT. One of VisiCalc's major weaknesses is its inability
to sort data. VIS \ Bridge/ SORT is a utility that allows you to sort either
rows or columns of a VisiCalc template. Your template must be com
plete; then you must set it up to be sorted. This involves entering special
codes that allow VIS\Bridge/ SORT to determine which columns or
rows to sort. You can even set up a secondary sort priority. You then
save a DIF version of the file, quit VisiCalc, and run VIS \ Bridge/
SORT. The program uses a simple menu from which you determine the
file that's to be sorted and whether it's to be sorted by row or by column.
VIS \ Bridge / SORT is a useful addition to a VisiCalc library.
I\
VIS\Bridge /SORT, Solutions (Box 989, Montpelier, VT 05602). $89.
Death in the Caribbean. By Philip and Bob Hess.
Fifteen men on a dead man's chest
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!
Drink and the Devil had done for the rest
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!
-Robert Louis Stevenson
Ahoy mates! There's pirate treasure, death, and danger aplenty in
Micro Fun's latest-a challenging graphic quest so well drawn you can
practically feel the dense heat.

Take the Risk Out of Mail-Order Softwarel

Strictly Soft Ware
Post Office Box 338
Granville, Ohio 43023
Phone Orders: 800-848-5253.
Catalog requests, technical
assistance , Ohio orders:
614-587-2938.

Why gamble on software? Why
risk disappointment with a pro
gram that doesn't meet your ex
pectations, doesn't arrive on lime,
or is priced too high?
Don't leave your software needs
to chance. Discover how Strictly
Soft Ware takes the risk out of
mail-order.
Our comprehensive catalog de
tails software benefits and differ
ences and we make sure all your
questions are answered. We ship
quickly, have great discount
prices, and our streamlined
ordering system guarantees that
you get what you want, when you

want it, at the price you want.
Write for our free catalog. And
find out why Strictly Soft Ware is
unchallenged as your best single
source for software satisfaction.
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Setting out in the tropical morning with a yellowed map, the adven
tun:r can accumulate clues and objects with ease-the solution seems
within a baby's reach. However, as the day wears on, the barometer
soars and the challenges increase. First you realize that some of your
easily won possessions are being spirited away by a light-fingered ghost.
Discovering the location of his cache is just one in a series of puzzles that
make this adventure worthwhile.
Next. the adventurer must reason his way past man-eating ants,
quicksand, a zo mbie. fog. and enough red herrings for a public fish fry.
And then tht:rt:'s the Maze. That's maze with a capital M . With the
ma1e containing more than twenty-five turns, only a careful mapper will
be able to find the exit.
With maZl: navigated. the pressure is on. The three crucial maneu
vers of the game take imagination, a punster's mind, and a feel for the off
beat. This may leave strict disciples of logic feeling disappointed or even
angered by the solution-and others may be frustrated by the two-word
parser that can leave users playing word games. However, the adventure
conceived by the brothers Hess is a good one and the graphics by Bar
bara P. Lawrence are lush and lovely. a gourmet's delight.
So. mop your brow, ye brave adventurer, and take a voyage into the
hea t. Y1rn'll find it dangerous, frustrating, and fun. But ye wouldn't be
leaving old Blind Pew behind, would ye, boys? Not old Pew! No!!
Come back. boys! Come baCP
/)eall1 in rhe Carihhmn. by Philip and Bob H.:ss, Micro Fun, Micro Lab (2699
Skokie Yalky Road, Highland Park. IL 60035: 312-433-7550). $35.

Compuquote. Co111p11q11ote is a program that is less interesting for what it
does than for how it does it. But since it isn't going to sell on the merits of
its input system alone, we can't ignore its purpose entirely. So let's get on
with it.
Co111p11q11ote is a cost estimation system for retail operations that pro
vide materials and services. Meaning simply that when you go to get
yo ur car repaired and ask how much it 's going to set you back, they say,
"Let's see. You're gonna need a new alternator, new calibrator, new dou
ble interlocking framistan jobber, total parts $245 (plus I0 percent for
markup), take about three hours to put all that stuff in, about $60, and
towing from the co rner was $25 (you're lucky we didn't have to tow you
from the other side of town). so that'll be about $330, plus 5 percent for
the governor."
Clm1p11q11oce does that on the computer. It keeps a list of all the parts
on hand and their prices. plus hourly rates for any kinds of services you
might have available. So to produce a stunningly accurate, fast, and neat
price quote that the customer will look at and say, "Oh my god," all you
have to do is go in, select a few items. estimate a few hours of service, tell
it to print. and there it is, fully itemized, complete with a dotted line to
sign on. The sample data files on the disk are written for a fictitious com
puter store. but the play's the same no matter who the actors are: "Let's
see. You're gonna need a new disk controller, some new RAM chips,
and a new dou ble interlocking framistan jobber lie. ..."
Several additional options enhance the package. An item can have as
many as live different per-unit prices . This is useful, perhaps even neces
sa ry, for whoksale operations. The quote can have a message stating
how long it applies printed at the top and a comment of your choice
printed at the bottom. Sales taxes and shipping charges are provided for
too . of course. There arc even options for arbitrary markups or dis
counts for kast and most favorite customers.
By now the suspense is killing you, isn't it? Just what is so special
about how Co111p11q11ote works? It comes with a light pen. Not an ultra
sensitive. highly expensive light pen like yo u'd use for graphics, but a fair
ly cheap, lightweight, easy to install light pen. Just enough for the job at
hand .
The job at hand is selecting almost everything in Compuquote: items,
markups. tax es, services, printing, saving, the works. Each item will have
a white, cu rso r-shaped block next to it. When the pen detects that it is
pl1inted at a block. all the blocks on the screen blink in sequence, fairly
quickly. When the pen sees a light blink, it knows which cursor it's
pointed at. The on ly things that need to be typed are the original price
lists, file namL'l'. quantities. percentages, and that sort of thing.
This method, when it works. can be as easy to use as Lisa's mouse.
It's not \\it hout its drawbacks. ho wever. Long persistence monitors. like
Apple·s Monitor Ill. tend to confuse light pens because the screen
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doesn't blink properly. Compuquote provides for this with a slower flash
ing rate, but the Monitor III still has trouble unless the brightness is
turned uncomfortably high. If the light pen doesn't work right, there is
no keyboard backup for any of its functions.
Overall, Compuquote is well conceived. Its creators seem to have cov
ered most of the necessities of cost estimation. It seems a shame that the
program doesn't also do actual invoices; the procedures would seem to
differ only a little. The light pen approach provides much of the advan
tage of a touch-sensitive screen at a fraction of the expense.
DD
Co111p11q11nre, Peripheral Visions (52 85 N.E. Elam Young Parkway. Suite B500,
Hillshoro, OR 97123; 503-640-1317). $275.

North Atlantic '86. By Gary Grigsby. It's 1986, and the war in Europe is
over. Russia has won.
That bleak scenario is the opening for this operational level simula
tion depicting a Soviet versus NA TO air, land, and naval battle. The
prize is the North Atlantic and the significance is that this campaign is
virtually the West's last hope.
Like Gary Grigsby's previous games, Guadalcanal and Bomb Alley,
this gigantic scenario is not based upon a war past, but one that we hope
will never occur: World War III.
The Soviet Union's attack floored the allies because it was carried out
under the cover of Warsaw Pact maneuvers. Overnight, Germany was
overrun, France declared neutrality, and the British and American
armies were forced to evacuate to Great Britain. Meanwhile, operating
from their newly acquired bases in Germany and Norway. the Soviet
Union is preparing to strike again. NA TO must struggle to run convoys
through the Soviet air and naval blockade before Britain is starved into
submission. In addition, the strategic Faeroe Islands and Iceland must be
defended. If they fall, NATO must retake them at all costs.
In No rth Atlantic '86, naval task forces are formed and deployed to
project military power. Task forces may engage in combat patrol, sea line
interdiction, and land bombardment. They can also supply and trans
port troops and can evacuate troops if the situation becomes hopeless.
So detailed is North Atlantic '86 that every contemporary weapons
system-ship, plane, and infantry company-available to the Soviet
Union and NA TO is included. Planes include the Fl 5 Eagle, Harrier
jump jct. C l4 l Starlifter. MIG 23 Backfire bomber, and CUB transport.
Naval vessels range from the large American nuclear carriers Nimitz and
Ke11ned1'. battleships Iowa and New Jersey, to the new American and So
viet nuclear guided missile cruisers California and Kiror. In addition, a
full complement of destroyers, submarines, and cargo ships rounds out
the roster. The attention to detail is amazing, with actual real-life ships
included by name and rated for combat capability, range, and fire
power. These powerful forces are all armed with the latest in smart weap
onry. including antiaircraft and air-to-air missiles such as the American
Sidewinder and Soviet Atol. Even the deadly ship-killers first seen in the
Falklands war-the American Harpoon, Soviet Styx, and the Exocet
are present. North Atlantic '86 is a chilling, plausible simulation of war in
the all-too-near future.
The gaming system includes two full campaign games and two mini
games for those not prepared to make a career of North Atlantic '86.
After all, the main campaign takes more than one hundred hours to
complete. Needless to say. each game turn players may save a game in
progress.
During play, each game turn represents twelve hours, during which
the player may build task forces, launch missiles and air squadrons, at
tack targets, and. at last . resolve combat. For all its incredible complex
ity and detail, Grigsby's game system is remarkably easy to learn and
play.
Graphics are similar to S.S.I.'s previous G11ada!ca11a! and Bomb Alley
and include a low-res color display of the North Atlantic basin and a
large grid depicting Great Britain, Norway, Western Europe, the Faeroe
Islands, and Iceland.
Play may be carried out on four difficulty levels and with either one
or two players. In solitaire mode, the human always commands NATO,
but rest assured, comrade, the computer opponent is plenty tough.
The documentation is full, clear, and complete. One can only admire
the level of research that went into this simulation.
Xorth At!anic '86 is a superb simulation of a future NATO/Soviet
conflict with a unique setting and background . The described Soviet vie

How two pens can become
your best presentation tools.
NEW LOW PRICE
ONLY$l,095
Count on it.

Introducing the New Personal
Computer Plotter from
Hewlett-Packard.

Th e 7470A is built th e Hewlett
Packard way. To last. Design ed and
engineered with only a few pa1is, none
of which require adjustment. And with
customized integrated circuits
that ensure reli ability.

Now you can use your personal
computer to generate your own presen
tation charts, graphs, and pie charts.
How? Simply add on the new high
quality, low cost HP 7470A
Personal Computer
Plotter.
~~
The 74 70A helps you
.,,
save time and save money, and
~~
lets you communicate quickly, accu_::: ·-.
rately and effectively

Pen pals.
The HP 74 70A ha s
____ -two single-pen stables.
Simple pen changes give you
multi-color plots in your choice of t en
coordinated colors. Pens are automatic
ally capped and stored .

An option you'll want, too.

Quicker understanding.

For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead
Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transpar
enci es for overhead projectors. For "'l need it tomorrow
at 9:00 A.M.!" meetings, it's a necess ity.

Data, when visualized graphically, becomes information
fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presentation
clearer and more readily understood. But asking your staff
to produce the graphics man- •llllll8Bll&amll~~
ually for your next presenta
tion doesn't ensure accuracy
or artistic talent. And going
to outside graphics suppliers
can be costly. Combined with
your personal computer, the
new HP 7470A plotter does
the communicating for you.
Quickly. Logically. And with
off-the-shelf software avail
able from most HP dealers.

Start plotting your next presentation today.
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now.
Mail the coupon below and we'll send you-absolutely
free - a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a
sample overhead transparency.
Then .. . stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it
demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your
own applause-winning presentations.

Fast and pretty.

When performance must be measured by results

The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent
line quality ... faster than any competitive small plotter.
On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design
package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it
for only $1,095, (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.)
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Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information.
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Announcing

SuperSprite.

Plug arcade excitement
into your Apple computer
Super Sprite is an amazing peripheral card that plugs easily
into the Apple's expansion slot. It magically transforms your Apple
into an exciting entertainment center for colorful and dramatic
animation. realistic sound effects and actual speech.

Sprites Galore
Only Super Sprite has multi-plane graphics for life-like 3-D
animation. Watch your screen come alive with animated characters
(sprites) that flit and fly. intersect and interact. and never get in the
way of each other. And sprite action can join standard Apple
graphics on the screen at the same time.

Software Support
Every Super Sprite package includes the Ampersprite'M
software language that lets you devise sprites in seconds from the
keyboard. Plus sound effects and speech! Or. simpler yet. you can buy a
commercial game that's already written around the Super Sprite.
Your computer store should have Super Sprite in stock. If
not. ask him to order one for you. Suggested retail is only $395.
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Super Sprite package includes
operator's manual.
Amperspnte programming utility
and demo diskettes.
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tory in Europe and the ongoing conventional war of attrition actually
mirror SOl)le contemporary strategic thinking. What this highly detailed
yet playable game offers is a rare insight into the strategic implications of
modern warfare as shaped by the new high-tech weaponry.
WUU
North Atla111ic '86, by Gary Grigsby, Strategic Simulations (883 Stierlin Road,
Suite A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043: 800-227-1617). $59.95.
Speed Reader II. By Janice G. Davidson and Richard K. Eckert, Jr.
From the people who gave you Math Blaster and Word Attack, two ex
cellent game-style teaching programs for children, comes a program for
adults--0r, more precisely, for readers of any age. This program is very
different from the earlier ones, but it has two characteristics in common
with them: elegant simplicity and teaching power.
Speed Reader II is based on the fact that most people use the wrong
set of habits to read with. Back when we were first learning to read, we
had to examine each new word in a sentence, one at a time; so we got in
to the habit of reading that way and never changed it. This program con
sists of a set of exercises designed to help us change those habits.
The problem (in simplified terms) is this: Your eyes have to be locked
on to something-the technical term is.fixated-before they can send de
tailed information to your brain. Thus the normal operating pattern of
the eyes is to fixate on something, send a picture to the brain, and then
move to fixate on something else.
This cycle of eye activities-stop on a target, sharpen the focus, send
a picture to the brain, move to the next target-takes time. The more of
ten you have to repeat the cycle in reading a sentence, the more time it
will take you to read that sentence; thus, the slower your reading speed
will be.
The answer is obvious: If you can train your eyes (and your brain) to
take in more words on each stop, you won't have to make so many stops
in reading the sentence. That means you spend less time on each sen
tence; in other words, you read faster.
And there is (sometimes) a rather surprising side effect: improved
comprehension. You might think that reading faster means reading less
carefully and that understanding suffers; but, in fact, the reverse is true.
When this program was being tested, it produced speed increases to at
least double the student's previous speed, with no loss in comprehen
sion; and sometimes comprehension improved along with speed.
The program has three types of exercises to change your eye-move
ment habits. You start by improving your peripheral vision, learning to
take in more at a glance. The program shows you larger and larger
groups of letters (later, of words) for shorter and shorter periods of time,
until you can take in four words widely separated across the screen in a
fraction of a second.
Next, you learn to read in groups of words, instead of single words.
This is done with a narrow vertical column of text, two or three words
wide: The task is to train your eyes to take in each line in a single glance
(technically, with a single fixation) . You've mastered this when you can
read the column by moving your eyes straight down the screen, without
going from side to side at all.
Finally, there is an exercise that teaches you to read normal text in
groups of words, rather than word by word. You learn to swing your
eyes back and forth across the page, making two stops on each line.
In addition to the exercises, the program includes a number of prac
tice passages of normal text with variable scan rate and other features to
help you reshape your eye-movement habits and several reading speed
and comprehension tests, which you can use to measure your progress.
The process is not effortless, of course. It always takes effort to
change your own habits, and the older they are the harder it is. But this
program focuses that effort very sharply (that's where the "elegant sim
plicity" comes in; no wasted motions). It will show you distinct improve
ments after very little work . Of course, you have to keep practicing or
the old habits will reassert themselves.
The package includes extensive support material. On the pedagogi
cal side, there is a complete lesson plan, student record sheets, and a de
tailed explanation of the principles on which the program is based. On
the programming side, there's a software editor (with an excellent tu
torial) to enable you to add text material of your own choosing (new les
sons, quizzes, and so on) to the program.
In short, this program is a well-designed tool for a specific purpose. It
is friendly to both student and teacher and it teaches effectively; you can
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watch yourself getting better, which is a great motivatio n to keep pra c
ticing. If you need to improve someone's reading speed, o r if yo u' re look
ing for a game to play against yourself, with useful side t:ffects, check thi'
one out.
IQ
Speed Reader If, by Janice G. Davidson and Richard K. Eckert , Jr., David so n &
Associates (6069 Groveoak Place. Suite 12. Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274) .
$69.95.
The Assembler and MacroSoft. By Alan Floeter and Valerie Floeter.
Have you ever wished for a machine language assembler that could
understand Basic? Have you ever wished that there were a halfway step
between Basie's slow but familiar operation and the high-speed gibber
ish of assembly language programming?
The folks at MicroSparc have two items directed at just those needs:
The Assembler and MacroSoft. The two packages complement o ne
another: MacroSoft is a library of routines that, when used with The As
sembler, allow you to generate machine language code fr o m familiar
Basic-like commands.
The Assembler is a reasonably good assembly language tool in its
own right. It includes a flexible, line-based editor, complete with com
mands to move or copy code from one place to another, search for and
replace strings, and edit lines. The line-editing command allows you to
clean up almost any mistake without having to retype the whole line.
You can even control the speed of the screen's scrolling with paddle 0, a
handy capability if you find yourself unable to read as fast as the Apple
can print.
The editing features of The Assembler aside, its main strength is its
ability to handle macros. Macros are prewritten routines that are in
serted into the object code at assembly time in place of macro labels.
Macros allow you to place assembly language routines in assembly lan
guage programs as single commands followed by their parameters. The
macro definition tells the assembler what parameters to expect and what
to do with them. A library of macro routines can reside on disk and
automatically read into memory at assembly time. You could have a li
brary of string-handling commands, a library of mathematical func
tions, and a library of graphics routines that you could then use

INVEST IN THE BEST:

STOCK WATCH™
(INCLUDES PORTFOLIO WATCH™)
STOCKWATCH Monitors Stock Price and Volume,
and Maintains Your Buy, Sell, and Dividend Records.
Hi-Res Display of Stock Data. Multiple Exponential
Moving Averages for Trend Spotting and Decision
Maki ng. Complete! No Hook-ups! Learn to Use
in Minutes. Spend a Few Easy Minutes per week
Entering Your Data. Very Reliable and Powerful.
Economical at $59.50.
Send for FREE Detailed Literature on STOCK WATCH
and our other Quality Software: STOCK MARKET
TYCOON™, DR. GRAFIX™, MR . KRYPTO™, MATH
ALERT!™ All Unprotected! Require Apple 11, 48K,
DOS 3.3. Try Us! We're Good!!

MICRO PROGRAM DESIGNS
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Wilmington, DE 19808

Phone: (302) 738-3798

IFYOU'RE CONFUSED
ABOUT BUYINGA
PERSONALCOMPUTER,
BEBE'S SOME BEL&

Computers come in two parts.
One part is the "hardware:· the
machinery itself. The other is the
"software:' which tells a computer
what to do, the way a driver tells a
car what to do.
Without software, a computer
can't do anything. And vice versa.
You have to buy both.

Buy the software first.
Since the reason you're buying a
computer is to get the capability
the software gives you (remember
it's the software that tells the com
puter what to do), it makes good
sense to pick the software first.
Start by making a list of the
things you want the computer
to do. Possibilities include word
processing, inventory control,
accounting, graphics, recordkeep
ing-you name it, there's probably
software that does it.
Next take your list into a com
puter store and ask the salesper
son to demonstrate software that
will do the things you want.
Even though you'll need a com
puter for the demonstration, keep
in mind the computer is just a
vehicle. The software is the driver.
Once you've decided on software,
picking the rest of the computer
system will be that much easier.

The simpler the better.
Some people will tell you that
software has to be complicated to
be powerful. Nothing could be fur
ther from the truth.
Good personal software should
be, as the computer people say,
"friendly." Meaning that it helps you
do what you want to do without get
ting in the way.
Good software keeps the com
plications in the computer, where

they belong. And keeps the capa
bility at your fingertips . It's that
simple.

Simply see for yourself.
You can read any number of
interesting books and mag
azines about personal
computers.You can
ask your friends
who have
them.

Or look
at all
the sales
literature
you can get
your hands on.
But as helpful as
that can be, there's
no substitute for a live
demonstration.
When you do go shop
ping, we recommend
you take a look at
the PFS " Family
of Software.
Designed
the way we
think a soft
ware family
should be:
simple,
straightforward
and powerful.

Currently there are four software
packages in the family: PFS:WRITE,
PFS:fILE, PFS:REPORT and PFS:
GRAPH, with more on the wey.
Here's a little more about each of
them.
PFS:WRITE. The simplest way

to get your message across.
PFS:WRITE is ideal for people
who want to make their writing time
more productive. It displays what
you write on your computer screen
so you can make revisions as you
compose.
WithWRITE, you can correct mis
spellings or substitute one portion
of text for another, with just a few
keystrokes.
And when you 're through revising,
WRITEshowsyou"on-screen"just
how your document will look
when it's printed. So there
are no surprises afterwards.
WRITE also works with
most popular software pro
grams, including the PFS
Family of Software.
This feature allows you to add
names and addresses from mailing
lists to generate form letters. Or
combine columns of numbers or
graphs with your text.
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PFS:GRAPH.
The simplest
way to spot trends.

PFS:FILE. The simplest
way to get organized.

GRAPH is ideally suited for
professionals who need charts or
FILE is basically a paper filing graphs in a hurry.
system without the paper. So
All you do is specify the kind of
you can record, file, retrieve graph or chart you want and enter the
and review information in a
information. GRAPH does the rest.
I
fraction of the time it takes with a
GRAPH transforms columns of
I
conventional filing system.
facts and figures into pie, line and
With FILE, you arrange your
bar charts so you can spot trends
information on a "form" you design
quickly and make better-informed ~
decisions.
[~".C_,,,_._,,.,,,.
yourself. And when you need to
,~~~- L " --·--:-~!:!.~
track something down, FILE sorts
GRAPH works with PFS:
£... / / ,.
· .
through your records electronically. WRITE, PFS:FILE,VisiCalc®
L- t.:_/ 1
It lets you retrieve information in a
CATALOG
files or data entered directly
~
variety of ways so you can be as
into the computer. And sup
selective as you want.
ports most popular printers and
Name---------~
plotters.
PFS:REPORT. The simplest
way to sum it all up.
Send for our Free
I Address---------
PFS Software Catalog.
1 City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
REPORT is a powerful analysis
It'll tell you more about the PFS
tool that works with FILE.
I State
Zip _ _ _ __
REPORT sorts through your files
Family of Software andhowto use it.
I
and retrieves the information you're
It's free. And all you have to do to
I I plan to use a personal computer:
get one is return the coupon below
looking for .Then assembles it all
I o at home o at work o both
or see your participating PFS
into one report, so you can analyze,
I Mail to: PFS, 422 Aldo,
I1.- _ _ _ _
Santa
Clara,
CA
__
___
_95050
_ _ _ __J
plan and make better-informed
dealer.
The PFS Family of Software.
decisions.
®PFS is a registered trademark of Software
REPORT is also good at math. It
We've already made computers
Publishing Corporation, 1901 Landings Drive ,
Mountain View, CA 94043. The PFS Family of
quickly sorts through columns of
simpler to use.
Software currently runs on the Apple ~ IBM."
numbers and performs calcula
Now we're making them simpler
Compaq;" Texas Instruments ,"' and
to buy.
tions, so you won't have to.
equivalent personal computers .

~--------------,
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in your assembly language programs.
You could even have a library of Applesoft commands, which is
exactly what Ma croSoji is. Many assemblers handle macros, and a few
come with libraries of macro routines, but the combination of Macro
Soji and nie Assembler is the first system designed to act as a complete
high-level language. And it is executed and documented well enough to
pull it off. Almost all the Applesoft commands are mimicked by the
Ma croSoji library. Most of the macros are in effect no more than sub
routine calls to the correct locations in Applesoft ROM . This allows you
to write with familiar functions and commands and, after assembly, have
ready-to-run machine code. More or less preinterrupted Applesoft.
Of course, this is not the end of your search for the perfect program
ming tool. And it's not a tool for beginners. Though the manual does
start from ground zero, a good understanding of programming concepts
is essential in order to use these tools properly.
Although the code is significantly faster than good old Applesoft,
there's a fair amount of inefficiency inherent in the generality of the rou
tines. The object code generated is longer than an equivalent Applesoft
program. An experienced assembly language programmer could write
better code, but certainly not as quickly. Besides, how many of us think
with a vocabulary of three-letter words and digits 0 through F? Macro
Soji makes a nice way station between Basic and assembly-level pro
gamming, and The A.1:~embler is powerful enough to get the most
out of it.
ACDC
The A .l'.l'emhler and MacroSoft. by Alan l·loeter and Valerie Floeter. MicroSparc
(Box 325. Lincoln. MA 01773: 617-259-9710). The A.1·sembler. $69.95; MacroSoft,
$49.95: both, $99.95 .

The Quest. By Dallas Snell, Joe Toler, and Joel Ellis Rea. A wonderful
romp through a medieval fantasy world, this hi-res adventure amuses
players with one hand while picking their pockets with the other. Settle
back and enjoy the story as it unfolds.
Once upon a time there was a lovely kingdom named Balema. It was
ruled by a wise and kind king, Galt the First. One day Lady Diane, a
beautiful noblewo man from a distant southwestern province, burst into
the king's throne room. She pleaded for aid from the king and begged
forgiveness for not being able to pay the taxes then due. Lady Diane told
a horrible tale of destruction and killing. It seems that a vicious dragon
was laying waste to the whole countryside; many towns and villages had
been destroyed. The king immediately ordered his champion, Gorn, to
track the beast down and slay it.
Bet you thought you were going to be Gorn, the mighty slayer of drag
ons, huh? Nope. Instead, with a tip of the hat to A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court, you're the king's newest, very green adviser. The
king decrees that you shall aid and assist Gorn in this valiant quest. Gorn
is not excited. The king instructs Gorn to follow all your advice, but a
look at the hot-tempered champion makes the prospects of his obedi
ence dubious. And so the two of you start off.
The first stop is at the castle provisioner for supplies. A sign offers
standard fare plus a few exotic items, but don't stop there. Not every
thing available is posted on the sign-and there's no returning to the pro
visioner. It pays to be well read.
Leaving the castle opens up a colorful world. There are glens, water
falls. swamps. lakes, and labyrinthine caves. The vast kingdom (it's an
extensive map) is well populated: there are bandits, skeletons, snakes,
goblins, seers, and traders. There' s even a transplanted Sphinx that will
bar your way unless you can solve one of its famous riddles (no, the an
swer is not Man). And, of course, there's the small problem of the drag
on. which, afier all, is the object of the quest.
Water is crucial. Avoiding dying of thirst is a constant problem. but
water so urces are many and well spread out. Finding them and keeping
easy access to them through careful mapping tames this issue to a more
reasonable perspective.
Be careful not to take everything at face value . Things that seem
harmless may not be. and people may steer you in the wrong direction .
Gea red for intermediate adventurers, Th e Quest has several innova
tive features to encourage and make the game fun for beginners. Most of
the puu les and roadblocks have more than one solution . Consequently,
there's none o f the frustration, especially prevalent for beginners, of try
ing to figure out, "Wha t on Earth does this *? # ~ !* machine want for an
answer?"" So cleverly is the use of multiple solutions carried out that it's
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seldom apparent whether there's an optimum solution to a particular
puzzle. If it works, it's probably just fine .
And The Quest works.
RRA
The Q11e.1·1, by Dallas Snell, Joe Toler. and Joel Ellis Rea. Penguin Software (fmk,
frnk) (830 Fo urth Avenue, Geneva, IL 60134; 312-232-1984). $19.95.

Troeger Math Placement Guide. By Martin Traeger. The Traeger Math
Placement Guide enables teachers to administer math placement tests and
evaluate the results for many students without the burden of paperwork.
The subjects enter their names at computers and answer a series of mul
tiple-choice questions. When students finish, the program instructs them
to notify the teacher, who can gain access to their scores by typing a spe
cial control code .
Seven levels of testing are provided; two pretests determine the best
starting level for each student. When a number of the one hundred forty
or so questions on a level are answered correctly, the program advances
to the next level automatically, eliminating a lot of work on the teacher's
part. However, a bright student could be at the computer a long time.
Any of the questions may be modified or added to according to indi
vidual teachers' preferences. Also, short of students' pressing reset, ex
cellent error trapping prevents them from accidentally messing up a test
in progress.
CW
Trol!ger Marh Placem ent Guide, by Martin Traeger, Merit Audio Visual (Box 392,
New York . NY 10024; 212-787-4766). $59.

Stellar 7. By Damon Slye. It's been a long time since there was this kind
of game on the market.
The last time anything like Stellar 7 sprung up, it was called Horizon
V. Stellar 7 is what Horizon V could have been, with a little help.
It 's a tank game with you in the driver's seat of an experimental ar
mored tank, the Raven. Though a complex story line accompanies the
game, you don't really need it to have fun. Gir Draxon, Supreme Over
lord of the Arcturan Empire. Stalker Agrav Units, biphasal thunder can
nons, Warplink , gravitic scope, protonic shields . . .. These are all just big
words to add a feeling of heroism to your task-destroying the enemy
Arcturans and saving a defenseless Earth.
Hmm . Sounds like every other space game. But it's not.
Each level requires you to destroy a certain number of the enemy be
fore moving to the next level via Warplink (best described as a thing that
transports you to the next star system when you run into it). Finding
enemy vehicles isn 't necessary; they'll find you. Luckily, the Raven is
equipped with a radar that lets you know where all your opponents and
other obstacles lie. In fact. you ' ll find it easier to navigate by your radar
scope than by the view window, since it gives you 360-degree vision.
The Raven is almost everything you need to blast your way to level 9.
In addition to cannons and shields, it comes with lnviso Cloak, which
makes the Raven invisible to the enemy, often confusing them as to your
location . A zoom lens gives you a telescopic view of the terrain (the bet
ter to aim your cannons with), while a special scope makes shells and la
sers visible on your radar scope.
As for graphics. they're done quite well. When you look at some of
the more recent games around, it's hard to imagine someone even think
ing of writing one with black-and-white vector graphics (line drawings).
When tanks rotate, they really look like they're rotating (don't miss the
awesome mission briefing sequence) with a fine 3-D look. Movement of
objects from side to side, from near to far, and vice versa is smooth.
Most of today's popular worlds-at-war games are keen-looking simu
lations of things Hying through the air. but how often do you actually
control a vehicle from the outside, as these games have you doing? Stel
lar 7 is a crisp version of those popular tank games that let you control a
vehicle from the inside.
If you've never heard of Soft ware Entertainment Company, don't let
that fool you. It ranks right up there with this game.
MTV
St ellar 7, by Damon Slye. Software Entertainment (537 Willamette. Eugene, OR
97401 : ~OJ-342-3495) $34.95.

Financial Planning for VisiCalc and the Apple II and Financial
Planning for Multiplan and the Apple II. By Expert Systems. Many
people have purchased an electronic spreadsheet to help them solve
problems, onl y to discover that they don't know how to go about solv
ing some complex problems. Others have purchased their spreadsheets to
solve one problem and then realized that they could use it to solve other
problems, as well. In both cases, the users may not understand the prob
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lem areas well enough to develop good templates to deal with them.
The no-template standstill seems to occur more often in financial
planning than in other areas. Very few people understand financial plan
ning well enough to solve complex financial problems. The Financial
Planning series from Howard Sams, which includes versions for both
VisiCalc and Mu/tip/an on the Apple II, provides the solutions to a num
ber of specific financial questions. These products contain eighteen tem
plates to help you solve everything from real estate wraparound mort
gage calculation to internal rate of return calculation to linear regression
calculation. If that sounds too esoteric, there are also break-even analy
sis, compound growth, and depreciation calculation templates. The series
is a nice collection of financial templates that take off your shoulders a
whole lot of the work of using VisiCalc or Mu/tip/an.
I~
Financial Planning fo r VisiCalc and the Apple II and Financial Planning for Mu/ti
p/an and the Apple II, by Expert Systems, Howard W. Sams & Company (4300
West Sixty-second Street, Indianapoli s, IN 46206; 800-428-3696, 317-298-5566).
$79.95 each.
Secret Agent: Mission One. Pa trick McGoohan never had it this tough!
You are the secret agent in this spy adventure, and at every turn
someone is trying to shoot you, poison you, or blow you up. The plane
you're on goes into a tailspin before you're ten moves into the game. A
haberdasher dashes out to shoot you because you copped a bow tie
from his shop. And suddenly you realize that Secret Agent is the ulti
mate in what might be called the "Ha ha, you're dead" genre of
adventure.
Once again a megalomaniac is terrorizing the world. Hidden away on
a remote island off the even remoter coast of Batangali, one Ruppert
Melton, certified loony, plots to rule the world by Friday or else blow it
up. His home-brewed superweapon, the Energy Synchronizer, can do the
job. The weapon, a bit too large to hide in a Cracker Jack box, is pro
tected against encrosion on itself or its surroundings by an automatic fir
ing device. Any attack on the island fortress will set off the Energy Syn
chronizer and devastate the world.
Your mission is to find Batangali, locate the island fortress, sneak
ashore, overcome the guards and electronic traps, and deactivate the
firing device-all within a few hours. Even Our Man Flint would have
had trouble making the deadline. Assuming you survive the plane inci
dent, only ten or eleven other attempts on your life stand between you
and the familiar sight of a Hilton hotel. Haven? Maybe. Now to just fig
ure out a way to reach the formidable island fortress of Dr. No (whoops,
wrong movie!) and save the world.
The hi-res graphics in Secret Agent are line outlines; no color fills are
used. While this does allow crisper outlines, the pictures lack depth.
The adventure itself has many very good moments; escaping some of
the situations calls for plenty of ingenuity. Secret Agent is the first of a se
ries of spy adventures; if the stories maintain the quality of this one, it
would behoove the creators to bring the graphics up to par.

APPLE WRITER )[-/le
---ENHANCEMENTS--APPLE
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Secret Agent: Mission One is a good first effort from a new
company.
RRA
Secret Ageni: Mission One, Jor-And (Box 9180, Glendale, CA 91206; 213-247
6658). $32.95.
Ramdisk Ile. By Richard Kraemer. A DOS is a DOS is a DOS. No?
Well, not always. Sometimes a DOS is written to operate more than just
disk drives. There are lots of different sized RAM cards around, and it
seems that whenever you have a chunk of RAM that can't be used nor
mally by Basic, someone is tempted to fool DOS into thinking it's
another disk drive. There have been pseudo-DOSs for RAM segments as
small as 16K (the language card) and as large as 320K (the Axion
Ramdisk 320, perhaps the height of the pseudodisk art).
Such an area of memory is the 64K resident on the Apple Ile Ex
tended 80-Column Text Card, and such a program is Ramdisk lie, a 64K
pseudodisk program for DOS 3.3 and Apple Pascal. Normally, you can't
use that 64K from Basic without using some new and highly esoteric
firmware calls; so it's a natural for pseudodisk use. Only a handful of
new programs and new versions of old programs use the extra memory,
and most of those are copy-protected anyway (meaning they probably
have their own modified DOS, which will deactivate any pseudo-DOS
when you boot them). In short, nearly anything you can run with the
Ramdisk lie program active will not contend for any of that memory
space.
There are exceptions. For instance, the eighty-column card uses I K
of the auxiliary bank. Ramdisk lie thoughtfully does not use the text
page-no conflict there. Double hi-res graphics requires 8K of auxiliary
memory. Problems there? Yes, but not big ones. The default con
figuration tells Ramdisk /Je to use that SK-after all, that's too big a sec
tion to waste on the off chance that someone might want double hi-res
but the instructions (which come on the disk with a provision for print
ing them out) tell how you can use a single poke to protect that 8K. They
also include pokes for changing the slot to be emulated, disallowing
eighty-column use, and so on.
The advantages and disadvantages of a RAM-based pseudodisk are,
in summary: It's a convenient and fast place to store programs and other
files temporarily. For instance, when you're working on one program
and need to run another program briefly, you can store one in the Ram
disk Ile and load the other. It's easy to use from a Basic program; you
just have to make sure that there's a slot parameter available for all disk
commands. It's very useful for multiple program systems; Apple Writer
1, for example, will fit neatly into the available space complete with all its
supporting files.
The only real disadvantage is that it isn't permanent storage the way
a real disk is. It can serve as a data file backup for circumstances in which
you might want to revert to an old version of a file, but as backup in the
sense of saving a file in case of a system crash or power failure, saving a
file on the Ramdisk /Je is no more useful than attempting to memorize it
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your EPSON1

from Bio. to Ht..Ag4e, to Empha•ized, to Doubl•-Strik•. to Condtnlld, to Elih,
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Sub,. ~r1,-.t ,
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Super•cr•••-<--•·•, to Italics, to Proportion.al Spacing to
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• AE-TYPESET'M the enhancement on a disk makes it simple to access all your
EPSON's capability within APPLE WRITER ](-//e. *

• E-SETUP™ is a convenient "software switch" that puts EPSON printer control
at your fingertips.

• AE·TYPESETTM provides Typesetting Power so you can create or change individual words
as often as you wish in you r.text file s.

• E·SETUP™ pre·boot software places you in command of printstyle, print size, line spacing,
and even the paper itself!

Everything your Ep~on can do
Your Appl• Nriter can Too !!

• You can select automatic perf·skip and page length or inhibit paper·out to get the most out
of single sheet friction feed.
• E·SETUP™'s MENU offers easy, "PLAIN ENGLISH" choice of individual or combination print
features.
• There are NO computer or printer modifications, NO printer codes to memorize. and NO tedi·
ous button ·punching sequences.
Ask for Aguila Products at your local APPLE dealer or Order Today from:

• AE·TYPESETTM's user·friendly ON·LINE HELP menu helps you get the print option you want,
when you want it.
• SCREEN TUTORIALS provide a brief introduction to show you how your embedded print
codes will look as you use them, and how you get started.
• MANUAL·ON·OISK provides quick copies for self·paced study and knowledgeable access to
advanced features.
E·SETUP™ on disk is S44.95 . AE-TYPESET™. including E·SETUP™ is S89.95. PLEASE
SPECIFY APPLE)[ or lie MODEL.
· Some Fea1 ures not available 'h•ihin App'e Writer lie when using MXIG1att1a,PLUS.
are uaaemar ks ol EPSON. Apple Writer Hlie are trademark s ot Apple Compuler, Inc.
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ruled by Chance.
The High Gods are searching for a replace
ment for Randamn, the pawerful Demi-god of
random events.
Accept the challenge and you enter a uni·
verse of randomness. There are 7 totally differ·
ent worlds in Hi-res Graphictron animation,
including the eerie Graveyard, ancient Stone·
henge, and the piratical Undersea land. In each,
it will take all your wits and skill to fight and
think your way through 7 stages of ever·
increasing difficulty. In each, 7 different kinds
of opponents stand guard. But which ones
you face depends on ....
the spin of the
Mystic
Slot Machine!
At all first-stages
you fight a single
randomly chosen

But Win through, and
your reward is great. You
become a new Demi-god
of the universe. Dare- you chance it? Can
you stand the agonizing suspense of the
Mystic Slot fvl.achine? Then -welcome to
Randamn .... where only you stay the same
all else is random!

$34.95
Apple 11/11+/ lle"
Joystick""/ Paddles/ Keyboard.
••recommended

enemy. Survive, and the Mystic Slot fvl.achine
spins again, to tum up other randomly selected
opponents .. until at each world's 7th stage you
meet 7 at once. Which ones? The ghost? "'fhe
cobra? The death birds? The devil's lightning?
Ahhhh, since they carry the curse of Random
ness they may all be different-all the same
or a terrifying mixture.
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yourself. For a pseudodisk with its own power backup-Axion's
Ramdisk comes to mind-you can expect to pay a considerable amount
of money.
Nevertheless. if you have that chunk of memory, Ramdisk lie can be
a useful thing to have. There is a satisfaction to be had in having to wait
less time for any disk access that is necessary but less than urgent. And as
a value-that is, the amount of storage weighed against the price asked
R anulisk lie beats the others hands down.
DD
Ramdisk Jle, by Richard Kraemer. Precision Software (6514 North Fresno Street,
Milwaukee, WI 53224: 414-353-1666). $19.95.

Square Pairs. By Glenn M . Kleiman and Steve Minsuk. You don't need
a computer or software to play this game. Kids often make do with a
pack of playing cards. But Scholastic' s version takes the concepts a few
steps further.
Square Pairs is a llexible learning tool in the guise of a conventional
match-the-boxes game. The computer screen shows the player a grid of
numbered boxes. On each turn, you uncover two boxes; the goal is to
find boxes that match. Matches can be direct matches (two identical
things), opposites (lloor, ceiling) or even two things that simply go to
gether (computer, disk drive).
The game accommodates one or two players; there's even an option
for one player to play alone or against the computer.
Perhaps the most valuable feature of Square Pairs is its Game
maker utility. This is where toy becomes teacher. Children can use this
utility to create their own pairs, using words or phrases they know, or par
ents can create games that teach general knowledge of relationships. For
example, you can teach state capitals by creating such pairs as Al
bany/ New York, Juneau/ Alaska, and so on.
Square Pairs may be one of the first educational games that involve
child and parent equally. As a game, it's challenging and stimulating; as a
teaching tool, it lets the parent take an active role in the teaching process
instead of just supervising the child as the game is played.
The flexibility of the Gamemaker makes it possible to teach almost
any subject short of quantum mechanics. And that's not an exaggera
tion. Creating new games is a completely open process; the information
and the criteria for matching pairs is entirely up to you. Because of this,
Square Pairs opens itself up to being more than an educational game just
for kids.
One nice feature is that the program assumes you know nothing. A
brief manual takes you by the hand in setting up the game, selecting its
options, and making suggestions for other possible games.
It's nice to see an educational game that generates parental partici
pation without requiring someone looking over the child's shoulder
every step of the way (remember how nervous that made you when you
rm
were trying to finish your arithmetic homework?).
Square Pairs. by Glenn M. Kleiman and Steve Minsuk, Scholastic (Box 2010,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632: 201-567-7900). $39.95.

Ultra Rom Board. By Paul Johnson. Programming involves a lot of lit·
tie tasks. The more you know about the computer, the more little, high
ly specialized tricks you know and need to know. Like converting num
ber bases between decimal, binary, and hexadecimal. Like finding the ad
dress and length of a binary file. Like determining how much space is
left on a disk. And so on. You don't have to work at programming for
long to develop a library of programs for these tasks.
In most cases, however, it's a pain to use these routines when you
need them most. At best, you have to find your utility disk and run the
right program. which is a lot of trouble to go through to find out that
$C 8 equals 200. At worst, ifthe program you're working on and the util
ity are both in Applesoft, you have to save your work, load and run the
utility, and reload your program. More often than not, you'll end up
making the calculations by hand . Which is still kind of silly when there's
a computer sitting in front of you.
Hollywood Hardware has developed an elegant solution to this prob
lem: the Ultra Rom Board. This board has two ROM chips and six ex
tra sockets for expansion. The two chips that come with the board con
tain Neil KonLen' s GPLE-a widely used editor for Applesoft that aug
ments the computer's built-in editor without replacing it and making you
lea rn a whole new set of conventions right away-and a set of amper
sand routines that do a lot of those necessary little tasks you've done by
hand until now.
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The board really gives you two different kinds of ampersand com
mands. Some are the kind you would use while you are programming,
and others are the kind you would use in your programs. They call them
runtime and immediate commands. The immediate commands include
the tasks just discussed as well as a quick ASCII conversion, several dif
ferent memory searches (search memory for ASCII string, search mem
ory for hex string, search program for parsed string, search program for
raw string, and so on), find himem or lomem, restore a program deleted
with new or FP, and a few others.
The runtime commands include print using and if-then-else. The
print using is useful but not complete: It won't add commas to a num
ber, for instance, but it will align numbers by decimal point position and
round properly, probably the two most needed features of print using.
The other runtime commands substitute for a few of the more useful of
the items in the peeks, pokes, and calls chapter of the Applesoft manual:
turning on either hi-res screen without clearing it and clearing a text
screen from the cursor to the end of the line or the page.
GPLE has been reviewed in So/talk before, but released in this new
form, some of what was said bears repeating. GPLE makes editing an
Applesoft program all that it should have been in the first place, and then
some. It allows you to insert to or delete from the middle of a line, jump
from the beginning to the end, jump to the first occurrence of a particu
lar character in a line, and so on. Or you can search an entire program
for lines containing a certain string. All the regular Applesoft and DOS
commands, list, run, load, and save, for instance, operate as usual.
The "and then some" is the keyboard macro capability that GPLE
gives you. Escape can be used with any other key to substitute for any
string you would want to use frequently. The built-in macro table with
the Ultra Rom Board includes some improvements over the original one
from Synergistic. For instance, most of the DOS commands can be
executed by moving the cursor up the catalog to the file desired and hit
ting two or three keys. The macros even take care of moving the cursor
over the file name for you.
The advantage of having all these things in ROM should be obvious.
All you have to do is activate the slot that the card is in and all those ca
pabilities become available. No messing with disks, and activating the
card doesn't even damage the program in memory. In fact, it doesn't
even use any RAM at all unless you choose to create your own macros.
Everything on the board is bank switched within the range of addresses
accorded to that slot's 1/ 0 space.
The six open ROM sockets on the board are there for future expan
sion, and Hollywood Hardware has plans for ROMs to fill these slots.
Presumably, the programs on the new RO Ms will be as well thought out
as the ones already extant, but it's always advisable to buy-or not to
buy-based on what's available now, not what's coming next week. For
tunately, in the case of the Ultra Rom Board, what's available now is
worth it.
I»
Ultra Rom Board, by Paul Johnson. Hollywood Hardware (6842 Valjea.n Ave
nue, Van Nuys, CA 91406: 213-989-1204). $190.

Cosmic Balance JI. By Paul Murray. Wanted: Galactic ruler, no previous
experience necessary. Long hours, imagination, and an Apple 11 required.
If this description appeals to you, Cosmic Balance JI may be the chal
lenge you've been seeking. A simulation of strategic operations in an in
terstellar culture, Cosmic Balance II takes up where Cosmic Balance/ left
off. There's even an option to resolve combat ship to ship using the Cos
mic Balance I game disk.
The object of this sequel is to discover, colonize, and develop new
worlds in the galaxy while defending yourself against hostile human or
alien empires. To accomplish this, you must manage a sophisticated ga
lactic economy, govern the people, maintain defense, discover new
worlds, organize commerce, and conduct scientific research. In the event
of war, whole lleets of spaceships may have to be designed and built.
Flash Gordon, eat your heart out!
Containing five scenarios with unique settings and requirements for
victory, Cosmic Balance JI is not some simple space version of the classic
city-state game of Hammurabi. In this richly detailed simulation, up to
four planet types exist, including industrial, mining, farming, and terran
worlds. In addition, each world has its own economic status ranging
from newly discovered to fully active. Provision has even been made for
ecolapse, an economic disaster that would plunge an entire world back to
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New File Transfer Lanouaoe

IBM 3101 Models 10 & 20
DEC VT102, VT52
Data General 0200
Datapoint 3601
Teletype Model 33 KSR
ADDS Regent 20,25,40,60
ADDS Viewpoint
Hazeltine 1410, 1500, 1520
Honeywell VIP 7205
Lear Siegler ADM-3A,
ADM-5
TeleVideo 910, 925

BREAK
CATALOG
CHAIN
CONFIGURE
CONNECT
CONVERSE
DIAL
END
HANGUP
LOG
MONITOR
NO LOG
ON ERR
PAUSE
PROMPT
RECEIVE
REMARK
RETRIES
SEND
SPECIAL
SPEED
TIMEOUT
XMIT:WAIT

Supports these
interface boards

--

l(~I
VISA

Apple Communications Card
Apple Parallel Printer
Apple Serial Interface
Apple Super Serial Card
Bit 3 Dual-Comm Plus"'
CCS 7710, 7720, n28
Hayes Micromodem II"'
Hayes Smartmodem"' 300, & 1200
Intra Computer PS10
Mountain Computer CPS Card™
Novation Apple-Cat II"' 300 & 1200
Orange Micro Grappler"'
Prometheus VERSAcard™
SSM ASIO, APIO, AID, AID II"'

Supports your BO-column hardware.
ALS Smarterm"'
Bit 3 Full-View 80TM
Computer Stop Omnivision TM
M&R Sup'R'TerminalTM
STB Systems STB-80TM
Videx Videoterm TM
Vista Computer Vision 80™
Wesper Micro Wizard 80TM

Your host compu
won't know the difference!
Softerm provides an exact terminal emulation
for awide range of CRT terminals which interface
to avariety of host computer systems. Special
function keys, sophisticated editing features,
even local printer capabilities of the terminals
emulated by Softerm are fully supported. Softerm
operates with even the most discriminating host
computer applications including video editors.
And at speeds up to 9600 baud using either a
direct connection or any standard modem.

Unmatched ftle transfer capability
Softerm offers file transfer methods flexible
enough to match any host computer requirement.
These include character protocol with user
definable terminator and acknowledge strings,
block size, and character echo wait, and the
intelligent Softrans™ protocol which provides
reliable error-free transmission and reception of
data. The character protocol provides maximum
flexibility for text file transfers. Any type file
may be transferred using the Softrans protocol
which provides automatic binary encoding and
decoding, block checking with error recovery, and
data compression to enhance line utilization.
AFORTRAN 77 source program is supplied with
Softerm which is easily adaptable to any host
computer to allow communications with Softerm

using the Softrans protocol.
Softerm file transfer utilizes an easy to use
command language which allows simple defini
tion of even complex multiple-file transfers with
handshaking. Twenty-three high-level commands
include DIAL, CATALOG. SEND. RECEIVE.
ONERR, HANGUP, MONITOR and others which
may be executed in immediate command mode
interactively or from afile transfer macro com
mand file which has been previously entered
and saved on disk.

Built-in utilities
Softerm disk utilities allow DOS commands such
as CATALOG, INIT. RENAME. and DELETE to be
executed allowing convenient file maintenance.
Local file transfers allow files to be displayed,
printed, or even copied to another file without
exiting the Softerm program. Numerous editing
options such as tab expansion and space com·
pression are provided to allow easy reformatting
of data to accommodate the variations in data
formats used by host computers. Softerm sup
ports automatic dialing in both terminal and file
transfer modes. Dial utilities allow aphone book of
frequently used numbers to be defined which are
accessed by auser-assigned name and specify

the serial interface parameters to be used.

Online Update Service
The Softronics Online Update Service is pro
vided as an additional support service at no
additional cost to Softerm users. Its purpose
is to allow fast turnaround of Softerm program
fixes for user-reported problems using the
automatic patch facility included in Softerm
as well as aconvenient distribution method for
additional terminal emulations and 1/0 drivers
which become available. User corres{JOndence
can be electronically mailed to Softronics, and
user-contributed keyboard macros, file transfer
macros, and host adaptations of the Softrans
FORTRAN 77 program are available on-line.

Most advanced communications
software available
Just check Softerm's 300 page user manual.
You simply can't buy a more sophisticated
package or one that's easier to use. Available
now for only $150 from your local dealer or
Softronics, Inc.

SDFTRONICS

6626 Prince Edward. Memphis.TN 38119.901 -755-5006
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development status. To further complicate matters, you must constantly
acquire starships that range from simple one-man fighters to huge
dreadnoughts and colony transport ships. Each vessel is separately rated
for size, range, cargo, and combat values. This extensive level of detail
supplies a sophisticated backdrop for the action to follow.
The player must use his planets' resources to build additional star
ships while maintaining established worlds. Then, as new planets are dis
covered and colonized, you must create commerce nets to link interde
pendent industrial, mining, and farming planets together. To safeguard
the newly discovered worlds, and provide an escort for the merchant
fleets. war ships must be constructed and deployed. War is incredibly
wasteful, so consider carefully before launching an attack on a neighbor.
The cost of war could bankrupt your fledgling empire!
Graphics displays in Cosmic Balance II are reserved solely for the
colorful hi-res maps available to players. Text displays are used during
game play to demonstrate the ongoing status of ships, planets, and cur
rent deployment. With more than four hundred star systems and forty
habitable planets in the sixteen sectors of your small corner of the galaxy,
the player needs constant updates. Battle sequences undertaken without
Cosmic Balance I are resolved by the computer and consist of a non
graphic running commentary with notification of contact and battle
results.
Cosmic Balance II brings strategic gaming to a new and vast arena.
As you discover untrodden worlds, colonize them, and use their re
sources to expand, remember that to win at this game you've got to be
shrewd and daring-a leader in peace as well as in war. For as the say
ing g?,es, "The meek shall inherit the earth, the rest of us will go to the
~~!

n

Cosmic Balance II, by Paul Murray, Strategic Simulations (883 Stierlin Road,
Suite A-200, Mountain View, CA 94043: 400-227-1617). $39.95.

Jeepers Creatures. By Spencer Orelove, George Hoffman, and Joseph
Prieboy. Jeepers Creatures is not a game exactly, nor does it masquerade
as dry educational software. You don't win, lose, or solve puzzles. How
ever, it does amuse the little ones, and that is the express purpose of Jeep
ers Creatures. If anything, it's frivolous, and that isn't bad at all.
Thirty colorful critters appear in three bands across the screen. When
you tap a key, a new animal part is drawn in the band corresponding to
the keyboard row you tapped. If you tap a key in the top row of alpha
betic keys, the beastie on the screen gets a new head. If you choose a key
in the middle row, then a new torso appears. Guess what happens if a
key on the bottom row gets mauled?
Now remember, the rest of the creature does not change, just the cor
responding one-third. It doesn't take long to get some pretty weird-look
ing animals on the screen. For instance, a neat creature is the pencatroo,
a hybrid of penguins, cats, and those pogo-sticking marsupials for which
the newcoming publisher of Jeepers Creatures is named.
Jl'epers Creatures is nicely crafted. The animal parts always line up
without overhangs or mismatched parts that make the animals into
poorly carved totem poles. The names always fall together nicely at the
bottom of the screen , using the most appropriate syllables of the ani
mals' names. The sound, while not complex, is not all that bad either
no mean feat for those who dislike the Apple's limited (when unaided)
vocal abilities. Each time you make a complete and normal animal the
program rewards you with a series of notes.
This program is usable (and enjoyable) at any age, although it's
geared toward the very young. In many senses, playing with Jeepers
Creatures is like watching television, except that watchers get to change
the stories anytime they want to by just tapping the keyboard. The pro
gram's quite imaginative and silly, and it doesn't take itself too seriously.
It might well be the computer program most usable by the youngest peo
ple; it's quite easy to picture a toddler gleefully seated in front of the com
puter. amused for hours upon hours.
OA
Jcepen Creatures, by Spencer Orelove, George Hoffman. and Joseph Prieboy,
Ka ngaroo (332 So uth Michiga n Avenue, Suite 700, Chicago, IL 60604; 312-987
9050). H t. 95.

Round About. By Ray Giarratana, a.k.a. Gumby Bitworks. Playing Round
About is a little like playing Threshold while rotating the television moni
tor. The object of the game is the typical arcade golden rule: Blast the
ene my ships off the face of the universe (clear the screen) before they do
likewise unto you . However, unlike many of the typical home-arcade

games sprouting up like so many mushrooms, this one has some inter
esting angles.
Your ship, the starship Rolllldabout, isn't confined to the top, bot
tom, or middle of the screen but moves along all four sides, firing its pho
ton torpedoes toward the center of the screen . Each torpedo has a range
limited to roughly half the screen distance.
Traveling in squadrons made up of identical ships, the enemies ma
terialize on-screen and fly about in high-speed zigzagging formations.
Each of twenty-four levels introduces a more challenging swarm of at
tacking foes than the one before.
The alien attackers, who appear as highly animated and colorful
shapes, don't fire; they're satisfied with ramming your starship . Their un
predictable formations and high-speed flight paths make evasion and at
tack most difficult tasks.
To further confound and challenge the arcade enthusiast, your adver
saries periodically bring along two buddies that attack independently.
The first, a happy-faced killer that stalks your ship with unrelenting per
sistence, materializes and dematerializes randomly. The second, a whirl
ing dervish type that appears only after level six, bounces around the
screen at such high speeds that avoiding it seems nearly impossible.
Besides the three ships with which you start each game and an end
less supply of torpedoes, bonus ships are awarded at levels four, ten, and
eighteen.
The sound effects are quick, blend in well with the action, and are put
to good use in maintaining the fast pace of the game.
Another nice touch offered in Round Abo111 is a series of cartoonlike
graphic interludes offered at intervals after level six.
Gum by Bitworks may be an unconventional name for a game pro
grammer, but Rowzd About proves once again that in gaming "the play's
the thing."
UA\
Round About, by Gumby Bitworks, Datamost (8943 Fullbright Avenue, Chats
worth, CA 9131 l: 213-709-1202). $29.95.

Vindicator. By Jimmy Huey. Tired of all those nonviolent arcade games?
Frustrated with long, involved directions that you have to read before
you can play the game? Poor thing. H.A.L. Labs understands. It's provid
ed, for your joystick's pleasure, a whole disk full of very solid, very hand
some, wall-to-wall, robot-busting action.
Keep moving, keep shooting, watch your energy level, and keep an
open mind about bonus points. You move your good little robot
through a field of eggs while blasting materializing squads of bad little
robots before they can blast unto you. Though the eggs are impervious,
they are sought after by nasty pterodactyl-types that attempt to put the
snatch on them while you are otherwise engaged. If you don't nail one in
flight, it will release your purloined egg at the top of the screen, from
whence it must surely plummet to a horrible omelet.
But wait! From across the screen you dispense with an encroaching
pack of attackers with a mighty burst of multidirectional disruptor fire,
race the length of the screen, and catch your falling egg without a mo
ment to spare, for a big 500 bonus points.
As the levels-yea, measureless to man-mount ever higher, one en
counters the full complement of malevolent arcade types. It starts to look
like an automaton convention and they seem to be materializing every
where you're not. There is also an indestructible little red delivery truck
that barrels in and purposefully mows you down if it thinks you've
stayed in one place too long. But be warned Unless you're already very
good at this sort of thing, you will likely never witness the full variety of
the local fauna in anything but demo mode-for you, it'll be three levels
and out, tops. Those of you who are already this good (or are starting to
think about your Christmas shopping for people you know who are) will not
be underexerted or disappointed.
This isn 't exactly a ground-breaking game, any more than Octopussy
is Cries and Whispers. It draws on the old reliables of arcade show biz
and satiates your left-brain's need for vivid color and movement. It does
its job like a pro and it knows when to get off.
In computer games, the sheer craftsmanship of programs such as this
will always ensure them a place as software salt of the earth; eternal and
unbending; the solid rock upon which the eye-hand coordination of a
A(
generation is founded.
Vindicator, by Jimmy Huey, H.A.L. Labs (4074 Midland Road, Riverside, CA
92505: 714-359-8480). $24.
JI

for Portable, Personal and Desktop Computers

A Complete System!

Aval/able for these popular 8-bll and 16-bll microcomputer formats:

Includes all four standard general accounting programs:

All CP/M••

~~

8" Computers (SD)

1l'

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
or Your
Money Back

All IBM PC Compatibles
~
'
TRS-80 Model 2 (with CP/M)
[
TRS-80 Model 4 (with CP/M)
··- ·-.:::
\~:;;::;-;.,.
Apple 11 (woth CP/M)
';-,::!.•
- -- •.•-
Apple lie (with CPIM)
~
Franklin ACE (with CPIM)
"
Morrow Micro Decosoon
Northstar Advantage

~
• •,•.,..
,.•., ·•"""·'
Corona PC & Portable
~
I AccuuN1 s
~02ov
Corona Portable
COMPAQ Portable
~
I r~~L
nn ..~IVAOLE
p"' ...'1o£7s
Hyperion Portable
Seequa Chameleon
Tl Professional
Columbia MPC
Osborne Executive
Osborne I (SD)
Osborne I (DD)
DEC VT-180
CompuPro
Xerox 820
IBM PC
IBM XT
' ' ... for several years the defacto standard for
KayPro II
KayPro 10
microcomputer software, and st/II a good example

·<.•"''

c

of some of the better thought-out
software on the market. " -Interface Age

Calf about
other formats

Complete
Package of
Software,
Training Aids,
Manuals, and
Users" Newsletter
ONLY

s395
s495

CP/M format

IBM format

DesktoJl Accountant™
FULL-FEATURE, FULLY-INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
Everything you need to keep the books ... at a price you can afford!
Your Bookkeeper, Accountant, and Banker will love you for installing this fine system!

Check these features:

Here's what you get:

This remarkably-valued Accounting System will manage

1. A professional-quality, full-feature , fully-integrated
accounting system. 2. Six-to-fourteen diskettes

your company's business records and automate your

entire bookkeeping process-from the posting of indi
vidual transactions to producing up-to-the-minute
Income Statements, Balance Sheets, and other impor
tant management reports. Desktop AccountantTM gives
you a "Big Company," professional image with printed
invoices, statements, and checks. It is user-friendly,
completely menu-driven, otters system-prompted
data entry, and is compatible with both floppy and hard
disks. Feature-for-feature, and dollar-for-dollar it is the
best software value on the market! But don't let the
low price fool you. Desktop Accountant™ is not a
"cheap" accounting system, only inexpensive. That's
because original development costs were recovered
years ago allowing us to sell an excellent product in
high volume at IO'N prices and still earn a fair profit. This
high-quality, reliable software was designed and writ
ten in 1975 for small-to-medium sized businesses. Since
then, it has successfully proven itself in well over

10,000 companies in all SO stales and in 13 foreign coun
tries. It is also used and recommended by hundreds of
bookkeepers, accountants and CPA's, including the
regional offices of several famous "Big Eight" account
ing firmsl No other Accounting System otters you so
many feaiures, benefits, and valuable extra services. You
can pay more but you can't buy more! Desktop
Accoumant™ is backed by our 3Cl-day, no-risk, money·
back guarantee of 100% customer satisfaction! Call for

(depending on your system's disk storage capacity).
3. Four easy-to-follow, self-teaching User's Manuals
(over S40 pages•) that are highly rated by satistied
users. 4. An exclusive, new audio cassette tape with

step-by-step instructions for quick installation and
start-up. 5. "Read Me First" a unique 40-page system
guide and start-up aod. 6. Complete sample data and
sample reports for practice and training ...a big help
to new users. 7. FREE 1-year subscription to Users'
Newsletter, "Debits and Credits." It's full of lips, ideas,
news. and useful suggestions from us and other users.
Recent issues have run over 20 pages long• 8. FREE
complete Source Code in popular MBASIC so you can
easily customize any program to suit your special needs.
9 . Telephone "Hot Line" service for helpful Installation
support, Start-up support, Technical support. and Train
ing support. The quality of our cheerful customer sup
port has been acclaimed ''excellent," "first-rate," and
"very courteous and professional' ' by our users.
10. Access to our growing network of Experienced

User Consultants™ in both the U.S. and Canada.
These qualified, knowledgeable businesspeople
themselves own this fine software and are available to
assist you with almost any aspect of installation, train
ing.operation-or even customization , if desired. You'll
receive the latest Directory of these helpful Consultants.

free literature or order nO'N with complete confidence.

Look who's using it:

Read What Users Say ...

Here is a sample (taken from our customer files} of the
wide variety of businesses successfully using this time

''Two hours after receiving the Desktop Accountant I was
up and running live data, and generated an entire month's
work and llnanclal statements the following day.' '
-J.C . Bartels, President
(accounting firm) Gonzales, Texas

'•To get anything batter we would have had to spend
multiple thou&ends of dollars. I think It's a dynamite
package for the money.' '
-Bob Cox, V.P. General Mgr.
WIERS
(manulacwring company) San Antonio . Texas

ON FILE

tested , solidly-established, user-proven software:
• Bookeeping services • CPAJAccoun!1n9 firms • Cons1rucho n companies •
Wholesale Flor1s1s • Ae lail floriSls • P11nters • Insurance Agencies • Shopping
Cente•s •Mach ine Shops • En91nee11ng firms • Software Companies • Computer
rela ilers • Publ ishers • F1nanc1al services companies • lnveslors •Appliance serv
ice hrms • Da111es • Bo1ler works • Un 1vers ~y Business School• Calholic Diocese
• Bap1 1s1M1mste11es • Sa~ Maker • Con11a1escen1 Hosp!lal •Car Wash• Public
Library • Cemenl Planl • lnduslrial producls manulactunngcompan1es •Mortuary
• Coal Company• TV/Film producers and d1s1ri bu1ors • General Store (•n Alaska' )
• Heah h services orgamzahon • Govemmenl Agencies• Re<:ord and Tape slores
•Trade Assoc1a11on • Graphics l1rms • OH1ce producls companoes •Real Es1<11e
turns • Oil Producis d1slrobutor • 1nslrument Company• Hydraulic Produd s com
pany • OUldoor Ellped111ons company • Many 1ypes of schools• Chiropraciors •
Physicians • landscapers • Law l1rms • Aeslaura nls • Plumbing Companies •
Railroad • Farmers • Banks • Consullants • and many. many, morel!

Call for FREE LITERATURE, including sample reports, comparison chart, user letters, etc.
Not sold in stores • Order today by Mail or Phone • Phone Orders Filled Promptly

Orders, Questions, and Literature Requests CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE

• .. I
-

JG!b1•800•832•2244

VISA

Please mention

12
Ad # 0-G
Technical Support Hotline (8 AM to 5 PM , Mon.-Fri.): (415) 680-8378

Send Orders

-. . .-

To:
1

In California call 1-800-732-2311

1280-C Newell Avenue, Suite 147-G, Walnut Creek, California 94596
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GENERAL LEDGER is completely integrated to automatically post
end-of-month transactions from AJA, AJP and Payroll II prfnts 13 detailed
reports for the entire company, and optional Income Statements for up
to 99 departments. It produces up-to-the-minute comparative financial
statements with current, year-to-date , budget, and last year (month and

YTD ), showing both dollar amounts and percentages, and prese nts
everything you, your bookkeeper, and your accountant need to know about
the company • GIL aulomallcally reconciles all accounts, and main
tains extensive, detailed audit trails showing the source of each GIL entry
for quick, easy, tracing • Trial Balance includes all transactions • Flex·
ible Chart of Accounts • True double-entry bookkeeping • Master File
capacity: 400 Accounts • Monthly Transactions capacity: 1,000 with 200K
diskette; 3,SOO with SOOK diskette: 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE provides instant, on-line customer
account information (both current and aged), with complete, timely
invoicing, including open-item (or balance forward) and statement
capabilities . It makes the entire billing process fast, easy, and efficient

It quickly identifies your overdue accounts, helps speed collectlons, helps
control your cash flow, and assists you in making better financial deci

sions. Both detailed and summary customer activity and aging reports
are instantly available • Preprinted forms available for invoices and
statements • Detailed audit trail • Maintains comprehensive customer

data files • Produces 8 reports and documenls • Includes automatic
periodic cus1omerlclien1 billing option which is ideal for service businesses
• Itemized monthly transactions • Master File capacity: 400 Customers
• Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K diskette: 3,SOO with SOOK
diskette: 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk .
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE maintains complete vendor/voucher
history and includes check-writing capabilities. Current and aged
payable reports are available upon command. It prepares an extremely

useful cash flow/cash requirements report that greatly improves
management control of your most valuable resource-cash! It prints
checks (on commercially available forms on which your company name,
address and logo can be imprinted) with comprehensive check stubs
that your vendors will appreciate • Produces 11 reports and documents
• Automatic pay selection program allows payment by due date or by
discount date • Manual and automatic checkwriting • Check register
• Detailed audit trail • Itemized monthly transactions • Master File
capacity: 400 Vendors • Monthly Transactions capacity: 800 with 200K
diskette: 3,SOO with SOOK diskette; 7,000 per Megabyte with a Hard Disk .
PAYROLL is a complete. easy-to-use professional-quality payroll
system. Be the office hero each week when the checks come out on time!

This program calculates payroll for every type of employee (hourly.
salaried, and commissioned) and prints payroll checks (with popular,
comprehensive check stubs) with an absolute minimum of input. Your

company name and logo can appear on these, too. • Stores and reports
comprehensive employee and payroll information . • Maintains monthly,
quarterly, and yearly totals for reporting purposes in multiple states(!)
• Otters user-maintainable Federal, Stale, and local tax tables(!) . •
W-2 printing • 941 Reporting • Produces 1o reports and documents
• Master File capacity: 400 employees. An oulstanding Payroll package!

Produces 42 Reports & Documents:
Gene1al Ledger 1.

Chariot Accoun1s 2. Chart or Accoum s w1lh summ ary dollar
amounts 3. Chart ot Accounts with prior year comparisons 4. Daily Transac11ons Report
5. Itemized Monthly Transactions 6. Balance Sheet 7. Balance Sheel wilh prior year
comparison 6. Income Slatemenl 9. Income Stalemenl wilh prior year comparison
10. Oepartmenlal Income Statement(s) 11. Departmental Income Statement(s) with prior
year comparison 12. Delail report tor individual accounls 13. Trial Balance S1a1emen1

Accounts Receivable 1. Dally Transactions Report 2. lnvo1ces(with orwilhoul
preprin1ed forms) 3. S1a1emen1s (with or wi1hou1 pre-printed torms) 4. Summary Aging
Report 5. Detailed Ag1ng Report 6. Itemized Monthly Transactions 7. Del ailed Cus1omer
Act ivity Report 8. Summary Cus1omer Account Report
Accounts Payable 1. Daily Voucher Report 2. Daily Credi! Report 3 . Checks
with De1ailed stubs 4. Check Register 5. General Ledger Transter Report 6. Cash
Requiremenl s Report 7. Transaclion Register 8. Open \.bucher Report 9. Aged Payables
Report 10. Detailed Vendor Aclivily Report 11. Summary Vendor Acco uni Report
Payroll 1. Federal Tax Tables 2. S1a1e Tax Tables 3. Payroll chacks w11h srubs
4. Payroll Check Register 5. Monthly Payroll Summary 6. Quarterly Payroll Summary
7. General ledger Transfer Report 6. Detailed Employee File Listing 9. Produces 941
Worksheet 10. Prinls annual W-2 Forms
System Requirements: Either CP/M"' or MS-DOS (PC-DOS) •
Microsoft BASIC • 64K RAM • Two disk drives or hard disk • 132 column
wide carriage printer, or an 81/2"x11 1' printer with compressed print mode

(an Epson MX-80 or similar printer) .

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
No-Risk, 30-day Money-Back Guarantee
Order Desktop Accountant and evaluate it yourself tor 30 days. Test the
performance of each program using our comprehensive Semple Date Fifes
to enter and process data, query accounts, print checks and reports, and
more. Review the five User's Manuals. hear the Training Tape, read the
users' Newsletter, even call our Technical Support Group with your ques·
tions. You must be completely sausfled with Desktop Accountant or you
may return it in good condition with the Sealed Mester Disk UNOPENED
(it installs your live data) for a prompt, courteous. complete refund!

The Solution to Applesoft ...

Now, from the programming experts of Southwestern Data Systems, an easy-to-use way of putting the POWER and SPEED of Machine Language routines in
YOUR OWNApplesoft programs I
ROUTI NE MACHINE does all the wor k for you I No knowledge of machine language programming , whatsoever , is needed . Simply choose the function you
want from an ever-growing library and Routine Machine puts just that routine in your program. Over two years in development, we 've made it all completely .
transparent - no need to bother with BLOAD 'S, HIMEM:, etc . - and it's COMPATIBLE WITH APPLE II AND APPLE lie'
Each Library Packa ge is so packed with useful routines that it 's impossible to do more here than just list the names I So get out your magnifying glassi Call or
write for more information . Better yet , order now from your local dealer . All of our software is unconditionally guaranteed!

The main ' 'librarian" of the series , this package includes not only the Routine Machine itself , but all of these commonly needed routines :
Variable Swap
Error Messages
Hires Characters
Print Using ($.00)
Calculated Goto
Turtle Graphics
Text Output
Calculated Gosub
Fast Bload
String Input
Line # Data Restore
Binary Address Read
String Search
Data Element Select
Reset Run
Array Search (10)
Hex/Dec Convert
Reset Boot
Bubble Sort (1 D)
Memory Move
Reset Onerr
Tones
Pointer Read
Sound Effects
Pointer Write
Shape Table Converter Error Handling Routine

$64.95 *

$49.95*
Library Disk

$49.95*""'

This package contain s a Hi -Res chart graphics {plotting) library of routines
that really helps with those custom graphics programs. Doing stock
analysis , sales forecasts , scientific applications or even just plotting the
monthly budget, & CHART makes the job much easier1 Routines and func
tions include:
Page/Mode Display
Vertical Labels
Zoom/Unzoom
" Work" Page Select Horizontal Labels
FP Program Splitter
Clipping Windows
Grid Pattern
30 to 20 Transform
Full User Scaling
Log Scaling
Epson Screen Dump
Window Reverse
Arc Generation
Median Filter
Window Clear
Polar Charts
Window Frame
Axes Generation
Pie Charts
Area Fill
Fast Hires Load
Tic Mark Control
Fast Hires Save

Library Disk
Thi s Library Package 1s dedicaled lo doi ng ju sl aboul everything you ever lhought possible (and
some impossible ) to an Applesoft array . With lhe lremen dous number of routines 1n lhi s package,
you 'll agree 1l's a bargai n at twice the price . All routines work with two-dimensional arrays, many
times with both string AN Dnu meric dataI In addition, routines are provided to per1orm vir1ually any
usual mathematical operation on an entire array in ONE statementi For example. you could multiply
every element 1n an enti re array by a factor in one statement. You could also define a given array as
the product of two other arrays . Over a year in developme nt. this 1s a real barga1n1 Just some of the
many routi nes are·
Array Rounding
USR Function Library
Fast Disk Read
Matrix Identity
Fast FP Run
Fast Disk Write
Fast Brun
Search
Matrix Transpose
Matrix Multiply
Hex Poker
Sort
Keyboard Scan
Delimited Strings (10)
Matrix Inverse
FP On err Fix
Array Randomize
Rename
Array VAL
RP Rnd Fix
Clear
Redim (no data loss)
Array STRS
FP Return Fix
Fast Garbage Routine
Row/Column Delete
Row I Column Add

$49.95*

$49.95*

An extraordinary collection of screen related routines , this disk is dedicated
to text di splay and input for the Apple II / lie. For starters , the Screen
Generator / Screen Processor allows you to design an entire input or output
screen format. and then have the entire screen executed as one or two
statements . This is useful for reports , menus , data entry and more. In addi
tion to the Screen Processor, the following routines are also included
Input Using
Speed Control
Control Char Display
Input With Editing
Print Pause
Lower Case Input
4 Way Scrolling
Keyboard Click
Special Line Scroller
Musical Keyboard
Printer Control
Center I Justify Strings
Screen Dump
Print Repeat
Clear Screen
~emory Dump
Memory Disassemble Cursor Mouse Routine

This disk is a collection of a wide variety of useful routines written by Peter
Meyer, author of the Routine Machine, and other professional programmers .
Number Input
Catalog Modifications String Execute
II-Then-Else
Disk File Data
Write Protect Sense
Controlled Get
Catalog to Array
FP Program Erase
Print Hex
File Selector
Speed Up Applesolt
Print Binary
FP Disk RWTS
Modified Chain
String Character Strip Disk Sector Map
Slot Orv Vol Select
String Lett/Right Fill Find Free Sector
Disk Catalog Sort
String Overlay
Mark Sector
Push Button Read
Shellsort (10)
Disk R/W String

Library Disk

Library Disk

*Plus $3.00 Shipping. (California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax.)

- -------More to Come!-------
In addition to ail thasc Library Packagss , even more: :ire i~ developmentl
The ROUTINE MACHINE and its Library Packages really WILL make the difference in your programming! Try out these programs and ii you aren't convinced that the
ROUTINE MACHINE is one ol the best programming innovations to come along in years, we 'll gladly refund your purchase price within 30 days ol purchase , with
return of product.
Ask your Local Apple Dealer or Ask Him to Contact:

southUJesteRn cJata systems
10761 Woodside Avenue• Suite E. • P 0. Box 582-S • Santee, California 92071 • (619) 562-3221
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Applesoft as a First Language
Learning your first computer language is like learning your first hu
man language. The first language you speak affects your view of the
world; your first computer language shapes the way you think about pro
gramming. The study of Applesoft programming is really two things: the
study of Applesoft and the study of programming. This is not just a glib
truism designed to get you to read further-though it is that too-but an
important distinction.
Some things you'll learn in this column will only be relevant to Ap
plesoft. However, you'll also learn concepts that will help you when
you're learning to program in other languages. It's useful to be con
scious of whether things apply to Applesoft or to programming when
you learn them so that you won't have to duplicate a lot of effort
later on.
Apple's Native Tongue. Learning Applesoft is akin to learning vo
cabulary and grammar. Now don 't say that you hated studying vocabu
lary and grammar in school, because you didn't learn them in school.
Without being aware of it you learned most of that stuff long before you
went to school. You learned it because everyone around you was talk
ing all the time and you didn' t want to be left out. You were rewarded in
the way that meant the most to you at the time; you were given atten
tion. Like many things, languages are easy to learn if you have the
motivation .
There are many reasons to learn a programming language. You can
get a lot more out of your computer if you know how to tell it what to do
in a way it understands. Say you have a task that is perfect for the com
puter to do-any information work that is repetitive, time-consuming,
dull, or all of the above. Unfortunately, many such tasks are so special
ized that no commercial program exists to perform them . If you can
write your own program, you'll find that a few hours spent now can save
ten times as many hours in the long run.
Now sometimes, when you've written such a program, you'll find out
that maybe the task wasn' t as specialized as you thought. All your friends
say they need the very same thing. And maybe a publisher will realize
that, and you'll be able to sell that program (to the publisher; you would
give it to your friends, of course). This doesn't happen every day, but it
does happen.
Burning the Midnight RAM. There's another good reason to learn
programming that is actually much more immediate than doing work or
making money. Pro~amming is fun. Once you get into it, you'll prob
ably find yourself spending hours writing programs that have no practi
cal value at all, just for the fun of it. A lot of people who see computers
merely as useful tools are bewildered by programmers who work on into
the night, oblivious to the needs for sleep and food. And a lot of pro
grammers are equally bewildered by normally frugal executives who pay
them good money to do something they enjoy.
So even if you can't think ofa practical reason to learn Applesoftjust

now, don't worry; it'll come to you.
Vocabulary and grammar in human languages correspond to com
mands and syntax in computer languages . You may wonder why pro
grammers feel the need to use jargon like this. Why can't they use the
words vocabulary and grammar'? The primary reason is that commands
and syntax have more exact definitions when applied to this field. Keep
in mind that the words baste and saute were probably considered jargon
at one time by people who didn't know how to cook .
In Search of Unlimited Verbosity. So you've learned at least one
thing already: Commands are the vocabulary of Applesoft. Actually,
they're the verbs. Consider a verb in English . It can take numerous
forms, and each form says a subtly different thing. It can describe ac
tions to be taken, actions that should be taken, actions that have been
taken , actions that are being taken, and actions that would have been
taken, to name only a few . The subject of the verb can be the speaker (I
am), the listener (you are), or a person in the next room (she is) . Notice
how the verb changes in each case. You know English so well that you
don 't think about these complexities even though you use them every
day. Applesoft is simple in comparison. It has no variation in verb form
and the subject is always understood to be the computer. It only under
stands imperatives: Do this; if this is true, do that; understand this as
meaning that. That's about as complicated as it gets.
The fact that the only verbs the computer understands are com
mands is a revealing point: The computer is designed to do only what it is
told. By learning Applesoft, which is much easier than the human lan
guage you already know, you can tell your machine to do things that no
commercial program will do.
If the commands of Applesoft are its verbs, then the syntax is the set
of rules that describe how those verbs are put together with adverbs, di
rect objects, indirect objects, and prepositional phrases to make state
ments . Statements are the sentences of Applesoft. The other "parts of
speech" have functional equivalents in Applesoft but no individual
names. They are sometimes collectively referred to as parameters. More
precise definitions of these terms can wait until we can give some
examples.
The study of Applesoft can be thought of as the study of how com
mands are put together with the required and optional parameters using
the correct syntax to make statements . Statements are put together to
make programs.
What, then, is programming? How is learning to program distin
guished from learning Applesoft? If Applesoft is the vocabulary and
grammar of the computer's language, then programming is composition.
Any complex composition can be summarized in some kind of short
hand. One form of shorthand you're probably familiar with, even if
you're not usually inclined to use it, is the outline. An outline of this ar
ticle, for instance, would be another way of expressing the concepts in the
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article. ' It doesn't take the place of the article-it doesn't include all the
necessary details-but it does indicate the overall structure at a glance.
Such an outline might look like this:
I. Introduction
II. Learning Applesoft programming
A. Reasons for learning Applesoft
I. saving time
2. making money
3. having fun
B. Learning Applesoft
I. commands
a. verbs
b. other parts of speech
2. syntax
C. Learning programming
and so on.
Structure is an important concept in programming, so naturally

Set POINTER 1
to bottom item
of the list.

Set POINTER 2 to
next item higher
than POINTER 1.

there's a device similar to an outline that can be used to show the struc
ture of a program or routine. This device is called a flow chart. A typical
now chart is shown in the accompanying figure. You don't have to un
derstand the chart at this point; all you have to know is that it represent<>
the structure of a moderately complicated program. Think of it as an
outline of a set of tasks and decisions.
All Good Metaphors Must Come To Pass. The differences between
the now chart and the outline demonstrate an important difference be
tween the structures used in writing articles and those used in writing
programs. An article nows from beginning to end without diversion or
interruption. Digression maybe. The indentations of the various items in
the outline show the relative importance of and relationships between the
topics.
A program, interacting with the changing states of its own data and
the information it receives from the outside world, nows quite different
ly, repeating some tasks, skipping others completely. The flow chart re
flects these interactions by means of rectangular task boxes, diamond
shaped condition boxes, and arrows indicating that in some situations
the program must skip a section or return to an earlier section in order to
operate properly. The whole shebang is more like human behavior than
it is like a written language; a program responds.
The metaphor linking computer languages to human languages be
gins to break down here. In a way this is good because you shouldn't feel
that your ability to program is dependent on your ability to write.
It's not.
Algorithm, Who Could Ask for Anything More? The flow chart
in this article can be described in linguistic terms. It shows an
algorithm, a systematic method for solving a specific problem. There is a
more specific mathematical definition for the word, but this has become
its popular usage in computerdom. This flow chart illustrates the al
gorithm for a bubble sort, which is used for putting a list in sequence.
You might describe the algorithm in English like this:
You're looking at each item in the list and rearranging the list
so that the items at the lop will have the greatest values and the

Compare items
indicated by
POINTER 1 and
POINTER 2.

No

Swap POINTER 1
item with
POINTER 2 item.
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items at the bottom will have the least. Start at the bottom of the
list. Compare the bottommost item with the next item up. If the
one in the lower position is greater than the one in the higher po
sition, switch their positions. Now, whether you had to switch
those items or not, look at the second item from the bottom ofthe
list and compare it with the next higher one up. Again, ifthe low
er item is greater than the higher item, switch their positions.
Move up the list, continuing to compare and swap items until the
top of the list is reached. Then, if any swaps were required in that
pass through the list, go to the bottom of the list and do the whole
thing over. If no swaps were performed, the list is in the correct
order.
The flow chart, once you understand it, is a more effective summary
of the algorithm than the description was. The flow chart can use arrows
to indicate where to go back to instead of the less precise description of
"go to the bottom of the list and do the whole thing over."
In Applesoft, we make it clear to the computer where we want to go
back to or forward to within the program by using line numbers. A line
number is a number identifying a line by giving it a unique name and in
dicating its position within the program. For now, we will define a line as
a statement or a set of statements with a line number. (Yes, that is a cir
cular definition of a line. Please try to conceal your mirth.)
Get Down and Boot Up. Much of the material in this column from
now on will be easier for you to understand if you have the computer at
hand and try things as we discuss them. First you have to get into Ap
plesoft. If you have an Apple II Plus or an Apple Ile with at least one
disk drive, the most common Apple system, here's what you want to do:
1
2
3
4

Insert the disk labeled DOS 3.3 System Master in your disk drive.
Close the disk drive door.
Turn on the computer and the monitor.
Wait until the disk stops spinning and you have a right bracket ( ) ) on
your screen followed by a flashing square.
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The "program" for getting Applesoft is shown as a four-step proc
ess. But what about people who have no disk drives? What about people
who have older models of the Apple II without the Autostart ROM?
They must follow different procedures. Let's look at a "program" for
getting Applesoft that will work on a number of different systems:

1
2
3
4
5
6

you don't have a disk drive, go to step 4.
Insert the disk marked DOS 3.3 System Master in the disk drive.
Close the drive door.
Turn on the computer and the monitor.
If you don't have a disk drive, go to step 9.
If you have an Apple II without the Autostart ROM, you will get the
Monitor prompt (*).Type 6 followed by control-P (that is, hold down
the control key while you hit the P key) and the return key.
7 The light indicating that the disk drive's in use should come on and
the drive will make some noise. Wait until it stops.
8 If you have an Integer Basic prompt ( >)on the screen, type FP fol
lowed by return.
9 You should now see the Applesoft prompt (] ) on the screen followed
by a flashing square. You are in Applesoft.
If

This algorithm for getting into Applesoft will work on most versions
of the Apple II. To keep it simple, some situations were not accounted
for. (This is called a bug. You will get to know bugs intimately in the
months to follow.) If you have an Apple Ile, make sure the key marked
caps lock is in the down position. (Perhaps you'd want to put this into the
"program" before line I.) If you have an older Integer Apple II without
either a 16K RAM card or an Applesoft ROM card in slot 0, you can't
use Applesoft Basic. If you have an Integer Apple with Applesoft on the
ROM card, the procedure may be different; see the documentation that
came with the ROM card. If you can't seem to get into Applesoft on
your Apple, for whatever reason, consult your computer dealer.
English as a Programming Language. This procedure is structured
like an Applesoft program in order to demonstrate further how a com
puter program works. Look at the algorithm. Trace through it in your
mind to determine what you would have to do if you had a different kind
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of system . In some cases, so me lines of the "program" will never be
executed.
Loo k at lines I through 3 of the original version. In the new version,
lines 2 through 4 contain the same statements. Often when you are writ
ing an A ppleso li program you will have to insert a line prior to one you
ha ve already typed. as we did with the new line 1 here. If the lines are
numhen.:d as we showed them, counting by ones, inserting a new line is a
real pain. For that reason, it's a good idea to start with line 10 and incre
ment by ten s: lines 10, 20, 30, and so on. That way, if you need to insert a
new line between lines 20 and 30. all you'll have to do is call it line 25.
Let 's try so me of these ideas out with some real commands. Get into
A pplesoft. When you see the J and the flashing square, called a cursor,
type:
NEW

The Soul of a New Command. Be sure it is all in capital letters. Even
if yo u have an Apple lie, Applesoft understands only those commands
typed in upper case. When you have typed the word new, hit the return
key. In Applesoft, hitting the return key tells the computer that you have
fini shed typing a command.
Ne w is a verb in Applesoft. The new command tells the computer
that any program in memory should be erased because the programmer
wants to enter a new one. Depending on how you started up Applesoft,
there probably was a program in memory. We don 't want it there.
You entered the new command without a line number. As such, it
was not added to an existing program but executed as soon as you hit re
turn . This is called entering the command in the immediate mode, and
new is most often used in this mode. If you had preceded the command
with a line number, Applesoft would not have acted on it but would have
inserted the line into whatever program was in memory at the time. This
is almost never done with new because that would tell the computer to
erase the program while it was running. Not good.
You're now ready to do some simple programming. Type:
10

PRINT " HELLO "
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Remember, whenever you type something, hitting return tells the
computer to do something about it. There is now a program in memory,
albeit a small one. To see it, type:
LIST

And there it is. Like the new command, list is most often used in im
mediate mode. It tells the computer to display the program in memory
on the screen.
You can probably guess what our program does. The print com
mand tells the computer to put something on the screen. Anything that
follows print is printed on the screen, in one form or another. If what
follows print is in quotes, it is printed as it appears in the program line.
Something that is not in quotes will be interpreted in some way before
being printed.
The distinction is like the difference between saying to someone,
'Tell me'The sky is blue,' "and saying, "Tell me what day it is." In the
first case, the likely response will be, "The sky is blue." In the second,
however, the person may think about your request for a second and then
say, "Tuesday. " The request 'Tell me" is the same both times, but the
content of the rest of the sentence tells the listener whether you want a
verbatim response or you are looking for information. So it is with the
print command.
Now you can run the program . This is done by typing
RUN

Exciting, isn't it? Now try typing this:
20 PRINT "I AM AN APPLE II"
LIST
RUN

The first item you typed was a program line. The other two were im
mediate mode commands. When you finished typing the program line,
Applesoft added it to the program. When you typed the first command,
Applesoft listed what was now in the program: lines 10 and 20. When
you typed the second command, the computer ran the program, print
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ing the messages. Let's try one more thing before we call it a month.
Type:
5

HOME

Where do you think the line will go? List the program. Were you
right? Whenever you enter a new line into an Applesoft program, Ap
plcsofl puts it between the lines with the next higher and next lower line
numbers. In this case, it put it at the beginning because there was no line
with a line number lower than 5. If you use a line number that has al
ready been used, the old line will be erased when the new one is inserted.
If you just want to erase a' line without entering a new one, just type the
line number and hit return. Now you know the basics of entering and
editing an Applcsoft program.
Home ls Where the Cursor Is. Home is so simple a command that
you can find out what it does for yourself. And don't look it up in a
book: There'll be plenty of opportunity for that later. For now, experi
ment. Run the program. Add new lines. Nothing you can type will be
able to damage the computer in any way, unless you type it really hard. It
is sometimes possible to damage programs that arc on the disk in the
disk drive, so you might want to remove the disk if you plan to get more
adventurous. The commands we've talked about this time are guaran
teed I00 percent harmless.
Next month you'll get more stuff to play with. We've covered a lot of
important conceptual ground that will help you understand things as we
move along. As a review, you might want to look over the accompany
ing glossary, which lists the terms and commands covered this month.
Try this little exercise. Write out an algorithm for some common task
like setting the dinner table or sorting the mail for different members of
the family. If you feel comfortable with the form, draw a flow chart of
the task. If flow charts still look like Egyptian hieroglyphics to you, don 't
worry. We'll look more carefully at how to "think" a flow chart next
month .
Programming is more than just commands and syntax. If you learn
the way of thinking-it's not hard, just different-learning to program
becomes easy.
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GLOSSARY
Algorithm: A systematic method for solving a specific problem.
Command: A verb in the Applesoft language.
Flow chart: A graphic outline of an algorithm or program that
uses rectangular boxes to represent tasks, diamond-shaped
boxes to represent decisions, and arrows to indicate flow of
control.
HOME: Command to clear the screen. Next character printed
will be in the upper left corner.
Immediate mode: The state of a command entered in Applesoft
without a line number. Such a command is executed imme
diately rather than being inserted in an existing program.
Line (program line): A statement or set of statements with a line
number.
Line number: A number that serves to identify a line of an
Applcsoft program by giving it a unique name and indicating
its position relative to other lines.
LIST: Command to show the program on-screen. Usually used in
immediate mode.
NEW: Command to erase the Applesoft program in memory.
Usually used in the immediate mode.
Parameter: The necessary and optional information that goes
together with a command to make up a statement. Param
eters correspond loosely to parts of speech, such as direct and
indirect objects, adverbs, and prepositional phrases in English.
PRINT: Command to put information on-screen. Anything in
quotes is printed verbatim. Data that is not in quotes is
evaluated and its value printed.
Statement: An Applesoft command combined with the required
and optional parameters to tell Applesoft a specific thing to do.
RUN: Command that executes the Applcsoft program in
memory. Usually immediate mode.
Syntax: The rules governing the use of Applesoft commands.
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THE
lVIASTERlVIIND
BEHIND
lVIASTERTYPE
by Andrew Christie
hat is the measure of a piece of educational software?
It's whether it can teach the programmer who pro
grammed it what he programmed it to teach.
Bruce Zweig downplays his educational career, but it
has not been undistinguished. He spent his undergraduate
days at MIT in the field of operational research-constructing mathematical models
of business and social situations. After getting his degree, he spent a year as a substi
tute teacher in the Boston inner-city schools. After that, with the idea in mind that he
w-.mted to work in education but with computers as well, he returned lo his home
town of Washington, D.C., intending possibly to work as a programmer for some
governmental education agency.
'There was al that time [the early seventies] a major move lo improve the quality
of education in socially disadvantaged or economically deprived areas," Zweig re
calls. Securing a position with a small consulting firm, he helped to program the model
used by Congress to determine which schools had the greatest number of poor stu
dents and should get the most money.
"Whenever a new bill would come up relating to education, Congress would say,
'Well, suppose we use this poverty cutoff and give $10 per kid to every school that has
more than 20 percent disadvantaged kids. What'll happen if we approve this legisla
tion?'" From 1975 to 1980, every proposed federal-aid-to-education bill would go
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through Zweig's model.
Not bad for a kid just out of college. And yet he continued to harbor
a secret shame.
"I couldn't type. I was a programmer; I had to type in my programs
. .. but I had to look at the keys. I had never learned how not to."
The obvious solution fo r a man who wanted to keep his educational
and computer interests close together was to write a computer program
that would teach him how to type. In those dark, pre-micro days, this
was not a lik ely proposition. It would be a second or two before you
found out how you did on a typing drill using a mainframe, and Zweig
wa nted instant feedback.
Meanw hile, the ent repreneurial itch that would result in the found
ing of Lightning Software was beginning its nascent stirrings. Zweig, like
many others before and after him, was discovering that he wanted more
creative freedom than one is generally allowed when programming for
large companies. He left Washington in 1976, going to Stanford for his
MBA , then signing up in the business school's Ph .D . program in
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marketing.
Still, he yearned to type. And with the arrival on the scene of micro
computers-machines that knew you had pressed a key the moment you
pressed it-his dream seemed closer to reality. He started sketching out
his program. A friend bought an Apple, and he started spending a great
deal of time at his friend's house. Then another friend, Trip Hawkins, a
Stanford business school classmate and then director of marketing at
Apple Computer, steered him into getting his own Apple. Then Zweig
started putting some graphics into his basic typing tutorial, which now
gauged how long it took him to type the keys and let him practice the
ones he had trouble with. Just as he was thinking this might be a market
able idea, Microsoft's Typing TUJor hit the market Well, that was that.
He'd have to come up with a new approach. Something different.
Getting up to Speed. At Stanford, he had occasion to hang out with
Tom Malone, a psychology student who was then doing research for his
book What Makes Things FWI To Learn?, a study of intrinsically moti
vating computer games. While hanging out with Malone, he also hung

GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR!

Coded into America's finest new software
are routines for sound effects and
synthesized speech which rival or
surpass the arcades. Have you heard
them?
MOCKINGBOARD™ owners have.
Talented authors and progressive soft
ware companies are incorporating
MOCKINGBOARD™ excitement and
vitality into their latest releases.
MOCKINGBOARD™ owners enjoy all
these additions.
Scores of programs now support
MOCKINGBOARD™ and the ~lays are over
when bombs and butterflies sound the
same.

Try one of these new titles with
MOCKINGBOARD™ enhancements:
Zaxxon by Datasoft • Lancaster by
Silicon Valley Systems • Thunderbombs
by Penguin • Microbe by Synergistic
Software • Maze Craze by DTI-Data Trek
• Tactical Armor Command by Avalon
Hill • Apple Cider Spider by Sierra
On-Line.
MOCKINGBOARD™ owners get
everything they pay for!
If MOCKING BOARD™ or any listed soft
ware is unavailable in your area. Call
1-800-341-8001 for delivery informa
tion. MOCKINGBOARDr"'Sound/Speech I
Suggested Retail $179.

MOCKINGBOARD™ owners know music
from machine guns.
.

Sweet Micro Systems, 150 Chestnut Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903

401-273-5333

MOCKINGBOARD™ is Apple II*, Apple II Plus* and Apple Ile* compatible. Hear one in action at your local dealer.
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Your best buy in modem history . The
Networker;M a plug-in single-slot di
rect connect modem for your Apple II ,
II+ , and lie (or Franklin , Albert , or
other Apple compatible computer).
You are immediately linked to the
vast network of computers - data
bases like the Source ~ Compu
serve ~ or Dow Jones ~ friends , banks,
businesses, and hundreds of local " bulletin
boards. " For only $129. There 's absolutely
nothing else to buy . And it even comes with
software .
This is the modem that does it all , and does
it for less. The Apple Communications Card is on
board, so you won 't need to buy one. That will
save a bunch . It 's 300 baud , the most commonly
used type of modem . It comes complete with its
own communications software on Apple compati
ble disk, giving you features no modem offers.
Like ''data capture ~· to lock the messages
into your Apples' RAM , and then move the infor
mation onto a disk for easy reference and review.
Aterminal program that turns your computer into
a communications command center , displaying
on-screen '' help' ' menus , continuous updates of
memory usage , carrier presence , baud rate ,
communications status , all while taking in and
displaying information from any computer.
The Networker supports both originate and
answer modes , so you can send and receive in
formation , in full or half duplex modes. And its
all easily programmable right from the keyboard
of your Apple computer. All you do is plug Net
worker into any slot (except 0) in your Apple
computer. It'll even ask you what slot it 's in.
It's that easy to use .

NETMASTER™ COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE
For $179 we include the even more incredible
Netmaster software for advanced users. Net
master is a " communications freeway " that
lets you speed any Apple file to another Apple
through noisy phone lines. without errors. Net
master even includes its own Disk Operating
System to control the flow of information and
leave you over 40K of "buffer" memory from
your 64K RAM. And there's always help when
you want it. On screen . Status indicators keep
you fully updated.
Netmaster will let you transfer games,
computer graphics , programs . sales reports ,
documents. any DOS 3.3 file , all directly from
disk to disk, all with computer (not telephone)
accuracy. Netmaster is completely configurable
to understand any computer , even mainframes.
File size is unlimited.
But Netmaster is not stuffy. It will talk to
the other communications packages like Visi
term® or ASCII Express® Of course they don't
support Netmaster's superb error checking,
that guarantees you won 't miss even a comma.
It doesn't only talk to the Networker either. It
will also talk to those more expensive modems
from Hayes and Novation .

And Netmaster is fast. It trans
fers information disk to disk three to
five times faster than the others. Of
course Netmaster is fully compatible
with them. But if you want things to
happen really fast, talk to another
Netmaster.
We sell Netmaster by itself for $79 ,
and even if you have another modem for your
Apple , Netmaster is an outstanding value. It will
even support auto dial and auto answer. Net
master requires 48K of Apple memory , disk
drive and DOS 3.3, and ZOOM's Networker
modem or another modem . It can also be used
without a modem when two Apples are hard
wired together , using a 6850 or 6551-based in
terface card.
Networker, Netmaster , and Networker I
Netmaster combo are all produced in the USA
by ZOOM Telephonies , producers of the popular
DEMON DIALER. The Networker is FCC regis
tered , and all products come with a one-year
warranty .

HOW DO I GET ONE? OR TWO?

Check with youi computer dealer. Or call us
direct at 1-800-631-3116, and we'll let
you know where to get them in your area.
Massachusetts residents call 617-423-1288.

The following are irademarks· Apple by Apple Computer . the Source
seri1cemark by Source Telecompu t1n g. Compuserve by Compuserve.
lllw Jones by Dow Jones & Company. Visiterm by Visicorp. ASCII Ex
press by Southweste rn Data Systems. DEMON DIALER by ZDDM
Telephonies { 1983 ZOOM Te lephonies. Inc

~~~~~~~~~~~illal~li
ZOOM Telephonies, Inc.

207 South Street. Boston, MA 02lll
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MasterType 1.0 was entirely ASCII, fired only one missile at a time, and didn 't tell you your speed Those were the days

out in the Stanford computer center. These two activities were to prove
significant.
"One day I was playing Robots on a DEC minicomputer, using a nu
meric keypad to move the robots around. I found that I was getting pret
ty adept with the keypad, and pretty soon I wasn't looking down to see
where the numbers were. I figured, ' Hey, these robots could teach you
how to type!' "
And voila: MasterType. That's all there was to it. Practically.
Just as Michelangelo created his statues by cutting away everything
that didn't look like a statue, the basic design of the game just seemed to
Zweig to be the way it should be designed. It has remained essentially un
changed. Four words appear in the four corners of the screen. When you
select one word to type, each letter appears (or doesn 't appear, in ad
vanced modes) in a box at center screen. As you type, missiles begin to
converge on your center position from the four corners. One word suc
cessfully typed results in the destruction of that word's missile, and you
immediately proceed to deal with the others in like manner, defending
your position by typing as fast and accurately as possible.
Back Straight; Fingers Arched; Feet on the Floor.... That was the
basic conception. The first thing he decided to do was add learning rein
forcement. The best way, perhaps, was to give a reward, a congratula
tory message or words of encouragement, at the end of every correctly
typed line. No, that would be too long to wait. Maybe at the end of ev
ery word . .. but when you're first learning, even that could mean long
stretches of nothing. Then he thought of video games and how the sec
ond you zap the guy you get a colorful explosion and sound ... and so it
was decided that MasterType would have a beginner mode where at
every single keystroke-kazoom, pow-you'd get reinforcement for
doing it right.
Zweig wrote the first version in Basic, using just characters for the

graphics. It kept dropping keystrokes. He learned assembly language so
he could get the keystroke response fast enough to keep up with the user.
In September 1980 he made up his first ad and showed it to friends, ask
ing if they thought anybody would buy the thing. They said " maybe"
a nd told him a lot of ads never get any results at all. He put the ad in a
magazine in January 1981, selling through mail order only, and got
about ten orders, enough to pay for the ad, all he had really been look
ing to do.
March 1981 marked MasterType's public debut at the West Coast
Computer Faire in San Francisco. That show and subsequent shows
proved invaluable for field testing. When Zweig realized that everyone
who came up to the booth was asking the same question, to which he
was always giving the same answer-"Type the words in the corners be
fore the ships crash into yo u"-he put the answer in the program, mak
ing it one of the first things that come up on the screen, and there it re
mains to this day.
There were other means of testing. He gave a copy to a friend, who
gave it to his daughter. While he was over at their house for dinner some
time later, MasterType came up in conversation, though the daughter
didn 't make the connection between daddy 's dinner guest and th e au
thor of her computer game.
"It stinks," she said cheerfully. "It 's really ugly."
"That," Zweig remembers, "is when I knew I had to do a hi-res
version."
Now ls the Time. Zweig was still a student at Stanford and still mak
ing upd ates for the Library of Congress to hi s mathematical model of
disadvantaged schools. His studies were suffering. Publishers were con
tacting him . It was time to decide whether he wanted to be in software
full-time or finish his Ph.D. He decided to start a company, and he knew
he couldn't do so alone.
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"I had to write a full hi-res versio n of the program; that, plus distri
bution and advertising, was going to be a lot of work." At that time, Stu
Berman. now with Broderbund, was trying to start his own company out
of his living room. As Zweig was trying to start a company out of h1:1· liv
ing room, and Berman was spending a lot of time in Zweig's living room
anyway (playing Space /nraders), they decided to join forces . They offi
cially formed Lightning Software in August 1981 . They worked until De
cember just to get the operation running, setting up production and dis
tribution. Zweig took each successive version of the new MasrerTrpe to
George Johnson. product manager at Apple. who offered encourage
ment and criticism and suggested changes.
"In those days you had to write all your utilities yourself." says
Zweig. "l wrote a sound editor and all my own hi-res routines. I went to
see Bill Budge. who was just starting his own company then. He said I
needed to have preshifted bit maps. So I used preshifted bit maps. If I'd
let someone else publish it, they probably would have given me all the
utilities. but I was committed to starting my own company. That meant
the programming was definitely more of a challenge."
It was a challenge well met. The current product (officially, M(mer
Type 1.7) is an intentionally nonpedagogical. self-paced, student-friendly
program. "The main thing, I think," says its creator, "is that you get to
choose which word you're going to type rather than having to go
through a fixed rote order-though most people go clockwise anyway.
You can use shields if it 's too tough for you and just practice the words
that are hard for you without having to start the whole sequence over."
Every Good Boy Deserves Favor. Product testing has become more
official lately with the addition to the staff of a testing consultant. Twenty
copies of the program were donated to a Santa Barbara, California,
school for a summer program for gifted minority children . Zweig appre
ciated the opportunity to get some idea of what constituted a reasonable
rate of progress depending on age (all the students were sixth-graders),
with an eye to including overall difficulty levels in later versions. He
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thinks testing will make future Lightning products more effective, al
though, to date, "nobody's ever complained. We've done minor touch
ups all along; people will write to us and say, 'Why don't you put this in?'
and we will."
Currently, Lightning Software is engaging in considerable market ex
pansion . Its single product is now on the Apple, Atari, IBM pc, Com
modore 64, and YIC-20. Future products will use the tried and true Mas
rer7:rpe format for teaching other subjects. ('This is a fun way to learn
typing; using it to learn subjects that are actually interesting should be
evrn more fun ," Zweig predict s.) The company has long since moved
from Zweig's living room. It s two-month-old Palo Alto headquarters
houses shipping and receiving, a marketing division, and a staff of in
house programmers. as well as the company president and his five-dol
lar oflice chair, the first official business furniture he purchased when he
started the company.
Jump over the Lazy Dog. Having arrived at this point, the young
president of the young company has come to ponder the issue that all
those who have gone before him have had to face. "I wasn't sure I
wanted to stop programming and start hiring authors, which seems to be
the path you have to take when you start a software company," muses
Zweig. "It was kind of depressing. But running a company is a full-time
job and it takes all your concentration. I have a lot of ideas for programs
and it bothers me that I haven ' t been able to execute any of them . It'll
take me at least six months to do something new and different. Right
now I have an idea for a program that would just be too hard to use and
I'm trying to think of a way around that.
"But mostly I work with the programmers on the conversions, or, if!
want to put in so me tricky little thing, I do it myself. I figure I 've got a
few good years of creativity left. "
All success has its price, but Bruce Zweig has definitely succeeded in
what he set out to do.
He doesn't have to look at the keys anymore.
JI
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You can do it all, all-in-one
dictionary.
When it comes to practical
software for Aforis, Apples and
look alikes, Spell Perfect is
slmpl~ to learn. And hard
to beat. Ask your dealer
· for a demonstration.
or write UK for
more information.
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wonted to do. It corrects your
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CHECKBOOK FINANCIAL SYSTEM
For Apple"' 11, II +, lie, Ill emulation, and Apple look-alikes - 48K DOS 3.3

526SOLD
ONLY 5 RETURNED!
We were astounded! When we offered Money
Street with a money back guarantee, we figured
about 10% would be returned. That's normal.
But our returns run less than one percent! What's
more, customers write enthusiastic letters daily
about Money Street. For example:
• Glen Rodkin, president of Oklahoma City Apple
Users Group: "Tremendous! It's fast, reliable and
covers all the contingencies a checkbook
program should."
• Chris Bayha, Portland, OR : " I use it for my rental
properties and for my business. It performs
beautifully and is a great value."

Who can use it7 Anyone using a checkbook:
Lawyers, investors, doctors, general partners,
professionals, small business, mini-corporations. It's
ideal for people with multiple sources of income,
trustee accounts, pension and profit sharing plans,
and owners of real estate.
Take farmers, for example: they can treat each crop
or herd as a separate profit center. Stan Vasa of
Lincoln, NE, says: "I use Money Street to keep my
farm records and find the program to be excellent."

Why not get the best7 Sure, you can buy a
cheap program just as you can buy a cheap clock.
But is it really worth it?
Many customers report that "home accounting"
programs are difficult to learn, clumsy to use, and
obsessed with budgeting; that only Money Street
gives the speed, the ease of use, and the many
reports needed.

• Dan Thomas, Elgin, IL: "The program has proved
the hype of the Money Street as really too
modest. How many programs are there that you
can't think of one thing you would do differ
ently?"

Bill Sampler, Fairfax Station, VA puts it this way:
"One way I judge a program's worth is how easy it
is to use after you have been away from it for a
couple of weeks . Money Street is no problem, it
runs like a fine jeweled watch."

One reason for this enthusiasm is that Money Street
lets customers do their own books. Keeping records
has always been a bother, and an expensive one,
especially for small one-person business or the
independent professional. But Money Street solves
the problem. Here's what Weston Cotten of
Highlands, Texas says:

So, Money Street pleases customers just as a
Porsche pleases drivers. Top quality costs more;
that's a fact of life. But isn't quality always worth it?

"I am an attorney with several business interests I
run out of my office. I use nothing more complex
than my checkbook to keep my financial records in
shape for tax time. Your program has helped me to
be a better record keeper and has allowed me to
look forward to tax time with a better outlook ."
$99 For a checkbook program? Money

One of our customers, Buzz Buggerman of
Orlando, FL said: "We use Money Street in our law
office. We figure it's not the cost of the program
that's important, but how much time it takes to set
it up, learn it, and run it. Money Street's a breeze."

- - - - ENTER ITEMS, BALANCE CHECKBOOK - 
I

MO/ OA PAYEE

CODE

---- --- ·
101 01 / 01 WM. JONES

• Money Street is fast! Example: 9 seconds from
boot to data entry. Example: 5 seconds from the
main menu to any sub-section. Example: 18
seconds start-up-to print time .

102
103
104
105
l06
107
·108
109
110

01/01
01 / 01
01/01
01 / 12
01 .' 13
01 113
02101
02/01
02101

ANY WATER CO
ANY POWER CO.
ANY GAS CD
SHELL OIL CD
STATE FARM INS
GIANT TIRE CO
WM JONES
ANY POWER Co
ANY WATER CO

111 02112 SHELL Oil CO .

• Money Street is easy to use! There are no
complex set-ups; no monthly cut off. Gary
Rominger of Sacramento, CA wrote: " Your
claim of 30 minutes to learn it is fully justified. "

D 02 / 12 W SMITH

O 02125 J ODE
DEBIT
112
112
113

02 / 27
02128
02/ 28
02/ 28

PURCHASE CHECKS
STATE FARM INS
STATE FARM INS •
_JONES COMPANY

AMOUNT

--------01
-300 00

"

04
03
10
11

"

01
04
02
10
20
21

"

11
OS
OS

--- - -------- -

ENTRY 10018

Sav es m oney eight vva ys:
1. Finds tax deductions and credits.
2. Saves CPA write-up fees.
3. Allows " before yea r-end" tax planning .
4. Saves accounting time; provides input for
journals, ledgers, and reports. The program also
doubles as a mini-accounts receivable , inventory
keeper, and job cost system .
5. Saves interest expense by keeping exact
balances.
6. Saves NSF cha rges.
7. Saves credit card interest charges.
8. Changes you r financial attitudes; puts you in
control.
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15 Ready-t~nt reports I Press four keys
I
and the program will print any of 15 different
reports. Just select from the Report Menu, and the
program does the rest. Start-up to print time is
usually 20 seconds. Reports include:
,

1

• Monthly code totals • To-<late code totals • Son by amount
• list code dictionary • Son by payee • list deposits • list
uncleared checks • List undeared deposits • List all entries
• Son by date cleared • Print check registry • Print selected

month • Print selected code • List code totals • List monthty totals !

Hovv it vvorks. On your computer screen, you
create a facsimile of your checkbook. You see 17
items per screen. and can scroll for more. As the
computer balances your checking account, you give
each check or deposit its own category code .

Street isn't cheap , in fact it's one of the more costly
checkbook programs. But with software, as with
everything else, you get what you pay for:

• Money Street saves income taxes! It tracks
deductions, credits, and income. Michael Salesin
of West Bloomfield, Ml wrote: "When next
year's tax season rolls around my accountant will
send love and kisses."

.......

._ ......,ft .. ....._........
"

BALANCE

-50 00
-25 00
-5000
-100 00
- 100 .00
-200 OD
-latl OD
-50 00
-5000
-SD OD
100000
1000.00

- 25
- SD
-100
-1000

00
OD
00
00

1550 .00

PROGRAM FEATURES
• 100 user-defined accounts • On screen chart of accounts •
Account sub totals, grand totas • Handles unlimited checking
accounts • Three minute year-end roUover • Credit card account ing

• Full editing. even after entry • Check search and scan screen •
Help screen • Wildcard searches

PROGRAM LIMITS

Money Street•.1t·s totally nevv.
If you own real estate, Money Street tracks rents,
tallies repair costs, and helps establish "cost basis"
for capital gain tax treatment. It's also ideal for trust
accounting , retail stores, and home budgeting.
Money back no matter vvhat. Why not
give us a try? If you aren't delighted, we'll give you a
full refund on any mail order purchase from us.
Includes tutorial. map. and reports.
Money Street includes Program Map. complete
documentation, on-screen demo, plus tutorial. For
Apple' II, II+ , lie, Ill emulation, and Apple look
alikes. Requires 3.3 DOS, 48K. Money Street works
with one drive, but two are preferred. It's also okay
without a printer, but you'll miss a few reports.
Master Charge, Visa . COD okay. Add $2.50 on all
orders for postage and packing . To order or get
additional information: call 24 hours and leave your
name with our answering machine.
The program is copy protected. We sell back-up
disks for $10. We also offer a special utility disk that
makes two back-up copies, makes quick copies of
data disks, and allows fast sorts of selected months
or code categories . Price is $25.

• 2400 checks pe< data disk • 200 uncleared rtems • Scan speed: 6
per second • Amount limit: $999,999.99 • 100 account categories

DOES MANY JOBS
• Finds tax deductions • Single entry accounting • Job costing •
Budgets and estimates • Mini accounts recefvable • Mini inventory
• Tracks personal Soans • Real estate rentals • Stock purchases/
sales • Increases " float "

CHECKING ACCOUNT MANAGER
•

Prints trial reconciliation • Balances checkbook and statement
• Creates cancelled check file • Prints detaiSed au<fn trail • In
cludes check register • Prints checkbook '"history" • Captures
monthly income • Easy to use

Computer Tax Service
P.O . Box 7915
Incline Village, NV 89450
(7021832-1001

$

99 95

Money Street is a Trade Mark of Bullseye Software.
Apple is a registered trade mark of Apple
Computers, Inc.
Dealer: Write or call for price list.
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Mind You•
Business
DY

P~T~R OLIVl~RI

Summer is rapidly fading away and the fall season is upon us. It's a
time of changing weather, football games, reading, and new business
opportunities. Perhaps it's also a time for thinking about your current
computer system and applications and for considering new possibilities.
Why not take a few minutes to consider the following questions; your re
sponses may help you decide what next steps are right for you.
I. Have your needs outgrown your computer system? Could it be
time to expand your system or to get an entirely new one?
2. Are you using a lot of floppy disks for data storage? Does it take
your system a long time to search through (or sort) your data? Might it
be time to expand to a hard disk system?
3. Have new versions of the programs you've been using been re
leased? Is it time to get the latest editions so you can take advantage of all
those little extras that weren't included in the originals?
4. Are there applications you haven't attempted yet? Is it time to
purchase a project-scheduling program, a database management system,
or a graphics package?
If you find yourself nodding "yes" to some of these questions, it may
be time for a change. Move carefully, though . Making a change to a new
system or upgrading your present one is as serious a decision as it was to
buy that first system. So do your homework. You may discover that the
system you have can be expanded to accommodate all of your new
requirements. Or you may find out that you'd be better off with an en
tirely new setup.
The Business System-What Is It? Business users tend to fall into
one of three categories. There are the experienced "computer people"
who are comfortable around computers and actually write some of their
own software, there are people who are less computer-literate from a
technical standpoint who are nonetheless quite comfortable using canned
software, and there are new syst<:m owners who are perhaps still getting
their feet wet in the computer arena. There's probably a fourth category
to consider, consisting of those who don't own or use a computer them
selves but who are around others who do.
A variety of Apple computers out there could be called business sys
tems. In fact, most computer users would agree that the applications a
computer system is used for dictate whether or not it is a business
system.
There's much to be said for a system that's been designed for a par
ticular market. A standalone word processing machine, such as a Dis
playWriter, a DECmate, or a Wangwriter, is a good deal easier to use
than a microcomputer-based word processing system. In the same way,
systems intended for the business environment include hard disks, inte
grated software, and design features that take advantage of the terminol
ogy and methods used in the day-to-day operations of the business.
In most adequate business computer systems, you could expect to
find the following hardware:
I. A microcomputer with at least 48K of primary memory. (The
minimum needed will soon be 64K.)
2. A high-resolution color monitor capable of displaying eighty
columns.
3. A hard disk drive with at least five thousand megabytes of secon
dary storage. (This translates to about five thousand megabytes of addi
tional capacity-even this is not really enough.) The ability to back up to
a removable cartridge is also necessary.
4. A letter-quality printer with graphics capability (and probably a

printer buffer so that the computer can be used for other tasks while
printing is taking place).
5. A keyboard that facilitates business applications-that is, one that
has several programmable keys, a numeric keypad, word processing
keys, upper- and lower-case capability, and so on.
6. A modem to use in communicating with other computers.
In a business computer system, you could also expect to find soft
ware designed to facilitate the backup of important files, a spreadsheet
program, a database management package, a business graphics pack
age, a word processing package, and a telecommunications package.
Depending on the specific situation, a business user might also need or
wish to have a general ledger package, a "slide show" package for dis
playing graphics, the CP/M operating system to enhance software op
tions, or a statistical analysis package.
Users who are taking advantage of a business computer system are
likely to have an account with an information utility, such as the Source
or CompuServe, subscriptions to various computer publications, and
membership in a local user group.
It's reasonable to suspect that a majority of Business User Group
members meet most of the criteria just outlined. How the various busi-

JOB COSTING?
Track Every Labor Dollar.
PAYPAC~
JOB COST PAYROLL

MANAGEMENT PACKAGE
Tracks every hour and dollar by:
1000 jobs, 50 operations
300 customers
5 departments. 8 divisions
Tracks employees & operations
within each job
PERSONNEL FILES
Maintains 165 employees. sick
and holiday pay. tax annuities
and commissions. employment
and wage history. detailed and
quarterly earnings ledgers. W-2
statements. paychecks and
stubs. time cards. malling labels
and more.
DEMO SYSTEM/GUARANTEE

Test our Demo PAYPAC system
for 5 employees for 150 and we
will give It back to you when you
order PAYPAC-or-purchase
the PAYPAC system for just
1450 and If you are not com
pletely satisfied. return It within
30 days for a full refund.

FLEXIBLE & EASY
Pay by hour. piece and salary.
multiplepayandovertlmerates.
cash advances and reimburse
ments. 3 voluntary deductions.
Prepares federal. state and local
tax deposits and reports. Update
tax tables yourself or by sub
scription. Over 50 bookkeeping
and management reports. Menu
driven w/full screen prompts.
PA YPAC ©, The Job Cost

Payroll Management Package,
maximizes profits through the
accurate tracking of labor costs.
It Is the most comprehensive
and useful payroll system avail
able for a microcomputer.

CALL TODAY

201-779-3399

Sky Software
103 Lexington Ave .• Passaic, NJ 07055
Hdwr: Apple /le or64k //+, 2drives. 132column
printer. Apple is a reg istered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc.
c 1983 Sky Software, Inc.

'Ihe reason you bought a
computer
in the first:~ ._lace.
;~

Too many
scraps of paper...
Too
many
files, too much in
formation to sift
through: a night
mare of paperwork.
So you took the first of two
essential steps to pull in the
reins of an out-of-control flow.
of information: you bought a
computer.
Now you 're ready for the next
step, The General Manager, the
computerized filing system
designed with you in mind.
Gateway to the
computer age. . .
Most people don't hold
degrees in computer program
ming or engineering. They have
neither the time, money nor
desire to return to a classroom
just so their business or
household can enter the com
puter age.
If you're like most people,
you want a system that's:
- Easy to use.
- Adaptable.
- Valuable.
·Powerful.
You want The General Man
ager.
Who can use it. ..
You can! Whether you're a
butcher, baker or candlestick
maker. Doctor, lawyer or ac
countant.
Me r chant
or
housewife. Anyone who wants
to organize their records can
use The General Manager.
Take a housewife, for exam
ple, and all of the scraps of in
formation she handles: address
book (names, addresses, phone
numbers , Christmas cards,
birthdays); recipes (ingredients,
mixing and cooking instruc
ti ons, how many it feeds, where
i t came f rom) ; household
budget (checki ng and savings
a cco unt s ,
food,
taxes ,
household suppl ies); health
records (hers, husband's, the
chi ldren , the pets).

!~

speed and can send the
information directly to
your computer screen or
printer - without error.
It's a value . _.
At $229.95, it's less expen
sive than other personal
filing systems that make prom
ises they can't keep.

-

The General Manager
NOW APPLE lie COMPATIBLE
She could use The General
Manager. If you deal with the
same or more paperwork, you
need it, too.

structions to make the com
puter screen look like the paper
form, like this :

Its simple...
By the time you've read two
chapters of The General Man
ager's instruction manual,
you'll have it up and running .
That's how easy it is to learn.
It's adaptable...
Some personal recordkeep
ing systems require you to ad·
just your thinking to fit the com
puter.
Not The General Manager. It
was built with the understand
ing that you know more about
your recordkeeping needs than
we do, and adapts to fit your
needs.
For example, here's a typical

i~ M

If the small businessman is
happy with the information re
quested and the way it's set up,
he follows the step-by-step in

Look at some of its features:
- Uses 1 to 4 disk drives.
- Includes utility programs that
others charge hundreds extra
for.
- Upper and lower case lettering
without additional, expensive
hardware.
· It prints out reports on paper
the way you want them.
- Available on a hard disk sys
tem for those with extensive
memory needs.
The reason you bought a com·
puter in the first place...
The General Manager brings
your record-keeping system in
to the computer age - simply
and cheaply. No personal filing
system does more.

It's that simple.
YOU, not some programmer,
design all of your own forms on
the computer screen with the
information YOU need to effec
tively run your business or
household.
It's fast. ..
Consider this: You need a list
of everyone who's behind in
their payments by more than
three mo:iths, or who owes you
more than $1 ,000.
How long would it take a sec
retary to sift through the files ,
collate the information and then
type it into a report? What are
the chances of an error being
made? What damage is done if
an error is made?
The General Manager sifts
through its files at computer

~

*LON-LINE INC

(209) 683-6858
Business Products Division
Sierra On-Line Building
Coarsegold, CA 93614
The General Manager, version 2.0, re
quires 48K, 1 or more disk drives, DOS 3.3.
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ness computer systems are implemented might differ considerably, but
most of the applications probably fall into th e listed categories. By the
way, many B.U.G. members are interested in new software applications;
perhaps some of you who are using software you particula rly like will
describe to the rest of us any business applications programs that you've
found especially useful.
It would also be interesting to hear from experienced B.U .G.s who
plan to upgrade their systems. Finding out what "bells and whistles"
some of you old-timers plan to add or have already added to your orig
inal systems will help new business users develop some perspective on the
possibilities. So take a moment soo n to jot down on a postcard or in a
letter what you have now and what you pla n to add.
Microcomputers in the Office. Computers in the workplace are be
coming more and more common. In fact, the workplace is under attack
by micros.
The way it usually starts is that someone in a company has a micro
computer at home or has seen one demonstrated. The next thing that
happens is that management somehow gets the idea that it would be
worthwhile for key members of the staff to become more computer-liter
ate. This idea is often implemented by inviting someone to come into the
workplace and describe the potential applications of microcomputers in
the office.
The application described most often is VisiCalc, and the typical
training event is a one- or two-day seminar at which a dozen or so indi
viduals get hands-on experience with microcomputers and VisiCalc or
some other spreadsheet program. Such sessions often go very well. Their
success is dependent on two key ingredients: First, the instructor must be
good-not merely knowledgeable about computers or about VisiCalc,
but also very good at actually teaching others about how they work; and
second, lab sessions must have plenty of helpers available to help first
time users over the stumbling blocks they often encounter.
As mentioned, most such introductory instruction geared to busi
ness users involves spreadsheets. At present, there are far fewer oppor
tunities to learn about using database management systems, graphics,
and word processing. For most managers, learning to use a spreadsheet
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program is not es pecia lly diflicult. There a rc only a few dozen spread
sheet commands and there is far less involved in learning to operate the
computer. Where people begin to have difficulty is in th e develo pmen t of
the spreadsheet model itself. Managers learning to use a datahase man
agement system often experience similar problems-lea rning th e basics
of operating a database management system is not all th at hard to do, bu t
learning to use it a nd to think in terms of how the records a nd fi elds in a
database should bt: designed is a more difficult proposition .
What all this points to is the fact that there seem to be two types o f
applications-program users. When it comes to spreadsheet users, for
example, there are those who will learn to build, use, a nd refine their ow n
models and those who wouldn 't build models but who could (and
would) use models built by others. Thu s, it wo uld seem th at an organi
zation that wishes to integra te the microcomputer into its facility wou ld
do well to do the following:
I. Provide managers with a n overview of what the microcom puter
can do (that is, of the major applications mentioned earlier).
2. Identify those who would best be characterized as users and those
who have or could acquire the skills th a t model-building requires.
3. Provide model builders with two phases of instruction-the first
should introduce all the aspects of the particular spreadsheet to be used,
a nd th e second sho uld focus on the skills that the building of effective
and correct spreadsheet models requires.
4. Identify those a reas and people in the organization that might
benefit from using a spreadsheet model. Send in a knowledgeable, well
prepared instruction tea m to spend some time with the people yo u've
identified and help them build a model for their use. In this way, areas
within a n organization that lack model-building skills can still benefit
from this new tool.
Many organizations a re simply providing wholesale exposure of all
their people to a hands-on spreadsheet seminar. It might really be better
to take the time to identify what applications are likely to be designed us
ing a spreadsheet , where these applications will be located, who will be
using them from day to day, and who might be able to design the models
that drive the applications.

THERE'S ONE HYPOTHESIS THAT DOESN'T NEED TESTING...
DAISY PROFESSIONAL MEETS YOUR DATA ANALYSIS

~~~~nte<activ•
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SY'1em brtnq, powerlul
analytical capabilities to your personal computer. Daisy
Professional is ready and willing to work on the data
analysis problems of researchers, educators, business
planners, scientists,
marketers, govern
Regressions (5 types)
ment analysts, and
students.
Residual Analysis
Requires: Apple* II
Model Validation
Plus or Apple lle.
Price: $199.95
Descriptive Statistics
A separate utility is
available for $99.95
Correlations
to interface with
Multiplan™ and
ANOVA
General Manager,
Crosstabulation
and to download from
mainframes.

Fast Data File Access
Use of Apple lle Keyboard

Ease-of-Use
Spreadsheet-style Data
Entry

48 or 64K Memory Capa
bility on Apple II Plus

Handles Missing Data
21 Math Transforms
4 Time-Series Transforms
Data Subset Selection

Optional BO-Column
Display or more with the
UltraTermTM

64 or I 28K Memory
Capability on Apple 11 e
Interfaces with VisiCalc ™,
VisiPlot™, and DB
Master™ through DIF Files
Prints Data to Column
Capabilities of your Printer

Hypothesis Tests

For direct orders add $3 .00 shipping and handling. (Calif. residents add sales tax .)
Dealer inquires invited.
Multlplan is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.

VisiCalc: and VisiPlot are registered trademarks of VislCorp .
DB Master is a registered trademark of DB Master Associates .
UltraTerm Is the registered trademark of Videx. Inc.
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Ouch! Lea rnin g to use a computer can keep a person rather busy.
A dd in that magic word "statistics" and the prospect is enough to make
a lot of folks shudder. After all, few of us had an easy time with statistics
in school.
Numb ers are a major component of business decisions. Forecasts,
budgets, and market shares are all based on numbers. And think for a
moment how much we all depend on statistics . We're always asking
questio ns like, "What percentage of the people who own Apples are over
fort y?" or " Can you show me a table that will display the educational
level (high school, college, graduate school) achieved by all Apple own
ers, broken down according to the person's sex?"
SoftCorp International's SpeedSTA T just may be your answer. Vol
um e I (the current program is the first package in a planned series)
handles frequencies and crosstabs .
Those of you who have some experience using statistical packages on
a large mainframe computer are already familiar with frequency and
crosstab options. The program is SPSS-like in its implementation of
these features. There are, of course. limitations on the amount of data
that may be anal yzed, but SpeedSTAT performs many of the same
a na lyses as SPSS .
"Frequencies" is a procedure that produces frequency distributions.
Suppose th at you want to analyze the results of a questionnaire that was
given to two hundred people and that one of the questions has four pos
sible answers numbered I, 2. 3, and 4 . The frequencies program would
print out the number of people who chose number 1, number 2, number
3, and number 4. The answers given would tell how many people re
sponded a particular way and what percentage of the whole a particular
group of respondents represents. In addition, the frequencies program
can display a variety of statistical calculations, including mean, median,
mode. minimum, maximum, range. skewness, kurtosis, sample standard
deviation, sample variance, estimate of the population variance, stan
dard error, number of missing values, and number of valid cases.
The crosstabs program produces tables, often called two-way tables,
that show how one variable compares to another. In our example, we
might want to know how many males and females responded to the
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question (how many males chose number I, how many females chose
number I, and so on). The program would print out just such a table.
The rows in our example table would list the sex of the respondents and
the columns would list the numbers of the answers. Each cell of the table
would contain a count of how many of the two hundred respondents met
the specified criteria (for example, female and chose number 3).
In addition, this program produces such statistics as the row, col
umn , and total percents for each category, chi-square, Cramer's V
lambda, gamma, Kendall's tau C, Somer's D, contingency coefficient C,
Spearman's rho, Pearson correlation, the number of missing values,
and the number of valid cases. (By the way, you don 't have to under
stand every one of the statistical measures in order to benefit from fre
quency distributions and crosstabs, so don't worry if, like most of us, you
have no idea what a Somer's D might be. Certainly, one must be careful
in making generalizations about data without a knowledge of the statis
tics. Many times the statistical measure tells the researcher that, al
though the data looks great, it occurred by chance and should not be re
lied upon .)
Using SpeedSTA T requires a 48K Apple, two disk drives, a monitor
or television set, and a supply of disks. A printer is not required but
would certainly be useful in preserving hard copy of the reports.
There are basically six parts to the package: data in , data out, edit,
statistics, reports, and setup.
Data in is used to get the data into the system. Data may be entered
from the keyboard or from a data disk. This section is also used to iden
tify the design of the data. Essentially, a data set is made up of cases, such
as a person' s set of responses to a questionnaire. The cases are made up
of variables, namely each question that a person was asked. The vari
ables have answers. These answers have labels (words that describe each
answer) and values (the answers themselves) . In addition, SpeedSTAT
can access data stored in DIF files so that it is compatible with a variety
of other products.
Data out is used to store the current data set on a data disk. Also, the
entire data set must fit into main memory. This can be a limitation when
it comes to some types of processing.

THE AFFORDABLE ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
E:Z-LEDGER uses the simplest form of bookkeeping possible. Single entry book·
keeping requires only posting transactions either under INCOME or EXPENSE.
EZ-LEDGER will keep track of expense items under any one of 99 user selected
tax codes plus all year·to·date and monthly running totals for each of the
selected items. Expense items may be entered under DEDUCTIBLE or NON
DEDUCTIBLE type codes .
EZ-LEDGER is a strictly cash system. i.e. if you pay out monies (check, cash ,
credit cards etc.) then the transaction is posted under EXPENSE and if you
receive monies then record them under INCOME.
EZ-LEDGER will produce INVOICES with an automatically incremented invoice
number and then automatically post the data to an ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
holding file or directly to INCOME and updates all totals.
The a~ounts receivable and accounts payable files are "holding" files with their
own running year to date totals. Transactions in these files may be automatically
posted to INCOME or EXPENSE and all respective totals will be updated auto
matically.

EZ-LEDGER will support 80 or 132 column printers and one or two disk drives. The
printer is needed for producing invoices, but optional on all other reports.
EZ-LEDGER requires 48K ram, APPLESOFT ram and DOS 3.3

[ VISA )

Applesoft and Apple are registered trademarks of
Apple Computers, Inc.

SPECTRUM

Professional Software Products
MATHEMATICS SERIES
The Series Includes These 4 Pro!)rams:
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program
performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, deter
mines the mean, standard deviation and plots the
frequency distribution of user-supplied data sets.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-RES 2-0imensional plot of
any function . Automatic scaling. At your option ,
the program will plot the function , plot the
INTEGRAL, plot the DERIVATIVE, determine the
ROOTS, MAXIMA. MINIMA and INTEGRAL VALUE

MICRO-LOGIC
An interactive graphics program for designing and
simulating digital logic systems. Using the built-in
graphics module. the user creates a logic diagram
consisting of ANO. OR. NANO. NOR. EX-OR. 0. T. JK
FLIP FLOP and powerful 16 pin user-defined MACRO
functions. A typical page of a logic diagram looks
like this:

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program
for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of
any matrix , as well as the SOLUTION to any set of
SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS.

MICRO-CAP
Microcomputer Circuit Analysis Program
Tired of trial & error circuit design? Analyze and
debug your designs before you build them . Wi th
MICRO-CAP you simply sketch your circuit diagram
on the CRT screen and run an AC , OC or TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS. Your circuit may consi st of RESISTORS .
CAPACITORS. INDUCTORS , OIOOES, BATTERIES ,
BIPOLAR or MOS TRANSISTORS . OPAMPS TRANS
FORMERS, and SINSUSOIDAL or USER-OEFINEO
TIME OEPENOENT VOLTAGE SOURCES. MICRO-CAP
can analyze any such network containing up to 40
separate nodes . Includes a user controlled MACRO
library for modelling complex components such as
OPAMPS and Transistors.

3-0 SURFACE PLOTTER: Explore the ELEGANCE and
BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES
PLOTS of 3-dimensional surfaces from any 3
variable equations Hidden line or transparent
plotting.
For APPLE II (48K) and IBM PC (64K) . .. ... .$50.00
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Tne system provides on-screen editors for
NETWORKS/MACROS DATA CHANNELS , CLOCK
WAVEFORMS and GATES. GATE attributes include
DELAY, TRUTH TABLE, NAME and 1/0 clocking
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE SERIES
Both Programs $250.00
A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry
accounting system employing screen-oriented
data input forms, extensive error-trapping , data
validation and special routines for high speed
operation. The series includes these two modules:
GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system
with these features:
•
•
•

Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per
month.
Interactive on-screen transaction journal.
Produces these reports:
Balance Sheet
Transactions Journal
Account Ledgers
Account Listings
Income Statement

For APPLE 11 and IBM PC

.... .... . $150.00

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
A flexible system with these features
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices per
diskette.
Prints invoices, customer statements &
address labels.
Interfaces to General Ledger.
Interactive screen-based invoice work sheet.
Produces these reports
Aged Receivables
Sales Analysis
Account Listings
Customer Balances

For APPLE II and IBM PC . .. (2 DRIVES) .. $150.00
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The system is available for Apple II and IBM PC
computers. A non-graphics version is available for
CP/M 2.2 It uses the network editor to create
netlists and text printer plots to display simulation
results. All versions require 2· 5 114" disk drives.
For APPLE II, IBM PC (192K) and CP/M (?OK) $450 00
MANUAL & OEMO DISKETTE ...... .. .. .... ... . . $50.00

PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER
The premier personal and small business financial
system. Covering all types of accounts including
check registers, savings, money market, loan ,
credit card and other asset or liability accounts. the
system has these features:
Handles 25 Asset/Liability Accounts
Monthly Transaction Reports
Budgets Income & Expense
Reconciles to Bank Statements
Prints Checks & Mailing Labels
Automatic Year-End Rollover
Prepares a Net Worth Reports
Searches for Transactions
Handles Split Transactions
User-Friendly Oata Entry Forms
Fast Machine Language Routines
Extensive Error Trapping
HI-RES Expense/Income Plots
For APPLE 11 and IBM PC .

For APPLE II and IBM PC computers. A non-graphics
version using an on-screen editor to enter networks
and text printer plots to display simulation results
is available for CP/M (2 2- 5 1/4" SSSO) systems.
Requires 2 disk drives.
For APPLE II , IBM PC (192K) and CP/M (?OK) S475.00
MANUAL and OEMO DISKETTE
...... .. $50 00
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: All programs are supplied
on disk and run on Apple II (64K) or IBM PC (128K )
with a single disk drive unless otherwise noted .
Detailed instructions included. Orders are shipped
within 5 days. Card users include card number. Add
$2.50 postage and handling with each order.
California residents add 6 1/2% sales tax. Foreign
orders add $5.00 postage and handling per product.
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$75 00

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

FOR PHONE ORDERS:
(408) 738-4387
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
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Edit is one of the more powerful options available. It allows you to
display an y case, modify any case, add new cases, identify which cases
should be included in a subseq uent a nalysis, edit names given to vari
ables, enter or edit labels given to values, recode values (that is, to spec
ify code numbers to signify a particular range of values), and to search
through the cases using a variety of search criteria.
S tat1\tics is used to select and execute a variety of statistical meas
ures. You can even do some sampling of the data before processing
it folly.
Report possibilities include a raw data report (all data is included), a
raw data summary, frequency distributions of your choice with accom
panying stat istics. and two frequency tables (crosstabs) with accompa
nying statistics.
The setup sect ion creates work disk s and allows you to set the appro
priate printer parameters.
One of the most impressive parts of this package is the documenta
tion. It is unusually readable, contains loads of actual screen illustra
tions. and is well organized. It covers using the computer, using a soft
ware pack age, and using statistics, so this is no small accomplishment.
The ma nual was written by a user who wasn't a computer professional;
perhaps that says it all.
Since many people who are interested in statistics are accustomed to
using large mainframe computers with very large main memories, how
much data a program can process is a pertinent concern. The amount of
data SpeedSTAT allows you to work with is a function of how many
variables there are in each case. More specifically:
Number of Variab les
In Each Case
5

Number of Cases

15

Allowed
2048
1248
806

20

585

25

452

50

187

75

98

10
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As you can see, the package can accommodate data sets of reasonable ·
size. It's important, of course, to have a good sense of your application
before choosing a statistical analysis package.
Statistical analysis can add a new dimension to your decision-mak- ·
ing aids. If you are already a statistics user and you've been looking for a
microcomputer-oriented package, this one should meet your needs. It
will not teach you all about statistics; it does make it easier to work with
them, however. You, as always, must do your homework ahead of time
in order to determine what measures are important. SpeedSTA T pro
vides many capabilities that both the professional statistician and the
novice will find useful.
B.U.G. Advice. One of our Business User Group members wrote in
to ask whether it would be okay to use both sides of a floppy disk. It
seems she saw a device at a computer show that would cut a notch in the
backside of a disk so it would no longer be write-protected, and she was
hopeful that this procedure would double a disk's capacity.
Before you decide to use both sides of a disk, consider these facts:
1. When you use the opposite side of a disk, the disk itself rotates the
opposite way. Since the purpose of the "dust jacket" is to wipe the disk
surface, this opposite rotation may cause any collected particles to come
loose and scratch the surface of the original side .
2. Disk manufacturers test both sides of a disk for any defects . If a
defect is found on one side, that side is often used as the underneath side
when the disk is packaged and sold.
3. Using both sides of a disk decreases the life of the disk.
For these reasons. using both sides of a disk is certainly not recom
mended when you have valuable data to be stored. Forewarned is
forearmed; you make the final decision.
And so we come to the end of another month's ramblings. Thanks
for tagging along.
JI
SojiCorp /111erna1ional. 229 Huber Village Bou/e1•ard, Westen•ille. OH 43081; (614)
890-2820. (800 ) 543-1350. VisiCorp, 2895 Zonker Road. San Jose, CA 95134: (408)
946-9()()().

Plake your business presentations picture perfect
with GRAPHICS Dt:PAKTJ.tlt:NT'"
5. Editors are available in bot h the
charting kit and the slide projector to
simplify your data entry.

If you 've ever made a business
presentation, you know what a help a
graphics department can be. Now with
Sensible Software's new graphics program,
GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT, you can do all
the graphics pizzazz yourself - faster than
any graphics staff! And you'll get your point
across with color and impact, whether to
your boss, colleagues, customers or clients.
•n::i
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All these features are now combined into a
single package for the first time. Now you
can do your entire presentation with just
one graphics program. All you need is the
GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT program, an
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Apple computer (II, lie, or /If), 48K, and
Applesoft.

The GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT is a new
graphics system that combines five major
graphics tools into one friendly, easy-to
learn HI-RES graphics package. All visuals
produced are HI-RES pictures suitable for
printing or turning into slides.
1_ The chart generator automatically
creates colorful pie, bar, scatter, or line
graphs from your tabular or Visicalc DIF
files. Automatic labeling and direct loading
from Visicalc help prevent errors and save
time on multiple charts. Each graph may
include up to 99 data points.

GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT is available for
only $124.95 at your local computer store. Or
directly by mail (please add $1.25 for ship
ping). Visa, Mastercard, COD, and checks
welcome. For more information or to order:
4. The slide projector combines your
graphics into a professional-looking
presentation. You can move "slides"
forward or backward with the game paddle
or even automatically display them at preset
intervals. It's a great way to beat "rush"
presentation deadlines!
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~Software, Inc.

6619 Perham Dr.
West Bloomfield. Ml 46033
(313) 399-88n

Apple, Apple II. lie, Ill, and Apple sof1 areregislered trademarks of
Apple Computer, Inc.; Visicalc is a registered trademark of
Personal Soltware, Inc.

When it has to be there NOW, the TELE·POKTl:Km
data transfer program expresses it Applem to Apple:'
•Get sophisticated CRC error checking (even on messages) ta automatically
How to work harder, smarter and faster with less effort: tum the
detect and correct errors caused by noisy phone lines.
telecommunlcatlons data transfer work over to TELE-PORTER,. and your
Apple,. computer!
• Enjoy the ftexibilily of unattended, late-night transmissions. No clock card is needed.
If you need ta seno individual DOS 3.3 disk files or even entire 5-inch diskettes
•Only one copy of the TELE-PORTER diskette is needed ta send data.
(including Apple Pascal, CP/M, DOS 3.3, and
~--~
Other features include a graphic progress display, support up ta
SOS diskettes) from one Apple computer ta ,,.-----'-:=~
1-===----ll
.
2400 baud, wildcard selection of file names, and diaganother, you need TELE-PORTER!
nostics far checking connections. Yau also get
Na matter what operating
support for a wide variety of cammuni 
system you use, the
ca tian cards, the ability ta read the
TELE-PORTER pro
directory at the other computer
gram provides
with a "Remote Catalog"
a speedy, ver
command, and an-line
help when you need it
~
even while sending
And there's still
data.
0
mare! Compare the TELE
)
PORTER ta any other data
transfer program and see
haw much mare you or your
business can accomplish
far less.
satile, moneysaving way to send and receive
The TELE-PORTER program Is
data using your Apple computer, modem, and phone. You can
avallable for only $79.95 at
even send and receive data simultaneously in both directions 
your local computer store. Or
an exclusive feature of the TELE-PORTER program that can
by mall (please add $1.25 for
shipping). Visa, Mastercard, COD
save up ta 40%ofyour telephone time!
Start with one menu, select what you want sent and received,
and checks welcome. For more Information or to order:
from where ta where, and let the TELE-PORTER program do the
rest of the work automatically- even while you're asleep and the phone rotes
are law. Now you can get full use out of your modem and your data with this
6619 Perham Dr.
new program from Sensible Software.
West Bloomfield, Ml 48033
•Send individual DOS 3.3 disk files or send the entire disk at once. Only the
~Software,
(313) 399-88n
sectors actually used an DOS 3.3 disks are sent ta save an transmission time.
Requirements: Apple II,"' Ila or Ill (In emulation mode) computer with 48K and one or more
• Get automatic data compression ta save transmission time and money. Data
disk drives.
is automatically restored after transmission.
Apple. Apple II. Apple /le. Apple///, Apple Posco I. DOS 3.3, and Apple SOS ore registered trodemo rks
• Both parties can "chat"' during file transmission.
of Apple Computer. Inc.; CPIM is o registered trodemark of Oigrtol Research Corporation.
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BY TOMMY
What separates a successful business from a
blockbuster'! VisiCorp, nee Personal Software,
presenl~ an example of the latter. Its superstar
product, Vi.wCa/c, became such a hit that man
agement decided to change the name of the
com pany to reflect the product's name. Was
this success all due only to the merits of a soft
ware concept whose moment had come, or was
the fo resight and willingness of the manage
ment to take risks-from the word go-also a
crucial ingredient?
Sojialk first introduced its readers to the
VisiCorp peo ple and their forward-thinking ap
proach back in October 1980. The company
w.is still doing business as Personal Software
then . Here was a firm whose growth became the
archetype of the Silicon Valley success story.
VisiCorp's Dan Fylstra and his wife op
erated a software mail order operation out of
their apartment in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
That was in 1978, and their product line con
tained many games one might consider collecti
ble today, so me by nature of their obscurity,
others by nature of the huge popularity they've
e njoyed since they were originally released.
One such collectible hit program was devel
oped by Canadian Peter Jennings, the cofound
er with Fy lstrn of Personal Software, toward the
end of 1978. This popular chess program, Mi
croche.u. a long with the marketing savvy of Fyl
stra, made possible a ll that would follow for
Personal.
With the success of this program under their
belts, Jennings an d Fylstra were in a position to
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begin parlaying the company, which started
In the spring of 1981, it became obvious that
with an initial investment of $500, into one if hardware trends continued evolving as rapid
whose worth is now appraised to run some
ly as they were, certain things would be inevita
where in the area of $125 million. Armed with ble in th e area of software marketing. Fylstrn
an understanding of the necessity to take risks, says, "One of our maxims is that user expecta
they felt compelled in la te 1978 to embark on a tions always rise to a point just beyond what
course of action that could make or break the can currently be delivered."
company.
Plans were laid to develop a series of inte
They decided to go for broke, funding MIT grated multipurpose software packages that
grads Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston with would complement VisiCalc and take advan
$100,000 worth of the profits from Microchess tage of the more powerful computer systems
to develop what was envisioned to be a busi
tha t consumers would be buying.
ness forecasting tool or spreadsheet. The gam
Now, two years later, VisiCorp is about to
ble paid off: VisiCalc became a long-running unveil VisiOn. Though analogous in many ways
top seller, setting a standard that all competi
to the approach taken by Apple with the Lisa,
tors addressing the busin~ss software market VisiOn is distinctively software-based, allowing
would have to acknowledge.
it to run on various machines, above the level of
By 1980 Personal Softwa re had received the operating system.
$500,000 in private placement funds from a ven
VisiOn a nd Lisa share a distinctive window
ture capital arm of the Rockefeller family, as approach to interacting with various data struc
well as all the management expertise that went tures and a mouse that makes control keys and
along with the association. A few months be
complex command codes a thing of the past.
fore the Exec feature Softalk presented on the The Vi.riOn programs opt for a more verbal ap
company in the latter part of 1980, Terry Op proach to menu selection, instead of the graph
dendyk, formerly of Intel a nd, before that, of ic icons that Lisa provides to represent various
Hewlett-Packard, had been recruited to fill the tasks.
position of president and chief operating of
Vi.riOn is scheduled to be in users' hands by
ficer. Jennings had begun to concentrate his ef October. The package will run on sixteen-bit
forts in advanced research and development, machines (eight-bit machines not being power
and Fylstra, now chairman of the board, con
ful enough to accommodate it) and will use ex
tinued to concentrate on what he then referred panded memory and hard-disk-storage capa
bilities. The approach is modular: Each appli
to as "doing an Apple."
"We looked around the industry and liked cation can be purchased separately . The initial
release will offer three core programs, VisiOn
what we saw at Apple, so we applied those ele
ments of success that were germane to our busi
ness and made them our own," says Fylstra .
One of these elements was, by traditional stan
dards, the premature install ation in executive
positions of people that appeared to be over
qualified, thus allowing the company room to
grow into the capabilities of its m anagement.
And grow the company did. With its change
of na me to VisiCorp and of residence to Silicon
Valley, all the entertainment software that was
part of its line early on was eschewed in favor of
a complete line of business packages. Every one
was called VisiSomething and was supported by
a full-time staff of more than three hundred em
ployees.
Left. chairman Dan Fylstra, and right, president
Terry Opdendyk, VisiCorp 's visionary helmsmen.
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Cale, VisiOn Word, and VisiOn Graph, each in
tegrating substantial improvements over other
similar applications already offered in Visi
Corp's product line.
In such a period of rapid technological
growth as the present, when the nature of the
workplace is being redefined by burgeoning
technology, the nature of the relationship be-
tween labor and management must also be re
defined. The awareness of this essential connec
tion is reflected at VisiCorp in the share-the
wealth attitude toward employees that's con
cretely implemented in the company's profit
sharing and stock-option policies. The majority
of VisiCorp stock is held by its employees in
spite of successive rounds with outside venture
capital investors-a little more than nine mil
lion dollars' worth-that the company has en
joyed to date. Management at VisiCorp stands
committed to this approach that views worker
participation as an essential ingredient for in
creased productivity and continued success.
Another solid commitment at VisiCorp,
continued from the early days when Personal
Software was just beginning in Boston, is the
employ of the handicapped for product assem
bly. Last year VisiCorp was selected Handi
capped Employer of the Year for the San Fran
cisco Bay Area. The company currently em
ploys hundreds of handicapped people from
various organizations, including a disabled vet
erans' group.
Looking always toward the future, Opden
dyk sees the next frontier for VisiCorp to be in
the area of communications and networking; he
predicts a proliferation of local-area networks
over the next few years. In consideration of this,
all of the VisiOn line has the ability to com
municate with mainframes and other micros.
The meteoric success of VisiOn, made pos
sible by the powerhouse team of Fylstra, Op
dendyk, and Jennings and backed by the sup
port of those in their employ, bears witness to
the viability of risk-taking in the area of mar
keting as well as in the area of organizational
structure and policy. Most companies that en
dure and become giants in their fields achieve
success because the motivating people who
make the decisions are risk-takers.
But the nature of risks is that, sometimes,
they don't pay off.
Taking Chances. A man like Howard
Hughes predicated his life on taking risks, in
business and personally. Plenty didn't pay off
for him, but most of the crucial ones did. Be
sides that eccentric and monumental souvenir,
the Spruce Goose (flown only once, and only
for moments, with Hughes himself in the cock
pit), the giant and now diversified Hughes Air
craft Corporation remains a living monument
to this innovator's risk-taking prowess. At the
helm today is Dr. Allen E. Puckett, chairman of
the board and chief executive officer. He bought
himself an Apple in 1979 as a tool to help him
understand better the implications of increased
computing power on the flow of information at
Hughes. So/talk told his story in September
1981.
At that time, Puckett had taught himself
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Above, Dr. Allen E. Puckett, Hughes Aircraft chairman, and his son Jimmy enjoy spending time at
their computer workstation at home.
programming from the manual that came with
his Apple and had devised some programs for
his personal use to keep track of tax records and
stock transactions. An enthusiastic yachtsman,
Puckett wrote a program used in the Mazatlan
Regatta to keep an up-to-the-minute account of
each yacht in the race. The information that the
program tracked, on each vessel's position and
current standing, during the race kept the par
ticipants and the media who were covering the
event well abreast of each yacht's progress.
In his position at Hughes, Puckett was pre
occupied with a different kind of progress, that
of adjusting company personnel to the elec
tronic revolution. The chief executive officer
had come to understand the coming computer
age as an electronic triangle: data processing,
data storage, and communication. "Group all
three and you have a totally new capability in
excess of human capability," he said.
Convinced at the time that computers
would never replace the necessity of human in
teraction-such as the team effort he saw as
fundamental at Hughes-Puckett believed that
decentralizing the job site through the use of
personal computers at home would probably
not be conducive to his company's progress.
But nowadays, things are changing. Based
on his experience of having the Apple at home,
Puckett decided to risk an experiment. At the
end of last year he picked the top fifty execu
tives at Hughes, most of whom had no com
puter experience whatsoever, and provided
them with micros for their own use at home.
Puckett hoped to enable those in management
to gain a better understanding of, and commu
nicate more intelligently with, the computer
professionals who are shaping the information

revolution.
The chairman now predicts that more and
more home computers may become extended
workstations, operating as terminals net
worked into company mainframes. At Hughes,
this would be especially apt in the area of soft
ware design, which absorbs an increasing
amount of development time on complex engi
neering projects, such as the engineering and de
sign of a satellite.
On the home front, Puckett now has an
IBM pc sitting adjacent to his tried-and-true
Apple. And this new acquisition was good news
to his fourteen-year-old son, Jimmy, who's been
writing his own Basic programs for some
time-having another computer around gives
Jimmy more uninterrupted time on the Apple
for programming and for playing Axis Assas
sin, his current favorite. The elder Puckett wor
ries about the preoccupation with game play
ing by Jimmy and his schoolmates, many of
whom have Apples at home, too. Reassuringly,
Jimmy praises WordStar for the ease with
which he has applied it to school projects re
quiring word processing.
Whether you're chairman of the board or
merely a fledgling hacker, the Apple you spend
your time with can be an essential partner in
your personal formula for success. It sure helps
to have something you can rely on when ven
turing into uncharted territory-always a risky
:m
business.
One of the greatest thinkers of our lime. R. Buckminster
FuUer, passed (lW({I' on July I, 1983. Softalk was priv
11eged to have visited with him for our January 1982 cov
er story. Fuller's enthusiasm f or microcompwers will
no/ be forgollen; the implementation of his World
Game concept on an Apple continues at fall pace.
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This month we'll look at a few more new products for the Apple that
should be of some interest.
1
Print Buffers. The Consolink Corporation (formerly Compulink)
offers two standalone print buffers. The first is SooperSpooler, a full-fea
tured, parallel/ serial unit with up to 62K of memory. The Sooper
Spooler is completely self-contained, with its own power supply, cabi
net, and internal microprocessor. In addition to the power switch, the
front panel sports a two-digit LED display, a reset button, and two sets
of push button/ LED indicators. The buttons control the space com
pression and pagination features of the SooperSpooler. The back of the
unit provides input / output connectors, a "hard" reset button , and ac
cess to several DIP switches used to select the default configuration .
The basic model of this print buffer includes 16K of RAM, a paral
lel input port, and a parallel output port. A memory expansion module is
also available, as is a pair of serial ports. Besides functioning in its nor
mal fashion as an on-line buffer, the SooperSpooler can convert serial
input to parallel output or vice versa.
Connecting the SooperSpooler is as simple as removing the cable
from your printer and plugging it into the spooler. Another cable con
nects the spooler to your printer. Several DIP switches for configuring
the SooperSpooler to your system are accessible from the rea r of the unit.
Two of these set up the "line-feed-on-carriage-return" control param
eters for both the computer and the printer. Another switch controls the
type of form feed used to advance the printer to the start of a new page.
If the form-feed feature is enabled, the SooperSpooler automatically
keeps track of the number of lines printed on each page. When the form
feed command is encountered on the input stream from the computer (or
generated internally by the SooperSpooler's pagination feature) , the unit
transl ates this command into the proper number of line-feed characters
to bring the printer to the start of the next page .
If the seria l port option is installed, another bank of switches selects
baud rates (both incoming and outgoing), character length, stop bits,
and parity. Since the baud rates can be adjusted separately, input is nor
mally set to the highest rate common to the SooperSpooler and the com
puter. If the printer supports some form of handshaking, the output rate
will usually be set to the highest rate available on the printer. If the
printer does not support handshaking, the rate must be lowered until the
printer operates reliably without dropping characters. SooperSpooler
supports both XON / XOFF and ETX/ ACK software handshaking, as
well as the hardware ROY/ BUSY control.
The two-digit LED readout on the front panel continuously displays
the amount of internal memory being used. Thus when a SooperSpooler
with extra memory installed has become full , the readout displays the
number 62.
Pressing the space compression button toggles the space compres
sion mode on or off. The status of this mode is indicated by an LED
above the push button . When this mode is active, the SooperSpooler at
tempts to conserve memory by compressing any number of consecutive
spaces from I to 127 into one byte. This can make the buffer appear to be
much larger, especially ifthe file contains large blocks of tabular data. To
achieve this , the SooperSpooler examines each character that comes
from the computer. If the character is not a space, it is placed into the
input stream of the FIFO buffer. When the computer receives a space
character, the spooler temporarily stops filling the buffer and begins
counting characters. If the next character coming in is another space, the
counter is incremented by one. Each consecutive space character re
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ceived is counted until a nonspace character is received. At that point , the
Spooler puts a special character into the buffe r, followed , of course , by
the current nonspace character that just came in. This speci a l character
consists of the number of spaces that were counted with the high-o rder
bit set. Normal characters do not have the high-order bit set.
When data is being read out for transmission to the printer, the pro
cedure is reversed. All characters emerging from the buffer with their
high bits not set are sent to the printer as expected. But whenever a char
acter comes out with its high bit set, the Spoo ler automatically converts it
into the number of space characters indicated by the lower seven bits of
the code. Since this sc heme for space compression uses the high-order bit
as a nag, it cannot compress data that uses codes above 127; this means
that this mode cannot be used when graphics, a n alternate character set,
or other eight-bit data a re being printed .
The page button toggles the SooperSpooler's automatic pagination
mode. An LED a bove the switch confirms the present status of this fea
ture. When activated, the Spooler prints a predetermined number of lines
on each page and then advances to the start of the next page. Most often,
this feature is used to prevent printing on or near the perforations be
tween sheets of fan-fold paper. For this reason, this function is also re
ferred to as "skip-over-perf."
The page button also performs a second function . If it is pushed while
the Spooler is still outputting to the printer, printing halts temporarily at
the end of the current line unless the printer has its own internal buffer.
When the page button is reactivated, printing resumes.
The so ft reset button on the front panel affects only the buffer condi
tion of the SooperSpooler. A brief press of this button causes the buffer
to clear and the status display to return to 00. The soft reset button is
useful when you want to terminate a printout. It does not affect any of
the other software or hardware parameters that have been set up.
Several o ther fe atures of the SooperSpooler are controlled by press
ing combinations of the above buttons. For exa mple, pressing the soft
rese t and page buttons simulta neously turn s on the single-sheet mode.
This function makes the Soope rSpooler easier to use with single-sheet,
fricti on-feed printers .
In some cases, the intelligent features of the SooperSpooler may need
to be disa bled so the unit can be used simply as a straight-through print
buffer. This is easily done by pressing the soft reset and spac.:ccompres
sion buttons on the front panel. In this mode, incoming data is simply
stored in memory and passed along to th e printer; software commands
are not checked for.
Pressing the space compression a nd page buttons together initiates a
self-test mode . In this mode, a software check of both ROM and RAM is
performed and the results are displayed on the printer.
The hard reset button on the rear of the unit performs a complete
cold start (similar to turning the SooperSpooler off and then o n again).
This clears the buffer and returns all software-controlled features to their
defa ult values.
Besides buffering data to the printer. the SooperSpooler offers a
wealth of intelligent capabilities to enhance your hard copy, most of
which can be accessed by means of software commands to the Sooper
Spooler. Each command is simply a string of characters, starting with a
special "lead-in" character that is sent out by the computer. When the
Spooler sees this special character, it stops filling the buffer a nd instead
interprets the next character or characters as a control seq uence. The de
fault lead-in character used by the SooperSpooler is the ASCII code 28,
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hut it ..:an b.: ..:hangcd lo any control chara..:ter.
A numbcr of u~eful commands ..:an he sent to the SooperSpooler.
Through them . you can a..:complish pagination. line for]l1atting. re
delinitillll l>f the form-ked character, and n:dcfinition of the lead-in char
acter. Yuu can also disable the SooperSpooler's intelligent features so
that all d~ 1 ta is pas~cd directly to thi.: printer. embed a command to stop
printer nutput. and turn space compri.:ssion on or off. Each of the com
mands ..:an he initiatcd directly from the keyboard (immediate mode) or
from within a progr~1m (deferred mode).
MicroSpooler. The MicroSpooler is SooperSpooler's little brother.
For starters. the basic unit is ahout one-third the size of its full-featured
sibling and ..:ontains only one input and one output port. Several models
of the MicroSpuoler are available. covering all the possible combi
nations of parallel/ serial input / output. Like SooperSpooler, Micro
Spoulcr displuys memory status by means of a digital readout.
MicruSpuoler has two push buttons, copy/ pause and reset. De
pending on when it is pressed, pushing the first button activates one of
several functions. If the Spooler is currently outputting data to the
printer. th..:n pressing this button halts, or pauses. printing. This button
can also he used in creating multiple copies of the data sent by the com
puter. You can do this as an afterthought ("one more copy") or by pre
programming the unit to produce from one to ninety-nine copies. The
former function is activated by pressing the copy button anytime after a
printout has been passed through the MicroSpooler.
After the complete document has been transmitted to the Micro
Spooler (note. of course, that the entire document must fit within the
buffer). the Spooler automatically takes care of producing the exact
numhcr of copies requested. A pause between copies to allow for insert
ing new paper for each copy can also be activated. When multiple copies
are being produced. the digital readout changes to display the number of
copies remaining. Pressing both buttons together causes the Micro
Spoolcr to perform a self-test.
Bufferboard . Provided that you still have an empty slot in your com
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putcr, you might find the Bufferboard from Orange Micro a useful addi
tion. This device. which connects to most printer interface cards via a
short "docking cable.·· provides up to 64K of buffered printing. Its con
necting cahle plugs onto the double-row header pins used by most
printer cards. and the printer cable can then be attached to the
Buffer board .
The standard Bufferhoard comes with 16K of RAM using the popu
lar 64K (bit) dynamic RAM !Cs. These chips are usually organized as
6-IK by I bit and require a minimum of eight chips to store "bytes" of
data. By contrast. the microprocessor on the Bufferboard is pro
grammed to operate with as few as two RAM !Cs-making the 64K-by
2 memory array appear like I 6K by 8. Simply adding the extra memory
chips will increase the buffer size to 32K or 64K.
The Bufferboard uses the Apple's reset key to perform two func
tions. If the reset key is held down while the computer is turned on, the
Bullerboard will perform a self~test of its RAM memory. After less than a
minute. the results of the test 11vill be displayed on the printer, and each of the
eight possible RAM !Cs will be identified as being good, bad, or missing.
The reset key can also be used to clear the buffer: however, this func
tion will be performed only if the reset key is held down for more than
two seconds. Briefly pressing this key resets the computer but does not
disturb the Bufferboard's operation.
lf you already have an interface board you're satisfied with, the
Bufferboard is an economical way to obtain printer buffering. Its major
disadvantage is that it takes up another peripheral slot, something you
may be running short of. If you've just bought a printer and are looking
for an interface board, Orange Micra's Buffered Grappler is a better
choice. This board combines the Grappler interface and Bufferboard
functions onto one board.
Okidata Microline 92 Printer. For the past few years, the low-cost
dot-matrix printer market has been dominated by three Japanese manu
facturers: Epson , TEC (Tokyo Electric Corporation, which makes the
NEC 8023. C. Itoh 8510 or Pro writer, and the Apple Dot Matrix
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Supported by
--·
the best names in the business

Many of the best hardware and software products on your system now, it can work much more
efficiently with Thunderclock Plus.
the market today are compatible with Thunderclock
Thunderclock Plus comes with a one-year
Plus. By design. Because Thunderclock Plus makes them
warranty. On-board batteries keep it running accurately
much more versatile.
Just plug Thunderclock Plus into your Apple " II, lie or for up to four years without battery replacement.
If you want the convenience and versatility of
Ill and it can do any number of tasks automatically. In the
running your system around the clock, get the clock it's
office. the lab or at home. For instance, with business or
designed to run around. Thunderclock Plus. Supported
communications software, your Apple can access a data
by the best names in the business.
base or send electronic mail when the rates are lowest.
See your dealer for a demonstration or contact us.
Thunderclock Plus can also time and date stamp
your disk files to the minute: time
" Apple Is a registered trademark of
Apple Computer. Inc.
experiments and even water
*Requires Thunderware 's Dos Dater Softwore.
your lawn ~* But 1:hat's just
• • Sprinkler application requires BSR X-10 1'. Home
Control System and our Scheduler software.
44 Hermosa Ave., Oakland, CA 94618
the start. No matter how you use
(415) 652-1737

@)THUNDERWARE, INC.
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• 48K buffer for high
speed throughput
Diablo 1640/1650/630
software compatible
Serial and parallel interfaces
• Serial baud rates to 19.2K
• Built in diagnostics & demo program.
• Four CPU's, no cables, belts,
wheels or pulleys

• Letter quality daisy
wheel printer
• 16 print styles, 96 char. wheel,
IBM type ribbon
• Automatic bi-directional
printing
• Proven reliability 100,000
printer mechanisms produced

at

• Up to 32 CPS print speed
in typical applications
• Interconnecting cables for all
major micro-computers
• Automatic proportional spacing
• Parallel 6K bytes per sec.
transfer rate
• Optional extras: forms tractor,
cut sheet feeder.

The DTC 380Z

finer
computer
stores

DAISY
Wheel Printer

~ Data Terminals & Communications

~

590 Division St., Ca mpbell, CA 95008
(408) 3 78- 1112
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Printer). :ind Okidata. Thi, year, we've 'een all three of these companies
hrin!,! out their next generation of printers. The good news about these
printer' is that they ofli: r faster speed. multimode operation. and addi
tional features. Fo r Okidata, this trend is represented by the Micro
line 92 .
T he Microli111: 92 has two basic modes of operation: the data process
in!! mock and the correspondence-quality mode. In data processing
mod..:. the printer works like any other dot-matrix printer. Using bidi
r..:ctinnal printing with short-line logic-seeking, the printer attains speeds
up to 160 cps (characters per second). In this mode, it uses a nine-by-nine
character matrix to obtain drak-quality characters with descenders. In
the C\Jrrespondence, or near-letter-quality (NLQ), mode, the printer uses
a nine-hy-seventeen matrix and prints at 40 cps. The drastic cut in speed
result, from the fact that the printhead must make two passes on each
line. hoth in the same direction. That is. the printhead prints a complete
line. hacks up. and then prints the entire line again. On the second pass,
the pa per advances slightly so that the printhead places dots in between
the existing dots from the first pass. Note, however, that the dots printed
on the second pass are not necessarily the same as those printed the first
time-each character truly has a nine-by-seventeen dot pattern. The
NLQ mode still uses logic-seeking to determine the best direction for
printing each line. however.
Th.: Microline 92 has three major font sizes: IO cpi, 12 cpi, and 17 cpi
(characters p<.:r inch). These correspond to pica , elite, and compressed
character pitches. All of these fonts can be printed in double width, giv
ing thn..'C more sizes of 5, 6, and 8.5 cpi. Two forms of special printing are
also supported. Emphasized printing causes each dot to be printed twice,
one right next l\J the other. This gives the print a darker appearance and
mak<.:s hori1ontal lines more continuous. Enhanced printing, whereby
the paper is advanced by a one-half~dot width in between the two passes,
is also available. This gives the print an even darker and thicker look, al
the expense of a little cl:.irity. There's :.i difference between enhanced
mode and the NLQ mode. In enhanced mode, the very same dots are
printed during both passes. The NLQ mode also allows proportional
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•Works with all Apple compatible joysticks and paddles• Unique
" Jumpers" socket allows you to configure to meet your needs•
Se lect one of two devices or use 4 paddles simultaneously• Gives
you four pushbutton inputs • Supports shift key modification •
Exchange X & Y joystick axis • Small & compact-adheres to
computer with supplied foam tape• All strobes. annunciators and
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spacing between characters. Proportional spacing must be done through
software, however, by const:.intly supplying a new "space between char
:.icters" value. This is different from the NEC, C. ltoh, and Apple print
ers, all of which can proportionally space automatically.
The Microline 92 is also c:.ipable of printing slightly above or below
the norm:.il printing line. This makes it possible to print superscripts or
subscripts for such things as chemical formulas or mathematical nota
tions. A continuous underlining feature :.illows the printing and under
lining of text in one p:.iss.
Line sp:.icing can also be set to either six or eight lines per inch .
Actually, any line height between 1/ 144-inch and 127/ 144-inch can be
specified from softw:.ire. Also select:.ible from software are page length,
top of form. and right and left margins. Horizontal tabs and a vertical
format unit complete the repertoire of the Microline 92's page format
ting. Two other features of this printer are worth mentioning: down
loadable characters :.ind grnphics printing .
Each ASCII character has three dot patterns stored in the Microline
92: one for the draft-quality mode (nine by nine), another for the NLQ
mode (nine by seventeen). and the third for patterns the user defines.
Characters are defined within a seven-by-eleven-dot field, and pat
tern inform:.ition is sent to the printer using a special sequence of charac
ters. Once the "start loading"' command has been sent, the code for the
character being defined is sent, followed by the bit map for the char
acter. It takes eleven more bytes to specify this map-each byte repre
sents the dots to he printed in one vertical column of the character.
Within e:.ich byte, a one signifies printing of a dot in the corresponding
row, while a zero means no dot. Of course, when the printer is turned off,
any downlo:.ided charncter definitions :.ire lost.
For dumping pictures of the Apple's hi-res screens, the Microfine 92
supports Okigraph dot-addressable graphics. This means that with the
appropriate software. hi-res dumps can be :.iccomplished with ease. Up
to seventy-two dots per inch can be printed either vertically or horizon
t:.il!y. For the ultimate convenience, a printer interface card with on
board graphics dump routines should be used: just make sure your card
has the :.ippropriate firmware to work with the Microline 92.
The Microline 92 :.ippe:.irs to be sturdy and well built. It weighs
almost twenty pounds. Most similar printers are lighter (an Epson MX
80, for example, weighs about twelve pounds).
A small fever on the right side of the unit is used to select either fric
tion feed or pin / trnctor feed. The standard printer is equipped with pin
feed rollers for nine-inch paper. A tractor assembly, available separately,
can be attached on top of the printer for full four-point tractor feed. This
unit is adjust:.ible on both sides down to a minimum spacing of three
inches. A roll-paper holder is also available.
Paper is usually fed into this printer from the top or back. When the
trnctors are used, however. p:.iper can :.ilso be fed in through a slot in the
bottom of the printer. This is a fe:.iture usually found only on higher
priced machines: of course, it requires that the printer be placed on a
special printer stand that has a similar slot for bottom feed.
On the front of the printer is a small control panel with five switches
and three indicator LEDs. The switches perform line feeds and form
feeds , select/ deselect the printer, and set top-of-form. The last switch
works in conjunction with a ten-position rotary switch that selects the
form length . These controls make it easy to set up for the printing of con
tinuous-feed invoices, checks, or envelopes. The three LEDs indicate
when the power is on, when the printer is selected (enabled), and when
the printer has run out of paper. Also on this panel (behind the front cov
er) is a row of DIP switches that select various default parameters such as
fine feed on rnrri:.ige return and foreign bnguage character sets.
Update. The G:.ilfo Systems Integer Basic Compiler is now available
exclusively from Synergistic Software, 830 North Riverside Drive, Suite
210, Renton, WA 98055: (206) 226-3216.
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With thi s issue, Jeff Mazur retires from Hard talk . Mazur will continue to co n
tribute urticles to S oftalk and to advise on the subject he knows best.
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WHY SETTLE FOR YESTERDAY'S''
APPLE WORD PROCESSOR?
I 11 f rite Away Is the fastest, most
VVversatlle Apple word processor
available today. Whether you are a
novice or advanced professional you'll
appreciate Write Away's speed, ease of
use and powerful features. Written
specifically for the Apple lie. Write Away
will also run faster than any other word
processor on 48-64K Apple II + and
Apple compatable systems.•

Write Away rs easy to learn and use.
The manual is tabbed and organized by
functions with three written and two
screen tutorials. Command reference
sections include carefully explained
examples, a handy reference card, a help
screen, and a complete index. You'll use
single keystrokes for inserting, deleting, ·
searching. cursor movements and other
commands. Write Away uses standard
Apple DOS text files for easy interfacing.
Jhe Write Away system includes a
mail/merge function and special utilities
for creating a mailing list from popular
data bases. Write Away automatically
uses all popular II + and lie B(}column
boards and will work with any
printer.
Write Away . .. Awarded the seal
of approval by the Professional
Software Programmers
Association.

ONLY S175

Let your Apple teach you to program inBASICt
BASIC TUTOR makes learning BASIC easy. With it
your Apple will give you step-by-step instruction in
handling all the fundamental elements of the BASIC
language.
BASIC TUTOR begins in lesson one by assuming you
have no knowledge of programming. By the end of the
last lesson you will be writing carefully planned, well
constructed programs of your own.
BASIC TUTOR is interactive, prompting you with
questions to which you will respond at the keyboard.
Positive reinforcement is given with each correct
answer, and specific aid is provided with each incorrect
answer to help lead you in the right direction. Also,
frequent summaries and reviews help make your new
· knowledge stick.
BASIC TUTOR was designed for self-instruction. You
can work at your own pace to optimize your learning
curve. And BASIC TUTOR is fully compatible with
Applesoft BASIC, so that any original programs you
write will immediately run on your Apple computer.

BASIC TUTOR was written for SuperSoft by
Courseware Applications, one of the pioneers in
Computer Aided Instruction. Courseware Applications
has had extensive experience in all areas of C.A.I.,
including corporate training programs, educational
instruction (including programs for the international
PLATO network), and military simulation courses. This
experience has helped make BASIC TUTOR
Computer Aided Instruction at its best.
With BASIC TUTOR you can tum your Apple into the
greatest teacher you've ever had . So start learning
BASIC today - with BASIC TUTOR.
Requires: Apple II DOS 3.3, 48K, one disk drive
BASIC TUTOR : $99.00
Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computers Inc.
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EPSON
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TURN AN

THE BASIC
So ution
By Wm. V R. Smith
This month's Basic Solution presents a very
By changing this line you ca n even create
fast circle-drawing subroutine. The subroutine cones.
requires that the hi-res screen be turned on and
We will be using this subroutine in future
1 color be set for line drawing.
Bas ic Solution articles so save it on disk for later
This subroutine was written and developed use. Good luck with your programming.
by Bill Depew . The logic of the circle algorithm
1 REM •• •••••• ••••••·
requires a knowledge of advanced calculus and
2 REM *CIRCLES
will not be discussed in this article.
3 REM " CIRCLES
A circle is defined by the location of its cen
Cl RCLES
4 REM '
ter and the size of its radius. The subroutine
5 REM **"****"'*****"*
requires you to specify the radius of the circle in
10 HGR
the variable R a nd the screen coordinates of the
20 HCOLOR = 7
center of the circle in X and Y .
50 R = INT ( RND (1) ' 30) + 1
55 ex = INT ( RND (1). 250) - R
Another subroutine checks the radius and
60 CY = INT ( RND (1) * 300) - R
coordinates to make sure that the entire circie
70 GOSUB 100
can be drawn on the screen. In the event the cir
75 IF ER = 1 THEN 50
cle cannot be drawn , the variable ER is set to
80 GOSUB 200
one, indicating an error. This means that the
90 GOTO 50
circle goes off the screen and yo u should not at
100 REM *"*"'*•**"'**"'*•******
110 REM ' CHECK CIRCLE
tempt to draw the circle with the current
120 REM * SIZE I SCREEN
parameters.
130 REM ****************"'"**
A sample program is provided that draws
135 ER = 1
various-size circles randomly on the screen to
140 IF e x - R < 1 THEN 190
show how the routines are used in a program .
150 IF ex + R > 269 THEN 190
Looking over the sample control program
160 IF CY - R < 1 THEN 190
170 IF CY + R > 155 THEN 190
should give you an understanding of how to use
175 ER = 0
the circle-drawing subroutine. and the param
190 RETURN
eter testing routine.
200 REM ****""'*************
After you have entered the subroutines and
210 REM * CIRCLE ROUTINE
the control program and are satisfied that it
240 REM *******************
runs correctly, you can edit the circle subrou
250 N = 0
260 N = N + 1
tine. You can change the way the circle is drawn
270 IF (2 /\ (N - 1) > R) OR (R > =
in line 320. The current line 320 will draw a
2 " N) THEN 260
filled-in circle. Enter the following line 320 to
280 RD = 2 /\ ( - N)
draw a circle outline.
320 HPLOT CX + X,CY+Y

Here is an example of a different way to fill
in a circle.
320 HPLOT CX,CY + Y TO CX+ X, CY +Y

290
300
310
320
330
34 0
350
36 0
370

CS = COS (RD):SN = SIN (RD )
x = .5:Y = R + .5
FOR N = RD TO 6.3 STEP RD
HPLOT CX,CY TO ex + X,CY + y
X2 = X * CS + Y * SN
Y = Y ' CS - X ' SN
X = X2
NEXT
JI
RETURN

with the SUPER-MX CARD
for the APPLE II or APPLE lie.
The standard of printing excellence is the
daisy-wheel printer. The SUPER-MX
card provides the Epson printers with just
about the same quality print as the daisy
wheels! And these fonts can be accessed
by all software , even copy-protected
diskettes.

SUPER-MX Roman font is
the standard .
Epsons can now print Elite
with the SUPER-MX card.
Other optional font styles are available
in addition to the standard Roman font
that just plug into the extra sockets
provided . They come in pairs so you can
add a total of four extra fonts. Orator
Large comes with Letter Gothic. Script
comes with Olde English.

LETTER GOTHIC is
modern looking.
ORATOR is easy to read
and good for speeches.
SCR1 PT add..6 :.the.
p e.nb a'fl.aJl. :.I:. OU C. h •
~CD£

£N~C~8H

£a~nal

is
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and elegant.

BETTER THAN GRAPPLER!
The Super-MX card has all the Apple
Hi-Res graphic dump commands that
the Grappler card has including: double .
dumps (both pages side by side) , dump
from page 1 or 2, double size, empha
sized, rotated, strip chart recorder mode,
and text screen dump .
The two expansion sockets allow
EPROM expansion to 12K to insure you
that the SUPER-MX card will remain the
most intelligent interface around.
MX-100 needs Graftrax-Plus. MX-80
needs G raftrax or G raftrax-Plus. FX-80
works as is. 90 day warranty.
SUPER-MX card with cable .. .. $175.00
Orator and Letter Gothic Fonts . . $30.00
Script and Olde English ......... $30.00
Got an excellent review in Peelings II
magazine so call or write today! C .O.D .s
accepted . California residents add 6 Y2%
sales tax . Add $3 shipping to all orders
except pre-paid . U.S . dollars only .

Spies Laboratories
(pronounced "speez")
P.O. Box 336
Lawndale, CA 90260
(213) 644-0056
Apple II is a TM of Apple Computer, Inc.
Graftra x is a TM of Epson America . Inc.
1 Grappler is a TM of Orange Micro. Inc .
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An artist's renderi ng of the " mas s catcher," a large device in orbit that receives lunar material accelerated
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Civilization on Earth has been allowed to develop. Therefore, we can be
quite sure that no civilization hostile to other life is in command of the
gala:xy . Either there has never been such a killer life form, or any that de
veloped were contained by earlier civilizations with peaceful intentions, or
we are, in fact, alone in the galaxy . All three alternatives lead to a single,
profound, and positive conclufion.
Our galaxy is frii!ndly. and it is waiting for us.
-from 2081: A Hopeful View of the Hwnan Future

into space by the Mass-Driver.

Dr. Gerard K. O'Neill is optimistic about the future of the human
race. Author, professor of physics, researcher, Apple owner, program
mer, president of both a high-tech startup company and a nonprofit
foundation, pilot, and father, O'Neill is a man with a message: space.
In his two-year-old treatise on the future, 2081 (Simon and Schus
ter), O'Neill proposes that when a civilization reaches the level of tech
nology we have today, there are only three paths its future history may
take: self-destruction, stagnation, and the colonization of space.
Making a Path under Surges That Threaten To Engulf Us. It's no
secret that there are enough nuclear warheads in the arsenals of the world
to bomb the human race back to the Stone Age, if not right out of exis
tence. And by stagnation, O' Neill means that the civilization might never
grow beyond its own solar system. "A civilization could freeze its techni
cal progress at a modest level a nd could devote the rest of time to the
arts, to philosophy, or to contemplation."
O'Neill refers to the first two paths as "dead ends," though he does
acknowledge that stagnation "could be perfectly satisfactory. After all,
the oyster fills its ecological niche so well that it hasn't changed for a mil
lion years ." But it's the third path, colonizing space, that he feels is the
best one for our civilization.
The idea of building human colonies in space is an old one. As far
back as the writings of Cicero and Lucian it's possible to find fanciful
speculations about space. The acknowledged modern-day father of space
colonies is Konstantin Tsiolkowski, a Russian schoolteacher who pro
posed that a space colony requires only an air-enclosing shell and could
make use of solar power and raw materials found in space. Tsiolkowski
first developed his ideas in the early years of this century; he was way
ahead of his time.
Several decades later the idea of colonies in space-as opposed to
colonies on the moon and planets, which have always been popular no
tions-was revived by individuals like Robert Goddard, John Stroud,
J.D. Bernal, and Dandridge Cole. O'Neill is the latest champion of the
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cause of breaking through what he calls our "myopia, our inborn auto
matic assumption that all human beings, even centuries from now, will
be born and live out their lives on planets, even if they venture briefly
into space to travel from one planet to another."
In 2081, Gerard K. O'Neill takes us on a whirlwind journey through a
world of ideas, a future that some of us may be around to see . Right
now. he's heavily involved with the down-to-earth process of developing
some of these technologies, including a curious piece of hardware called
a "Mass-Driver." One of his hardworking colleagues, helping with the
research and design of the Mass-Driver and numerous other tasks, is an
Apple II Plus.
New Jersey, the Final Frontier. O'Neill is currently a professor of
physics at Princeton University and president of the Space Studies Insti
tute and Geostar Corporation. A native of New York state, raised in
Connecticut and upstate New York, O'Neill received a B.A. from
Swarthmore College in 1950 and a Ph.D. in physics from Cornell Uni
versity in 1954. Since 1954 he has been a faculty member at Princeton,
teaching both graduate and undergraduate courses.
O'Neill has conducted numerous research projects, especially in ele
mentary particle physics. In 1979, he published a graduate textbook on
that subject with one of his graduate students. O'Neill is perhaps best
known in particle physics circles for the concept of colliding-beam stor
age rings and for implementing this concept in the first high-energy col
liding-beam experiment.
In 1969, O'Neill took an idea that had been around in various forms
for decades-colonies in space-and promoted it as a realistic plan
within the limits of existing technology. The early seventies were a frus
trating but exciting time, says O'Neill. It was difficult to gam support in
the scientific community for his ideas, because they were so "threatening
to 'establishment' thinking." He had to resist the temptation to give up
and turn his work into science fiction.
By the mid-seventies, O'Neill had stirred up more than passing inter
est among the scientific community and the aerospace industry with his
conclusions "that we could build space colonies relatively soon, within

ADALAB'"'Automotes lob Instruments

Dr. Gerard K O'Neill, president of the Space Studies Institute and Geostar,

• Interactive M1croware's general-purpose ADALAB '" data ac
qu1s1t1on and control system interfaces with virtually any lab in
strument using a recorder or meter, including GC and HPLC sys
tems, spectrophotometers , pH meters , process control apparatus ,
thermocouples, etc.
• Lab Data Manager "' software facilitates single or multi
channel acqu1s1t1on , storage , display and chart recorder style out
put of lab instrument data. IMI OUICKl/O software operates within
easy-to-use BASIC!
• Thousands of scientists currently use IMI software and/or
ADALAB products worldwidel
'Price includes 48K APPLE t II + CPU, d1skdrive with controller,
12 '' monitor , dot matrix printer with interface, IMI ADALAB '"' inter
face Card .
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INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.0. Box 771, Dept. 2
State College , PA 16801 (814) 238-8294

the limits of known engineering practice, out of ordinary materials; that
the colonies could be large, as much as a hundred square miles in land
area; and that they could be, if we so desired, very 'Earthlike.' "
In 1977 , O 'Neill wrote The High Frontier in which he worked out his
version of a consistent, practical plan for building space colonies. He at
tempted to do what must be done with any new technical construct, forg
ing a cham of many links so that every link is correctly identified and
proven feasible. One possible space colony design O'Neill wrote about in
The High Frontier is what he calls a "Bernal Sphere"-named after
J. D. Bernal, who wrote about the human habitation of space more than fifty
years ago.
The Bernal Sphere actually contains two spheres, one inside the
other. The outermost sphere is stationary and made of lunar soil to shield
the interior sphere from cosmic rays. The inner sphere has an
atmosphere and slowly rotates, simulating the Earth's gravity near its
equator. Solar energy provides power and light, with greenhouses pro
viding food. The interior could be lush with vegetation, while the area
near the "Earth-normal" equator would be a good place to enjoy such
sports as swimming and tennis. More esoteric athletic activities, such as
zero-gravity soccer and human-powered flight, would be possible near
the sphere's axis of rotation.
In 1977, O'Neill directed a second study (the first was in 1976) on
space manufacturing at NASA's Ames Research Center. That study re
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rial has escaped fro m th e moon's gravitational well a nd i ~ picked up by a
"catcher" in high orbit.
The rationale behind a device like th e Ma s~-Dri ve r is dictated by ixo
nomics. In order to bui ld structures in space, materi al is needed. The
power-and its cost- required to lift materials from the ea rth to high
orbit (outside th e earth's gravitational well ) is eno rm o us.
Launching materials into high o rbit from the eart h requires about
eighty to ns of fuel to transport o ne ton of payload. O'Neill claims th at
for each to n o f the weight of a Mass-D river yo u'll get eighty ton s of lunar
material a year.
O' Neill and others have argued convincingly that large- or small-scale
colo nizing of space could be accomplished faster and cheaper with space
materials. The solar system is well-stocked with raw materials- chi efly
asteroid s and th e moon, in o ur general vicinity. Devices like the Mass
Driver would pro vide a n effi cient way to transport these materials to an
o rbiting manufacturing site. As such, th e Mass-D rive r agrees with
another underl yi ng concept in an economical approach to space
colo niza tion-a utom ation.
It was much cheaper and safer to send an a ut omated craft to Mars
than it was to send a manned exploratory flight. The same kind of think
ing, acco rding to O'Neill a nd his coll eagues, will gove rn o ur future ef
forts in space. There will be ma ny situations in whi ch having automated
devices lik e the Mass-Driver will be cheaper a nd more efficient than hav
ing hum an beings doing the work.
O'Neill was th e first to write about the co ncept of Mass-Drivers in a
technical a rticle- 'The Colo ni zati on of Space"-published in Physics
Todar (September 1974). For the NASA study- Space Resources and
Space Se1tle111enls-O'Neill worked with nine other researchers on three
papers covering the electrical design, structural dynamics, a nd engineer
ing of Mass-Drivers.
Primitive Drivers. Through the late seve nties, O'Neill a nd his col
leagues a t Princeton developed a wo rkin g model of a Mass-Driver. The
;;; resea rch, which was made possible through NASA funding, resulted in
~ two scaled-down prototypes, MDI a nd MDII.
£
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professor of physics at Pri nceton , author, pilot, and Apple owner.
suited in a collection of technical papers dubbed Space Resources and
Space Selllemenls (NASA SP-428), and it narrows d ow n the problem s of
space manu fac turing a nd building self-contai ned space colonies to five
main areas: research needs for regenerative Ii fe-support systems, ha bitat
design, dynamics and design of electromagnetic Mass-Drivers, asteroids
as reso urces for space ma nu facturing, and processing of nonterrestrial
materials.
After completing the NASA st udy, O'Neill founded the Space Studies
Institute (SSI), a nonprofit organization dedicated to funding resea rch
through popular subscription. He also got funding from NASA to begin
work on a prototype Mass-Driver.
What's a Mass-Driver?
A Mass-Driver is an electrical device used to accelerate payloads of
any material to a high velocity. This is acco mplished by accelerating a
small receptacl e, known as a "bucket," cont aining superconducting coils
through pulsed magnetic fields. The bucket is guided by induced mag
netic field s set up in a surrounding guideway.
Lunar Rocks on the Rise. Imagine a one-hundred-sixty-meter-long
tubular machine on the surface of the moon. Mined mate ri als are put in
an open-ended container at one end of the mac hine . A fraction of a sec
ond later the container races to the other side of the tubul ar machine a nd
ejects the material into the thin a tm osphere of the moon at a greater
speed than the moon 's escape velocity. Sixty or so hours later, the mate-
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The basic driver design of a tunnel of electromagnetic coils, tired in
seq uence to accelerate a bucket likewise equipped with magnetic coils,
has not changed from MDI a nd M Oii to the most current Mass-Driver
prototype. MDIII.
What has cha nged is the speed to which the bucket can be accel
erated. MDI ac hie ved a speed of 35 gravities and MDII reached a speed
of 500 gravities. The hoped-fo r speed of 1,800 gravities (around two hun
dred fifty miles an ho ur) is poss ible with the MDIII.
A fter the MDII project was completed, O 'Neill realized that one
mino r change in the design o f the Mass-Driver would significantly sim
plify th e device a nd at the sa me time provide improved perform ance .
This involved the change from a "push-pull" operation to a "pull-only"
design.
MDI a nd MDII, with their push-pull design, employed magnetic
strips for dynamic guid ance o f the bucket through the driver coils. Those

strips reduced the amount of the space available for the bucket. Using
the pull-o nly design makes the driver self-guiding, or self-centering. Also,
by im.Teasing the diameter of the drive coils, the ratio of bucket coil diam
eter to drive coil di a meter could be made quite large. It's that ratio that
mostly determines the strength of the electromagnetic interaction be
tween the coils and the magnitude of acceleration the Mass-Driver can
achieve.
While O'Neill worked on the design, his colleague, Dr. Les Snively,
received a postd octo ra l appointment in Princeton's Ph ys ics Depart
ment to work on the construction of MDIII under a grant from SSI. Be
fore coming to Princeton, Snively did research at M ontana State Uni
ve rsity on low-dimensiona l magnetic interactions. MDIII was unveiled
this spring and has gone through numerous test-tirings, with full power
tests pla nned for this fall.
MDIII is a test section-the first twenty coils of a full-scale lunar
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Left to right: Optical flying-s pot scanners measure the
position and velocity of lunar material as it passes
through correctors downrange of the Mass-Driver
before launch into space ; the lunar material is collected
about 63,000 kilometers above the moon by this
combination mass catcher and Mass-Driver and then
transferred to a space-manufacturing plant in high Earth
orbit; interior view of a space colony, with its own
atmosphere, vegetation , and Earthlike habitations .

Mass-Driver. The diameter of the drive coils is forty centimeters and
the diameter of the bucket coil is thirty-eight centimeters-the nominal
diameters of the proposed lunar model. The only part of the prototype
that is not to lunar scale is the mass of the bucket. Due to a limited
amount of energy-storage capability, MDIII's bucket mass is only one
tenth (40 grams) that of a lunar bucket-payload mass.
Apple Driver. Over the course of a year, O'Neill wrote a program in
Applesoft to calculate the whole operation of MDIII-all twenty drive
coils and their interactions with the bucket coil. O' Neill has worked with
all sizes and varieties of computers since the fifties and has found the
Apple very useful in hi s research.
Simulating the interactions between the changing currents and fields
of the bucket coil with the other coils required twenty-one simulated dif
ferential equations in O'Neill's program. The final Applesoft program
was rather large and ran very slowly, says O'Neill, due to the number of

iterations the program had to go through.
Using the TASC compiler, O 'Neill compiled the Applesoft program
into machine language and the simulation ran five to six times as fast.
Still, tracking the movement of the bucket from rest to full speed in the
scaled-down, nineteen-inch MDIII requires about fourteen hours . By
contrast, when the actual MDIII is fired, the bucket moves from rest to
full speed in seven-thousandths of a second.
O 'Neill calls the simulated program he wrote on the Apple MJI and
says it will be run on a bigger, faster computer soon. M3/ helped im
mensely in the construction of MDIII. When the performance of the ac
tual model and the computer model are compared , they agree closely,
says O'Neill, differing at the most by only 2 percent.
Snively and crew arranged several low-power test firings of MDIII
this May at the Sixth Princeton / SSJ Conference on Space Manufactur
ing. The demonstrations were very fast-st a rting and finishing faster
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MDIII - the latest prototy pe Mass-Driver co nstructed in a Prince to n lab through funding from the Space Studies Institute . MDIII 1s bu ilt to the nominal
spec1ficat1on s for a lun ar Mass-D rive r, but it co mprises only the first ni neteen inch es of the proposed one-hundred-sixty-meter-long device . The spoke
wheel-like bucket (center) is ready to be accelerated through the circular magnetic coils.
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than you can blink. The spoke-wheel-like bucket would be standing still
one mo ment and then, suddenly, it would be at the other end of the
twent y-inch drive chamber. The bucket travels so fast that its movement
is virtually undetectable.
In 2081. O 'Neill talks about another application utilizing the electro
magnetic technology found in the Mass-Driver. He predicts that high
speed, wingless "floaters"-which ride a cushion of magnetic fields
co uld be the most desirable form of short-distance ground travel in the
next century. These devices would operate underground in airless tubes
lined with mag netic coils that would accelerate thin, cylindrical pas
se nger compartments to speeds as high as eight hundred miles an hour.
A "Jloater" ride from New York City to Washington, D .C., would
take about eight minutes. O'Neill sees this kind of ground transporta
tion replacing the current short intercity runs by commercial airlines,
which are tradition ally more economical for longer flights. Several
decades from now, you or your children may be the "mass" in a kind of
Mass-Driver system.
Twenty-first Century Drhers. O'Neill identifies what he calls the
five "drivers of change" early on in 2081. Computers, automation, space
colonies, energy, and communications are the five developments that
O' Neill believes will determine, alone and in combination, the course of
the nex t hundred years.
"As with any technology," O'Neill writes, "that of computers can be
used either fo r good or evil, and, unfortun ately. some of its applications
will certainly be evil." Despite this unsettling conclusion, O'Neill does
not see all dark things for computers in the future. He believes that com
puters will beco me integral to the home a nd will be much smarter and
more communica tive.
O'Neill has had nothing but good experiences with the Apple. He
first beca me familiar with the machine in the a utumn of 1980, when one
was purchased by the institute for use in keeping track of SSI's members
a nd th eir co ntributions. O 'Neill wrote a program in Applesoft for keep
ing track of the foundation's senior associates, those individuals who
donate between o ne hundred dollars and five hundred dollars a

I.
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year to SSI for tin: year,.
SSI used O''.\eill', program for about eighteen months before one of
SSl \ s..:niur a'suL·iate, donated a commercial program for the task
Stol1C\\~1rc·, /JH .\lu.1rer. That senior associate was, by no mere coinci
d<.:1ll'<.:, Barney St,>ne. one of the coauthors of DB 1'vfaster.
O' '\leill say' the Apple is also used at SSI for general record keeping
~md aLniunting (via Vi.1iCal<') and word processing (with PlE Writer).
1\i'ter tryin!! many difkrent word processing programs, O'Neill settled on
/'IF: ll'ri1er and has been using it for years. He has just finished another
hook for Simun and Schuster, written entirely on his Apple at home. The
h,Hik. ~"yet untitled , concerns competition among high-technology com
panies and the futun: of the U.S. economy. It's due out later this year.
Phoney Apples. The Apple also facilitates telecommunications be
t\\t:en O'Neill and SSI and his other company, Geostar. O'Neill lives
huth in Palo Alt,1. California (about 25 percent of the time), and Prince
ton. Recently, he took a fourteen-month sabbaticai from teaching at
Princeton to work with a high-energy physics group at Stanford. He took
hi> Apple along to fulfill his n:sponsibilities of running SSI, using
.\licru Cuuria to communicate with tht: institute's office in Princeton.
Geostar is another ambitious project that O'Neill is the driving force
behind. In late March. Geostar filed an application with the FCC to con
struct, launch, and operate a "position location system" based on satel
lites in geostationary orbit.
The Geostar satellite systt:m is based on three satellitt:S orbiting 22,300
miks ahow tht: t:4ualor, supercomputers at a single ground location, and
inexpensive calculator-size transo:ivers, one for each user. The three satel
lites provide the ability to pinpoint accurately within a few meters the
location of someone carrying a transceiver. The supercomputers accom
plish this by comparing the slightly different times at which transceiver
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signals are received by each of the satellites.
Geostar has already raised $1.8 million for the building of the three
satellites by making a private stock offering, and O ' Neill says RCA's
Astra Electronics division has given the thumbs up on Geostar's design
atier a recent study. The FCC has also awarded the company a fre
quency for microwave transmissions. O'Neill sees Geostar being t:Spe
cially useful to the trucking industry, airlines, railroads, and public safety
agencies. The system could also allow transference of data between users
with portable computers.
The earliest that we could expect to see the Geostar system in opera
tion would be 1987. O'Neill says the time required to build one of the
satellitt:S is thirty-nine months, once there is enough money.
The Time Machine. 2081: A Hopeful View of the Hwnan Fwure is a
fascinating trip through one man's projection of what life in the year
2081 will be like.
After going through his point-by-point tre;1tise of future life, O'Neill
rescrvi;:s a section of his book for "wild cards"-potential developments
currently on the fringes of known science (psionic powers, time travel.
contact with extraterrestrials, the harnessing of antimatter, and other
goodies usually relegated to the realm of science-fiction literature).
While O 'Neill makes passing mention of these potential break
throughs, he spends the majority of his time discussing existing technol
ogies-the five drivers of change-and the most likely improvements
we'll see in thi;:se technologii;:s in the next one hundred years.
Trying to predict how we'll travel, and work, and play , and where
we 'll live a hundred years from now is an ambitious task. It's an exercise
in manipulating ideas, made more palatable by the efforts of O'Neill
and his colleagues to realize today some of the wonders described
in:l08/.
JI
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Jungle Fever, Part 7
Primary memory -usually in the form of RAM (random access
memory)-is arguably the most critical resource in your computer sys
tem. The Apple Pascal p-machine can access only that program code and
data that occupy primary memory. Until copied into primary memory,
material stored on disk or any other form of secondary memory remains
invisible to the p-machine.
A computer that contains a large amount of primary memory can ac
commodate larger programs and can manipulate more data at high
speed than can a less generously endowed machine. In the Apple II
computer equipped with a language card, around 36K of primary
memory is free to hold your Pascal programs and data. The memory that
remains is occupied by the p-machine simulator program and the Apple
Pascal operating system.
To get a more precise estimate of the amount of primary memory
available to you (whether you are using an Apple II, Ile, or III), compile
and execute the following one-line program:
PROGRAM Free; BEGIN Writeln(MemAvail) END.

As we have seen in previous months, MemA vail is a built-in function that
returns a reasonably accurate approximation of the number of memory
words (half the number of bytes) that remain unused at the time
of the function call. (Why MemA vail can never be exact is properly the
concern of a course in the design and implementation of computer op
erating systems; we are not yet ready to consider such matters .)
No Apple computer that runs unabridged Apple Pascal offers less
than about 36K of primary memory for your programs and data . Un
fortunately, while this may so und like an impressive amount of memory
at first blush, it can be filled rather quickly by even a modest program,
especially one that employs a good-sized ARRAY OF RECORD.
At some point, then, you will certainly write a program that needs
more primary memory than you have. Most often, you'll become aware
of this situation when your program causes a "stack overflow," which is
Apple Pascal's unfortunate (and rude) way of saying, "Enough is
enough!" Sometimes, the system indicates a "stack overflow" condition
by putting a special error message on-screen. At other times, the com
puter simply has what appears to be a spontaneous seizure, character
ized by an automatic reset of the equipment.
If your program and its data together consume more memory space
than your computer provides, don't despair; Apple Pascal supports two
techniques you may use to squeeze your program into the-avail
able space. These techniques are data segmentation and program
segmentation.
In data segmentation, you leave all the program code in primary
memory but process only a small amount of data at a time. The inactive
portion of the data is stored until needed in a FILE that is maintained on
a secondary memory device, such as a floppy disk. A program that uses
data segmentation must shuffie data between primary and secondary
memory as often as is necessary to expedite processing. In some com

puter environments, data shuffling is hand led by the operating system
through a so-called "virtual memory" scheme, whereby a secondary
memory file is used to simulate a la rger primary mem ory. In Apple Pas
cal, however, your program must handle data segmentation through ex
plicit data structures a nd Fl LE access.
Program segmentation permits you to maintain la rge amounts of da
ta in primary memory by reducing the amount of memory needed for
program code. With this method, you divide the program into smaller,
semi-independent subprograms, called code segments. Apple Pascal auto
matically ensures that each code segment occupies primary memory on
ly while it is being executed. When one segment finishes its work, it is re
placed in primary memory by another. Thus, a segmented progra m tends
to occupy much less memory at execution time than an unsegmented
program of similar size and complexity. This leaves more room for data.
Data and program segmentation techniques enable your Apple to ac
commodate larger programs and greater amo unts of data th an would
normally fit into its primary memory . There's a price to be paid, how
ever. Programs that use secondary memory generally run much more
slowly than programs tha t do not. Secondary memory is more sluggish
than primary memory, usually because prima ry memory is completely
electronic and involves no moving parts (other than electrons, which
move at almost the speed of light), while seco ndary memory-a disk
drive, for ex ample-often incorporates mechanical devices that a re rela
tively slow. For instance, the Apple's p-machine can acquire a piece of
data from its primary memory in a few thousa ndths of a second . Get
ting the same data from a dormant floppy disk drive may take a second
or so, especially when drive start-up time is taken into consideration. As
you can well imagine, the more a program must rely on segmentation
techniques and secondary memory, the slower it will be.
While some programs use either data or program segmentation ex
clusively, most serious programs involve a combination of the two tech
niques. Therefore, we will examine them both over the next few mo nths.
We'll start with a look at Apple Pascal's facilities for program segmenta
tion, progressing in later months to data segmentatio n a nd adva nced
FI LE access.
Program Segmentation. From previous discussion s, you know that
Pascal programs are kept on disks or other secondary storage media in
the form of p-code files until you choose to execute them . At yo ur com
mand, the Pascal system retrieves an executable program from the code
file in which it resides and then copies the p-codes into primary memory.
Usually, an entire program is copied into memory at once, but you may
elect to divide your programs into two or more code segments if you
prefer.
The Pascal system loads a code segment into primary memory onl y
when it is needed . So long as a segment resides in primary memory, it is
said to be "swapped in." Idle segments remain on disk until they are
summoned during execution, in the process replacing one or more seg
ments that are no longer in use. A discarded segment is said to be
"swapped out," even though the copy of it in primary memory actually
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goes now here. Instead, that code is simply destroyed-overwritten by in
co ming seg ments, perhaps. A fter all, an inactive segment may always be
reloaded from disk whenever it is needed again.
In A pple Pascal. the keyword SEGMENT may precede a PROCE
D U R E or FUNCTION heading, and it designates the following sub
ro utine as a code segment. The p-code for this subroutine remains on
disk until the subroutine is called. The code for any procedure or func
tion declared within a seg ment subroutine is a lso part of that segment.
Thus, a code segment may include a bundle of related subroutines. The
e ntire aggregate stays in secondary memory until the seg ment's primary
(ou termos t) subroutine is called.
An Ex ample of Segmentation: The Screen Editor. The Apple Pas
cal screen editor is divided into seven segments, as shown in the accom
panying figure . The designers of App le Pascal knew that quick, conven
ient text editing would be possible on a microprocessor-based system only
if all th e text being edited could be stored and manipulated in primary
memory at o nce. Thus, the editor had to provide for an extensive text
buffer (on the order of several thousand characters at least). The larger
the buffer, the la rger the text file that could be created and modified us
ing the editor. On the other hand, a large text buffer left little primary
memo ry for the editor program itself! In the end, a balance had to be
struck . The most convenient. commonly used editor functions were
grouped together in one large code segment, so that switching between
them would not involve any time-consuming disk accesses that would de
grade the editor's performance. This crucial segment was named the
E OITCORE.
In additio n to EOITCORE, other segments were established to han
dle less frequentl y used aspects of the editor. For instance, when you elect
to Set the Environment (as described in Chapter 4 of the Apple Pascal
Opera1i11g System Refe rence Manual), the EDITCORE segment is
swapped out and the ENVIRONMENT segment is swapped in. When
yo u regain the editor main prompt line, you reverse this process. When
yo u Quit the editor, the EOITCORE segment is again swapped out, and
the segment na med OUT is swapped in. Whenever you see the editor
prompt line or are using any of the common editing commands, such as
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Insert, Delete, or eXchange, the EOITCORE segment is executing in pri
mary memory and the other segments are swapped out, awaiting their
turn to be loaded in and executed. The editor's huge text buffer, how
ever. remains in primary memory at all times and is always available to
the code segment that happens to be swapped in at any particular
moment.
EDITCORE is much larger than any of the editor's other code seg
ments. prim arily because the complement of functions deemed essential
by the system designers could be realized only by using hundreds of lines
of Pascal code. The size of EDITCORE has always set an uncomfort
ably confining upper bound on the amount of text you can manipulate
with the editor at one sitting. On the other hand, the text buffer would be
only a bout half its current size if it had to share primary memory with all
of the edito r's code seg ments simultaneously.
Program Segmentation and Execution Speed. The following pro
gram executes very slowly, because of its unwise use of segmentation:
.
1 1 1 :D 1 PROGRAM
2 1 1:D 3
Sluggis h;
3 1 1:D 3 (• Demonstration of inefficient use of
4 1 1:D 3
code segments in Apple Pascal.
5 1 1 :D 3 ')
6 1 1:D 3
VAR
7 1 1:D 3
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:Integer;
SEGMENT PROCEDURE
P;
BEGIN (• P •)
(• Empty body-no use slowing things
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SEGMENT FUNCTION
F

:Integer;
BEGIN (' F ')
F := 0; (' Dummy func tion value is constant!
Again, no unnecessary compu tation'
')

END

(' F ');

16
0 BEGIN ('Slugg ish' )
0
(' Now , suppose that the fo llowing loop
was part of a frequently made calculation
0
in a " REAL-WORLD " program!
0
0
')
0
WriteLn(Output, 'Beginning test ... ');
39
FOR I: = 1 TO 500 DO
52
IF (F = 0)
59
THEN
P;
61
71
WriteLn(Output, ' End of test.');
103 END ('S luggish' ).

Experiment with two versions of this program: one that includes the
SEGMENT keywords as shown here , and one that does not. Time the
two programs to see how crippling arbitrary segmentation can be. Obvi
o usly , it is generally a bad idea to initiate frequent segment swaps during
periods of heavy computation' Instead, you should organize your code
so th a t seg ment swa ps occur infrequently and at times when a slight
pa use is psychologically acceptable to the human beings that use your
programs. In the screen editor, for example, seg ment swaps occur when
ever yo u want to Set the Environment or Quit the editor, but not while
you a re using the common text-manipulation commands. There is a kind
of " mental pause" implied by someone's decision to change the editor's
internal settings, or to quit editing altogether. In such situations, the user
may very well notice the delay in program respon se that is engendered by
a seg ment swap, but she will probably find it easy to ignore the brief in
te rruption . On the other hand, she is likely to be acutely conscious of un
comfortable del ays in the editing process if segment swaps occur while she
tries to use the most common t ext-man ipul at ion commands, such as In
se rt , Delete, a nd eXcha nge.
FORWARD Declarations. According to the rules of Apple Pascal,
no "regular" subroutine may be defined at any given level of procedure
nesti ng within a program until any and all segment subroutines at that
sa me level have been defined. This means, for instance, that the follow
ing skeleto n describes a n illegal progra m:
PROGRAM
Bad Order;
(' Utility function-used almost everywhere ')
FUNCTION
Capital(Ch: Char)
:Char:
BEGIN (' Capita l ')
IF (Ch IN ['a' .. 'z'])
THEN
Capital: = Chr(Ord(Ch) - Ord('a' )+ Ord('A'))
ELSE
Capita l : = Ch;
END (' Capital ');
SEGMENT PROCEDURE (' Compiler will complain at this line ' )
Active Ingredient;
BEGIN (' Activelngredient ' )
(' Some useful code goes here-presumably, it uses Capital. ')
END (' Activelngredient ');
(' Perhaps some other regular subroutines and maybe
even some more SEGMENT routines, as well .. . ' )
BEG IN (' BadOrder ')
(' Some useful code goes here-presumably ,
it uses Capital. to o! ')
END (' BadOrder ') .
Attempts to compile programs modeled a fter Ba dOrder will fail. The
comp ile r will refuse to generate a code file, complaining of error condi
tio n 399 ("implementation restriction").
We could so lve the problem by moving Capital below Activelngre
dient in the so urce text. However, Activelngredient could not then use
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Capital, unless it included its own redundant copy of that routine within
its local declaration area. This would be a sloppy a nd wasteful way of re
solving our difficulty, since an unnecessary duplicate of Capital would
occupy precious primary memory at execution time whenever Active! n
gredient was swapped in.
Nothing keeps a segment subroutine from calling a nd usi ng a regu
lar subroutine such as Capital except the rule that segment subroutines
must be defined before regular ones.
Fortunately, Apple Pascal draws an important distinction between
the declaration of a subroutine and its definition. Usually, declaration and
definition happe n simultaneously. The heading of a PROCEDURE or
FUNCTION declares your intention to define and use a particular sub
routine and is customarily followed by the (optional) declaration section
and by a main body. These last two items constitute the definition of a
subroutine.
The Pascal keyword FORWARD enables you to separate subrou
tine declaration from definition. To declare a subroutine using this meth
od, you specify its PROCEDURE or FUNCTION he ading, including
any parameter list and FUNCTION result type, just as you would nor
mally. Instead of following this heading with a declaration section and a
body of code, however, you write the keyword FORWARD and follow
that with a semicolon.
To define a subroutine that has already been declared FORWARD,
you issue an abbreviated heading that consists only of one of the key
words, PROCEDURE or FUNCTION (whichever is appropriate), fol
lowed by the identifier that names the subroutine and then by a semi
colon. After this comes the postponed declaration section (if any) and, of
course, the complete subroutine body. Note that if you fail to provide a
definition that matches a FORWARD declaration, the compiler will
complain of error condition 117 ("unsatisfied forward reference").
Now, we can place the declaration of Capital before ActiveI ngredient
and the definition afterward:
PROGRAM
Good Order:
(' Utility function-used almost everywhere ')
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FUNCTION
Capital(Ch: Cha r)
:Cha r;
FORWARD;(' Noti ce that th e full s ubr ou ti ne heading , including
para meter list and fun ction re s ult type, a rP, used
in the DECLARAT ION.')
SEGMENT PROCEDURE
Active Ingredient;
BEG IN (' Active lngredient ' )
('Some use ful code goes he re-pres umably, it uses Capital. ' )
END I' Activelngredient ');
(' An y ot he r SEGMENT ro utin es go here .. . ')
FUNCTION
Capital : (' Notice the abbreviated form of s ubroutin e heading
that is used in the DEFINITION . ')
BEGIN (' Capital ' )
IF (C h IN ['a ' .. 'z'])
THEN
Capital : = Chr(Ord(Ch) - Ord( 'a') + Ord( 'A'))
ELSE
Capital : = Ch;
END (' Capital ') ;
(' Any other regular routines that may need to use Capital go
here ... ')
BEGIN (' GoodOrder ')
(' Some useful code goes here-presumably, it uses Capital, tool ' )
END (' GoodOrder').
By using the FORWARD declaration, we ma nage to obey the rule
requiring that "segment definitions come first ," while at the same time
we permit Capital to be global to the entire program, including segment
subroutines.
A Digression: Mutual Recursion. Not only does the FORWARD
declaration allow you to establish regular subroutines that can be called
by segment subroutines without violating the "segments come first " rule,
it also enables you to write mutually recursive subroutines. That is, using
the FORWARD declaration. you can write a subroutine A, which calls a
subroutine B. which calls a subroutine A, which calls a subroutine B, and
so on.
Consider, for example, the task of recognizing a statement in a com-
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puter pnigramming languagi: li ke Paseal. Perhap' a general routine that
validat.:s a ··,tall:mcnt" doc' its work hy calling specialized routines that
n.x:1J1,-'11il l' dilkrent type:- of ;,t;1temcnts. One such subroutine would recog
nize an IF statement, another would n.x:ogni1.e an assignment statement.
while still ~mnthcr \\Ould handle a cnmpound statement, and so on. Yet in
Pa,c;il-likc l:mguages. II· statements and compound sl:.ltements can
usually themsclvi.:s co11111i11 s tati.:mi.:nts. Consequently. the subroutines
that handkd such >pi.:ciali1ed construds would have to call the general
st;1t<.:ment-recognitiun routine. Computer scientists would say that the
gi.:nerali1ed subroutine and its spel·iali1cd subordinate routines are mu
tually recursive.
You could not write mutua lly recursive subroutines in Apple Pas
l·al wen: it not for th..: FORWARD-declaration facility. At any point
during the compilation prncess. the compiler prevents your program
from calling any subroutine that has not already bec:n declared. In such
situations. you 'll he notilicd of error condition 104 ("undeclared identi
licr"). Given this restriction, it is clearly impossible to define the bodies of
twu ruutini.:s that ca ll each uther without lirst decluri11g at least one of
them. If you could nut pustponi.: tho.: tle/i11i1io11 of one of the routines, you
rnuld nLJt ddinc its partner.
Segment l\esting. So.:gment subroutines may be declared and de
lined within the declaration section s of other segment subroutines. Of
courso.:. segment procedures and functions must be the lirst subroutines
dctined in any declaration an::a. in keo.:ping with the "segments rirst'' rule
\\ c have already discussed.
Suppost:. though. that SEGMENT PROCEDURE Bis nt:sted with
in SEGMENT PROCE DUR E A. In other words. suppose that the
delini ti on for B is containt:d within ;\ 's decbration section. This does 1101
imply that th..: code for B is alsu luaded into primary memory when A is
calkd . In skad. Bis tn:ated as the indi.:pi.:ndo.:nt code segment that it is. B's
code is left on disk until such time as Bis called by A (or by one of the
subroutines that ari.: local tu A and global tu B).
Segment .'lumber Assign ments. We have long acknowledged that the
Apple speaks a language of numbers that is almost wholly divorixd from
mon: cummunly undi.:rstond languagt:S such as English. So. it should
FOR APPLE II PLUS, FRANKLIN, APPLE lie
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come as no surprise that the compiler automatically assigns a unique ·
number to each code segment, for purposes of identification at the level of
the p-machine. The main program body and all regular subroutines as
sociated with it arc collected in segment 1. This segment is always resi·
dent in primary mt:mory. Other segments are assigned numbers on a
"lirst-comc. tirst-st:rvcd basis." in ascending order beginning at 7 and .
cnding at 31 . (Segment number> 2 through 6 are reserved for system com
ponents.) Although this implies that your programs may be divided into
twenty-six separate code: segments, limitations of Apple Pascal system
design ro.:strict thc number of explicit segment subroutines in any one
program to sixteen. Thus. the numbers assigned to code segments in your
programs will normall y range from 7 to 21 . (This numbering scheme is
upset if you use any UN ITs. but we won't discuss this aspect of the sys
t<.:m for some: time.) You can see graphic evidence of the compiler's seg
ment-numbering policy hy looking back to the compiler-generated list
ing for Sluggish. Notice that the main program body is associated with
:-egment number I. SEGM ENT PROCEDURE P with the number 7.
and SEGMENT FUNCTIOJ\ F with the number 8.
A "New" Compiler Directive. The $R compiler directive instruc
tion. which has up to now been used with a "switch" argument (+or-)
to control the automatic generation of range-checking code. may also be
given an arbitrary charactc:r string as an argument. The compiler inter
prets this string as the name uf a SEGMENT PROCEDURE or SEG
MENT FUJ\CTION. The $R instruction must occur at the beginning of
a body of code. immediately following the keyword BEGIN and ahead of
any Pascal statements that the compiler would translate into p-code. $R ·
forces the Pascal system to load the specified code segment into primary
mc:mory and to leave it there until the subroutine containing the $R in
struction completes its execution. In other words, the $R instruction tem
porarily " freezes" a code segment in primary memory. defeating the Pas
cal system's automatic segment-swapping beh avior. Thus, this compiler
directive in struction enables a particular subroutine to call a segment
subroutine as often as necessary without incurring segment-swapping
delays.
Earlier. we cxamincd the ineflicient use of segmentation in the pro
gram Sluggish. Herc is another verr;ion of that program, which executes
almost as quickly as the unsegmented one by virtue of including a strate
gically placed SR compiler directive instruction:
PROGRAM
NSluggish :
(* Demonstration of how the $R (code-R esident) compiler d irective
instruction can compensate !or seg ment-swa pping inefficiencies. ·i
VA R
:Integer:
SEGMENT PROCEDURE
P:

BEGIN (' P ·)
(. Em pty body-no use slowi ng things down even further with excess
computat1on1 ')
END (* P '):
SEGMENT FUNCTION
F

:Integer:
BEGIN (" F ·)
F. - 0: (' Dummy functi on value 1s constant! Again, no unnecessary
computation! ·)
END(. F ');
BEGIN (' NSluggish ' )
(•$ R p·)
(·s R F·) (' P and Fare now resident in primary memory th roug hout the
execution of Sluggis h, which could easily have been a
subroutine . instead of th e main program . ·)
Writeln(Output, 'Begin ni ng test ... ') ;
FOR I
1 TO 500 DO
IF (F - 0)
THEN
p

Writel n(Ou tput. 'End of test.') ;
END (' NSlugg ish . )
In NSluggish. two separate compiler directives were used to control
the "residency" of the code segments P and F. The addendum to theAp
rfe Pasmf UlllJ{t/{/ge Reji• rmce Ma1111a/ implies that the two directives
could have been combined into the single directive "(*$R P,F*)", and
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this is certainly the case in Apple II Pascal, where one $R instruction may
I be used to contrnl the swupping behavior of any number of code seg
ments. The argument to $R in Apple 11 Pascal may be either a single
I name or a list of names such that each item is separated from its suc
cessor by a comma. However, the Puscal compiler for the Apple Ill per
m its only one name to follow the $R instruction. Thus, the "(*$R P,F*)"
directive is perceived by the Apple llJ compiler as containing two sepa
rate instructions, $R and $F. The latter instruction is undocumented in
: the Apple Ill Pascal manuals and forces the Apple Ill compiler to gen
1 crate code for a p-machine that runs on a different computer system.
1 Quite understandably, Apple Ill Pascal would refuse to execute the alien
product of such a compilation. Use of two separate compiler directives
renders the source text compatible with both the Apple 11 and Apple I II
1 Pascal compilers.
'
The $R instruction allows you to optimize both memory usage and
, execution speed. You may declare procedures and functions as code seg
ments, then rely on the automatic mechanisms of Apple Pascal to swap
these segments in and out of primary memory as appropriate during pro
, gram execution , thus conserving primary memory at the cost of execu
tion speed. However, at points where memory is not so crowded and
quicker execution is desirable, $R can disable segment swaps, thereby
providing marked improvement in a program's performance.
1
Note that you need not issue the SR compiler directive instruction in
: a recursive segment subroutine-that is, in a segment subroutine that
l calls itself, either directly or indirectly (through mutual recursion). A
i code segment remains in primary memory until the original call to it is
resolved. It does not need to be reloaded for subsequent recursive calls;
instead, the original copy of the subroutine code is used (as is always the
1 case with recursive execution, whether or not program segmentation is
I involved).
,
Programmed Control of Segment Swapping. It may not be immedi
( ately obvious, but the $R instruction may also be used to enable or dis
) able code segment swapping under program control. Here is yet another
, version of the Sluggish program that demonstrates the proper technique:
PROGRAM
DSluggish:

l

LOCK-IT-UP
DISKETTE COPY-PROTECTION
AND DUPLICATION SYSTEMS
FOR THE APPLE COMPUTER
The Lock-It-Up systems are sophisticated, menu driven
copy-protection and duplication utilities for the Apple II
Computer. They feature several levels of protection which
make standard diskettes uncopyable by even the most
sophisticated nibble copy programs currently available.
• All sectors on the diskette can still be used.
• Data files can be loaded and/or saved to either the protected diskette
or an unprotected diskette.
• Memory will be cleared and the disk will reboot if the reset key is
pushed.
• The copying systems support up to 14 disk drives.
• Complete data-verification is optional during copy.
• Sequential serial numbers are assigned to each diskette produced by
the system
• Master diskettes created with the system contain an l.D. stamp that
you select. The I .D. stamp must be correctly specified before any
diskettes can be duplicated. This prevents other Lock-It-Up owners
from copying your diskettes.
• Extensive support is provided should you have any problems or
special needs.
• Our system is supported by numerous disk copying services should
you need a large quantity of diskettes duplicated.
Either system is available for $225, which includes three diskettes, an
informative manual, and a non-exclusive license to copy as many
diskettes as needed.

ORDER NOW! Call collect for COD, Mastercard or Visa orders
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

(' Demonstrati on of codn ~, r1q rri r : r 1 t •,w;JrJ fJll1 q IJ[l(Jr:r r,rr,q r:ir r1
contro l rn Appia Pa sca l. ·)
VAR
An swar
:Char;
(• Remember, segments rr1ust co me befrJrr: ur1•,r:yrrir:r1tr,rJ
procedu re s. · )
SEG MENT PR OCED URE

'J l r,~,;, I

P;

BEGIN(" P •)
(' Empty body- no use slowin g thin gs down even fu rthe r
with excess co mputation! ' )
END( ' P ");
SEGMENT FUNCTION
F
:Integer;
BEGIN (" F ' )
F : ~ O: (" Dumm y fun cti on va lue is consta nt' Again , no unnecessa ry
c omputat ion! ')
END(" F ");
PROCEDURE
Compute;
(' If this procedure is cal led by itself, P and F wi ll be swapped
according to Apple Pascal 's usual segment-s wapping be havior. 11
called from within NoSwapCompute, no swapp ing will occur. ' )
VAR
I
:Integer;
BEGIN(" Compute')
Writeln(Output, 'Beginning test ... ') ;
FOR I = 1 TO 500 DO
IF (F - O)
THEN
p·
Writeln(Output, 'End of test.');
END (" Compute •);
PROCEDURE
NoSwapCompute ;
BEGIN (' NoSwapCompute ')
(•$R P')

•
DOS VERSION:
• Any standard DOS 3.3 diskette can be protected.
• DOS command names can be changed and/or deleted.
• Autorun can be used to prevent the listing of a program or the use of
any basic commands outside of a program.
• A faster DOS can be used in order to decrease disk access time by up
to SO%!
REQUIRES: 48K Apple II or II+ with Applesoft in ROM or language
system and at least two disk drives.

PASCAL VERSION:
• Any standard Apple Pascal 1.1 diskette can be protected.
• Files may be transferred to a standard Pascal diskette, but they will
not run unless they are on the protected diskette.
• Easily added to any program by use of a Regular Unit.
• Compatible with Apple Fortran.
REQUIRES: Apple Pascal and at least two disk drives.
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('$R F')(" p and F are now resident in primary memory throughout the
exec ution of NoSwapCompute, and by extension throughout the
execu ti on of any subroutines that are called by it, including
Compute! ')
Co mpute ;
END (' NoSwapCompute ');
BEG IN (' DSluggish ')
Wr ite(Ou tput, 'Swap (Y or N)? ');
REPEAT
Read(Keyboard, Answer); (' No ec ho ')
CASE Answer Of
'Y', 'y':
BEGIN
WriteL n(Output);
WriteL n(Output, ·swapping ON');
Compute;
END;
'N', ·n' :
BEGIN
WriteL n(Output);
WriteLn(Output. ·swapping OFF'):
NoSwapCompute;
END;
END (' CASE Answer ');
(' If Answer does not contain capital or lower-case ·y· or 'N', neither
CASE alternative is executed, and control passes immediately to
UNTIL. ')
UNTIL (Answer IN ['Y'. 'y'. ' N', 'n']):
END(' DSluggish ').

Remember, $R forces the specified code segment(s) to reside in pri
mary memory until the subroutine in which the $R instruction occurs
finishes its execution. The procedure NoSwapCompute includes an $R
instruction that fLxes P and Fin primary memory. It then calls Compute
to do the program's real work. If the user selects nonswapping opera
tion, Compute is called through NoSwapCompute. Otherwise, Compute
is called directly. A more complex version of this scheme was used in
writing the Pascal compiler, permitting you to control the compiler's
code-swapping behavi or by means of the $S compiler directive instruc
tion. As far as your own work is concerned, you may even couple the
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"dynamic swapping" technique with a check of MemAvail to produce
programs that can decide to conserve memory through segment swap
ping when running on 64K Apple II Plus and lie systems but to eschew
swapping in favor of more rapid execution on a I 28 K I le or a 256K Ap
ple Ill.
Control of Segment Number Assignment. With the $NS instruc
tion, you may direct the compiler to assign a particular number to a code
segment. One of the compiler's global variables is a counter that deter
mines the number to be given to the nex r code seg ment constructed dur
ing the compilation process. As soon as the compiler is invoked, the
counter is set to I. That number is assigned to the main program seg
ment, and immediately the counter's value is increased to 7. Normally,
the segment counter is then automatically incremented by one as the
compiler encounters each new code segment. The compiler directive
"(*$NS n* )'' , where 11 is an Integer from I to 30. tells the compiler to
change th e segment counter's value ton. This does not change the num
ber of the seg ment that is currently under construction. In particular,
since the main program segment is considered as "under construction " at
the in stant that the compiler is invoked (and before any compiler direc
tive instructions ca n be recognized), yo u cannot use $NS to change the
value of the main program's segment number, which must always be I.
Furthermore. the argument to $NS must always be greater than the cur
rent number in the seg ment counter, or the $NS instruction will be
ignored (in Apple II Pascal version I .I. that is: error condition 274 will be
repor ted by Apple Ill Pascal in the same situation). Since the segment
counter is increased to 7 as soon as the number I is assigned to the main
segment, $NS may not be used to produce segments numbered 2 through 6.
The $NS inst ruction is obviously of limited utility, even to experi
enced programmers . It is presented here merely for completeness. Only
programmers responsible for certain components of the Apple Pascal
operating system are customarily concerned with segment number as
signments anyway. The rest of us usually don't (and shouldn't) care
abo ut such details; the compiler's automatic behavior should never at
tract o ur attenti on unless and until it somehow prevents us from achiev
ing our programming goals.
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The two previous articles m this series have described differences be
tween the Apple II and Apple III hardware that affect the Emulation
mode, the organization of the Basic and Monitor images on the Emula
tion disk, and changes in the Monitor and games programs that make it
possible to play many Apple II games on the Apple Ill. Now we'll delve
more deeply into the Emulation program itself to discover further varia
tions of the Emulation Apple. The first, with lower-case character dis
play and keyboard entry , permits the use of programs that use lower-case
display. This includes programs for the Apple I le that don't require the
eighty-column card. More exotic configurations include 60K of RAM
and the use of Apple I I software in an Apple III hardware environment,
with delightful and novel results.
When the Emulation program boots, the first twelve disk blocks are
loaded in sequence to install the program into the address range $AOOO
through $8677. (Block 0 occupies $AOOO through $Al FF; block 1 fills

$A200 through $A3FF, and so forth.) The program is an interesting ap
plication of the "memory is cheap, but code is expensive" approach.
Code segments are in $AOOO through $A3C4 and $A4C7 through
$A6 7D. The rest consists mostly of the two text screen images, complete
with all the spaces .
First, let's install a new character set and keyboard handler so we can
use programs written for an Apple with lower-case display, including
some new programs written for the Apple Ile.
Installation and use of a character set with lower case involves three
types of changes to the Emulation mode. The first 1s the installation of
the character set, which 1s a modification of the Emulation program. The
second is the modification of the KEY JN routine in the Apple I I Moni
tor so that it will read and interpret both bytes from the Apple III key
board. The third is the treatment of inverse and flashing modes in a con
sistent way. This involves some deCJsions about what type of consistency

you want and how much work you are willing to do to achieve it.
The problem with inverse and flashing characters arises because there
are only 256 character codes recognized by the character generator. The
Apple II normally displays sixty-four characters, which are translated
into sixty-four character codes for inverse, sixty-four for flashing, and
two normal sets. Adding lower case expands the character set to ninety
six characters. You can't have full sets of inverse, flashing, and normal
characters, because there are too few character codes. Something has to
give. You can settle for inverse or flashing display of the wrong charac
ter part of the time, but the most satisfactory solution is to eliminate the
flashing mode entirely.
A simple program will display the entire character set on the screen.
It is written in Integer Basic, as are th.e other Basic programs in these ar
ticles. Integer Basic is useful for applications that involve modifications
of binary files, because it includes the Miniassembler and can include

other utilities in the $0800 through $0 FFF address space.
First, clear the screen:
100 CALL - 936

Next, set up a loop to poke eight rows, each containing thirty-two
character codes, directly to the screen memory locations.
120
140
160
180

FOR R= O TO 7
l = R + 1+R/2
FOR X= O TO 31
C = 32'R + X

The variable C is the character code. The character displayed does
not have to be the one suggested by the corresponding ASCII value, as is
clear from the absence of lower-case letters in the Apple 11 character set.
Next, calculate the screen addresses and poke in the characters.
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You can use the character-editing program, Charedi1, shown in
listing I, to examine and modify character sets. The program has an ini
tial menu that allows you to select the character-set editor or hex-deci
mal conversion utilities that are a byproduct of the normal program
operation. Select option 1, and type in the starting address of the part of
the character set you want to examine. The characters will begin to scroll
hy. with an address label for each byte. To make changes, press a key.
Two keys, C and S. have special uses . They give you the option to clear
or set the flashing hit ova a range of addresses. Hitting any other key
yield s a request to enter the address of a byte to edit. If you don't want to
edit anything, enter 0 to return to the request for a display address. AO
response to this request ends the program.
The Apple II character set in the Emulation program is in $AA86
through $AE85. Use the Tra ckmorer program, presented in the first ar
ticle, to load track 0 from an Emulation disk at $4000. Each character
occupi..:s an eight-byte cell . one byte for each horizontal row of dots. As
furnished, the characters sit in the bottom seven rows of the display
space. and the top row is hlank . To provide for lower-case descenders,
the characters haw to be moved to the top of their display windows. The
Monitor provides a quick fix:
5000<4A874E85M
53FF :O

200 J ~ (l- 1) MOD 8
22 0 K - (1- 1) / 8
240POKE1024 T 128'J " 40"K 1 X, C
260 NE XT X
28 0 NE XT R

hnally. move the cursor down so the Integer prompt doesn't write over
the display .
300 VTA B 12 . PRINT
320 END

The Apple.: 111 character generator uses 128 character images to gen
erate the 2:'6 lfr.played characters. Each character image does douhle
duty. nnce in the normal charactcr sc.:t , with its character code larger than
121\. and again in the 111vo.:rse set . with the character code 128 less than the
corn:,ponding normal code.:. On the distrihuted Emulation disk, the
im age;, in nnc 'i\tY-four-ch aractc.:r set have the most significant hit of
cn:ry hyll: 'ct , so that the.: characters will flash in the inverse mode. (See
the.: S rmulard [)11l'i£'l' /Jrii'ers Mmn1al. page 166.) \Vhen the lower-<:a.<>e let
tcrs an: added, they must appear in either invcrsc or flashing format for
d1ar:1cter c·ndcs 97 thrnug:h 127 :·ind in normal display for character
cndc" 22:' through 2:i:i. The charactcr ROM in the Apple.: II has 256
L· haractcr, , g:i\'Ing murc· freedom in character-set design.
The eas iest way to ma kc a new character set is to start with one that
i' already ncarl:i- what ynu w:111t. Sc\·eral c·ommercial graphics packages
l(ir the.: Apple.: in..:lude full character sets in the proper format. Two ex
ample.:' an.: the :\ppk nos Tool A'ir and the Penguin C11111rle1e Grarhics
.\ 'n l<'lll.

These instructions move the character set to $5000 for editing, removing
the first hytc and adding a hlank byte at the end. The effect is to move
every character to the.: top of its display window.
The.: Charedir program can be used to examine and edit the character
set. The tirst $1FF bytes have the flashing bit clear. and the next $200
have the flash mg bit set. Providing for descenders moved the tops of the
upper-case characters to hex addresses that end in 0 or 8 and displaced
the alignm..:nt or the tlashmg bits from the character cells by one byte.
Use the C option to clear the flashing bits in $51 FF through $53FF. The
character cell that will become the letter "a" begins at $5308. corre
sponding with ASCII code 97.
The DOS Tool A'ir character set has ninety-six characters. If you load
it at $3000. the "a" is at $3208. Use the Monitor move command,
5308<3208.32FFM, to add it to the new character set. The Pengu111 char
acter set has 128 characters, so the lower case starts at $3308 if you fol
low a similar proc..:dur..:. If you us..: another commercial graphics charac
t<.:r set. use Chared11 to detc.:rmine the lower-case character location.
Check the m:w characters for flashing bits, edit any characters you
1hink should he changed. and return the character set to the Emulation
prngram \\'1th 4A86 < 5000.SJFFM. Use the Trackmo\'er program to
r..:store the mod1tied Emulation program to your lower-case Emula
tion disk.
With the new character set in stalled, you can display lower-case char
acters in programs that already have them, but you can't enter them
from the keyboard. The Monitor reads only one of the two bytes re
quired to decode the k..:yboard. It doesn't know that the shift and alpha
lock keys ..:xist.
:\ re\··ised Momtor KEYIN subroutine and a few minor patches in
the charact..:r handling elsewhcrc will remedy the problem. The K EYIN3
suhrout111e is shown in listing 2. To install it, load track 5 from your
lowc:r-casc.; Emulation disk at address $5000 and track 9 at address $4000.
Bload KEYI N3,A$:i9FE ($FEFE when the Monitor is loaded in its
prnper location). Fnur small changes will complete the Monitor
nwditications.
The RDK EY suhrout1m:. at SF DOC, normally converts characters to
tla,hing mode \\ h<.:n the cursor backs over them . If it is unchanged, the
tlashing Vtc'fsions of the lower-case characters become a confus111g assort
mcnt of i111'<:rsc numhers and punctuation marks, and the numbers be
cumc inverse lower-case letters. All characters will be converted to
proper in\·erses if thr..:e bytes are altered:
Original
FD 11
FD13 :

29 3F
09 40

AND #$3F
ORA #$40

Modl11ed
AND #$7F
29 7F
EA
NOP
NOP
EA

And Now a
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'What's in a. name? Only what it MEANS to people!
So

~ha. t

ZARDAXbt

does

me an?

"just the b e s t Apple

I

word processor I've ever used."
ZAR DAX means EASY:
a screen displa y that ' s easy to understand ... editing c11nands that are easy to rme11ber
type111riter-like shift and lock on the][+ .. . t1110 11enus for disk operations and print ing

ZAR DAX means POWERFUL:
built- in for11 letter capab ility ... a glossary function for quick entry of coononly-used
phrases ... 11ulti-f ile chaining for long docU11ents ... standard text files that link to
spell ing checkers and databases ...
(ht\I) printer spooling in the background -- print one chapter 111hile you 111rite the next -
using disk, ~card, or l ie Auxiliary He11ory card as a 'spooler'

ZAR DAX mean'=· VER SAT I LE:
1

11

Apple H+ , l l e , Franklin Ace ... 40 or 80 colu11ns,
the11') ... full support for 30 sme odd (and s<ne are)
and sub scripts, etc. WITHOllT having to e11bed control
did th is ad this 111ay, to shCM you ZARDAX at 111ork

111ith lie or JC+ 80 colU11n cards (12 of
printers -- double 111idth, bold, super
characters in ~~~r text (that's 111hy 111e
on a PrCMriter )

a nd nrn1J ZAR DAX means SA VI NGS:

no1,J U. S .-packaged, lett i ng us reduce the price to j u s t

It

a.11
1

mean<;. ,

$210.

•cal 1 your dealer or cal 1 us today."
11

111

(c) Apple Cmputer, Inc. fc> Frankl in C<nputer Corp.
<c> Leading Edge.
11
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Modity the track S memory image from the Monitor with S8 l 2:7F
EA EA.
In the Monitor KEYIN routine, replace the instruction to read the
keyboard with a jump to the new KEYIN3 routine. The Monitor com
mand S828:4C FE FE will replace the LDA $COOO (AD 00 CO) with
J MP $FEFE. All character input to the Monitor is converted to upper
case by an AND #$DF (29 DF) instruction a t $FD82. The Monitor
won't interpret lower case, and it isn't likely that this part of the Moni
tor is used by o ther programs. The conversion can be eliminated with
S882:EA EA if yo u want to be able to enter lower case in the Monitor
anyway.
A routine to store $3F in the inverse flag location at $32 should be
changed to store $7F instead. Enter S982:7F to modify the track S image.
This completes the modification of the Monitor image used with Integer
Basic. Co py the modified Monitor to the Applesoft version with
4300 < 5800.SAFFM . Then write the modified tracks S (from $5000)
and 9 (from $4000) back on the Emulation disk.
With the character set installed in the Emulation program and the
Monitor patched for lower-case entry, one further change is needed on
the Emulation disk. The Applesoft inverse and flash commands should
also be made to produce readable output. The Pa11ern Location pro
gram, presented in the second article as a tool for locating paddle rou
tines in games, serves equally well to analyze the inverse and flash com
mands in Applesoft. Since we know that the inverse flag is stored in $32,
o ne of three commands must put the value there: STY $32 ( 84 32), STA
$32 (85 32), or STX $32 (86 32). Without much difficulty, we can locate
the following code:
F273 F275 F277 F279 F27B 
F27D 
F27F 
F280 F282 F284 -

A9 FF
DO 02
A93F
A200
85 32
86 F3
60
A9 7F
A240
DO F5

LOA #$FF
BNE F279
LOA # $3 F
LOX #$00
STA $32
STX $F3
RTS
LOA #$7F
LOX #$40
BNE $F27B

lt look s like everything needed is right here . Changing $F278 from
$3F to $7F should fix the inverse problem. Further, it appears that ad
dress $F3 must he used for the flashing mode. We could store a zero in
SF3 all th e time. but this would waste a valuable page 0 location. A bet
ter solution is to eliminate its use in the output routine. Looking for
ORA $F3 (OS FJ) quickly shows the route:
DB62 DB64 -

05 F3
20 ED FD

ORA$F3
JS R $FDED

Replace the ORA instruction with a pair of NOP instructions and the
!lashing mode disappears. The fla shing and inverse modes both yield in
verses of th e desired characters.
These changes to Applesoft must be made on two different disk
tracks. Load · tracks 7 and 8 in add resses $4000 through $SFFF. Go to
the Monitor and type 5878:7F and th en 587D:EA EA to make the first
change. T ype 4162:EA EA to eliminate the ORA instruction, and write
both tracks back on the Emulation disk . With these changes, the Apple
soft inverse and !lash comma nds both produce the inverse of the desired
character. Since Integer Basic doesn't have these commands, no more
changes arc required. The lower-case Em ulation disk is complete.
Wi th these changes. the co ntrol_-character codes, 0 through 31 and
128 through 159. have no role in normal character displays. You can
create yo ur own special characters to go with these codes. You can use
the inverse tlag. poke 50,31, to print th e inverse co ntrol characters. but
you will need your o wn routine to place the normal ones on the scree n.
Many Apple 11 editors, both fo r Basic (such as PLE or GPLE) and
in edito r / assembler packages. generate the fl ashing cursor internally and
will show inverse lo wer case when the cursor goes over numbers. If you
use.: o m: frequentl y, you will probably want to change the cursor routine
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to match the changes made on the Emulation disk. It is usually easy to
find the respo nsible routine. Just search for the 0 RA #$40 (09 40) com
mand that sets the flashing mode in the normal character set. Most of
these programs use the Monitor KEYIN subroutine to read the key
board, so they will a utomatically accept lower-case characters after you
have modified the Emulation disk.
Exotic Emulation. Let's look at the hardware setup that accom
panies the Emulation mode and see what changes might produce useful
results. Here is the instruction sequence that turns on the Emulation
mode:
;$FFDO is the zero-page control register.
A56F - A9 00
LOA #$00
;Select zero page = 0 .
STA$FFDO
A571 - 80 DO FF
;$FFDF is the environment control register.
A574 - A9 FC
A576 - 80 OF FF

LDA#$FC
STA $FFDF

;Select environment
;discussed below.

;$FFEF selects memory bank and 1/0 status.
A579 - AD EF FF
A57C - 80 EF FF

LDA$FFEF
STA$FFEF

;Retain same
;me mory bank.

;$FFE3 is the data direction register for the
;A port of the E VIA. Set the
;Emulation bit to output status , so the
;ST A $ FFEF will turn on Emulation.
A57F 
A582 A584 
A587 A58A 
A58C 

AD E3 FF
0940
80 E3 FF
AD EF FF
29 BO
80 EF FF

LDA$FFE3
ORA#$40
STA$FFE3
LOA $FFEF
AND #$BO
STA$FFEF

;Set the Emulation mode
;bit in data direction
;co ntrol register.
;Reselect memory
;bank 0, and turn on
;Emulation mode.

Table 1 describes the uses of the bits in the environment register
($FFDF). It originally appeared in "III Bits: John Jeppson's Guided
Tour of Highway III" (May 1983 So/talk). That article is an excellent
reference concerning the Apple III hardware features .
Value
01
02
04
08
10
20
40
80

Bit= 1
Bit
Function
Bit=O
RAM
ROM
$FOOO - $FFFF
0
1
ROM#2
ROM#1
ROM#
a lternate
2
stac k
normal
read only
$COOO - $FFFF
read /write
3
RESET key
d isab led
enabled
4
enabled
video
disabled
5
$COOO - SCFFF
1/ 0
RAM
6
7
clock speed
2 MHz
1 MHz
Table 1. Environment register ($FFDF) description.

When the environment is set to $FC, the clock speed is 1 MHz; the

1/ 0, video, and reset key are all enabled: the memory in $COOO through
$FFFF is write-protected to behave as if it were ROM: the true ($0 JOO)
stack is used , and the ROM is deselected. Two changes look tempting
immediately. One is to install RAM in the $COOO through $FFFF
memory space, and the other is to run the "Apple II " at 2 MHz. Both are
feasible. with the important limitation th at most Apple I II 1/ 0 requires
the 1 MHz clock, so we can't set the Emulation mode clock permanent
ly at 2 MHz.
The in stallatio n of RAM in high memory allows the use of a limited
selection of language-card software. There are two restrictions:
1. There is no bank selection in the $DOOO through $D FFF memo
ry range, so programs that use the extra memory bank can't be
used .
2. Programs that swi tch back and forth between the language card
mid ROM memories won't work. This includes the language-card
DOS. for exam ple.
To use the all-RAM Emulation mode, you must disable a nasty func
tion in DOS 3.3. During the boot process. DOS stores a zero in $EOOO.
The zero is supposed to be in the language card, but the language-card
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control instructions don't do anything in the Apple 111. In normal Emu
lation mode, the memory is write-protected, so the store instruction has
no effect.
A disk that already contains DOS can be fixed with the aid of the
Track mover program. Read track 0 into memory at address $5000. The
Monitor command 56D3:EA EA EA replaces the unwanted instruction
with three NOPs. Rewrite track 0 on any DOS 3.3 disk that you want to
use with RAM in high memory. Disks initialized by the modified DOS
will have the same DOS changes. Since the language-card initialization is
useless in Emulation mode, it can be eliminated from any disk you expect
to use exclusively on the Apple Ill.
After you have a disk that will boot DOS without destroying Basic, a
one-byte change of the Emulation program will select Emulation mode
without write-protecting the high memory. Read track 0 of the Emula
tion disk into memory at $4000. Use the Monitor command 4575:F4 to
change the value in the environment register from $FC to $F4 and re
write track 0 on the disk. The change eliminates the high-memory write
protection without changing any other part of the Emulation setup.
As a finale, we consider a Hybrid mode, in which Apple 11 software
has full control of the Apple III environment. Advantages include num
ber crunching, access to the 6502 and system clocks, experimentation
with Apple III hardware, and some novelty features. Applesoft at 2 MHz
is faster than Business Basic, because there is no memory management
overhead. The system clock normally cannot be read in Emulation
mode, because the zero-page register switches the output bytes . Experi
mentation with routines to control Apple III hardware is easier in the
simpler Apple II software environment than under SOS. The color text
display mode is a delightful novelty. It would be welcome on the real
Apple II.
There are some important limitations to the Hybrid mode, too. It's
not an environment for big software projects or for most commercial
programs. DOS 3.3 won't select drive 2 in the Hybrid mode, and only
three of the Apple III video modes are usable with Apple II software.
A two-byte change in the Emulation program eliminates the Apple 11
switch to begin the production of a Hybrid Emulation disk . Use an
Emulation disk already configured for lower case, because we will use
base page address $F3 for color text utilities. Read track 0 into memory
at $4000. The Monitor command 4582:EA EA replaces the ORA #$40
instruction with two NOP instructions. Restore the modified track 0 to
the Emulation disk. If you boot an Apple II disk at this stage, the screen
fills with a checkerboard of miscellaneous colors (or shades of gray). The
Monitor doesn't work at all. We have to chase down some problems to
build a working computer.
The checkerboard screen display occurs because the Apple II
Monitor INIT routine ($F B2F) sets the display switches for the Apple
III color text mode. In this mode, each character in text page one ($400
through $7FF) is affected by the contents of the corresponding address in
text page two ($800 through $BFF). The most significant nibble deter
mines the character color, and the least significant nibble determines the
background color. On a monochrome monitor, $FO produces the
normal light-on-dark display, and $OF yields an inverse display. On a
color monitor, the colors are those listed on page 41 of the S1andard De

To restore the screen to a normal di splay without destroying Basic
programs, call 787. The color-text routines use the base page add re;, that
we eliminated from the Applesort fla shing mode ($F3) to ' to re the value
used to fill text page two . Using C for the characte r c:olo r a nd H for the
background , each with a range 0 to 15, VAL = B + l 6*C. Then poke
243, VAL: call 791 to color the screen and chara cters to yo ur liking. T o
fill just one line po ke 243,VAL: poke 64,Iine: call 807. This feature has
real utility. 1f VAL = 0, the line di sa ppears from view, but the charac
ters are still in screen memory . Set VAL=240 and the characters reap
pear in normal display. For inverse, use VAL= 15. The Emulation pro
gram uses this technique to change menu fields from normal to inverse
and to erase and restore lines of text.
Only three of the Apple III display modes can be used easi ly with Ap
ple II software. Turn on full-screen , hi-res, black-and-white gra phics with
LDA $C057 or peek(49239) . Return to text mode with LOA SC056 or
peek(49238). The forty-column color-text switch is LDA $C05 l or
peek(49233). Return to normal text mode and normal use of the $800
through $BFF address range with LDA $C050 or peek(49232) . John
Jeppson described the soft switches for all of the Apple 111 di splay modes
in the article mentioned earlier.
Here are the steps needed to complete the Hybrid Emulation disk af
ter track 0 has been modified as described:
1. Using Track11101er and an Emulation di sk already configured for
lower case, load track 5 at $5000 and track s 8 and 9 at $6000.
2. Use the Monitor to install the subroutine table in its new lo
cation with 59C E < FFEJ.FFFFM and 74CE < FFEJ.FFFFM.
Move the character table with 5319 < FFCC. FFE2M and 6E 19 <
FFCC.FFE2M .
J References to the Monitor data tables will be corrected with the
following entries:
5048: 19 F8
5A7E: 19 F8
757E : 19 F8

EXTEtlSIOtl
for the Apple/I/TM

If you program
in Business
Basic,
you shouldn't
be without it.

vice Drivers Manual.
The Monitor program doesn't work because it expects to find data
tables in $FFDO through $FFEF, where there are Apple III control
registers. We will move the data tables into parts of the Monitor that
can't be used in the Hybrid mode. Listing 3 illustrates subroutines that
make the color text mode a usable addition to Applesoft programs, read
' the system clock, and control the 6502 clock and video output. All are
shown on memory page three, but they could be installed permanently in
portions of Applesoft and the Monitor used by the cassette load and save
commands and the lo-res graphics commands.
Initializing the color text mode requires filling text page two with $FO
bytes to give a normal display. This usually destroys the first $400 bytes
of an Applesoft program, so the initializing routine beginning at $300 re
locates the start of Basic programs to $COO and calls the Applesoft new
program instruction. Because of this, the color-text initialization, call
768, must be the last instruction in any Basic program in which it is used.
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5AC2:CE FE
75C2 :CE FE
4. Disable the Applesotl lo-res-graphics commands gr, hlin, and vlin
with
683E :60 EA EA
6990:60 EA EA
684C :60 EA EA
5. The disk will boot in forty-column, black-and-white text mode
with two additional changes: 563A :50 and 3 I3A :50.
6. Restore the three tracks to their proper locations on the Emula
tion disk.
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the Hybrid mode is the use of
the 2-MHz processor speed with Applesoft programs. The 6502 clock
can be set to 2 MHz for numerical processing but should be returned to 1
MHz for 1/ 0 operations. Since there is no SOS in this mode, you have
the responsibility of taking care of it. Using the utilities shown in listing
3, call 842 to set the clock to 2 MHz and call 851 to return to I MHz. For
even faster computations, you can turn off the video screen with call 860
and turn it back on with call 869.
As an example of the gains possible with this novel variation of Emu
lation, let's compare the performance of Applesoft at 2 MHz with that of
the Basics tested on Jerry Pournelle's 20-by-20 matrix multiplication
benchmark program described in the October 1982 issue of Byte maga
zine ("User's Column"). Table 2 shows the results obtained with several
versions of Basic.
Business Basic. Video on
MBASIC (Softcard Ill)
Applesoft, 1 MHz (normal)
Business Basic, Video off
Applesoft, 2 MHz, video on
Applesoft , 2 MHz, video off
Table 2. Execution times for the 20-by-20 matrix
multiplication benchmark program.

3:16
3:13
3:09
2:35
2:10
1:41

The results in the normal operating modes were surprising, because
Business Basic is usually a little faster than Applesoft in numerical bench
marks. Business Basic has a definite advantage if there is much 1/ 0. The
Applesoft advantage at 2 MHz was expected, because it has none of the
software overhead needed to manage the full Apple Ill memory .
All of the benchmark programs used the Apple III system clock as a
stopwatch. Listing 3 includes a clock routine that can be used with
Applesoft programs in the Hybrid mode. It reads all eight clock bytes
into a buffer and then prints the hour, minute, and second on-screen with
out a carriage return. Each byte is encoded as two BCD nibbles, so the
printed hex value appears to be the correct decimal number. For other
uses, the BCD should be decoded to binary or ASCII.
The Hybrid mode provides full access to all of the Apple Ill hard
ware features, including memory bank switching, extended indirect ad
dressing, and read/ write RAM in $COOO through $FFFF, including the
area normally used for 1/ 0. SOS was designed to free the user from
memory management details, but an imaginative hobbyist could create
a l 92K RAM-based pseudodisk for the Emulation Apple.
The extensions of the Emulation mode discussed in these three
articles arose from a variety of intended applications. A solution to the
games problem was required to please the younger members of the
author's family when the Apple Ill replaced an Apple II. Lower-case
character display and entry were needed for compatibility with Apple II
software already on hand. The development of the Hybrid mode was
spurred by a data-taking application that demanded use of the clock, fast
computations, and usable software in just a few days. Taken together,
these projects emphasize that the_Emulation mode offers much more
tha n a partial imitation of the Apple 1I. For those who care to explore it,
the Emulation program provides a route to the very heart of the
Apple Ill.
Listin g 1. The character-set editing program , Charedit, in Integer Basic .
100 GOTO 5000
120 PR INT "START(HEX): ":: INPUT A$: GOSUB 2040
140 IF A=O THEN END
160 L=A+ 1024

180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460
480
500
520
540
560
580
600
620
640
660
680
700
720
740
760
780
800
820
840
860
880
900
920
940
960
980
1000
1020
1040
1060
1080
1100
1120
1140
1160
1180
1200
1220
1240
1260
1280
1300
1320
1340
1360
1380
1400
1420
1440
1460
1480
1500
1520
1540
1560
1580
1600
1620
1640
1660
1680
1700
1720
1740
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FOR l=A TO L
P= PEEK (I)
FOR J = 1 TO 8
TAB J+ 1: IF P MOD 2 THEN PRINT"+":
P = P/2
NEXT J
GOSUB 1560: TAB 20: PRINT R$
X= PEEK (V)
IF X>128 THEN 440
A= O
NEXT I
A= O
GOTO 120
POKE 0,0
IF X= 195 THEN 1000
(195 = "C")
(211 = "S")
IFX = 211THEN1280
PRINT "EDIT WHAT ADDRESS? ":: INPUT A$
GOSUB 2040
IF A= O THEN 120
PRINT "INPUT AN 8-CHARACTER STRING "
PRINT "SPACE FOR BLANK"
PRINT "ANY OTHER CHARACTER FOR SET"
P= PEEK (A)
PRINT "OLD BYTE - > ":
FOR J = 1 TO 8
TAB 11 +J: IF P MOD 2 THEN PRINT "X";
P = P/ 2
NEXT J
TAB 20: PRINT " < - "
PRINT "NEW BYTE - > ";: INPUTS$
M= O
FOR K=8 TO 1 STEP - 1
P = (S$(K ,K)#" ")
M= 2·M + P
NEXT K
11 = M: GOSUB 1580
PRINT "M = ";R$
11 = A: GOSUB 1580
PRINT "A = ";R$
POKE A,M
GOTO 120
PRINT "CLEAR FLASHING BIT"
PRINT "START ADDRESS: ";: INPUT A$
GOSUB 2040
IF A= O THEN 120
S =A
PRINT "LAST ADDRESS: ";: INPUT A$
GOSUB 2040
IF S >A THEN 120
FOR l=S TO A
X= PEEK (I )
IF X> = 128 THEN X= X- 128
POKE l,X
NEXT I
GOTO 120
PRINT "SET FLASHING BIT"
PRINT "START ADDRESS : ";: INPUT A$
GOSUB 2040
IF A= O THEN 120
S=A
PRINT "LAST ADDRESS: ":: INPUT A$
GOSUB 2040
IF S>A THEN 120
FOR l=S TO A
X - PEEK (I )
IF X<128 THEN X= X+ 128
POKE 1,X
NEXT I
GOTO 120
11 = I
R$ =""
F= O: IF 11>0 THEN 1660
Z= NW(11< NN)
11 = ABS (ABS (11 - Z) - Z+ MM ): F= 1
FOR K= 1 TO 4
Z= l1/ B:R= l1 MOD B
N= R+ 1
A$ = H$(N ,N)
A$(2) = R$

SOtIALlli)
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1760
1780
1800
1820
1840
1860
1880
1900
1920
1940
1960
1980
2000
2020
2040
2060
2080
2100
2120
2140
2160
2180
2200
2220
2240
2260
3000
3020
3040
3060
3080
3100
3120
3140
4000
4100
4120
4140

R$ = A$
IF Z = O THEN K = 4
11 = Z
NE XT K
IF F = O THEN RETURN
M = 4 - LEN (R$):A$ = " 0000 "
IF M = O TH EN 1960
A$ = A$( 1, M)
A$(M + 1) = R$
R$ = A$
A$ = R$(1, 1). R$ = R$(2)
C = ASC(A$) - 167
A$ = H$(C,C) :AS(2) = R$ :R$ = A$
RETURN
A=O
FOR J = 1 TO LEN (A$)
C = AS C( A$( J ,J)) - 176
IF C>9 THEN C = C- 7
IF C< 0 THEN 2240
IF C> 15 THEN 2240
IF A >2047 THEN A = A - 4096
A = A + C + 15*A
NE XT J
RETURN
PRINT " HEX ENTRY ERROR"
A = O: RETURN
CALL - 936
PRINT " HE X TO DE CIM AL CONVER SI ON ''
PRINT " ENTER 0 TO END "
INPUT " HE X VA LUE : '', A$
GOSUB 2040
IF A = O THEN END
PRINT " DECIMAL IS ",A
PRINT : GOTO 3060
CALL - 936
PRINT " DECIMAL TO HE X CONVERS ION"
PRINT " ENTER 0 TO END"
INPUT "DECIMAL VALU E",11
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4 160
4180
4200
4220
5000
5020

IF 11 0 THEN END
GOSUB 1580
PRINT R$
PRINT GOTO 4140
DIM A$(4 ), R$( 4),H$( 16).S$( 16)
B = 16. H$ = "0 123456789ABCDEF"· NN = - 16384

504 0
5060
508 0
5 100
5 120
5 140
5 160
5 180
5200
5220
5240
5260
5280
5300
5320
5340
5360
5380
5400
5420
5440
5460
5480
5500
5520
5540
5560
5580
5600
5620
5640

V = - 16384 :0 - - 16368
CA LL 936
VTAB 5
PRINT " 1 - CHARACTER SET EDITOR "
PRINT "2 - HEX TO DECIMAL CONVERS ION"
PRINT " 3 - DECIMAL TO HE X CONV ERSION"
PRINT "4 - QU IT"
PRINT PRINT · INP UT "CHOOS E A NUMBER " ,C
IF C>3 OR C< 1 THEN END
IF C = 3 THEN 4000
IF C = 2 THEN 3000
CALL - 936
PRIN T "
CHARACTER SET EDITOR"
PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "AT THE PROMPT 'STAR T(HEX)' - - ". PRINT
PR INT " ENTER THE HEX ADDRESS OF CHARACTERS "
PRINT "
YOU WANT TO SEE DISPLAYED"
PRINT "
CHARACTER BYTES AND ADDRESS "
PRINT "
LABELS WILL SCROLL PAST "
PRINT " ENTER 0 TO EXIT PROGRAM "
PRINT . PRINT
PRINT " DURING SCROLLING DISPLAY - - ": PRINT
PR INT " HIT 'C' TO CLE AR FLASHING MODE"
IN AN ADDRESS RANGE "
PRINT "
PRINT " HIT 'S' TO SET FLASHING MODE "
PRINT " ANY OTHER KEY TO REQUEST BYTE EDIT"
PRINT
PRINT " IF EDIT ADDRESS = 0, RETURN TO 'START'"
PRINT : PRINT · PR INT
INPUT " PRESS RETURN " ,A$
GOTO 120
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d lsk interaction
• 62 user definable keys (3 1 lower case/31 sh ift ed ) per
keyboard
• Stores up to 4 (62 key ) ke yboards in its own memory
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Li sting 2. KEYIN3, an Emulation Monitor patch that allows full
key board input in Emulation mode .

.. ................................ .....

1
2
3
4

K EY IN3: Lower-c ase

6
7

s

9
10
II
12
13

... ..... ... ...... .. ................... ..
KBDA
KBDB
KBDSTRB
A4L
A4H

ii,

:s

S4 43
S6 42
AD 00

FFOS

AS

I F06

AD OS

FF09
FFOA
FFOD

AA
2C 10
29 OS

co

16
17
IS
19
20
21
22

KEYIN3

EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU
EOU

$COOO
$CO OS
$C010
$42
$43

ORG ~EFE
srY A4H
STX A4L
LOA KBDA

23

TAY

co

24

LOA

co

25
26
27

TAX
B IT
KBDSTRB
AND #SOS
FILTER

LOX
LOY
RTS
TY A

A4L
A4 H

34
35
36
37
3S

CMP
BMI
CMP
BPL
TXA

#$C l
RTS1
#$DB
RTSI

39
40
41
42
43
44

AND #$0 2
TAX
TYA
CPX #$00
BNE RT S1
CLC

45
46

ADC
BNE

47

BRK

DO
9S

06

2S
29

FF 12
ff 14
FF 16
FF 17

A6
A4
60
9S

42
43

30
31
32
33

FF IS
FF1A
FF IC
rF 1E
FF20

C9
30
C9
10
SA

Cl
F6
DB
F2

FF? t
FF23
FF24
FF25
r F27
f F29

29
AA
98
EO
DO
1S

02

FF 2A
FF 2C

69
DO

20
E4

FF 2E

00

00
E9

KBDB

BNE
TYA

FFOF
f F 11

RTS I

FILTE R

,KE YBO A RD " A" REG ISTER
.KEYBOA RD "B" REG ISTER
:KEYBO ARD RESET ADDR ESS
,MONITO R SC RA TCH LOC ATION
;SC RATCH , HIG H BYTE

.SAVE Y
.SAVE X
,CHECK KEYB OARD "A"
REG IST ER
:STORE DATA IN Y
REGISTER
,READ KEYBOARD " B' '
REGISTE R
:STO RE IN X
RESET KEYBOARD
WAS THE ALPHA LOCK
K[Y SEJ?
MEAN S NO
:NOT
;! F ALPHA LOCK, JUST
TRA NSFE'l DATA
.RES TO RE X
:RESTO RE Y

#$20
RTS 1

:C HARAC TERS BEL OW " A"
ARE OKAY
:SO JUS T RETUR N
;CHARACTE R ABOVE Z?
.YES , NO CHANGE
. THE REST TESTS THE
SHIFT KEY
.HERE'S TH E SHI FT BI T
.SAVE TH E RESULTS
.NOW GET DATA
.X· 0 IF SHIFT
.ELSE NO CHAN GES
.DON'T CHANGE
CHARACTER BY ACCIDENT
.DO THE SHIFT
.BRA NCH TO RETU RN
(NEVER ZER O)

L1 st1ng 3 . Utility rout ines for use in the Hybrid Emulation mode.
1
2
3
4

s
6

7

0300
0302
0305

f\9
80
Ag

00
00
01

QC

030 7
030 9
030B
0300

8S
A9
SS
20

67
QC
6S
4B

06

03 10 :

AD

S1

co

keyboard rnput roulrne
fo r App le II Emula tion
mode on th e App :e Ill.

5

I El E
FFOO
FF02
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
?O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
3S
36
37

FO
F3
00
40
27
40
17
40
BO FS
60

03 13
0 3 1S
03 17
03 19
03 1B
03 1E
0320:
0322:
0324
03 26

A9
8S
A9
8S
20
E6
A9

0 327
0 3 29
032A :
032C
0 32E
0330
033 2
0 334
0336
0 338
033A ·
0 33B
033C
033E

AS
4A
29
09
8S
AS
29
90
69
85
DA
OA
OS
85

03 40
03 4 2
0 344
0 346
0 34 7
0 349

AO
AS
91
88
10
60

27
F3
42

03 4A . AD
0340 . 29
0 34F: 80
0 3S2 . 60

OF
7C
OF

03 53
0 3S6
03 S8 .
0 3 SB

AD
09
80
60

OF
80
OF

FF

0 3SC
03SF
0361
0364

AD
29
80
60

OF
DC
OF

FF

036S
0368
036A
0360

AD
09
80
60

OF
20
OF

FF

036 E·
0 3 70
0373
0 376
0 379
0 37 A
03 7C
037F ·
0382
0384
0387
038A
0380
038F ·
0392 :
0395
0398
0399

A2
8E
AD
90
CA
10
AD
20
A9
20
AD
20
A9
20
AD
20
60
00

07
DO
70
78

03

..................... ........ ...........
ENVIRON
N EW
COLO R
IN MASK
L INE
BASL
B ASH
BA SIC
ASLO
ASHI
CLOC K
P RBY TE
COUT
ZPAGE
BUFFER
COLO N

EO U $FFDF
EOU $064B
EOU $C0 5 1
EOU SF3
EO U $40
EOU $4 2
EOU $43
EOU $COO
EOU $67
EOU $68
EOU $C070
EOU $FDDA
EDU $FDED
EOU $FFDO
EOU $278
EOU $BA

:ENVI RO NM ENT REG ISTER
:APP LESOFT " NEW"
:COLO R SWIT CH
:INTEN SIT Y MA SK
:LI NE TO MASK
,Ll l< E BASE ADD RESS
:HIG H BYTE
:STA RT OF BAS IC PROGS
.PROGRAM STAR T PO INTER
,HIGH BYTE
,CLOCK CH IP A DDR ESS
,PRIN T BYT E SUB ROUT IN E
,CHARACTER OU TPUT
,ZERO-P AGE REGIS TER
760 DECIMA L
ASCI I COLO N

40

ORG $0300
Set Applesoft pornlers so p rog rams
wil l start at $COO . rathe r th an

!h e usual $800
LOA
STA
LOA

#$00
BASIC
#$01

ASLO
#SOC
ASHI
NEW

42
43
44
4S
46
47
48
49

LOA

COLOR

so

60
61
62
63
64
6S
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
7S
76

03
08
43
40
18
02
7F
42

42
42

77

FB

F4
7C
DA
BA
ED
76
DA
BA
ED
7A
DA

STA
LOA
STA
JSR

SI
S2
S3
S4
SS
56
57
S8
S9

cs

FF
FF

FF

........................................
A PPL E Il l HY BR ID
EMULA TIO N MODE
Color -1ex1coni rol
1 MHz/ 2 M Hz con tr o l
Video on / off swrt ch

38
39
40
41

FF

FF

FF

co
02

02
FD

FD
02
FD

FD
02

FD

:CAL L APPLESOFT NEW
ROUTINE
:TURN ON COLOR MODE

Se t inte nsity for norma l sc reen

and se1to lrne 0
LOA #$FO
:CHAR ON , BACKGND OFF
STA IN MASK
DOSCRN
LOA #$00
:DO WHOLE SCREEN
STA LINE
DO LI N ES
JSR CLINE
:FROM LINE TO BOTTOM
INC
LINE
LOA #$ 17
CMP LINE
BCS DOLIN ES
RTS
Ro ul rne 10 calcula le ba se addres s
o f lrne and sal rls inlensrly mask .
Th e routin e is almost 1dcnt1ca1
w rl h l he BASCALC rou trne rn l he
Ap ple II Monilor. al $FBC1
CL INE

LOA
LSR
AND
ORA
STA
LOA
AND

sec

LINE
#$03
#$08
BASH
LINE
#$ 18
BSCLC
#$7F
BASL

:SEL ECT TEXT PAGE 2 1
.ADDRESS HIGH BYTE
:NOW 00 LOW BYTE

ADC
STA
ASL
AS L
ORA BASL
STA BASL
Now p ul lhe value rn INMASK rnl o
each pos ilr on rn lhe lrne
CHARACTERS 0 - 39
LOY #$27
:V ALUE TO STORE
LOA IN MASK
STO
STA ( BASL) ,Y
DEY
BPL STO
RTS
BSC LC

78
79
80
81
82
Se t c lock to 2 MHz
83
84
FAST
LOA EN V IRON
8S
AND #$7C
86
ST A ENVIRON
87
RTS
88
89
Se1 c lock to I MH z
90
91
LOA EN VIRON
9 2 SLOW
ORA #$80
93
STA ENVIRON
94
RTS
95
96
97
Tu rn off video screen
98
VI
DOFF
LOA EN V IRON
99
AND #$DC
100
101
STA EN VIRON
RTS
102
103
Turn on vrdeo sc reen
104
105
106 V IDON
LOA EN V IRON
ORA #$20
107
STA EN VIRON
108
RTS
109
110
Su bro u11ne lo re ad App le Ill
111
sys1e m cloc k wrlh Apple II
112
soflWare rn H y brid Emu lal ron
1 13
114
;THERE ARE 8 BYTES
LO X #$7
I IS RCL OC K
:SET CHIP REGISTER
ST X ZPAGE
11 6 LOOP
,READ CLOCK
L OA CLOCK
117
S TA BUFFER ,X :STORE DATA
118
DE X
119
.> ~ O,ANOTHERVALUE
BPL LOOP
120
LOA BUFFER ~ 4 :PRINT HOUR
12 1
J SR PR BYTE
122
123
LOA #COLON
124
JSR
COUT
12S
LOA BUFFER + 3 : M INUTE
126
J SR PR BYTE
127
LOA #COLON
128
JSR
COUT
129
LOA BUFFER ~ 2 ;SECOND
13 0
JSR
PRBYTE
13 1
RTS
:RETURN TO CALLER
I
132
BRK
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0 Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA) and Gen
eral Electric Credit (Stamford, CT) have in
troduced a manufacturer-sponsored credit card
for buyers of Apple computers and compatible
hardware and software. The Apple card will al
low qualifying customers to charge up to 90 per
cent of a computer's purchase price and will
serve as an alternative to other cards with lower
credit limits. To qualify, a customer must pur
chase an Apple and finance a minimum of $825.
After purchase of the computer, a customer can
use the credit card to buy software and acces
sories, provided the purchases have a minimum
value of $100. Credit card applications are
available at participating authorized Apple
dealers.
O Katharine Graham, chairman of the Wash
ington Post, and Rand Araskog, chairman and
chief executive officer of International Tele
phone and Telegraph, are using the Source
(McLean, VA) in their roles as members of the
U.S. Council for World Communications Year
'83. The council chose the Source as its execu
tive communication service and is using the net
work to promote electronic communications.
Council newsletters, announcements, and a cal
endar of activities are among the items the
council transmits through the Source.

83/ WORLD

commun1cArrons
'CO.f3 / USA
_.,~

'~

i.

William Ellinghaus (left), president of AT&T, and
George Grune, chief executive officer of Source
Telecomputing, have established the Source as the
executive communications service for World Com
munications Year.

0

Management Science America (Atlanta,
GA) has purchased Edu-Ware Services
(Agoura, CA) for $1.5 million in MSA stock,
plus a deferred cash percentage of future prof

its, announced Steven Pederson, Edu-Ware 's
president. "We're very, very happy about the
acquisition because we like the people at MSA
so much. Working with them will do a lot for us
personally, professionally, and economically,"
Pederson said. Edu-Ware, which is now an
MSA subsidiary, will be hiring many program
mers in a push to expand new product develop
ment but will not otherwise change its person
nel or operating structure. Future company
plans may include a cooperative effort with
MSA' s Peachtree Software division, as well as a
more competitive marketing approach. "Essen
tially we now have the backing of the world's
largest independent software manufacturer. We
are going to play to win in the educational mar
ket," Pederson said.
0 Following the resignation of Richard Sun
derland, executive vice president and chief op
erating officer of Sierra On-Line (Coarsegold,
CA), the company's owners, Ken and Roberta
Williams, have become copresidents of Sierra
On-Line. In addition, Bruce McDonnell, for
merly vice president of marketing at United
Vintners, has accepted the post of vice president
of marketing, and John Williams, formerly vice
president of marketing, has become entertain
ment product manager. Sierra On-Line is not
actively seeking a new chief operating officer,
John Williams said.
O Synergistic Software (Renton, WA) is
gradually reducing its publishing operations in
order to concentrate on software development
said co-owner Ann Clardy.As part of the tran
sition, Global Program Line Editor will be
picked up by Beagle Bros and Crisis Mountain
will be published by Micro Lab. Synergistic is
currently negotiating with other publishers re
garding licensing of its other programs, Clardy
said. Will Clardy, formerly Synergistic's mar
keting manager, is now sales manager at Sierra
On-Line, and David Kampschafer, product
service manager at Synergistic, has accepted a
position with Human Engineered Software. Syn
ergistic will now concentrate on new software
development and software conversions for
other companies including Atari, according to
Bob Clardy, Synergistic's president. "The pur
pose of the change was to free up our time and
resources to concentrate on producing quality
software," Clardy said.
0 Information Unlimited Software (Sausali
to, CA), a publisher of business programs, has
announced that it has been purchased by Com
puter Associates (Jericho, NY), a developer of
mainframe and minicomputer software. For
mer !US president Jim Baker has transferred to
IUS's new-product-development department,
and Stefan Bothe, senior vice president of mar

keting at Co mputer A ssociates, has beco me
I US's new president, in addition to retaining his
Computer Associates position. IUS, now a di
vision of Computer Associates, has split its sales
a nd marketing departments a nd has named
Mark Farnell as its new vice president of ma r
keting. The position of vice president of sales
has been vacant since the resignatio n of Wil
liam Lohse.
0 M icrosoft (Bellevue, WA) has announced
the resignation of its president, Jim Towne, a nd
the election of Jon Shirley as the new president
and chief operating officer. "Microsoft will
benefit from Jon Shirley's broad understanding
of the personal computer business. We've
known and worked with him for a number of
years, and we are certain Shirley's experience
and vision will be a strong complement to our
software development expertise," said William
H. Gates, Microsoft's chairman. Shirley came
to Microsoft from Tandy Corporation. where
he was vice president of computer merchandis
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ing . Towne resigned to become president of
Mc.:t hcus (Portland , OR). a manufacturer of
hardwa re for speciali zed graphics sys tem s.
0 Soft sel Computer Products (Inglewood,
CA) will present awards to publi shers who have
displayed excellence in perso nal computer so ft
ware at a black-tic-optional ce rem o ny during
CO MDEX / Fall, to be held in Las Vegas this
Novem ber. The awards, based o n So ftsel' s H ot
Ust, will ho no r software publishers for out
standing achievements in sales, packaging, per
formance. and inno va tion , said Robert S. Leff,
president o f Softscl. Invita ti o ns to the a ffair will
be sent to so ftw a re publishers, the media, Soft
sel dealers, and other members o f the software
industry. ' 'We felt that it was time for the so ft
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ware publishers- a mo st vital force in the
computer industry-to receive recognition for
their creativity:· Leff said.
0 Leland Strange, president of Intelligent
Systems (Norcross, GA) a nd vice president of
Quadram (Norcross. GA), has been named one
o f Georgia's five best entrepreneurs by the At
/all/a Business Chronicle. According to Chroni
cle writer J an Weiner, Stra nge was chosen as
one of the year's top five because he was a ble to
sta rt hi s own company (Qu adram), sell it, and
then become president o f th e acquiring com
pany while reta ining the vice presidency of his
previous firm.
0 The Software Store h as moved. Its new ad
dress is 16582-Q Gothard Street. Huntington

Software and Tupperware:
These days, most everyone stores their leftovers until
they can think of something to do with them . Now,
Micro Cookbook does the thinking for you. Tell Micro
Cookbook whats in your refrigerator and it'll tell you what
you can make. Micro Cookbook includes hundreds of
delicious recipes using common leftovers and ingredients
most every home always has on hand . Micro Cookbook
stretches your food budget b; helping you stretch your food.
Micro Cookbook also lets you select a recipe b; name
(Veal Picatta), b; ingredient (veal), b; classification (Italian)
or a combination of the above. Plus, Micro Cookbook
allows you to enter your own recipes, create your own
cookbook and prepare your shopping list. Add a glossary
of cooking terms, calorie and nutrition guide, table of
measurements, ingredient substitutions and food buying,
storage and cooking guide, and you see why Micro Cook
book is an appetizing program for you .

/

VIKfUAL COMBINATICS
P.O. Box 755, Rockport, MA 01966 (617) 546-6553
Look for Micro Barmate, the compute r age bar guide and companion to Micro Cookbook

~rsio n s

ava ilable for AFl'lE II + , APPLE lie (80 col umn) and IBM PC (64K,
PC DOS). The cost, $40. Available at )<>Ur favorRe dealer or i)j mail. VISA,
MC or phone orders accepted Please add SI. SO handling charge.

APPLf. IBM and \.JPJlf-"'l.vare are regis1ered trJdefnark!. of Apple
Compo.:t!'f. Inc ,

"""""""
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Beach. CA 92647. The phone number rem ains
uncha nged .
0 Reston Publishing (Reston, VA) has
formed the Reston Computer Group to con
solidate all boo k and software lines developed
a nd marketed by the company. In addition to
its established computer book line, the group
will publish four lines of software: Creative
Pas times. lea rning games and family activities
for use on th e Apple and other computers; two
softwa re lines for the IBM pc: and one for the
Timex/ Sinclair computer. Future Reston Com
puter Group rel eases will include Moviemaker,
a computer animation program for the Apple.
D S tartech Marketing (Woodland Hills, CA)
has announced its birth as a nation a l software
di stribut o r th at will ha ndle only Muse and Sir
tech products. Startech has appointed Patricia
Teetor as vice president of sales a nd customer
su pport services.
D Micro Lab has m oved. Its new address is
The Micro Lab Center, 2699 Skokie Valley
Road . Highland Park , IL 60035. The phone
number remain s unchanged.
D Computer Land (Hayward, CA) has opened
its first Co mputerLand Learning Center in In
di ana polis. The company will provide each
store in the projected chain of lea rning centers
with course o utlines and trainin g pac kages for
business, educational, and home use. All Com
puterLand stores will have access to the pack
aged training program s, but only specially des
igna ted sto res will become learning centers.
"We feel that all the sto res provide superior
postsa le training to customers, but central sup
po rt will help to sta ndardize and strengthen
trainin g progra ms throughou t the network ,"
said Mike Shabazian. senio r vice president of
Computer Land.
D Carolyn J. Kuhn . a former Co ntrol Data
executive, has formed a firm that will serve as
a n agent betwee n software deve lopers and pub
lishers. Acco rding to Kuhn. Software Mart
(Austin. TX ) will ma tch products to needs by
helping programmers find appropriate publish
ers for th eir products and by helping publishers
redu ce the risk o f ··missing the market'' be
ca use they didn't have a prog ram when the time
was right. " The gro wing competition in the mi
croco mputer so ftwa re business m akes this 'up
front marketin g' mo re critical than ever;· Kuhn
said.
0 When look ing for the end of the rainbow, it
helps to know the address. Rainbow Comput
ing has moved its warehouse and mark eting fa
cilities to 88 11 Amigo Avenue. No rthridge, CA
91324. The phone number rem ains unchanged.
0 Computer Scholar has moved. Its new
headq uart ers are located at 820 California
Street. Oceanside, CA 92054. The new phone
number is (6 19) 72 1- 3 133. The company has al
so opened three new co mputer lea rning centers
in Michigan a nd so uthern California . The cen
ters use A pple computers to tutor students in
begi nn ing programming, business-related com
puter sk ills, and basic math and language skills.
Co mputer Scholar fra nchises are now available
to interested educators, said the company's
president, Jo Ann Harvey.
JI

THE FUTURE IS
IN YOUR EARS

YOU'VE GOT EVERYTHING YOU NEED ... BUT GOOD SOUND?
THE STEREO EMULATION MODULE- SEM 2000
BRINGS BETIER THAN ARCADE SOUND- THE SOUND
OFTHEFUTURE-TOYOURHOMETODAY
• Interfaces your home
stereo with any Apple II*,
II+, or llE computer
giving you complete volume,
bass and treble controls
for better than arcade sound!

• Works with any software
written for the Apple
• Completely software
independent
• New • Emulates stereo sound
• Plugs right in

00

'~ S2995 euvs THE FUTURE TODAY
(Plus $1 .50 postai:ie and handling, Calif . residents add 6 % sales taxl

MasterCard, VISA and C.0.0. orders
call

1-800-227-3800
ext. 2390

• Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Incorporated
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SEM 200 Stereo Emulator(sJ
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THE BE ST PERIPHERALS FOR THE BEST COMPUTER
The TIMEMASTER
Finally a clock that does it ALL!

Super Music Synthesizer

• D e, ignc d in 1 983 '"ing 1.C. te< hn o logie, that >imply did not ex ist
when rno>t oth e r App le clock> were de>igned.
• )Lb\ p lu g it in and yo ur program > ca n rea d th e yea r, m ont h, d at e, day,
and tim e to 1 mi lli second! Th e on ly clock w ith both year and rns.
• Powe rful 2 K ROM d ri ve r - No clock co uld b e eas ie r to use.
• Fu ll emul at io n o f most ot h er c locks, includin g Mountain H ardw are's
Applecloc k (but you' ll like the TIMEMASTER mode be tt e r) .
• Bas ic, Mac hin e Cod e, C P/M and Pascal software on 2 dis.ks'
• Ei ght soft wa re co nt ro ll ed int errupt s >O you ca n exec ut e two program>
at th e >a rn e tim e. (Many exa m p les are in c lud ed)
• On board tim e r lets you tim e an y inte rva l up to 48 days long dow n t o
th e n ea rest milli seco nd.
Th e TI MEMASTER in cl ud es 2 di sk s w ith som e reall y fan ta stic tim e
o ri e nted program s (ove r 25) plu s a DOS dater so it wi ll automati cally add
th e dat e wh en di sk fi les are created or mod ifi ed. Thi s disk is over a
$200.00 va lu e alo ne - we give th e software ot he rs sell. A ll softwa re
packages fo r bu sin ess, data base managem ent and communi cations arc
mad e to read th e TIMEMASTER.
If you want the most powe rful and th e eas ies t to use clock for your App le,
you wan t a TIMEMASTER.
PRICE $129.00

• Co mpl et e 1 6 voice mu sic sy nth es ize r o n one card. just plug it into yo ur
App le, connect th e a udi o cab le (suppli ed) to your stereo, boot th e
disk suppli ed and you are read y to input and play songs.
• It' s easy t o program music with o ur co mpose softwar e. You w ill start
ri ght away at inputtin g your favorite songs. Th e Hi-R es scree n shows
what you have ente red in st andard sheet mu si c fo rmat.
• Now with new improved software for th e eas ies t and fastest music
input system avai lable anywh ere.
• W e give you lo t s of softwa re. In addition t o Compose and Play
program s, 2 di sk s are fill ed w ith ove r 30 so n gs ready to play.
• Easy to program in Basic to ge ne rate co mpl ex sound effect s. Now your
games ca n have explosion s, p hase r za p s, train w histl es, death cries.
You nam e it, thi s card can d o it.
• Fou r whit e noise ge n erators whi ch are great fo r so und effe cts.
• Plays mu sic in tru e st e reo as w e ll as tru e di scret e quadrap ho nic.
• Fu ll co ntro l o f attack, volum e, decay, su stain and release.
• Wil l play so ngs written fo r ALF synth es ize r (ALF software wil I not take
advantage o f all th e features of th is board. Th e ir software so und s th e
sa m e in o ur sy nth es ize r.)
• Automatic shuto ff on powe r-up or if reset i s pu shed.
•Many many more features.
PRICE $159.00

Z-80 PLUS!

•TOTALLY co mpatib le wit h~ C P/M sof twar e.
• Th e o nl y Z- 80 ca rd with a 'pcc iJI 2K "CP/M d etect or" chi p.
• Fully compatibl e w ith mi crosof t di sks (no pre-boot req uired).
• All rww 1 ga \ dl' > i ~ n in corp o rates tllC' lates t in l .C. tP chn o logic>.

• Red "C P/M WORKING" LED in d ica to r, th e Z-80 Plu s does not int erf ere
with non-CP/ M programs.
• An on-card PROM elimin ates many I .C.'s fo r a coo ler, less powe r
co nsumin g board. (We use th e Z-80A at a fa st 4MHZ)
• Does EVE RYTHING th e oth e r Z-80 boards do, plus Z- 80 interrupt s.
Don't co nfu se th e Z-80 Plu s with crude cop ies o f th e microsoft ca rd. The
Z-80 Plu s emp loys a mu c h more sop hi sticated and reliable d es ign. With
th e Z-80 Plu s you ca n access th e lar ges t body o f softw are in ex ist ence.
Two co mput e rs in one and the advantages of both, all at an unb e li eva bl y
low pr ice.

PRICE $139.00
COMING SOON: Th e Z-80 Plu s for th e App le Ill

Viewmaster 80
There used lo be about a dozen 80 column cards for the Apple,
now there's only ONE.
•
•
•
•

TOTA LLY Vid ex Co mpatibl e
80 characters by 24 lin es, wi th a sharp 7x9 dot matri x
On-board 40/80 soft video >W itc h w ith m anua l 40 colum n ove rrid e
Fu ll y com patib le w ith A LL Appl e languages and softwa re - th e re are
NO e xcep ti on s
-• Low powe r consu m pt ion th rough th e u se of CMOS d evices
• A ll con n ecti ons on the card a re mad e w ith standard v id eo co nn ector s,
no cab les are so ldered to the h oard
•A ll new 1983 design ( usin g a n ew Mi croprocessor base d C. R.T.
cCJ nt ro ll e r)
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H S
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Th e V I E\VMASTER 80 wo rb wit h .-:i ll 80 co lumn appli ca tion:- mduding CP/M, Pas cal,
VVordS t a r, Fo1mdt II. [a.;,ywrit e r, Apµll· WritC' r 11 , Vbca lc, and rnany o th ers. Th e
V IEWMASTER 80 i... THE MOST co rnp atibl (' 80 col um n card you ca n bu y at ANY p rice!

PRICE $169.00

MemoryMaster lie 128 K RAM Card
•E xpands you r Ap pl e li e to 192K memory
• Prov id e s an 80 co lumn text db p lay
• C om patibl e w ith all Ap pl e li e 80 co lumn and ex t end ed 80 column
card softw are (Sa rn e p hrica l size as A ppl e's 64 K card)
• Ava ilab le in 64K and 1 28K co nfi gu rati o ns
• Bank >el ect LfD ', fo r Pach 64 K bank
• Permit s yo ur l i e t o Li> e th e new d o ubl e hi gh resoluti o n grap hi cs
• A ut o mati call y t>xpand ' Vi si calc t o 9 SK 'torage in 80 column s! Th e 64 K
co nfi guration i' all th at's nc ed c>d, 1 28K ca n take yo u eve n hi ghe r.

• Comp le tp doc um entati o n includ e d, we show you how to u se all 128K.
If you alread y haveApp le' s 64 K ca rd, just ord e r th e MEMORYMASTER with
64K and use th e 64 K from your o ld board to give you a full 128K. (The board
is fully socketed so you simply plu g in more chips.)
MemoryMaster with 128K
Upgradeable MemoryMaster with 64K
Non-Upgradeable MemoryMaster with 64K

$249
$169
$149

Our h u~ud ..,J r t • fJ. r . . upt •11orto mo ... t o f tlw r0 n..;u11wr r lt·l t1 o ni r . , 111c1dl' todc1y.All l. C.',a rp in highquJl 1ty sor ke b wit h rnil - ~pr c. compo nent s u sed thr o ugho ut P.C. b oards a re
l.!, ld..,..,- t'IW'-Y w it h gt il d lOnt ac.. b . 1\kich · 1n Anw rira t o IH• tlw ht•:-> t in th<.' \\ Ori el. All pr o duct, wo rk in APPLE li e. II , II + ~uid fra nkl in (e , cc pt M e m o r yi\,1 a~ l f' t).
\ ppl11·d En g in(Tlin g .Jbu 111 J 11u f.){ turt ·:-. J. fu ll lnw o f d a tJ. Jc..qubitio n an d co n!l o l p 1ud uc..t s fo r lht.' Appl l' ; N D co m c rt e rs a nd digital 1/ 0 ca rd5, e t c. Pl e ase ca ll for m o re
in1orm ,1tkJ11 All o w p1 u dtH h d f { ' fu lly tf·..,t1..' rl w ith cornpl<'lt' d oc um p nt a tio n an d dVa ilab lf' for irnnlf'dia tf' delive ry. All µrodu cts a re g ua ra nt e C'd with a no h ass le
TH REE YEAR WARRANTY.
SC' nd ( llC'ck o r Mo ney O rdf'r to.

All Orde rs Shi pped Same Da y. Te>as Re•id ents Add 5% Sale •
Tax. Add $10.00 If Outside U.S.A. Dea ler tnquirie• Welcome.

APPLIED ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 470301
Dallas, TX 75247

Call (214) 492-2027
7a. rn. to 11 p.m. 7 days a week
Maste rCard , Visa & CO.D. Welcome
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SOFTCARD

i Symposium-

Welcome to the September installment of SoftCard Symposium . This
month we'll examine the BIOS disk 1/ 0 routines and, where necessary,
contrast them with the equivalent routines in the more "standard" ver
sions of CP/ M.
Referring back for a moment to the BIOS jump vector table (shown
on this page), we can see that eight of the seventeen entries in the table allow
access to the disk driver portions of the BIOS. These disk 1/ 0 rou
tines vary from those that perform complex operations, such as the
READ/ WRITE routines, to very simple ones, such as SETTRK and
SETSEC. Before examining the BIOS disk I/ O routines, let's briefly con
sider what advice Digital Research offers the BIOS implementer.
In its CP/ M 2.0 Alteration Guide, Digital Research specifies that
' "disk I/ O is always performed through a sequence of calls on the var
ious access subroutines that set up the disk number to access, the track
and sector on a particular disk, and the direct memory access (DMA) ad
dress involved in the 1/ 0 operation. After all these parameters have been
set up, a call is made to the READ or WRITE function to perform the
actual I/ O operation."
It's obvious from this statement that the primary actions accom
plished by means of disk drives are reads and writes and that all other
routines merely support these activities. In practice, most support rou
tines in the various BIOS implementations do very little besides save in
formation about the track, sector, and DMA address supplied by BDOS.
In these cases, the saved information is used later during the actual read
or write call.

method is not the only viable approach, nor even the most efficient. The
point is rather moot, however, since the existing version of BDOS is de
signed to operate with many BIOS calls, and if compatibility is to be
maintained, this design must be perpetuated.
In our discussions so far, we have seen that CP/ M's designers at
tempted to set it up in such a way that the BIOS would be totally under the
control of BDOS, rather than being accessible in any way by the user's
programs-never mind that this is not strictly followed in the real
world. When we focused more specifically on character I/ O , we further
saw that the BDOS system calls accessed by user programs (also called
BDOS fimctions) are generally comparable to the BIOS character 1/ 0
entry points. In other words, if we wished to output a character to the
screen, for example, we could do so by calling BDOS function 2 (con
sole output) or by calling the fifth entry point in the BIOS jump table (JP
CON OUT). The two would be more or less functionally equivalent; the
primary difference between them is whether B DOS is able to keep track
of the cursor position on-screen.
This ability to access BIOS routines selectively and individually by
making BDOS system calls is not available with BIOS disk subroutines.
For example, there are no BDOS functions for setting the track number,
setting the sector number, and so on. With the exception of BDOS func
tions 14 (disk select) and 26 (set DMA address), all BDOS system calls
relate to files rather than to the raw information (tracks and sectors) the
BIOS works with. This has made the creation of low-level disk utilities
somewhat tricky, since the BIOS must be accessed directly for nearly
everything. In normal operation and programming, however, BIOS is ig
BIOS Jump Vector Table (Disk Entries Highlighted)
nored and BDOS is allowed to control totally the calling and sequencing
Relative
110
of the BIOS disk routines. As a result of that, and without the one-to-one
No. Address Contents
Type
Purpose
comparability between BDOS disk functions and BIOS disk 1/ 0 entry
INIT
01
BIOS+OO JP BOOT
Cold start initialization
points, the BIOS disk subroutines have become something of a "black
BIOS + 03 JP WBOOT
INIT
Warm start initial1zat1on
02
03
BIOS + 06 JP CONST
CHAR
Console device status check box" for most users. The rest of this article is an attempt to dispel some
of the mystery that surrounds these subroutines.
04
BIOS + 09 JP CONIN
Console device input
CHAR
BIOS + 12 JP CONOUT
05
CHAR
Console device output
Jump location: BIOS + 27
BIOS function number: 10
BIOS + 15 JP LIST
List device output
CHAR
06
Routine name: SELDSK
Routine type: Disk
07
BIOS + 18 JP PUNCH
Punch device output
CHAR
Routine purpose: Select a specific disk drive
BIOS + 21 JP READER
Reader device input
08
CHAR
Entry parameters: Disk to select in reg ister [CJ
BIOS + 24 JP HOME
09
DISK
Seek track 00 on disk
Ex it parameters: DPH address in [HL) (OO = error)
10
BIOS + 27 JP SELDSK
Select a specific disk drive
DISK
11
BIOS + 30 JP SETTRK
DISK
Seek a specific track
According to Digital Research, SELDSK must select the drive whose
12
BIOS + 33 JP SETS EC
DISK
Seek a specific sector
13
BIOS+36 JP SETDMA
DISK
Set DMA for next read / write number is provided in register (CJ (A:=O,B:= 1...P:= 15) and return to
14
BIOS + 39 JP READ
DISK
Read a specific sector
BDOS (in the [HL] register pair) the address of the disk parameter
15
BIOS + 42 JP WRITE
Write a specific sector
DISK
header (DPH) for that drive. If there is no drive associated with the num
16
BIOS + 45 JP LISTST
CHAR
List device status check
ber in register [CJ, SELDSK must return a zero in the register pair to in
Map logical to physical sector
17
BIOS + 48 JP SECTRAN DISK
form BDOS of that fact. The term select has a very loose meaning here;
The efficiency of making five BIOS calls, three of which simply store basically, it comes from the terminology used with disk controllers.
Since there are few occasions when drives must be used simulta
information for later, is somewhat open to question, especially when you
consider that BDOS has already done the work of storing the informa
neously, it is inefficient to duplicate the entire disk controller for each
tion somewhere within itself. It might have been better ifBDOS had been drive. For this reason, several drives are usually connected to the same
controller (two drives with Apple's Disk II system , for example), and
designed in such a way that for disk accesses it constructed a table con
taining the disk number, track, sector, DMA, type of operation, and so special "select" circuitry is provided to switch the controller between
on, and then simply passed the location of this table to a single BIOS drives . The action taken by the software is to send the drive "select" sig
read/ write routine. This idea is meant not as a hindsight criticism of nal to the controller's "select circuitry"-hence the term drive select.
CP/ M 's designers but rather simply to point out that Digital Research's
SELDSK is the starting point of any new disk access by BDOS , and
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frum our discussion or the disk data structures these last months, it
, }wuld be apparent why SELDSK is called first. Without the inform a
tion rnnt a incd in th e DPH and the o ther data structures pointed to by
the DPH. BDOS can know nothing about the drive and the format of
the mL-'Ciia in it. T he lack of this kn owledge prevents BDOS from being
a ble tu locate the disk's directory, much less calculate the location of file
reco rds. What HDOS needs most fr o m SE LDSK, th en, is the DPH ad
dres,. As soo n as it has that address, BDOS can initia lize its own in
ternal tables and structures as well as those in the BIOS, such as the AL V
and C KS areas.
O nce th ese data locations and areas a re initialized, BDOS can sim
rly keep updating them as it continues to access the drive. For this rea
son. following a call to SELDSK, any number of calls to the remaining
BIOS disk routines may be made in order to read a nd write sectors of da
ta o n whichever specilic disk was selected. Only when a new disk mu st be
accessed will BDOS again call SELDSK. BDOS will then read or write
any number of sectors to that disk, and so on. Although it will call
SELDSK each time a disk other than th e current one is accessed, BDOS
will nnt reinitialize the data structures each time. Only when it has been
nutilied of a media change in the drive, either by a warm boot from the
user o r by an altered directory checksum value during its disk access, will
HOOS re-c reate the dat a structures. BDOS keeps an internal ta ble of
which disks have been accessed (which have had their data structures ini
tiali Led) and which have not.
T he oth er functions th a t SELDSK performs (such as ha rdware ini
tiali;ration) are relatively unimportant to BDOS so long as any that must
be dnne an: performed sometime prior to the read or write. In most
HIOS implementuti ons, in uddition to passing the DPH address to
BDOS. SEL DSK sets up flo ppy drives for action, performing the select
function just mention ed , testing whether the drive is ready (plugged in,
turned on , and so forth), and determining den sity of the disk format in
use in multidensity environments. SELDSK 's duties with hard drives,
which need no densit y tests. a re usually much simpler.
In the SoftCard BIOS, SELDSK performs no actual hardware con
trol o r drive select function: ru ther that action is delayed until the actual

Highest Quality, Lifetime Guarantee!

DISKETTES
$1.65 51/4" soft sectored

• Our own custom-manufactured brand
• Certified for Single & Double Density
• Can be used double-sided on Apple,
Atari, IBM, and many other computers
• Hub ring, tight seams, loose-fitting
jackets, white Tyvek sleeves
* order in any quantity from 1 up
* $155 for 100 - $149 for bulk pak of
100 (sleeves & labels separate,
write-protect notch on one side)
* add $2 to total order for shipping

Hard plastic stand-up 1a-diskette carrying
cases $2.75 each, 4 for $10 (specify
choices : beige, black, blue, green, grey,
red, yellow)
Smoked-plastic jumbo-size flip-top 75
diskette file cases $19.50 each

VF ASSOCIATES
6327 Western Ave., N.W. , Wash., D.C. 20015
(202) 363-1313
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read or write. The reason for this is that, depending on what operation
BDOS is currently performing (or on some particular whim of the user's
program), BDOS may call SELDSK to select a drive without actually
going on to access th at drive for a read or write. In such a case there is
little to be gained from turning the drive motor on, especially since do
ing so would cause most controllers to turn the motors off automatically
on any other drives serviced by them. Switching back and forth to no
good purpose would cause severe slowdowns in disk access response.
With eight-inch drives, which may load the heads when selected, doing
this would cause unnecessa ry wear on moving parts and disk surfaces;
and in the Apple, there's the potential for minor but undue strain on the
power supply and drives. SoftCa rd's SELDSK, therefore, does little be
sides return the DPH address to BDOS.
Located at ODD6DH in 56K, SELDSK first checks the number in
register [CJ against the number of active drives found in the system dur
ing the boot sequence. As you'll remember from our discussion of the
BOOT routine, the di sk controller cards are counted and multiplied by
two to get the maximum number of drives possible in the system, and the
value that results is placed in a variable called NDISKS. It is this value
minus one th a t is checked against the disk number BDOS is trying to se
lect. A numb er that is not in the range of 0 to NDISKS-1 causes a
bra nch to SELERR a t OD D84H. SELERR loads 00 in the [HL] pair
a nd returns to BDOS. A valid disk number, on the other hand, causes
SELDSK to load the base address of the DPH tables into [HL] and
jump to a routine called AX16 at ODD64H . This routine multiplies the
disk number (0-15) by sixteen (the number of bytes in a DPH). The re
sult of this calculation is added to [HL], leaving [HL] containing the ad
dress of th at drive's DPH. Control returns directl y to BDOS from the
AX 16 subroutine.
That's not all SE LDSK does, however. If it were, there would be no
way for READ or WRITE to know th at a new disk had been selected,
und so th e next call to either of them would access the old disk. There
fore, after checking for the validity of the disk being selected and before
obtaining the DPH address, SELDSK h andles this potential problem by
taking the number of the disk to be selected from register [CJ and put
ting it into a variable called SE KDSK , located at OD EADH in 56K.
SEK DSK is the variable that READ and WRITE will access later to do
the actual hardware control that switching to this drive requires.
In addition to setting up the SE KDSK variable, SoftCard's
SELDSK routine does something else. While this process is not men
ti oned in the Digital Research documentation or included in the compa
ny's sample BIOS (nor in most other implementations we're familiar
with), it does have a useful purpose.
When a nonexistent drive is selected in a certain way, standard
C P / M sys tem s will hang. This usually happens when an attempt is made
to log on to such a drive from the keyboard (for example, by typing C: at
the A > prompt when there is no drive C:). A person who makes this
mi stake gets the message "BDOS error on C:SELECT." Typing a con
trol-C at this point causes a warm boot and activates drive A: to reload
the CCP: and then, since drive C: was selected by the user before, the
CCP once again attempts to log it in. And so on , and so on . Only a com
plete reboot will get CP/ M going again . The reason all this occurs is that
the system keeps track of the currently selected disk in a variable called
C DISK , found at 0004H in the system data page. When the CCP is told
to log in a new drive, CDISK is altered to thi s new value even before
SE LDSK is called to find out if the drive is valid!
As we saw from our di scussion some months ago, the last action of
the wa rm boot code is to jump to the beginning of the CCP with the cur
ren tly logged disk va lue in register [CJ . Where does it get this value? You
guessed it, from CDISK. Consequently, when attempting to log in non
existent drive C:, CDISK is immediately changed to 02H and then
SELDSK is called . When the disk select fails, SELDSK reports this back
to BDOS, which prints the error message and awai ts a keystroke before
req uesti ng a warm boot. When the keystroke is typed, the warm boot is
performed , a 02H is loaded into register [CJ, and control is passed to
the CC P, which immediately tries to log in drive C: (02H). In the Soft
Card SELDSK, howeve r, thi s does not ha ppen.
When SELDSK is called . its first activity is the check for the validity
of the disk selected. If the new dis k is found to be valid, SELDSK loads
the va lue from C DISK (which is now known to be a valid disk). It saves
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thi s value in a variable called OLDISK, located at OD EACH. Each suc
cessful select, the n, saves the value of the new valid disk in OLDISK.
Following this, if an attempted select on a nonvalid drive is made, the
SELERR routine loads the value from OLDISK and writes it into the
CDISK location before returning to B DOS with the error. When B DOS
requests the warm boot, then, the value passed by the warm boot code to
the CCP is not that of the non valid disk, but rather that of the last valid
one. This extra code has no effect on any errors other than SELECT er
rors. Attempting to log in a drive with no disk, or a drive where there is a
controller but no drive (that is, drive D: in a three-drive system), pro
duces a "b ad sector" error message and the system still hangs.
BIOS function number:
Routine name:
Routine purpose:
En try parameters:
Exit parameters:

9
Jump loca tion:
BIOS + 24
HOME
Routine ty pe: Disk
Seek track 00 on se lec ted disk
None
None

The HOME routine is provided more as an aid to BIOS designers
tha n anything else. It is functionally equivalent to calling SETTRK with
a parameter of 00. The HOME routine was provided separately, how
ever, because with certain disk controllers it was easier to move the disk' s
read/ write head to track 00 than it was to find a specific track. The
HOM E routine always seeks track 00, and making it a separate routine
speeds things up slightly. HOM E is called after each successful disk se
lect to place the read/ write head in a known position for BOOS, which
keeps track of it. With more modern disk controllers th at are capable of
seeking from any track to any track with a single command, most BIOS
designers simply let HOME load the [BC] register pair with 00 and jump
or "fall through" to the SETTRK routine.
Another factor to take into account in constructing a HOM E rou
tine is whether the BIOS is performing blocking and deblocking of large
sectors. As we've discussed (and will cover in more deta il later), BIOS
block/ deblock often defers the writing of 256-byte disk sectors until it is
sure that the other half (the second 128-byte CP/ M sector) will not be
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mo di lied. It is common, then:fon:, for th e BIOS to gd a read or wrik re
quest while it still has va lid unwritten data in its buffer from the la >l
write request. This data mu st be written hdon: th e requ ested o peration
can be performed. Had BOOS iss uc,'CI a HOM E comma nd in hetw<:en
o perations, and had HOM E actually moved the read / write head to track
00, the BIOS would have to move it back where it was, d o the leftover
write, and th en ho me it aga in. This wo uld res ult in co nside rable loss of
efficiency. Allowing HOM E to defer the act ual seek unti l the
R EA D / WRIT E routines avo ids this potential problem .
SoftCard's HOM E routine, located a t ODD4BH, in fact performs as
we have described. Since the Apple Disk II drives h ave o nly thirty-li ve
track s, o nly the [CJ reg ister of the [BC] pair is used and all t rack storage
locati o ns are single-byte va riables . In addition to falling through
SETTRK with a 0 parameter, HOM E also clears the nag indicating that
the block/ deblo ck buffer is active (if there is no sign th at there is an un
written sec tor contained in the buffer). Bo th of these last duti es invo lve
the block/ d eblock algorithm itself. which we'll save until we disc uss
R EAD a nd WRIT E.
BIOS function numbe r:
Routin e name:
Routine purpose:
Entry parame te rs:
Exit parameters:

11
Jump locat ion : BIO S + 30
SETTRK
Routin e type:
Disk
Seek a s pecific track o n selected d isk
Trac k number to see k in [BC]
None

Although SETTRK's purpose is to move the read/ write head of the
disk to the track specified in [BC] (SoftCard uses just [CJ, remember),
thi s action is usu ally deferred until just before the actual read or write is
performed; th e reaso ns for this are the same as th e ones we spok e of
when discussing the HOM E routine. In the SoftCard BIOS, SETTRK is
located at ODD56H , immediately following HOME. It lo ads the value of
the track to seek from register [CJ to register [A] and then loads th at
va lue into a variable called SEKTRK (at OD EASH): it then returns to
BOOS . It is this va ri a ble that R EA D a nd WRITE will access for the
current track to seek when they a re called.
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BIOS function number:
Routine name:
Routine purpose:
Entry parameters:

17
Jump location: BIOS + 48
SEC TRAN
Routine type: Disk
Map logical to physical sector numbers
Logical sector number to map 1n [BC]
XL T table address in [DE]
Physical sector number in [HL]

Exit parameters:

As we've mentioned in the past, the SECTRAN routine is responsi
ble tor handling soltware interleave translation. Its main purpose is to allow
the BIOS designer the utmost tlexibility in coming up with his own meth
od of interleaving. BDOS ca lculates sector numbers based on there be
ing no interleave (that is, sectors are numbered 0, 1,2,3,4 . .. 15), and sim
ply asks the BIOS for the necessary translation. Jn the SoftCard
BIOS, interleaving is a two-part affair. The first takes place in the
READ / WRITE routines, where the translation from a three-sector in
terleave to a two-sector one is accomplished , and the second occurs
in the RWTS routines where the two-sector interleave is translated . Giv
en this arrangement, there is no need to <lo anything outside of
READ / WRITE. For this reason, the entry for SECTRAN in the BIOS
jump table is not actually a jump, but rather two load instructions and a
R ET as shown below:
LO
H,B
LO
L.C
RET
This entry occupies the same three bytes as a jump instruction and its
address but has the effect of returning in [H L] exactly what was supplied
in [BC] without ha vi ng taken up space for a routine to perform this func
tion . Even though there are zeros in the XL T field of the DPH for a par
ticular drive, BDOS still calls SECTRAN in order to give BIOS design
ers an opportunity to implement any necessary translation fun ctions of
their own.
BIOS function number:
Routine nam e:
Routine purpose:
Entr y parameters:
Exit parameters:

12
Jump location:
BIOS +33
SETS EC
Routi ne type: Disk
Seek a specific sector on selected disk
Sector number to seek in [BC]
None
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The SETSEC routine, like SETTRK , is simply used by BDOS to
pass the sector number to the BIOS. The SoftCard BIOS again uses only
the [CJ register, since there are only thirty-two CP/ M sectors per track.
SETSEC (again like SETTRK) defers the actual passing of the sector
number to the controller (RWTS in this case) when called. Instead, the
value in register [CJ is placed in a variable called CPMSEC, located at
ODEA9H. Control is then passed immediately back to BOOS. In the
SoltC ard BJOS, SETS EC is located at OD D89H, immediately following
SELDSK.
BIOS function number:
Routine name:
Routine purpose:
Entry parameters:
Exit parameters:

13
Jump location : BIOS +36
SETDMA
Routine type: Disk
Set OMA for ne xt read/w rite
OMA address in [BC]. B= Hi C=Lo
None

SETDMA's only purpose is to inform the BIOS of the 128-byte area
that BDOS wishes the next disk sector(s) read from or written to. The
BIOS must not assume that a call to SETDMA will occur before each
read or write, since there are occasions when several sectors may be
loaded into the same space and processed one at a time. The initial de
fault OMA address is 0080H in the last half of the system data page.
Most data transfers are performed from and to here, although, as we've
seen, BOOS will use other DMA addresses as necessary.
Jn the SoftCard BIOS, SETDMA is located immediately after
SETSEC at ODD8EH. When called, it loads the contents of [BC] into a
variable called DMAADR at ODEB8H and returns to BOOS. During
reads and writes, the READ / WRITE routines use the contents of this
variable as the start address needed for moving 128-byte records to and
from the deblocking buffer.
We have now finished the easy ones. The only two routines left are
READ and WRITE, which take up most of the space in the BJOS disk
access routines. We'll devote the next column and possibly the one after
that to discussing them. As you can see from what we've discussed so far,
in a block ing/ deblocking BIOS like the SoftCard, READ and WRITE
<lo most of the work. Until next month. . . .
JI

Was it to perform a specific application or
just because it was sitting in the window of
your local computer store? And what is it
doing for you now? Are you exploring other
uses for your Apple?
The purchase of an Apple is a financial
commitment. With increased use and multiple
applications your computer can be very cost
effective.
As an introduction to the many Apple
computer applications available to you, Will
Somebody Please Tell Me What an Apple Can
Do? will help you maximize the use of the
Apple in your home or business. Written by
eight computer experts, edited by Glen M.
Polin, published by Sterling Swift Publishing
Company, and available directly from Softalk,
Will Somebody Please Tell Me What an Apple
Can Do? costs just $12.95.
Softalk Tell
Box 60
North Hollywood , CA 91603
Ca lifornia residents add 6 \ 2% sales tax.
Appl e is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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THOUSANDS OF
CP/M COMPATIBLES
AND SOFTWARE
PACKAGES
ARE GATHERING
IN BOSTON ••.

Hynes Auditorium
Thursday-Saturday
September 29-0ctober1, 1983
Show Hours: 10:30AM to 5:30PM daily
Sponsored by Digital Research , Inc.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL NEW COMPUTER SHOW IS COMING EAST.
CP/ M'83 held last January in San Francisco , was the largest event organized around asingle product in the history of all products. It was larger than
any first or second year technology event ever held anywhere, drawing over 40 ,000 attendees and more than 600 displays . This September 29
through October 1, Northeast Expositions, Inc., the foremost producer of computer events. and Digital Research Inc ., the inventors of CP/ M, will
present CP/ M'83-East at Boston's Hynes Auditorium.

IF YOU DO ANYTHING IN CP/M YOU ABSOLUTELY CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS CP/M'83-EAST.
CP/ M'83 is much more than a Show-it's an educational forum to help people learn about using , developing and marketing CP/M software . It's an
incredibly effective medium for manufacturers to meet buyers or marketers , to meet developers. Noted leaders from the software industry will
conduct the most extensive group of workshops on microcomputer software ever presented at any conference .. . ever. These informative
discussions will explore CP/ M applications, technical information , development aids , uses in different professions and support services. The
conference program will also strive to show users how to get the most from their CP/ M computers.
During each day of CP/ M'83-East, from 8:30AM to 10:30AM , special industry workshops will be held for Independent Software Vendors (ISV's),
distributors , dealers and manufacturers. These seminars will cover the ins and outs of developing , packaging and marketing microcomputer
software. They will also offer you achance to cultivate important industry contacts including venture capitalists.

THE WORLD OF CP/M UNDER ONE ROOF
CP/ M'83-West was the largest end-user Computer Show and Sale ever; the East Coast version will be just as large an extravaganza. At CP/ M'83-East
you 'll find everything new for your CP/ M computer under one roof. In acouple of days , you can sample software, accessories and services for
every conceivable application you have. The Show includes over eight thousand different kinds of products including computers , peripherals,
printers , hard disks , modems , memory cards , game cartridges , video displays , and plug-in boards-plus publications. support services and an
absolutely incredible array of software application packages and development aids. All the CP/ M compatible hardware and software for business ,
industry , the professions , government, education , home and personal use, is there . And best of all , you 'll save hundreds , even thousands of dollars
because everything that is on display is for sale at special Show prices .

ADMISSION FEES:
One-Day Exhibits-Only ticket $10

Tickets on sale at door

Three-Day Exhibits & Conference ticket $25

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
If you 're interested in attending or exhibiting at CP/ M'83-East , call 800-841-7000 (inside Massachusetts 617-739-2000) . Or you can write us and we
will be happy to mail you acomprehensive pamphlet which includes the schedule of seminars , workshops and conferences plus Boston hotel
reservation information. Our address is 822 Boylston Street , Chestnut Hill , Massachusetts 02167.
CP/ M'83-East is produ ced by Northeast Expositions. Inc.. theforemost nat1 onw1de produ cer of special audience and spec ific product pe rsonal comp uter shows , in cluding Ap plefest,
PC'83 (for IBM PC users) , The National Computer Sh ows , and Softcon- an In ternational Conference and Tradefair fo r the Soft ware Industry .
CP/ M 1s the reg istered trademark of Digital Research. In c.

PREREGISTRATION FORM
D Enclosed is my payment for _

__ Three-Day

QU AN TITY

o

Enclosed is my payment for _ _ _ One-Day
QU ANTITY

Exhibits & Conference badge(s) at $25 which
Exhibits Only t1cket(s) at $10 each.
admits the attendee to the Show on Thursday ,
Friday and Saturday and to the Conference on all
three days .
Name_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _
Company (if any)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ State_ __ _ Zip_ _ __ _
Telephone (area code)_ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ ext _ _ _ __

Mail to National Computer Shows, 822 Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill , MA 02167

80 COLU MN PRINTER SALE-$149.00*
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COM -STAR TI F

*STX-80 COLUMN
PR INTER-$149.00
Prints full 80 columns . Super silent operation ,
60 CPS, prints Hi-resolution graphics and
block graphics, expanded character set, ex·
ceptionally clear characters, fantastic print
quality, uses inexpensive thermal roll paper!

DELUXE COMSTAR T/F
PRINTER-$219.00
The Comstar T/F is an excellent add iti on to
any micro-computer system. (Interfaces are
available for Apple , VIC·20, Commodore-64,
Pet, Atari 400 and 800, and Hewlett Packard).
At only $219 the Comstar gives you print quail·
ty and features found only on printers costing
twi ce as much. Compare these features.

• THREE
SELECTABLE
CHARACTER
PITCHES: • 10, 12 or 16.5 characters per Inch.
132 columns maximum. Double-width Ion! also
Is standard for each character pitch .
• PROGRAMMABLE LINE FEED: program
mable length from 1/144 to 255/144 Inches.
• VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL: program
mable form length up to 127 lines, uselul for
short or over-sized preprinted forms.
• FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED: will accept
single sheet paper.
• 224TOTALCHARACTERS

• PRINTI NG VERSAT ILITY: standard 96 ASCII
character set plus block graphics and Interna
tional scripts . An EPROM character generator
includes up to 224 characters .
• INTER FACE FLEXIBILITY: Centronlcs Is
standard . Options Include EIA RS232C, 20mA
Current Loop.
• LONG LIFE PRINT HEAD:
character life expectancy.

100

million

• THREE SELECTABLE LINE SPACINGS: 6, 8
or 12 iines per inch .

SUPER·10"

We have doubled the normal 90 day warranty
to 180 days. Therefore ii your printer fails
within "180 days" from the date of purchase
you simply send your printer to us via United
Parcel Service, prepaid . We will IMMEDIATELY
send you a replacement printer at no charge
via United Parcel Service, prepaid . This warran
ty, once again, proves that WE LOVE OUR
CUSTOMERS!

15 DAY FREE TRIAL
OTHER OPTIONS

• USES STANDARD SIZE PAPER
• Bl-DIRECTIO NAL PRINTING with a LOGIC
SEEKING CARRIAGE CONTROL for higher
t hrough-put In actual text printing. 80
characters per second.

Double
Immediate Replacement
Warranty

If you want more try 

Premium Quality
COMSTAR T/F SUPER·10X
PRINTER-$299.00
More Features Than RX-80
For $299 you get all of the features of the
Comstar T/F plus 10" carriage 120 cps, 9 x 9
dot matrix with double strike capability for 18
x 18 dot matrix. High resolution bit image (120
x 144 dot matrix), underlining, backspacing,
left and right margin settings, true lower
descenders, with super and subscripts, and
prints standard, italic, Block Graphics, special
characters, plus 2K of user definable char·
acters. For the ultimate in price performance
the Comstar T/F Super 10" leads the pack!

Extra Ribbons ................. . .... . ·$ 5.95
Roll Paper Holder . ..... . . . . . . . ..... . .. 32 95
Roll Paper . .. ... _.. _..... .. . . .. . .... . . 4.95
5000 Labels . ............ .... . . . . . . . . . 19 95
1100 Sheets Fan Fold Paper ........... .. 13.95
Add $17.50 shipping, handling and insu ra nc e
Illinois residents please add 6 % ta x. Add
$40.00 for CANADA , PUERTO RICO, HAWA II ,
ALASKA orde rs. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO
OTHER COUNTRIES. Enclose cashiers check.
mon ey order o r personal c heck. Allow 14 days
fo r delivery. 2 to 7 days for phone o rd ers. 1
day express mai I available I 1 Canada orders
mu st be in US. dollars .

PROTECTO

ENTER PR I z Es (WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS)
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 80010
Phone 3121382·5244 to order

ABCDEFGHXJ KLMNOPQRBTUVWXVZ
ABCDEFGtiIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1 2 3 4 : 5 6 7 8 9 0

G RAFST AR (Apple interface card · "Like Grappler Plus") SALE $69.00.
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In the time since Buttonwood Apples began two years ago this
we've considered numerous investment programs that run on the
Apple-and times have changed. Two years ago, most people who used
the Apple for investing were techies, folks who willfully lost sleep to fig
ure out just how these beige boxes worked. Sprinkled among us were in
vestment professionals who recognized early on what a difference hav
ing a person al computer could ma ke in investing.
1
Some of the men and women who used their Apples in investing two
years ago arc today's software authors and publishers. Others got rich in
the market, and still others got poor. But the fascination that was so ad
dicting then still holds us now: the ability to direct and use the power of
the Apple to help us make money. Nothing holds an investor's attention
like the prospect of a big long-term capital gain.
Many of today's Apple users are neither techies nor market profes
1 sionals. They' re people who bought a computer because they knew it
! would change the way they live a nd work, parents who want to prepare
I their children for the future, computer hobbyists, and, of course, com
1 puter game connoisseurs. Perhaps you fit one of these descriptions. If so,
' it may be that the only reason you don 't use your Apple as an aid in your
investment decisions is that you don 't know how to. This is not to say
that you couldn' t go to your local computer store and buy any invest
ment program you wanted . Rather, the stumbling block is that you don't
understand the basics of investing-the difference between a common
stock and a preferred stock, why buying a security on margin is tricky
(and what is margin anyway?). If you understand the basics, you just
' might put a little money at risk in the market. Maybe you 'd make some
' money, maybe you'd lose some. The point is-you'll never know unless
j you give it a shot.
In this month's column, we'll look at why you might want to use an
Apple to help you invest in the first place . Starting next time, Button
wood Apples is going to be a two-part column. The first half of it will be
a tutorial on investing-the basics you need in order to get sta rted. The
second half will be what you're used to-reviews of major pieces of in
vestment software. The premise is simple: If you want to invest but don ' t
know how , part one of this column will help you learn; and if you al
ready know what to do, look to part two for programs you should
consider.
The hope is that you'll find the information contained here useful
and profitable. To help improve the odds that it will be both, write in
with your questions, whether they concern particular pieces of software
or investing in general. If we can't answer a question, we'll try to find
someone who can.
Why should you even consider using an Apple to help you analyze
investments? Because doing so can save you a great deal of time and
money, th at's why.
Investing , like medicine, is considered an art. It appears to be a mix
ture of exact science, emotion, luck, and folklore. Different investors sub
scribe to different theories.
The two major schools of thought are technical analysis and funda
mental analysis. Technical an alysis concentrates on the history of a se
1
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curity-how it has perfo rmed over time. The key indicators here a rc th e
security's price and volume. Technicians loo k for trend s. It doesn't mat
ter if a trend is up or down-as long as you can identify that trend , yo u
can make money.
Fundament al analysis concentrates on how a company is do ing.
How are its ea rnings? Wh at are its future prospects? Wh at price is its
stock trading at? If the organization itself is doing well, the theory goes,
it s stock will too.
These two major schools of analysis can be used to evaluate any type
of security: they are used primarily, however, with equity-based invest
ments such as stocks, options, and warrants. Bonds a re a little different.
The price of a bond is detennined by the going market interest rate, th e
coupon (or fa ce interest rate) of the bond , any special conditions placed
on the bond (indentures), and the ability of the borrower (the issuer) to
pay the principal (the money borrowed) and the interest on the bond .
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Software designed to run on the Apple has been written to perform
both technical anal ys is a nd fundamental analysis. Why? Let's consider
technical analysis fir st.
The heart of technical a nalysis is charting numbers. These numbers
might be the actual price or volume statistics of a given security, or they
might he a charting of the result s o f a calculation designed to identify
trends (or. as many technicians call them , opportunities).
What does it take to do a technical analysis chart? Well, it ta kes a
pencil. paper, a bunch of raw data, a file cabinet, a calculator, a huge
worksheet, a lot of patience, and a great deal of time. If we put the power
of the Apple to work. we can direct it to collect our data, store it, m anip
ul ate it, crunch it, and then chart it. It ca n do all thi s in about one-hun
dredth of the time it would take to do it ma nu a lly, with what a p
proaches 100 percent accuracy. In o ther words, enlisting the Apple's aid
allows us to do one hundred times the a nalysis we could do by hand .
This improves our chances-our odds, if you will-of making a profit
able investment decision.
Now let's consider fundamental a nalysis. To look at the entire uni
verse of investments available to us would be almost impossible. There
are thousand s of stocks listed on the New York and American stock ex
changes alone. Add to that the stock s traded over the counter and those
on the regional excha nges and the task of covering them a ll becomes
even greater. Yet if we don't want to limit our potential profit oppor
tunities. we'll need to ana lyze every stock on every exchange.
Instead , why not let the Apple do the work for us7 Using a funda
mental analysis pack age, such as the Dow Jones Market Microscope,
would enable us to get an d analyze the financial statistics on almost any
wmpany and then print out a repo rt showing which stocks warranted
further evaluation. We're not replacing ourselves with the Apple in the
investment process: we're simply using it to augment our own a bilities .
That's a key point. In any form of Apple-assisted investment activ
it y, we shouldn't be replacing o ur ow n judgment with the computer's.
Rather, we should use the Apple as an assistant, adding its incredible
computational power to our incredible (we hope) analytical or decision
ma king ability. There's a tradeoff, tho ugh. Using the Apple in in vest
ment analysis ca n get expensive. It may be that the cost of software,
ha rdwa re. a nd connect charges for yo ur database exceeds the value yo u
place on yo ur own time or your abilit y to recoup the money you've spent
on equipment. Should I o r sho uldn ' t I use my Apple in investing is a
question only you can answer.
If you do decide to use yo ur Apple in investing, how do you shop for
in vestment packages? Sad to say. your average computer store salesper
son knows as much about investing as he does about the mating habits of
the African fruit tly. When you as k to see an investment program, you'll
prnha hly hear something like, "We don't stock them but we can o rder
them . Which one do you want?" Wo uld yo u buy a car th at way? Of
course not. Then don ' t purchase a piece of software in that manner
either.
Unfortunately. yo u ca n't ask your local computer dealer to order
every piece of softwa re yo u're considering so that you can evaluate it,
keep it if it's good. and return it if it's not. So what can you do?
Well, to begin with. you ca n gather information by reading reviews,
write-ups, and advertisements in various computer publications. Doing
this will begin to give yo u a feel for what's out there. In addition, user
groups often have SIGs (special interest groups) in investing. These
gro ups consist of individuals like yo u who want to learn more a bout us
ing the computer as an investment tool. Some of them may be quite ex
perienced , others may be novices. In any event, the purpose of a SIG is to
help its members learn . Thro ugh an in vestment SIG . yo u' ll meet people
who use investment software, a nd yo u'll have the opportunity to get their
o pinions :.thout the worth of particular programs.
Some SI Gs establish a spe..ial-purchase fund for buying new pieces of
in vestment software . All members of the SIG chip in to buy a new, in
teresting package: then someone is assigned to review it. Once the p ac k
age has been reviewed, each member uses the package for a while. If it's
decided that the package is worth buying. one member buys the existing
package from the group. and the other members purchase copies for
tht:mselves. If a package is worthless, each member is out only a fraction

The Stock Portfolio System
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,lf 1vhat it 11lluld ha1 e L'lJSt to buy the >oft11 are on his or her own. (If you
11 :mt lll find llUl 4uidd1 11hich programs to avoid, all you have to do is
lind out which prngrams a good SIG still has on the shelf.)
:\1ll>ther opti,H1 is the new rental soliware stores and services that are
popping up . The1 allow you to rent the package you're interested in and
try it for a while. Ir you like it, you can buy it; if you don't, you can re
turn it.
So now that you' ve found the package you want. where do you go to
buy it" You could go hack to your local retailer, order hy mail from a
cfo..:ount house. or order direct from the publisher. Which is best?
Remember the African fruit tly'! If your local retailer knows nothing
about the package you're interested in, why should you huy it from him?
There are a couple of good reasons. The first is that if you buy the pack
age locally you'll have some leverage if it doesn't work properly. After
all , a dealer who refuses to accept your return of unsatisfactory or defec
ti\'\.: merchandise knows that he'll probably lose you as a future custom
er. Should you pay the full list price for the package? That's up to you. of
course. hut you might be surprised how llexible some retailers are on
software prices. Everybody is in business to make a profit, of course, and
you shouldn't begrudge your local computer store that opportunity, but
exactly what that profit ought to be is not cast in stone.
Buying a piece of so Ii ware via mail order may save you some money.
hut you don't get the kind ofleverage you'd have if you'd made the pur
L'hase locally. If you do go the mail-order route, he sure to use your cred
it card to pay for the purchase. As you may already know. if something
you buy costs more than lifty dollars and the vendor is more than fifty
miles from your home, you can complain to the credit card company if
there's any problem. By the way, this works. lfthe company agrees with
you and thinks there's been an injustice, you'll get your money back.
The final alternative is to huy the package directly from the publish
er. In most cases. this isn't necessary and you're better off going through
your local retailer in order to have that leverage we spoke of earlier. The
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publisher is going to give you the same amount of support whether you
bought the package direct or through a retail outlet. so that"s not an
issue.
By the way, if a retailer tells you that "'we support this package,"
don't take the remark too seriously. Normally, all this means is that the
store will call the publisher and ask questions for you. something you'd
he better off doing yourself. Frankly, unless your retailers are registered
in vestment advisers with the Securities and Exchange Commission,
they can't really support investment software. Why not? Well, selling
training services on how to use a piece of software that employs a par
ticular investment technique is. in effect. endorsing that technique and
giving investment advice.
The bottom line on support is, when you buy your package, it's you,
your telephone, and the publisher. If you're lucky enough to find some
one locally who knows that package, be it a retailer or another investor,
you're that much ahead of the game.
What about the Hardware You :\feed To Run the Software? The
best advice anyone can give you on this score is, "Don't go hog wild!" If
you're looking at a piece of sotiware that requires you to buy an addi
tional $1.000 worth of hardware. make absolutely sure that the software
is what you want. As anyone who invests knows, the goal of investing is
to minimize risk while maximizing rewards. The same principle applies
here. but for some reason some people still go out and spend a lot of
money on hard11·are only to !ind out they never needed it in the first place
(buying a letter-quality printer to produce charts when the charts can al
ready he seen on-screen or printed on a dot-matrix printer is an example
of this). Sometimes people just find out. after having bought a lot of
hardware. that the software itself doesn't do what they want. The best
strategy is to be as cautious with your purchases as you are with the
money you invest.
How Do I Find Out What All These Imestment Techniques Are
and How They Work'! Just keep reading. See you next month.
:m
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Part 3: Strings
Unlike Basic, assembly language doesn't understand strings-an as
sembly language command can operate on only one character at a time.
Does that mean that assembly language can't deal with strings? Of
course not-assembly language can deal with almost anything! But the
"understanding"-that is, the step-by-step instructions-must be pro
vided by the programmer. Your program has to tell the system, "This
string begins here, and ends here."
There are several ways to do this. Last month, for example, we did it
by counting, and we got a program that would print a string. This
month , we'll do it a different way, and we'll get a program th at can print
any one of several strings.
Address and Length. Here are two ways to print a string, one in Ba
sic a nd one in assembly language.
Basic

10
20
30
40
50
60

X=O
READ A$
PRINT A$;
X = X+ 1
IF X <11
THEN 20
DATA H,E,L ,L,O,
"", B,O ,S,S, !

Assembly Language

LOOP

STRING

LOX
LOA
JSR
IN X
CPX
BCC
ASC

#0
STRING,X
COUT
#11
LOOP
" HELLO BOSS! "

Note that the logical structure is the same in both listings, line by
line-even though the symbols are different, and sometimes different
techniques are used. For example, line IO in the Basic version means,
"Let the variable called X equal zero," while the assembly language ver
sion means "Load the register called X with zero"; but they both amount
to the same thing, which is "set the loop counter to zero."
Similarly, line 20 of each version means "Get the next character of
the string," and line 30 means "Output that character." The techniques
used in the two versions are different, but the result is the same.
Line 40 is the act ual counting instruction. INX , in the assembly lan
guage listing, is short for increment X.
Line 50 is in two parts: first the loop exit test, "Have we done enough
yet?" then the branch instruction, "If not, go back and do it again." BCC
means branch if carry is clear: It's a way of testing the result of the com
pare X operation, CPX. When the number of passes through the loop, as
counted by the X register (or by variable X), matches the number of
characters in the string, the loop ends. The complete string has been
printed, one character on each pass.
In this case, the string was identified by two numbers: its starting ad
dress in memory (represented by the label STRING in the listing) and its
length, or number of characters. Thus the program loads the first char
acter from the specified address and outputs it, then adds I to the ad
dress and repeats the process, and continues repeating until the counter
equals the length of the string.

This is a useful way to identify strings: in fact, this is how App lesoft
usually does it internally; but the method has one slight disadvantage: It
requires two numbers, address a nd length . There is another way to iden
tify a string, using only one number: the starting address. Instead of a
length, you use a ter111i11ati11g character.
From Here to CR. That means, of course, that you have to commit
that character to that one use and no other: If you tell it to do so, the pro
gram will always interpret that character as the end of a string, whenever
it finds it. But that's no loss to us; we can use the carriage return charac
ter, ASCII 13. We're already used to using that as an end-of-statement
mark in Basic.
Here is the assembly language program, rewritten to work with a
termin ating character instead of a length specification:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LOOP

EXIT
STRING

LOX #0
LDASTRING ,X
CMP #13
BEO EXIT
JSR COUT
INX
JMP LOOP
RTS
ASC "H ELLO BOSS!"
DFB13

There are several changes. First, the exit test (lines 3 and 4 in this ver
sion) has been moved up ahead of the output step (JSR COUT, line 5).
Thi s enables us to test the character in the accumulator before the COUT
routine scram bles it. It also means that the terminating character itself
will not be printed-if that character is found, the routine exits before
printing it-so that the terminator will not appear as pa rt of yo ur string.
No te that the compare operation has been changed from C PX (com
pare X register) to CMP (compare accumulator). That's because the ear
lier version was testing for a character count-actually, a count of passes
through the loop-and that value is found in the X register: this version
is looking for a particular character, which will be found in the
accumulator.
And finally, the exit arrangement is different. The first version used
the branch part of the test a nd branch operation-CPX # I I, BCC
LOOP-to close the loop (that is, to repeat the cycle if needed). We can't
do that here because we're doing the test-an d-branch before the output
step: We can't close the loop with that branch, because there's still some
thing to do-JSR CO UT-before we go aro und agai n . Instead, we use a
jump command-similar to the goto command in Basic-to close
the loop.
When the complete string has been output, line 3 will find the termi
nating character: line 4 will then branch to the exit line (BEQ is short for
branch if equal); and line 8, the exit line, will return to the calling pro
gram (RTS is the assembl y language form of the Basic return command).
Last but not least, line I 0 provides the terminating character itself
DFB is short for define a byte, a nd means that the following byte (or
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Machine Language.

The Visible
Computer: 6502
The transition from Basic to machine language is a
big step. Sometimes too big.
Now there's a way to cut the problem down to size.
The Visible Computer: 6502 is an integrated sys
tem for learning machine language programming.
It features an animated simulation of the 6502
microprocessor that lets you see with your own
eyes what machine language is all about. You·n see
how instructions are executed, not just the result.
There's a hand-holding mode that traps the kind of
mistakes beginning machine language program
mers are apt to make. And an expert mode. with
more than twenty commands and functions that
make it a powerful debugger for your machine
language programs.
The 140 page manual is a hard-working tutorial
on the fundamental concepts of machine language.
You'll learn "hands-on-keyboard" as you work your
way through thirty progressively more complex
demonstration programs stored on disk.
The Visible Computer: 6502 is available for the
Apple II Plus (or lie) for $49. 95 . If your dealer
doesn't have it, you can order directly from Soft
ware Masters. 3330 Hillcroft #BB. Houston, Texas
77057. or call (713) 266-5771. Please include $3.00
shipping. Bank cards accepted.
Til e Visibl e Computer
lets you see int o a 6502
as it executes
programs

Software Masters™
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bytes) should be inserted into the program code. Warning. When you use
this technique, be sure you remember to put in the terminating charac
ter. Think about what will happen if you leave it out. ...
Many Messages. "But what is the use," you may be wondering, "of
all these changes? The program is now several bytes longer than before,
and it still does the same thing." Ah, but it doesn't do quite the same
thing: Now it can find the end of a string, all by itself! Before, it had to be
told where the end was (address and length, remember)-now, you only
have to tell it where the string begins.
What good is that? Why, this: If we simply poke a different address
for the beginning of the string-change the value of STRING in line 2
we can have the program output a different string on each call! Thus the
program could be used to handle a whole set of strings: error messages,
perhaps, or a help file. All you have to do is poke the address of the de
sired message before each call.
In fact, there's an even easier way to do it. We can add a short sec
tion, called a "header," in front of the main program. This section modi
fies the message starting address and then jumps to the main program.
We will need a separate header for each string, but the extra convenience
will be worth it. It works like this: In order to output a particular string,
your Basic program must call the header for that string (use the call com
mand and the starting address of the header you want). The header will
load the correct number and then jump to the main routine, which will
output the selected string.
In effect, this gives the routine several different entry points: By se
lecting the proper entry point, you can choose which string will be
printed.
Offsets. We have been talking about changing the message starting
address as a way of selecting a string. That would work, of course, but it
turns out that there's another way: less obvious but actually simpler.
Take another look at what the X register is doing . ...
In line 2 of the assembly language listing, we have the command,
LOA STRING,X, an example of indexed addressing. STRING is a la
bel , a name that represents a particular address in memory. Each time
the processor comes to this step, it does two processes: It adds the cur
rent value of the X register to the address STRING, giving a new ad
dress; then it reads the value stored at that new address and puts that
value into the accumulator.
In other words, the Apple interprets STRING ,X as STRING + X.
For this reason , the value of the X register is sometimes called an offset
since it offsets the STRING address by a specified amount.
As you may remember from algebra, there are two ways to change
the value of A+ B: You can change the value of A, or you can change the
value of B. So if we want to change the value of STRING X we can ei
ther change STRING, as previously mentioned, or we can change X by
the same amount. The effect on STRING,X will be the same.
Here's an example. Suppose we had stored three messages, "one,"
"two," and "three," in memory, starting at address 800 (decimal). The
section of memory from 800 on would look like this:
0 N E CRT W 0 CR TH R EE CR ...

i'

800

t804

i'

808

CR, of course , stands for the terminating carriage return character.
The numbers underneath are the memory addresses of the starting byte
of each string.
The beginning of the first message is at STRING,X ifSTRING=800
and X=O. That's obvious enough. To get to the second message, we
could use STRING=804 and X=O or we could use STRING=800 and
X=4. In the same way, the third message begins at STRING,X if
STRING= 808 and X=O or if STRING=800 andX=8. Thus we have a
choice: We can select a particular string by using the same value of X
and different values of STRING or by keeping STRING constant and
changing X.
Changing X turns out to be easier-it gives us a header for each
string that is only five bytes long (if we had to change STRING instead,
the header would take eight bytes-a problem we'll consider later). Thus
we'll keep STRING constant at 800 and select different strings by chang
ing X: X=O gives us the beginning of the string "one," X=4 gives us
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prove 1t w0'll s0 11d yo 11 The P1 zzil
Progrilm to tes t fo1 15 dil ys An d
we wo n't se nd yo 11 il bill until
;ift e r yo u've hild ill leils t 15 dilys
to use 1t Thi s wi ll give you ple nt y
of tim e to ge t 11. loo k 11 over. tr y
1t out.
ENDS HO-HUM DINNERS

Are you tired of th e Sil me old
thing for d inn e r? Wo 11ld yo u lik e
more vilri ety 111 your eve ning
meal? Is th e re so me thin g you 'd
rath e r hilve but don 't ge t very
ofte n? Th e Pi ZZil Progrilm is de
signed jus t for you It 's a de lig ht
ful ne w soft ware pac kilg e cre
ilted to e nd th e dinner- bl a hs with
co mput e r ge ne rated me nu s
He re 1s how 1t work s
You revi e w whilt you I1k e from
th e pre-selec ted food groups 111
th e da til bilse Yo u can eas ily
delete il ny food s yo u don't e njoy
or add a nything new at ilny time.
Th e n dec id e how ofte n you lik e
to eat ce rtillll ite ms Fo r example.
Don't like li ve r? The n el1m1n ate it
with il few simple keystrok es. Or,
you can pl a n for it as oft e n as
every day o r as se ld om as once
eve ry 99 weeks
Want to go out more often to
yo ur filvori te restaurants? Ente r
th e res til1 1ril nt's name as a "Main
Co11rse" Now yo ur compute r will
il ut o ma t1 cil ll y re min d you to go
o ut to eil t- il nd where- as oft e n
ilS you selec t. It can de lete all
o th e r it e ms fr om that mea l ex
ce pt th e nilm e of th e res ta urant
AUTOMATIC SHOPPING LIST

Yo u get a new me nu for a day,
il wee k o r illly pe ri od of time you
selec t up to 42 da ys il l a t1 me. It
ge ne rat es a de til il ed s hopp ing
li s t. a utomilt 1call y. And yo u can
prin t 0 11t e ithe r me nu s o r s hop
pin g li s ts il nyt im e yo u wa nt It
Cilll eve n m ran ge eilc h ite m on
the s hopp ing li st 111 seq ue nce
ac co rdin g to th e il ls les il l your
favo rit 0 s to re . Studi es s how a
s ho ppin g lis t wil l d isco urag e
1mrrn lse b11 y1ng il nd silve yo u
mon e y
Also. 1t ge ne ril tes il per se rvin g
c;i lo ri e co11 nte r Thi s 1s eilsy to
de lete ilny t1m e yo1 1 il re not 111 il
d iet mo od or w;int to ccl0b ril te
fo1 any r0il so n.
RANDOML Y DELICIOUS

S;iy goodbye to bo 11ng meil ls
Yuu 1 comruter wi ll rpme rnbe r
<il 11..t y 1;, tl1 c s pice of li fe. This
s ys krn mcikes e.it111g ill home a
r•l1 •as 111 (' ilQdlll Eac h me nu IS
1.indomly g e ne 1cit e d f1 om 5
111.lJOI fo od g1 011 ps <1cco1d1ng to
tll <' spec ifi c c11t1·11ci you select .
Th, • P1: z.i Prori1.i 111 1s "ilSy to

lea rn ci nd ope rat e Ye t 1t is a
sop l11 s t1 cci ted pi ece of soft wa re
wl11 ch will preve nt me nu m1xups
Th e Pi zza Progrn m 1s a com 
ple te me nu pla nning s yste m you
c us to mize to tit your tas tes ci nd
budg et. It's not il rec ipe fil e bu t
rat l1e r a prcic t1 ca l way to o rg arnze
yo ur meal pla nrnng . You' ll appre
cia te 11 day aft e r day , wee k aft er
week Peopl e across th e coun tr y
ar e finding 11 a supe r id ea - a
greil t co mpanio n to any kitche n.
SEND NO MONEY NOW

You can tr y 1t with no obl1ga
t1on . Our home tri al lets you
actually use Th e Pizza Program
for a ful I 15 days before yo u de
cide to keep 11. Watch th e fun and
conve ni ence it creates . Enjo y
better meals a nd see how much
time 1t saves If you are not sat is
fi ed for any reason . re turn 1t
within 15 dilys and owe nothing.
If you approv e. you 'll be billed
later for Just $34 .50 plus $2 for
shipping and handlin g . (Cali
forn ia resi de nts add 6 ' % sales
ta x) A full 40 pages of 1nstruc
t1on s are inc luded.
OUT OF THE RUT

One woman's reac ti o n to thi s
progrcim 1s typi cal She wro te,
" Be fo re using your system I
found myse lf getting into a rut
of se rvi ng th e same things ove r
a nd over The Pizza Prog ram has
c han ged all of this for me. We
now ha ve a wider va ri e ty of din
ne rs ilnd best of all I don 't ha ve
to dec id e what th ey will be . If
thi s was all 11 did , I'd be thrill ed
But it isn 't. The shopping li s t I
rece ive alon g with my menus
has bee n such a tim e-save r I
quickly run through it and de le te
anything I fee l I don 't need a nd
add so me thin g I mi g ht. I would
ha ve a hard tim e go in g bac k to
doin g my me nus by hand ."
Thi s syste m is avililabl e for
both th e IBM PC . XT a nd th e
Appl e II Plu s or li e ' (Al so run s
o n compatibl e syste ms). We urge
yo u to ta ke ildva ntilg e of ou r
no- risk , 15 dily fr ee tri al off er. To
order send us yo ur name, ilddress
wi th zip cod e. a nd the na me of
yo ur co mpu te r. We' ll ru s h yo u
Th e Pizza Prog ra m to tr y at no
obl1g at1 o n So write todil y.

Gourmet
Software
Spec ial Off er
3583 Barley Ct.
San J ose. CA 95127

PS
If yo11 hilve qu es ti ons, ca ll
R1 chilrd Smith ill (4 08 ) 866-0887
"/·: · ~-I·
·n·I l[H. l tr•· '" " Pp ,· t1 \ " y rt ·q 1s: •·r,. , j
°' \ '. •fl tr •
T /• ; · ~ ·I " l,,, fll l 11 1! ·•
ll)L
dll J
I• •, • I .1 ' '" 11 Lil •' 111· ·, ' ~- 1 ·" r-, ,, " "
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"two." and X=8 gives us "three."
The headers are very simple . For example, for the message "two" the
header is LOX ff4: JMP LOOP-in which LOOP is the starting address
of the main print-a-string routine, JMP is the assembly language jump
command, and the # symbol in front of 4 means "Use the value 4, not
the value that is stored at memory address 4."
The Complete Program. Here is the complete program. Of course this
is only a model: you probabl y don't need a program th at outputs the
words "one," "two," a nd "three." (With a little extra effort, you can
change the strings to anything you might find useful. Just translate your
message into ASCII codes-use the chart on page 7 of the Apple II Ref
erence Manual-and replace the strings in this example. Don't forget to
include a terminating character for each one. Note: You can also use the
chart on page 16 of the Apple l!e Reference Manual: but you must use
the hex values in the ch art and add $80 to each value. If your strings are
of different lengths than the ones given here. you will have to recalculate
the X values given in the headers, but that shouldn't be difficult. You can
use more than three strings, of course, but you must include a separate
header for each.)
Note that the total number of bytes, counting the routine itself, the
headers, and the characters in the strings, must be less than 200 bytes.
Otherwise you will overwrite part of memory that is being used by other
Apple programs (DOS, for one), which will cause problems.
Using the program is simple enough. After you have entered it or
bloaded it it from disk. you can output a string in the middle of a Basic
program by inserting the command call x. in which x represents the start
ing address of the header for the desired string: In the model. the starting
addresses are 770 (decimal) for "one," 775 for "two," and 780 for
"three." Since the headers are five bytes long, the call addresses will be
five bytes apart. which makes them easier to remember.
Note that the last header in the group-number three, in this case-is
not five bytes long. lt does not need a jump command, since the pro
gram simply falls through to the main loop. without having to jump any
where. This saves the three bytes necessary for the jump instruction.
Setting It lip. There are several ways of entering an assembly lan
guage program into the Apple's memory. The simplest way, of course, is
to bload it from disk , but to do that you have to have the program on
disk. How do you get it there? Why. first you have to type it in, and then
yo u can bsave it. So what's the easiest way to type it in?
Use an assembler program. if you have one. An assembler program
is a kind of editing program, with special features designed to help in
writing assembly language programs. With a good assembler, writing as
sembly language is almost as easy as writing Basic.
You don't have to have an assembler in order to use this program.
You can enter the program through the Apple Monitor. This is a pro
gram built into the Apple (usually in read-only memory, or ROM),
which is designed to aid you in entering and debugging machine lan
guage programs. We'll have a whole article on the Monitor one of these
days. but in the meantime. here's a brief introduction. You can find more
information in the Apple reference manuals starting on page 39 of the Ap
ple II manual or page 87 of the Apple lie manual.
Using the Monitor, yo u can enter bytes of machine code in hexa
decimal directly into the Apple's memory. The accompanying listing
(which was prepa red with the Merlin assembler program) gives you the
machine code: so all you have to do is type it in.
On the left-hand side of the listing, you will find a bunch of funn y
numbers-actually letters and numbers intermixed. using the numbers 0
through 9 and th~ letters A through F. These are hexadecimal numbers.
The letters are single-digit ve rsions of the numbers ten through fifteen re
spectively. but that 's a story for another day. For now, you don 't have to
understand them, yo u just have to copy them accurately.
The first column consists of four-digit numbers: These are memory
addresses. After each address. there are two (or maybe three, or some
times only one) bytes of machine code, shown as two-digit hexadecimal
numbers. The first byte after each address is to be stored at that address,
with the other bytes (if any) following it in successive memory locations.
Note that the fifth column. which is taller, is not in hexadecimal. Do
1w 1 enter these numbers as part of the code. They're line numbers for the
assembler: the Monitor wouldn't know what to do with them.
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1
2
3
4

......................
STRING

s

OUTPUT

6
7

............ ............

s

0302
0304 ·
0307 :
0309:
I 30C:
I
030E :
0311 :
0313:
031S :
031S:
0319:

A2
4C
A2
4C
A2

00
OE
04
OE
OS

BD
C9
FO
20
ES
4C

1D 03
OD
07
ED FD
OE

03
03

03

031C : 60
0310:
0320
0321 :
0324 •
032S
032S:
032A :

CE

cs

07

CF

cs
cs cs

02

CF
OD
04
OD
04
OD

9
10
11
12
13
14
1S
16
17
1S
19
20
21
22
23
24
2S
26
27
2S
29
30
31
32
33
34

ORG

$FDED

COUT
ONE
TWO
THREE
LOOP

770

LOX
JMP
LO X
JMP
LO X

#0
LOOP
#4
LOOP
#S

LO A
CMP
BEO
JSR
IN X
JMP

STR IN G
#13
EXIT
COU T

;CALL 770
:CALL 77S
;CA LL 7SO

LO OP

EXIT

RTS

STRING

ASC
DFB
ASC
DFB

"ONE "
13
" TWO"
13

ASC
DFB

"THREE "
13

String output routine . The code to the left of the 1 through 34 column is what
you type directly into the Apple Monitor if you don 't have an assembler. To
the rig ht are the same commands as you wou ld ty pe them into an assembler.

If you're faithfully reading Jock Root's col
umn, Everyone's Guide to Assembly Lan
guage, you'll find Roger Wagner's Assembly
Lines: The Book a super companion tutorial.
And if you 're struggling to learn assembly
language programming by yourself-don't.
Assembly Lines: The Book can save you time
and tons of frustration.
Assembly Lines: The Book by Roger Wag
ner starts with the basics and works up to so
phisticated routines. It includes the first fifteen
serial articles (published from October 1980 to
December 1981) of Wagner's Assembly Lines
column in Softalk, plus expanded text, an in
troduction, and several appendixes by the in
credible Mr. Wagner.
Assembly Lines: The Book costs $19.95
(plus $1.50 postage and handling if you order
direct from Softalk) , and it's available in many
computer stores throughout the country.
Learning machine language program
ming is fun-and fast-with Roger Wagner's
Assembly Lines: The Book.
Softalk Book
Box 60, North Hollywood , CA 91603
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In ordn lo <.: nter the rnde, you mu '> l fin. t call up th.: Monitor p ro
gram. Typ<.: call - 151. The normal Appbuft prompt will fx: rep laced hy
a n as terisk (*), which is the Monitor prompt. T hal t<.:lb you that the
Mo nitor is now up and running.
Type in the lirst address shown in the listing, 302 (yo u needn 't type
the leading zero). and a colon to tell tht.: Monitor that yo u want lo start
entering code at that address. Th<.:n type in the bytes o f machint.: codt.:,
separat<.:d hy spaces. A llt.:r you enter the two hytes on the first line, con
tinue with the second line. Skip the address this time (the Apple already
kn ows where you are) and just type the thr<.:e bytes of co de. Then go to
the third line and continue until yo u have typed in all th e bytes . Then
press return and the program will be entered .
Your typing should look like this:
302 :A2 00 4C OE 03 A2 04 . . . CS CS OD

If you need to break off in the middle, type return; when yo u start up
again , begin with a colon (no add ress is required, if yo u haven't entered
anything else since you broke off) and continue entering bytes as before.
When you have entered the complete program (and typed return af
ter it). you can check yo ur work by typing J02L. The Monito r will list the
program yo u entered (in a form somew hat simpler than the magazine
listing) and you can check its accuracy by comparing the codes.
And that" s it. The program is now in the Apple's memory, and yo u
can use it by typing call 170 from Applcsofl lo see the first strin g.
In order to save the program, you wi ll need to know its length . You
can either count the bytes, or (if you know how to subtract hexadecimal
numbers) use the difference between the address you started at and the
address you ended up at (plus one). Or yo u can simply ass ume a length
of $C8 (ht:xadecimal for 200). It won·t hurt if you save a longer section of
memo ry th an you act ually ust:d . Then you save the program wit h bsave
string 1111tplll, A$J02,L$C8. When you bload it again, it will automatical
ly be put back into the same place in memory.
And th at's all there is lo it. Now yo ur Apple has yet anot her way to
JI
talk back to yo u'

LOSING YOUR HEAD OVER
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE?

e·soak
. o r 's GuMP
• to 6S02 l'fo<Yamm\n

the Apple
by

Ca lifornia resid ents add 6 · 2 percent sales tax.·

Enhance your Apple* with 10extra K; 15sparedisksectors;
two-way scrolling for catalogs & listings; triple-speed disk
access; new commands like ELSE, SWAP and TYPE; and
2 tons of slick, unprotected programming enhancements.

PRONTO-DOS

HIGH-SPEED DOS/DOS-MOVE UTILITY
by TOM WEISHAAR
PRONTO-DOS triples the speed of Apple's Disk
Operating System, adds new DOS features, and
lets you load DOS into auxiliary memory for an
EXTRA 10K of programmable memory spacei
Here is a comparison with normal Apple DOS-

' APPLE IS A REG ISTERED TRADE MARK OF YOU-KNOW-WHO

BEAGLE BASIC
APPLESOFT ENHANCER
by MARK SIMONSEN

Function
Nonnal Pronto
BLOAD HI-AES IMAGE ...... 10 sec. 3 sec.
LOAD 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 16 sec. 4 sec.
SAVE 60-SECTOR PROGRAM 24 sec. 9 sec.
BLOAD LANGUAGE CARD .. 13 sec. 4 sec.
(Text Files: no change)

Requires Apple lie (or 11 / 11+ with RAM Card)
Normally, Applesoft is unchangeable. What you
see is what you get. But BEAGLE BASIC puts
Applesoft into RAM , letting you customize and
enhance it. The following functions may be
added at ZERO COST IN MEMORY
RENAME ANY COMMAND or Error Mes
sage. You can literally re-write Applesoft with
new commands. For program protection, encryp
tion. or even foreign translation! Even the new
commands that follow are re-nameable:
ELSE: Common in many programming lan
guages, but missing from Applesoft until now.
ELSE follows If-Then statements, like thisIF X=2 THEN PRINT "Yes": ELSE PRINT "No"
SWAP: Normally, to swap two variable values,
you need a 3rd variable & an extra split-second.
SWAP X,Y exchanges values in one quick step.

DOUBLE·TAKE
I
2-WAY-SCROLL MULTIPLE UTILITY
by MARK SIMONSEN

A hundred times a day, you type "CATALOG"
and "LIST", and the appropriate data dutifully,
appears on your monitor... then promptly scrolls
off the top of the screen into Hyper-Space. If the
information you are looking for goes by, you
must List or Catalog again to find it.
Double-Take has a solution-

TONE: Beagle Basie's TONE P, L command
plays a note of Pitch P, Length L. It's simple-no
messy Pokes or Calls are ever necessary.
HSCRN: If you have ever used Lo-Res's SCRN
command , you'll appreciate HSCRN X, Y for find
ing the off/ on status of any hi-res dot.

2-WAY-SCROLLING
List programs and Catalog disks with the added
ability to CHANGE SCROLL-DIRECTION using
the Apple Arrow Keys. Your monitor becomes a
"Search Window" to be moved UP AND DOWN
through Catalogs and Listings at will.
IMPROVED LIST-FORMAT:* (optional)
Each program state
1
~~i~~~~{'T;0 :;;;'~.:;~rn
ment is listed on a
new Iine for easy
SCROLL UP ANO DOWN
tracing of program 1 ~
flow, and efficient.
FAST de-bugging.
Commands are 20
properly-spaced ( 1
s pace between
words, not two) and
much easier to fol- ' 0
low. Printer listings,
in any width, are sup
ported too.

TXT2: Allows Text Page 2 to act like Page 1, for
printing, listing, etc. Switching pages opens upa//
kinds of programming possibilities.

MIX, PAGE, RESL and MODE: No more
awkward graphics screen-switch pokes. For ex
ample, type PAGE1 or PAGE2 to switch pages,
instead of POKE -16300,0 or POKE -16299,0
(never look-up those darn Pokes again!).
GOTO & GOSUB may now be followed by
variables. Use English-like commands such as
"GOSUB COUNTER" or "GOTO SONG", where
COUNTER and SONG have been assigned line
number values. "GOTO 3+X"', etc., legal too.
ESCAPE-CURSOR: Normally, you can't tell
if you are in Escape Mode (moving the cursor).
With Beagle Basic, hitting ESC temporarily
changes the normal cursor to a flashing "+".
BETTER BEEP: Select one-cf-many more
pleasing tones for Apple's control-G Bell.
PLUS: Bonus Screen Formatter & Editor, new
1-word commands to replace awkward Apple
text Calls. new commands to scroll text up and
down, not possible before Beagle Basic. And .. .

*S imilar to Utility City's XLISTER, but Bi- 01roctional

&

Pokes Chart

.. $29.50

at Machine

Micro Software Inc.

MONITOR-LISTINGS feature 2-Way-Scroll too.
Disassemblies and Hex Dumps can be scanned
in both directions. Double-Take also features
informative 2-Way HEX/ASCII DUMPS6000 6008 6010 6018 6 0 20 -

Makes REM-statements appear as bcld stand
out headlines in your Applesoft listings.

$34

PRONTO-DOS

Includes Peeks

Languag e speed For-Next's are not indented. as in Xl1ster.

INVERSE REM STATEMENTS Too:

BEAGLE BASIC • • • • • • •
•95
Requires standard Appl e lie (or Apple II or II+ wrth RAM Card)
Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart and Apple Tip Book #6

New, unprotected, high-speed disks (as many as
you want), are created with the normal INIT
command. Or your existing disks may be
updated. Booting Pronto or any updated disk in
stalls high-speed DOS in your Apple.
Moving DOS to your Apple II or II+ RAM Card
or Apple I le standard high-memory will free up a
whopping 10,000 EXTRA BYTES (that's 10K!) of
valuable programmable memory space.
ProntoDOS gives you 15 EXTRA SECTORS of
disk storage space, almost one full track! This is
space that is normally wasted by Apple DOS.
With ProntoDOS in your Apple, all disk cata-
logs will feature a Free-Space-On-Disk display,
every time you Catalog. A great benefit!
ProntoDOS allows you to add a handy new
"TYPE" COMMAND that reveals the contents of
Apple Text Files. For example, the command
"TYPE INFO" will print everything (to screen or
printer) that is in the Text file named "INFO".
ProntoDOS is compatible with a// DOS Com
mands, GPLE® and most of your programs.

53
45
20
57
42

41
58
4C
49
4C

4D
54
49
54
45

50
20
53
48
2D

4C
46
54
20
54

45
49
45
44
41

20
4C
44
4F
48

54
45
20
55
45

SAMPL E T
EXT FIL~
L ISTED
WITH DOU
BLE - TA KE

BONUS UTILITIES

I

CROSS REFERENCE: Fast display or printout of
all variables & strings in a program, and the program lines on which each one occurs-

A$D

x:

100 200 250 300
10 20 3012'12' 312' 1 kl 3020

4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
619-296-6400

r -------------

I
VARIABLE DISPLAY: Displays all of a program's I
variables & strinas with current valuesI
A$ IC "NOW IS THE TIME"
x = 255
I
Better RENUMBER/ APPEND: Append program I
lines anywhere into other programs (not just at I
the end) without the need to renumber.
I
PLUS: Free-Disk-Space, Enter Machine Code I
from Basic, Instant Program Stats, Ctrl-Charac
ter Display. In-Memory Hex/ Dec Converter, Cur- I
sor Eliminate/ Redefine, Auto-Line Numbering. .. I
DOUBLE-TAKE ....... $34.95 I
Includes Peeks & Pokes Chart ANO Tips & Tricks Chart
Y:

50 3000 4000 5200

RUSH the following disks by First Class Mail

1 D Alpha Plot ..... . $39.50 D Flex Text . . . .. . . $29.50
Apple Mechanic . . 29 .50 D Frame-Up .. . .... 29.50
I DD A.M.
Typefaces ... 20.00 D PRONTO-DOS ... 29.50
I D Beagle Bag ...... 29.50 D Tip Disk #1 .. . . .. 20.00
D BEAGLE BASIC .. 34.95 D Utility City ..... . . 29.50
DOS Boss .. .. ... 24.00 DADD ME to mailing list.
II DD DOUBLE-TAKE
.. 34.95 D l'M ON mailing list.
AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros

~ W IOll
Visa/MasterCard/ COD, call TOLL-FREE
Nationwide 1-800-854-2003 ext. 827
Calilornia: 1-800-522-1500 ext. 827
Alaska/Hawaii: 1-800.854-2622 ext. 827

OR mail U.S.Check, Money-Order or Visa/MC#
to BEAGLE BROS, 3rd Floor
4315 SIERRA VISTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
Add $1 50 Fi rst Class Shipping, Any-S iz e Order
Overseas add $4.00. COD add $3 00. Cal1forn 1a add 6%.

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY.
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RETURN OF
THE CHIP
INDUSTRY

and the only remedy is to go to Congress and
make them clarify what the law is ."
As confusing and distressing as the cur
rent situation is, some people are working to
make it better. Scott is one of these, a sharp in
dividual tackling one of the most challenging
and volatile fields in the world today
computers and the law.
The Center for Computer/ Law was
founded in 1977 by Scott and a number of at
torneys and law professors. It's a nonprofit in
stitution focus ing on the legal problems of the
computer and telecommunications industries,
a focal point for research and articles on
computer law.
"When we started, six years ago, a lot of
the material being published about the sub
ject was dead wrong, even shoddy," says

The dem and for computer chips has been
rising sharply since early this spring, so much
so that most chip manufacturers are having
trouble meeting the increased demand. The
delays in delivering chips to computer manu
facturers have been getting longer and longer,
and many chip makers are saying th at they
may have to restrict the amounts their custom
ers can order.
The situation is great for the semiconduc
tor industry-which struggled through two
years of recession, closing down production
lines and laying off many employees-but not
so good for some computer manufacturers. In
July, Intel Corporation reported that its sec
ond-quarter net income had nearly tripled
from a year earlier. Previously struggling Na
tional Semiconductor reported that its net in
come for the fourth quarter ending May 31
was more than double that of last year's
fourth quarter.
The rise in demand and the shortage of
product is giving the buyers of chips corpo
rate migraines. Already some computer manu
facturers are being forced to buy chips at in
flated prices, and industry executives expect
the situation to get worse before it gets better
sometime next year. Industry scuttlebutt has it
that Atari is hard put to meet its October 1 re
lease date of the low-priced Atari 600XL be
cause it can't get enough chips for the new
machine.
The pressure caused by the chip shortage
will be greatest on young computer com
panies lacking established relationships with
chip makers. Th e shortage will surely muck up
some computer manufacturers' holiday sea
son plans.
Semiconductor industry executives say
that computer makers alone aren't increasing
the demand. The military establishment and
the telecommunications, office automation,
and automotive industries are also respon
sible for the increased demand. In the past six
months, the market has changed, causing both
chip makers and buyers to scramble to solve
the problem.
In January of this year, buyers could
expect delivery of many chips in a matter of
days. Zilog, manufacturer of the Z-80 cpu
chip, turned orders around in about fifteen
working days. Now the company is warning
buyers to expect to wait nine to fourteen
weeks for delivery of chips .
Many chips makers are warning their cus
tomers to plan ahead, particularly since the
practice of allocating chips among buyers may
become necessary. All indications point to this
happening in the near future. National Semi
conductor has already begun allocating cer-

GOTO page 292, column 2

GOTO page 292, column 3

COMPUTER/LAW CENTER FOCUSES
ON MACHINES AND MAGISTRATES
Even more difficult than trying to keep up
with the flood of new computer products and
technology is trying to make sense of the legal
aspects of the Information Age.
One has only to read the daily newspaper
to realize how important the law is to the com
puter industry. Hardly a day passes where
there isn't a story about software or hardware
copyright infringements, contractual hassles,
or good old theft of corporate secrets.
The big question is, what is the law? If a
law hasn't been written to handle a specific
situation, then what does an individual or
company do?
"The law usually trails industry by a
generation," says Michael Scott, editor of The
Scott Report and founder of the Center for
Computer / Law in Manhattan Beach, Cali
fornia . "Currently, the courts are totally at sea
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Veterans Administration customizes an
Industrial Robot for the Handicapped
In th e last decade, comput ers have lent
their specia l ta lents tu the handicapped and
disabled. Today, robots are beginning to ex
pa nd th ose talent s even farther.
Some o f the most promi sing work in the
fidd o f robotics for th e ha ndicapped is being
d one hy th e Veterans Ad ministrati on with the
help of scientists a nd doctoral students at
Stanfo rd Uni versity.
"In id entifying vocational task develop
ment needs, we went to C-4 quadriplegics
[paralyzed below sho ulder level] working in
th e community and asked them what they
most needed to be a hle to d o that they co uld
not,' ' recall s K.G. Engleh ardt, project evalu
a ti on superviso r a nd clinical director at the
V.A. hospital in Palo Alto. California.
'The response was. 'Put a disk in a di sk
dri ve' and ' Open a tile cabinet drawer. take
out a file, and open it.' That was a surpri se;
those a ren't th e o bviou s things that you might
suppose a severely disabled person would
most need to do."
With th ose respo nses in mind, Stanford
develo ped a voice-activated system that util
izes a modified Puma 250 industrial robot arm
co nnected to a Z ilog 80 computer. a Votrax
voice sy nth esizer, a nd a Voterm vo ice-recog
nition device. Sta nford associa te professo r of
mechanical engineering Larry Leiffer, who
worked o n th e design of the system. calls it a
departure from the usual approach to high
tech aid for the handicapped in that the robot
is not a replacement of a body part but a com
pani o n to the use r, operated a t a distance .
C urrentl y. the robot a rm ca n perform
multiple tasks that are part of daily living. but
the engineers still have to work on getting the
robot to put a disk in a di sk dri ve.
"At this stage, it's still not a turnkey sys
tem." says Eng leha rdt , " th o ugh we 're work
ing to mak e it as accessible as possible, so that ,
ideally, a quadriplegic could just wheel up to it
and get started right away."
After a year o f intense interdisciplinary
wo rk , the research team has been able to re
duce to about forty-live minutes the use r
train ing tim e necessary to instruct the robot in
a si mple actio n. such as getting a glass of wa
ter. Cooking (putting a prepackaged meal in an
ove n) and certain vocatio nal tasks are cur
rently wi thin the robot 's abi lities. as are vari
ous recreation s: The rohot can wield a paint
brush and play hoard games, executing moves
at the user's com mand. But the more com
plex tasks sti ll take up to ten hours of
training.
Operating the rohot is more ana logo us to
fl yi ng a spaceship than to driving a car. ex
plain~ Eng leha rdt. "You have fo rward. back,
up. down, left. right. roll. pitch, and yaw. The
manual is currently 190 pages in length."

..

Englehardt says the robot can now recog
ni ze fifty-eight spoken words, and th e accu
racy of the recognition has improved from 84
or 85 percent a t the time the project started to
about 95 percent.
Currently in a home with four qu adri
plegics, the robot arm will next go to a long
term-care facility for "task design," in which
qu adriplegics and attendants will identify ap
plications and help de sign tasks for the robot
to perform.
In the future , the Sta nford team plans to
a dd other senses besides hearing to the robot.
A mobile base is under development , though
it cannot be voice-controlled as yet and has

not been a part of the V .A. cliniC:tl evaluation.
And when will the current system or one
like it be generall y ava ilable to institutions and
individuals?
"It dep ends entirely on how much money
the Veterans Administration is willing to put
into it," says Englehardt. "We have spent
$72,000 on the system. Interestingl y, some of
the parts can be purchased now for less than
they cost us originall y.
"The technolog y is here. We estimate that
in five to ten years a system of this sort could
be sold for the price of a medium-sized auto
mobile-again, depending on the level of
funding. "
AC

NTT Announces

h ave vi rtuall y no electrical resistance when
kept at an extremely cold temperature (never
higher than minu s 422 degrees) and can sus
tain an electrical current indefinitely. At room
temperature, an electrical current flows only
when there is a vo lt age difference, just as
water flow s through a garden hose connect
ing two pools only if one pool is higher than
the other.
Josephson Junctions use a mag netic field
to control th e flow of current across the bridge
connecting the superconductors. The current
can be switched on or off in one hundred bil
li onths of a second. A computer made with
Josephson Juncti o ns could be twenty times
faster th an one ma de with today's best semi
conductor technology.
J osep hson Junctions also require con
siderably less power and generate much less
heat th an semiconductors. Beca use of the lat
ter attribute, computer components could be
p ac ked closer toge ther without risking
damage to the machine's reliability. A ma
chine based on Josephso n Junctions with the
same power as an IBM mai nframe might fit
into a cub e measuring six inches on a side.
NTT's new $99 . 1-million laboratory, lo
cated in th e Tokyo suburb of Atsugi, was built
to accelerate NTT's resea rch into VLS!s
GOTO page 291 , column 1

Creation of
Advanced Chip
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Co r
poration (NTT)-Japan's AT&T-opened
its fourth major labo ratory less than two
mo nths ago. A week after the lab opened,
NTT co in cidentall y announced th at it had
succeeded in making a 1.000-bit memory chip
o n which 10,000 Josephson Junctions are in
tegrated .
The race betwee n U.S. a nd Japanese
co mputer firm s to build a fifth-generation
com puter is in full swi ng, a nd NTT's an
n ouncement ca me as a mild su rprise. No
o ther co mp any ha d a nnounced the integra
tion of Josephson Junctions onto memory
chips a t th at tim e.
Esse ntially, a Josephson Junction is a
bridge betw1.X:n two superco nduct ors th at a l
lows current to pass fr om one sup erconduc
tor to th e o ther eve n when there is no voltage
difference between the two.
Superconducto rs are certain met als that

Making pinball games
used to be hard work.
Now it's fun.

Build it.

With Bill Budge's Pinball
Construction Set you
can easily build video
pinball games of your
own design. Using the
set of video tools
provided, put bumpers, flippers, and other pinball
pieces wherever you like. You can execute all your
ideas easily and instantly-Pinball construction
Set has a user~interface which until recently has
been available only in expensive systems like
Apple's LISA®. When you use Pinball Construction
Set, you'll feel like you're building with your own
hands.

Shape obStades in-vaur
.game using the video tools.

Play it.
Play as you build. You don't have to wait until it's
flniShed. Start playing your garne at ariv st age of
construction.
·
·

. After you've tested your game, make any
Changes quickly and easily. Add all the finishing
t ouches.
.
·
With the magnifier, create hi-res designs in color.
use the wiring kit to establish the scoring·rules and
sound effects. You can even tailor the physical .,
Characteristics of vour game by increasing or
decreasing the effects of gravity, bounce and ·
elastitlty on the play of the ball. ·

Use the rnagrnfier for easy
editing.

When you've built
the game to end all games,
save it on a disk. Give it to your friends or join the
ranks of those who are actually selling games
they made using Pinball Construction Set. One
thing's for: sure-you're in for countless hours
of fun building with Pinball Construction Set by
Bill Budge. Available for the Apple II® at your
local software retailer. Suggested retail
price: $39,95
·
~

The.video pinball
.
program that plays like

a construction set.

428 Pala Ave.
Piedmont,Calif.
94611 . 415-658-8141
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Sundex

'YES' Test

$19.95
Easy-to-use computer software? YES!
It's our Certified Personal Accountant™
program, a personal finance manager,
with on-line tutorial and on-line
help .. . a clearly written, illustrated
manual easy to follow instructions and
examples.

Will it help me withTAXES?
YES!
Tax categories match those on IRS form.
Organize your records now and relax
April 15th!
FINANCIAL INFORMATION?
YES!
Cash flow, net worth, and budget
reports .. .and you'll think of more!

Bill PAYING?
YES!
Remembers amounts. due dates for
regular payments. Handles credit cards.
checking and saving accounts. cash.
money market funds. Easily splits trans
actions into multiple budget and tax
categories. Prints any type of check
personal or continuous form- with
addresses.
ONLY $19.95 TO TRY IT?
YES!
Send $19.95 and we'll send you our Cer
tified Personal Accountant™ program
on a trial basis. Use it. Try all aspects
of the program . When you decide to
buy, just call us toll free. Now put us to
the test ... soy 'YES' to easy-to-use
software!
Yes, I want to take advantage
of your TRIAL OFFEA-$19.95
I'm convinced, send me your
Certified Personal Accountant™
Program
-$99.95 for computers in category 1
- $149.95 for computers in category 2
Specify:
Category 2

Payment:

Cotegory 1

Osborne

Apple lie

Apple II with rom
IBM 128K
IBM 64K
Eogle
COMPAQ
Tl Professional 128K
Cho ck

MasterCard

VISA

Colo. residents odd 3% soles tax
Cord #

Exp. Dote

Signature

Addre ss
Ci ty

Sta te

Zip

Moll to: Sundex Software Corp.
Dept SA093
3000 Plsorl St.
Boulder, CO 80301
Phone orders: 1-800-835-3243
In Colorado coll: 1-303-440-3600

Sundex

Computer Proftle Puts aHalt
To Fictitious-Employer Scam
Criminals, by nature. are an inventive
breed. And, in order to combat a ll the va ri
o us forms of criminal activity, law enforcers
must also be inventive .
A few years ago in Ca lifornia. a certain
kind of white-collar crime went virtually un
d etected until the damage had been done and,
in so me cases. the criminal had fled the coop.
The crime involves setting up a phony busi
ness. hiring fictitious employees. paying un
employment-insurance taxes for the nonexis
tent employees. laying off the fictitious em
ployees. and then collecting the bogus em
ployees' jobless-benefit payments.
Known as the "fictitious-employer
scheme ... this kind of white-co llar scam can be
very lucrative-one New York man created
twenty-eight phony corporations with 168 fic
titious employees and hauled in 5600.000 be
fore he was apprehended .
Nowadays. with the help of a fictitious
employe r profile a nd a special computer pro
gra m. in ves tigato rs at California's Employ
ment Development Department are not only
detecting every case o f the fictitious- empl oyer
sc heme but are det ecting such schemes faster,
before th e phony employer has stolen mo re
than a few thousand dolla rs.
Former LA PD detective Robert Keel.
now chief investigator fo r California' s EDD,
developed the fictitious-employer profile in
1978. When Keel started at the EDD in 1976,
he says th1.:n: was only a "hand tally" syste m fo r
keeping track of employers and the pay ment
of unemploy ment-i nsura nce benefits, and no
o ne knew how much the stat e was being
ripped off.
The fictitious-employer profile and its a t
tendant co mputer program were developed

through fund s provided by the Department of
Labor, which requires that states have some
form of detection for thi s kind of fraud. Basi
cally, th e system compares wage data submit
ted by employers and unemployment-insur
ance claims data \vith a profile constructed
from data of all the different ways people have
perpetrated this kind of white-collar fraud .
Keel and his staff use terminals to tap into
the state's Health and Welfare Data Center.
which has all the current employer an d em
ployee data. They examine the employer enti
ties that apply for unempl oyment-insurance
benefits and determine if th e companies a re
va lid, even to the point of occasional field
checking . "We'll check out the address," says
Keel, "and make sure it isn't a vacant lot."
California's EDD h as had such success
with the system that about thirty other states
a re se tting up si milar programs . "We've
proven that we've saved a lot of money, " says
Keel. "There are not a horrendous amount of
fictitious-employer frauds. four or five cases a
yea r. but each one has the potential for cost
ing the state a hell of a lot of mo ney."
An ironic twist to the whole story, says
Keel. is what happens now after a fraud case is
detected and the criminal apprehended. De
tecting a phony business is one thing, but the
state will not prosecute until the fictitious em
ploye r has actually collected the phony-em
ployee benefits.
" In the old days," says Keel , "when these
kinds of criminals were making off with
amo unts like $80,000. the state prosecutor
would jump all ove r the case. Now, when we
catch them after onl y a few thousand dollars
has been sto len. the cases are low on the prose..
cutor's list of priorities."
DH
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Documentation Etc.

Washington State Firm Aims To
Improve DocumentationWriting
For years now. it's been fashionable to
complain abou t the poor quality of user man
uals, in-house training materials . and other
technical documentation . This past January,
Science Information Associates. a three-year
old firm based in Federal Way, Washington.
began to address the issue with a more con
structi ve attitude. The six-perso n company ini
tiated publication of Doc11111e111ation Etc., a
bimonthly newsletter directed toward high
tech professionals with an interest in improv
ing the quality and d'ficacy of their written
communications.
The Science Information Assoc iates staff
includes technical \niters, a technical consult
ant, a copywriter, an <irt director, and a graph
ics artist. In addition to publishing Doc11111e11
tati1m Etc., the group conducts sem inars and
does consulting. writing. editing. and produc
tion work for high-tech firm s.
Before form ing Science Inform ation As
sociates in July 1980. company founder Ni
cho le Vick worked as a technical writer. pub
lic inform ation specialist, and publications
manager for various sc ientific publications.
F<iscinatcd by technology. Vick is convinced
that it is possible- and essential-for people
to communicate clearly about hardware,
software, and other co mputer-rel ated mat
ters. The fim1' s vice president is Vick's hus
band , Ray Styles, whose previo us experience

NTT

involved the programming and design of com
puter app lications soliware and operating
systems.
In the course of their professional lives.
both Vick and Styles have read volum es upon
vo lumes of technical material. the majority of
it di sappointing. At first. says Vick. the idea of
doing documentati on writing was exciting to
her. hut after reading much of it she h<id the
impression that " people must not really want
it to he good: their work violated all the prin
ciples of good technical writing."
After thinking things over. she cameto the
conclusion that the poor quality of the mate
rials they" d read had more to do with the fact
that the people in volved reall y didn't kn ow
how to create good documentation. She also
reali zed that most organizations give docu
mentation very low priority. Budget con
st raints. tight schedules, and historical prece
dent all contribute to th e notion that docu
mentation is less than essential. "frosting on
the cake ." As Ray Styles puts it, "When
you'n:: fighting !ires, you want to get the pro
gram running: yo u'll worry about explaining it
lakr. ,.

Vick and Styk s ' <.:<.: th1, <1ll1tudc ''' , h"rl
, ighted. ( 'omranies th<1t don' t cn:a t<.: u' ctul.
easi ly unden,tood documt:ntati11n fm their lll
ho tbc systems and their <.:nd-user products
co't them , dve, time and morn:y du\\ n th1:
road h1:cause they ar1: constantly getting 4u<.:s
tio1b from uscrs who can' t !ind tht: answer in
the manual. In addition . cumpani1:s forfeit th1:
advantagcs that ckar. organi,1ed thinking and
communicating wo uld give them in their
daily work.
/){)(Wllrntari1111 h 'tc. is one signilicant way
Sciencc Information Associatcs is attcmpting
to changc peo ple\ attitudes about th1: impor
tance uf good documentation. Each issue of
the newsletter focuses on a specific documen
tation or marketing-rdated concern. Thc Jan
uary/ February topic was user manual design.
and readers received a useful. thoughtfully il
lustrated introduction to the princip les of
graphic design. March / April's in stallm ent ex
plored the id ea of using documentation as a
projcct management tool. In May/ June. the
subject was user man uals once again. hut this
time the emphasis was on content-what
makes a good manual and how do yo u go
about creating one'! The July/ August edition
focused on the development of int<::rnal docu
mentation standards. Each issue also features
a question-and-answer section .
Comm unicating about communicating
isn' t easy. The r cople at Science Information
JV
Associates just makt: it look that way.

SPHINX™

The most powerful and sophisticated
data encryption system in existence-compare:

continued :rorn oage 288 -~""""=====:!!

especially th ose employing Josephson J unc
tions and gallium arsenide. Using two IBM
3081-K mainframes and a Fujitsu main
frame, the lab is test imony to NTT's commit
ment to keep up with, if not outpace, Amer
ican research. Prior to 1981, when a U.S.
Jap<in government procurement agreement
wen t into effect, NTT had neve r used a l<irge
foreign-made computer in its research.
On th is side of the Pacific. American firm s
are not worried much by NTTs <innounce
ment of the Josephson Junction integrated
chip. It's well known around the industry that
IBM is probably the world leader in Joseph
son Junction research: it's also well known
that IBM doesn't talk much <ibout its on
goi ng research. Even NTT concedes th at I BM
has more accumulated kno wledge of the ad
n nced technology, though no one outside of
Big Blue knows how far that company has
progressed.
Another NTTcompetitor. AT&T. is also
working on Josephson Juncti ons through its
research arm, Bell Laboratories.
DH

Feature

The Other Group

SPHINX

1. Key generation
time and single
pass encryption
power?

About 15 minutes to
generate-less than 10"
maximum.

Less than 1 minute to
generate enormously
beyond 10' 00 -no limit if you
have more time.

2. Security level?

Fair. Encryption
breakable.

Absolute security.
Unbreakable by any means.

3. Conceals length
of message?

Last time we looked-no .

Yes.

4. Positive

Yes-requires extra
procedure.

Yes-no extra procedure
needed .

We don't have the heart to
print t his.

$42 .50 complete with

identification of
sender or
message?
5. Price and

warra nty?

backup disc. Warranted
6 months against disc

failure , then replacement at
$6 per disc , postpaid .

SPHINX

Requires ROM Applesoft and 48K.

CRANE HILL
Box 273-ST •Gonzalez, Florida 32560 • (904) 623-1700
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Both The Scott Report and Software Pro
tection are more timely than the Com
puter/ Law Journal. Both journals offer in

depth analysis of new cases and can be very up
to date. reporting on cases only weeks old.
Scott sees interesting developments in the
future regarding contracting and piracy. but
con linued fro m p;:i;ge 287 --~~--~--'
these are minutia compared to some of the po
Scott.
The main publication of the center is the
tential legal developments as computers be
Co111puter 1 U1H · Journal, a quarterly that ad
come a major force in our lives. He sees a pos
sible clash forming between those who have
dresses subjects like contracting, software pro
tection, and international law. The center also
knowledge and access to computers and those
does consulting for corporations and govern
who do not.
ment entities. producing papers on particular
"There could be a class distinction be
tween those who are computer-literate and
legal aspects of the computer industry, a5 well
as publishing a series of monographs and
those who are computer-illiterate, with the lat
hooks, such as the C11111p111er Lau· Bibliug
ter demanding equal access to the technology.
rap/ir. The Center for Computer/ Law draws
For instance, suppose an American bank does
an economic analysis of a South American
upon the expertise of a network of lawyers,
law professors. and other individuals for its
country and then refuses to let the country see
consulting and publishing activities.
the results? The country is going to demand
Scott says that the Computer/ laH · Journal
equal access to information on themselves."
is meant to give the center's members a "snap
Scott st::es inequality arising from those
shot of what's going on out there. Rather than
who have the power of the computer denying
just reacting to problems as they come up,
it to those who do not. 'Those who do not
companies are trying to forestall the prob
have the technology will realize they are at a
lems , basing their actions on legal prec
disadvantage and will start demanding their
t.:dcnts."
computer rights. like people now demand
Members of the center use what Scott says
their civil rights."
is "the largest collection of published mate
The growing trend toward personal com
puters could be the "battleground" where
rials on computer law. outside of the Library
of Congress." In the last three years. the cen
some of these concerns are resolved. accord
ing to Scott.
ter has collected close to twelve hundred vol
umes of hooks and publications from all over
One scenario would have the computer in
the world. One of its all-volunteer staff mem
d us try coming under government regulation
bers spends a third of his time tracking down
so that those who can afford the technology
would subsidize those who can't.
material for the library.
"Jn the long run. the computer industry
The center is currently working on several
could be made into a public utility. Take the
special projects. The first is an information
phone company. There might be a backlash
sourcebook, which will be a watershed of
once people realize what deregulation means.
information for those working in the areas of
They may want the government to step in
computer and communication law. It will in
clude a bibliography of periodicals. a listing of
again.
"The concept of computers as a utility is
organin1tions. a listing of all relevant state and
kderal agencies, legislative committees and
not new. An interesting hook was written on
the subject in the early seventies. It's an argu
other government organizations, and a bio
ment that's coming back into vogue, to regu
graphical listing of important persons in these
late the industry for the best public interest.
fields from around the world .
Maybe we're smarter than that now."
DH
The center is also working on a legislative
compendium-a compilation of all state and
federal laws and regulations in the areas of
computers. communications. and informa
tion n.'gulation-as well as an on-line data
base of all hooks. monographs. and articles
written in the areas of computer and commu
continued from page 287 --==~---nication law .
lain chips to distributors and may soon begin
Individuals or institutions can become
rationing those products it sells directly to
members of the center for a reasonable fee
manufacturers.
that includes a year's worth of the Com
Chip distributors who hold supplies of
puter ' Lair Joumal and a 20 percent discount
particular products are benefiting from the
on all hooks and monographs published by
shortage. and some profiteering distributors
the center.
are raising the prices of chips as high as the
Sharing the same building with the Center
market will bear.
for Computer/ Law is the Law & Technology
As semiconductor companies return to full
Press. a commercial company that Scott also
operation. most industry experts are predict
founded. Currently, the Press publishes two
ing the current shortage of chips to continue
monthly journals / newsletters, The Scott Re
into next year.
DH
port and Sojill'are Protection

CONSULTANT·
Three Years In Development
Now Available For Public Use On:
IBM PC and compatibles, 64K
Apple II & Apple Ile, 48K, 1 Dr., 80 Col.
TRS 80's, 48K, all models
CP/M 2.2 and CP/M 86 all models

•

The Complete Real Estate Analysis And
Financial Analysis Software Package
For Everyone From Students To
Professional Investment Counselors

•

Amazingly Simple Operation ...
Input as per provided questionnaire
and screen prompts.
Full user control of disk files,
printer and screen ...
8 year operations and tax snei ter reports.
8 year resale projections.

•

Compare These Features:
• Totally Menu Vnven
•Full Screen Input Editor
• Amortiwtion Schedules-Monthly
• Depreciation Schedules-ACRS
• VJR's. Balloons and lllterest Only
• Up '/ o 8 Mortgages With Wraps
• Syndications, Partnerships, Individuals
• Personal Property Vepreciation
• ROR 's. ROI's and IRR's
• Save 60 Files Per Diskette!
• Presentation Quality Printouts

•

The REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
IS NOT - spreadsheet templates
IS NOT - pieced together modules

•

The REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT
IS - A Powerful, Menu Driven,
User Friendly Software System!

•

at only $2 75.00
See your local distributor or phone

•

Phone orders accepted: (805) 682-8927
CONSULTA N T SYSTEMS INC.
3704 State St., Suite 311
Sa nta Barbara, CA 93105
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Coin-Hungry Apples. High-T cch Entcr
•tainment (Muncie, Indiana) has created a
coin-operated network called Micro Coin for
1entertainment. educat1onaL and business uses.
1Several Apples are tied together via a custom
network and allow users to access hundreds of
Iprograms stored on a hard disk. Users come
1into a Micro Coin facility and buy time
' through a standard coin slot. Different appli
' cations run al different rates and the com
1 pany offers discount rates for different times
• of the day or days of the week. High-Tech En
) tertainmen1 is currently redesigning some
, aspects of the system and plans to begin mar

' ~-

29.3

D Computers and Psychology. Jo seph 0 .
Mataran<>. in an editorial published in the
July 22 issue of Scimce, addressed the grnw
ing use of computers for psychological test
ing. warning that there is "a danger that
wholesale use of automated tests hy pcopk
without a know ledge of their limitations will
ht.: a disservice lo the public." MataraLLo
str<.:sscs that the results of computerized psy
chological tests still must be scientifically ap
praised. Ev<.:n when carried out by experts, the
interpretation of such tests is not an objective
activity. He concludes. rath<.:r gloomily. " My
experi<.:ncc as an expert witness leaves me in
no doubt that a flood of litigation involving
unqualified users of the products of this new
technology is just around the corner. ..
D To Service Computers. Computer manu
facturers frequently spend a lot of money
sending overqualified personnel on service as
signments when the problem with a cus-
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Micro Coin version 1 0 Version 2.0 , to be introduced later this year. will have a new network design . a
new cabinet design. and wi ll offer more computing power.
keting the system to amusement operators by
the end of this year. Within eighteen months,
the firm will make the system available to
schools. public libraries, and software mer
chandisers, according to High-Tech Enter
tainment's president Samuel M. Roberts.
D Attention, Controllers. The Ninth Annual
Advanced Control Conference will be held
September 19-21 al Purdue University in
West Lafayette. Indiana. This year's confer
ence is entitled "Learning Systems and Pat
tern Recognition 111 Industrial Control." Con
ference subjects include speech recognition, in
telligent vision systems. robotics, and artifi
cial intelligence.
D Heroic Accessories. Perbotics (Hunting
ton Beach, California) has announced several
accessories for Heath's Hero-I robot. A 44K
programmable memory board expands Hero
1'son-board memory to 48K and includes an
RS-232C port. Also available are an 8K mem
ory board and a cassette tape providing load
and dump routmes that work through the RS
232C port.

tomer's machine may be only that it needs a
simple part replaced. Air Couriers Interna
tional, a Phoenix-based air courier service, has
inaugurated a nontechnical field support serv
ice designed to save both computer manufac
turers and customers time and money. When
a computer breaks down and the manufac
turer can diagnose the problem by phone. Air
Courier picks up the needed part and sends it
on the next available plane to the customer.
When the part arrives at its destination, an
other Air Courier employee delivers the part ,
to the customer, along with an enclosed dia
gram showmg how to remove the defective
part and replace it with a new one. The old
part is then shipped back 10 the manu
JI
facturer.
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DRAGON, DRAGON,
BURNING BRIGHT
by Lisa r1ichaels Jones
His favorite computer magazine was waiting for him in his mail when
Dave arrived home (late again) that Tuesday. Thank God, he thought to
himself. At leaH I can salvage something from this day. But he didn't al·
low himself the luxury of reading it from cover to cover yet. He walked
into the kitchen area, plopping the mail in a heap on the breakfast bar,
and opened the refrigerator, not really hoping for much. There was some
fresh corn, bought from the old man who had a small orchard down the
street, half a gallon of milk, three beers, and some celery that had seen
better days. Not much to go on. He sighed and decided he wasn't hun·
gry. Tiglath-who had followed him in-was, so he opened a can of
Furry Friends Feline Food for him.
"So where's Jenny?" he asked Tiglath . "Asleep again?" Tiglath. his
mouth full, didn't answer. Dave shrugged. She probably was. Jenny, a
delicately boned black-and-white cat, was a refugee from the pound; Tig
lath was a legacy from John, a friend who had taken a job in Britain and
didn't want to subject his cat to long quarantines and a generally un
pleasant lifestyle. Tiglath was orange-John had always said he imag
ined the Assyrian kings of that name to be fond of orange. But John was
a little strange anyway. Dave took a beer and went to savor his
magazine.
A half hour later he had made it to the classifieds and had been cap
tivated. An ad promised "a new computer adventure game that will
make others seem lifeless by comparison," and the company, The Hap
py Dragon, was just over the hill in Santa Jlusivo. The game was only
twenty dollars; so, even if it didn't live up to its promise, at least he
wouldn't have lost much. A drive to Santa Jlusivo would be a welcome
break. His BMW hadn't had much exercise lately besides driving to and
from work. He called the store, only to reach an answering machine stat
ing hours. They closed early on weekdays, so he wouldn't be able to go
until the weekend.
"Damn," Dave swore quietly. Lately life had not been working for
him, and to have to wait until the weekend for even this small promise of
escape seemed too much . He was young; he had the job he'd always
wanted and was paid well for it; he even owned his own house. But he
felt flat, empty. What had gone from his life? He didn't know, and, too
tired to think about it, he went to bed.
The rest of the week dragged. Work, which had once been exciting,
was now a burden. An added frustration was that Dave didn ' t like to
wait for anything once he'd made up his mind. With his salary, he usual
ly didn't have to, either. He'd bought his house on Union Avenue the
day he'd first seen it-and he'd never regretted the decision. It was an
older home, one well cared for, on a relatively untraveled street within
walking distance of a fancy shopping center, and not a bad commute to
Cordova either. Even during the worst of rush-hour traffic he could be at
work within twenty minutes. It used to take him almost an hour from
San Ardo. Bonita Springs would have been closer, but he hadn't liked
any of the houses for sale there. Besides, it pleased him to live near one of
the last remaining orchards in the entire valley-even the farms and or
chards of Morgan were becoming subdivisions and condos. Granted, it
was a small orchard, but Bob, the man who owned it, had character. Bob
always slipped extra ears of corn or a few more apples or cherries into the
bags of his favorite customers, and he always had something funn y to say
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ah,1ut the ne1ghh,irhonJ events. Goings-lln , he ca lled the m.
Sat urday Da ve si.:t llff :1 li11 le latc r th an he had rl ann ed , but the day
11 :1:-. ll \·ercast and Stl the heach traffic was light . H e mad e it to Sa nta Ilu
sirn in gl1l1d t ime. arriving as t he sun was beginni ng to burn o ff the
cluuds. He folkmcd t he fam il ia r route - down Ocea n, rig ht o n Wa ter,
the n tivcr the hridge and let! in tu the Coor er H o use a rea. He fo und The
Harry Dragon hetwecn a r ott er's sho r and a health foo d sto re . In the
\\ indll\\ \\a:-. a d isrlay l)f fa ntasy ga ming mini atures, all srl endidl y r aint
eJ. Tht:y were arranged in a tahlea u with a n intricately wrought go lden
dra gon. a hnut eight ee n inches lo ng. as th e ce ntral piece. Dave ca ught hi s
breat h at th e work m ans hir that had gl1 nc int o t he d rago n's ma king. Its
eye' m.:re esr ecia lly strik ing-the wicked, kn owing loo k in them made
Dave laug h . T hey see med tn he tiny chips of som e gem-ga rn et'> Ruby?
D:1 ve cuu ld n't te ll. hut they wen t r erfectly with th e glowing go ld o f th e
d ragun's sk in. T he d rago n was so detailed that D ave could ma ke o ut in
divid ua l sca les and sec where the claws j o ined the toes; he co uld even see
a fai nt tracery of wh at must have bee n vein s in the lea the ry srines o n its
hac k. Such a work co uldn 't be fo r sale, but Dave wo uld at least ask . He
rus hed nr cn the da rk-glassed doo r a nd ent ered t he sto re.
Inside, th o ugh it was dim. he could see the m o re usua l fant asy gam 
ing rara r hern alia-unrai ntcd miniatures, books, magazines devoted to the
suhject. r osters. ga mes. A sm a ll glass co unter guarded oak wa ll cup
hua rds and a doo r to the hack. No one was in sig ht. H e wa lk ed to th e
co unter. A grubby g uest book with a ha nd-lettered cove r ("S ign-up s fo r
Ga rrn.:s- Sce Evdna First" ). a handbdl with the crude rerrese nt ati o n of
a bull' s head . and a no ther sign (" Rin g fo r Service- A t Your O wn
Ri sk!") were the on ly things there . Not even a cash reg ister. just a n
ahacus. H e smiled, not ve ry am used , at th e bull , picked it ur. and ra ng
it- hard. Imm edi a tely the back doo r opened a nd a slend er redh ead ed
wo man came o ut . shu tti ng t he door qu ick ly behind her. But Dave wo uld
have swo rn he had heard the so unds o f a full -bl ow n r arty come o ut with
her. Nu Joo r rn ul d be so thi ck as t o bloc k o ut co mpl etely the sound s o f a
r :1 rty th at b ig .
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" How m ay I heir yo u?" the redhead as ked. She eyed him sr ecula
ti ve ly. " Yo u're new here. D o yo u belo ng to th e Society'?..
" NtJ t rea lly. I li ve ove r th e hill , in W in chester. But yes, th is is my first
ti me in this sho r . W hat society'?"
She lost interest immedi ately. "Oh, just a sm all gaming grour we
have. What do yo u need?"
"I'd lik e to bu y the comrut er ad venture ga me you a dvertised. "
"Oh. Yes. We have it ava il a ble in several levels o f expe ri ence. Do you
eve r play fa ntasy ga mes'!"
'"Yes, about t wice a mo nth...
" How ma ny yea rs have yo u been rl ay ing?"
"Since I was twelve- ten yea rs. I used to play m o re when I was
a kid ."
She th o ught a mo ment. then nodded. '"Yo u're rroba bl y a third
level-there a rc seve n in a ll." She unlocked the back o f the co unter and
rulled o ut a plastic en ve lo r e with o ne d isk in it. ""It ca n be backed up
onct:. If you try to make mo re, the original will destroy itself." She flicked
the bead s on the abacus. 'That'll be twenty-o ne twenty, wit h tax."
" Wa it ... Dave said . " I was wonderin g a bo ut the d rago n in yo ur win
dow. Is it fo r sale'!"
The redh ead 's int erest sharrened. ··wh at color was it?"
Dave was a lways courteo us and willi ng to all ow fo r r ossibilities he
might be un aware of. There was o nl y o ne drago n in the wi ndow, but
maybe so m eo ne had recently changed th e di srl ay and she didn 't k now
that . '"Gold. with red eyes:·
··Go ld')" sh e dem and ed . "A re yo u sure it was go ld' 1 Not o range?''
Dave rerlied patien tly. ce rt ain he was dealing with a burn-o ut. "Yes.
go ld. Very gold. Bea utifully go ld ...
His forbeara nce was showing. She gave him a sharp look, then said .
'"No, it isn 't fo r sale, as yo u might guess by the wo rkmanship. But wo uld
yo u excuse m e a mo ment'!"
He could o nly nod and say, ··sure.'' She vanished into the back room,
and th is tim e he knew he heard lo ud m a le voices chanting a n ear-burn
ingly ba udy so ng. But as soon as the door closed behind her all was si
lence again. It didn 't take her long. She returned with a man robed in deep
roya l blu e, as tho ugh fo r a ro le as \\ it.a rd , and D ave bega n to wa nt very
intensely to see the other side of th at door.
··sll. youn g man, yo u li ke the go ld d rago n.' ' he said. He whisp ered .
not qu ite low eno ugh. to th e redhead. "Yo u did say he saw gold, didn't
yu u. dea r?"
" Y cs. E vdna." she answe red directly.
Dave 's courtesy hdd. m uch as he disli ked hi s wo rd bei ng ques
ti o ned . ""Yes. I think it's bea uti ful. Who m a de it'7 Is it definitel y no t fo r
sa le'! I ca n mak e a goo d offe r."
The older man, who seemed quite comlorta ble in his magician's robes,
no dded. "' Yes. yes, that drago n is a work of a rt. BUI it is defi nit ely not fo r
sale. Howwc r. we have some work by the same artist. It isn't as large. but
I !eel it may arpeal l\1 yo u as much. " He fished around in a seem ingly
botto ml ess r ocket awh ile. fi nally rullin g o ut a sm all key . then he turned
a nd unlocked o ne uf the oa k ca b inets o n the wa ll. Inside, go ld. silve r. and
glass fig ures g lea med brielly. Ev dn a r ulled o ut a sma ll b rown vel vet box.
In it nestled a r ing, a cory o f the golden drago n-o r so D ave tho ught un
til he examin ed it mo re closely. Th is o ne was also golden , with red eyes,
but seem ed to have a n en tirely d ifferen t ex rressio n o n its face. It was
/rirnd/r was th e best wo rd fo r it. Dave smiled t o himself at the tho ug ht of
a frie~d ly drago n . T he \\orkma nshir was as imrressive as t ha t of th e
la rger d ragon - or e\·en mo re so. co nsideri ng t he m uch sm a ller size. Dave
knew he had to have it.
" Ho w mu ch?"
Evd na sm iled at his eage rness. " T we nty-five doll a rs. A nd ye s. it's rea l
go ld- twenty -fo ur- ka rat. We have a n inexpensive source." he ad ded. as
if knowing Dave' s nex t q uesti on. "And. " he co nt inu ed , sm oothl y tak ing
the r ackaged di sk o ut o f Dave 's ha nd , ··1 think yo u mig ht be harrier
with o ur level-seve n gam e. It is mu ch beller suit ed to you. There is no
extra charge."
Da vc was asto unded a t the lo w rri ce. As he wrote a check fo r the
ring a nd the disk, Evdn a turn ed to leave . Apr a rentl y as a n a ft ertho ught ,
he turn ed back .
"Oh . by the bye. Do yo u have any pets':'"
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"Yes. Two cats," Dave said, looking up l'rom his checkbook.
"Good. Take them with you when yo u adventure in our f?amc." He
smiled enigmatically and left. This lime no bar noises could be heard
when the door opened, hut cool air, smelling of the night, drifted out,
carrying with it the chirping of crickets.
"What did he mean'!"' Dave asked the redhead, handing her the
check.
"You'll see when yo u read the instruction s for creating characters,"
she sa id. This see med all she was going to say, hut then she added. " If
anything-unusual-happens in the game, please come see us. Wc'll be
glad lo discuss any-difticullies-in the office in the back. " She waved
her hand in the general direction of the back door. "And we'll make
amends if you so desire." She smiled. "But I don't think you'll have any
problems." She stressed the last word oddly. Her smile was promising,
too-quite a turnaround from the bored reception he had first been
given.
"Thank you," ' Dave said. determined to make up a problem just to
get behind that door. ''I'll he sure to let you know. " She nodded, and
he left.
Once in his car, he carefully pulled away the tissue paper the redhead
had wrapped aro und the ring. In the sun the dragon sparkled, almost
alive in its sinuous beauty. Dave smiled at it. "Friendly dragon , you're
mine." The sun gleamed off the tiny eyes. On impulse, Dave slipped the
ring on his fing er, then frowned. He hadn't actually thought of size yet,
after a trace of initial looseness, the dragon seemed almost to snuggle
around his finger, and a warmth, so faint he wasn't sure it was there,
spread from the ring. It gave him a feeling of security, like that of having
a trusted friend . He started the car, grinning.
Crossing the bridge again, Dave noticed that the road seemed to
shimmer as though a thousand thousand tiny di amonds had been scat
tered over the surface. He blinked, and the impression was gone. Maybe
it was a new kind of bridge surface. he thought. th at he just hadn 't
noticed before. After all, it had been overcast when he'd driven in. His
eyes traced the delicate shape of the dragon on his hand, and he smiled.
Then again, ma ybe not. He was no fool, and he was certainly open
minded. He could hardly wait to play the game.
When he arrived home both Jenny and Tiglath greeted him at the
door with interest in their eyes and stropped against his legs, making small
sounds of welcome. He laughed: then, anxious. he sat down at the com
puter an d tore open the plastic surrounding his new game. Both cats
jumped into his lap, purring . and he absent-mindedly stroked them as he
sk immed the first part of the instructions. How to boot the disk, how to
make a backup-standard stuff. The "How To Play" section was of
more interest.

We mu't warn ynu aga in 1if th<.: n;;1li., m o l thi' 11amc. J he
gra phics an: of a 4uality ne w r hcfo n: si:cn on a c1 nn put<.:r \Lrccn
You may actuall y !l:cl yo u an.: i11 the g;nnc it, d !'. Dnn"t pa111L
Sh,iuld y,iu dccide yo u have had cnough play 1·o r <ll1 <.: J ay , th<.: ap
propriate ending procedure wi ll he appan.:nt . Shuu ld you dil:.) ou
will automatically leave the ga1m:. In this eve nt, we rcco m1m:nd
you n:st awhile heforc playing again .
A Word aho111 Co111111at!(/.1: Any Engli' h word or .,cnt<.:11<.:l: "" ill
be undi.:rstood. and knowledge of other language' \\Llll.t hurt .
Now hoot up and enjoy your adventure.
Davc pulled o ut the disk . so1m:what crestfa llen . He had expcdcd t1>
he a hie tn create an altn ego, another him . capable of >ome thing' that
he wasn ·1. Hut then. many oft he lines! tc xt ad venture' 'W <.:re ha, icall) Ju' t
the interaction betwcen the playe r's native wits and th o:,c of the pro
grammers of the game. He answered the prompts on the screen as best he
could. adding Tiglath and Jenny when the time came. He almost an
swe red th e question 'Tali smans·r· with a negative. until he rememhercd
thc golden dragon around hi s linger. He listed it.
Finally he was ready to play. The screen came up with a fo rest. all in
gn:en (someday he"d f?el around to buying a color monitor). 'W ith text
helow . Dave experienced a sharp sense of disappointm ent. The graphics
were only so-so: certainly nothing he hadn't seen before. The text wasn't
even very original. "You are among many trees. Before and behind yo u
is a path . With you are two cats. You are wearing a golden dragon. Yo u
sec nothing special.'" :\'othing special-that was for sure' Resif?nedly he
typed in. "Walk Slluth.'"
The graphics shifted and Dave's interest renewed. He had never see n
such smooth animation. It was as though he were walking do wn the
path. with the perspective changing exactly as he'd expect. He cven
thought he heard a faint rustling. as of leaves. and a crunching of kct on
gravel. Maybe this game had promise after all. But wait. Shouldn ' t the
motion end'1 "S top,"' he typed in experimentally. The picture halted , and

... . . .
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Character Creation: The Firs t Step. The first character you

should create is one with your own name. This is extremely im
portant to proper fun ctioning of the game.
Dave snorted. How would the game know?
You will be asked to input data that you feel best character
izes your personal and physical traits.
At the right time, if you have any animal friends, you will be
as ked to enter them. This is also extremely important, but only if
you r animals like you. If you have a dog. for example, who is not
fond of you, do not enter it in the game. We cannot emphasize
how vital this is to your well-being. This is an extraordinarily real
istic game, and you'll need all the friends you can take. Any talis
mans you own should be taken with you also.
The game is arranged in levels of difficulty. The first level's
object is to simply make it to the Inn-what Inn, and where it is,
are questions you must answer while playing the game. After you
have achieved this first objective, you will be informed concerning
the objectives of the next levels. If you never finish the first level,
well, too bad, and better luck in your next life.
Actually, you will have many opportunities to try to reach the
Inn-this is an equal-opportunity game and does not discrim
inate against dimwits.
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the.: same text came up again , adding. "You hear a small stream." Which
he did . A lso . there \\ as a ddinite \\ ind hlowing: it sounded so realistic
that he imaginc.:d he kit it in his hair.
"Find stream; · he typ.:d.
The trees shifted . then pulled apart to reveal a hrnad. quiet-running
strc.:am . I k could sec.: 1rne hranch in front of him-the graphics were so
guod he het he could identify genus and species. It looked like a cherry
tree. Nu w what'! he wondaed. He decided to test the claim that the
game \\'<lUld aL·cept any J::nglish wnrd nr sentence.
" :\ow what?"
"What is Y<lUr ohjectivcr came up on the screen.
"To !ind thc Inn . Where is it' 1"
"That's fur mu tu find out. Hint: It's over the hill."
A sudden suspicion came into Dave's mind. Over the hill? A cherry
nn:hard'1 Could a game do that''
"Turn around ." he typed.
The picture on the screen swerved. and he was facing back the way
he'd come. What he saw made his heart thump once very hard. It was an
orchard, a small one. in full bloom. In the distance beyond the trees he
cnuld see a man hent over what had to he tomato plants. What stunned
Dave was that the picture was in full color. He could even sec Jenny in
miniature, intc.:nt on a dump of grass. For several minutes all he could do
was stare.:. Then his hrain started to function again. There was no ra
tional way his gn.x."ll monitor could suddc'llly bocome a full-color one, and
espc.:cially not one so beautifully true to life. Therefore he must be deal
ing \\ith the.: irrational. Long years of adventure gaming braced him. He
took a dc.:cp hreath. then typ.:d. "Say hello to Bob."
The figure.: straightened. then started to walk toward him. When it
arrived. it spoke. "Hello. Dave. See you've hegun to explore the gaps of
the ratinnal wnrld. " It was Boh, and his voice was very clear. '"Anything
I can dn tn help') Dnn't bother typing your answer-just say it."
The hair on the hack of Dave's neck lifted slightly, but he spoke
aloud. " Yes, I-um-I guess I'm looking for the Inn."
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Bob nodded. 'Thought so. Well, I guess you've figured out where
you are. There are a few changes. The road here is a stream, for example.
I arranged that-good for the trees. But the main thing right now is for
you to get rid of the monitor and come all the way over. You can only go
so far with it before you have to leg it the rest of the way. But you'll find
ways to avoid the walk once you're here-you'll find plenty of ways." He
seemed to find that amusing. "I can ' t help you with that-it's something
you have to do on your own. Kind of the first test, y'see. Good luck. And
eat that corn before it gets old." At that. Bob walked off, becoming
smaller again, and bent over his tomatoes.
Dave watched Bob's retreating back, an old excitement returning. A
magical new world had become available , just when life seemed most
ordinary. But was it legitimate? Or would he be found, days after, a
mindless idiot or dead in front of his computer? Did it matter? Dave
smiled. No.
So how was he to get into-or over to, or whatever preposition was
applicable-this game world? Probably only took some thinking. Dave
leaned back and thought , reaching out to stroke the cats. But, wait-they
were gone.
"Jenny'!" he called. "Tiglath?" He heard Jenny's answering chirp, but
couldn't see her-until he looked at the screen. Sure enough, there she
was. giving him a questioning look. Tiglath wasn't in sight. Dave stifled
the sudden crazy impulse to go outside and run down the street to see if
they were both at the orchard. He suspected they wouldn't be. But then
... how did Bob manage to be in the game without others missing him?
Could someone actually inhabit two worlds at once and operate in them
simultaneously? He recalled something a psychic had written once. about
how one's reality was all a matter of focus. and how there were thou
sands of other worlds available. One just needed to tune in to them. like
tuning into a different radio station. But how did one do it? Dave closed
his eyes again. The cats had done it somehow. and so had Bob: so, ap
parently, had many others. And so. he determined. would he. He concen
trated. trying to guess what it would feel like to tune into a magical
world. Imagine, he told himself. A warm glow around his finger began.
and he put his other hand to the dragon ring. '"Other worlds exist," he
whispered, "and you 're proof, dragon. Help me!"
It wasn't anything like he 'd imagined. Suddenly the world just quiet
ly shifted, and he opened his eyes. His house had changed in subtle ways,
but not much. It felt rig/11. though. He walked outside. and in place of the
road flowed a small stream. He wanted to shout, to laugh, but he felt as
though any loud noise would jar him back to a chair in front of a green
scTeened monitor. He was soon at the orchard. "Hey, Bob." he called.
Bob came over. grinning. and shook his hand. "Did it faster than I
thought you would. World must be getting more open-minded. Want
your cats? They're over in the pile of hay I keep around for them. At
tracts mice ... At Dave's look. he laughed. "Oh yes, they come visiting all
the time. Cats are good at it. Come on . They're over here."
Dave followed Bob around the house. Tiglath and Jenny were there
and looked up alertly-in anticipation. Dave thought-at the two men's
arrival. Dave grinned at them.
"How much do they know?'" he asked Bob.
"Oh, a lot. Don't underestimate them. Cats are good in a pinch. too.
Know all sorts of ways out of a tight corner, and have a lot of friends you
might not expect. Good thing you take care of them, or it wouldn't have
done you any good at all to bring them along. Might have done you
harm. in fact. But I imagine you were warned. They've started to warn
people since that incident happened. Remember the guy who got torn up
hy his pit bull'1 Never thought anyone would be foolish enough to mis
treat an animal. then take it along ... Bob shook his head. "Got what he
was looking for. that's for sure . Though I can't say even he deserved it.
Anyway, you'd best be going." Bob shook Dave's hand again. "Sure
glad you made it." He walked off. Dave stared after him a few mo
ments. That unsettled, walking tightrope feeling had vanished while Bob
talkc.:d, and he felt confident he wouldn't lose focus. Maybe that's why
Bob had talked with him. Dave grinned, pleased with himself and the
world. He was going to like this "game." He looked down at the cats.
"Come on Jenny. Tiglath. We have an Inn to find."
:m
To be co111in11ed, if. ...
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22 . 1,7 50,<XJ(J nan m ccllnd ' .
23.1 .701411 83 1: + 38 .
24a . 21j 1>r 20 inchc,, dcpcndi ng 11n )'<>U r
brand of RAM chip, .
24b. X8 drn;sn' t hi:lo ng . It \ the o nly 11nc
that's not on the m o therh oa rd aho ve where the
continued from page 6
keyboard plug s in .
25a . 1-"8, FO, E8, EU, D8. DO . T his is t he o r
best limerick didn't receive as many votes as the
6a. Caryl Richardson wrote the Applesu/i
der, from left to right. of th e A pple's ROM .-,.
Tworial.
1 winning one. It did, however, receive votes from
25h. Don 't dial these numbers: the peo ple
6b. Meg Beeler wrote the Applt'so/i Tut or
a wider variety of people than those who stuffed
at the other end get mad. On the mo therbo ard .
j the ballot box with friends' and relatives' votes. ial for the Apple I le.
Whereas limericks four, six, and eleven re
7a. Richard Shacklock's 1565 poem found 344-00 I 0 and 344-0020 correspo nd to the
l ceived the most votes, number ten was clearly on the inside cover of the A pplesoji Rf'}erence MMU and IO U chips respectively.
1 the readers' choice.
26. "Under no circumstances is this case to
Manual:
If many faultes in this book you fynde,
he opened." On a case of beer9 N o, you ' ll find
I
Limerick ten, by Brian Gaines (Colorado
! Springs, CO), was the one with all the Infocom
this printed on the Apple's po wer supply case.
Yet think not the correctors blynde;
27. Good ol' Amy Doaks is the person wh o
references (troll, in j{1e combat, mark, Blankly,
If Argos heere hymselfe had beene
axe). It drew more votes from more varied
He should perchance not all have seene. created the sample slave di sk in the !>OS Man
7b. Joe Meyers wrote the Apple lie Own ual (see chapter on initializing disk s).
sources than any other limerick; unfortunately,
28. The banana, eagle. goose, hat , and icicle
Gaines isn't as skilled in the art of ballot-box er's Ma1111al.
stuffing as were Kantor, Nancy Docken (lim
8. The first Apple was made available to the a re all sample words used in the DOS .M anual
erick six), or John Henrick (limerick eleven). public on May 10, 1977.
under the section about creating text files.
Which brings us to our next point-sour
29a. The blue horse has orange feet. (DOS
9. a. DOS 3 was introduced on June 29,
grapes.
Ma1111al, graphics section.)
1978.
29b. The video monitor doesn't belong. It's
The voting had barely begun before we re
b. DOS 3.1 was introduced on July 20,
the only object that isn't on the cover of the Ap
ceived a scathing letter from Henrick, who
1978.
wanted to complain about the way the contest
c. DOS 3.2 was introduced on February ple I ff' 01rner's Ma 1111al.
30a. Brian 's Them e was named after the
was being run. Henrick sent in twelve limericks
16, 1979.
and said later that the one we chose as a finalist
d. DOS 3.2.1 was introduced on July 31, program' s author. Brian Howard.
30b. Sue Espinosa wrote the program , Bar
wasn't his best. In fact. Henrick felt that at least
1979.
six of his other entries were better than any of
RI<', found on the Apple Presents ... A pple
e. DOS 3.3 was introduced on August
the finalists.
disk . BarRle. when run, prints the words, " Bar
25, 1980.
If Henrick's other limericks were really bet
JI
10. Phone List was copyrighted April I, gle, bargle, bargle."
ter than the ones we printed in June, that's his 1979 (program listing).
opinion, and he's entitled to it. We just hope
11. Apple Computer, 770 Welch Road ,
those limericks didn't include the ones in which P.alo Alto, CA 94304 (Apple I user guide). Lat
Henrick tried lo rhyme quark with lark or Im er, the company moved to 20863 Stevens Creek
ler with Dog Star.
Boulevard, Cupertino, CA 95014. Both an
swers are correct.
Henrick also felt that if he had won the con
test it wouldn 't have been any big deal because
12. Jobs sold his Volkswagen bus. Woz
of the lack of competition. But that didn't stop sold his Hewlett-Packard calculator.
him from urging almost everyone in the Seattle
13. Homebrew Computer Club is where the
and Vancouver areas to send in votes for him. Apple was introduced.
There was even Angela Henrick of Seattle who
14. Regis McKenna and Atari's Nolan
voted twice! Tsk, tsk.
Bushnell directed Jobs to Don Valen tine, who
\_~'fil,tDE EXPRESS
lf this contest proved anything, it proved mentioned Apple to Mike Markkula, who of
Turns your Apple II*
that voting never proves anything. No more de
fered $250,000 of his own money to help fi
Hi Res Graphics
mocracy in this section. We don't deserve it.
nance the company.
into 35mm Color Slides
It really is too bad that a select few have to
15. The three code names for the l le were
ruin a good thing for the whole group .
Annie, Alice, and Diana.
Have slides made from:
Oh well.
16. Rocky Clark is the name Steve Woz
• Apple Business Graphics*
Here are the answers to the final exam.
niak used while finishing his bachelor's degree
• Executive Briefing System**
l. The author of Super Invader is M. Hata. at the University of California, Berkeley. Rocky
• PFS Grapht
2. According to the program listing, the is the name of his Siberian Husky; Clark is his
• Visiplott
idea for the Animals program comes from: wife Candi 's maiden name.
• Other 33 or 34 Sector
"Who Knows?"
17. John Scully, Apple's president, used to
Binary Picture Files
3. Six hundred fifty points is the minimum be the head man at PepsiCo.
Slides for
score required on Brick Out to get a rating of
18. Woz and Jobs claimed to be Henry
•Meetings• Conferences
"Nearly perfect."
Kissinger when they telephoned and asked to
•Lectures• Trade Shows
4. a. Master Create
speak to the pope.
for only $6.00 per slide
b. Fid
19. "A locked door. A dead man. And
($30.00 minimum)
c. Color Demo or Color Demosoji
twelve hours to solve the murder." (Jnfocom's
For
information
call or write:
d. Renumber
Deadline.)
VISUAL HORIZONS
e. Exec Demo
20. "There are more people doing more
180 Metro Park, Rochester, NY 14623
f. Li1tle Brick Out or Brick Out.
things in more places with Apples than with any
(716) 424-5300
Sa. Christopher Espinosa wrote the Apple I I other computer in the world." (Apple ad.)
"Trademarks
of Apple Com puter Corp · · rra defT1ar\.' of
Rejerence Manual.
21. Dan Bunten, Matthew Alexander, and
La tus C orp t Trode mark at Sottware Pub li sh ing G ro up
Sb. Allen Watson wrote the Apple lie Ref Bill Budge are all software artists for Electronic
;Tradema rk of VisrCorp Computer Slid e Express is a
trademark o f Visu a l Har 1aris Inc
erence Manual.
Arts.

Contest Winners

I

COLOR SLIDES

FROM YOUR APPLE*
~[fu'li]ru~lo)™

liiJ

These urgent commands of the l~th
century captlin are now yours to issue as
you re-enact legendary naval engagements
from the age of fighting sail
BROADSIDES~ - a new game from
SSI - gives you non-stop naval action, as
fast and demanding as the historical battles
it re-creates.
In this two-player/ solitaire simulation,
the ships will be rigged, manned, and armed
just like the real ships were, and will handle
in the wind just as real ships sailed.
For speed of play, the ARCADE game
lets you sail right into action. You set your
course, maneuver and fire broadsides as fast
as your crew can reload.
For authenticity and his
torical detail, the TAC
T ICAL game puts you
on the quarter-deck. There, yo u
make the decisions real captains had to
make : How much sail? What course for _,,/
best speed? Aim your guns for the __,/
rigging or waterline? What range? ~
· .....
. ,___....
l oad with solid shot or grape shot?
. 1:

// '
/;//.'77'

, I,
I

/fl{
I

When the ships move within grappling
range, your boarding parries and sHarp
shooters will decide the battle. As you
watch the fighting on your screen, you'll
give orders for your saber-wielding men to
thrust, counter-thrust or hack away.
If you want to design your own ships,
BROADSIDES lets you build frigates and
ships-of-the-line from the keel up, rigging
them, manning them, and arming them
with everything from 12-pounders to hull
smashing carronades.

The enemy's guns have been rolled out, his
sharpshooters are in his tops, and he's almost
within range. The battle is about
. to begin.

~ -'.l"m.......""'";;iiii',1

-.=:..~~

.

f

I

/
Designed by
Wayne G arris.
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Softalk Presents The Bestsellers
It's pretty clear to observant pundits that Bert Kersey is in his dotage.
There are areas where the experts can't agree. Which brother is Bert?
Was the picture taken in his prime? Does he really have a disk drive in his
ear? Does Bert just get his inspiration from Sophie the beagle, or does
Sophie call the shots?
There is even a school of thought that claims that Bert Kersey is a
nom de plume of Barney Stone, who's always wanted to be tall. That line
of pursuit is usually scoffed at, in that it would then follow that Stan
Crane was Sophie, and nobody's noticed a propensity on the part of
Stanley to step on his ears.
Even with all these controversies raging, there's a general agreement
that Kersey-whoever he might be- has been slacking off. Look at the
July Bestseller results and you'll get the tale of the sales. All Bert did was
capture seven of the slots in the Hobby 10. He had only five entries in the
Top Thirty.
The evidence seems clear that Bert's turning senile. So it goes with
genius. Babe Ruth was barrel-shaped. Joe Louis was gentle. And Bert
has taken to resting on the seventh day. Everybody has an Achilles' heel.
Among Kersey's other failings is that he's brought fun to the arcane
art of writing software. Generally, program authoring is conducted
under circumstances that make the British stiff upper lip appear emo
tional by comparison. In those circles, mild amusement is considered un
toward raucousness. But Kersey has fun. In fact, he has so much fun that
he can't seem to contain it. It seeps into his programs, scrambles into his
advertising, and positively floods into his manuals.
There is no course in reputable computer science curricula centering
on the concept of fun in programming. It's neither efficient nor profit
able. Got that, Bert (Sophie)? But Beagle Bros seems to be surviving de
spite Kersey's lassitude on the Sabbath and his frivolous ways.
Put in other contexts, seven out of ten ain't all that bad. Try to
imagine a .700 hitter in baseball. Fans go gaga at the thought of a .400
hitter. Politicians would love to be on the long side of those odds. They
call 56 percent a landslide. What term would they conjure to describe 70
percent?
Five in the Top Thirty is fairly respectable also. No author has five
books among the top-selling book charts. While George Lucas and
Steven Spielberg are working on each having five of the top thirty movies
of all time, they will have achieved that without having them released
concurrently. Most things, including the creative urges, tend to be more
successful when conducted in serial fashion rather than in parallel.
Just think what would happen if Kersey could shake off the
onslaught of old age.
With Kersey strutting his stuff, there wasn't much room in the

This Last
Month Month

Apple Ill

I.

I. Apple Writer III, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer

2.

2. VisiCalc:Advanced Version, Software Arts/ Dan Bricklin

3.

7. PFS:File, John Page and D. D . Roberts, Software

4.

8. PFS:Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation

and Robert Frankston, VisiCorp
Publishing Corporation

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
IO.

General Ledger, Great Plains Software
3. Quick File III, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
Apple III Business Basic, Apple Computer
The Catalyst, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering
10. General Ledger, George Shackelford, State of the Art
5. Word Juggler, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering

Hobby IO, but one new program cropped up. Copy II Pluf, which has
been hovering on the outskirts of the Hobby 10 for some time, finally
scored. Apple Pascal retained a second non-Kersey slot. The team of
Jochumson, Lubar, and Pelczarski--can you imagine those names sten
ciled in gold on the door of a law office-got the bottom rung with
Graphics Magician.

This
Last
Month Month

I.
2.
3.
4.

I.
10.
2.
5.

5.
6.

3.
4.

8.
9.
IO.

8.
7.

Arcade ID
Zaxxon, John Garcia, Datasoft
Lode Runner, Doug Smith, Broderbund Software
Miner 2049er, Mike Livesay and Bill Hogue, Micro Fun
Hard Hat Mack, Michael Abbott and Matthew Alexander,
Electronic Arts
Choplifter, Dan Gorlin, Broderbund Software
Frogger, Olaf Lubeck, Sierra On-Line
Stellar 7, Damon Slye, Software Entertainment Company
Axis Assassin, John Field, Electronic Arts
Sammy Lightfoot, Warren Schwader, Sierra On-Line
Aztec, Paul Stephenson, Datamost

fl million laughs
SPARE CHANGE™

You are the game-happy owner
of the Spare Change Arcade. Two fun-loving , but overworked
Zerks- the main characters in your most popular game-have bro
ken loose and are trying to retire from .the business. You try madly to
stop them . If you can get a coin into the juke box, the Zerks get so
caught up in the music, they drop everything and start dancing. You
also try popping popcorn and making a pay phone ring-which
immediately makes the Zerks stop, answer and start a wild con
versation . If you " win " the game,
there are rib tickling cartoons by
the Zerks to reward your efforts.
It's a game full of sight gags,
surprises and comedy. From the
best. Brj6derbund! For the
Apple® II, II + and lie. Coming
soon for t he Atari® home
computers in disk format.

and an endless challenge
LODE RUNNER™

Here's a game that will never stop challenging
you . That's because Lode Runner is more than a spellbinding, fast
action game with its 150 different mind-boggling game screens. Lode
Runner is also an easy-to-use Game Generator that lets you create your
own games. Without any knowledge of programming , you can easily
design unique Lode Runnner screens, then bring them to action-packed
life. You will maneuver through scene
after scene, running , jumping, drilling
passages and outfoxing enemy
guards in a secret underground hide
away as you pick up chests of gold
stolen from citizens of the Bungeling
Empire. There's no end to the thrills,
chills and challenge. Of course, it's
from Br!llderbund! For the Apple II,
II+ and lie. Coming soon for the:
Atari home computers (disk and
cartridge); Atari 5200™ Super
System; Commodore 64™;
VIC-20™; IBM® PC.
Ask your

Br~derbund

dealer for sneak previews.

. ~~·~;r.~.~_8rr:.t6erbuAd Software Discover the Difference
', ·,.,,

•

"

"

t.

•

t "·

1938 Fourth Street

San Rafael, CA 94901

Appl e II , II +, lie are registered tradema rks of Apple Comp uter, Inc . ATARI 4001800112.00.and 5200, Commodore 64 and VIC -20 and IBM are
trademarks of Atari , Inc .. Commodore Electronics , Ltd ., and Intern ational Business Machines Corporat1011. respectivel y.

'
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Overall, business remained more solid than usual for midsummer
and there were few noticeable deviations from recent trends .
Apple Writer JJe continues to dominate the market and the Top
Thirty. VifiCalc seems to be regaining strength and pulled slightly away
from Mu/tip/an while recapturing the second position. PFS:File remains
strong in third. Zax xon is clearly the entertainment choice of the sum
mer, as it led the games for the second straight month, but a challenge is
looming.
Broderbund 's 150-level Lode Runner moved strongly in its initial
month and may be another in that company's series of long-runners.
Also gaining strength is Hard Hat Mack from Electronic Arts.
Generally, the shakeup of the Top Thirty was of significantly less
than momentous proportions. Computer SAT from Harcourt Brace Jo
vanovich hit the Top Thirty for the first time. Another old-timer scoring
well was Knight of Diamonds, perhaps representing the mounting frus
tration level as Wizardry's third scenario failed to ship .
Home Accountant continued to dominate the Home 10 list. ASCII
Express: The Professional seems to have become the latest semiperma
nent bridesmaid. Micro Cookbook from Virtual Combinatics showed
strength, jumping to fourth and breaking the virtual lock that communi
cations packages have had on all but the top spot in this category.
VisiCalc regained its accustomed spot atop the Business 10. The In
credible Jack inched slightly higher and the new version of DB Master
has resuscitated its fortunes.
Mu/tip/an stayed within striking distance of VisiCalc, but the pioneer
showed it' ll be tough for anyone to overcome its strong position in the
Apple market.
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New Apple Portfolio Management System!

Ho-w to Invest
for Better Returns.
Turn your Apple into a powerful inves ting tool.
Now you can improve your stock investments and
make more money ... with Micro PMS.
Share virtually the same vast information, analysis
and expert advice enjoyed by major corporate investors
right on your Apple II+ or lie at a fraction of the cost.
Here's how simple and comprehensive Micro PMS is ...
ADVANTAGE #1: Accurate, Timely Portfolio Records.
First, you can se t up yo ur portfolio ,
enter transacti ons and print current
appraisals. Then track and analyze yo ur
stocks. Eve n graph trends. Stocks arc
updated monthly or daily (optio n al) .

•

ADVANTAGE #2: 50 Ways to Evaluate Stocks.
You can display and graphicall y co mpare
an.y of 50 characteri stics of your portfo lio
stocks, including price histories, gro wth
proj ec ti on s, ea rnin gs data and eve n ri sk
measurement and qu ality ra t in gs .

•

ADVANTAGE #3: Rate your stocks against your objectives.
Give Micro PMS your investment
objectives - inco me , growth o r an
aggressive po rtfolio . Micro PMS then
tells yo u which of your h oldings actu:.illy
match those goa ls.

Word Processors 10

This
Last
Month Month

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I. Apple Writer Ile, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
2. Bank Street Writer, Gene Kuzmiak and the Bank Street
College of Education, Broderbund Software
3. WordStar, MicroPro
4. Sensible Speller, Charles Hartley, Sensible Software
8. Magic Window II, Bill Depew, Artsci
7. Format-II, G. K. Beckmann and M.A. R. Hardwick,
Kensington Microware
6. Screen Writer II, David Kidwell, Sierra On-Line
MegaWriter, Megahaus
5. Super-Text Pro, Ed Zaron , Muse
Word Juggler Ile, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering

•

ADVANTAGE #4: Discover every stock that suits you.
N ext, Mi cro PMS will find every stoc k
fro m its 1500-stock database whi ch match es
your inves tment criteria. Fo r example,
locate every stock with high yield, low
P/E, fas t grow th and lo w risk.

•

ADVANTAGE #5: Solid Buy and Sell Advice.
Yo u're even to ld specific stocks to buy
and sell to most closel y match yo ur
obj ec tives. That way yo u can make better,
more pro fit able ch oices which align with
your goa ls.

•

ADVANTAGE #6: Project Decision Implications.

Home Education ID
This
Last
Month Month

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I. MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software
Computer SAT, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
3. Apple Logo, Logo Computer Systems, Apple Computer
Early Games for Young Children, John Paulson ,
Counterpoint Software
2. Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft
In Search of the Most Amazing Thing, Tom Snyder,
Spinnaker Software
Story Machine, DesignWare, Spinnaker Software
8. Snooper Troops I, Tom Snyder, Spinnaker Software
Facemaker, DesignWare, Spinnaker Software
Delta Drawing, Computer Access Corporation, Spinnaker
Software

Finall y, proj ect results of po tenti al
investmen t decisions BEFO RE yo u make
the m. U sin g sa mple portfo lios , you can
evalu ate the potenti al impact of an y
tra nsacti o n yo u're co nside ring.

SEND FOR INFORMATION TODAY
Fo r co mpl ete details, and the very low cost, return the
coupo n today. Or, call 800-468-8324. (In Mass. 617-722-7939. )

YES! Please tell me more about turning my Apple
D into
a powerful investment tool with Micro PMS.
Mail today to: Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company
The Boston Company Micro PMS Group Dept. S
One Boston Place, Boston, MA 02106

Name

A

Address
C ity

Phone - - - -- 
State _ _ _

z ip - - - - -- 

~·· The Boston Company
...

A subsidiary of Shearson/Ame ri can Express, Inc

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. © 1983 Tho Boston Compony

THE BEST REASON FOR HAVING A HOME COMPUTER.
Your children. That's why we created
the Early Games series for them. We're
ed ucators as wel I as computer special
ists. We create games that teach
chi ldren importantskills.
There are five prog rams in the Early
Games series. Early Games for Young
Children is a set of nine entertaining
activities for ch ildren 2 1/z to 6. They
can work with numbers and letters and
create colorfu I pictures. Matchmaker
uses shapes, sizes, directions and
colors to help children develop reading

readiness skills. Children ages 5 to
12 can learn to play melodies with Early
Games Music. Our Piece of Cake turns
math problems into, well, a piece of
cake. And Fraction Factory takes the
work out of fractions.
Early Games feature multiple
activities, easy to use picture menus,
and colorful graphics. The games
are fun, children love to play them! That's
why they learn from them.
And they're the best reason for having
a home computer.

Ill

c ounterpoint software inc.
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Knight of Diamonds jumped past Ultima JI into second behind Wiz
ardry in the Fantasy 5 category. Missing Ring nabbed fourth and Ultima
staggered home fifth .
Castle Wolfenstein continued leading the Strategy 5, with Flight Sim
ulator and Sargon JI trailing. Strategic Simulations nabbed the other two
positions. Cosmic Balance !I remained on the list, while North Atlantic
'86 debuted on the chart.
Zork l topped the Adventure 5 list. The biggest change was the pres
ence of Death in the Caribbean from Micro Fun, a company that's be
ginning to flex its muscles now that it has a certified hit like Miner 2049er
under its belt.
The Home Education 10 area remains a bulwark of sales strength.
This was perhaps the only a rea that slowed down in July, but there was
no drought at Spinnaker, whose /11 Search (}/' th e Most A111ad11g Thing
made its first appearance on the li st. MasterType conti nues as the domi
nant entry. but Spinnaker captured the bottom five places and the next two
spots were also carri ed by their products .
Word processing seems to be the most po pular application. As more
word processors enter the fray, they seem to broaden the market, rather
than taking sales from other products. Apple Writer Ile remains the un
disputed leader, with Bank Street Writer a clear second.
WordStaris coming on strong with their new promotion that bundles
a CP/ M card with the program. And two absolutely new programs
muscled their way onto the list. MegaWriter grabbed eighth and Word
Juggler Ile scored tenth.

This
Last
Month Month

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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LEARN
TO TYPE
OR GET

BLOWN
TO BITS.

Adventure 9

I. Zork I, Infocom
3. Suspended, Infocom
Death in the Caribbean, Philip and Bob Hess, Micro Fun
5. The Mask of the Sun, Chris Anson, Alan Clark, Larry
Franks, a nd Margaret Anson, Ultrasoft
2. Zork II, lnfocom

MasterType ™ makes typing a blast.

This
Last
Month Month

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

1. Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
2. Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic
3. Sargon II, Da n and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden
North Atlantic '86, Gary Grigsby, Strategic Simulations
4. Cosmic Balance II, Paul Murray, Strategic Simulations

This
Last
Month Month

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Strategy 9

Fantasy 9

I. Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert Woodhead,
Sir-tech
3. Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech
2. Ultima II, Lord British, Sierra On-Line
The Missing Ring, Terry Romine , Data most
Ultima, Lord British, California Pacific

Now there 's a typing program for the Apple " 1, Atari '
and IBM PC, that dares to be fun. And now it's avail
able for the Commodore 64 ™ 2 . It's Master'fype . A combi
nation of fast-action blow 'em up video games with the
best instructional programs available. The result? Highly
motivating and enjoyable learning.

MasterType is educations' favorite.
In fact, it's the best selling educational program to
day. And that's no surprise. Reviewers agree. lnfoWorld c 3
wrote:
"We had fun reviewing it, and we highly recommend
it to those who want to learn typing in an uncon
ventional but motivating way."
lnfoWorld c, 3 also went on to rate Master'fype as
" excellent" in all four of its categories.

MasterType teaches your fingers to fly.
Master'fype. With 18 explosive learning levels, you'll
either learn to type or get blown apart.
39.95 (49.95 for the IBM PC).
All require disk drive :
32K for Atari " 1
48K for Apple " 1
64K for IBM PC,
64K for Com
modore 64 •M2 .

1

·APPLE·

"THE PROFESSIONAL" SERIES
The most valued
Communication Software
ever published for the
Apple II* Computer.

Whether you 're a businessperson accessing the latest
data from Wall Street, a student researching an elec
tronic library or a home user exchanging electronic
mail , "The Professional " series will instantly make you
a part of the exciting world of electronic communi
cation.
Imagine being able to log into communication services
putting the latest financial, national and international
news at your fingertips . You 'll be able to research sta
tistics, bank by computer, confirm airline reservations ,
call local computerized " Bulletin Boards" and even dial
into restaurant guides recommending the best dining
around the country.

ASCII Express

DOS 3.3

$129.95 • P-Term

(supports all modems and baud rates to 9600)

To help expand your exciting world of communications,
" The Professional " series includes valuable offers
to:
• BRS/ AFTER DARK
• CompuServe
•Delphi
• Newsnet
You had the insight to buy a computer-use it to the
fullest! Treat yourself to this new and exciting world
with 'The Professional " series :

Apple Pascal 1.1

$129.95 • Z-Term

(supports most modems and baud rates to 2400)

Apple CP/M

$149.95

(supports most modems and baud rates to 2400)

Plus $3 .00 shipping • CA residents add 6% sales tax
For more information call or write:

souttlUJesteRn cJata systems™
THE LEADERS IN INNOVATIVE COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE
10761 Woodside Avenue, Suite E, Santee, CA 92071, 619-562-3221
·Also Apple II - and lie compallble
.. l SOC•1(' 1s a ~,c r~ 1r0 'Y\, 1 r~ o' Sourre Tc:ecomput1 ng Corpor ation
bH:::i i},rTL f1 uARV 1s ..1 '.r .J acrn~1 'r< oi BAS
LJ1 f r
1 Ir 1dv·1, v~
,f Gt'r (• ra Vi ic o · c ~ Cor porat1ori

Com puserve 1s a tradem ark ol CompuServe Incorp orated . an H&R Block Co
Nev\ snet 1s a tradem ark ol Newsnet Incorp orated
App e App le II Apple II + and App le lie are trademarks ol App le Computer. Inc .
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In addition to Lode Runner, there were some other bright spots on
the Arcade 10. Stellar 7 made a big impression in its first month in dis
tribution and tied Frogger for sixth. Ax1:~ Assassin held strong. And the
long-awaited Sammy Lightfoot finally arrived from Sierra On-Line to
early applause.
But Zaxxon is still the pacesetter by a wide margin. Miner 2049er
.dropped to third with the arrival of L ode Runner. Chop/ifler and Frogger
continue selling well.
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Month Month
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3.
4.
5.
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8.
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7.
8.
9.
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2.
3.
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7.
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Quality Software is pleased to present the definitive source of in
formation about how the Apple works. Jim Sathe r has conducted
an exhaustive analysis of the inner workings of th e Apple II com
puter . Now he has documented his findings in a way that will bene
fit everyone interested in microcomputer technology. You will be
amazed at the amount of valuable material packed into the 320
pages of Understanding the Apple II.

I. Double-Take, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros

2. Apple Mechanic, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
10. Apple Mechanic Typefaces, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
8. Pronto DOS, Tom Weishaar, Beagle Bros
Copy II Plus, Central Point Software
Tip Disk I, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
5. Apple Pascal, Apple Computer
4. Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
7. Graphics Magician, Chris Jochumsen, David Lubar, and
Mark Pelczarski, Penguin Software

This
Last
Month Month

I.

by Jim Sather

Hobby ID

2: DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle Bros
3.
4.

Understanding the Apple II

2. VisiCalc, Software Arts/ Dan Bricklin and Robert
Frankston, VisiCorp
I. PFS:File, John Page and D. D. Roberts, Software
Publishing Corporation
5. Quick File Ile, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
3. Multiplan, Microsoft
4. PFS:Report, John Page, Software Publishing Corporation
6. PFS:Graph, Bessie Chin and Stephen Hill, Software
Publishing Corporation
9. The Incredible Jack, Business Solutions
7. BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower, Apple
Computer
DB Master, DB Master Associates, Stoneware
IO. Apple II Business Graphics, Apple Computer

This
Last
Month Month

I.

Business ID

From the company that brought you Bf:Math APDk DOS . ..

Home ID

I. Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, and
Steve Pollack, Continental Software
2. ASCII Express: The Professional, Bill Blue and Mark
Robbins, Southwestern Data Systems
9. Transend 2, Tim Dygert and Bob Kniskern, SSM
Micro Cookbook, Brian E. Skiba, Virtual Combinatics
9. Hayes Terminal Program, Hayes Microcomputer
Products
Cdex Training for the Apple Ile, Cdex Corporation
Micro/Terminal, Microcom
7. Transend I, Tim Dygert and Bob Kniskern, SSM
6. Micro/Courier, Microcom
4. Data Capture 4.0, George McClellan and David Hughes,
Southeastern Software

Understanding the Apple II 

• Documents all motherboard c ircuits . including some
discussed nowhere else.
• Describes disk controller operation . including previous
ly undocumented details of the logic state sequencer.
• Explains RAM and ROM card operation
• Reveals previously unnoticed features of Apple
graphics .
• Contains 23 software and hardware Application Notes
including shift key mod , disk write protect mod, and
EPROM mods.
• Includes a chapter on maintenance that provides simple
troubleshooting steps.
If you are at all curious about how the Apple 11 works , you are sure
to find Understanding the Apple II very valuable. It is an ideal
book for a microcomputer fundamentals course based on the
Apple, with its understandable bus diagrams and significant
technical content. Contains over 100 figures and illustrations.
including more than 20 schematics, ten appendixes, plus glos
sary and index .

All for only $22.95
Buy a copy of Understanding the Apple II at your favorite com
puter shop or bookstore. Or call us for information on how to order.

Although so me info rm at ion in Understanding the Apple If , including th at on disk con
t roll e r o perati on. app lies to th e Apple li e. thi s b ook prim a ri ly describes App le II
co mp uter s so ld pri or to 1983 _A co mp ani o n text. Understanding the Apple lie, w ill be
avai labl e th e first quarter of 1984
A pple II a nd Appl e li e are reg istered tra demarks o f Apple Computer. Inc

~SO~IAL~
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Softalk Presents 'ftle Bestsellers
.·lrrlc Writer II I topped Apple Ill sales for the second month, lead
ing to the spectacle of A pple. a company as notorious for its mediocre
software as Kersey is for his fun software, being the leading software
publisher in both its markets. Of co urse, Apple Writer is the brainchild of
independent Paul Lutus. rather than of a committee process. Perhaps its
success will serve as a model for hardware companies with software
aspirations.
VisiCorp' s VisiCalc:Admnced Version remains second, with PFS:File
and R eport next.
The fact that Apple Writer and VisiCalc run one-two on both Apple

Appk-franchi,ed retai l stores rep re,c nting approx imately 6.7 percent of a ll saks of
A pp le an d /\ ppk-rela ted products volun teered tn parti cipate in the poll.
R c~ pL\n dc nb wcrl' co nt acte d ea rl y in August t~ ) asce rtain their s aks for th e month o f

machines supports the contention that Apple owners are turning to more
serious matters.
On the other hand, the Beagle Bros success story supports the idea
that you can be serious and fun at the same time. What a delightful com
bination! Thank you, Sophie ... and you, too, Bert, whatever you are. JI

The Top Thirty
This
Last
Month \1onth

Index

July.
The o nl y criterion fo r inclusion o n the 11't wa s the number of unit s so ld-such other
crit eri a as ,juality of produ ct. profit abilit y to the co mputer store, and perso nal prefer

2.

I.
4.

ences of th e ind ividual resp on dents , ..·e re n o t con side red.
Rc ~r~mdt:n t s in ,\ugu st rep resented every gcog raphkal a rea o f th e continental

3.

3.

4.
6.
7.

2.
12.
6.
7.

89.45
85.78
59.74
59.43

8.

10.

58.82

9.

5.

56.98
56.06

II.

9.

41.35

12.

13.

39.21

13.

8.

35.53

1-1.

18.

31.24

15.
16.

11.
26.
21.
26.

26.95
24.20
24.20
23 .89
23.58
23.28

I.

191.47 Apple Writer Ile, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer
97.72 VisiCalc, Software Arts / Dan Bricklin and
Robert Frankston , VisiCorp

91.90 PFS:File, John Page and D. D. Roberts ,

United Sta tes.
Re su lt ~ of th e r cs pon~cs were tahul ak d us ing a fo rmula that re sulted in the index

numher to the left of the program name in the T11p Thirty listing. The index number ts an
arbitrary mcasurl.! of relati ve ~trength of thl.:.' prog rams listed . lrn.kx numbt'.'rs arc cor·
rdati vc onl v t<> the month in which they are printed: readers cann ot assume that an m
dcx rallng of ~O in on1.· month rerrcscnb equivalent sales to an index number o f 50 in
a nnthcr month .
Pro habilll\' of statistica l e rror i' pJu, ur minus 3.36 percent, which tran slates rnughl y
into the thcorcti1.·a l possihility l ) f a change of J .7 1 po ints. plus or minus. in any index
numhcr.

5.

10.

PROTECT YOUR EXPENSIVE INVESTMENT
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME PLEXA -LOK COMES WITH A
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED!
PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the keyboard 

then gently snaps into position.
• You r va luable compute r is protected from Obfects and spills directly on top of keyboard
wh ich could cost hundreds of dollars to repair'
• PLEXA -LOK allows your secretary to go on break without ha vi ng to worry about visitors
accidentally destroying their hours land yo ur $) of work
· ENHANCES looks of
your system

• PROTECTS Keyboa rd
from du st

• ALLOWS computer 10
remain on whi le unattended

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

26.
27.
28.
• H.• APPLE C0MPl1 TE H

15 .
16.

22.
23 .
25.
14.

21.75
19.91
18.99
18.38
18.38
18.07
17.76
15.62

•·v

l.\~ · 1
Allow .\ 6 Wr eks
D(' l1vory

Oc<1 1er lnqur• C<; Wc• u;im('

l· . l.L t:T l!0:\11 . ~

P 0 BOX 1300S
SAN ANOREAS CA 95249
1209) 75 J 1800

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
APPLE II
$ 19.95
APPL E Ill
$24 .95
FRO STY
APPLE
1 50 extra
Prepaid UPS
Co ntinental USA
CA Aos1denls Ad d s~o Ta)(

29.

1-1.70

30.

13 .17
13.17
13.17

Software Publishing Corporation
Zaxxon, John Garcia, Datasoft
Quick File Ile, Rupert Lissner, Apple Computer
Multiplan, Microsoft
Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry
Grodin, and Steve Pollack, Continental Software
Bank Street Writer, Gene Kuzmiak and the
Bank Street College of Education, Broderbund
Software
MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software
Lode Runner, Doug Smith, Broderbund
Software
PFS:Report, John Page, Software Publishing
Corporation
Wizardry, And rew Greenberg and Robert
Woodhead, Sir-tech
Miner 2049er. Mike Livesay and Bill Hogue,
Micro Fun
Hard Hat Mack, Mike Abbott and Matthew
A lexander, Electronic Arts
Choplifter, Dan Gorlin. Broderbund Software
DOS Boss, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
Double-Take, Mark Simonsen, Beagle Bros
Apple Mechanic. Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros
Computer SAT. Harcourt Brace Jo vanovich
Apple Logo, Logo Computer Systems, Apple
Computer
WordStar, MicroPro
Early Games for Young Children, John Paulson,
Counterpoint Software
Sensible Speller, Sensible Software
ASCII Express:The Professional, Bill Blue and
Mark Robbins. Southwestern Data Systems
Zork I, ln focom
Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse
Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft
In Search of the Most Amazing Thing, Tom
Snyder, Spinnaker Software
Knight of Diamonds, Andrew Greenberg and
Robert Woodhead, Sir-tech
Apple Mechanic Typefaces, Bert Kersey, Beagle
Bros
Pronto DOS. Tom Weishaar, Beagle Bros
Copy II Plus, Central Point Software

As an Apple owner, you 're entitled to a free trial subscription
to Softalk. If you 've never received Softalk, merely fill out
this card, sign it, and mail it in. If you have received Softalk
in the past , or are receiving it now, you can use this card
to renew. We must +lave your serial number and signature
to process new subscribers.
0

I'm a new Apple owner.

0 I'm using this card to renew my subscription. Please find
enclosed $24 for a one-year subscription.

0 The heck with all that bureaucratic nonsense above. Just
take my $24 and send me a year's supply of Softalk.
Apple Serial# - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - 
Name _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

~

Street Address
City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 Visa

0

MasterCard

Zip _ _ __

Exp. Date _ __ _ _ __

Account# _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __
Signature - - -- - - - -- - - -- - -- - - 
Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of 1st issue.
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KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS . ..
THE SECOND SCENARIO

THE LEGENDARY FANTASY
ROLE-PLAYING SIMULATION
.. In " Proving Grounds of the Mad ··
Ove rlord " you begin a challenging and
totally absorbing journey through a 10
level , 3-dimensional maze. Create, then
command, a hearty band of up to six
adventurers who all must cooperate to
explore a deep and mysterious maze in
search of loot and glory.
The mages cast spells: thieves plot
to steal treasure ; and warriers battle
the monstrous fiends of the under
world . In Wizardry®, no one remains
unchanged: each member of the party
grows in age, experience and, you
hope, wisdom .
The puzzles, passageways and per
sonalities in " Proving Grounds" have
already fascinated and astounded the
computer world and created a dedi
cated following of players . Find out
why-place yourself under the
spell of Wizardry®.

The characters with who m you
fought through to the 10th leve l in
" Proving Grounds" must now ca ll upon
every ounce of resource fuln ess to save
the City of Llylgamyn . In fact , they
must have reached the 13th leve l of
power merely to survivel
The same high resolution , 3-dimen
sional visua l effects that thrilled you in
the first scenario are here- and more
" Knight of Diamonds, " so eagerl y ant1c
1pated by Wizardry players everywhere,
s urpa sses highest ex pe cta tions for
story, ac tion and complexity.
If successful, you will return the
enchanted staff of Gnilda to Llylgamyn
and become the Knight of Di amond s,
but formidable adversaries block you
at every turn To begin your quest ,
simply place yourself under the spell
of Wizardry'"'
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